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Oral evidence

Taken before the Select Committee on the Armed Forces Bill

on Thursday 19 January 2006

Members present:

Mr George Howarth, in the Chair

Mr Simon Burns Robert Key
Mr David Burrowes Sarah McCarthy-Fry
Mr Alan Campbell Mr Michael Moore
Mr Gerald Howarth Mr Don Touhig
Mr Kevan Jones

Witnesses: Mr Julian Miller, Director General of Service Personnel Policy,Mrs Teresa Jones, Head of the
Armed Forces Bill Team, Mr Humphrey Morrison, Director of Legislation, Commodore Robert Fraser,
Director of Naval Legal Services, Brigadier Stephen Andrews, Director of Personal Services (Army),
and Air Commodore Paul Hughesdon, Director of Personnel Policy (RAF), Ministry of Defence, gave
evidence.

Q1 Chairman:Good morning. Could I welcome the consolidation, recognising that there was a good
deal of legislation written over the years relating toBill team to the first evidence session of the

Committee? First there are just a couple of Service discipline and that there would be advantage
in pulling it together. Later on, in the nineties, wehousekeeping points. Because of the business on the
started to see some attraction in going beyond thatfloor of the House it is our intention to conclude this
and during the Strategic Defence Review, when thesession by 11.30. However, if we do not get through
issue of joint operations and the working together ofthe somewhat lengthy list of questions we have for
the Forces came very much to the fore, the view wasyou we would like you to let us have written
taken that we should be looking for a single Act, aresponses on any areas that are not covered, or
single set of unified laws for Service discipline acrossindeed anything that comes up during the course of
all three Forces, and ministers announced that asthe questioning thatmight need further clarification.
something they were interested in pursuing in 1998,We also think it might be appropriate at some future
but they did not recognise at the time that this was apoint in our proceedings to have you here again and
pretty ambitious task. There were, at that stage inwe will keep in liaison over the dates and times for
any case, one or two rather more immediatethat. Mr Miller, would you like to introduce your
priorities in terms of introducing some adjustmentscolleagues or would you like them to introduce
to the military justice system to bring it up to datethemselves?
and keep it in line with legal requirements and thereMr Miller: I am Julian Miller, the Director General
was, as you will be aware, the Act of 2000. When weof Service Personnel Policy.We have representatives
came up to the Quinquennial Review in 2001 myhere from the three Services, their personnel policy
predecessor at that stage told your predecessorleads, if you like. We have Commodore Robert
Committee that wewere starting to set up a Bill teamFraser from the Navy, Brigadier Stephen Andrews
and the intention was to bring a single Act forwardfrom the Army and Air Commodore Paul
in place of what would then be the quinquennialHughesdon from the Air Force. From the centre of
opportunity in 2006, and that essentially is what wethe Department we have Humphrey Morrison, the
are now seeking to do. We have tried to moveLegal Director who deals with legislative issues, and
beyond the concept of co-operation into somethingMrs Jones, who is theHead of theArmed Forces Bill
which reflects the increasingly joint nature of theTeam which has been taking forward the work over
Services, a single Act, and to bring that forwardthe last several years.
in a way which is compatible with the existing
quinquennial timetable, and I hope that we will be

Q2 Chairman: The first question relates to the able to take that forward now.
Tri-Service nature of the approach. Since 1991
each Armed Forces Bill Select Committee has
recommended that the three Service Discipline Acts Q3 Chairman: Given the way in which recent
should be consolidated into a single Tri-Service Act. operations have been very heavily reliant upon an
We are interested in why it has taken so long to integrated approach with a high level of co-
achieve this. operation between the diVerent Services, are there

any experiences out of that which make you feelMr Miller: Perhaps I could kick oV on that,
Chairman. You are right: this has been on the table either wary of this process or more confident about

it? Secondly, how does it fit in with the increasinglyas an issue formany years, since the early 1990s. The
view then was very much, as you say, focused on international nature of operations whereby there are
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joint command structures in some instances and Commodore Fraser: Yes, perhaps I can give an
example. In the Falkland Islands would be a classiccertainly a high level of integration in terms of

certain kinds of operation? example. It is true for all of the three Services that
because we have obviously got the permanentMr Miller: I am sure you will want to hear

from Service colleagues on the eVect of current operating base abroad the Falklands Islands is a
good example. I can certainly remember that asoperations. As a first point it is perhaps worth saying

that the impetus for this Bill has not really been recently as July last year we had a situation where
there was the potential of having to bring peoplevery substantially changed by current operational

experience. What we have seen is that the existing back from the Falklands to deal with such cases.
They are isolated cases but nonetheless they existsystem continues to operate eVectively but there are

areas where it can be improved and we think it has where you have got separate Acts, particularly
applied to the Navy in that case, as it happened.reinforced the view that the broad approach being

taken in this Bill is right. There have been one or two Air Commodore Hughesdon:And perhaps also at the
Joint Force Harrier where the Royal Navy and thespecific instances, which are quite well known and

wemay come on to later, where experience has led us Royal Air Force operate their Harriers together at
Cottesmore and Wittering, we have been able toto adapt the recommendations, but as a generality it

has reinforced the approach we have taken. make the current rules work for us but not as
eVectively as we wish. In that particular instance theBrigadier Andrews: I only emphasise what Julian

says in that this Bill does bring together the three Royal Navy personnel, when they are based on an
RAF base, are attached to the Royal Air Force andseparate Acts into a single code which, certainly

from the Army’s perspective, we see as fit for similarly, when the Royal Air Force goes afloat with
the Navy, we can make these things work but if wepurpose when we are undertaking expeditionary

operations in a way that is very closely integrated get into a situation where we have two accused who
perhaps might be tried by Court Martial, they bothwith the other two Services.
have to go separate ways back to their parent Service
where we would prefer to see, for parity of

Q4 Mr Howarth: That is not a particularly new treatment, consistency of treatment, the two
philosophy though, is it? individuals in this particular case being dealt with
Brigadier Andrews: Working closely with the other together, which the sorts of proposals that are
two Services is not a new philosophy but the degree included in the Bill would help with.
to which we do that has increased over the years and
certainly it was time for modernisation. The current

Q7 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: In the recent operationssystem does allow for a system of attachment orders
overseas in Afghanistan, but particularly in Iraq, weand a rather diYcult and complicated system to put
have been aware of some very high profileone group of people under the command of another
disciplinary cases which have come to publicService. This Bill, in introducing a single system of
attention and have also been taking up a lot ofService law, draws that very neatly and very usefully
parliamentary time, particularly in the House. Itogether in a way which facilitates timely justice.
would like to ask a question both of the Policy Team
and probably Brigadier Andrews, who is the lead

Q5 Mr Burrowes: Does the impetus for the clarion probably because the Army was the Service
call for modernisation come from the Services or involved. What lessons have we learned out of
from politicians? these cases?
Brigadier Andrews:For the Services, and I can speak Mr Miller:On the policy side, as I say, the first lesson
for the Army, of course, I think there is a self-evident has been that the basics of Service law are pretty
need to tidy this up and bring it together in a way well founded and that the requirement for an
that everybody understands, and in a way that can independent military justice system stands up to the
be operated not only eVectively but eYciently as test of operations. Stephen will say more about the
well. practical experience but we have not seen emerging

from recent experience any impetus or direction
which is fundamentally new or requiring aQ6Mr Howarth: I have to say, Brigadier, that when
revamping or a major shift in the way Service law isConservatives hear theword “modernisation” a chill
structured or implemented. There has been one casegoes down our backs, so much has been justified
which, as you will be aware, has led to a soldierby the present Prime Minister in terms of
being tried outside the military system andmodernisation. I think what my colleague David
the circumstances that led to that we think areBurrowes says is absolutely right, that what we need
circumstances we would wish to avoid in future andto know is whether this has come from the Services
the Bill has been constructed in a way which will, weor whether it has come from the politicians. We are
believe, ensure that that does not happen again. Theall aware that there has been a growing case for a
Trooper Williams case is one where we have seen aTri-Service Bill but I think it is important that we
specific, rather narrow issue and that has beenshould test the arguments because there have been
addressed, but I would say that is pretty exceptional.some who have expressed reservations about it, and

you yourself have just said that the existing system is
working well. Can you tell us where the existing Q8 Sarah McCarthy-Fry:Would you say that is the

view of the soldier on the ground?system is not working well?
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Brigadier Andrews: Perhaps I could address your accusations judgments will have to be taken by the
Services prosecuting authorities and that there willoriginal question, which is that we look at the

conduct of every disciplinary case and, of course, we not in future be a possibility of a decision being
taken lower down the command chain, on legaltest the conduct and outcome of that case to see if the

system is working as best it can. We have learned advice, which will exclude further action in the
military justice system. We have been looking at auseful lessons about making the system work as

best it can, areas in which we can improve quite narrow butwe think important issue whichwill
have the eVect of preserving the ability of thecommunications between the various agencies and

the military criminal justice system, and ways in military system to pursue cases which aVect military
personnel overseas in a way which experience showswhich people could have acted in a more timely way.

We can never be complacent about any delay in the could in very extreme circumstances not happen
under the current law.system. Timely justice is what military justice should

always deliver and that is, of course, what soldiers on
the ground want. If they are called to account they Q13 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Are you saying it is a
want timely investigation and timely justice and we refinement rather than a fundamental change?
have learned from cases in the barracks in Germany Mr Miller: Yes. I do not think it is a fundamental
and in the UK and cases on operations in Iraq and change of the aims of the system or how it is
elsewhere where we do need to tighten things up, and implemented, but it is an important adjustment to
we have. ensure that the military criminal justice system can

deal with cases and that the ones, as we have seen,
where someone has been transferred to the civilQ9 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Do you think that the

average soldier on the ground has been concerned by system, should not have to go there.
these cases?
Brigadier Andrews: I think it is fair to say that the Q14 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Could I just ask
average soldier on the ground would always be Brigadier Andrews, coming back to that definition
concerned at the prospect of investigation and of “the enemy”, given the experiences in Iraq, do you
prosecution, and it would be disingenuous to say think from the serving Service personnel point of
otherwise. Soldiers are certainly doing their duty on view that that definition is suYciently wide?
operations and we are doing our best, if there are Brigadier Andrews: I would, yes.
serious allegations which, of course, we have to
investigate, to make sure that is done in a timely and Q15 Mr Jones: You said that increasingly as three
eVective way. Services you are working together and I have seen it

as a member of the Defence Committee, but
Q10 Sarah McCarthy-Fry:MrMiller, you said that increasingly abroad you are dealing with allies and
you did not think the circumstances in Iraq or partners, particularly, for example, as I have seen on
Afghanistan have created an impetus to alter the my visit to Afghanistan where not only have you got
law. UK troops under the direct control of quite low-
Mr Miller:Yes, I think that is the case.We have seen down operations sometimes but also working very
the system dealing with very diYcult operational closely together. Has that created any problems, in
circumstances. As you say, a number of individual terms of following up Sarah’s point about the rules
cases have come forward which have attracted a lot of engagement and what the enemy is, but also in
of attention, and Stephen Andrews has dealt with terms of disciplinary action, which is probably
the impact of that on the Service person, but we have diVerent, for example, in the AmericanMarines and
not seen those cases or had wider experience leading Army from in our three Services. Have they created
to anything which calls fundamentally into question any practical diYculties and is there anything in this
the legal basis on which Service discipline is achieved which is going to make those work operations more
at present. diYcult or easy?

Mr Miller: It is an interesting question. I do not
think that there have been practical diYculties thatQ11 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Not even in defining the

enemy? bear on the exercise of Service discipline. Even
though our people are working very closely withMr Miller: No, I do not think we have found any

particular diYculties in that respect. other nations the exercise of discipline and legal
authority remains very much in our own chain. We
have not experienced problems in that area, nor areQ12 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: And yet, even though
we seeking through this Bill to introduce anyyou have said that these have not created an impetus,
changes that would be driven by the fact that, as youyou also said that a particular case, although it was
say, we are working more closely with allies.a very narrow case, has led to a change.
Brigadier Andrews: I would agree.Mr Miller: Yes, in one area where there was a case

which led to a decision being taken on legal advice
to eVectively close oV prosecution under themilitary Q16MrHowarth: That said, I thinkMr Jones raises

a very interesting point because we are approachingsystem and then a judgment that the evidence needed
testing further, and that led to the transfer to the civil the possible deployment of a substantial number of

British troops toAfghanistan. Can you help us to tryside. What we have been looking at is some changes
which will ensure that in the most serious cases of to work out how the rules of engagement in a
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multinational force will either impinge upon or be diYcult situations, for example, in defining who the
aVected by the new disciplinary code, or indeed the enemy is. Does that create any problems or is that
existing disciplinary code? For example, if you have covered in any understanding, because certainly if
a British force which is commanded by an American you under attack in a valley in southern Afghanistan
and the American commander instructs the British you are not suddenly going to say, “Our rules say
force to do something which is perfectly lawful this but your rules say that”, and I was wondering
under the American legal system but may whether any work has been done in looking at some
be questionable under ours, what does our of these grey areas that exist.
British commander, answerable to an American Commodore Fraser: I would be very surprised if
commander, do in those circumstances? these sorts of things were not worked out in advance
Mr Miller: I do not think there is anything novel of any situation like that. It would be very unusual.
about the deployments which are coming up now. For the Permanent Joint Headquarters, this is
We have, as you are very well aware, a great deal of exactly the sort of role they would take on, so I
background experience in working with allies. would be very surprised if a diYculty were to arise as

you suggest.
Q17 Mr Howarth: But it has been shown in pretty Mr Morrison: It may be helpful if I add one
sharp focus because of the presence of a number of comment here. There is a reference to “enemy” in a
diVerent countries in the NATO component, for specific definition of “enemy” in the Bill which
example, potentially the Dutch and the Germans follows an existing definition, but that is not the
who clearly have a very diVerent set of rules of purpose of rules of engagement and so on which are
engagement from ourselves. outside the Bill and which are adapted to the
Mr Miller: My understanding is quite clearly that situation on the ground. It is a definition for certain
our people would have rules of engagement agreed very specific purposes relating to particular oVences
by the UK and that they would operate to those and so on in the Bill, such as oVences under clauses
rules of engagement. They would have a Service 1 and 2. It is still a very broad definition of “enemy”
disciplinary legal system which is ours and they and it includes even some irregular enemies, if I can
would operate to that system. In functional terms put it like that, basically anyone who is fightingthey would be working closely alongside their

against our Forces or friendly forces. Just in casecompatriots from other countries but they would
there was some confusion, that definition is quitenot by that fact be taken outside the rules that would
specific to certain oVences and other provisionsapply to them that have been agreed in the UK.
under the Bill and would not in any way have toMr Morrison: I agree entirely with what Mr Miller
apply in working out rules of engagement that weresays.
necessary to deal with whatever the practical
situation was.

Q18 Mr Howarth: Can any of the serving oYcers
add anything to that from their own personal
experience if they have been multinational Q20 Mr Jones: We saw an example last week withoperations themselves?

the bombing in northern Pakistan. Okay, that was aBrigadier Andrews: I have not been in a position on
military drill but if you actually had a situationan operation at the level where they have had these
whereby you were on a joint operation in a village indiscussions but I can confirm exactly whatMrMiller
southern Afghanistan which ended up with—andand Mr Morrison have said, that we have our rules
things do happen—innocent people being killed,of engagement and, of course, it is the surety for the
would our people be treated diVerently from, say,soldier acting within his British rules of engagement
the Americans? Could our people be then open tothat he is acting within the law, so I can only confirm
prosecution in terms of mistakes that have happenedwhat they have said.
in terms of civilians being killed, who are notCommodore Fraser: I agree again, certainly in my
actually enemy, are they?experience.
Mr Morrison: As I just said, the definition of
“enemy” has nothing to do with the definition ofQ19 Mr Jones: Can I follow on with one point on
who may be killed during combat. This is aAfghanistan? Having visited northern Pakistan and
definition that applies to determine when certainmet a very strangeUSmarine with very strange rules
disciplinary rules apply to members of the Armedof engagement on the definition of who the enemy is,
Forces. The question of whether an operation is toincreasingly in operations like that they are not just
be undertaken where there is a risk not only to anmilitary but are of a pseudo-terrorist fighting type
armed opponent, if I can put it like that, but also towhich involve not just the military but also security
civilians, is carefully controlled, not through the Billservices, and I do not expect you to comment
but through Permanent Joint Headquarters and allindividually on the security services. Increasingly
the other protectivemeasures which have been put inyou are dealing with people who are not in the
place such that any operation like that has to receivemilitary chain of command, for example, to the US.
specific authority, and legal advisers are available onPeople that I met there clearly were not US military
all those, they try and look at the risk on the groundbut were in the security services elsewhere who have
of anything that could involve action on the part ofviews in terms of who the enemy is, and increasingly

that is going to draw our people into some very our troops being called into question legally.
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Q21 Mr Howarth: But this is all very clinical and commander says, “No case to answer”, but the
British say, “Oh, no, we have much stricter concernsvery easy to work out at PJHQ and we understand

the role of PJHQ in authorising operations, but, to here”, and so in the same incident you can have a
British soldier hauled out or back and theAmericansfollow Kevan Jones’s argument, if there is a

multinational force, let us say, led by an American say, “Case dismissed”.
Mr Morrison: We operate on the assumption thatcommander, with a British contingent there and the

operation, whatever it is, is authorised, these are Parliament would prefer our rules to apply than
American rules or those of Russia, Poland or anyvery murky waters in which we are dealing (to mix

my metaphors). You are in this impossible terrain in other country.
the mountains of Afghanistan and something goes
wrong and a settlement is attacked and the result is Q25 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: I have been talking to
that somebody is killed, as happened in the Trooper Service personnel who have said to me that they are
Williams case. The Americans take one view and we quite clear with the rules of engagement when you
take another. You know there is growing concern are actually in a war situation. Where they think it is
amongst British Forces about the possibility of their much murkier is in the peacekeeping/peace
being subjected to prosecutions. Are you satisfied enforcement situation and I think that is where,
that what we have now and what you are proposing from people I have spoken to, they think there is a
is going to protect British Forces in the kinds of diYculty.
circumstances which Kevan Jones has outlined, Mr Miller: I think people understand that war
where in a PJHQ authorised operation there is one fighting is an easier concept to deal with but equally,
rule applied to American servicemen and another, when forces are employed in peacekeeping they do
let us say, more strict rule, applied to British have guidance tailored to those circumstances and it
servicemen? is the responsibility of the command to make sure
Mr Miller: British servicemen will be protected that that is understood and properly followed. It is
because they will be operating under British law and in those circumstances, of course, and I am sorry to
British rules of engagement, and if they observe harp on about this, that self-defence can also be
those pieces of guidance they will be protected by quite a relevant consideration.
our system. Additionally, of course, it is important
to keep in mind that under any of these Q26 Robert Key: Can I ask how often in theatre
circumstances people have the right to self-defence soldiers are briefed about the rules of engagement?
and in many circumstances you will find that if they How often are they told? Once a month? Once a
have a direct threat to themselves that wider right week?
will come into play. Brigadier Andrews: I cannot tell you exactly how

often. Of course, they have very extensive
Q22 Chairman: For the avoidance of any doubt, introductory training. I can only draw on my own
would it be fair to say that in any specific joint experience. They are regularly briefed and re-briefed
operation the rules of engagement would be and reminded on the nature and importance of rules
determined and any disciplinary matter would only of engagement and, as we have said, it is absolutely
occur in the event that somebody had gone outside critically important to the soldier that he
the terms of the rules of engagement? Am I making understands that the British rules of engagement are
too much of that? his rules of engagement. We do invest a great deal of
Mr Miller: That is essentially right and fair. timely eVort in ensuring that our people do

understand those rules of engagement.
Q23 Chairman: So it basically is as simple as that, in
principle anyway? Q27 Robert Key: Chairman, I think it is very
Mr Jones: In principle it might be. I would agree important thatwhen theCommittee goes to Iraq and
with Gerald: in practice not always. elsewhere we ask the soldiers on the ground when
Mr Morrison: Certainly that is correct as far as the they were last briefed.
sorts of oVences you are talking about are Brigadier Andrews: I am confident that you will
concerned. A person may commit another oVence receive a very satisfactory answer.
but the rules of engagement are drafted with legal Robert Key: So am I now!
advice to ensure that what people are asked to do, if Chairman: That is a very good example of things
they stick to those rules of engagement, will be in happening in a committee that change the way
accordance with what we regard as lawful. things are done on the ground. This is an issue that

we will obviously want to return to in the course of
our deliberations, but perhaps we can now move onQ24 Mr Howarth:What we do not want to happen
to the important issue of human rights.is the kind of TrooperWilliams case. I only take that

case as an illustration of the fog of war and
somebody is killed and there are doubts about Q28 Mr Burrowes: Are there any outstanding cases

before the European Court of Human Rights thatwhether they were the enemy, whether they putting
up a fight, whether the soldier was acting in self- may aVect military law?

Mr Morrison: Before the European Court there isdefence, and he is in the company of someone, let us
say, for the sake of argument, anAmerican. They are none. There are some cases before the European

Court on old law. It takes quite a long time to workboth involved in the same incident and theAmerican
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its way through the system on some of the law before small criticism—was the case of Baines last year,
the 2000Act. In our own courts there is one case, the which looked at the whole system of the CO’s
Cooley case, coming up before the Courts-Martial jurisdiction and said that a system which does have
Appeal Court which raises some questions about a non-compliant hearing by the CO but which gives
Article 6 compliance aspects of the Court Martial an unconstrained right to elect Court Martial and
system. has, where the CO does hear it, the full right of

appeal to a compliant court, is compliant, and on
that basis they rejected a challenge to the summaryQ29 Mr Burrowes: Over the years post-2000 there
system. It was not widely reported, I think.have been a number of challenges in relation to

military law. If it were not for those challenges, and
indeed if we had not followed the route of other
countries and opted out of the relevant Convention Q32 Mr Burrowes: So you do not anticipate further
rights so that it would not apply to disciplinary challenges?
action within the Armed Forces, would a prime Mr Morrison: Oh, I think there will be challenges.
motivation for the Bill have been removed? The way the court works, and it is worth perhaps
Mr Morrison:No, because there is almost nothing in making this point, is that in a way, sadly, the courts,
the Bill that changes anything as regards human when there is a challenge, do not say, “Right: we are
rights. There are a couple of very small changes. The going to look at every aspect of this system and we
system, as you rightly say, has been looked at by are going to declare once and for all whether it is
domestic courts and by the Strasbourg Court as okay”. Anyone who wants to challenge can look at
regards human rights. Some important changeswere any aspect of the system and say, “I do not like the
made in 1996 as a result of one case, the Findlay case, way this works”. It may be a challenge to the way it
and some quite significant ones were made in 2000. hasworked in a particular case. Itmay be a challenge
We therefore had the advantage of having a very to some aspect, maybe a very narrow aspect, of the
large number of aspects of our system looked at system as a whole. It may be based on points that
specifically and with the benefit of those we are very have already been taken and dealt with by the
confident that the amount of work in the Bill courts. It does not stop somebody doing that,
eVecting the ECHR is very small. although, obviously, when we hear of these we do

tend to say, “Have you read the case of so-and-so?”.
Q30 Mr Burrowes: In the Ministry’s memorandum It does not stop them bringing a case, so we cannot
about an evolutionary rather than a revolutionary say people will not try and test other aspects. On the
approach, could you just amplify how you see that Bill itself, when we change things, people will be
as evolutionary in relation to human rights looking at and saying, “Is there anything here we
compliance in the Bill? would like to challenge?”. We do not think there is,
Mr Morrison: It is so much so that certainly the obviously, but we cannot say people will not
average soldier, a non-lawyer, looking at the system challenge. It is a world in which we expect challenges
now would be very hard put to say what the and we expect this questioning to continue.diVerences in the legal system are now from before
the Findlay case of 1996. We basically have our
Court Martial system with also, in nearly all the

Q33 Chairman: Is it not a slightly odd concept thatminor cases, the CO’s jurisdiction, very similar
although one element of a process can be non-powers as before. As I say, the average serviceman
compliant the overall process can be compliant? Itwould tell you that as far as he is concerned the
kind of jars with people’s logical perception ofsystems have remained the same over the last 10 or
things.15 years. There have been a number of changes in the
Mr Miller: The point is that if the summary systemdetails, obviously. The most significant probably, I
existed in isolation and people had no recourse tothink, was the establishment after the 1996 Findlay
anything else, then that would not be compliant, butcase of an independent prosecuting authority, and I
because they do have the option to go down athink nowadays most people would say that was
diVerent route if they choose and they have anrather a good idea. I cannot really name all the other
option to appeal the outcome of the summarychanges but I cannot name any that most people
system, then there is an overall structure which iswould think are very significant.
compliant. I take your point, Chairman. It can
sound a little backwards to say that an element isQ31Mr Burrowes: In terms of the summary hearing,
non-compliant but the whole is compliant but it isthat is not compliant with the ECHR?
because one is complemented by the other. If youMr Morrison: The summary hearing itself is not
think of taking a piece of a system in isolation, thencompliant but we regard the system overall, that is,
it is perhaps less surprising that an isolated bit ofthe summary system of the CO combined with the
process should not be compliant whereas the wholeright to elect Court Martial, which then applies
structure is.the CO’s powers, and the right to appeal to the
Commodore Fraser: I think it is also right to say thatSummary Appeal Court, as making the system
European jurisprudence is such that you look at thecompliant. One of the cases which support our
whole system to see whether it is fair or not rathersystem—and judicial decisions do not tend to be

widely reported, or only the ones that make any than looking at particular parts of it.
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Q34MrMoore: Just on that point, you are confident operating. That is not to say theymust be exactly the
that, although there could be challenges in the same as under PACE, under which a person who is
future, having survived this first challenge, if I may arrested must be taken to a police station within so
put it that way, and the system as a whole having many hours and so on; that may be rather
been found to be compliant, you will not be impractical. We looked at a number of areas in
vulnerable to a challenge from a diVerent direction which the policy is to retain the military aspect in
which will largely undermine the fact that only one full, a number of important areas in which it is
peg of the system is fundamentally non-compliant? important to align ourselves more or less closely
Mr Morrison: Certainly we have had to take the with the civilian system.
view, looking back at all the cases and how we Mrs Jones: It is worth adding at that point that we
responded to them and so on, and a fresh look at any are also bringing Service law into line with civilian
other areas we could think of that might be subject law in relation to some of the sentencing powers of
to challenge at some time, that the legislative courts, particularly in relation to sentences created
framework gives a compliant system. Just for by the Criminal Justice Act 2003.
clarification, the application of the system can still Commodore Fraser: I was going to mention that.
be non-compliant in a particular case. We are not That is very helpful. The other thing was, as
saying there could never be an appeal which is Humphrey mentioned, that the Act will make
successful, that something was not done that should Courts Martial a standing court like the Crown
have been done. That is a diVerent point. We are Court, which again will help us in a number of
talking here about the system as enshrined in practical ways in terms of not having to take oaths
legislation. before the start of each individual case and it will

also help us in terms of preliminary hearings, so it
will speed things up.Q35 Mr Howarth: It has been held out to be one of

the principal purposes of the Bill, strongly supported
by the Judge Advocate General, that military law

Q36MrHowarth:Are there any other contributionsshould be brought into line with civil law to the
from the military?greatest extent possible. Can you tell us to what
Brigadier Andrews: I thinkwe have a situationwhereextent this Bill will in eVect bring military law into
the Bill draws on those important aspects of theline with the criminal justice system and what
civilian system which can strengthen and uphold theprincipal diVerences will remain?
continued existence of a separate military criminalMr Morrison: The dividing line to be drawn is to
justice system and it seems to me that there arelook at where it is important to retain a military
reforms in the civil system which properly need to beaspect to the courts. I am not sure because I have not
reflected, and I think the Bill does that.seen the detail of the Judge Advocate General’s

evidence, but I would be surprised, for example, if he
was proposing the removal of the CO’s disciplinary

Q37 Mr Howarth: You do not feel you have comepowers completely. On the side of the line where we
under pressure to put harmonisation as a priority? Itconsidered that a military disciplinary component
is certainly not the Secretary of State’s view, I know.was necessary we retain Courts Martial in the form
He believes it is very important to have a separateof the new standing Court Martial, and the CO’s
system of military justice but you have not comejurisdiction. Both of those have obviously a strong
under pressure from other quarters to getmilitary aspect to them. The Court Martial has
harmonisation at the expense of operationalmilitary members on the court who are involved in
eVectiveness?deciding guilt or innocence and in deciding sentence.
Brigadier Andrews:Absolutely not, and I would addThe CO himself, as we have already discussed, has a
that the soldier who is receiving military justice willsignificant jurisdiction over minor cases. There is no
recognise all the key components of military justiceproposal to get rid of those. Again, as I say, I am not
that he does now.sure whether the Judge Advocate General would be

in favour of getting rid of those to align us with the
civilian system or not. On the other hand there are

Q38 Mr Howarth: I want to put a point to the Airareas where we do recognise the importance of
Commodore if I may. There is a clause in the Bill,making sure that members of the Armed Forces are
clause 35, which is headed “Annoyance by flying”.treated in exactly the same way as civilians. Obvious
As, unlike theAir Commodore, I amactually a pilot,areas are things like the law of evidence. The law of
I note that, “A person subject to service law commitsevidence in a Court Martial is the same as the law of
an oVence if—(a) he flies an aircraft so as to annoyevidence in a civilian court. Other examples where
or be likely to annoy any person”. May I ask whywe have kept things very much in line with civilian
this clause has been inserted? Would it not be apractice but have had to allow for operational
reasonable proposition to assert that there are manyfactors are things like the way the Service police
people, very often retired Royal Air Forcework, where we have tried to base their powers as
personnel, who are annoyed by low-flyingclosely as we can on the Police and Criminal
aeroplanes and is not low flying a very essential partEvidence Act, but there have to be diVerences, as far
of Royal Air Force training? Why has this clauseas police powers are concerned, to take account of

the circumstances in which the Service police are been introduced? Is this for harmonisation?
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Mr Morrison: Can I just deliver a point of that would fall within it as compared to the sort of
annoyance that would fall without it. I think that isinformation? It is not a new clause. This is an oVence

that already exists and has existed for a number of probably what we are looking for.
Robert Key: Chairman, can I just ask that thisyears.
memorandum should include the number of
prosecutions brought under whatever existing law itQ39 Mr Howarth: But that is covered by another
is and, secondly, exactly what is the statute underclause.
which complaints are brought? That is veryMr Morrison: “Annoyance by flying” is an existing
important because I do see the danger here of newoVence. That is just a point of information before
ground being opened. I have seven-day a weekwe proceed.
military flying in my constituency. On five days it is
helicopters on Boscombe Down and on the other

Q40 Chairman: Is there anything you would like to two it is Salisbury Plain training area low flying
say to enlighten us on this matter? exercises, and it is really going to be very awkward
Air Commodore Hughesdon: I would agree entirely for themilitary if suddenly there is on the face of this
that low flying is an important aspect of what the Bill something which opens the door to every visitor
Royal Air Force is about and it is essential that we to Stonehenge to complain about low flying.
do so, under very tightly controlled arrangements. I Chairman: Some of my constituents would be very
bow to Mr Morrison’s experience. I certainly grateful if it could be extended to Easyjet!
recognise this clause as something that is in existence
and indeed have seen the occasional prosecution for Q41 Mr Howarth: Chairman, can I ask one other
this sort of oVence. question on this? I remember there was some debate
Mr Howarth: Chairman, if I may, I would like about the actual formalities of the Court Martial
further and better particulars on this issue because I itself, and I think it particularly applied to the Navy,
am aware that it is an oVence for a pilot commander where naval oYcers dressed up in some very
of a Royal Air Force aircraft to fly dangerously or wonderful uniform, almost Gilbert and Sullivan
recklessly, but to fly in such amanner as to be “likely type uniform, I believe, and that was held by the
to annoy any person”, (a) I was not aware of it and European Court of Human Rights not to be
I think I would like the evidence that it is already an appropriate. I wonder if the members of the Panel,
oVence and what prosecutions may have been if we can call them that, take the view that it is
brought, and (b) looking at the simplicity of this, is important that a Court Martial should be seen to be
it not likely that this is going to be resorted to in a Court Martial and not just a court?
waves by people, particularly where the Royal Air Commodore Fraser:As far as Gilbert and Sullivan is
Force is very active? concerned, the reality was, of course, that we
Mr Touhig: This came up in Second Reading. stopped wearing swords a little while ago, and I
Robert Key: Yes; I raised it. I did not get an answer think that was the point you were referring to.
either, Chairman.
Mr Howarth:Michael represents a low-flying area.

Q42 Chairman: Not a reform we have yetMr Moore: As Gerald points out, I represent a
implemented in the House of Commons.substantial chunk of the Scottish Borders and south
Commodore Fraser:As to the other matter, I think iteast Scotland, and we have a lot of low-flying and
is absolutely right that it is a military court andultra low flying in the tactical training area and the
clearly it is right that there are the military trappingsMinister has very helpfully met with me previously
around it in terms of the procedure.about constituency complaints. Whether or not this

is new, I can see a lot of my constituents looking to
Q43 Mr Howarth: And those will remain?this clause in the Bill and saying, “Wow! Now I
Commodore Fraser: And those within the Billknow what to do”. It would be quite interesting
remain.therefore if we could understand the existing process
Brigadier Andrews: They will remain, absolutely. Itfor somebody making a complaint and what would
must be seen to be that unique institution which is atrigger it to getting to the point where somebody
Court Martial.might be guilty of annoying somebody by low flying.
Air Commodore Hughesdon: It is a key component ofThe definition of “annoying” is quite key to this.
our disciplinary system as commanding oYcers.Like others, I would stress that I think that the vast

majority of my constituents fully understand the
need for low flying and the fact that somewhere like Q44 Robert Key: Chairman, I raised at Second

Reading this diYculty I have with the Bill, that soRAF Strathaven is an important part of the training
that they undertake, but from time to time there are much of it is going to be defined in secondary

legislation. Clearly it is very diYcult for thisincidents, which are thoroughly investigated. How
does it progress from a complaint through to Committee to do its job if we are not going to be able

to see the secondary legislation. I believe that insomebody actually being charged with annoyance?
Chairman: It has already been suggested that we excess of half of the detail of this legislation is going

to be in secondary legislation which we will not seemight have some written evidence on this. What
would be helpful is if we could have a memorandum before the Bill becomes law. Can you confirm that

more than half the detailed provisions are going toon this particular point. It would be even more
helpful if it gave examples of the sort of annoyance be in secondary legislation?
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Mr Morrison: The great majority of the provisions practices and so on.We have got to harmonise those
but they will not contain radically diVerentfor subordinate legislation reflect existing provisions
provisions from what you see at the moment.for subordinate legislation, but obviously put on a

Tri-Service instead of a single Service basis. Those
powers will be used primarily to produce new Q48 Robert Key: You see, I think, Chairman, that
harmonised Tri-Service versions of the SIs that some of them are going to be quite straightforward,
already exist which are drafted on a single Service and incidentally I also raised on Second Reading a
basis. That applies to all the things like Court question which has not been answered yet, so may I
Martial rules, SAC rules, the rules on custody and so ask the Commodore? In clause 361 on naval
on. There is no reason for those rules to be radically chaplains we are going to have regulations made
changed because we are not changing the system. about what happens because naval chaplains have
They will simply be harmonised. By looking at the no rank. I wonder if first the Commodore could
existing rules you will have a very good idea of what explain why naval chaplains have no rank?
the harmonised version will look like. There are Commodore Fraser: I am not sure I can give chapter
some new powers and one or two of those are and verse, and I apologise for that, onwhy, but it has
important. There is an important new power to certainly been a relatively long tradition in theNavy,
make SIs on redress, and another one is going to be I think I am right in saying, that they have no rank.
a definition of circumstances other than where there
is a serious oVence involved in which the Service Q49 Robert Key: Thank you very much,
police have to be involved and the Service police Commodore. I would be grateful, however, for a
refer the case to the Director of Service note on that. I did raise it at Second Reading and I
Prosecutions. There are several, but not a large might have hoped that someone could have thought
number, of new powers. I think the answer is that we of the answer in the last month or two since then.
will be happy to provide information about what are There are other very complicated ones, obviously,
our intentions for those new powers. and I understand that. For example, there is a

complicated one about Court Martial panels and
their role, and in the evidence to the ConstitutionalQ45 Robert Key: You see, Chairman, if we are now
AVairs Committee in the Second Report of Sessiontold that there really are not very many that are new,
2005–06 the Judge Advocate General, in evidence tomost of them already exist, why on earth are they not
that Committee said, “In the Armed Forces Bill, theavailable already?
size of the panels and the dividing line betweenMr Morrison: The powers exist and there are
small-panel cases and large-panel cases are left toexisting SIs under those powers, but they are single
be specified in Rules (negative resolution). TheService powers. There are rules on CourtMartial for
proposals are that three and five person panelsthe Army, separate ones for the Navy, separate ones
should remain and there are no proposals to alterfor the Air Force. We keep those powers in the Bill
the summoning arrangements, or the majoritybut the new regulations, although they have very verdicts”. That is a very significant change and yetmuch the same eVect as the existing ones, will we have no guidance on the secondary legislation

harmonise the rules. that will be introduced. The Judge Advocate
General did not even know. Can you help us, Mr
Morrison?Q46 Robert Key: So has it been a lack of manpower
Mr Morrison: Yes. We have provided flexibility sothat has prevented you fromproducing these in draft
that we can take into account diVerent provisions forform? Why have we not seen them in draft form?
diVerent circumstances but our thinking is broadlyMr Miller: Because the Bill has been taken forward
that what we will have is a three or a three/fivein a progressive stage to the top level from which the
Service member divide. In other words, broadlymore detailed secondary powers will flow. It does
speaking, based on the seriousness of the oVence,seem to us to be a reasonable approach to try and set
having regard to the maximum sentence for thethat top level scene and then do the harmonisation
oVence, wewill probably have a smaller court, aboutof the detailed secondary powers afterwards.
three lay members plus a Judge Advocate; for more
serious cases probably five. That is how the thinking
is going.We are still talking and we wish to talk withQ47 Robert Key: So how long after Royal Assent
the Judge Advocate General because he has somewill these regulations come into force?
rather diVerent ideas. What we do not see as likely isMr Morrison: The target date for implementation of
a large number of diVerent sized courts for diVerentthe whole thing, which involves everything from
circumstances because we do not think it would addthe training involved, communications exercises,
anything and it would confuse administration andtransitional arrangements and SIs, is the end of
not benefit justice.2008. I certainly do not want to suggest that the

drafting of these regulations is some easy and trivial
matter. It is a very big project. We are replacing a Q50 Robert Key: Can I move on to consultation?
system which has lots and lots of minor diVerences Obviously, consultation was a very important part
between the Services, often obscure diVerences of this Bill and, of course, in the last Parliament the
simply because they have been drafted under previous Select Committee on Defence investigated

this, and in February 2005, Mr Morrison, you saiddiVerent Acts by reference to slightly diVerent
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to the Committee that you had spent at least 18 Q51 Mr Moore: You raised an interesting point
there about the first stage, which was consultationmonths visiting units and commands in Britain,
about the concepts, and I think we all welcome thatNorthern Ireland, Kosovo, Germany, Cyprus and
and it has been commented on before. It iselsewhere. How much consultation did you
interesting that you thenmove on to communicationundertake on the Bill and what did it consist of?
which, to the slightly sceptical here, sounds one-way,Mr Miller: Can I just make an initial point on this,
or the dangers that it is one-way are verymuch there.which is that in terms of the involvement of the
It would occur to me, and I am sure to others, thatArmed Forces themselves in the Bill, it has been
there are very important parts of the Bill, say aboutextremely deep from the outset. There has been a
the Service Complaints Panel, that directly aVectcorporate eVort to do this work but the policy
Service personnel and the utility of it and the fairnessexperts as well as the legal experts in the Armed
of it would be things on which I would expect peopleForces personnel structures have been intimately
to have quite strong views, not least as recentinvolved in this throughout, and I am sure you will
instances, sadly, have come to light. To what extenthear from them the depth of that engagement. Let
have you road-tested the specific proposal withmemake it clear that this is something which reflects
people at diVerent levels within the Services?the Service view. In terms of the consultation with
Mr Miller:Because this verymuch goes to the role ofsoldiers on the ground, it is a slightly more diYcult
the chain of command and how issues are dealt withissue.Going out and talking to people about this Bill
within the chain of command, this focuses veryis not something which necessarily commands
much on talking to the Services collectively.Wehaveimmediate attention. The process that MrMorrison
had close engagement with the personnel sides ofdescribed last year was one of not talking about
each of the Services to hear their views as thedetailed legislation and structures of Bills but about
practitioners who have to make those systems work.the experience of the disciplinary system and the sort

of drivers that we need to take into account. That
process took place in some depth at an early stage. Q52 Mr Howarth: Close engagement with whom?
As the Bill has progressed there has been a good deal Mr Miller: With the personnel staVs of the Services
of work on communication and that communication and the chain of command which has to make these
has itself been an opportunity for people to make systems work and will have to make them work in
their views known should they have them. The real future.
focus has been on working with the Services through Brigadier Andrews: Perhaps I could explain a little
the people who speak for them and understand their more. To emphasise what Teresa has said, the

Armed Forces Bill team does contain Serviceconcerns to make sure that the Bill is developed in a
members. The policy staV are practitioners, so weway which meets their concerns.
draw on our own experience in this area. To answerMrs Jones: I would say that consultation on the Bill
Mr Howarth’s point, of course it is our duty towas frontloaded, rather as Humphrey Morrison
ensure that we do understand the concerns of thedescribed. A lot of the consultation took place at the
chain of commandwho are leading soldiers and havestart of this process and it was that consultation and
the responsibility of upholding good order anddiscussion with people about the issues that were of
military discipline in a way which commands theconcern to them that actually informed proposals
respect of the people and upholds the operationalfor the Bill. In the last few months we have been
eVectiveness of the Service. Of course, the majorconcentrating far more, as JulianMiller has said, on
policy issues are discussed and debated by thea communications strategy with the Armed Forces.
Service Personnel Committees as well and, whereI have to say there is a danger of overload. There are
necessary, the Chiefs are consulted aboutan awful lot of changes going on on the personnel
particularly important issues.front, the joint personnel administration, pension

changes and so forth. When you are talking about a
system that, as you have heard, we are not likely to Q53 Mr Moore: I do not think anybody is
introduce until the end of 2008 there is a danger in questioning your evidence and your qualifications in
giving people too much information too soon this as the team who have come together, both as
because they have got too much else to worry about serving senior personnel and practitioners of the
and they are too busy. We have got continuous magic arts of human resources and personnel. I
engagement with the military at all levels. The appreciate there are appropriate committees where
majority of my team are serving members of the this can be discussed. I do not necessarily want to go
military, not civilians. We have done quite a lot into the specifics, we will come back to the specifics
recently in terms of articles in Service newspapers of the Service Complaints Panel but, for instance,
and magazines, we have got an internet site, an the previous Select Committee report on duty of care
intranet, an ability for people to get in touch directly made a lot of recommendations most of which, at
with us, and the Services have got their own this stage, are absent from the Bill about going back
programmes going. We are building up the over cases in the past, access to papers and people,
communications eVort with the Armed Forces and that recommendations should be binding. They
themselves. I do not know whether you want to hear are just a few of the examples, as I understand it, that
a bit more about what the individual Services are have not necessarily been taken up here. How were

those kinds of things considered and consulted on?doing.
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Mr Jones: Can I add to that? You have described it was. Clearly there has to be a very careful balance
struck in terms of how much and to whom youthis in terms of the practitioners, in terms of the

personnel and chain of command, but have you refer things for full detailed consultation. We
have focused mostly entirely within the Servicesdone any—I hate the word—focus groups of people

who are going to be on the receiving end of this, ie themselves, but to what extent have the proposals at
any stage been discussed, say, with recently retiredthe normal squaddie in any of the Services? Have

you spoken to them about their views? Obviously if Chiefs of Defence StaV and elsewhere, to give you an
example?you are implementing it your views are going to be

very diVerent than if you are on the receiving end Mr Howarth: That is a good question.
of it. Mr Moore: Who might have quite strong views in
Mr Miller: Can we respond to both of those points. diVerent directions, not necessarily the ones that I
I think this is getting us quite close to the issue of the always assume. Clearly they are free from their
redress system and the proposals in the Bill which Service obligations, which might be a limitation on
speak to that. In terms of the recommendations from any internal consultation, and they are clearly
the Defence Committee last year, it has been clear in expert. I would be interested to knowhowmuch they
the response that we have taken a diVerent view on were consulted. Likewise, others like families and
some of those recommendations which were people who have had experience of how their family
essentially focused around the proposals to have a members were dealt with.
fully independent type of structure. It was in that Mrs Jones: As far as Members of the Upper House
context that the proposals for the retrospective are concerned, which include a vast number of
looking at cases, for example, which werementioned former CDSs, we have held a series of briefings over
arose. It is that approach which we are not pursuing the last year with members of the Upper House
and for which we have come forward with diVerent wherewe have sharedwith them the thinking leading
recommendations for how the concern to have an towards the Bill and obviously listened very
independent element in the system should be carefully to their questions and concerns. I think it
introduced. In terms of whether we have had focus has been a helpful process in helping to explain how
groups etc, on that proposal, there is a constant we are approaching this and allaying perhaps some
process of attitude surveying in each of the Services of their concerns about what they see as a
which gives us quite a lot of information as to what fundamental change, and it is a fundamental change
is concerning people. Indeed, one of the factors that going from three Acts to one, but in a great deal of
emerges from there, which I think was recognised by the provisions, as you have heard, these are not
the Defence Committee, is a possible disparity particularly radical individual proposals within the
between the experience of welfare issues, bullying, Bill. We have consulted in a sense, I suppose I would
etc., which people report in that forum and the level say, with former Chiefs and senior military
of formal complaints which come forward. That was personnel who are now retired. As far as other
one of the issues which we recognised which was groups are concerned, we did write to the Families
driving us towards the proposals in this Bill to make Associations, for example, at an early stage to ask if
some improvements in the redress system and to add they wanted to raise any concerns with us about the
the option of an independent element to it. Also, it system and we had an oral briefing then with them
is accompanied by a range of issues outside the scope as well and there were no particular concerns raised.
of this Bill to deal with the welfare system as people This is not a matter that is particularly high on the
experience it on the ground. We have got a two- agenda, there are other issues that are of much
pronged approach which looks at a range of greater concern to families. We continue that
improvements there in the experience of welfare engagement. Obviouslywe are having a consultation
which people will have in a Service unit and the with the trade unions because there are a number of
consistency with which that is applied and the civil servants overseas in various capacities, teachers
support and assurance they have in taking forward and so on, who are subject to service law overseas
complaints which would then bring them into the and it is only right that we make them aware of the
redress system which is addressed by this Bill. In proposals and ask them for their comments. There
terms of whether those proposals have been has been quite a bit of consultation in the wider
discussed in focus groups in individual Services, I community, if you like.
think the answer is no, subject to what colleagues Chairman: That is very helpful. I am going to take
say. The reliance has been not on HR experts but on one last question on this section and then I want to
the people who have to lead the Services and make move on to oVences.
themwork in the chain of command as to what is the
right balance between reflecting the concerns

Q55MrHowarth:Can I just pick up onwhatRobertwhich the Committee and others have voiced and
Key said earlier when he quoted from Mrpreserving the eYciency and the primacy of a central
Morrison’s evidence to the Select Committee lastrole in building a better force.
February when you told the Committee that you
had spent time in Northern Ireland, Kosovo, etc:
“We discussed with all ranks from the seniorQ54 Mr Moore: Can I suggest that it would be

helpful, to add to this endless memo you are writing, command to open meetings with all ranks. This was
not obviously consultation on the Bill.” That, youto clarify the first stage where you discussed the

concepts with people and then what the formality of said, was going to come later. I am glad to hear that
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the views of the former distinguished Chiefs of Air Commodore Hughesdon: I would reflect that sort
of thing in the Royal Air Force as well. We do thatDefence StaV have been taken into account but it

seems tome that there is also another view that needs with a whole range of people on these issues, clearly
formally through the personnel policy staV but outto be taken into account. I would like to know how

much consultation there has been with people to Commanders at varying levels, whether that is
GroupCommander or down to StationCommanderparticularly on the issues that we are going to come

on to, hopefully, on the powers of commanding and Group Captain mainly in our case. More
particularly, we then reach out to the practitionersoYcers. Howmuch consultation has there been with

today’s commanding oYcers? For example, I have on stations today who have to deal with these issues
and also as senior oYcers go out and visit people onspoken to a Brigade Commander who tells me that

he has not been formally consulted. He said, “It is the ground so they are clearly constantly receiving
messages from them about their concerns and givingmore told, less consulted”. I happen to take the view

that is probably, generally speaking, a fairly typical an eye to where we might be going. Whether or not
that is the sort of focus group youmight like to thinkService view of things. To what extent have today’s

commanding oYcers, rather than just talking to the of, I do not think it necessarily is, but I come back to
the earlier point that there is a balance betweenGenerals, the Admirals and the Air Marshals, what

about the Lieutenant Colonels, been consulted consultation and helping people understand where
we are going and trying to link our future work withabout this formally or informally?

Commodore Fraser: All I can say is I am certainly our aspirations as well. It is a completely iterative
process. If people are involved I guess people alwaysaware of the fact that there was a group of

commanding oYcers spoken to, a little while ago want more information.
now, that went from Admiral right the way down to Chairman: That is very helpful. Can we now move
Lieutenant, all in command at the time. They were on to oVences?
spoken to and their views were taken. I think
between them they represented some 17 Commands

Q59 Robert Key: Thank you, Chairman. These daysthrough their experience. I can speak for the Navy
a lot of civilians accompanyHerMajesty’s Forces inthat that has happened to that extent at least.
a lot of roles, whether they are contractors servicingBrigadier Andrews: We ensure that our policy staV

aircraft, catering support or whatever. Please canalways includes people who have been commanding
our witnesses tell us why this Bill removes theoYcers. In the Army Policy Branch there is at
distinction between civilians accompanying theleast one oYcer who has literally just finished
Armed Forces on active service and in peacetime?commanding his regiment or battalion. At the same
Mr Morrison: At the moment, as you rightly say,time we speak to those as part of their preparation
there are, at least in theory, two diVerent regimes asfor taking up their commands and over the course of
far as civilians are concerned who are subject toa year there is an ongoing discussion and debate
service law. There are those who are accompanyingabout all the ways in which commanding oYcers
troops on active service who are, at leastwho are taking up their commands are going to
theoretically, subject not only to criminal lawuphold the high standards thatwe require. That goes
jurisdiction but to all the disciplinary oVences underon all the time. I think we feel very well engaged with
the legislation, and there are those who are not onwhat current commanding oYcers and, indeed,
active service, typically dependants living on a basecurrent Formation Commanders feel about how we
in Germany, who are subject to criminal lawshould uphold good order and military discipline.
jurisdiction but only a very limited disciplinary
jurisdiction, principally the breach of Standing

Q56 Mr Howarth: Has some of this new thinking Orders and one or two other oVences, obstructing
that is represented by this Bill been conveyed to service policemen and that sort of thing. We went
Shrivenham, for example, the Joint Defence into this question with the Services in a lot of detail:
Academy? how their relationships with contractors and others
Brigadier Andrews: And the StaV College. work; whether they need the sort of command

relationship which in theory was reflected by the
Q57 Mr Howarth: Yes. It is my understanding that provisions in the legislation which apply all
they have not been incorporating the new set-up in these other disciplinary oVences from AWOL,
the coursework, but perhaps I can be put right. misconduct in action, insubordination to superior
Brigadier Andrews: I can personally tell you that I oYcers, failure to obey an order and so on, to
stood before the Advanced Command and StaV accompanying civilians on active service. The
Course and explained to them the basics of the unanimous response was “they are not used”. This is
reform that is the Armed Forces Act. Indeed, that is partly because some of them are not translatable to
a standing item. civilians. For example, although the oVence of

insubordination to a superior oYcer theoretically
applies, it does not actually make any sense to aQ58 Mr Howarth: A standing slot, is it?
civilian who has not got a superior oYcer. Others areBrigadier Andrews: We always call it upholding
not used because the relationship is not, in fact, onevalues and standards, that is high standards of
of military discipline. Having looked at that, it wasconduct, and of course we do that administratively
concluded in consultation with the Services thatbut also using military law and, in future, service

law. Yes, we do that. what the Services needed in respect of civilians was
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a much simpler set of provisions which provided for when he receives the letter at home, when he is in
transit to go to where he has got to go to, or whenall civilians who are going to be subject to service

law, criminal law jurisdiction plus one or two other he arrives?
Mr Morrison: There are two main groups.oVences, basically those which already apply to

dependants or others living with the Services, Obviously you have the normal TA and equivalents
who are constantly coming and going, they are doingmaking sure that civilians working and living with

the Services on base, whether it is in theatre or in their weekends, evening drills and so on. There is no
call-out as such. At certain times they are there withGermany, obey Standing Orders. That was the

first driver for the simplification. I think I have the Services undertaking training or other duties.
While they are literally with the Services they arementioned the second. It has proved very diYcult

historically to identify the exact point at which active subject to service law. Under the Reserve Forces
Act, there are some quite complicated provisionsservice begins. The problem under the existing

regime is that accompanying civilians, contractors about diVerent groups of reservists for whom
diVerent obligations apply and those have to beand others who are with the Armed Forces are not

subject to service law at all until the moment active activated formally. The Reserve Forces Act spells
out exactly when under each of these diVerentservice begins. Active service is essentially defined in

the legislation as a matter of fact: are our troops arrangements they come into play. I am afraid I
could not say exactly what the moment is providedengaged in operations against an enemy or

operations for the defence of life and property? for under the RFA, but that is reserve forces
legislation.There is a complex and, as far as I know, unused

procedure where when that situation is imminent a Chairman: It might be helpful if you could give us a
note on that so that we can further investigate.local Commander can declare for a short period

active service to exist. It is quite unsatisfactory for Mr Burns: I wonder if you can help me because I am
not a lawyer and I just want an explanation ofcivilians to find that either by this mechanism of

deeming active service to begin or when some event something. If one looks between clauses 1 and 49
about the oVences, clause 35(i) says: “A personhas happened, which they may not even know has

happened, they suddenly change position from subject to service law commits an oVence if—(a) he
flies an aircraft so as to annoy or be likely to annoybeing totally exempt from service law to being

totally subject to a command and criminal any person;” Many people get very annoyed by low
flying training exercises—jurisdiction. From the civilian point of view all that

militated, conclusively we thought, in favour of a Chairman: I am sorry, could I interrupt you. We did
cover this while you were out of the room.review to simplify the system.

Mrs Jones: I think it might be worth adding that the Mr Burns: I apologise.
concept of active service only applied in service law
in relation to civilians and it had no other purpose in Q63Mr Jones: In terms of Cyprus and the sovereign
the legislation at all. I think that encouraged us in bases, can I ask how civilians are treated there? Not
our view that it did not have a knock-on eVect on necessarily the ones who work for the military but
other provisions in the legislation by removing this the ones who are farmers, for example, on sovereign
distinction. bases. How is it dealt with now and are they aVected
Mr Morrison:There are references to it in one or two by this?
oVences but those needed to be modernised to apply Mr Morrison: This is local civilians?
more generally to operations anyway.

Q64 Mr Jones: Yes, who live and work in the
Q60 Robert Key: At what point does a reservist Sovereign Base Area.
become subject to service law? Mr Morrison: I have to say I am not an expert on the
Mr Morrison: Basically when he is with the forces, details of the jurisdiction of Sovereign Base Areas,
when he is called out. but I think this is right: the Service Discipline Acts

and our Bill do not apply to local nationals.
Q61 Robert Key: When he is called out or with the
forces? Q65Mr Jones: These are not because the ruler of the
Mr Morrison: Call-out is a technical term that Sovereign Base Area is the commanding oYcer.
applies to certain types of reserves and the danger of Mr Morrison: I was just going to say that. Having
using expressions is you get confusion. Basically, said that, the Sovereign Base Area is obviously
when a person is there to do his job as a reservist he Crown territory, as it were, it is a sovereign area, and
is subject to service law—this is what happens under it has its own legal jurisdiction over everybody who
the Bill—and when he is at home, if I can put it like is in it. I do not know the details of that but, as far
that, when he is outside the Services, he is not subject as I know, the civilians are subject to that regime and
to service law. There are one or two little exceptions not to the Service Discipline Acts.
to that, but that is what the Bill is going to provide.

Q66 Chairman: Any further illumination would be
helpful.Q62 Robert Key: I do not want to be too pedantic

but I think it is quite significant. Does he become Mrs Jones: Could we let you have a note on that
because we did have discussions with the Sovereignsubject to service law when somebody writes the

letter telling him he has got to go on active service, Base Areas particularly about this because there was
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some confusion about the extent to which they are felony—if committed in the UK cannot be tried by
a Court Martial. If it is committed anywhere else, itor are not subject to service law. Rather than try and

remember that correspondence, it would be better if can.We investigated this when thematter was raised
in the courts and on investigation it was apparentwe were to give you a short note about that.

Mr Jones: Last time I was there, there was an issue, this was historical. It went back to the 17th Century,
and it is one of these things that as the law has gonefor example, of speeding within the Sovereign Base

Area and the jurisdiction commanding oYcers had on it has never quite been grasped. There were one
or two other oVences added, though these were onesover particularly Northern Cypriots who were

coming into the sovereign base areas. which were very unlikely, we hope, ever to take place
in the United Kingdom—genocide and so on. But it
is not in anyway a simple divide between serious andQ67 Chairman: It might be helpful if we could see
non-serious cases, it is an historical list.that correspondence.
Mr Miller: I think part of the reason for looking forMrs Jones: I think it would be easier.
change here has also been a practical one andMr Morrison: Just to clarify the question here, what
looking at arrangements where there may beyou are looking for is information about local
inconsistencies in what the military system can docitizens, people who live there, or are you asking
when dealing with an individual who has perhapsabout our civilians?
been accused of oVences in the UK and overseas.Mr Jones: Our civilians work for the military. We
The proposals now will lead to a much morehave covered that. It is a unique situation where you
harmonious arrangement and remove anyhave got farmers, people coming to the Sovereign
misunderstanding about what the Service police, forBase Area and the person who is in overall control
example, can do.of that is the CO, but how does that relate to this?

Chairman: If there is correspondence on that if we
Q70Robert Key: I do understand that but I think thecan see that we will then know whether we need to
concern is where serious oVences are tried by aCourtpursue it further. If we can move on to jurisdiction
Martial consisting of a judge advocate and five layin the final moments.
members who are military oYcers, in contrast to a
similar charge of being tried by a Crown Court, by aQ68 Robert Key: Part 2 of the Bill, chapter 1 of
jury of 12, where at the very least a majority verdictclause 50, deals with jurisdiction of the Court
would be required. The Judge Advocate GeneralMartial and jurisdiction has changed slightly and
in his evidence to the Constitutional AVairsthis concerns not just me but a lot of other people.
Committee last year said, “In a civilian system,Can you explain first, please, when a member of the
Parliament would be unlikely to leave it to theHomeArmed Forces would be tried by Court Martial and
OYce to determine in rules what size crown courtwhen would he be tried in the civil court?
juries should be. No more should the Ministry ofMr Morrison: The starting point for this whenever
Defence do so in the military system.”you have got a choice of jurisdiction, where there is
Mr Morrison: It is a general point about oVences ina choice of jurisdiction, is looked at through police
general, and that seems to be a general point and notprotocols. Looking first at the United Kingdom,
one specific to manslaughter.there are protocols between the service police, now

the prosecuting authorities in eVect, and the local
Q71Robert Key:The specific question is this: do youpolice, in eVect now the CPS, which have general
expect that the rules relating to courts martial willrules about which cases should be dealt with by the
establish a requirement for larger panels for themostcivil courts and which should be dealt with by the
serious cases?Do you intend to increase themajoritymilitary courts. In very simple terms, what those
threshold for verdicts in those cases? Those are theprovide is that in any case other than one in which
two points.there is a purely military context, the civil police and
Mr Morrison: I think the first point I have given ancivil courts will have the primary role. So if a soldier
answer to which was that we have taken the powerin Colchester attacks a civilian in the street then
to determine—and our thinking is—while we will beunder police protocols the primary jurisdiction—
talking to the Judge Advocate General about hisperhaps that is the wrong technical word—the
thoughts on this further—a basic 3:5 division, andprimary lead will be for the civilian authorities. If it
you may remember I mentioned that earlier on.is a highly military context then the basic rule is that
Your other question I think was about unanimity?it will be the service courts that deal with the matter.

Q72 Robert Key: Increasing the majority verdictQ69 Robert Key: But it is the case that a Court
thresholds.Martial in the UK will now be able to try the most
Mr Morrison: That really I think only applies if, asserious cases, such as murder.
the Judge Advocate General is suggesting, we go onMr Morrison: It already can try grievous bodily
to a jury system. If you have only three people, itharm, the OYcial Secrets Act oVences and a lot of
does not really arise.very serious oVences. I think perhaps your reference

is to the existing section 70(4) of the Army Act and
equivalents in the other Acts which has a provision Q73 Robert Key: Double jeopardy has been a

problem which was raised also with thewhich says that murder, manslaughter, rape and one
or two rather peculiar oVences—treason and treason Constitutional AVairs Committee. Will the
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exceptions to the double jeopardy rules in Part 10 of of care inquiry. I accept there are two views in terms
the Criminal Justice Act 2003 be enacted for courts of the Committee’s views and what has been put
martial? You know why this is arising—over a forward here. I hasten to add I still do not agree with
person subject to a military order who has already you and hopefully we will move an amendment to
been acquitted and who cannot be tried again, but get what we actually put forward in this Bill. Could
actually now can be. you describe the systems as you see themwhich have
Mr Morrison:We are certainly intending to bring in been put forward in terms of how this independent
the same exception. The Criminal Justice Act 2003 member system would work? In what circumstances
introduced an exception, in case it is helpful to would it actually operate? Have you given any
explain this, so that if new evidence arises about credence to the fact, which was in our report, that
certain defined serious oVences where a person has one of the important things was to ensure not only
already been acquitted, a new trial can take place. confidence was there for the future but also some
We wanted to see how in practice this was going to redress was given to some of the historic cases as
work in the civilian system. A lot of doubts were well?
expressed at the time in Parliament and elsewhere Mr Miller: Can I start by making the point that
about exactly what would happen, whether there prior to the recommendations from the Defence
would actually be any cases. The issue of creating a Committee the question of simplifying and speeding
new Court Martial and having a retrial about up the redress process was already being thought
something which happened years before in the light about. As you appreciate, I am sure, the system at
of new evidence is not an easy one. So we have present seeks to resolve issues as near to the point at
deliberately, although we have powers under the which they arose as possible, and the process—and
2003 Act to put into place an equivalent provision, military colleagues might like to elaborate on this if
given ourselves a bit of time to see what actually they wish—sees a complaint going up the chain of
happens. I think so far, unfortunately, there has not command to the commanding oYcer, if it cannot be
been a retrial under the civilian system, so the resolved there being escalated successively through
problems of it have not yet been capable of the layers of the command hierarchy and eventually
assessment. I have to admit it has not been our top to the Service Board of that Service acting as the
priority in legislative terms. Defence Council. That is a thorough process but it is

one which can take quite a lot of time, so one of our
Q74 Robert Key: Is that something else you could intentions has been to find ways of simplifying and
take up with the Judge Advocate General, because speeding that up. So the underlying proposal on
he did say he thought it could be introduced for redress has been to allow the Defence Council to
courts martial. delegate some of its powers to a panel which would
Mr Morrison: It could be. be constituted to look at particular cases of redress

and tomake it easier for a complaint tomove swiftly
Q75 Robert Key: It has been under the 2001 Act? to that panel. So it would go to the commanding
Mrs Jones: Yes. oYcer, if there is no satisfaction at that stage it might
Mr Miller: Let us be clear on this. The power to go one level above that in the command chain and
introduce it is under the 2003 Act. then on to the complaints panel, and it will be for the

Service Board in eVect to agree what issues should be
delegated to the panel andwhich they wish to reserveQ76 Robert Key: The 2001 Act?
to themselves. When the question arose ofMr Morrison: The Criminal Justice Act 2003, Part
introducing an independent element into the10.
complaints process, we did look at a range of
possibilities and we looked at what other countriesQ77 Robert Key: No, the Armed Forces Act 2001.
do for example, and there is a wide range ofMr Morrison: What happened is that the 2003 Act
approaches to this sort of issue, and the issue whichamended section 31 of the 2001 Act to extend rights
weighed very heavily with us was the view that it isso that the new provisions of Part 10 could be
really central to the military ethos and to thebrought into eVect using that section, but section 31
eVectiveness of the command chain to have a systemhad to be amended by the 2003 Act. So the relevant
with which people feel comfortable, where they canprovision was made in the 2003 Act.
commit themselves to the requirements of militaryRobert Key: Thank you.
service and where they can have confidence that theChairman: I have not had the chance to talk to the
command chain not only tells them what to do butCommittee about this but we have very little time
looks after them and is aware of their concerns. Soleft.We had said earlier wewould probably need two

sessions to deal with all of these issues and that is it does seem fundamentally desirable to us to do
clearly going to be the case. In the time available, the nothing which weakens that link between the
Committee would probably want to have some individual and the chain of command in the system
initial discussion with the team about the redress of within which they operate or which adds an element
grievance issues so could I move to question 19? of confusion by introducing a possible separate

source of reference for authority. I know the
Committee was aware of these issues and reached aQ78 Mr Jones: I think we have touched on this
view on them, but that was the strong view taken inalready, and I was a member of the Defence

Committee in the last Parliament and we had a duty developing our proposals. So rather than go to the
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possibility of introducing a new independent system and I think this needs to be set out further and we
alongside the chain of command, what we have would be ready to do that, is that in the categories
proposed is to build on the simplification and of cases which we have talked about there would be
adaptation of the redress process and to allow that, access to a suitable, fully independent person
speaking broadly in the terms that the last Defence recruited by the Secretary of State with relevant
Committee used, in all duty of care complaints there knowledge, but from outside the Armed Forces and
would be the possibility of having an additional outside the Civil Service, who would be brought in
independent member of the complaints panel as a member of the panel which would look at that
introduced as a full member of that panel. particular complaint and the panel would be

charged with resolving the complaint.
Q79 Mr Jones: How would that actually work in
practice? I do not think this is a legal issue but I think Q81 Mr Jones: How do you deal with people,
this is a wider political issue and I think it is a real because we came across a lot, who had clearly been
problem, certainly for the Army, in terms of trying failed by the system and had chosen to leave the
to build confidence in the future that complaints will Armed Forces because of the bullying and all the
be properly handled but also to rescue some of other things which have happened? Is there anythe reputations which have been trashed in the redress back even though the system had failednewspapers. I accept some of the things in the

them? This system could not actually deal withnewspapers have been sensational but we met quite
anybody who had left the Armed Forces, could it?a few of the families of others throughout our
Mr Miller:You are absolutely right. This is a systeminquiry and some of the ways they have been treated
which would be introduced and would work in thewere not short of a disgrace. How would you
future. We were not looking to introduce somethingenvisage this working? I accept, and we accepted in
which would open up closed cases.our report, that you do not want to interfere with the

chain of command, but how would your complaint
go unless it was going to be stopped because Q82Mr Jones:No, but let’s say when this is in place
someone did not think it was relevant? Likewise, in and some people have left—and some people did—
what circumstances would this independent person they would not be covered by this, would they?
on the panel be appointed because it may not be Mr Morrison: There is a limited timetable but the
relevant in all cases? mere fact he has left does not preclude a former
Mr Miller: It would not be relevant in all cases. The member of the Services seeking redress for a matter
redress system, as you know, covers the whole range which occurred while he or she was in service.
of potential complaints that Service personnel might
seek to pursue, and we do not see an independent
person being relevant to a caseload on the Q83 Chairman: Over a defined period?
interpretation of allowance rules, or a judgment on Mr Morrison: Over a defined period, yes. There is a
promotion or something of that sort. We have limit for anyone to bring a redress but that applies
followed the Committee’s analysis that this applies across the board.
in “the duty of care” issues such as bullying, welfare
issues of that nature, and we will have to be precise

Q84 Chairman: Can I first of all thank the team forin the formation of those categories and decisions.
the clarity and patience with which they have dealtEssentially, as you say, the confidence issue is a
with us this morning. We are in a somewhatsignificant one. People outside the Forces need to be
complicated position in that we have not covered allconfident there is a system in place which can
the ground we had hoped to this morning forbe relied on. People within the Forces need to be
understandable reasons, these are complex andconfident that in putting forward a complaint it will
important issues. What I propose is that the clerkbe looked at seriously and objectively, and we think
will do a kind of review of what we have achievedthe system is robust.
and then categorise the remaining issues into ones
which we think could be dealt with in written formQ80Mr Jones:Could you give us a flow chart of how
and those which need to be explored more fully inyou see this system working? Is it going up the chain
the next session we have with the team in due course.of command to the appointment of the panel? Can
One further thing I should draw to your attention isyou give us an example of how you see it working?
page 42 of the Tri-Service Armed Forces Bill SecondMr Miller: If someone raises a complaint, for
Report, Session 2005–05 of the Defence Selectexample that they have been bullied, theywould take
Committee. I will just read it out: “MoD wasthat to the local command. If it is not resolved
receptive to our suggestion a document should beabsolutely at the immediate level, it can go to the
produced alongside the Bill setting out the reasonscommanding oYcer. The commanding oYcer in
why there was a need for disciplinary procedures andmost cases will be able to resolve it. If the person
oVences for Service personnel which are diVerentmaking the complaint is not satisfied it has been
from those in civil society.” They go on to say theydealt with, it can then go one level up in the hierarchy
look forward to the MoD producing such ato the commanding oYcer’s superior. Again, if the
document with the Bill. I think it might be helpful ifcomplainant is not satisfied, it can then at that stage

go directly to the panel. What we would envisage, in the interim period that particular document could
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be produced. It certainly would be helpful to our Mrs Jones: There is material on the website—
http://www.armedforcesbill.mod.uk/—but I candeliberations.

Mrs Jones: It is on the website but we can send you send you a note.
Chairman: If you could send us a hard copy, thata copy.
would be useful. Thank you for your attendance.

Q85 Chairman: It does exist?
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Members present:

Mr George Howarth, in the Chair

Vera Baird Mr Kevan Jones
Mr Simon Burns Robert Key
Mr David Burrowes Sarah McCarthy-Fry
Mr Alan Campbell Bob Russell
Ben Chapman Jim Sheridan
Mr Gerald Howarth

Witness: His Honour Judge JeV Blackett, Judge Advocate General, gave evidence.

Q86 Chairman: Good morning. Thank you very recently spoken about what he calls the “legal
encirclement” of the Armed Forces. He may wellmuch for agreeing to give evidence to this

Committee. We have had quite a lot of information have a point, but the changes to the military justice
system are not, in my view, part of that legalabout your previous evidence to Alan Beith’s

Committee and we have a document from you but encirclement. It is right that those who commit
oVences are dealt with appropriately, but it is alsoby all means feel free if you want to say anything by

way of introduction otherwise we can move straight right that those who are wrongly accused are
acquitted. What is important is that those subjectinto questions.
to Service discipline, who are alleged to haveJudge Blackett: I have prepared a short opening
committed oVences, are investigated and, ifstatement. If you are content I will read that. First of
necessary, tried expeditiously and fairly by aall, can I thank you for asking me to give evidence
tribunal with unique knowledge of Service life andbefore you today. I do not want to waste your time
discipline. At the moment there is too much delayby repeating the points I made in my letter to Don
within the system. This Bill will address that to aTouhig, in my written evidence to you and, indeed,
certain extent but in my view it does not go farin my evidence to the Constitutional AVairs
enough. The changes I propose are designed toCommittee, although no doubt you and your
achieve more expeditious disposal, reduce furthercolleagues will have questions upon them. I do want
the risk of challenge to the system and improveto make some general comments, however. The first
the perception of fairness by maintaining theandmost important, I think, is there is no doubt that
appropriate balance between the Service interest andthe Services need a separate system of justice to
the rights of the individual. That is what I would likesupport operational eVectiveness. Moving to a
to say by way of opening, Chairman.single system of Service law is sensible and reflects

present and future operating patterns. This new Bill
is the product of a lot of hard work and makes Q87 Chairman: That is very helpful, thank you. Can
significant improvements to the current system, and I move straight into question one. As you say, you
it has my full support. However, there is an have welcomed the Bill, although you do say at the
opportunity here to make even more improvements same time that there are some concerns about it. We
and it would be a shame not to take those extra steps thought it would be useful to know if you had been
which I have proposed now. As the Judge Advocate involved in developing the policy that lay behind the
General I am in a unique position to make specific provisions of the Bill.
observations on the current system of military law, Judge Blackett: I was involved briefly in my former
not only because of my own background but also incarnation when I was Director of Naval Services
because I have reviewed nearly every Army and in the early development of the Bill, and
RAF Court Martial over the past year, as well as subsequently as the Judge Advocate General I have
sitting in some CourtsMartial myself. Since I also sit been consulted on various aspects. I am consulted

when the Services feel the need to consult me ratherin the Crown Court as a Circuit Judge I can make
than having significant input.direct practical comparisons between the civilian

and Service systems. In my view, the Court Martial
system should reflect the CrownCourt in all respects Q88Chairman:Do you think it would be better if the
except where there are good operational reasons for Judge Advocate General had a more active and
diVerences. And there is a need for some diVerences. consistent role in that process?
However, the greater the diVerences which cannot Judge Blackett:We have got to be slightly careful to
be properly justified, the greater the risk that those maintain the independence of the judiciary and,
diVerences will be challenged. That is not to say, of therefore, there are areas in which it would be
course, that any such challenges will not be improper and wrong in principle for the Judge
successfully resisted—as the European Convention Advocate General to be involved. But I am very
law is dynamic it is diYcult to predict the outcome grateful to the Ministry of Defence for setting up a
of any such challenges—but it is better to restrict the small working group, which will include one of my
amount of ammunition for those who seek to judge advocates, to take matters forward and have

further discussions.undermine the system. The First Sea Lord has
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Chairman: That is very helpful, thank you. Q95 Ben Chapman: Given that you said it needs
to mirror as far as possible the Crown Court
arrangements, why would you draw that

Q89 Ben Chapman: You said that the minimum size diVerential?
of panels should be specified in the primary Judge Blackett: It is not a mathematical equation. If
legislation. I wonder if you could spell out why you you start oV with the premise that it is a five person
think that is so given that so many aspects of the Bill court then from that premise my view is that it is
are left to secondary or subordinate legislation? safer to have only one dissenting vote rather than
Judge Blackett: That was actually a subordinate two. That is the simple point I am trying to make. It
point to the level of membership. In earlier drafts of is not a mathematical equation between five and 12,
the Bill the level was specified on the face of the Bill although two-twelfths are not the same as one-fifth.
but it was removed, as I understand it, for
parliamentary draughtsmanship reasons into

Q96 Chairman:Whywould you say that it is safer tosecondary legislation. I think the only point I would
have one dissenting voice? There must be some logicwant to make in reply to your question is that in a
behind that.civil system one would not put the size of the jury
Judge Blackett: I think it is simply based on myinto secondary legislation on the basis that some
practice over the years that it seems to me less safeoYcials in theHomeOYce, albeit through Statutory
for a serious oVence, for instance murder, that oneInstrument, could vary what Parliament wanted. Of
would rely on three people outvoting two peoplecourse they cannot do that because they would have
before sending somebody to prison for life. It seemsto go back to Parliament. I think it is more
to me that it would be safer to have only onetransparent to put these things on the face of the Bill.
dissenting voice if that were the size of the panel. It
is a matter of personal assessment. Others have said
why is there a diVerence, but it is just a feel from myQ90 Ben Chapman: So it is solely a matter of
own background and practice.transparency?

Judge Blackett: Indeed.
Q97 Robert Key: Would you wish to see a larger
panel, the same size as a jury in a civilian court, say?Q91 Vera Baird: The real point about panel size is
Judge Blackett: I would certainly like to see a largerthat it ought to be as big as is practical in order to
panel for more serious oVences, yes.give reasonable similarity to a 12 person jury in a

Crown Court without being ridiculous and in the
Q98 Robert Key: As large as a Crown Court jury?interests of fairness because the more there are the
Judge Blackett: I think there should be the facility tobetter discussion there is.
have that. I would not suggest that you should haveJudge Blackett: My fundamental point was the size
a Crown Court jury in all cases because that wouldof the panel rather than where it was.
simply be very diYcult for the Services. We have
got to support operational eVectiveness and

Q92 Ben Chapman: If it is the size of the panel that that certainly would not support operational
is the substantive point, if you like, and you said that eVectiveness.
the provision should mirror as far as possible those
of the current court, I just wonderedwhat wasmagic Q99 Robert Key: There is another dimension to this,about the figure of five. Why not six? What is there not, because the composition of the Courtdetermined that it should be at least five in your Martial is not a random process, they are very
view? specific about the rank of people who may sit, are
Judge Blackett: I think the figure five is simply they not?
historical. Clearly the more serious the oVence the Judge Blackett:There is a random element to it. Yes,
closer one needs to get to what the civilian system of course they are specific about who should sit in
has. Indeed, in a murder trial which I sat in recently terms of minimum rank and the rank of the now
there were seven on the board. The issue is first of all senior lay member, but within that there is a certain
obviously five for historical reasons. I think the amount of randomness about it.
Services would find 12 would be diYcult from a
resource point of view.Going on, the issue of the size

Q100 Robert Key: What about the situation of theof the majority verdict is all part of that same
Navy? That is a rather special case, is it not? Howpackage.
would the Navy cope with this?
Judge Blackett: In what way?

Q93 Ben Chapman: The majority verdict in a civil
case would be as a minimum, would it not, 10:2? Q101 Robert Key: In terms of numbers.
Judge Blackett: Yes. Judge Blackett: Yes.

Q94 Ben Chapman: In other words, 5:1. The Q102 Robert Key: I suppose it would not matter
maximum that could be achieved with five would because it would all happen at the Court Martial
be 4:1. centre anyway, would it not?

Judge Blackett: Indeed.Judge Blackett: Yes.
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Q103 Robert Key: You call for a larger panel for single system of Service law as well. I think that is the
logic of it. If you say no you need to have solelyoVences punishable by imprisonment of 14 years or

more and you actually use theword “objectionable”, Army, solely Navy or solely Air Force panels then
you are undermining your own argument for a singledo you not? You say: “For such a small panel to try

more serious matters and impose long prison terms system of law, it seems tome. Therewill be instances,
of course, where one requires all from a particularis objectionable”. Why is it objectionable?

Judge Blackett: Because it is too far removed from service, for instance in a navigational Court Martial
in dealing with a ship that has perhaps run agroundthe civil system, inmy view. A panel of three, ie three

lay magistrates, have a certain limit to their powers or with an air accident where specialist knowledge
might be beneficial, but in the average knockaboutof punishment and this is so far removed that it

seems to me objectionable for those reasons. stuV that comes before the Court Martial with a
punch-up outside a club—not that that is the bulk of
Courts Martial—then it seems to me a panel of allQ104 Vera Baird: Judge, your recommendation
three Service personnel can adequately deal withthroughout really is that we assimilate this system as
that under a single system.closely as possible to the civilian system. If you are

talking about larger panels, are you suggesting also
that we should assimilate the majority provisions to Q108 Vera Baird: Is it the kind of example you have
those in the civil courts so that it would be, as Ben just given to us that makes the Bill appropriate, why
has put it, only 10:2 as a minimum and if there were it only permits mixed panels rather than requires
appropriate perhaps lesser grade cases when the them? You would not want the Bill to require them,
panel was smaller there would need to be some would you?
proportionality to match that? Would you say that Judge Blackett: No, it simply permits it and that is
is the right approach? right in my view.
Judge Blackett: Yes, I would say that is the right
approach.

Q109 Mr Jones: I agree with you about mixed
panels. I was talking last night to the CO of theQ105 Mr Howarth: If we are trying to approximate
Royal Marines at Lympstone (Training) and he wassystems, Judge, what about the House of Lords? Do
saying they welcome this because the RoyalMarinesyou think that the House of Lords should have a
used to fall between the Army and Navy. He said itminimum number of dissenting voices?
was very welcome. How do you stop the inbuiltJudge Blackett: The House of Lords are not dealing
inertia and conservatism in the various Services justwith First Instance criminal matters. I do not think
keeping it to single panels because I can see greatI should be opining on how they conduct their
reluctance in certain areas? If we do not set somebusiness, no.
type of framework to it, my fear is, even though it isChairman: I do not think we should pursue that
allowed, in practice it will not actually happen.any further.
Judge Blackett: I do not want to give too long an
answer but I have got views about how the systemQ106 Vera Baird: You welcome the potential for
should work under a future Bill. For instance, themixed panels from the three Services. Why do you
Army are currently building three brand new courtthink limiting panels to those from the same Service
centres, one in Colchester, one in Catterick and oneis not a good idea?
in Bulford, with two courts in each. I would see theJudge Blackett: I think it is illogical. If we have
bulk ofCourtsMartial in theUKhappening in thoseagreed that there should be a single system of Service
three centres. I would see the Services sending alaw with a single prosecuting authority and all the
number of panel members for a set period, a bit likesingle paraphernalia that supports it, it seems to me
jury service perhaps, of two weeks, into those courtillogical that the panel should then be retained from
centres and for each trial panel members would bea single Service. A mixed panel would enlarge the
drawn down. If listing is in the hands of the judgepool from which panel members can be drawn, it
rather than the hands of the executive then I thinkwould reduce the risk that a panel member will have
that could be made to happen despite any reluctanceknowledge of the individual, and provided the
from the Services.individual’s Service is represented properly by the
Mr Jones: You would do that in guidance, wouldsenior lay member then there can only be benefits
you? I think there would be a little resistance still.from having all three Services there.
Purple services are all around across the Armed
Forces these days—you know what I am talking

Q107 Vera Baird: You do not think that since the about—especially in the RAF and the Army, for
panel is drawn from the Services in order to give it a example, where they do not exactly mix.
Service context, ie you do not have lay people on it,
you are taking a step backward from doing that by
bringing all three into a panel? Q110 Chairman: Unless this covers Gerald’s point,

who is going to come in in a moment, I got theJudge Blackett: No, because I think the premise
upon which the Act is based is that there is a impression from your initial answer to Kevan’s

question that had you more time you could developrequirement for a single system of Service law
because of operating patterns and more operating a fuller argument on this even to the extent that we

might recognise them as proposals.together and that sort of thing. If that is your initial
premise then the panel membership should be a Judge Blackett: Yes.
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Q111 Chairman: It might be helpful if you could for a setting down in perhaps some Statutory
Instrument or some guidance a limited availabilityproduce a note for the Committee on that so we

could take that into account at the time when we are of an opt-out of having mixed panels. There is a
presumption that there will be a mixed panel butconsidering the Bill as a Standing Committee.

Judge Blackett: Yes. under certain circumstances could an application be
made to opt-out and have one from a particular
Service?Q112 Mr Howarth: The logic of your argument is
Judge Blackett: That is the first time I have thoughtpretty plain: this is a tri-Service Bill and the idea of
of that particular idea, which is a good one, yes,having a panel drawn from all three Services does on
certainly. Perhaps I could give it more thought if youthe face of it make sense. You have had 30 years of
want to hear my evidence on that.military experience and you know that there is very

intense inter-Service rivalry, there is even inter-unit
rivalry, and you have already acknowledged that Q117 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: In the evidence you
there will be particular cases where specialist have given us, and in your written evidence, we have
knowledge is required. Can I put it to you that there had quite a lot of discussion about the size of the
are also many ordinary cases, run-of-the-mill cases, panel and the size of the majority and you have been
where there are actually cultural diVerences between quite clear that you think only one dissenting vote
the Services and where a failure by a member of one is the maximum, which obviously means that
Service to understand the culture of the Service unanimity would be the ideal. You have criticised
represented by the person in the dock may not be the lack of power that judge advocates have to ask
understood. panels to strive for unanimity and you want the
Judge Blackett: Yes. power to do that. Have you ever asked the MoD for

that power?
Judge Blackett: No, I have not asked for it. I haveQ113 Mr Howarth: Therefore, you would introduce
given a practice direction to my judges. What I wanta potentially very unsatisfactory source not of inter-
to do is reflect the practice in the Crown Court, thatservice co-operation but actually inter-service
is you say to a jury, “I want unanimity. There mayresentment. Have you addressed that?
come a time when I give you a further direction butJudge Blackett: I would not disagree with what you
until then you are to come back with a unanimoussay at all. As an example, perhaps a negligent
verdict”. After a period, two hours and 10 minutesdischarge of a weapon is dealt with diVerently in the
or more, you can ask the jury to come back and ifArmy clearly than perhaps in the Navy because a
they cannot reach a unanimous verdict you givesoldier should, rightly, have much better knowledge
them a majority direction. That means that theof the weapon and, therefore, it is a more serious
defendant knows when he is found guilty either heoVence. You are absolutely right. I will develop
has been found guilty on a unanimous jury verdict orthose answers in the paper that I submit to you but
bymajority.My view is that is one of the areas whereby and large, provided that part of the Service is
it is very simple to reflect that system, albeitreflected on the panel, that particular issue can be
amended, by simply having the power to say, “Yousafeguarded. There was, of course, some resistance
are to be unanimous but I will give you a furtherearly on to a single system of Service law at all. The
direction later”. I have not asked it because there isServices have moved a long way since that initial
no statutory basis upon which I can do that, so Iresistance and there is further to go but maybe it is
could ask theMoD for it but theywould simply havegoing to take a little longer than I would like to get
to include it in some sort of statutory change to theto the position I have described.
law.

Q114MrHowarth:You would not see a situation in
which an Army squaddie was hauled before a Court Q118 SarahMcCarthy-Fry:You said that under the
Martial and the panel consisted entirely of current system all you can do is “urge”. When the
representatives of the other services? judge advocate sits in the Court Martial and accepts
Judge Blackett: I would not see that. Actually, one a majority verdict, does the judge advocate know
of the proposals I would suggest is that perhaps the what the size of the majority is? Is he given that
senior lay member should be the same Service as information?
the accused. Judge Blackett: No, he is not. He urges unanimity

and eventually he gets a verdict which is the verdict
of the whole panel. He will not know that it is aQ115 Bob Russell: Could I just pursue this question
majority.of the reflection. Should the reflection be the

majority or the minority?
Judge Blackett: That is a good question. Whether I Q119 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Obviously we know
can answer it without giving it further thought I am what proportion of cases have not got unanimity but
not sure, but perhaps I can answer it in the paper. I what about by majority?
was talking broad principles really. Judge Blackett: I cannot tell you. I do not know
Chairman: I think that is very helpful. because panel members take an oath not to tell

people outside what happens within the panel and
they come back with a verdict of either guilty or notQ116 Vera Baird: Just one final suggestion. Now I

understand the point about the culture and the guilty and nobody knowswhether that is unanimous
or by majority. I have no feel for it either.rivalries more fully, is what we ought to be looking
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Q120 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: It could be that there is gives them a small homily at the start of the trial and
no more than one dissenting vote in any of them. together that will enable them to have the right level
Judge Blackett: It could be. It could be that every of training. In my view that is the right level of
verdict is unanimous for all I know. It is the training to be fact finders, sentencing is an altogether
appearance that I am concerned about, the diVerent matter which is becoming more and more
perception. complicated. I think there is a point where you are

expecting lay people, in terms of they are not lawyers
who may sit on a Court Martial only once or twiceQ121 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: You said that you have

a concern and it is obviously based on some gut in their whole career, to deal with very complicated
instinct rather than hard facts because we do not sentencing issues, notwithstanding the fact that they
have the evidence. are advised by judge advocates. In the majority of
Judge Blackett: Indeed. cases the judge advocate and the panel members

have a discussion, the judge advocate will set
parameters and he will listen to the whole court andQ122 SarahMcCarthy-Fry:Are you concerned that

if there was a 3:2 or even larger that there could at the end of that they will achieve a sentence which
possibly be a miscarriage of justice? hopefully is within the parameters that the judge
Judge Blackett: The nearer the diVerence between advocate has set. But there is a risk that they can
for and against clearly the nearer you are to outvote the judge advocate and there are cases where
reversing that, if you see what I mean. This is a gut my judge advocates—they are not a lot, I accept—
reaction. The thought that aman could be convicted have said that they have either given an excessive or
of murder on a 3:2majority where perhaps with a bit an unduly lenient penalty, so it is either side, because
of persuasion it could have been 3:2 the other way they have been outvoted by lay members.
and therefore he would have been acquitted is just a
gut feeling of being unfair. That is all it is and I have
no evidence to support that apart from just my Q125Mr Burrowes: Is it not in many ways a step too
feeling. far, that proposal to sit alone, given that you have

extolled the virtues of the unique systemwe have and
Q123 Ben Chapman: You may have covered this the confidence that not least the Service personnel
point but I just want to be clear in my own mind in have in the system and does it not recognise the
relation to your statement: “In my opinion a simple benefits of the historical evolution of the judge
majority is suYcient for a three person panel, advocate’s role which is analogous to the clerks and
provided its jurisdiction is restricted . . . but not for magistrates and recognise that it is very much
a panel of five persons ormore dealingwith themore involved with the panel? In some ways does it not
serious oVences.” Why? equate your proposal to the civilian systemwhere we
Judge Blackett: I think I have answered that do have lay magistrates sitting on cases where there
question. With a panel of three, if it deals with the is a commitment to sentence and many cases which
sorts of oVences that magistrates deal with in the are summary only sentencing cases and it is highly
civilian system, plus disciplinary oVences with no appropriate that you do have that lay involvement
more than two years of punishment, for instance, through the sentencing process?
then clearly a simple majority will do as it will do in Judge Blackett: Funnily enough, I think you areamagistrates’ court of 2:1, that is clear, so it equates.

right, it probably is a step too far at the momentWith more serious oVences, as I say, it is just my
although I think it is an inevitability at some stage infeeling that there should be a greater majority to be
the future provided, of course, specialist judges arefairer to the accused.
judge advocates. It is probable that you need more
sentencing input from servicemen at the lower end of

Q124 Mr Burrowes: You have called for judge the system, the disciplinary type oVences where theadvocates to sentence alone, although you Service interest is more important than perhaps inacknowledge that panels normally follow the advice
the very serious oVences where the Service aspect isof the judge advocate in deciding sentence. Is your
less important, if I can put it that way. The questionobjection then only theoretical or is there a real
is it a step too far, probably, but there are other waysproblem in this regard?
of dealing with this rather than having the whole ofJudge Blackett: Before answering the question, I
the five person court sentencing. Perhaps the Serviceunderstand that this is a very contentious matter
interest could be put into the sentencing process bywith the Services and I have my own Service
simply having the senior member involved with thebackground as well. There are two issues. One is a
judge advocate in sentencing. That is an alternativeconcern that there may be a risk of challenge under
way of doing it. The other point about judgethe European law. Again, that is not to say any
advocates sentencing alone is that in my view therechallenge cannot be successfully resisted but there is
is toomuch delay in theCourtMartial system.DelayEuropean case law which has criticised lay members
is caused throughout the system at all levels and Iof panels for not having suYcient training. That was
would not criticise or pick out any one part of thein a case calledMorris. The Services have addressed
process, but waiting to convene a court, particularlythat issue in a number of ways by saying that
for a guilty plea, can put in an unnecessary delay.throughout Career Courses there is certain training
For instance, if somebody is willing to plead guiltyin military justice, there is a booklet which

everybody reads beforehand, the judge advocate shortly after committing an oVence the judge
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advocate, if he were able to, could sentence there and judge who they probably do not have any time for in
any case and who certainly, apart from possibly thisthen rather than having to set a date in the future

when he has got to come back to court to sentence. one occasion, cannot tell themwhat to do otherwise,
they accept the command of those in the Chain of
Command, I really do put it to you that you areQ126 Mr Jones: One of the key things why all
clearly engaged on something of a crusade toServices argue for this system is because it follows
approximate military law to civilian law. You keepwhat they call the Chain of Command. Is not what
punctuating it with assertions that you recogniseyou are suggesting actually stepping outside that
that it is a good system as it stands and you keepChain of Command in terms of someone who is not
making the point that it needs to have a militaryseen as part of the Services and, therefore, in serious
flavour but you seem to be constantly chippingcases should they not just be transferred to the
away. Here is an example where you say you believecivilian courts if that Chain of Command is broken
it is right to remove the Service contribution todown?
sentencing but you do not think you can get itJudge Blackett: I do not agree that just having a
through. That is your objective, is it not?judge advocate alone is interfering with the Chain of
Judge Blackett: Indeed it is, yes. That was a longCommand because judge advocates are specialist
question and a leading question.judges in any event. There are a number of reasons
Mr Howarth: It was a very good question!why the Court Martial exists, for instance

extraterritorial jurisdiction. The English courts have
not got jurisdiction to try oVences committed Q129 Chairman: It was a very long question but it is
by servicemen overseas, apart from in certain about to be truncated.
circumstances. There is clearly an issue where Judge Blackett: It was a long question which
an oVence is committed within the military probably has a single answer which is no, I do not
environment or on military operations overseas, agree with you.
such as allegations of soldiers murdering civilians in
Iraq, for instance. There is a uniqueness about that

Q130 Mr Howarth: If you do not mind, Judge, wewhich is better dealt with in the Court Martial
would like an explanation as to why you do notsystem, however it is constructed, than in the
agree.civilian system.
Judge Blackett: I think I have put it in all the
documentation that I have put in. It is your opinion

Q127 Mr Howarth: You told the Constitutional that perhaps I am chipping away at the system, I do
AVairs Committee in evidence that in uncertain not believe that is the case provided you have
times this “secures the confidence of sailors, soldiers specialist judges with the right background and
and airmen that they will be treated fairly by people experience and the right training. Whether or not
who understand their unique position”. This clearly servicemen do not have any time for judges, which I
follows on from what Kevan Jones was saying. I am think was the expression you used, is a matter of
not clear whether you are not rowing back slightly opinion. That is not my opinion, it may be yours.
from your original suggestion that judge advocates
should take responsibility for sentencing and you are

Q131Mr Burrowes: Specialist judge advocates, doesnow suggesting that only in certain circumstances. Is
that mean by implication they should have a Serviceit not the case that your proposal would serve to
background if you are following through to themdilute the degree of military input into the system
sitting alone?and, therefore, undermine the military nature of it?
Judge Blackett: That would help. It is not necessaryIn that case, if the military panel is not going to be
that they must have it. Half of my judge advocatesinvolved in the sentencing, what is the point in their
have got a Service background. The others must bebeing there?
trained properly, of course, and have the experience.Judge Blackett: First of all, I do not think I am
All of the current judge advocates are extremelyrowing back but I am a realist and I understand the
experienced and even those who have not got anyart of the possible. I know that the Services would
Service background have been sitting in Courtsresist strongly any suggestion and, indeed, the Bill is
Martial for many years so they have gained thenot proposing any change. I have suggested perhaps
background that is necessary.a halfway house, if that is what you call rowing back,

which is, rather than have a judge advocate
sentencing alone, having a smaller lay input such as Q132 Vera Baird: A judge advocate is a specialist
the senior lay member of the court to help judge in any event with extra learning, as it were,
expedition. or fundamental learning in military matters.

Magistrates, with whom there has been an analogy
drawn, are trained now. There is not any otherQ128MrHowarth:Do you not accept that a soldier,

sailor or airman in front of a Court Martial is going circumstance in which wholly untrained lay people
take any role in sentencing at all, is there? On theto acknowledge that the verdict of his peers, ie fellow

servicemen and women, and the sentence that they other hand, just considering, as it were, the technical
context of needing to understand the Service worldhand down is acceptable to them and they recognise

that because that is an intrinsic part of everyday in order to sentence appropriately, the civilian
courts deal with very technical cases, do they not—Service life. In removing them from the loop, even in

relatively minor cases, and substituting them for a health and safety cases, complex fraud cases—and
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the judge, who will not be an expert in that degree of one of their own into civilian prison. That is why I
make that point. At the other end of the scale theydetail, has the facts made available to him by the

prosecution in a sentencing hearing. are much more aware of disciplinary-type oVences.
For example, in my review of Courts Martial overJudge Blackett: Indeed. I can remember sitting as an

acting stipendiary magistrate many years ago this past year there are cases where somebody who
has gone absent has got a higher sentence ofdealing with technical matters and the prosecutor

advised me before I went through the sentencing detention than somebody who has committed an
oVence of actual body harm, which supports myprocess. That is a way of getting the unique part of

sentencing into the panel, you are right. feelings I think. That is why Imade those comments.
Will it be improved? It will be improved certainly if
the judge advocate sentenced alone with advice, andQ133 Chairman: But there has been some criticism
I accept that this Committee probably will notof that process in any event.
support that recommendation and certainly I knowJudge Blackett: Yes.
the Services will not. What I have tried to do
to address that is two things. One is that weQ134 Ben Chapman: In proposing that the input
are producing sentencing guidelines both forshould be limited to that from the senior laymember
Commanding OYcers (that the Services have donein sentencing, you say specifically that it should be
and I have had an input into) and for CourtMartial.advice to the judge advocate. Given that the decision
Those sentencing guidelines will be available so theywill be for the judge advocate and the role of the
will bolster up the advice that the judge advocateService member is only to advise, is that not
gives to his Service colleagues by referring to thosebordering on tokenism in terms of Service
guidelines. The second is by more training. We nowparticipation?
have a series of training seminars throughout theJudge Blackett: No. It enables the judge to take the
year which is mainly for judge advocates but at oneService interest into account when he decides on the
of them I invite policy staVs and other lay memberssentence, which is a proper function for the judiciary
to come along and see what we do.in my view rather than the lay members.

Q137 Chairman: This comes back to an earlier pointQ135 Ben Chapman:Would he not do that from his
you made about the perception of those involved inor her background?
the process.What struckme fromwhat you have justJudge Blackett:Yes, that is true, but there is an issue
said is that if there is inconsistency in sentencing thenof perception. As Mr Howarth was saying, there is
presumably it follows that there will be equalan issue of what the court user sees in front of him.
inconsistency in people’s view of the policy of theI accept that is an issue at the moment and,
justice that is being meted out to them of course. Ittherefore, if he sees that there is advice from the
must vary from case to case if there is inconsistency.Service source then that could address that
Judge Blackett: Yes, but that is the same with anyperception.
criminal justice system. Those you send to prison for
life will have a diVerent view of it from the victim.Q136 Mr Campbell: Following up the Chairman’s

point, you told the Constitutional AVairs
Committee that in your experience: “. . . lay Q138 Mr Howarth: One of my constituents is a

lawyer in Aldershot who specialises in dealing withmembers do not like sending people to prison for
very long periods, but onminor oVences they do not military cases and represents soldiers. He told me

that he thinks sentencing is too harsh. He told memind sending them to detention for long periods.
They are lenient in some respects and not in others”. that the range of disposals, as I think you call it in

the trade, has widely increased. Is that so? Can youAlso, following on from that point, the result is
that Service personnel are receiving less severe tell us a bit more about that?

Judge Blackett: It is interesting, is it not, that defencepunishments in your view for serious oVences than
equivalent oVenders in civilian courts. You said you lawyers probably think that sentencing is harsher

than others, I do not know. Clearly I do not knoware concerned and I would certainly be concerned.
Would you like to comment on that? Can you also who it is you have been talking to or who puts that

opinion. The problem with the sentencing options atsay, as a secondary point, why you think the Bill will
improve that situation? the moment is that they are quite restricted. For

instance, a Court Martial cannot give somebody aJudge Blackett: The concern I have, just to
elaborate, is that I have sat as a judge advocate community penalty, so if he dismisses somebody

from the Service the options are prison or perhapsmyself in slightly more serious cases with lay
members. Lay members are used to discipline within detention, or nothing really. There is not that sort of

middle option. The Bill improves that sort of facilitythe parameters of Commanding OYcer’s powers,
which in the Navy was 90 days’ detention, so that so that if an accused is dismissed from the Service

then there is a wider sentencing option, not justwas in their background psyche. When they were
faced, as in one case I remember I did, with a serious prison, which must be of benefit. Similarly, at the

moment if somebody is sent to prison as opposed towounding, a section 18 oVence, and we were looking
at a sentence of some years’ imprisonment, in fact detention he must be dismissed from the Service but

the Bill de-latches imprisonment and dismissal sothe sentence eventually passed was six years’
imprisonment, that was something which the lay there will no doubt be circumstances where

somebody can be sent to prison but then retained inmembers found quite diYcult conceptually to send
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the Service. That, for instance, without going into Judge Blackett: That is right. As you probably
know, there has been a huge amount of debate abouttoomuch detail, is important because at themoment

if somebody is dismissed before he reaches his the removal of the review. I do not knowwhether the
Committee understands the process or whether youpension point, his immediate pension point, say at

the age of 39, then he will not get the immediate would like me to just talk about it for 30 seconds.
pension which he would have done had he stayed on
until 40 until his preserved pension kicked in at 60.

Q143 Chairman: For 30 seconds that would beIt is often argued before Courts Martial that
very helpful.somebody who is dismissed at that stage loses
Judge Blackett: EVectively the transcript of every£180,000, £200,000 or whatever. If somebody close
case comes to my oYce and a defendant has theto the end of his Service career could be sent to
ability to petition if he wishes to do so, which is likeprison but then brought on to complete his service,
an appeal, and then within strict time limits myperhaps that might address that problem. Yes, there
oYce, not just me but my judges and I, make theare increases in the Bill but they increase the
decision, review the case by reading the main partsflexibility of sentencing which must be a good thing.
of the transcript and writing a legal advice to theMr Howarth: I would agree with that.
Reviewing Authority, the Reviewing Authority
being the Chain of Command, if you like. That

Q139 Jim Sheridan: Could I focus on the review review advice goes to the Chain of Command and
process and the so-called slip rule issue. As I the Reviewing Authority can quash the conviction
understand it, you have read the majority of Courts or reduce the sentence. It cannot increase the
Martial transcripts: how often do technical errors sentence. That interference in the judicial process
occur that a slip rule would address? Could you give was criticised in the European Court and I think that
us a flavour of exactly what is a technical error, is one of the reasons why the Services have decided
either hypothetically or a real case? they should remove the review. There are some who
Judge Blackett:One real case was a case whereby the believe that the review should stay but it is proposed
judge advocate eVectively got the law wrong in to be withdrawn.
advising the panel in a firearms oVence. He read the
law as meaning that the minimum sentence he could

Q144 Jim Sheridan: Finally, just a couple of pointsaward, or the panel could award, was five years’
for clarity. You may have already answered theseimprisonment, so they awarded five years’
questions. In the absence of a Reviewing Authorityimprisonment. In his sentencing remarks he said,
or, indeed, a slip rule, as I understand it, it will be the“We may well have given you less than this but we
responsibility of the Service personnel to initiate anare required by law to give you a minimum of five
appeal for any technical errors. Given that in theyears so we give you that minimum”. On review we
absence of a Reviewing Authority a Court Martialpicked up the fact that was an error. I cannot
Appeal Court could theoretically increase aremember the sentence the Reviewing Authority
sentence, if the slip rule were included in the Bill dochanged it for, I think it was as low as two years but
you think it is right and proper that a judge advocateI cannot be certain on that. That is the sort of
alone should sit?technical error that can be picked up by review now,
Judge Blackett: If I can answer the last bit first.but if we had a slip rule it would be picked up by that
Whether a judge advocate alone should exercise hisslip rule and amended without the requirement to
powers depends on your view whether a judgetake the whole case to the Court of Appeal to be
advocate should sentence alone anywhere. The twoamended.
issues are linked. If the judge advocate sentencing
alone is not something which finds favour then there

Q140 Jim Sheridan: How often is that? is a less strong argument to support the judge
Judge Blackett: Three or four times. I cannot really advocate alone exercising the slip rule and no doubt
remember to be honest but it is very few times, three there should be some Service involvement at that
or four times in a year of reviewing 500–600 cases, stage. I am sorry, I have forgotten the first part of
something like that. your question.

Q141 Chairman: It is diYcult oV the top of your
Q145 Jim Sheridan: In the absence of the Reviewinghead but if, following this session and reviewing
Authority would the Service personnel have toyour thoughts on this matter, you want to amend
initiate an appeal themselves over any technicalthat in any way, please feel free to do so.
errors?Judge Blackett: Thank you.
Judge Blackett: Not entirely because there is a
mechanism to get a case before the Court Martial
Appeal Court without the individual and that isQ142 Vera Baird: The point of it is it is an economy

measure, is it not, because if you make a mistake the through section 34 of the 1968 Criminal Appeals Act
which enables either the Judge Advocate General oronly thing you can do if there is not an ability for you

to put it right quickly is to go all the way through a the Secretary of State, and then clearly the oYcials
acting for the Secretary of State, to refer a case to thecumbersome appeal which costs a lot of money and

wastes a lot of time. Court of Appeal.
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Q146 Jim Sheridan: How often has that happened? Judge Blackett: The issue I am concerned about is
listing. Again, it is perception.A lot of European lawJudge Blackett: I cannot tell you how many times
is perception but the idea that the executive can hidebut it is has been very infrequent in the past. If review
away a trial out of public gaze for reasons other thanis withdrawn then that facility may be dusted oV and
legal reasons is another area which is potentiallyused more. I have had discussions with the Army as
open to challenge. I have had further discussionsto how that mechanismmight be used. For example,
since I wrote that letter, particularly with Mrrather than transcripts going to the Judge Advocate
Touhig, to clarify exactlywhat is within the art of theGeneral’s oYce they would go instead to a post-
possible. My view is that the listing issue, the judgetrials review oYce within perhaps the three Services.
advocate having control of where and when, isI know in the Army they have a list of cases they
important to be independent, that is part of thewould like to refer to the Judge Advocate General
judicial role, but in terms of gettingwitnesses to trial,for advice and the advice which they get back would
those sorts of administrative arrangements quitenot be “Reviewing Authority, quash, interfere” or
rightly could remain within theMinistry of Defence.whatever, but “ReviewingAuthority, this is one that

you may wish to refer to the Court Martial Appeal Q150 Mr Burrowes: You would not mind that
Court”. transfer to Constitutional AVairs as long as the

judge has the ability to decide on when and where?
Judge Blackett: It is certain functions that need to beQ147 Jim Sheridan: Can the Court Martial Appeal
transferred in my view rather than the whole issue.Court, in theory at least, increase a sentence?
There are ongoing discussions between the DCAJudge Blackett: I do not think so but I will probably
andMoD, as I understand it, to investigate just whatbe corrected on that.
can be done in that area.Chairman: If you want to add anything to that you

could include that in your note. Q151 Chairman: Perhaps we ought to get some
response from them as to exactly where they are up
to on that.Q148MrBurrowes:You have proposed transferring
Judge Blackett: I think these are early days. When Ithe administration of the military court to the
say ongoing discussion, I am not sure whether theyDepartment for Constitutional AVairs.
have even started yet.Judge Blackett: Yes.

Q152 Chairman: Not concluded?
Judge Blackett: No.Q149 Mr Burrowes: Looking at your particular

reasons for doing that, as I understand it the judge
Q153 Mr Howarth: Would that mean a transfer ofadvocates can give practice direction in bringing
personnel to your department?interesting concerns back to them and the
Judge Blackett: Possibly, but not necessarily.appointment of judges in a ticketing system in many

ways has a large degree of control over case Q154MrHowarth:Youwould not be in the business
management in many ways similar to a resident of empire building?
judge in a Crown Court who himself has control Judge Blackett: I am not empire building, no.
over listing. In terms of the main concerns of time
management, in many ways does not the judge Q155 Chairman: On that highbrow question, can I
advocate have those powers already, although you thank you. We have reached the end of our
do not have the function of when and where, that questioning. Thank you for your patience, for the
would be military input, and in many ways quite clarity of your answers and also the brevity of them;
properly so? Would not any transfer to the on occasion the answers were shorter than the
Department for Constitutional AVairs undermine questions. Thank you.

Judge Blackett: Thank you very much.operational eVectiveness?
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Witnesses: Air Vice-Marshal Rick Charles,Royal Air Force Prosecuting Authority, Captain Bernard Davis,
Naval Prosecuting Authority,Major General David Howell,Army ProsecutingAuthority,Mr JulianMiller,
DirectorGeneral of Service Personnel Policy andMrHumphreyMorrison,Director of Legislation,Ministry
of Defence, gave evidence.

Q156 Chairman: Gentlemen, welcome, and in two future—where the Army does not have as many,
cases welcome again. I do not know whether you shall we say, talented prosecutors whomake up their
want to eVect some introductions before we start? numbers, and I can imagine if the Navy or the Air
Major General Howell: I am probably the new boy Force did youmay well find some reduction inArmy
on the block. My name is David Howell. I am the numbers for that reason.
Head of the Army Prosecuting Authority.
Captain Davis:My name is Bernard Davis. I am the
Head of the Naval Prosecuting Authority.

Q161 Chairman: On the question of advantages ofAir Vice-Marshal Charles:My name is Rick Charles
the single prosecuting authority, is there any sensefrom the Royal Air Force Prosecuting Authority.
that you believe that makes the process more
resilient in human rights terms?

Q157Chairman:MrMorrison, we have alreadymet. Major General Howell: No, because, as you
Unless there are any opening statements which you probably know, the existing system has been
wish to make that will be of particular advantage to challenged almost continuously for a number of
you in any way then I would propose that we go years. In theMorris case the current systemwas held
straight into the questioning given the constraints on to be compliant with the European Convention.
time. As separate prosecuting authorities you can Therefore, to have another system which, shall wereflect the Service context of each case in presenting say, removes any sort of link at all with the Services,the prosecution at Court Martial. How will a single because, as you know, the current heads of the threeprosecuting authority work in practice? Will the Services, certainly the Army and the Air Force, alsothree Services continue to prosecute members of

have another role which will go under the newtheir own Service?
system, or to remove one final connection with theAir Vice-Marshal Charles: I do not think we see
parent Armed Force could hardly make it lessmuch change. A joint Service Prosecuting Authority
complaint with the European Convention. The factwill have people transferred from existing
is we are already compliant.prosecuting authorities and, therefore, certainly for

the foreseeable future the vast majority of cases will
be prosecuted by oYcers from the particular Service.
They may, in due course, depending on the views of Q162 Chairman: In terms of the speed of decision-
whoever is selected to be the Director of Service making as a prosecuting authority, how do you
Prosecutions, allow some blurring around the edges. think you compare with the Crown Prosecution

Service? Do you have any discussions with the
Crown Prosecution Service about these matters?Q158 Chairman: Is that the general view?
Major General Howell: To answer the last part first,Major General Howell: Absolutely.
yes, we do, very regularly. We have all sorts of
contact with the Crown Prosecution Service on allQ159 Chairman: In that case, what is the advantage
sorts of issues. For example, they train up people onof a single prosecuting authority?
how to handle victims because, as you know, theseMajor General Howell: I think there are going to be
days one of the complexities of prosecution practiceadvantages of scale. At themoment, as you probably
is handling victims, so we seek outside training. Onerealise, all of us are incredibly small: the Air Force
of the diYculties though in trying to compare uswithand Navy are four or five people and the Army is a
the CPS is that it is a little bit like an apple and anbit bigger but still only about 28. Having a larger
orange, there are one or two things which are thepool fromwhich to draw will probably be beneficial.
same but there are huge diVerences. The CPS andIt will also help in the training of everybody to have
90% of their work is dealing with summary mattersmore of a chambers atmosphere that barristers have
in the Magistrates’ Court—there are probably moreto learn from each other rather than being in fairly
than 90%—whereas, of course, we do not deal withsmall compartments. In addition, there will
any summarymatters at all. We tried to look at theirprobably be savings of staV because you would not

have to duplicate all the time and there may even be figures and compare them with ours and it is very
advantages in locations and so on. diYcult because they do not publish the actual time

they spend dealing with a case. They publish the
overall figure from the oVence to the conclusion ofQ160 Bob Russell: In view of your answer there do
the trial, but we have not been able to isolate howyou envisage over time that the number of Army
long they spend doing their work. We do isolate ourpeople will decline and that of the other two Services
own and we know how long it takes us to make thewill increase?
majority of decisions. In the APA, for example, weMajor General Howell: I think that depends upon
make the majority of decisions, 82%, within twothe head of each Service and how things evolve. I do
months. That is our basic figure. Of course, you arenot think the figures are going to be set in concrete.

Youmaywell have a situation—I can envisage in the going to get exceptions to that.
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Q163MrHowarth:Given that the Army has, as you Force Special Investigation Branch who investigate
the most serious cases, therefore there is a very directsay, about 28 people—a fairly precise figure, but in

the Royal Navy and the Royal Air Force there are linkage. By the way, I think the other two
prosecuting authorities play it slightly diVerently butfour or five people, and you also said that the

overwhelming majority of Courts Martial involve with the same result.
Army personnel, have you made any kind of Mr Howarth: Chairman, that is quite a significant
assessment of what I might call a resentment factor, point.
that there might be a feeling in the Army that the
other Services are going to have, perhaps, an

Q167 Chairman: I amwaiting to hear from the otherincreasing preponderance of influence over Army
two Services. Perhaps we can come back to that.matters or, indeed, vice versa?
Major General Howell: We had a law changed inMajor General Howell: That would have to be a
December to enable the police to come to thematter for the head of each Service to ensure that
prosecuting authority before the case was referredthose feelings do not become current. It is a risk, but
because, as you know, the APA—Army ProsecutingI would have thought that the proof of the pudding
Authority—is not like the CPS, we do not get thewould be how it all evolves in practice. It is very
case ab initio, we only get it when the CommandingdiYcult to see how in advance one could prevent and
OYcer gives it to us. We realised very early on thatlay down principles to prevent that. Obviously once
there was a whole area of investigation which takesa service is set up it will then have to explain how it
place before that where the police sometimesoperates in all three Services.
need technical assistance legally. We, therefore,
introduced changes to the law to enable the police to

Q164 Mr Howarth: You would have us understand come to the APA prior to the matter going to the
that there are cultural diVerences, indeed rivalries, Commanding OYcer, as it were, him making his
between the various Services; you must have given preliminary decision on it. We introduced thatthis prospect some consideration? systemwhich we think is the best one because we didMajor General Howell:We have. All I can say to you find before that you had the problem of two lots ofis I am sure that steps will be taken both in lawyers giving advice potentially in relation to theexplaining to the next Chains of Command how

same case, because you had the advising oYcers atdecisions are reached and, of course, who has made
division who initially were the point of contact,them. As you rightly say, I can imagine a situation,
thereafter the case going on to APA,whichmay takefor example, where if you have a naval navigation
diVerent views. As I have indicated, we thought thecase listed you will not want an Army prosecutor
best thing was to go straight from police to APA atmaking a decision in respect of that. Quite plainly, I
the earliest possible stage on major investigations.am sure that the head of the Service would ensure
Captain Davis: As far as the Navy is concerned wethat the naval side of it deals with something which
are slightly advantaged because we are a smalleris peculiarly Navy. Equally, if you have a range
Service and the naval SIB, our criminal investigationaccident or an operational shooting the Army
department, is about 100 yards from my oYce.obviously has the vast amount of experience in that
There is quite a lot of assistance provided to the SIBand so that I am sure presentationally both the
during the course of their investigations, although IChain of Command and leader concerned, the
do not go as far as the Air Vice-Marshal, I do notdecision will be made by the Army.
have a real attachment to the SIB full-time for that
very obvious geographical reason.

Q165 Chairman:Your contention is then that if, for
example, technical issues, such as the ones you have
just described, are dealt with properly then the Q168 Mr Howarth: Under the Bill the new Director
cultural objections would have less substance of Service Prosecutions is going to decide whether a
because it was clear thatwhatever technical expertise person will be prosecuted or whether the case should
was needed was being brought in and used be handed back to the Commanding OYcer. Can
eVectively. you tell us how many cases at the moment are being
Major General Howell: I do think one has to give a handed back to the Commanding OYcer?
lot of care to the cultural issues. It is right to be very Major General Howell: Yes, and bear in mind there
careful here because if one talks to senior oYcers are two categories within that. Cases will come into
probably in all three Services I think the default the prosecuting authority and the prosecuting
position all of them would have is they would prefer authority then say it has had the case referred on the
the decisions to be made by people in the same basis that this is a potential wounding. When it is
uniform. examined—because, of course, we put the cases

through themangle—the prosecuting authority take
the view there is not enough evidence of woundingQ166 Chairman:One final point on this section. Can
but there is evidence of assault which theyou describe how the prosecutors would work with
Commanding OYcer can deal with and, thereforethe Service police during the course of your
the case is passed back on that basis. Sometimes weinvestigation?
simply decide not to take any proceedings at all. TheAir Vice-Marshal Charles: We would all take
case still goes back to the Commanding OYcer atdiVerent approaches to it but the result is the same.

I have a prosecutor embedded with the Royal Air that stage because he might want to take some sort
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of informal action of a minor nature. In both of CO does not have that role, the prosecuting
authority does it itself. I think the Services thoughtthose categories a total figure that we, as it were, do

not wish to continue and do not take to trial is 30%. it would be very helpful if the CO was brought into
that particular equation. That is my understanding.
Mr Morrison: Basically that is correct. The ServicesQ169 Chairman:What about the other Services?
made it clear to us that as far as possible they wantedCaptain Davis:The naval figures are pretty much the
the CO to remain the person who tells the membersame. If I look at the 30%, wewould discontinue and
of the unit that he is being charged, in other wordsdirect that no summary charge should take place in
to charge him. That is a formal process. The result isthe majority of that 30%. We would discontinue but
that where the Director of Service Prosecutionsallow a summary trial to take place in about two or
decides to charge he will tell the CO and the CO willthree cases a year. In very few cases would we allow
tell the serviceman that he is charged with thata summary trial to take place. The reasons that we
oVence. That does not in any way mean that the COmight allow that are two-fold. The First General has
then has the responsibility to do any more about it.described where an oVence is referred to us ‘for trial
It is a CourtMartial oVence, of course, and it alwaysby Court Martial’ but we take the view that a Court
will be where the decision is made by the DSP on theMartial type oVence has not been committed. He
charge. If it is within the Director of Servicegave an example of a wounding which really should
Prosecutions it will be down to the prosecution. Thebe a common assault. The other circumstance in
Services were very insistent on the importance of thewhich wemight refer back to a Commanding OYcer
CO being involved in telling the accused in his unitto try is if a CO refers a large number of oVences, the
that he had been charged.totality of which would clearly justify a trial by

Court Martial but in the event we feel we should
proceed on only one or two oVences then those Q172 Chairman:Have we misinterpreted clause 121
oVences are capable of being tried summarily. or is there some ambiguity in it?
Air Vice-Marshal Charles: In the Air Force, on Mr Morrison: I think there may be a certain amount
average about 15% of cases are referred back to the of ambiguity in clause 121. Certain cases will have to
Commanding OYcer with an alternative charge for be referred to the prosecuting authority, we call it the
summary dealing and approximately 20% are Director of Service Prosecutions. A list of serious
discontinued, so the figures are not dissimilar. oVences will be referred directly from the Service

police to the DSP. There will be other situations in
which the CO refers a matter to the DSP for aQ170 Mr Howarth: Have you noticed a trend
decision on the charge. The DSP will be able torecently or over the last few years for Commanding
decide the charge, and obviously if it is going to beOYcers to refer cases up to you principally to get it
a Court Martial oVence they will decide the charge.oV their backs and pass the responsibility to
They then direct the CO to make that charge, to putsomebody else?
that charge to the accused. That was an extra littleMajor General Howell: The fascinating thing is we
procedure which was put in to retain the personalfind that figure of 30–31%has stayed static for about
link between the CO and the person charged at theeight years. It is also fascinating that, unlike the
point of the charging. It makes no diVerence at allother two branches, we have two separate branches,
under clause 121 to what matters are prosecutedone in Germany and one in England, and the
before a CourtMartial and which things the CO candiscontinuance rate of 30–31% has been static in
deal with. TheCOmust still obviously only deal withboth. It is quite fascinating. There might be a minor
those matters which are summary charges.change, I am not quite sure, but it has remained

absolutely static.
Air Vice-Marshal Charles: It is exactly the same with Q173 Mr Howarth: On the question of the ability to
us. The number of cases referred by a higher file further proceedings, which is dealt with in clause
authority to the RAF Prosecuting Authority over 126 of the Bill, can you explain how the power to bar
the last three years has varied by a very small further proceedings works?
number. Mr Morrison: If there is a direction to bar further
Captain Davis: The position in the Navy is the same. proceedings the eVect of that is one of two things.

They could either give such a direction for the
purpose of future Service prosecutions or forQ171 Mr Howarth: Under the Bill clause 121

appears to give the Director of Service Prosecutions the purpose of Service and civilian prosecutions. The
eVect in respect of the prosecuting question is thethe power to direct a Commanding OYcer to bring

a specified charge against an individual. In your same as an acquittal. If the DSP gives a direct bar to
proceedings it eVectively means the person isview, do you think thatmight place an undue burden

on the Commanding OYcer to refer the case to the acquitted. The purpose is to avoid the need for
prosecutions when they are clearly not going to goprosecuting authority?

Major General Howell: This is a misunderstanding ahead with the matter and present their evidence,
they have to get the court together and theof what is being proposed. As I understand it, what

is being proposed is that the CO is eVectively, in this prosecution comes along and then says, “We are not
presenting any evidence”. That also, of course,instance, acting as the agent of the prosecuting

authority in explaining the charge that is going to be would be the eVect of an acquittal. This maintains
the existing provision which allows the prosecutingpreferred against the individual. At the moment the
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authorities to avoid the need of formally going to the believe there will be a conflict of interest. At the
moment there is a reciprocal arrangement betweenCourt Martial saying, “We are not presenting any

evidence” by giving the direction to the same eVect. ourselves and the Army legal service to provide a
legal defence service to our Service personnel who
seek it. I provide lawyers to provide the policeQ174 Mr Howarth: Is this sort of a time saving
station with advice and in some cases trialmeasure?
representation in Germany, for example. RAFMr Morrison: Yes, it is.
lawyers do not defend Air Force trials, whatever
they may be, whether they are Court MartialQ175 Mr Howarth: Is there any means by which the
or Appeal Court or Standing Civilian Courtdecision by the Director of Service Prosecutions to
defendants.bar further proceedings can itself be challenged?
Major General Howell: Exactly the same.Mr Morrison: Theoretically I do not know that the

CPS or the prosecuting authority can be challenged
at judicial review. Obviously so long as the decision Q178 Mr Campbell:My next question is to Captain

Davis. Why does the Royal Navy have a diVerentis not biased or manifestly unreasonable such a
challenge is not going to succeed. Prosecutorial arrangement in having a separate prosecuting

authority and legal services department from that indecisions by prosecuting authorities generally are
theoretically subject to judicial review. the other two Services?

Captain Davis: In a phrase, the answer is it is a
matter of historical evolution. In the Navy until theQ176 Mr Howarth: Can I apply that to the Trooper
end of 2003 we provided uniform judge advocates inWilliams case. If there had been a decision to bar
Naval Courts Martial. The Naval Prosecutingfurther proceedings in that case because it was
Authority was established in 1997 as a result of theunsafe, under the Bill would it still be open to the
1996 Act. The decision was made at that time thatCrown Prosecution Service, a civilian organisation,
the Navy would continue to provide uniform judgeto review a decision which had been made
advocates at Navy Courts Martial. It is absolutelyemphatically by the Director of Service
essential that the prosecuting authority should beProsecutions?
separate and independent, hence the creation of theMr Morrison: Under the Bill if the Director of
Naval Prosecuting Authority as a separate entity.Service Prosecutions is given a direction that the
That position served the Navy extremely well untilmatter, as it were, is over, bar further proceedings in
2003. ECHR jurisprudence developed and in 2003both the civilian and the Service systems, that is
we found that it was no longer acceptable to providebinding; that is the eVect. It is an acquittal for all
uniformed judge advocates. At the end of 2003, thepurposes and the matter cannot be reopened.
beginning of 2004, the Royal Navy was faced with aMr Howarth: It sounds satisfactory.
situation where we still had, if you like, a separationChairman: Can we move on to Army and RAF
between the prosecuting authority and the DirectorProsecuting Authorities.
of Legal Services, but we also know that we are
heading towards the Armed Forces Act and theQ177 Mr Campbell: I think the first part of my
creation of the joint Service Prosecuting Authority.question is directed toAir Vice-Marshal Charles and
The decision was made—I think it was probablyMajor General Howell. Once a Director of Service
quite a sensible one—to retain the separationProsecutions is established will the link between the
between the Director of Legal Services on the oneprosecuting authority and the legal services be
hand and the Naval Prosecuting Authority on theremoved from the Army and the RAF? In your view
other for the four years of the Naval Prosecutingis there a conflict of interest for the Army and the
Authority’s life which remained at the beginning ofRAF in being both responsible for the prosecutions
2004.and advising on defence issues in CourtsMartial, the

Summary Appeal Court and Standing Civilian
Courts? Q179 Bob Russell: Following on from the three

submissions, if you like—I apologise if I havemissedAir Vice-Marshal Charles: If I can start with the first
part of your question. I think how the organisation this point—if there is a bringing together of the three

prosecuting authorities is it intended they will beis run in detail would be very much a matter for the
Director of Service Prosecutions, but I would see located in the same premises? If so, do we know yet

where it will be? Following on from the point thatthat it would still be the responsibility of the two
directors of legal services to provide legal oYcers to Gerald Howarth was saying earlier, depending on

where it is located might that send out messagesbe prosecutors for a tour of duty. Certainly from the
Air Force perspective we see lawyers moving in and which not everybody will be pleased to receive?

Major General Howell: The Army Prosecutingout of the prosecuting authority to a degree bringing
with them their operational and general Service Authority is currently situated in an RAF base and

has been for the last eight years. I do not think itexperience and then moving from the prosecuting
authority and gaining more of it. I cannot see the sends out any clear messages to the Army.

Air Vice-Marshal Charles: I will be moving thelinkage being broken. Obviously it will not be as
direct as it is at the moment because it is going to be RAF Prosecuting Authority alongside the Army

Prosecuting Authority at that RAF base later thisa free-standing organisation. So far as the second
part of your question is concerned, no, I do not year.
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Captain Davis: I do not have any objections to described the Attorney General as superintending
the three prosecuting authorities in the sameway as Ijoining them.
understand he superintends other small prosecuting
organisations. That in practice means we take theQ180 Mr Howarth:Where is that base?
view that he has the right to be consulted on majorMajor General Howell: Uxbridge.
cases. We certainly do not give to him or even draw
his attention to every case. We have had 1,100 casesQ181 Mr Campbell: In your view will the
over the past few years, and that would bemanifestlyarrangements for the provision of legal advice for
absurd. We do consult him on major cases. Onethe defendants in Courts Martial be altered by the
matter I must make absolutely clear, and I am sureBill?
this goes for my two colleagues as well, we have toAir Vice-Marshal Charles: I am not sure that,
accept that the final decision on whether to Courtas prosecutors we could deal with legal aid
Martial someone ultimately is our decision; it is notarrangements for the defence.
the Attorney’s or anybody else’s. I use the wordMr Morrison: The arrangements will not be altered
“ultimately” because, of course, we only get the caseby the Bill, they operate outside statute. We are not
if the commanding oYcer of the individual considersproposing any change.
that we should.We are not like the CPS in that sense.
The point is that the decision is ours. If I can helpQ182 Robert Key: Chairman, may I please follow
you on practice, we have had, as most people know,that up. There has been criticism for some years
some extremely diYcult decisions to make onabout the lack of resources, both in terms of the
extremely serious cases. We have had a total of 12,amount of money available and the number of
what I would call, serious cases coming to the APAprofessional staV available in the legal services. Also,
arising from Iraq. By “serious”, I mean allegationsthere has been criticism of the very slow payment of
of murder, manslaughter or serious abuse ofdefending barristers and solicitors by our legal
detainees. Of those 12 there is one decision stillservices.
outstanding. In the remaining 11 we have decidedMajor General Howell: The Army Defence Services
not to prosecute in seven cases which, in our view,do not pay anybody.
are cases of soldiers having to shoot in, what I wouldAir Vice-Marshal Charles: Neither do we.
call, the agony of the moment in operationMajor General Howell: It is nothing to do with the
situations. We did not conclude there was anyArmy Defence Services paying defence lawyers.
evidence of any crime in those cases. Four have beenThat is a matter for the Army Legal Aid Authority
directed for trial, all concerned with allegations ofwhich is a very real organisation with nothing to do
abuse of detainees. Two trials have taken place sowith us whatsoever. I have little to do with defence.
far; one resulted in some convictions and one
resulted in acquittals, there are two remaining of a

Q183 Robert Key: That is fine. It still does not alter total of 80,000 troops who have gone to Iraq, there
the fact that I, as a constituency MP, have a trickle have been four potential Courts Martial. In relation
of cases where the Legal Aid Authority is short of to all of those cases—this is why I am explaining
money and payment is very slow. You may well say them to you—the Attorney was consulted. In
this is nothing to do with the Bill. You just said there addition, we consulted some of themost experienced
is no change and that is precisely why I am prosecuting counsel in the country, we would be
challenging this. Do you have any comment on this foolish not to do that, and we had the benefit of their
problem? Is it a problem that you recognise? advice. In fact, in one trial the military team was led
Major General Howell: Paying the defence is not by a civilian Queen’s Counsel. In nearly all of these
normally something I am involved in and it is very cases we have, as I say, suitable advice and guidance
diYcult for me to comment any further. from them. Ultimately, the decision is ours and weChairman: I think you have raised an interesting have benefited enormously by having the advice ofpoint which is not strictly to do with the evidence both the Attorney and these counsel. All thetoday. Can we move on to the involvement of the discussions we have had have been on legal issuesAttorney General? Sarah has a question. with analyses of the case. There has been no

suggestion from anyone that eitherme or the leading
Q184 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: I would like to ask counsel involved should take decisions for political
Major General Howell, in view of the fact there has or any other reason. I am quite certain that none of
been quite a lot in the news about the connections those experienced Queen’s Counsel would tolerate
with the Attorney General, do you think this Bill is those suggestions. I would certainly not tolerate any
going to alter your relationship with the Attorney suggestion that my decision should be interfered
General? with by anybody. I hope that sets out our position as
Major General Howell: No. clearly as I can.

Q185 SarahMcCarthy-Fry: In that case, how would
Q186 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: You have certainlyyou describe your relationship at the moment?
made it very clear. Can I probe you a bit on this, itMajor General Howell: Well, the relationship has
seems to me with this superintendence the onus is onbeen set out to Parliament on a number of occasions.
you to give the cases to the Attorney General toIt stems from a decision from the European Court

of Human Rights called Morris which basically exercise that superintendence. Is there any facility in
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which he could hear about cases in another way and their interest in prosecutions is thatmuch higher and
they may seek to exercise it if it is a German civilianthen he could refer back to you and say, in his role

as superintendent, you did not refer this one to me, who is, for example, the victim of an assault. That is
generally the mechanism, in cases where there arebut you should have done?

Major General Howell: He could catch me out not Status of Forces Agreement there may well be a
Memorandum ofUnderstanding which provides forbecause he can get cases the newspapers know about

and I do not, or I have not referred to him.Of course, the Service having jurisdiction over oVences on duty,
for example.he could criticise me if he felt that I had not

consulted him properly as I should have done but I
do not believe that has happened so far. Q190 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: That civilian interest is

the same in the other two services?
Q187 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Has it happened in Major General Howell: Absolutely, we all have a
practice? joint Queen’s Regulation which is based upon a
Major General Howell: It has not happened to me Home OYce circular which governs the police in the
so far. UK. InGermany, it is mainly amilitary matter there

because the other services are not there and we have
very close relations with the German authorities, inQ188 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Has it happened to
fact, the Germans very, very rarely recall the waivereither of you two?
of standing jurisdiction to us which is quiteCaptain Davis: My position is a lot easier than
interesting. It is a special confidence that they haveGeneral Howell’s because we have far fewer cases in
in our system, in that I think only about three or fourthe Navy, it is a smaller service, and the cases are not
cases since the Second World War have ever beenas serious. My understanding of the position is that
taken away from us. Even when we have allegations,I should tell the Attorney about cases that might
for example, where a British soldier has raped aengage his interest as a law oYcer either because
German lady where you would have thought theythere is a major public dimension or complicated
might wish to exercise jurisdiction, but they do not.legal implication, something like that. The Attorney

would probably hear about a naval case from me
first, of course he might hear about it through other Q191 Mr Howarth: The Trooper Williams case has
means, for instance the constituencyMPmight write rightly gripped the nation. I do not want to go into
to him, he might see a report in the newspaper. I the issue of the chain of command. I do want to put
would regard it asmy duty to tell him about the cases it to you that there is a very great burden of
that might engage his interest in that way and the responsibilities resting on your shoulders as the
systems work extremely well in practice. Director of the Legal Services of your individual
Air Vice-Marshal Charles: If I could endorse services and that obviously will translate to the new
everything that Major General Howell has said. I Director of Service Prosecutions. I do not mean this
have had one serious case based on the criteria the in any sense of disrespect, this was a failure to
General put forward. There was consultation with understand the situation in Iraq. Judge Advocate
the Attorney, it was extremely helpful and General has said the importance of the military legal
constructive, and the case did not proceed to trial. services understanding and gaining the confidence

of the ordinary soldier, sailor, airman is very
important. To what extent do you feel that you, asQ189 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Finally, what criteria

are used to determine whether a case is tried in the individuals, have had suYcient responsibilities at the
frontline—for I am afraid I do not know yourmilitary or the civil system?What would you say the

criteria are? backgrounds—to feel that you are confident in
securing the confidence of the men and women thatAir Vice-Marshal Charles: If I may deal with that.

OVences in the United Kingdom where there is you serve?
Major General Howell:At the APAwe have a policyconcurrent jurisdiction, that is to say, both the

military authorities and the civil authorities have that nearly all the APA have been to Iraq and served
there. One of the team leaders is coming back fromjurisdiction over a particular oVence, there is a

Home OYce circular which is replicated in joint being the Chief Lawyer there; one of the lady
prosecutors has recently been held at gun point forQueen’s Regulations and it sets out a mechanism for

resolving jurisdiction. There are a number of factors two hours with her life threatened. I think that is a
reasonable background inwhich one can say thatmythat are taken into account but the most important

one is the presence of civilian interests. For example, people make decisions. My background is mainly in
advising SF and Int, rather than go into toomuch ofif the victim of a violent assault is a civilian, or it is

the property of a civilian that has been stolen, then that, in very delicate situations, usually involving
shooting major incidents, I personally advise andthe civil authorities will have primacy and there is

liaison between the civil police and the service police have dealt with at least 40 or 50 major shooting
incidents involving troops on operations. I thinkand also between ourselves and the Crown

Prosecution Service. Overseas the position is slightly that gives me enough experience, probably greater
than anybody in civilian life, to arrive at decisions indiVerent. Obviously, the British Government, in

places like Germany, for example, by Status of relation to those.
Mr Howarth: Thank you, that is extremely helpful,Forces Agreement, but again, with the German

priorities, if there are German interests involved, if I may say so.
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Q192 Robert Key: Could I ask General Howell a constituency MP with some 6,000 or 7,000 service
personnel, the families do not seem to understandwhether you feel that the Trooper Williams case,

which has obviously generated a great deal of very well the legal circumstances under which their
spouses are serving. Is there any way in which,legitimate public interest, has changed the way in

which commanding oYcers perceive their duty in through the Army Families Federation or others,
that the message could be got through to them?Iraq?

Major General Howell: No. Major General Howell: I think it is a very fair point
and I am sure the Committee will take it on board.
A further fact is I am not sure what explanations onQ193 Robert Key: Do you feel that not only
the law are being given currently to families, but Icommanding oYcers but the entire chain of
can see there is an argument to say they ought tocommand, at the lowest level, understand where
have an understanding of the wider area. I do notthey stand in terms of the law?
suppose you require them to be conversant in theMajor General Howell: I think it is a very good
laws of engagement, but I can see, as a generalquestion. I know it is something that is worrying
understanding, it could be of value, yes.military commanders and there has been so much

misinformation that has been put out by the press
Q196 Robert Key: Chairman, one final point, if Iwhich has worried troops. The reality is, as I
may. This is something that is not in the Bill, as farexplained to you a short while ago, no-one has
as I am aware, and I was a little bit surprised about,been successfully prosecuted with opening fire in
indeed you just referred to it, that is the Statusoperational circumstances. The chances of that
of Forces Agreements, the Memorandum ofhappening are extremely remote because of the law
Understanding that exists. Do you feel that militaryas it stands. I do know that following the Chief of
law which is applied by visiting forces, for exampleGeneral StaV’s last conference, when all of this was
as often used to happen in East Anglia with visitingfully explained to top commanders, they felt they
American forces—the Status of Forces Agreementhad a clear message that they could give to the
has not been revised in many years—as far as Itroops. The trouble is there has been an awful lot of
know—whether or not there is a case for bringingmisinformation. Plus, I heard today The Guardian
them up to date? I think we are looking at militarytalking about “Large numbers of cases”, I think it
law in the round.was, we know there are only four CourtsMartial out
Major General Howell: This is not a prosecutingof 80,000 people as far as serious matters are
issue.concerned. I do not think the military commanders

are helped by some of the press comments. From
what I know, they now know the truth about these Q197 Robert Key: Yes, I see.
prosecutions and are explaining the truth to the Air Vice-Marshal Charles: It is a NATO issue.
troops.

Q198Robert Key: If you had the opportunity,Major
General, what would you say to NATO about thisQ194 Robert Key: Do you feel the rules of
issue?engagement are explained often enough to the
Major General Howell: I would say nothing becausetroops on the ground?
I am here as a prosecuting oYcer.Major General Howell: Certainly they get a
Chairman: I think that is a useful point. I think weconsiderable amount of education on rules of
must be straying heavily into the bounds ofengagement because that is the crucial issue. That
unrelated issues. By the way, could I in mid-flow, ashas always been the case. It is certainly the case in
it were, apologise. Youmay have noticed that we areNorthern Ireland, the old yellow card, and it is
somewhat depleted in our ranks; it is not out ofcertainly the case now. I think most soldiers have a
any disrespect to you. There is a statement onpretty clear idea of what they need to do. The
Afghanistan in theHouse and by the nature of it, thecomplexities of Iraq, as you know, there may be
people who interested in this are also interested indiVerent rules of engagement in diVerent situations,
that. I hope that explains that there is no discourtesythat can happen because Iraq is a complex case but
involved at all. On the question of the ServiceI do feel that the training for civilians is adequate.
Civilian Court, Ben?There is, as you also know, considerable training of

military commanders because obviously they need a
great understanding and the Army has set up an Q199 Ben Chapman: I am not sure to whom this is
operational law branch to ensure that extra training properly addressed.
to commanders and soldiers is properly delivered Major General Howell: I think it is probably to me.
because it is so important they do understand it. I am the only one who deals with civilians now.

Q200 Ben Chapman: Obviously some civilians areQ195 Robert Key: There is one other dimension that
is important here, that we do not forget those who subject to Service lawwhen they are serving overseas

and the prosecuting authorities are responsible forfollow the flag, the families and the spouses of
servicemen and women of all three services. Do you bringing prosecutions. What are the diVerences in

approach when considering prosecutions againstthink they understand the legal position enough?
This is perhaps straying from the text of the Bill a civilian personnel subject to Service law rather than

prosecutions against Service personnel?little bit but I think it is terribly important. I see it as
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Major General Howell:Yes, obviously the evidential because, as you know, most courts are limited
territorially. I can see a situation where if you had aprinciples are the same. The basic standard test, as

you know, is a realistic prospect of conviction. That soldier committing murders in a lot of diVerent
countries, one of which is the UK, it may be easiestis our first issue. Obviously with civilians there are

diVerent options for dealing with them than exist for for a CourtMartial to try the case because the Court
Martial can move around countries and listen toservicemen because you have the Standing Civilian

Court which is available. A prosecutor has to witnesses locally and has that other advantage. I do
think it is something that is going to be very rare, toconsider first of all whether or not public interest

requires any form of trial, and then he has other be frank, but can I imagine the situation might exist.
options. I know the Bill is going to expand the range

Q202 Chairman: Thank you. One final question.of penalties too which the Armed Forces are able to
Would you object to Service personnel accused ofimpose, which again extends the reasoning process
serious criminal oVences having the right to elect forthat prosecutors go through. Obviously some
trial in the civil courts rather than in the militarycivilians are going to be young peoplewith wives and
system?families and those are factors which any prosecuting
Major General Howell: I am not sure it would beauthority would consider as part of the public
right for the prosecutor to try and deny a right ofinterest in whether or not to try. Apart from that, I
objection if you felt that that ought to be given anddo not think there is anything else I can really add.
fair. I am not sure if that is really right to beThere are, as I say, opportunities to use a diVerent
determined or to have a say in the code that shouldcourt which is more flexible and probably ideally
be applicable.suited to these figures rather than Courts Martial.

Obviously one would look at the individual
Q203 Chairman: I am not talking about a particularcircumstances very carefully as to whether or not
case. I am talking about the principle behind it.trial is really appropriate in all circumstances, but
Major General Howell: It is something which I thinkthat principle applies to servicemen.
we will have to give a lot of careful consideration to.
Allowing an individual to determine a court, I know

Q201 Mr Burrowes: Looking at Clause 50, part 2 of of course there is a precedent for that in some
the Bill, do you anticipate what the take-upwould be circumstances, of course the whole aim of the
on that clause in relation to the extension of military court system is to enable the individual to be
jurisdiction of Courts Martial in the UK to try tried by people who understand the situation which
serious cases? What would you anticipate to be the he is in. To say that he will have the right to have
practical use of that clause or would they have to be someone decide a case who does not have that
assigned to civilian courts as they are now? understanding, should he have that right, is really
Major General Howell: I think that we would always more for you to say than us.
view this as being a power that would be used in very
exceptional situations. The sort of situation we Q204 Chairman: I will take that as your final word,
envisage is something that has happened over the but if on reflection you feel you want to add to that,
years in relation to sexual oVences because the Committee would be very happy to have those
sometimes you do get situations of soldiers allegedly representations.
committing oVences in lots of diVerent jurisdictions. Major General Howell: We will consider it.
I know of one case where oVences were committed
in Hawaii, Germany, Northern Ireland and I forget Q205Chairman:With that, thank you verymuch for
the fourth country, and the only court that could try your attendance. It has been very helpful indeed.

Major General Howell: Thank you very much.the whole lot of those things was a Court Martial,
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Mr James Mason, Barrister, andMr GeoVrey Salvetti, Solicitor, Association of Military Court Advocates,
gave evidence.

Q206 Chairman: Good morning and welcome. I jurisdiction in theUnitedKingdom, youwill see that
understand, Mr Hugheston-Roberts, you will be the old section 70 empowered the Court Martial to
introducing your colleagues and perhaps giving a deal with criminal cases but excluded in the old
short word of introduction. statute murder, rape and those types of things but,
Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Mr Chairman, if that helps curiously enough, that has been excluded in the new
you, I would be more than happy to do so. Bill. On the face of it, if the Bill goes through in its
Immediately to my left is Mr James Mason, a present form, a Court Martial in England will now
barrister of many years standing, who has spent the be able to deal with murder, rape and so on.
last 20-odd years defending Courts Martial. He also Traditionally, under the old Act, the Court Martial
is regularly instructed by the Service authorities to could not deal with it in theUK. They could abroad,
respond in Court Martial appeal courts to appeals of course, but for diVerent reasons. I would like to
brought against conviction and sentence. Next to address the committee on the position abroad as
him is Mr Gilbert Blades, known I am sure to many well. Can we, for the moment, concentrate on the
on the committee. He is a solicitor-advocate and position of choosing jurisdiction in England? If you
practitioner in the military field and a partner in a get a case where the general public are concerned—I
firm in Lincolnshire. At the end is Mr GeoVrey am not talking about disciplinary matters now, I am
Salvetti, a partner in a firm in Portsmouth; he quite happy about Courts Martial dealing with
specialises in civil actions against the Ministry of disciplinary charges and enforcing discipline in the
Defence and in particular redress of grievance. Service—and I am talking about really serious civil
Chairman and members of the committee, you have oVences like rape andmurder and that type of thing,
a copy of his report and that of Mr Blades. May I the solider, by joining the Services, is deprived of the
apologise for Mr Mason and myself? We have not right to trial by jury by virtue of the Service Acts.My
had an opportunity to put anything inwriting for the basic complaint is that this disfranchises the soldier
committee because we have been in court literally up from having a trial by jury in the same way that all
until late last night. By way of introduction of civilians would have a right to trial by jury. That is
myself, I, like my three colleagues, am a specialist taken away from them and there is no provision in
within the military criminal jurisdiction. I have been the rules at the present time for the solider to have
conducting Courts Martial for many years. What any input into deciding who has jurisdiction. Where
may be of interest to the committee is that all four of the civilian court would have jurisdiction, take a
us are members of the Association ofMilitary Court murder case for instance now because that is now
Advocates, an organisation set up last year to excluded from the Bill, he has no election at all, no
promote excellence within the military court system. input whatsoever into whether he should be tried by
Subject of course to the reports that have been put a jury of 12 of his peers or whether he should be tried
to you, Mr Chairman, we are more than happy to by a military court. That is the thrust of my
answer any questions that you wish to put to us as argument for the UK. Could I very briefly go on to
practitioners in this field. the position abroad?

Q207 Chairman: Thank you. You can decide who is
Q208 Chairman: Before you do that, for the sake ofgoing to answer which question. Do you support a
clarity, do you welcome the level of harmonisationseparate system of military law, and a system of
with civilian law that is proposed or do you thinkseparate military courts?
that is of itself problematic?Mr Blades: Perhaps I could deal with that,
Mr Blades: My view is that the Court Martial isMr Chairman. I hope you have had a look at my
eminently competent to deal with disciplinarysubmissions that have been circulated to all the
matters and that they really should leave criminalmembers. The point that I am concerned about is the
cases to the civil courts, to the jury system. One ofquestion of the dual jurisdiction with the Court
the problems I have found over about 30 years is thatMartial system trying criminal cases alongside the
when a Court Martial is trying a criminal case, theycivil system and the problems that arise in deciding

who shall have jurisdiction. In relation to the get mixed up with their duties for enforcing
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discipline. That gets involved really in the decision- could have had a trial in England before a jury; he
just convened a CourtMartial and that was it. It wasmaking of the case before them and they tend to

have a diVerent slant on the whole case than a jury a foregone conclusion. That matter is before the
European Court at the moment. I do not knowwhatof 12 people would on a murder case, for instance.

This business of the disciplinary role that the oYcers their view is going to be but I suspect that they may
say that an accused ought to have a right to electhave becomes mixed up with it.
under the dual system either a military trial or the
civil trial. If this Bill goes through in its present formQ209 Chairman: I am sorry to pursue this point but
and if the solider is not given an election, thenthe Bill, as it now stands, seeks to remove the
inevitably this is going to finish up again in thediVerence between military and civilian courts. Am
European Court. That is not a threat.I right in thinking that you think that is a bad thing

in principle?
Mr Blades: If my submissions were taken on board, Q213 Mr Howarth: That is an interesting point,there would not be an issue on that because the Mr Blades. You say it is not a threat but would it becivilian court would deal with it anyway and they fair to say that you make quite a handsome livingwould deal with the military side. I know that Judge out of the Court of Human Rights?Blackett, and I have read his submissions to this

Mr Blades: I would not say handsome. I have pickedforum and I support Judge Blackett wholeheartedly,
up a few crumbs from the rich man’s table.has tried to civilianise it in a way. They have got rid

of all the marching and parade ground stuV in the
military courts and they are almost like a Crown Q214 Mr Howarth: You have a vested interested in
Court these days.You go in and there is nomarching Human Rights Court applications, do you not?
or shouting. Mr Blades:Allmy arguments are based on a fair trial

under Article 6. When I read the Genereux case in
Q210 Mr Howarth: He also takes the view that, Canada, I realised then that the Canadians were
given that a Court Martial sits in judgment on a thinking the same thing as I was.
soldier on a very serious capital oVence committed
overseas, there is no reason why a Court Martial

Q215 Mr Howarth: Do you not think it is best thatshould not hear that sort of case in the United
an elected Parliament of the United KingdomKingdom, does he not?
should look after redress of grievance?Mr Blades: As Mandy Rice-Davies would say, “He
Mr Blades: I think that is separate.would say that, wouldn’t he?” That is his job.

Q211 Mr Howarth: Why do you say that, Mr Q216MrHowarth: It is an interesting point. I would
Blades? Do you think he is interested in growing the like an answer.
competence of his oYce? Mr Blades: As I say, there is no impediment, if that
Mr Blades: I have already put him out of a job once is the right word, as to why a soldier who has
by taking the naval Court Martial system to the committed a criminal oVence abroad should not be
European Court and they sacked all the naval dealt with by a civil court in England before a jury.
judges. He then got a new job as Judge Advocate Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Chairman, to deal with
General. I do not suppose hewants the sack a second your point and that of Mr Gerald Howarth, can we
time! He would say that. possibly go back to your opening question, which, as

I understand it, is that you are asking us if we are
Q212 Chairman: I think we have now reached the happy with a separate military justice system. The
point where we fully understand your position. You Judge Advocate General himself has said on a
wanted to say something about abroad and I number of occasions that the sole purpose of a
stopped you. separate military criminal justice system is really
Mr Blades:Yes. I have a case that is at present before threefold: one, obviously to maintain the level of
the European Court of Human Rights in which a discipline within the Armed Services; two, to
dependant of a soldier in Germany is charged with facilitate that level of discipline being pari passu
murder. Again, to give an illustration, he had no with the need for operational deployment and
input whatsoever into the decision as to whether the commitment; three, to give them a worldwide
case should be dealt with by a Court Martial in jurisdiction. This Bill, from my reading of the draft
Germany or whether it should be dealt with by a Bill, for the first time—and I say this without
Crown Court in England. The Crown Court in consultation with my colleagues—brings all three
England is competent to deal with it because they jurisdictions into one. From my point of view as a
have jurisdiction to try murders from abroad but he practitioner, that has got to be a good thing.
had no input into it at all. Of course the victim was Chairman: I want now to move on to the issue of
English; the young chap was English; his father just human rights.
happened to be in the Services. By the time it came
to court, his father was out of the Service, he was

Q217 Vera Baird: I do not mind who answers this.back in England, and there was really no reason why
Are you content that the system of military justice asit should not have been dealt with by a jury of 12
it is under the Bill will be ECHR compliant? I thinkpeople, but the COdecided, without any reference to

anybody. I do not think the CO even knew that he you have just made a broad point.
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Mr Blades: I suspect that it will not comply. Q223 Mr Burrowes: Contrary to Mr Blades, who
seems to be criticising the whole system as not
complying with ECHR jurisdiction, we have heardQ218 Vera Baird: Can you be specific? Is this the
evidence from Mr Morrison praying in aid thesame point as before or something diVerent?
Baines case, which seemed to give it generally cleanMr Blades: The European Court considered the
bill of health in terms of compliance whilststructure on a number of occasions and on the first
recognising that there are specific issues onoccasion in the Findlay case they condemned the
compliance but still generally in relation to summarysystem as bad because the whole thing was in the
jurisdiction a tick in relation to compliance. Youhands of the convening authority, and so a new Bill
seem to be challenging that assertion, despite thecame in that got rid of the convening authority and
Baines case?set up what they say are independent bodies, but
Mr Blades: I do not think that the summary appealthey are not independent at all; they are all run by the
court makes it compliant.military and they are not independent. The only

person who is independent really is the Judge
Q224 Mr Burrowes: We still have the Baines case,Advocate, and of course the European Court
have we not, which does seem to assert that there isrecognised that it was an important input into the
a clean bill of health in terms of general summarysystem to have an independent Judge Advocate. I
jurisdiction?think in the last week they looked at the summary
Mr Blades: Yes.system of the CO dealing with summary cases and

condemned that as being not compliant, but the
military introduced a summary appeals court to Q225 Vera Baird:Do you feel under any constraints
make it compliant. I think, when it goes back to the at all on the basis that if any of youwere to say that it
European Court, they will say that does not make it is compliant, you might then be wrong-footed if you
compliant. It is the court of first instance that has to were to take a case to Europe for any client?
be compliant. You shake your head about that. Mr Blades: I do not suppose the views that we

express are binding on the European Court.
Vera Baird: That is not the point, is it?Q219 Vera Baird: I wonder if anybody else has a

diVerent view or whether you all agree.
Q226 Chairman:We are more concerned about youMr Blades: If you all disagree with me, I make the
making it binding on you.point anyway.
Mr Blades: I would not have thought so. We are
obviously expressing a viewpoint. I stand by theQ220 Vera Baird: Of course you do.
points I make and I would regard them as binding.Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Certainly when the Bill

passes into primary legislation, if it is not compliant,
Q227 Chairman: I think Mr Hugheston-Robertsthen the likes of Mr Blades, Mr Mason and myself
conceded earlier that no matter what you say at thiswill find a loophole to make sure that it should be.
point, it is perfectly conceivable at some point in theForgive me, Chairman, if I have got this wrong but
future you may care to test that. In a sense, that isthe whole purpose of this committee taking
an answer.evidence, and indeed the negotiations and input that
Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Of course, but that is ourmy colleagues and I have had with the bill team,
job. That is what we do make our money out of.members of whom sit behind me and have been
Mr Mason: Might I say that, having done my firstextremely helpful, is to get it right the first time and
Court Martial when Berlin was still a divided citynot to have to come back and not to have to go
back in the mid-Eighties, I think to some extenttromping over to Europe. We have to try to get it
historically what has occurred is that this was aright first time.
jurisdiction that was a rather sleepy little backwater.
Very few people outside the military, and even a

Q221 Vera Baird: The question is: do you think you great number of those within, did not really know a
can do that? great deal about how it worked, what it did. They
Mr Blades: We do not know, do we? We are trying knew why it was there, which was to enforce
to convince you. discipline primarily. It is very important, with

respect, ladies and gentlemen, to bear in mind still
essentially, whether one likes it or not, to pick upQ222 Vera Baird: Do you think so?

Mr Hugheston-Roberts: On the drafting we have what Mr Howarth has been saying, it has got to be
seen as a disciplinary court. The vast majority ofseen so far, it is going a long way to get there. There

is going to be a need for this committee, for the bill cases that go before it, and I will come back to that
point if I may in a moment, are essentially dealingteam, for all the help that you can drag in from

whichever source, from the Judge Advocate with military matters: absent without leave,
although that is going to be reduced; did you fallGeneral, Ministry of Defence and everyone, to look

at specific and certain parts of it. If you will forgive asleep on duty; was it a minor brawl in the NAFFI;
have you punched an NCO. It is completely withinme, I have not come prepared today literally to

debate the actually intricacies of each section but that military context and is accepted, I am sure by
everyone who appears there within the Armedthere are some that need to be tweaked. It can be

done and it can be done in time to hit the deadlines Forces, that, if you like, it is a bad visit to the
headmaster and therefore there will be punishment.for this to work.
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I came in historically with a lot of initiation cases, more serious matter, of being acquitted, either being
stopped at half-time by the judge and/or getting abullying involving Scottish regiments, and they were
result, is statistically higher.still being dealt with then severely and with public

interest but very much as a discipline court. Two
things happened in the last 10 years, which is why I

Q228 Chairman: The Judge Advocate General hassuspect we are all here today. Firstly, we did not opt
made that point.out of being Convention compatible, unlike other
Mr Mason: I am sure for diVerent reasons.countries, for better or worse, but there we are. We
Chairman: That brings us on to Robert Key withhave got to bring this little quiet backwater into the regard to the size of the panel.Would you like to dealpublic eye. I make no political point. I am just saying with that?

that happened. Subsequently, I think that was
unforeseeable but I think it is very relevant to the
attention the Bill is now getting and what may Q229 Robert Key: Yes, Chairman. The Judge

Advocate General expressed a wish to see largerthereafter happen in reality. I do not think I can
panels of Court Martial with five as a minimum forsomewhat nostalgically say we will go back to being
serious oVences. Do you share the Judge Advocatea little sleepy backwater.We are never going to bring
General’s view on that?cases back in Berlin. There have of course been, for
Mr Blades: That comes from his naval experienceoperational reasons, a number now of very high
because the naval Court Martial was just one singleprofile cases. Again, you all know where they have
Court Martial. Although the Army had a districtbeen, where they are going, and of course to some
and a general Court Martial, that has been got ridextent where they may be in the future because of
of now.operational reasons. That is wholly out of any
Mr Mason: In serious cases there is no doubt that ithistorical context, other than in major conflicts such
is not only proper to have a larger panel because theas the First and SecondWorldWarswhen therewere
person charged feels there are going to be morefew Courts Martial. In tens of thousands of cases
people involved in his case; it brings it slightly moretherewas not even a right of appeal back through the
compatible to 12 good men and true. I also thinkcivilian system then, and that is why you had review.
that there is going to be clearly an impression that ifIf you bring those two together, the whole debate to
you are trying to make it more civilian compatible,some extent has got rather out of context, with
you should have a broader panel, and in the morerespect. There have been other, if I may say, intrepid
serious cases you would inevitably have five,warriors who have drawn their swords and gone to
possibly even more.Strasbourg and said that if there is a phone in the

retiring board room, could they actually phone their
bookie or their broker or their wife as to what the Q230 Robert Key: Five is still quite a long way from
verdict should be and the rest. I think some of the 12. If you are trying to approximate to a Crown
points have been taken. I have had to oppose them Court, should not you be saying it should be 12?
on occasions and succeeded. There has been perhaps Mr Mason:You could go that far and of course that,
some interest there juridically in terms of the to an extent, is the American system. If you contrast

it with the American system, it raises two points,practitioners. But, if one looks overall at how this is
with respect. The first is: it is not a jury because if wegoing to pan out in my view in the future, once the
go the whole way, we just simply say, “Why do wehigher profile cases have gone, they will not, I think,
not have a jury? We will just have 40 people waitingcontinue. The murder rate, if one looks statistically
up at Colchester and we now have to go to theback through the Seventies, Eighties and Nineties
Colchester Crown CourtMartial Centre”. If you arewithin the Armed Forces, is very, very low—very
staying within the military system, whether you saylow indeed. This is the sort of trend at the moment
on serious, indictable only oVences you call it five orbecause of where the Armed Forces are deployed. I
you call it seven is a matter for debate. I certainly gowould make two final points, if I may, very briefly:
along with the view that it should be five. May I sayfirstly, the vast majority of cases before Courts
as no more than a neutral comment, and we haveMartial are still essentially in the range of a
had this very recently, that when the Board at thedisciplinary matter, or a malicious wounding, or a
moment as it stands is sworn, they stay as the BoardGBH; they are within that middle range, Crown
and operationally for more senior members of theCourt case load, but that is the minority; the
Armed Forces that can sometimes prove verymajority are magistrates’ court cases. Finally this,
diYcult because they have a whole ongoing range ofthat in terms of any fear that anyone has about being
commitments. That may be resolved when you havein front of a jury or in front of a board, there are two
standing courts.final features. Firstly, from my experience and that

of many others, most soldiers like to be in front of
their own. I think one has got to have been in the Q231 Robert Key: If we have a Tri-Service Act,
Army, which I was not— should not we have a tri-service panel? Should we
Mr Blades: I do not agree with that. not have Army, Navy and Air Force and maybe
Mr Mason: Speaking to a lot of individuals I know, marines, all serving on a panel?Why should we have
they are confident within the system to an extent. all Army?
Secondly, it still has a higher acquittal rate than any Mr Blades: There is nothing to stop that in the Bill,

is there?Crown Court, and so your chances, especially on a
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Mr Hugheston-Roberts: I have discussed this with and they should be invited to try to reach a
the bill team. As we understand the situation, you unanimous decision. Of course, that is contrary to
are going to have the ability to have a mixed panel. what the Act says. Anyway, that was overcome. I
Again, on a personal basis, going back to Mr Key’s agree with you that the Military Court ought to
point and the size of the Board and comparing it— follow the same procedures as the civilian jury but it
Mr Mason’s point a few moments ago—the is not big enough really to do that. All these
American system of course is a jury of 12 servicemen problems could be solved if the soldier had the right
of all ranks. to elect. That would solve all these problems because

he would be able to have an input to say, “I want a
Q232 Robert Key: That is another point I feel very jury of 12 people. I do not want three oYcers; I want
strongly about. Why do we have oYcers and senior 12 people”.
warrant oYcers?Why should we not actually extend
that? I was in the Bulford Court Martial Centre on
Friday in my own constituency and it was put to me Q236 Chairman: Are there any diVering views on
there that people would actually prefer to see a that?
sergeant with 16 years’ experience than a lieutenant Mr Hugheston-Roberts: The whole aspect of this
with three. committee’s consideration of this Bill and our
Mr Hugheston-Roberts: I think that is a very good consideration as practitioners is fairness, fairness
point. for the servicemen. Mr Blades very clearly and
Mr Mason: That is a very diYcult point to answer. eloquently put his point about eVectively allowing
Robert Key:Would it not be a good idea to change them to elect to the Crown Court. We have put our
this Bill? position with regard to putting it that there has to be
Chairman: By the nodding of heads, we can take the a separate, independent military justice system.
general agreement. Going back to the point that Mr Key put to the

committee a few moments ago, if you were to have a
Q233 Robert Key: Can I ask another point here? I mixed board, a mixed panel, a mixed jury, call them
was very struck at Bulford again about the strange that, then the perception of fairness if you have a
rule in a statutory instrument. This is another senior flight sergeant sitting with a senior naval
reason, Mr Chairman, why I have been pushing for rating and possibly a commissioned oYcer as well is
us to see some of these statutory instruments in the of it forming a mixture. The perception then is of a
secondary legislation. There is an existing statutory more rounded view, but the board members still
instrument in the Court Martial Rules 1997 No 169 bring to the military justice system their ownwhich says that if you are having video links for individual expertise as to how the system will work.witnesses, you can only do it outside the UK. It was

As Mr Mason has quite rightly said, many of theput to me it would be very much more convenient if
cases that come before a Court Martial have no linkyou could have video links, for example with
at all to civil matters; they just cannot be tried in aNorthern Ireland or from Catterick or Colchester to
civil court. In fairness to a bench of magistrates, aBulford, and so on. It works if it is Baghdad but you
jury in the Crown Court, they would not necessarilyare not allowed to do it if it is Carlisle.
have the ability to comprehend what needs to takeMr Blades: It is nonsense, is it not?
place within a military environment.

Q234 Robert Key: Yes, it is. I put in a plea to have
another look at these statutory instruments because

Q237 Mr Jones: I accept the point you are making.that is something on which we should, I believe, at
Is there not a big diVerence when you come to thingsleast express an opinion.
like GBH, rape andmurder, which are prosecuted inMr Blades: I was hoping thatwemight have seen this
the civil courts? Since Deepcut, now the police havesecondary legislation along with the Bill itself,
jurisdiction over deaths that occur in this country. Isbecause a lot of the meat is in the secondary
this not a bit anomalous if the police have primacylegislation.
over crime scenes where people die and then actuallyRobert Key: Mr Blades, my colleagues are bored
being able to elect to try someone for murder, if it iswith me making this point, believe you me!
a murder for example, through the Court MartialChairman: We move on to findings in Courts
system?Martial.
Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Mr Jones, I had the
privilege of appearing before you on that committee.Q235 Ben Chapman: We have discussed the size of
Of course, you are quite right: the civil police nowthe panel, albeit briefly. Would you support the
are tasked as the primary investigating team to go in.Judge Advocate’s view that having the power to
This document is going to be twice the size if youdirect the panel to reach a unanimous or higher
want to do that. I look back to Mrs Jones of the billmajority verdict would be a good thing?
team. She is going to have her work cut out becauseMr Blades: Can I deal with that because I took the
you are going literally to have to separate servicematter to the Court of Appeal the other day? In the
oVences from what are currently section 70 Armypresent legislation the Act says it must be a majority
Act oVences, which are basically the encompassingdecision, not unanimous. When the Judge Advocate
of all civil oVences. It is a job that can be done andwas appointed, he sent out a memorandum to all his

judges stating that the direction should be altered I can see the logic in doing it, I really can.
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Q238 Ben Chapman: Mr Hugheston-Roberts, I background problems and something has happened
out of character, then a person who has also beenthink you are saying, and I hope I have understood

this rightly, that providing the composition of the down there and knows what it is like and has
some general operational experience, brings thatpanel is right and the perception therefore better, a

majority of one is acceptable in your case. Could I go experience to the professional body, which is, in a
way, what they are. A judge sitting on his own willon from there to ask if you have any evidence that a

simple majority has led to miscarriages of justice in just say, “It is a section 20 and I will look on Thomas
on Sentencing”. I think it would be a very unhappythe past?
situation if that were to occur.Mr Hugheston-Roberts:We would never know. The

first thing that a board member does is stand, in the
same way as a juryman would stand, and take an Q240MrBurrowes:To follow throughwith that, the
oath not to disclose anything that goes on with the Judge Advocate General raised concerns in relation
board, so we would never know, and we have no to the training expertise in relation to the panel in
knowledge of that. Forgive me for going back. Am terms of sentencing and also in relation to when they
I happywith amajority of one? I amonly happywith are deliberating, whether they would introduce
that depending on the size of the board. It has got to factors which amount to evidence without notice to
equate to a jury system, as Mr Blades quite rightly the defendant which he would not have the
said. It has got to equate with 10:2 or whatever. You opportunity to challenge and whether that
are widening the parameters; you are making the introduces an unfairness into the system.
board a lot bigger.What I am looking for is to enable Mr Mason: I think you might ask the average panel
me to say to the soldier when we go into the Court of lay magistrates up and down the country how
Martial, “You are going to be tried by a group of they deal with that problem.
servicemen and women. They could be of a variety
of ranks from diVerent Services. What they have in Q241 Vera Baird: They are trained and quitecommon to you is that they are within the Service”. comprehensively these days.
Mr Blades: Or his lawyers. Mr Mason: But trained to a point where of course
Mr Hugheston-Roberts: The problem is that I am the actual military involved when they come to deal
being paid by the same people who pay them, as with those cases are not dealing with them as a bench
is the prosecutor. That is something that the of magistrates, with great respect, on a daily or
serviceman has diYculty in coming to terms with, weekly basis, so the training, in my view, would have
which of course goes to Mr Blades’s point about to be commensurate with the amount of time they
taking it out of the system. Mr Chairman and are sitting on those cases. They are certainly sitting
members of the committee, you know my thoughts with a need for some training. I have always assumed
on that: there has to be a separate system. they have had some training.

Q239 Mr Burrowes: On sentencing, would you Q242 Vera Baird:How do you manage that? That is
support Judge Advocates sentencing alone? the diYculty I have. I do not think it is acceptable for
Mr Mason: I will take that because I have some completely untrained people to be involved in
involvement. Absolutely not and it seems to me that sentencing because of the two dangersMr Burrowes
the essential feature for someone within the military has just put forward. On the other hand, if you are
when they come to be sentenced is that they are not going to be having a random panel, you cannot
being sentenced by a civilian judge. Although quite really train every squaddie in Thomas on Sentencing,
a lot of civilian Judge Advocates now come from as you put it. I find that a real diYculty about
a military background, that is not an active consistency and fairness.
background; they tend to have been pursuing careers Mr Mason: Certainly one of the features that is
within themilitary that are not necessarily front line. important is that inmatters where we aremaybe into
I would be wholly against the idea that you could the higher end range of sentences, in my experience
have a judge coming in, or even a non-military the panel will listen very carefully to what the Judge
background judge, and dealing with either military Advocate has to say, and they may well have an
oVences ormore serious ones just on his own. I think input that is not via training but is via their view of
the spectrum of the disciplinary court and the their 20-odd years in the Service. One can take a view
enforcement of an overall “you are now in front of about that and say that is very helpful because it is
a colonel, a major, a warrant oYcer and the judge like a professional body. If any of us sit on the Bar
who is advising”, gives the impression, especially Council professional body, we are not going to have
when the sentence may be one of detention, that any training; we are just there with our own expertise
there has been a level of fairness. Amazingly, and it and knowledge. I appreciate it is diVerent if you are
may sound a contradiction, if you just had a judge, a magistrate. You come along and say, “This is the
I think they would say, “Where has he come from? viewwe take”. I come back towhat I said inmy short
What does he know? He does not know what it is earlier verbal presentation.Most of the cases are not
actually like to go on operations. He has not got any the high profile, murder and rape case. That is a real
involvement. We do not recognise him as being problem looked at by the criminal practitioner. The
other than just a civvy and we are not in a civilian vast majority are within that military system. There
system”. The input from the board members is very what a corporal should be doing in line at midnight
relevant. If you have someone who has come back, after there has been a brawl in the NAFFI and how

you should deal with the private, or the other waylet us say, from a Telic operation, with some real
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round, the military input is vital. How will a civilian knowledge; we can gather knowledge, but at the
same time there is that military knowledge that wejudge, a recorder from Middlesex going out to
do need to have.Germany for a fortnight, ever start to deal with that

and look at it and say, “That is a conditional
discharge rather than putting the chap on Q245 Chairman: I think yours is the dissenting voice
probation”? You cannot do that. What can I do? on this, Mr Blades. I am not sure it is necessary to
You can reduce them by one stripe. What does that expand on that.
mean? I think that is where we get into the area Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Mr Chairman, can I say
where the expertise is very helpful, although I can see this, purely for the sake of the record. As at today,
in terms of consistency in sentencing that can and indeed with the new Act as it is proposed, the
provide some problems. safety valve, the concern, the trained aspect of it,

themagistrates’ clerk if youwant it, is going to be the
Judge Advocate and of course he has an equal vote

Q243 Vera Baird: Are you not slightly self-evident with the board on sentencing.AsMrBlades has said,
proof that that is not necessary because youmust, as they can out-vote him.
a civilian, mitigate sentence and so make a plea for
leniency, and you will have to contextualise it in the Q246 Chairman: I think as regards our witnessesmilitary sense, but you are not a military person. today, we do have a majority verdict. Could we
You are capable of doing that and putting your move on now?
point across to the Judge Advocate General. Why Mr Blades: Could I just put on the record that I
does he need input about the service background wholly support the Judge Advocate’s view about
and are you not at a disadvantage if you are not this, that he should be responsible for sentencing.
getting it? These days on serious criminal matters sentencing is
Mr Mason:No, with great respect, I am not because a very complicated process and it needs knowledge
my concern would be more that at the moment there and training. My view is that only the judge is
is a very small number of Judge Advocates, as we capable of taking that on board.
know, and that is not likely to expand. My fear Chairman: That is now on the record. We move on
would be that you would become into a sort to delay.
of progressive mindset without the benefit of
anyone else looking at, for example, operational Q247 Mr Howarth:May I say, Chairman, that I am
considerations. The diVerence is between simply a very pleased to hear reference made to operational
judicial assessment on the facts, like a sentencing eVectiveness. One of the things we have had
exercise at a conference, and a particular board diYculty with in this committee is balancing the
having real knowledge of what may have been going needs of justice against the need to have operational
on out of theatre or in barracks and being able to eVectiveness of our Armed Forces. I am glad at least
say, “We take a view with our experience that somebody has introduced that element. When we
perhaps”, and again I am dealing more with the come to the question of delay, clearly the two are
disciplinary sort of oVences, “we are not going to combined here: the question of fairness and
throw the fellow out of the Army but we are going to operational eVectiveness. The Judge Advocate
fine him”. I personally prefer to have the board there General has, as you know, expressed concern about
having some input. That would be my personal delay in the Court Martial system. I wonder if that
stand. concern is shared by the panel?

Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Mr Howarth, certainly
frommy point of view, my concern is not fromwhenQ244 Chairman: I take it again that is pretty well the case actually arrives within the justice system.

everybody’s view? My concern on delay is from the initial investigation
Mr Blades: I disagree with what James Mason said tasked by whomever in the service police to the
entirely. decision on a charge being preferred against a
Mr Salvetti: I have sat very patiently and quietly. As serviceman. Once we get into the charge date, the
you have probably gathered, I am actually a civil Judge Advocate General, Judge Blackett, has in the
lawyer on employment and personal injury, so I bow last few months really taken the system and shaken
to my colleagues’ experience in all things criminal, it and we are all starting to move a lot quicker, and
although in the dim and distant past I have dealt thank goodness for that. My real concern, and I see
with criminalmatters and dealt with CourtsMartial. it on a daily basis, possibly before it gets to the likes
I have one advantage that none of them has: I have of my friend Mr Mason or any other members
actually sat as a member of the board of Courts dealing on the adversarial part within the court
Martial. I know what it is like on the other side. system, is the delay. That delay from the
Mr Blades: You must not tell them. investigation taking place to the charge being

preferred sometimes can be abominable andMr Salvetti: I am not going to do that. At the end of
grossly unfair.the day, I will say that it is vital, again reflecting what

Mr Mason was saying, that when it comes to
sentencing there are particular aspects of individuals Q248MrHowarth:What can be done to speed it up?
within themilitary context that the board has to take Mr Blades: More police can be recruited to
into account. A civilian Judge Advocate like investigate. The last case we hadwas themurder case

in Iraq of the seven Paras. That case was appallinglyourselves (notionally we are civilians) can accrue
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investigated. They could not find the body and all everything to do with saying: “That is when the trial
is going to take place. You get everybody here.sorts of things. They just had not done their job

properly. Mind you, they obviously had problems Fine.” If one said to a listing oYcer at Middlesex,
“We have fixed the trial”, there is the Witnessover in Iraq. If you are going to try to speed it up,

you have to pay people to do the work and recruit Support Service; the police are not going to do it
because they are under huge pressure out in Iraq orpeople to do the investigations and get on with it

instead of shuZing papers about. wherever anyhow. I think it would be catastrophic,
and I use that word with care, to try at the momentMr Mason: Independently of any particular case,
to put that across outside the military system. I canthere is no doubt delay is not acceptable and there
see no advantage at the moment in that at all.have been a lot of problems with that. It is very clear

in everybody’s acceptance now of what is being done
by the Judge Advocate General that that is being Q250 Mr Howarth: I think we should send that to
urgently addressed. The delay occurs from when an the Judge Advocate General because that is a very
allegation is made and charges are preferred, for a good exposition, Mr Mason. Thank you.
whole variety of reasons: the present structure; Mr Hugheston-Roberts: I was just going to concur
perhaps the lack of the investigative numbers or with MrMason and go one stage further to say this.
experts that you have in Westminster if something At the moment of course, and I am sure this
happened; and I think a general mindset that it goes committee is well aware, we have eVectively three
rather slowly. That, of course, can sometimes run six court services. We have what used to be the Army
or nine months plus. That is wholly unacceptable. I Court Service, theRAFCourt Service and theNaval
think Mr Hugheston-Roberts is right: once it Court Services. With this Act we will have a Tri-
actually gets now up to Army prosecution and Service Bill. My plea as a practitioner is that as
charges preferred, we are back to some reality in quickly as possible, even before the implementation
terms of getting the case on. There is now a much of this Act if it is feasibly possible, we have
more eVective pleas on direction hearing system. military—and I know that causes the Navy
People have to attend and advocates are there as problems with that very one word—or an Armed
well. That is teasing out a lot more guilty pleas at a Forces Court Service where everything is
very early stage, which is very good news for time administered centrally and dealt with centrally and
and taxpayers’ money. I think it is from when there they can pool their resources. Theywill then have the
is an oVence reported and the investigative time and ability to call the witnesses from wherever in the
howwe then go back where the delays are occurring. world they will be and bring them all together.Work

them hard and bring them together and it will work,
but to give this to the Department of ConstitutionalQ249 Mr Howarth: Chairman, might I suggest that
AVairs where they are, as we have said before,the panel might give us on one side of a piece of
unaware of the military system could causepaper a few bullet points on how they think, in
problems.practical terms, the process up to charging might be
Mr Blades: That is not behind it, is it?speeded up? The Judge Advocate General has also

made suggestions about the administration of the
Q251 Robert Key:Chairman, I understood frommysystem. He thinks that the listing arrangements
visit to Bulford Court Martial Centre last Fridayought to be carried out by the Department of
that there they contract out their court service to theConstitutional AVairs and not by the defence
Crown Court in Salisbury for the arrangement ofcounsel. What is the view of you gentlemen?
bringing witnesses.Mr Mason: I would say, I hope with great respect,
Mr Hugheston-Roberts: That surprises me.that that department at the moment seems to have a
Mr Blades: I think what is behind the Judgevery great deal on its plate. Certainly, within the
Advocate’s remarks is this. At the moment, he has acontext of theway I see the systemof again amilitary
directions hearing as soon as the charge has beencourt service being revitalised, they have now a very
preferred. Then he tries to avoid delay by fixing trialnew dynamic Director who has come from an
dates and that sort of thing but he is frustrated inexperienced background and has given the whole
that because he has not got the power to orderthing a great shake; they have very dedicated
witnesses to come over from Bosnia or wherever andindividuals running the court centres now, often
it goes back into the hands of the military. I think hevery senior retired and very competent oYcers. They
has raised the point because he is frustrated and heare working very much within the military system.
cannot do anything about it.You have a case at Colchester with five witnesses to
Mr Burrowes: There is also the perception he refersattend: two are in Basra, one is on exercise in
to in terms of being administered by the Ministry ofCanada, one is in the UK, and one is in Bosnia, and
Defence as opposed to a supposedly independentwe have a listing. You only have to go across the
Constitutional AVairs body. He is, I think, pickingroad toMiddlesex Court to find that sometimes they
up on the perception as much as the reality. That ishave trouble finding a witness from West London,
the point I was trying to make.God bless them. I think to give this task to anyone

outside the military, with all the access they have by
way of communications, chain of command, Q252 Vera Baird:Would there be any problem at all
personnel and unit oYcers to actuallymake sure that if the Ministry of Defence list the case when your
witnesses attend, has a great deal to do with the witnesses are not available or a witness is not

available or when you are not available if you haveeYciency of the system. The listing will have
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been with the case for a long time and that is Q256 Vera Baird: As you know, it is proposed, and
important? If it was in the civil system, you would my sense is that you probably agree, that the review
make an application to the judge to break the fixture. process be removed. The Judge Advocate General
I suppose if he did not agree you could probably just thought that that just left maybe quite a small gap in
about draw the line that it is outside a trial on the sense that there is not a slip rule in his jurisdiction
indictment and judicially review him. Have you any as there is in the Crown Court, and so if he gets
experience of theMoD listing it andwhat do you do? something technically wrong, you have to go
If the MoD list it when your witnesses are not through the whole cumbersome process of an appeal
available, you have not got any recourse to the Judge to put it right because the review is not there. Do you
Advocate General as you would have to a Crown agree and would it make sense to introduce a slip
Court judge to change their mind because they are a rule?
completely separate department. What do you do? Mr Mason: Yes.
Do you just have to go through the trial without
your witnesses and then appeal or what do you do?

Q257 Mr Jones: I move on to redress of grievance.Do you judicially review the MoD?
Reference was made earlier to the DefenceMr Hugheston-Roberts: Again, whilst I accept of
Committee’s report into duty of care. One of thecourse it is theMinistry ofDefence, in truth, and this
issues was about how we get redress in terms of theis the perception and we deal so much today with
system and an independent element to it. What isperception, certainly it is the Armed Forces or the
being proposed here is an independent element in theMilitary Court Service. It is not staVed by soldiers,

sailors and airmen; it is staVed by civil servants in the sense that defence counsel can appoint somebody in
same way as the Department of Constitutional certain cases. I would like to hear what your views
AVairs is. They move heaven and earth to facilitate are on that. Is it independent of the actual chain of
proper listing. It does not do anything to the command?
interests of justice if we are trying to run a trial Mr Salvetti: I had the opportunity of looking at the
without a witness, whether for the Crown or the Bill only yesterday, which was the first time it came
defence. They really do their absolute utmost to try to me. From my experience, and I have to say I deal
to work it in. Counsel’s convenience, the Solicitor with redress of complaint almost on a daily basis and
Advocate’s convenience, does not come into it. We frequently receive requests by telephone to advise,
are purely there as the mouthpiece. It is said by one of the diYculties that we all have is that, apart
judges time and time again, “I will not do this for from the fact that many service personnel have no
counsel’s convenience”, but, in fairness, they do knowledge of the system even as it exists at the
their best. moment, and it is a question of disseminating that

down to the lowest levels, there is also a need to
decide at what point you are going to put in anQ253Vera Baird: I am sure that is absolutely correct
independent person. In some cases, in my view, it isbut you need a remedy in case they get it wrong or in
probably not worthwhile having someone. Somecase on one occasion they do not do their best. What
problems are probably far worse than others. Foris your remedy was the question if they list it when
example, if a corporal is claiming that he ought toyou think it is going to be unjust to your client?
have some additional benefits for housing orMr Blades: It used to be judicial review but then they
something else on a relativelymodest scale, that goesstopped that and in the last Act they abolished
to the CO and automatically the CO is going to say,judicial review. I judicially reviewed them because I

was refused an adjournment and the High Court “No, I cannot deal with that”. It has to go
intervened and said, “You can have your somewhere else; it has to go to APC Glasgow, for
adjournment”. They have now abolished that. example. Unless it is going to be a very significant

problem, I do not think there is a point in having
anybody involved on an independent basis. If youQ254 Vera Baird: I appreciate, and it is clear from
have something that is going to go up to thewhat you have all said, that it is not an endemic
appropriate Service Board then, I think, yes, that isproblem at all, but you do need a remedy, I think. If
very important. There is certainly a number ofyou have it in the answer to the MoD you have not
examples that I have given in the document Igot one because you cannot go to the judge and ask
produced for you. That is only the tip of the iceberghim to change it in the interests of justice. That is the
in terms of problems. For most of the things thereproblem.
you do not have the whole of the problem in frontMr Blades: You can go to the Judge Advocate.
of you; you simply have examples. Yes, I think it is
important to have something but probably at a

Q255 Vera Baird: These gentlemen have just said higher level and certainly not down at the bottom
that the Judge Advocate cannot tell the MoD when levels of redress where that is normally dealt with.
to list it.
Mr Blades: I am sure that is wrong.

Q258 Mr Jones: The Defence CommitteeMr Hugheston-Roberts: There are lots of things that
recommended that it would not just be anhe cannot do but when you have judicial comment
independent person on the panel but a separatefrom the bench being handed down, it would be a
ombudsman or complaints system for those highervery brave court oYcer that would go against the

wishes of a trial judge. cases outside the chain of command. Certainly in
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some of the evidence concerning bullying it was the lack of knowledge by the individual servicemen
of their ability to make a complaint. That is a realquite clear that things do not get reported because
worry for us. They just do not know they can do it.people do not feel they are going to get redress.

Mr Salvetti: As you will see from this document, I
Q262 Ben Chapman: I understand that it is againstrefer to it on several occasions: there is a blockage at
the ethos, but to a layperson it seems to beseveral places in the system.
administratively unfair and basically unjust.
Mr Salvetti: There are a number of things withinQ259Mr Jones:Would you support an independent military employment scenarios which are, if youombudsman? compare them with the civilian scenario, withoutMr Salvetti: In many cases, the problems that we see doubt very diVerent. They disadvantage people.are problems within the unit and they are not There is a real reason, of course, for there being some

necessarily generic problems. For example, Captain diVerence in terms and conditions of employment
Xhas not givenme the proper report in the CR.That for members of the military. For example, we do not
is not going to be something which is going to have have, as I have encountered in Denmark and other
a lot of eVect, providing it can be dealt with quite places where I have soldiered in the past, unions—
quickly. If you have a totally independent and if theywanted to strike on an exercise I have seen
organisation for the whole of the military redress, I them actually down tools and stop soldiering for a
can see the whole thing being clogged up very, very period of time. But that was abroad. From our point
quickly. of view, we have taken a diVerent perspective.

Perhaps, having soldiered myself, I can understand
Q260Mr Jones: I am suggesting for themore serious the reason why that is appropriate. But at the same
cases, in terms of bullying and other things. Could I time there is clearly a situation where individual
ask another question about the prohibition of members of the Armed Forces are either unaware or
bringing group complaints. they are subject to various pressures or they do not
Mr Salvetti: That is mutiny! You used to be shot for want to challenge on their own what the real

problem is within the unit.that, I think.

Q263 Mr Jones: You have highlighted the issue,Q261Mr Jones:Do you consider that prohibition is
quite rightly, that people do not understand thea serious problem?
redress system. I met some Dutch marines last yearMr Salvetti: On several occasions I have been
who explained to me the trade union system theyapproached by people representing groups of
have.organisations, particularly because of terms and Mr Salvetti: I have served with them.conditions of service, pay problems, and where there

were allegedly misrepresentations by theMinistry of Q264 Mr Jones: Would you advocate an
Defence in relation to terms and conditions of independent body or trade union for servicemen?
service. For example, in the guards service, when They were amazed that it did not happen in this
people were discharged from their full-time service country.
and then re-employed back for an extended period Mr Salvetti: Personally—and this is a personal
of time, there were clearly big problemswith lots and view—I do not think a trade union is appropriate. I
lots of people not having the correct terms and speak as a lawyer who acts for trade unions as well,
conditions told to them at the time, and certainly not so I understand the ethos. I think they need better
having them put down in writing—which is a knowledge and better representation in terms of
fundamental problem within the terms of service of what they are doing, and better access to legal
all service personnel. There were clearly groups advice—which of course is what we in our network
of people who had exactly the same problem, and of try to provide through advice clinics. But of course
course they could not do anything other than put the advice clinics themselves are not mandatory.
their complaints in individually. That presented a They are purely discretionary, with the approval of
problem to them because, on their own, as higher authority in certain places, and some places
individuals, they were very nervous about dealing will not want them.
with the matter—apart from the fact that they could Mr Jones: That is very helpful.
not aVord to deal with it privately as there was no Chairman: You have agreed to give us a note on at
funding to deal with it. As a group, they probably least one point, which was Mr Howarth’s earlier
could have dealt with it, and I think it could have question.We look forward to that. We apologise for
worked, but of course it goes against the ethos of the burdening you with these additional requests. On
fact that if two or more people complain then that is behalf of the Committee, could I thank you very
a military oVence. much for the clarity of your answers and for your
Mr Hugheston-Roberts: Mr Jones, both you and I patience with us while sometimes exploring the
are fully aware –and it is touched on by Mr highways and byways of some of these issues with

you. Thank you very much.Salvetti—that the real problem in today’s services is
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Royal Voluntary Service (WRVS), and Padre Roland OlliV, Senior Chaplain, Army Training Regiment,
Pirbright, gave evidence.

Q265 Chairman: Good morning. Thank you for happening is very wide. Probably the majority of
problems which float across our desk are moneyagreeing to spend some time with us, giving us the

benefit of your views and experience. Would you related, particularly with the younger soldiers.
please introduce yourselves.
Mrs Murphy:My name is Denise Murphy and I am Q267 Chairman: Debts.
Head of Services Welfare with WRVS. I work with Mrs Antrobus: Yes. Mobile phones predominantly.
Morag Antrobus. That is the big one. They are away fromhome, on the
Mrs Antrobus: I am a ServicesWelfare OYcer based phone to the girlfriend, whatever, for an hour, with
at Wellington Barracks, so I am dealing with the very little notion of how much it is costing. Really
soldiers on the ground. the full range is there with the young soldiers that
Commodore Branscombe: I am Paul Branscombe. I any young teenager would have. Homesickness is
am the Deputy Controller of SSAFA Forces Help, another big one. Debt. Certainly they would be the
but I am responsible overall for all of our work, both two problems with the young soldiers. With older
in welfare, social work and health at home and soldiers who have been around a bit there are the
overseas for theArmy, Navy andAir Force, but also same types of problems. Again, debt, is always a big
for our voluntary activities in support of that one. You name it, and I could tell you that I have
community. probably at some point had to deal with it.
Mrs Burgess: I am Kate Burgess. I am Director of
Social Work, SSAFA Forces Help. I have been Q268 Chairman: It sounds rather like the sorts of
working with the military for over 20 years. One of things that we deal with in my constituency
my responsibilities is alsomanaging the Confidential casework.
Support Line. Mrs Antrobus: Exactly. As WRVS services welfare,
Padre OlliV: My name is Padre Roland OlliV. I am we are there as a referral agency. It is a judgment call
a serving chaplain. My post at the moment is the for us. We are there to assist the chain of command,
Senior Chaplain of the Army Training Regiment at but, because we are civilians, right outside of it, we
Pirbright, so I have daily input to new intake soldiers can be impartial. We are totally impartial to what is
as they join the Army. happening, but we are not in a position to solve

anything for the solider. It is for us to decide whether
to use SSAFA, for example. If we have a youngQ266 Chairman: It would probably be appropriate
soldier who has a problem perhaps at home, then weto have two separate responses to this question.
would contact SSAFA and say, “Do you haveCould you give us a sense of the case you get in with
anybody in this area that can help?” We are thereyour individual organisations? Could you give some
very much on the referral side; not there to put theirflavour of the level of support that you are able to
problem right.”give?
Mrs Murphy: We are certainly not counsellors.Mrs Murphy: I have looked at some statistics. About

650,000 soldiers have come through our recreational
facilities in 2005 and just over 9,000 have asked for Q269 Chairman: No. Is there anything SSAFA
one-to-one welfare discussions. We dangle a carrot, would add?
if you like, for the soldiers to come into our areas. If Commodore Branscombe: We come from a broader
they have a problem then they speak to a services perspective, because we do work with all three
welfare oYcer—and Morag is probably in a better services and abroad and have done for a very long
position to give you the examples. We collate and time. But I would like to preamble what I say by
collect statistics because clearly we want to be able saying that we are highly supportive of the chain of
to feed back into the chain of command with the command. We have sometimes been criticised by
sorts of issues. Although it is a confidential service, some, that whenwe appeared before to give evidence
we still feel it is important that we are able to feed to predecessors of this Committee, that somehowwe
back to the chain of command if there is a particular were anti-authoritarian or indeed destructive. That
problem—a huge debt issue; or if there is a bullying is not the case.We are very supportive of themilitary
issue then, clearly, that is dealt with immediately; or chain of command and understand the imperatives
any self-harm issues are dealt with immediately. and the diYculties it falls under. However, we

very strongly believe that our ability to speakMrs Antrobus: The range of problems that the
soldier will come with is anything from just wanting independently and be independent from the chain of

command is extremely helpful. We come acrossperhaps to go home on compassionate leave—they
are not able to get it, forwhatever the reasonmay be, cases everywhere, at all levels, whether it happens to

be young recruits or older people, where it is verycan we act as an advocate—up to an issue that they
feel they are being bullied or harassed. That clearly clear—and in the context of your inquiry today, it is

that access, transparency and awareness of theis something that does take a lot more time to work
your way through with them, because a perception redress of complaints—is not good in general.We do

what we can in order not only to persuade peopleof bullying or being harassed to it actually
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that their best means of redress is indeed by coming complaints procedure is important. As Commodore
Branscombe has said, it is them getting to know thethrough what is set up at the moment as the chain of

command but supporting them as far as possible in system and then trusting the system and having the
confidence to come forward with their complaint,that process. Not only do we see it on a daily basis

with our social workers and other people, but, of after four or five or six days in the Armed Forces,
never mind five or six years. Their complaints arecourse, on the confidential support line which

Mrs Burgess has spoken about, many of the calls we informal and formal. They come and say, “I don’t
understand this and I would like somebody toget are asking questions about the redress of

complaints. explain it to me” or “This has happened to me in my
barrack room and I do not think it is right”—lots of
each—and knowing where to gowith that complaintQ270 Chairman: To try to get it clear in my own
is probably the place where we sit. They come for amind, conduit is probably the wrong word but you
result or they come and say, “I would like this to getare a link between the chain of command and the
better; I would like somebody to explain this to me.individual with a problem or a complaint.
Will you please help me in getting an answer to myCommodore Branscombe: We like to think we are
problem?” whether it is at home or whether it is inhighly supportive but semi-detached from the chain
the service. They want a result.of command: semi-detached in the sense that we are

there to assist it but there is no question about our
Q275 Chairman: Do you find any diVerences ofindependence, and that is where the credibility
approach? Are you in a position to comment oncomes from.
whether or not there are any diVerences of approach
to these sorts of issues of redressing grievanceQ271 Chairman: You do not feel in any way you
between the diVerent services?are limited, in that you do not have any powers to
Mrs Antrobus: From the WRVS perspective, weresolve an issue. You are not limited in terms of the
work predominantly with the Army, although werepresentations you can make.
are getting more and more involved with the Tri-Mrs Antrobus: Absolutely not. Certainly from the
Service because the forces themselves are beingWRVS perspective, if we thought something was
pushed towards joining in certain areas. I thinkimportant enough we would have immediate access
perhaps Commodore Branscombe can talk moreto the colonel.
about the Royal Navy, because that is probablyMrs Murphy: From my point of view, I would have
where we are the least represented, but, certainlyimmediate access to colonels, the Army Welfare
with the RAF and the Army, on the ground, weService or even higher, so I do not feel restricted at
would get the same response whoever it was that weall in taking that matter to the highest level—Sir
were dealing with, given that the RAF obviously hasMike Jackson, if necessary.
fewer numbers.
Commodore Branscombe: I think it is slightly more

Q272 Chairman: Is that the same for SSAFA? complex than that becausemuch depends upon both
Commodore Branscombe: Yes. I think the problem, environment and culture within a particular setting.
however, is that people who by their very nature are Therefore it is diYcult to draw a distinction between
either distressed or disturbed in someway because of the three services because it would also diVer from
their stressful situation do not feel either confident home to abroad and in diVerent parts of each
or competent to address their problems. It is also service. It is not homogeneous in that sense. The
true—and this is not a criticism of the military or only statistical indicator whichwewould have is that
naval or whatever else: it happens in any other kind we certainly have a disproportionately large number
of organisation—that it is very diYcult for you to be which come from the Army as a service—andwhen I
able to address the higher levels of management if say disproportionately, it is not necessarily pro rata.
you do not know how to do it or you do not have the But it may be, of course, that that is something again
confidence to do that. to do with demographics, so I do not think one

should necessarily read so much into that. But it is
Q273 Chairman: That is very helpful. In terms of the certainly the case that we have more inquiries from
range of issues that come across SSAFA’s desk, is it Army personnel than we do from the Air Force and
the same as with WRVS, or do you find a slightly Navy personnel.
diVerent mix? Mrs Burgess: I have some statistics from 2005 in
Mrs Burgess: We oVer a diVerent service. Our relation to the confidential support line regarding
service is mainly for the serving population: redress of grievance: 53 from the Army, two from
community health, social work services, so family civil servants, four from the Royal Air Force, none
problems, health problems. We do see individual from the Royal Marines, 13 from the Royal Navy
service people and they would probably have the and five from the Territorial Army—77 in total.
similar diYculties that WRVS have mentioned.

Q276 Chairman: For what period?
Q274 Chairman: Thank you. Is there anything you Mrs Burgess: Last year, January to December.
would wish to add?
Padre OlliV: I have 1,500 recruits, who are new into Q277MrHowarth:That is a relatively small number

of calls. Have you any breakdown as to what thethe army, from the Monday they start. I think it is
important to understand that their education of the issues were?
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Mrs Burgess: Those were all about redress of independent member on any panel? Have you any
grievance: either not knowing how to deal with the idea of what sort of person that independent person
situation, so needing some advice about to whom would be?
they needed to go and where to acquire the Mrs Murphy: If that were to happen, I think the
procedure, or not terribly happywith the outcome of practical person is probably going to assist that
a procedure. individual. High ranking people, yes, they might

need that as well, but we find that soldiers come to
us because we are non-uniform, because we are fairlyQ278 Chairman: Would it be asking too much for
low key, because they feel comfortable talking to usyou to do a sort of analysis of those statistics and let
and open up quite a lot, and from that we gatherus have a note on it—obviously anonymised. I think
quite a lot of information. I think they possibly feelwe might find that very helpful.
safe with us as well.Commodore Branscombe: It should be emphasised

that those are calls from people who either were
knowledgeable enough or brave enough to ring

Q283 Mr Breed: If they were to appear before athe confidential support line, and therefore
panel, at the moment that is exclusively militarywould represent only a proportion of those overall
personnel. The changes proposed might introduceexperienced.
the concept of an independent person sitting there.Chairman: We would need to make that
Do you think that is a good idea? If it is, what sortqualification, but nevertheless it would be helpful.
of person might that independent person be?Thank you.
Mrs Antrobus: Could I say, first of all, that I think
there are two levels here. I think the gentlemanQ279 Mr Breed: Previous witnesses have said—and
beforehand hit it: in welfare, there is a lot of welfareI think you have confirmed it as well—that there is
that can be dealt with which will never ever getthis general lack of understanding, knowledge and
anywhere. I think it is important to remember that.everything else. Are you telling us there is no basic
The higher up you go, the more complex the welfarepiece of material which is issued to every serviceman
issue becomes, then, yes, I think there is a diVerentwhen they come in to give them some guidance as to
need.how this works?

Commodore Branscombe: There is. I have to say, of
course, that there are very clear instructions in a Q284 Mr Breed: You help to resolve a lot of things
Joint Service Publication, but of course that is quite that never even reach that sort of level.
a complex document and not— Mrs Antrobus: Very much. I know that Denise has

brought stats for you to see that we can resolve an
Q280 Mr Breed: It is not an easy guide. awful lot. Personally, I think there is a great danger
Commodore Branscombe: The information is there. that the more people who are put into the system the

more the chain of command’s authority—andwe are
Q281 Mr Breed: But it is in a form which is not very talking about a military environment—is diluted. I
accessible to people to use. think it is important that that is still maintained
Commodore Branscombe: I amnot qualified to speak without frightening anybody oV about being able to
uponwhat recruits are given when they join, because come and complain.
I am out of date there.
Mrs Antrobus: May I say that every recruit has an

Q285 Mr Breed: In your experience, in terms ofinduction right the way through, wherever they end
resolution, the vast majority of them are resolvedup; for example, at ATR Pirbright, Lichfield. It will
satisfactorily, to the individual’s satisfaction.not just be one induction; there will be several. We,
Mrs Antrobus: I would have to say, in my experienceas WRVS, in week one will certainly have an
on the ground, definitely.induction with them. They are told, “This is what
Mrs Murphy:We either look for closure or referral.you can do”—and every time they go in front of
If it is referral, then we audit that referral to makesomebody for induction, they are told. I think that is
sure it is moved on.where we diVer quite largely from SSAFA,
Commodore Branscombe: I would agree with that ininasmuch as we are there if they do have a problem.
principle absolutely. But, again, talking moreVery often, unlike our colleagues before, we can
broadly and outside the important aspects of Forcesassist them in having it resolved at a very low level
initial training establishments, we should not runvery quickly. They certainly are given information,
away with the thought that the problem does notbut, given that they are very young and a lot of

information is thrown at them in a short period of also occur, as it were, in many other places as well.
time, it takes a while for them to settle down and As has been said by our colleagues, the only
understand what they can do. diVerence with some of these problems with more

senior and experienced people is they would tend to
be more complicated. But the principle is still there,Q282 Mr Breed: Could we go on to the basic
and we still do have people who, even when seniorchanges. I am assuming that you all welcome the
and experienced, are inhibited from coming to theirchanges—if that is not the case, then let us know—
employer, which happens to be the chain ofbut, more importantly, in what circumstances do

you think it would be appropriate to have an command, and need supporting through that.
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Therefore, first of all, welfare support needs to be chain of command, so they are not beholden within
the pay or whatever else, so they are not going to feelindependent of the chain of command, wherever it is

found, not just in the training establishments. pressurised, but also they have to be informed, in
that they have suYcient information, suYcientChairman: I think we are talking about something
experience and knowledge of the specialdiVerent here.
circumstances of soldiers, sailors and airmen—and
their families, I have to say—to be able to give a

Q286 Mr Breed: I was just coming on to that, judgment. But, at the end of the day, that judgment
because SSAFA have said they have some concerns has to be independent. That is my view. There are all
about independent participation because it could sorts of people who could do it; indeed, it could be
threaten military capability and good order and representatives of the kind of organisations which
such. Could you perhaps expand on those concerns? you see here. In our own case, of course, we do not
Commodore Branscombe:Again, I would emphasise support servicemen and their families out of any
that we believe that the debate that has been had political correctness or subversion, but because our
earlier on this particular business—now we are Royal Charter bids us to relieve need, suVering and
talking about redress and grievance rather than distress of servicemen and their families by whatever
necessarily welfare support or whatever—has been means. We are not told how to do that, but that is
characterised by a conflict between legitimate our only duty. We can choose how we do that in
responsibility of the military chain of command and many ways, whether it is supporting health or social
somehow political correctness. We disagree with provision or personal support or everything else, but
this. We happen to think it is certainly not political it includes assisting the chain of command, albeit
correctness but it is diVerent. We do not think that independently, to solve their problems in a proactive
having an independent representative within redress and preventative way. I think people exist to do that
of complaint, at whatever level it is most eYciently but there has to be a balance struck, but the most
and eVectively done—accepting that there will need important thing is independence, and transparency
to be several layers—would be in any way and trust.
threatening to themilitary chain of command,which
we firmly support, as we have said. We think it
would be very helpful to it. It is the same principle Q287 Chairman: I am interested in the perspective of
that we have been talking about actually, that, Padre OlliV. You are dealing with recruits. Do they
having an independent safety valve—if you could see you as part of the military set up or do they see
call it that—means thatmany of the things which the you as independent?
chain of command then has to deal with in an Padre OlliV: I would hope that they would.
executive sense become either so severe that it has to
do it or much of it can be headed oV. From my

Q288 Chairman: You hope that they would see youbackground, with SSAFA for the last 10 years but as
as independent?an experienced military operational commander for
Padre OlliV: No; they would see me as part of themany years, I think there is often muddling up
chain of command. We are military, we arebetween the function of the military chain of
uniformed. There is a balance to be found, becausecommand, operational chain of command, and the
we represent them at a diVerent level: we are not partability to discharge executive and administrative
of the chain of command but we are part of theauthority, which is really what we are talking about
Army. It is too often that we are seen not asin terms of redress of complaint. It has been said
chaplains, where we clearly have a role to play.again that, somehow, by having this independently
Having been part of a chain of command servicedone will dilute the military capability and
before I was ordained, I am in favour of the chain ofoperational decisions. I think that to conflate those
command. I think it has a vital role to play,two functions, which are often coincident, is
especially in recruit establishments where recruitsprobably unfortunate and is not necessary. I would
are learning the roles they must undertake. Thegive you an example, again with the benefit of
identity that the Army has works on chain ofexperience. As a submarine commanding oYcer, I
command. I am also in favour of an independentwas very confident that technically I could do what
ombudsman because I have seen complaints thatI needed to do at sea, and I think my crew were also

confident that we would do that and I would bring have not been handled properly within the system,
whereupon somebody completely independent, or athem back safely. I would not, however, and neither

would they, believe that some of the more complex group of people completely independent who can be
approached by an individual, will have taken awayproblems which I might have been called upon to

solve, including possible grievance or complaint the headache of trying to be operational and so on.
For them to be seen by somebody independent andabout their service overall, I would not have been

able to do without either expert advice, or in some some resolution be found to their complaint—
because a lot of the time the focus of the chain ofcases independent advice, because those problems

are not always intrinsic to your circumstance as a command was taken away from being operational
and eVective, to dealing with this sort ofserving person. I believe that is another reason why

independence—to come back to your question of administrative problem because of a soldier’s career
management, but that is a chain of command issue—what kind of person it would be—is clearly

important, but that means independent from the would enhance the chain of command. It would
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enable the chain of command to be able to say, “We 25 recruits. So the evidence is that they know where
to come. Also the solicitor who sat here said most ofneed tomove this to the independent authority while

we carry on and fight the war.” it, as my colleagues have said, could be solved by
simply phoning up the troop sergeant and saying,
“This young lad’s boots don’t fit.” He says, “Fine,Q289 Mr Jones: Am I right in saying that in the
bring him back to me” but this young lad needs toNavy they are not ranked oYcers but in the Army
have confidence in his chain of command to say thisand RAF they are?
to his sergeant straight away.Padre OlliV: Correct, sir.

Q290 Mr Jones: Does that create problems for Q294 Chairman: In the last Parliament, when the
recruits, in your experience? Do they see you as part Defence Committee took evidence from the families
of the chain of command? Also, in terms of new of soldiers who had died during initial training, it
recruits, if they see somebody is a captain or a was a recurrent theme that they thought the trainees
colonel is that a barrier? In your experience of had no-one to turn to during that time.Do you think
talking to personnel from the Navy who do not have the way this Bill is designed will address that
ranks, what is their experience? problem? Or do you think it is something else that
Padre OlliV: My answer would be, no, it is not a is needed?
barrier. I think they come to us because of the Mrs Antrobus: I think there is still a lot of work that
position we hold, which is that we are linked at can be done, but in certain training establishments,
various levels within the chain of command. They particularly, the first day is taken up with parents as
know the authority that we carry to open the doors, well as the new recruits.
to knock on the colonel’s desk or whatever itmay be,
or to go to the section commander and say, “We’re
not doing this right,” and they relate to us well. If I Q295 Chairman:Has that always been the case or is
were a civilian, I would not be taken seriously. In the that a recent innovation?
Navy, they do not have rank but they have oYcer Mrs Antrobus:No, I do not think it has always been
status. The system in the Army is, I believe, a good the case. I think principally as a result of the things
system. The system works well for the individual that have gone on in the last few years, more
rather than for the chaplain himself or herself. enlightened commanding oYcers see the benefits to

making the families inclusive at a very early stage, so
they understand. I can only give you the exampleQ291 Mr Howarth: Given where you sit, Padre—
from the Army Foundation College at Harrogate,and, for the record, I am churchwarden of the Royal

Garrison Church. where, on day one of week one, the whole of the
Padre OlliV: I know you are, sir. team, the colonel, all his chain of command, all the

various agencies that work there are introduced, not
just to the new recruits but also to the families ofQ292 Mr Howarth: And so I have a very keen
those new recruits. Indeed, if parents are worried—interest and great respect for the work that is done
I know because I was at the Army Foundationby the chaplaincy.
College—then the mum will ring. Often it is just, “IPadre OlliV: Thank you.
haven’t heard from John for four days. Can you find
out where he is?” and you just go and find him. In theQ293 Mr Howarth: There has been a lot of talk, of
main it is because he is busy enjoying himself doingcourse, about initial training. Do you think today’s
whatever and has simply not got round to ringingrecruits feel confident that they can approach you or
mum. We sit him down, put him on the phone,indeed representatives of SSAFA or WVRS for
“Ring your mother, she is really concerned abouthelp? Do you see an increase in complaints? Do you
you,” and that is it.think we are striking the right balance between
Padre OlliV: In our experience, we are trying to linkensuring these young recruits understand the nature
three things together.When the soldier first comes toof the chain of command, which is so essential to the
the recruit selection centre, one of which is atmilitary eVectiveness of theArmed Forces, as well as
Pirbright, they will meet soldiers who are in training,the need to look after their welfare, and the duty of
so we are trying to make the link there, by saying,care which Mr Jones and this Committee were
“This is what life is all about for you.” Clearly withinlooking at recently?
the first week they are introduced to all the agencies.Padre OlliV: Clearly, as my colleagues from WRVS
We are as open as we can be to say, “Here we are forhave said, when they arrive they are unaware of the
you, to get you through your training.” Secondly, wemilitary system. The first week of their life as a
have groups coming from phase 2 to phase 1 beforesoldier is taken up with briefings from various
they leave, to say, “When you come to us, this isagencies, to say, “We are here to support you during
what is going to happen in phase 2,” to break downyour 12 weeks of phase 1 training. We have no other
the barriers of fear, of “Will this really happen to mepurpose but to get you through phase 1 training.” If
in phase 2?” to make the transition easier. Thesomething occurs that detracts you from that
agencies are there. The centres are getting bettertraining, please come and see us.” I see on average 20
at allowing recruits access to their welfareto 25 people a week,Monday to Friday.We dowork
organisations because they see their worth and howat the weekends—clearly, 24 hours a day, seven days

a week—but, on the working week, I see about 20 to that supports the chain of command.
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Q296 Chairman: What about when it comes to of discrimination that are brought to tribunals. Do
you have any experience of that sort of case? Are youbullying? Knowing where to go in terms of the

practicalities of everyday existence in the Armed aware of there having been any particular diYculties
arising from service personnel having recourse toForces is one thing. I can understand exactly where

they would come from for that. You are in a non-military mechanisms of complaint resolution?
Mrs Antrobus:Not from theWRVS perspective.Wedisciplined environment and I suppose, particularly

with recruits, that it must be diYcult to separate in will say to them, “This is where you can go, this is
who you can contact.” Definitely not. They have alltheir own minds what is legitimate discipline from

bullying. Have you anything to add? the same “rights” as anybody in this room. If they
wish to go and seek legal advice, they can find aPadre OlliV:Recruits do find that diYcult. They find

the whole adjustment to the Armed Forces very solicitor. Indeed, the Soldier magazine frequently
advertises solicitors that will handle whatever isdiYcult. Coming from home, with their own room,

their own PlayStation2 and their own quilt, to a ten- needed by soldiers, airmen and royal naval
personnel. That is our experience.man room and somebody waking them up at half-

past five in the morning, it is a whole new world.
Some come and say, “Is this really allowed to Q300 Mr Howarth: No doubt on a no-win, no-fee
happen? Can they take away mymobile phone? Can basis.
they take away my PlayStation2 which I have Mrs Antrobus: No, I do not think so.
brought with me in my bag?” These are things which Commodore Branscombe: They are entitled to
we can resolve at the ground level, without saying, tribunal for certain cases (equality, sexual and racial
“We need an independent inquiry into why this discrimination etc) already. That is satisfactory. Our
man’s PlayStation2 was taken away,” because that only concern is that the proposals would be that this
would slow the system down and it would grind to would be quite a high level panel. I have no evidence
a halt. or experience that once a case gets to the Service

Board it is not dealt with satisfactorily. Our concern
Q297 Chairman: There must be some instances is more the access to get to that stage and therefore
where you might feel they have a legitimate point. I believe there would be more than some merit in
Padre OlliV: Absolutely. Then, given the access we having this at a lower level. Clearly, we have heard
have to a commanding oYcer, we would be straight it would be completely inappropriate and
into the chain of command, to say, “Here are some unnecessary to have it at the very low level for
specific facts. This guy has come to me and said this something which can be simply sorted out, unless of
has happened. We have identified this. The chain of course it was something serious which should be
command now needs to have an investigation into passed on. But I do believe that independent
this specific incident and come to a conclusion for representation, whether at district or a more local
this individual.”We would stand with the individual level would also be important because otherwise you
while the investigation took place. That may need may find that it only represents a minority of
the calling of the SIB. potential cases. The principle that seems to be
Mrs Antrobus:Denise and I gave evidence before the important is that it has to be transparent and
Defence Select Committee. If we are to believe the credible. It must be transparent and credible to the
media, then all the bullying and harassment comes individual. I would like to re-emphasise that it is not
from the chain of command. This is not always the just young, inexperienced people—they have been
way. Very often the bullying is between the peer the focus—but there are all sorts of people who can
groups. Where you would get it in the school get themselves into a distressed or other kind of
playground, it is absolutely no diVerent in the situation, probably for good reason, who need to be
Armed Forces. I think it is important that nobody given confidence that they will be dealt with fairly.
leaves thinking that every time there is an alleged
case of bullying that it is from the chain of

Q301 Chairman: We are out of time technically. Icommand.
knowMrs Burgess wanted to raise a concern she has
about hospitals.

Q298 Chairman: That is an important distinction to Mrs Burgess:Yes. We are worried about two issues,
draw. I am grateful that you are able to do that. Chairman, one about child protection and an
Equally, it is no less or nomore acceptable from that application for emergency protection orders, and
quarter than from the chain of command. also for emergency admission to service hospitals. In
Mrs Antrobus: Quite. relation to the first one, the emergency protection of
Chairman: Is there anything that SSAFA would like children, we had understood there was to be a
to add? You are quite happy with that. Could we change in the Bill regarding to whom applications
move on then to question 16. would be made, changing that from, in most cases,

the commanding oYcer to a judicial oYcer. We
would hope that that would be contained in the Bill.Q299 Ben Chapman: The Bill would establish a

service complaints panel. There may be a reluctance We think that the time for the commanding oYcers
to have that responsibility needs to change, in theon the part of the Ministry of Defence to allow

outside bodies to be involved in the grievance light of all the other changes.Of course it would need
to happen in an emergency, but, on the whole, weprocedure. One of the exceptions to that is where

external bodies can potentially be involved in cases would prefer it to go with the judicial oYcer. On
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the issue about emergency admission to service children—and Kate has given an example of
protecting service children. They are not smallhospitals, referring the Bill to the 1983 (Mental

Health) Act: in the 1983 Act, as you will be aware, numbers: there are as individual persons more
families in overseas bases than there are servingan approved social worker would be involved in any

application for admission, along with the registered soldiers, ironically, or sailors and airmen. It is those
parts of this legislation which aVects them asmedical practitioner.
individuals which I think needs very careful
consideration, and maybe a small special interestQ302 Chairman: This would be in mental health

cases. group. I think we have to be very careful to ensure
that they are not either disadvantaged or in any wayMrs Burgess: Yes, in mental health cases. If the

admission were agreed, this would only last for 72 disenfranchised because they will be subject to the
Armed Forces Bill.hours. In the Bill there is no mention of any social

work input into that application and also the
emergency admission would last for five days. We Q304 Chairman: Some of my colleagues are

particularly keen, because there are sections of thequite understand the diYculties of maintaining the
status of an approved social worker under any Bill that do deal with civilians—although I think

they are talked about as civilian employees rathermental health legislation overseas, but we wondered
whether that had been considered, and, rather than than families—to explore on visits precisely that

point. I am grateful to you.it being just a medical practitioner, whether there
had been any consideration about any input from Commodore Branscombe: It is both categories, I

have to say. In the case of families it seems ratherany social worker in these cases.
important that, for a spouse who is a civilian, his or
her recourse may only be through the servingQ303 Chairman:We are not in a position to answer

that, but I am very grateful you have raised it. We member at present. It may be for consideration that
there are certain circumstances—and family law isare due to have a further session with the Bill Team

at some point in the not too distant future. We will one of them or rather family circumstances—where
youmay need to ensure that that person has the rightraise that specifically with them at that point.

Commodore Branscombe: Finally, if I may make a of appeal or redress or whatever in their own right.
Chairman: We intend to pursue that. Could Ipoint to broaden this—and this is specifically

SSAFA’s concern because of our long experience conclude by thanking you. From my point of view,
and I am sure I speak for the whole Committee, yourand involvement with families overseas. Much of

our discussion today has been that an Armed Forces collective experience of your organisations and as
individuals is hugely valued, not only in terms ofBill deals with serving people in the Armed Forces—

and it is quite proper that it should. But it is very what you do but also in terms of what it brings to us
in our understanding of the way things work andimportant to understand that overseas there is a

substantial number of dependent families, including impact on people. Thank you verymuch for coming.
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Members present:

Mr George Howarth, in the chair

Vera Baird Mr Kevan Jones
Mr Simon Burns Sarah McCarthy-Fry
Mr David Burrowes Bob Russell
Mr Alan Campbell Jim Sheridan
Mr Gerald Howarth Mr Don Touhig

Witness: Admiral the Lord Boyce, former Chief of the Defence StaV, gave evidence.

Q305 Chairman: Good morning, Lord Boyce, and is a reason for doing it. I can certainly live with a tri-
Service Act and the single Service Acts are in need ofwelcome to the Committee. We are very grateful for
updating perhaps so it would be a sensible time tothe opportunity to draw on your experience and
bring them together in a tri-Service Act.expertise. Before we start it might be helpful to

remind everybody that to comply with the House’s
sub judice resolution we should not refer in a public Q306 Chairman: In 2001 to the predecessor of this
session to any case which is still before the courts. Committee I think you made the suggestion that if it

were to go along this road of a tri-Service Act therePerhaps I can begin by asking a question about the
would need to be suYcient flexibility in it totri-Service nature of the Bill. I think that was still
recognise the diVerent environments in which theunder development, as it were, during your watch.
diVerent Services operate. Do you think that the BillDo you think that this is a good approach tomilitary
as it stands at the moment achieves that?law, and if you have any other thoughts on it
Admiral Lord Boyce: Yes, I think it probably does.perhaps you would let us know what they are?
Back at the turn of the century I think the expressionAdmiral Lord Boyce:Goodmorning, Chairman and
one used then was “tolerable variation”. What wasmembers of the Committee. I notice that the MoD’s
a concern, and what some of the more evangelisticstarting point for wanting to have a tri-Service Bill,
purists were working their way to, was having a tri-which I will quote, is to have a single system of
Service Act and massaging out the diVerencesService law that would be more appropriate for
between the Services, but what we are seeingServices that are increasingly employed on joint
increasingly now is, for instance, the tradition in theoperations and for which they train together. Imight
Navy for centuries of being deployed for very longjust say at the outset that that is a somewhat
periods of time being matched by the Army and Airmisleading statement and probably politically
Force who also now go away for long periods onconvenient because, of course, most servicemen do
deployments. There is a merging, if you like, ofnot operate together for most of their Service lives,
operating practice which means that the need toif not all their Service lives. If you take the 80,000 or
highlight “tolerable variation” as a serious anxietyso people—in fact more than 80,000—who have
has diminished, and particularly since the Act hasbeen involved in the operations in Iraq, the vast
moved in the direction of the Navy, which is moremajority of the sailors will never see a soldier, nor used to single deployments. I am certainly more

will the soldiers see a sailor or an airman, et cetera. relaxed about the “tolerable variation” anxiety I had
However, it is true to say that the nature of than I was, say, five years ago, in the light of the
operations is becoming more joint nowadays and experiences we have gained in the last five or six
will normally be controlled from the Joint HQ, but years.
there are still many operations which are not joint
for some reason. Ships are on patrol around the Q307 Mr Howarth: My Lord, as a submariner you
world which are not on a joint operation; likewise have, of course, had the experience of commanding
Army units in Bosnia or whatever, so using that as a sailors for long periods of time in some fairly
ground for having a tri-Service Bill, as I say, is isolated environments. Under this Bill it is the Royal
somewhat misleading. Nonetheless, the fact of the Naval Commander who will see the most reduction
matter is that the way we conduct our operations in his summary powers and I wonder if you think
today is to have a Joint Commander andwhere there that that will have a detrimental eVect, given the
are sailors, soldiers and airmen thrown together in nature of the service in the Royal Navy, and, if it
Joint StaVs and Joint Headquarters, there are does, in what particular respect.
inconsistencies between the single Service Acts Admiral Lord Boyce: There is a diminishment in the
which makes it diYcult for the command to make summary powers of the Naval Commanding OYcer
sure that everybody is treated fairly, equitably and and, of course, a small increase in the powers of the
equably across the board, so I do not have a problem Air Force and Army Commanders and, after
with having a tri-Service Act. We just need to be starting to get some feedback and thinking about
careful about why we are doing it and not mislead how I feel about that, I know that some work has
people into thinking that sailors, soldiers and airmen been done to analyse exactly what this means in

practice against the actuality of what has happenedare working alongside each other and therefore that
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over the last few years. You are taking away powers whether it is a ship or a squadron or an Army unit,
from the Naval Commanding OYcer. All of those and the motivator for that motor, if you like, is the
powers have been exercised on only one or two Commanding OYcer. If you diminish his authority
occasions and not regularly, so I do not think in or start to erode his authority you will get a fracture
practice that the Naval Commanding OYcer is which is ultimately going to cause failure. I think
going to see a huge loss of his powers of discipline. that anything that is done that starts to tamper with
Indeed, there are some things which I am very the fabric of the Commander’s relationship with his
relieved to see are still in there and there has been an people has got to be looked at very carefully. This
enhancement in some of those powers. Just to give Bill tampers with that fabric and we can discuss
you a couple of examples, first of all he still has the whether that is a reasonable tampering; we are
power to send a person to 90 days’ detention. I think discussing that. The other thing is the perception of
that is very important.He has the ability now to send the Commander’s authority being undermined in
a person to detention for 28 days or less without the way that you are suggesting. I do not think it
having to go through what is called warrant really matters whether it is four cases out of 80,000
procedure, in other words, asking a higher or whether it is 400 cases. It is a bit like a drop of
authority. That is, if you like, an increase in power sulphuric acid dropping into a jug of water. Once the
that is very helpful. There is a punishment called case gets blown up in the way that some of these
second-class for conduct, which has a diVerent name cases have in the media and in, if I might say, the
in the Bill, which is also a very good way of House of Commons, and gives rise to the publicity it
maintaining discipline on board and that has been does, there is no doubt whatsoever that this has an
kept. Probably the only real disappointment I have eVect on the 200,000 people of our Armed Forces.
in terms of powers being taken away is the power of There is a feeling of risk averseness out there now.
dismissal, which was very useful when you had a There is a feeling of legal encirclement. Legal
person who, for example, was a drug oVender or a encirclement is not just, by the way, about
persistent leave breaker or something like that, and disciplinary cases. You have to think about all the
to have him hanging around as opposed to being other things which are prevailing upon people doing
able to say that he should leave the Service is a their job in themost operationally eVective way theydrawback. However, seeing some of the measures can. It might be health and safety, it might be athat are being taken (which are not necessarily on the

working time directive, it might be the Food Safetyface of the Bill) to ensure that the whole Court
Act. It is certainly the culture of litigation and theMartial procedure is going to be expedited,
blame culture that pervades our life today. Theparticularly if we are going to finish up with things
answer to your question is yes, I am concerned aboutlike binding pleas and so forth, then I guess that may
risk averseness. There is absolutely no question innot be such a concern. If I have a small worry it is the
my mind that this is out there. I speak to a lot ofdismissal, but it is pretty small, and the new process
servicemen still and am involved in a variety ofthat will be put in place following the Bill should
diVerent ways with the Services still and it is veryallow that concern to be mitigated pretty much.
rare, if one gets into this conversation, not to detect
that. In fact, that anxiety comes right out into the

Q308MrHowarth: So your overall verdict is that the open. As you pointed out, the proportion of actual
Royal Navy is not going to be greatly disadvantaged events is very small. There is a huge amount of work
by the reduction in powers of their Commanding to be done by the Services, by the MoD and indeed,
OYcers? if I may suggest, Chairman, by committees such as
Admiral Lord Boyce: I do not believe so. your own to reassure the people in our Armed

Forces that there is not a reason to be risk averse,
Q309 Jim Sheridan: Admiral, you are aware that particularly in some of the good aspects that this Bill
there has been a great deal of press comment on the is bringing forward. The straight answer to your
number of cases being investigated in Iraq and given, question is yes, there is huge risk averseness out there
as I understand it, that there are only four Courts and aworry about where people stand in law. If I can
Martial out of 80,000 people in Iraq, are you give an example of that, and it is a rather light-
concerned about legal encirclement? Has that been hearted example and a true story, a unit was doing
overstated, or indeed exaggerated, by the press and training down in Lydd, which is where they do their
media and, more importantly, has that had an training for going to Iraq so that they know how to
adverse eVect or not on the Service personnel on the cope with a dangerous situation on the ground
ground? Are they extremely concerned now that where you might have civilians and you might have
their actions are subject to legal action and bad people, and a young soldier “shot” a good
investigation? person and the sergeant instructor came up and said,
Admiral Lord Boyce: It is probably important to give “Right, lad. That’s you for The Hague”. That is the
some background to this. I think we do need to feeling out there. People feel under pressure.
recognise that the Armed Forces are diVerent and
the manner in which they are required to go into a

Q310 Jim Sheridan: I am somewhat intrigued whenlethal situation, into harm’s way and to take life, is
you say that. In answer to my question about theabsolutely unique. I think that it is very important
press overstating or exaggerating these cases youthat for them to continue to do their job
suggested that that was perhaps also the case in theexceptionally well, which they do, the motor for this

is the esprit de corps and the ethos of the unit, House of Commons.
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Admiral Lord Boyce: No, I did not say they were things about this Bill is that it is going to allow us to
exaggerating. I said they were giving it huge do something about the appalling time that people
visibility. are left with a cloud hanging over their head, two

years, three years, which is completely unforgivable.
If this Bill does nothing else, if it helps with that itQ311 Jim Sheridan: Could you expand on that and
will be welcome. It will do more than that, of course.give us examples of what advice you would give
Chairman: The Judge Advocate General has givenpeople not to do it?
evidence and he has some very trenchant views onAdmiral Lord Boyce: There probably need to be
those concerns which we will take very careful notesome balancing comments, although I think one

would probably have to wait for a long time to get of.
balancing comments in the media. It is for those
people who have authority in the country to make
sure that the whole time one can temper or balance Q314 Mr Burrowes: It has been indicated to us that
one’s comments by saying, “This is only one case out the Trooper Williams case led to the specific
of 80,000”, or, “There have only been four cases”, or provision within the Bill to remove the power of a
that there were extraordinary circumstances at the commanding oYcer to dismiss any charge. Do you
time. They tend to get hyped up and, of course, share that view which has led to that provision and
soldiers, sailors and airmen read the press, they listen do you consider it to be an over-reaction to a
to the news, they hear it all going on, and the natural single case?
inclination of most people, not just servicemen, is to Admiral Lord Boyce: Had this Bill been in force
take one thing they hear and extrapolate it and before the Trooper Williams case, now two or three
imagine it is going on everywhere. years ago, I am sure we would not have got into the

sort of muddle we got into on that, and there was a
Q312 Mr Jones: Admiral, I am very interested to muddle there. That is to say that serious cases now
hear what you say. I have visited Iraq three times in which fall into that category, a Commanding OYcer
the last three years and I also went to Afghanistan at will not have the powers to investigate. He will have
the end of last year to visit troops there, and I have to pass them through to the Director of Service
to say that in those four visits the issue you have Prosecutions. Had this Bill been in force we might
raised in terms of people being risk averse has never not have got into the situation that we did, although,
been raised with me and I have also spoken on a of course, it was entirely within the right of the
regular basis, as I do as a member of the Defence Commanding OYcer to do what he did, which was
Committee, with members of the three Armed to investigate the case and take legal advice and
Forces. Do you not also think that yourself and the dismiss the case, as he did. Is it an over-reaction to
other Service chiefs are a bit to blame for hyping up disallow Commanding OYcers in future to dismiss
this in the press, by some of your comments, with cases? Of course, they will still be able to dismiss
great respect, and I accept that you do talk on a cases which fall outside the “very serious” allegedregular basis to them?

oVences, and I see no diYcultywith that power beingAdmiral Lord Boyce: I am sure that we all could play
taken away so far as non-operational oVences area better role in trying to dampen down this
concerned. In the field, in an operational situation,particular worry, and people like myself who are
the Commanding OYcer, of course, can decide thatsometimes standing up and speaking in theHouse of
there is no case that needs to be investigated as aLords debates and so forth perhaps need to re-look
result of hearing the outcome of a particularat how we are saying things in order not to fuel
engagement or whatever. My understanding is thatanxieties of that nature.
it is only if there is an allegation of an oVence that he
is required to take action, so, if you like, he canQ313 Mr Jones:One of the issues that has come out dismiss the case before it becomes a case if he isof this Bill, which is an issue that has been raisedwith
satisfied that the operational situation fell within theme, is not so much the actual blame culture, as you
rules of engagement and there was no case to becalled it, but trying to speed up, when an accusation
investigated. He still has that power or thatis made, the investigation of those complaints.
authority. To answer your question directly, I amWould you think that this Bill is at least trying to cut
not aware whether this clause arises as a direct resultthrough some of that and make sure, as you said in
of theWilliams case. This Bill has been being dreamtyour evidence, that the chain of command should
up for quite a long time now and that clause couldtake care of a lot of this? I have spoken to Service
have been in before the Williams case.personnel who do find that the process of

investigation takes too long and trying to get it
resolved quickly would be better.

Q315 Mr Burrowes: But in order to avoid theAdmiral Lord Boyce: I think this Bill has much to
muddle that arose in the Trooper Williams casecommend it and that is certainly one of the things
would you consider that there are alternativeways towhich I very much welcome, and particularly also,
deal with that muddle, as you describe it, rather thanalthough not on the face of the Bill, I am aware that
necessarily having a particular provision to removethe Judge Advocate General is also looking for side
the Commanding OYcer’s power which youletters, policy documents and so on which will help
describe may be a useful power to keep, particularlyto speed the process up, such as binding pleas, for

example, slips and so forth. One of the very welcome when one is in the field, for operational eVectiveness?
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Admiral Lord Boyce: I would have to think quite in a situation where he has to investigate because
there is an alleged oVence and he cannot dismiss ithard about that. I think what is being proposed in

the Bill solves the problem. I cannot think oV the top but the Service police will then pass it up to the
Director of Service Prosecutions, there is absolutelyof my head of a better solution than the one that is

being proposed. nothing to prevent a Commanding OYcer—and in
fact I believe it should be obligatory—writing what
you might call a circumstantial letter or a coveringQ316 Mr Burrowes: But aside from the Trooper
letter which sets the context of the event so thatwhenWilliams case would you consider it to have been a
the case appears before the Director of Serviceproblem?
Prosecutions he has the Service Police report and heAdmiral Lord Boyce: I am sorry; I am not sure I
has the Commanding OYcer’s appreciation of thefollow that.
situation, the context. Of course, as I am sure you are
aware, once theDirector of Service Prosecutions hasQ317 Mr Burrowes: If it had not been for the
decided there is a charge that can be raised, that canTrooperWilliams case would it have been a problem
be passed back to the CommandingOYcer to chargeto solve?
the person concerned and there is anotherAdmiral Lord Boyce: As I say, I think the solution
opportunity then for the Commanding OYcer towas in being before the Trooper Williams case
write to the DSP to say what the context was.appeared. Your advisers, Chairman, can probably
Although he cannot dismiss the case thesay whether it was but my feeling is that this clause
recommendation I would make is that there shouldwas already being worked on before the Trooper
be an obligation on the CommandingOYcer to raiseWilliams case.
a contextual letter in all cases where a case has gone
straight to the Director of Service ProsecutionsQ318 Chairman: It was probably existing but it was
which the Commanding OYcer himself has notnot being addressed prior to the Trooper Williams
tried.case. It was a potential problem.

Admiral Lord Boyce: The way the Bill is mooted, to
Q321 Mr Howarth: Can I put this to you? There is,give greater powers of investigation to the Service
I think, universal recognition that the chain ofpolice, to bring this person before the Director of
command is an extremely important component inService Prosecutions and so forth is because people
operational eVectiveness. Let us say that this goesperceived that a Trooper Williams case probably
through as drafted in this Bill. Can I put this to youcould arise and that is why I suspect this clause was
for your comment? The chain of command is verybeing worked on before the Trooper Williams case
much a two-way street. It is not simply that you asarose. So, if you like, the problem was being solved
the Commander give an order to a squaddie to gobefore the problem manifested itself in the
and do something which he then does withoutWilliams case.
question. He goes and does that without question
because he knows that if he acts in good faith andQ319 Mr Howarth: You oVer an interesting
does something wrong but in good faith, he is goingsolution, namely, that the Commanding OYcer
to get your support. It is the knowledge that he hasshould deem a case not to be a case, which is not one,
that support that enables him to take the orderI have to say, that I have personally considered. I
without question. Can I put it to you that if thecertainly think that it might oVer an opportunity of
Commanding OYcer does have removed, asdealing with the problem for the chain of command.
proposed in this Bill, the powers to dismiss seriousI think it will be complicated by the presence of
charges that could damage the chain of command?lawyers hovering around, particularly in the present
Admiral Lord Boyce: First of all, let me totally agreecircumstances in Iraq, and trying to hoover up
with you if I may, and that is why I used the wordbusiness by stirring up trouble amongst Iraqis and I
“fabric” in relation to the ethos in commandwould be interested in your view on that.
relationships. It is a two-way system and it is veryAdmiral Lord Boyce: You mean ambulance-chasing
important that the accused, and indeed his peerlawyers rather than the Service lawyers and so forth,
group and the whole company of the unit, whateverthe people who are out there?
sort of unit it is, perceives that the Commanding
OYcer has control of the way he operates andQ320 Mr Howarth: I do mean private lawyers
everything else, and I stand by what I said. I amseeking to make money out of the diYculties faced
relaxed about having this power to dismiss the caseby British troops.
removed but that is why I think it should beAdmiral Lord Boyce: I am sure that you are
obligatory, and it should be known that it isabsolutely right and it is part of the litigation culture.
obligatory, that the Commanding OYcer will writeOne of my concerns, coming back to the legal
a contextual letter, in order to give that confidenceencirclement question, is that there are people who
to his people that they know that the operationalare marauding around looking for business, if you
case has been fully understood.like, who could well provoke an allegation being

made which then would force an investigation. I do
think it is important to realise though, and I Q322 Mr Jones: Can we turn to the European

Convention on Human Rights? I think you gaveunderstand this will happen as a sort of side letter for
the Bill or in the guide of how one conducts one’s evidencewhen youwereChief ofDefence StaV to the

Defence Committee on this. Do you think that thebusiness if nothing else, that if theCommander is put
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UK Armed Forces would benefit from the Chairman: I do not think we should get bogged
down in this. We are due shortly to go on a visit toConvention being incorporated into military law or
Iraq and it might be something we try to pursuedo you think that Britain, like some other nations,
while we are over there to see what evidence there iswould benefit from an opt-out?
for this. I think we should move on now.Admiral Lord Boyce: I think that when the EHCR

was first brought into being in 1950, I think it was, to
ensure that the excesses of Nazi-ism were never seen Q326 Vera Baird: It is a pretty related question
again, the noble ideals that it had then were ones actually. You said in evidence to our predecessor
entirely which the country, of course, should sign up Committee that you had some concerns about UK
for and theArmedForces as well.What concernsme service personnel going to the ICC, and indeed you
is the way the EHCR has drifted over the last 50 told us the story about, “That’s you for the Hague,
years so that it deals with such important cases as lad”, which is a reference to that, I guess. Am I
school uniforms now. I have a worry sometimes that right in thinking you accepted that it is a very high
that comes back to legal encirclement. Sometimes threshold before one is likely to get to the ICC, and
one can find oneself having to fend oV some of the what you are concerned about is the kind of
more trivial aspects that we see brought before the creeping jurisdiction you have already talked about
EHCR—trivial in my mind—which can aVect in other contexts?
operational eVectiveness. I do not think there is any Admiral Lord Boyce: It is just that, it is creeping
option about opting out now and, even if one was jurisdiction. I am prepared to be patronised, as I
allowed to legally, understandably, I cannot see that am, over my concerns about the ICC and I am sure

today we do not have a problem. What I amthe Government would be minded to do that. I
concerned about though is that in the years to comeentirely understand that, and Iwouldwant to be sure
we will see this sort of creeping jurisdiction as hasit was legally possible anyway without backing out
happened in the ECHR and that you can finish upof the entire system altogether. I guess that we have
with an eminent bunch of people on the ICC andto live with it but it is a concern that when these
a creeping jurisdiction which could produce alegislative tools come in sometimes they can be
situation where our people are vulnerable. I do notmanipulated and you finish up having to do things
believe there is anybody—Government advisers orwhich you never dreamt you would have to do in the
otherwise—who would be prepared to stand up andfirst place in terms of triviality.
say, “It will never, ever be a problem.” I cannot
think of anyone who would be so unwise as to use

Q323 Mr Jones: Has your experience led to the word “never”. Because the word “never”
diYculties? You also admit that it gives rights to cannot be used, I have that concern. But I have to
servicemen and women. say that the Armed Forces Bill which is before us

has helped to allay my concerns somewhat becauseAdmiral Lord Boyce: Yes.
I think it does show the even more conscientious
way we intend to conduct our investigations and

Q324 Mr Jones: When you were operational were deal with disciplinary cases and so forth which
you aware of any situations which hindered the should help to satisfy the International Criminal
chain of command? Do you know of any examples? Court that we are keeping our side of the bargain;
Admiral Lord Boyce: I commanded from the age of we the UK are keeping our side of the bargain by
28, from lieutenant through every rank up to investigating cases properly.
admiral, but fortunately most of my time in
command was before the culture we have today Q327 Vera Baird: Thank you. That is reasonably
started to become as pervasive and intrusive as it has clear I think. In July of last year when there was a
done. I personally do not ever recall being troubled chain of command debate in the House of Lords,
by that sort of compliance. you also talked about the danger of bolting on some

sort of independent oversight or adjudication, and
this was when you were talking about the impactQ325 Mr Jones: You have said again “this culture on the chain of command. Does that mean youthat is there” and to Mr Howarth you used the would reject completely the establishment of an

scenario of ambulance chasers. Have you actually independent mechanism for redress of complaints?
got any evidence of this, any examples in Iraq, for Admiral Lord Boyce: Yes, I would. I think it is very
example, or in any other operational field, where this important redress is dealt with by the single services.
ambulance chasing culture is going on? It is easy to There are probably ways of improving the way we
say but I find it is diYcult to give concrete answers. do our redress systems at the moment within the
Admiral Lord Boyce: I do not have any which I can Services, and it could be delegated down from the
give to the Committee, Chairman. I have to saywhat single service boards, but I do think it is important
I have is hearsay but I am aware there are lawyers that redress is dealt with by people who understand
out there who are looking for business and I believe the problems, who have lived with the problems
encourage the sort of litigious cases that we see. themselves, and who really will appreciate what it is
Mr Jones: How can you say that, Admiral, if it is they are actually handling. As I say, the Armed
just hearsay? Forces are unique, people need to understand what
Mr Howarth: We all know there are lawyers out they are about. It is for that reason, for example, I

believe that the face of the Bill at the moment saysthere making it their business—
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the CourtMartial will still be involved in sentencing. Q329 Vera Baird: So you are agreeing with that
being the root of your concern. Actually that is theMoving away from redress, I think it is extremely
root of your concern about any prospect ofimportant—and I know there are some who wish to
removing service personnel on the board fromchange that—that that stays in the Bill. I think it is
sentencing too, that by doing that youmight removevitally important that the court is still involved in
the context?sentencing, as it is today, and that is on the face of
Admiral Lord Boyce: Absolutely.the Bill. I think it is very important the court is

drawn from the service from which the accused has
Q330 Vera Baird:Letme just put this to you becausealso been taken, for the same sort of reason. We do
my next question is going to be about Courtsnot want to have, without in any way being rude, an
Martial, so it is a happiness you have moved on toArmy logistician or a Navy cook and somebody else
procedures there. In the civilian courts people dosorting out how a fighter pilot has crashed his
have to be sentenced for cases which a judge will notaeroplane, for example. Also on the face of the Bill
know anything about—very complex fraud, forat the moment it says, “The Director of Service
instance, or health and safety involving the internalProsecutions should be a person who . . .” et cetera,
workings of a power station and the whole contextet cetera, and I think it should be saying, “. . . a
of that industry—and they do manage to do that inperson with relevant service experience”, and I
a way which appears to be reasonably satisfactorybelieve that is an amendment which should be made
because they get evidence put before them by theto the Bill. It needs to be someone who understands
Crown and by the defence about the entire contextthe service context. While on the subject of Court
and they can call witnesses, including theMartial, can I just say that I think the concept of the
Commanding OYcer and so on. Is that not a betternew Court Martial process of having standing
way of doing it than having personnel totallyCourts Martial will help the speeding up of the
untrained in sentencing from being engaged in theprocess, so it is much to be welcomed. I understand
actual decision on the sentence?at the moment the intention is to have three of those Admiral Lord Boyce: I do not think so because in theCourt Martial centres well displaced from any naval civil case, the civil situation, the judge is unlikely to

area and actually well displaced from Scotland and have escaped going through his life without having
the South West of England, and I do think it is met health and safety problems or traYc problems
important that one of those Court Martial centres or social problems of the sort where he will
should be in Portsmouth andmaybe one in Scotland understand the technical context when it is given to
and one in the South West. Courts Martial him because he has been involved in some way or
obviously primarily deal with the trial of the person another; he is bound to have been. The Service
accused but the news of the Court Martial and what environment, as I have said a couple of times
goes out is absorbed by the community in local already, is totally unique and to understand the
newspapers and so forth, so it is good for the context of why a person has put his ship aground, for
consumption of the community, in the case of example, or how it could have happened and what
Portsmouth the naval community there. So I think it the prevailing situation was at the time, or what was
will be a pity if we finish up with Court Martial the operational situation at the time, can only be
centres well displaced from any naval environment properly understood I believe by people who
and also geographically a long way away from some understand the environment, as a result of which I
areas of the country where servicemen are, because think they should be involved in the sentencing, in
of course it is painful to our new slim-manned the case of a CourtMartial, or involved in redress on

a redress board.services to have people disappearing as witnesses for
days on end because geographically the court is so
far away from their place of work, if you like. So I Q331 Vera Baird: It is quite an odd idea, is it not, to
am slightly concerned that there may be no Court have people who have no training whatsoever in
Martial centre in the Portsmouth area or indeed sentencing, no training in sentencing of any kind?
Scotland and the South West of England. We have a magistracy now and it is very highly

trained and it has guidelines and hierarchical
processes by which you can appeal.
Admiral Lord Boyce: If I may, I cannot rememberQ328 Vera Baird: Can I go back to the point of the
what the training is for magistrates but it is two daysquestion really and try and probe your answer a tiny
a year, is it not?bit more. I think your opposition to this, if that is not

too strong a word, is because you are concerned at
the loss of the service context which might be Q332 Vera Baird: For?
implicit in any independent involvement, and it is Admiral Lord Boyce: Magistrates.
that fear, is it, rather than a rejection of sometimes a
need for independent involvement that is at the root Q333 Vera Baird: No, it is far more than that.
of your concern? Independent, okay, as long as the Admiral Lord Boyce: First of all, there is of course
military context, is understood—is that correct? the Judge Advocate who will be advising the Court
Admiral Lord Boyce: I could envisage where it may Martial. Secondly, when you say the court has not
be sometimes desirable to have an independent had experience of sentencing, throughout their
person sitting on a redress board, but I still think the service life they would have been involved in service

disciplinary matters, either as an adviser to theredress board should be a service board.
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accused or being part of the investigative process. Vera Baird: Thank you very much.
Also, the range of sentences is very much what the
Judge Advocate will advise them on, what they are Q336 Chairman: Thank you very much for the

evidence you have given this morning. You didallowed to give, what is the limit, and, further more,
with these standing Courts Martial they will be mention at least one amendment you thought ought

to be made to the Bill and it might be helpful, if youbuilding up experience in the whole business of
sentencing. have any thoughts on an amendment or a series of

amendments, to give us a note on them.
Admiral Lord Boyce: It is as simple as I have actuallyQ334 Vera Baird:There is a real danger, I am afraid,

that the service personnel who are there will confer said. The clause to which I am referring is 355(1)
where it says, “HerMajesty may appoint a person asabout something which is not made known to the

defendant about the context which hemight disagree the Director of Service Prosecutions.” I am saying it
should say, “Her Majesty should appoint a personwith whichmight in fact be incorrect, and that might

be influential in the sentence and it will not be with relevant service experience.”
transmitted to the defendant so he can rebut it or
deal with it. That I perceive as a potential unfairness Q337 Chairman: That is helpful.

Admiral Lord Boyce: It is as simple as that. If thatin what you are suggesting.
Admiral Lord Boyce: If that is a legal technicality, saves us exchanging letters, that is it.

Mr Howarth: Chairman, can I invite Lord Boyce tomaybe there is a way of dealing with it. I am not an
expert such as yourself in legal aVairs. It may be tell us if he has a further idea about “relevant service

experience” because it might help.there is a way of dealing with that technically.
Chairman: I understand the point you are making
but if we start to debate that—Q335 Vera Baird: More broadly, the Judge

AdvocateGeneral has suggested that thewayCourts Mr Howarth: Not now but in writing.
Martial function should be aligned as close as
possible to civilian courts. Do you think that is Q338 Chairman: If his Lordship wishes to make a

further written submission, that is his prerogativedriving in the right direction, as it were?
Admiral Lord Boyce: I amafraid I amnot suYciently and we will receive it, but I do not think we can insist

on him doing so.expert in the civilian courts. I do not know enough
about civilian courts and civil jurisprudence to Admiral Lord Boyce: Thank you, Chairman. Thank

you very much.answer that.

Witnesses: Admiral Sir Jonathon Band, Chief of the Naval StaV and First Sea Lord, Air Chief Marshal Sir
Jock Stirrup,Chief of the Air StaV andGeneral SirMike Jackson,Chief of the General StaV, gave evidence.

Chairman: Good morning and thank you for with it. We used to have, as I say, greater powers.
agreeing to meet with the Committee this morning. With some of those it was time to change them and
We are very grateful for the opportunity to have what has been interesting, as you see them develop,
your point of view on the Bill and its various is some of the things the Navy found very useful in
provisions. an operational circumstance have now seen favour

with the Army and the Air Force. So we have really
seen a good example of best practice being taken. SoQ339 Bob Russell: Good morning, gentlemen. A
I am entirely happy with what we have retained.very short question to each of the three of you: what
General Sir Mike Jackson: As far as the Army isare the key elements of the existing regimes for
concerned, I would echo the fundamental place ofdealing with summary oVences which each Service
the Commanding OYcer in holding good order andidentified as being vital to operational eVectiveness?
military discipline and we are content that the newAdmiral Sir Jonathon Band: The heart of all this,
Bill secures that position. There have been changeswhich is why the Bill is right, is its support for the
but they are not changes which we think in any wayCommanding OYcer in the execution of military
are significantly detrimental to that pole positionoperations and the defence of that. As you know,
which we would wish the Commanding OYcer tohistorically the naval Commanding OYcer had the
hold.greatest powers from when Nelson’s captains
Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: I agree. The keyravaged the seas around the world and there was no
element for me in this Bill is the recognition thatcommunication, no emails, so they had to have the
within the over-arching context of UK law thepower to do things. So when we looked at today’s
Armed Forces are diVerent and we need to maintainworld we had some which, frankly, needed tidying
the appropriate system ofmilitary disciplinewhich isup in the Naval Acts even if we had not gone this
crucial to successful operations; a key element inway, so the ones which were left were the ones which
that is the chain of command and that chain ofwere the oVences which normally happened which
command has to work within a recognised singlehe could act on in support of his wish for good order
framework of law that applies both at home and onand proper operational eVectiveness, so the package
operations. In my view the Bill reflects this. Thethe Navy insisted on, which is all there, is the top 10

in terms ofwhat is likely to happen and how you deal disciplinary strand is key within this, the role of
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the Commander is recognised and the process General Sir Mike Jackson: There is certainly an
interest because, with their pivotal position in therecognises the unique pressures and conditions of

military service and ties that very clearly to the chain administration of the military justice system, they
are bound to be interested. A concern? No, I haveof command. So I think this meets as far as the Air

Force is concerned our demands on that score. not detected a concern that in some way the new Bill
is going to erode or reduce their position. That is not
something I have come across. In fact to some extentQ340 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: A lot of the aspects in
it is the other way, because there are a small numberthe Bill which have received a lot of attention deal
of oVences which are not now capable of being triedwith the powers of the Commanding OYcer. The
and one which will be, and with the extended powersBill actually says that the definition of Commanding
beingmade available—I do not suppose in theArmyOYcer will be determined by the Defence Council.
that the full extensionwill be asked for very often butHave you had discussions about what that definition
it is there—it is certainly administratively moreis likely to be?
simple of course than having to go to CourtMartial.Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: I personally have not
So I do not detect any great concern.but, as you probably know, this is Day Three in my

current position. I do not see this as an issue. The
Q344 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Do I take it from yourthree Acts have all played this slightly diVerently.
answers that you are not going to begin this trainingNaval Regulations are quite clear on the definition
until the Bill actually becomes law?of Commanding OYcer and I am not aware that this
General Sir Mike Jackson: I would have thoughtwill be an issue at all. It can be done. The other two
that was exactly where we should be. There may yetwill have their say. I am quite clear what the naval
be amendments, I suspect, and no doubt this is partdefinition is and I am quite clear that those issues are
of your function here. There is time to do this, as Igeneric to command.
have said.General Sir Mike Jackson: It is not going to

change, I do not think, in any significant way from
Q345 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: So you are happy thewhere we are today. That definition is laid down by
wheels will move quickly enough to enable thatregulation and in that rather circular fashion the
training to be done in time?regulation says, “The Commanding OYcer is the
General Sir Mike Jackson: Yes. Given that mostoYcer appointed to command”, which is pretty
Commanding OYcers are in post for two and a halfstraightforward. I do not think there is any diYculty
years or so, most of the Commanding OYcers ofhere at all.
today will have moved on by the time the Bill comes
into force. It will be the next generation whom weQ341 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Are the regulations the will be paying our attentions to.same for all three Services? Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: We pay a lot ofAdmiral Sir Jonathon Band: They are slightly attention to training and preparing our people fordiVerent in places. their role in this regard, and I am quite content thereGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: The wording is pretty is more than suYcient time to roll in all the changedmuch the same. provisions of any new Act.Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: We will have to

see what the Defence Council structure says, but we
Q346 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: If I could just ask thedo not expect any substantive change from the
Admiral, obviously we have been concentrating oncurrent position which is entirely satisfactory.
increased provisions, in the Navy there is a slight
decrease so there is probably more of an awareness

Q342 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: If I could concentrate than additional training required?
on General Jackson and Air Chief Marshal Stirrup Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: I think it is less because
on this: there is going to be an increase in the we are reducing. Through a combination of courses,
oVences and sentencing powers for the Army not least the key Commanding OYcer’s designate
and Air Force Commanding OYcers, do you course, where they go through all these personnel,
think your Commanding OYcers have had HR, disciplinary things, it really is not an issue,
suYcient information at this stage about how particularly as in answer to Mr Russell I said some
their responsibilities will be increased? of those areas which are now removed from the
General Sir Mike Jackson:Given that the Bill, on the provisions have not been used since Jutland, so there
assumption it progresses through and is signed into is not a lot required. Much more I think will be the
law, will not become eVective I think until 2008, sort of changes in how the CO will deal with the
there is more than suYcient time to do all the issues when there is a serious case and it goes straight
training preparation that is required before the Bill to the Prosecutor. I think those are the sort of
comes into forces as an Act. I would ask you not to nuances which will be generic to all of us.
have concern there. We will make entirely sure that Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Thank you.
those who will be administering the new Bill are
thoroughly conversant with it. Q347 Bob Russell: The civilian police, as we know,

have primacy in investigating incidents which occur
within their jurisdiction, and the civilian policeQ343 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Is there an interest in

Commanding OYcers about this which you have decide whether they or the Service Police will pursue
the investigation. The question is, are you contentdetected? Is there a concern?
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with the current division of responsibility between General Sir Mike Jackson: It is very important
indeed. Nobody would wish to put a young mancivilian and Service Police for the investigation of
through the experience which he had. I think we areincidents in the UK?
all fairly clear as to how the Trooper Williams caseGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: Yes.
arose. As you say, Mr Howarth, it was dismissed byAir Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: Yes.
the Commanding OYcer on legal advice and ofAdmiral Sir Jonathon Band: Yes.
course that is a final act within the military justice
system, there is no further process after dismissal of

Q348 Bob Russell: It may be hypothetical at the a charge. It is of course dismissal without any form
moment but it is less likely to be hypothetical, with of hearing, purely done therefore on the legal advice
the selling-oV of married quarters, family houses, given. It is a fact that for serious charges committed
and a case inmy own constituency where Annington overseas there are two jurisdictions, there is of
Homes are flogging oV homes as quickly as they can, course themilitary jurisdiction but for serious crimes
and you now have civilian families and military the civil one also applies. So albeit there was closure
families living in the same street. If incidents occur, under the military system there still was the
who actually is going to have the responsibility? Is it possibility of prosecution under the civilian system.
the civilian police or the Ministry of Defence Police? So that explains why Trooper Williams went to the
General Sir Mike Jackson: It is quite a hypothetical position he unfortunately did, because there were
question because most married patches, if I can use other views about the weight of the evidence against
that phrase, are outside of the wire and therefore the him. We all know the outcome and I am very happy
primary responsibility is for the Home OYce that outcome was achieved. By removing the ability
Police Force. of the Commanding OYcer to dismiss charges with
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: Yes. which he cannot himself deal at the summary

level, we will avoid any such reoccurrence ofGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: There are a series of
these extraordinary circumstances which broughtprotocols laid down whereby the adjudication can
Trooper Williams to the Old Bailey. Putting itbe made as to who is best placed to deal with
another way round, I would find it very hardwhatever oVence occurs. It is impossible to be
logically to arguewhy aCommandingOYcer shouldspecific here. There are several arrangements, very
retain, or even have in the first instance, the powerwell rehearsed, and in my experience there has never
to dismiss a charge with which he cannot himselfbeen any diYculty here.
deal; that seems to be a matter properly that should
go to Court Martial, for the evidence to be tested

Q349 Bob Russell: Could I ask that perhaps that be there.
taken away and re-visited because I think this is now
going to build up with the increasing sale of MoD

Q351 Mr Howarth: I will put the same question tohouses, estates which have always been historically
you,General and to your colleagues, as I put toLordpoliced by the MoD police now have civilians living
Boyce: is it not the case that the chain of commandwithin the former military establishment.
is a two-way street? It is not simply a question of aAir Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: I think the key
squaddie accepting without question the order of hisissue is to ensure there is a proper and eVective
Commander, he accepts that order unquestionablyprocess and mechanism for resolving these issues
because he knows that if he acts in good faith, he willwhen they arise because each circumstance is going
be backed up by his Commanding OYcer, and thatto be diVerent. Certainly my own experience is that
this change does potentially undermine that bargainthe relationship, particularly in terms of family
and that you may therefore not find thathousing, between local MoD personnel and the
the squaddie is prepared to accept the orderHome OYce police force is extremely good. It is
unquestionably.almost impossible to answer your question in
General Sir Mike Jackson: If I may, I think you putadvance, it will depend upon the case, but what I do
that too strongly.believe is that the mechanisms and processes are in

place to resolve those issues at the time.
Q352 Mr Howarth: It was to test the argument,
General.

Q350MrHowarth:One of the key issues of course is General Sir Mike Jackson: Indeed, Sir. We should
the power of the Commanding OYcers and one of not forget that for 30-something years in a single
the major changes is that the power of the jurisdiction—because it was Northern Ireland and
Commanding OYcer to dismiss a very serious case, therefore the domestic jurisdiction of this country,
like murder or rape, will now be removed. That there was no dual jurisdiction—the law was very
whole issue was highlighted by the case of Trooper clear that serious crimes committed by servicemen in
Williams, where one of the major criticisms was the this country are subject to the civil jurisdiction, and
ability of the Director Army Legal Services to refer we have had a number of cases in Northern
that case to theAttorneyGeneral for possible trial in Ireland—we do not have to rehearse them now but
civilian courts, despite the fact that Trooper I think we are all perfectly well aware of them—
Williams’ own Commanding OYcer, on the advice where a soldier with hindsight was alleged to have
of theArmyLegal Service, had dismissed the charge. gone outside the reasonable use of force and the
How important is it that the case of Trooper Commanding OYcer had no part to play in this

whatsoever because it was only a single jurisdiction.Williams does not reoccur?
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So I do not see it as breaching this, as you quite House of Lords on 14 July last year, there was an
rightly say, two-way street of trust but we do get unhealthy determination that TrooperWilliams was
ourselves into diYcult waters. In good faith, the going to bemade to face a charge. I have seen a letter
Commanding OYcer will stand behind him, yes, which emanated from the Adjutant General which
that does not mean, I am afraid, the Commanding says, “With the current legal, political and ginger
OYcer saying, “I believe this man to be innocent”, group interest in the deaths of Iraqi civilians during
because he is not in a position to say that because he Op Telic, there is a significant possibility that this
has not tested the evidence in that way. What he can case, our investigation and the subsequent failure to
do is give a more moral and material support at that oVer a prosecution . . .” a phrase which I think
point, and that is exactly what happens. hardly Pontius Pilate would have used, “. . . could
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: I am interested, Mr become a cause célèbre for pressure groups.”Do you
Howarth, in your comment. I personally do not think there was in that case pressure to oVer up for
think it will damage the moral contract between prosecution? Are you content that there will still be
Commanding OYcer and service persons. Indeed, in under this Bill a process under which there will not
some ways it might help it. He has his summary be complete military closure in that there will be the
powers and he does it and you then have the care continuing opportunity for the Attorney General
system, the disciplinary system, working in the to review?
regiment or the ship, and I think everyone knows General Sir Mike Jackson:There is quite a lot in that
about that. Now that he is limited and certain question.
serious cases go straight to the Prosecutor, evidence
having been given, theCOor the regiment or the unit

Q355Mr Howarth: Indeed, but it is quite a big issue.can turn for the proper care of the individual until he
General Sir Mike Jackson: Indeed. Let me try andgoes to court, which is actually a very important part
take it step by step. I touched on it in my previousof it. So I do not think this will hurt this contract,
remarks regarding the Williams case. There was aparticularly if the whole process can be speeded up
very diYcult situation which arose whereby the case,in the answering of these cases anyway.
having been dismissed, other legal opinion was ofAir Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: If I may add, I
the very clear view that the case should not have beenam not sure this is the key issue with regard to the
dismissed, and that the weight of evidence was suchquestion you are asking. There must always be a
that it should have gone to trial. But at that stage, asprocess for testing whether somebody has acted
I said before, the process of military jurisdiction hadlegally and in good faith in the context of the orders
run its course. But Williams was still vulnerablethey were given. That is right and proper. The
under the civil jurisdiction; he was vulnerable tochange in process, following the Trooper Williams
prosecution because there had been no action undercase, has ensured that that particular issue is

addressed in one place coherently and decisively. that jurisdiction. It was felt proper and in Williams’
What is crucial in terms of maintaining that bond of interests that the evidence should be put before the
trust is that people understand and feel that their Attorney for him to make a decision as to whether
actions are going to be judged in the context in which this evidence was weighty enough or not, and we
they are operating, not as if theywere walking down, know what happened, and he referred it to the
dare I say, Watford High Street, but the fact they Crown Prosecution Service who did instigate a
were downtown Basra with everything that that prosecution which then failed at a subsequent stage.
implies. So our concern is that the military justice So that is the process by which this happened. We
system and the aspects of it which are covered in the have already covered I think the point that this
Armed Forces Bill clearly recognise that diVerence would not happen again under the newBill and there
from civilian life. That, it seems to me, is the is a safeguard there. The Attorney’s position, I
fundamental point inmaintaining this bond of trust. know, has been the subject of considerable

comment, I think a lot of it very ill-found inmy view,
if I may say so.Q353 Mr Howarth: I think we will come on to

develop that later on, but it could be fairly concluded
then, would you all three agree, that the removal of Q356 Chairman: It might be helpful if I say at thispower to dismiss these more serious cases is not point that the Attorney has oVered to come andgoing to have a detrimental eVect on operational

speak to us.eVectiveness? You are all going to stand up and
General Sir Mike Jackson: Perhaps I should go noassert to Parliament here assembled that you can
further then at this stage. That will be a matter forgive that assurance on behalf of the men and women
him. SuYce it for me to say at this point that he hasyou represent?
exactly the same relationship in my understandingGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: Yes.
with the heads of the three Service ProsecutingAdmiral Sir Jonathon Band: Yes.
Authorities as he does with the Crown Prosecution
Service, as he does with the Customs & Excise

Q354 Mr Howarth: The whole Trooper Williams Prosecution Service; he is the senior law oYcer of the
case centred on the fact, as you said, General, that Crown. It is not for me in any way to go any further
military closure had happened and there was only on this.
one other way of reviewing it, which was to go
through the civilian route. There are some who
believe, and LordMayhew expressed this view in the Q357 Chairman: Thank you very much.
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General Sir Mike Jackson: Certainly I have read be an alternative charge to murder which may take
in certain types of incidents. Would you agree withGeneral Howell’s evidence to you where he makes it

utterly clear that he and he alone takes the final that or could you perhaps give some examples of
how that would operate?decision, and that he and his other Service

Prosecuting colleagues do not in any way recognise Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: This is very
much an issue of the law of the land, and I do notpolitical influence in their decisions. I read his

evidence to that eVect and I would agree with it. think it is for us to illustrate how such a thing might
operate. All I would say is that it is an interesting
notion and I think it is one which should be exploredQ358 Chairman: Exactly. We have heard evidence,
properly before a decision is reached.most notably from Mr Gilbert Blades,
General Sir Mike Jackson: I would absolutely agreerecommending that Service personnel accused of
with that. I have had some experience over the yearsserious oVences in the UK should have a right to
of soldiers who have found themselves in thiselect for trial in a civilian court rather than Court
very diYcult position, with which one has hugeMartial. If we were minded, which we are not
sympathy, where with hindsight it is alleged theynecessarily, to put something of that nature in the
have used more than reasonable force, because thatBill, would you object to that?
is the phrase in the law of course—“reasonable”—General Sir Mike Jackson: I would, but you have
and one has great sympathy with them. Murder is aheard enough from me at the moment.
chilling word, and to be accused ofmurder is a prettyAir Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: It is not for us
awful thing. It also puts, it seems to me, theor, dare I say, it seems tome for an accused, to decide
servicemen in the same sort of category, though he ishow they are going to be tried, it is for the law of the
in the heat of the moment and may or may not haveland and the processes attendant upon that. All we
used more than reasonable force, as somebody whowould say is that we are entirely satisfied with what
goes out with premeditation to kill a relative oris in the Armed Forces Bill in that regard.
whatever. It seems to me that the nature of theseGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: I agree.
oVences is quite diVerent but they are of courseAdmiral Sir Jonathon Band: I agree with that
encompassed in the single charge of murder. So likeentirely.
my colleagues, I think this ought to be looked at, and
if a more understanding way of administering, if

Q359 Chairman: The Director of Service need be, the law to somebody who has been outside
Prosecutions according to these provisions could be the use of reasonable force could be found, I think I
a civilian. Are you content with that? would be absolutely in favour of it.
General Sir Mike Jackson: No. Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: Which is why we are
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: My view is quite clear monitoring this current debate in the civil context; it
on this. We all agree there is something about may well tell us something which is quite useful.
military operations which is diVerent and therefore
we need our own Act and our own context, and

Q361 Jim Sheridan:Under the civil system, a chargetherefore there is a consistency in that the Court
can be reduced to manslaughter. Would that beMartial can be and should be slightly diVerent from
possible?a county court case, and I think to have a
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: I am not an expert onprosecuting service run by people who do not know
the current provisions being discussed but, in thethe context in which this is all enacted is just
American jargon, Murder 1, 2, 3 is an issue which iscounter-intuitive.
being discussed much broader than the military. IAir Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: I go back to the
think there might be something in there for us,point Imade in response toMrHowarth. Key to this
particularly where—and I talk here as a sort ofcontract with our people is the understanding that
guardian of theMarines—this snap decision is madetheir actions are going to be considered and judged
in the context where there is absolutely noin the context in which they took place. I do not see
diVerentiation at all and it may just be theman’s call,any way in which a civilian could possibly guarantee
and to put him up on the same charge, as Generalto be able to do that.
Jackson has said, looks a bit harsh. I think we watchGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: There would be a lack of
what the civil practice comes up and there may becredibility and a lack of authority within the Armed
something for us there.Services, I think, which would completely erode the

status of that position. If people felt somebody had
not for himself or herself experienced operational Q362 Mr Burrowes:We have heard from the Judge
conditions and all the stress and the fear which goes Advocate General, who has expressed his own
with it, this would not carry any weight. perception that somehow the Court Martial system
Chairman: That is admirably clear. is less fair than its civilian counterpart. Do you in

any way see a reaction to that perception? Do you
share that concern? He has taken it further byQ360 Jim Sheridan: Gentlemen, as I understand it,

under the current system where Service personnel seeking to meet that concern by wanting to look at
increasing the size of the panels in Courts Martial.are engaged in operations there is very little latitude

to take on board extenuating circumstances, for Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: I am not aware he has
said it. I am amazed he has because I think it is aninstance when someone is charged with murder. The

noble lord, Lord Moonie, who has extensive extremely fair system. One of the things ensuring its
fairness is that the whole context in which people areexperience of these issues, has suggested there should
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charged, judged and sentenced is by people who are General Sir Mike Jackson: Unanimity is clearly a
decision about which you can have absolutefrom their background and understanding and that

is absolutely fundamental to it. I have not heard that confidence. Just like a civilian jury, if you know you
have a unanimous view out of your 12 jurors youwillsuggestion but what I have heard him talk about is

the size of courts and where they should be, and I have that extra degree of confidence that the verdict
is the appropriate one than if you know you have awould resist some of those proposals if in fact they

try and turn the Court Martial into a county court majority verdict of, say, 10 to 2. That seems to me to
be self-evident. If the Judge Advocate General is(military) because it is not. There is a debate about

numbers of people and we can go into that if you suggesting that Courts Martial should go to 12 on
the Courts Martial panel, I think that may be anwant to, but one thing I would say very firmly is that

the servicemenwhomake up the CourtMartial team excessive number and would be administratively
quite diYcult to achieve and arguably, perhaps, itshould be into judgment and sentencing because that

is, as both of my colleagues have said, all part of the would be unnecessary in the Service context to go to
such a number. Again, I do not have some fixed ideacontext of military law.

Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup:A key feature of about this. I think three, five, perhaps seven,
depending on the severity of the charge, is the sort ofthe Armed Forces Bill is that there is a duty when

sentencing to have regard to some issues which are area we should be looking at.
not the same as in the civilian system, particularly Admiral Sir Jonathon Band:Personally, on the heavy
the maintenance of discipline, which as I mentioned charges, I think we are safer on the five to seven
earlier is a key strand through all of this. If, in figure than three.
considering sentencing, one is having regard to the General Sir Mike Jackson: Yes, without doubt.
maintenance of discipline, one has to understand
what that means, what things aVect discipline and

Q366MrBurrowes:The other suggestion he hadwaswhat things do not. So it seems to me the military
in terms of the administration of the courts andinvolvement in sentencing is absolutely fundamental
moving that to the Department of Constitutionalto the eVectiveness of a military justice system.
AVairs rather than the military.Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: It is more than just
Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: An interestingdealing with that one case, it is how that case reads
question. My instinctive reaction would be against.across the rest of the regiment, the rest of the Navy.
General Sir Mike Jackson: Yes. Is it clear what
advantage might be seen by such a rearrangement?

Q363Mr Burrowes: The Judge Advocate General in
support of his own argument was suggesting there is

Q367 Mr Burrowes: In the same way as equalisingnot the training that you see perhaps in the civil
with the civil system where the judge has controlcontext with lay magistrates, and that is a fault
over the listing, all the arrangements, that it couldwhich would mean there would need to be some
come under his control.changes.
General Sir Mike Jackson: If I may, the JudgeAir Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: First of all, we
Advocate’s views here may be further towardsgive our people a great deal of training on legal issues
alignment with the civilian method than we threethroughout their careers. I have been through it so I
here may be comfortable with.can vouch for that. We also do not just have lay

people on Courts Martial, there is relevant legal
expertise there of course as well, and this is a Q368 Mr Burrowes: I think he recognised he was
judgment reached by the entire panel, so I do not pushing the boat out.
accept that proposition. Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: This is not a

civilian system.
General Sir Mike Jackson: Absolutely.Q364 Mr Burrowes: In relation to the size of panels,
Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: It has to be atdo you have a view about the suggestion to increase
least as fair as and as good as any civilian system—the size of panels when dealing with serious cases?
and in my view it is—but it is not a civilian system.Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: This is a matter
Going back to the points I made earlier aboutof fine judgment. There is a balance to be struck
confidence in it and the importance of thatbetween a spread of opinion and expertise in serious
confidence to our overall operational eVectiveness,cases, ensuring they are looked at properly, as is only
this is a move which would raise some doubt inright, but also the practicality of it and also ensuring
people’s minds in that regard. So the benefit ofwe retain that military involvement in the Court
moving would have to be overwhelmingly greaterMartial panel which considers not just the findings
than the disbenefit wewould see, and it is not clear tobut also the sentence. So I do not have a view on
mewhat it is. I do not think administrative tidiness iswhat the perfect number is, but clearly there are
a suitable benefit to outweigh the disadvantages.many issues to be taken into account.

Q369 SarahMcCarthy-Fry: The whole thrust of thisQ365 Mr Burrowes: Do you have a view on the
Bill is to move towards a tri-Service approach andthreshold in relation to serious oVences where the
again the Judge Advocate General welcomed theJudge Advocate General has taken a view that
idea of mixed panels, cross-Service panels, in Courtsmaybe even unanimity on the panel would be

beneficial? Martial. Leaving aside those cases which are
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particular to a Service, such as navigation oVences General Sir Mike Jackson: There is one other
dimension which I think is worth putting into thisand things like that, would you agree in the majority
particular point but it is across the board as well.Weof cases a mixed panel would be appropriate?
have of course, as the three Armed Services, beenGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: Not for its own sake.
working much more on a joint basis over the last 15Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: No.
years, really since the end of the Cold War, thanGeneral Sir Mike Jackson:The Chief of the Air StaV

before, and that is absolutely right and proper. Butin particular has I think laid out very clearly why a
equally well, each Service has its own ethos and thatsystem of military jurisdiction is important to us,
is right and proper too. We do diVerent things andbecause it reflects, it understands and it enhances
we do them in diVerent ways for very good reasons.military authority and the chain of command. If a
Ethos is part of the military jurisdiction system andsoldier is charged with negligent discharge of his
I think we need to bear that in mind.weapon, shall we say, it seems far more appropriate

to me, and he would be more comfortable, to have
the members of the Court Martial all wearing a Q372SarahMcCarthy-Fry:As you already know, at
khaki uniform rather than a dark blue or a light blue, the moment if a Court Martial passes a sentence of
and vice-versa. I do not see advantage in having a imprisonment, that has to go with it dismissal from
mixed panel purely to say, “We have got a mixed the Service, and a proposal in the Bill is that that

should be removed. Can I ask you why you thinkpanel.” It is horses for courses, I would have thought
that should be?here. For me the default setting would be that the
Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: The position atsoldier—and I will let my colleagues speak for
themoment is one of automaticity. As the Bill makesthemselves but I doubt they will diVer—on the face
clear, it is very likely that under the proposedof it will be more comfortable being tried by
arrangements in the majority of cases dismissalmembers of his own Service.
would still accompany the sentence, but it would be
amatter of choice. The diYculty it seems tome at the

Q370 Chairman: In every circumstance? moment is that that automaticity can lead to a
General Sir Mike Jackson: No. Where it is setting of a sentence which is too severe in the
appropriate not to be so, so be it. This is not hard totality for the oVence, or, if people are trying to
and fast and I do not think the lawwould be the right avoid that, may lead them to a sentence which is not
way to lay this down, this should be sensible, good severe enough. I am not a legal practitioner but it
custom and practice. does seem to me that this automaticity results in a
Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: I agree entirely. rather blunt instrument and a more focused result
The Judge Advocate General I think has advanced ought to give a better result.
some reasonable arguments as to why it might be General Sir Mike Jackson: And one which can
advantageous to have a mixed panel. The Chief of bring with it unwished but inevitable financial

considerations way over and above the punishmentGeneral StaV has argued eloquently why there will
which the court felt was appropriate. By which Ibe a number of instances where it would be
mean, somebody who is dismissed, say, within twodisadvantageous. I think each case should be judged
years of the end of his service, is going to suVer veryon its merits and approached that way.
considerable penalties on pension of a sometimes
quite large eVect, and it is not the intention of the

Q371 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: You would not say court to impose a fine of tens of thousands or even
there should be a presumption either in favour or hundreds of thousands of pounds but it is inevitable
against? For example, “There is a presumption in if dismissal is automatic along with imprisonment.
favour of mixed panels unless there are good reasons Therefore I am entirely comfortable with this, it
not to”, or would that be going too far in your view? gives the court discretion to look at the total eVect of
General Sir Mike Jackson: I think rather the other what measures it thinks are appropriate in terms of
way, there should be a presumption for single punishment. I suspect in the vast majority of cases
Service panels unless there is good reason the other where imprisonment is concerned, dismissal will be
way. awarded as well, but it allows the court to look at the

totality of the eVect.Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: If it is a sort of generic
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: I would agree entirely.case, theft of married quarters’ furniture or
It is the financial issue which is blunt and it can gosomething where there is not really an
either way, and I think finances are important whichenvironmental issue, then okay. But if you start to
the court should take into account.get disobedience cases, they are very much tied to

things like, “This was disobedience on the bridge in
themiddle of the night”. In somany of the cases, and Q373 SarahMcCarthy-Fry: So you think this should
this is why it is not only just military—although we have been looked at before in previous legislation?
are very happy with one Act, it is quite right and Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: The fact of life is that if
quite the right approach—there are environmental we had not gone for a tri-Service Armed Forces Bill,
or Service-specific conditions. I personally think the there was a procedure to up-date and I am sure
default factor should be a single Service panel. If in certain factors would have been put in those up-
time we find we want to change it, do it, this is not dates. My view is absolutely clear, that because of
face of the Bill stuV, this is administration in support the administration of joint units, more joint

operations, it was wise to go this way, provided itof it.
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was realised there is a hell of a lot, certainly at the Q377 Chairman: Are all three Services intending to
create procedures to ensure that the sort of errorssummary level and indeed the non-summary level,

which is very Service-specific. I do not know the stats that are currently picked up by the Reviewing
Authority will be identified and that those cases willof how many cases from, say, Cyprus, where you

have got a soldier, airman, sailor all arraigned be sent to appeal?
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: Yes, I think is thetogether, but this comes back to our bench and who

should be on it. answer. I have not been in post long enough to
know. I know exactly what we do now and I am
aware there is a debate, which once again the Judge

Q374 Chairman: The Bill removes the need for an Advocate General has brought up, about some form
annual renewal of Service legislation but it retains of slip rule checking system. I amaware of the debate
five-year reviews. Do you think that is a sensible on how we do it currently, that it appears some non-
balance? judicial people are getting in and aVecting the chain
General Sir Mike Jackson: I do not actually. It has of command. It seems to me a system which bowls
been my understanding of the current Service Acts out a stupidity or a technical error promptly is
that they are renewed annually by the House, and I helpful. You have the appeal system. I do not see this
think this is right and proper. Five years, it seems to as a top line issue.
me, is too long for our legislature to take things for
granted—sorry, I mean no criticism thereby, but five

Q378 Chairman: But they are procedures which youyears is a long time. It seems to me right and proper
would intend to create?that the legislature does remind itself and look at and
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: At the moment it ismake sure it is still satisfied with the legal status
being discussed, so it is a live issue quite how we dosurrounding the country’s Armed Forces. I think
these things.that is right and proper.
General Sir Mike Jackson: It is public knowledge
that, speaking for the Army, it rather appreciated

Q375Chairman: I take it that is not a collective view. having the reviewing powers and we would be
Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: I agree with that. reluctant to see them go. But if that is the only way
That of course was not the reason for the annual we can move on on a full tri-Service basis, so be it.
review in the first place, and you will be more There has been criticism I knowbecause this allows a
familiar with that than we, but times have changed senior oYcer, non legal, apparently to interfere with
over the last several hundred years. I do think it is and overturn, modify, the outcome of a court.
important, given the nature of the Armed Forces Fifteen years ago I was in a job where I was a
business, given the risks that our people carry and reviewing oYcer and any such change is not only
the tasks they are asked to conduct, that Parliament done on legal advice but on judicial advice; the
on an annual basis casts its eye over the provisions advice actually comes from the Judge Advocate
for those people. General’s department, and far be it for me to go any
Admiral Sir Jonathon Band: I agree, but I would put further thanwhen you get one judge judging another
one caveat on it. I would not want it to be an annual judge, but it happens elsewhere.
kick-about either, because there is a danger that this
could be treated in a way like some other legislation Q379 Chairman: One of the aspects of operational
which has similar clauses, and it is not appropriate eVectiveness is having suYcient personnel to do the
because I do not think you want a fundamental job. Prosecutions in Iraq,Deepcut and bullying have
debate each year about whether we want military been suggested as reasons for a shortfall in
jurisdiction. If that is what was behind it, absolutely recruiting. Do you consider the Bill will provide
no, I do not agree. The fact it is an exception to the some confidence for those seeking to join the Armed
normal civilian situation and a constant reminder of Services and crucially persuading those already in
that is no bad thing, so I think it is how it is dealt the Services to stay?
with. General Sir Mike Jackson: It seems to me there are
General Sir Mike Jackson: And it provides a no changes in this Bill which are in any sense going
mechanism for a timely amendment where required. to be bearing down and be at the forefront of some

youngster’s mind as they contemplate a career in the
Armed Services. It is carefully explained to them, ofQ376 Mr Howarth: Taking the First Sea Lord’s
course, if you go down this road you will subjectpoint, presumably you are content with the way in
yourself by your voluntary enlistment to Service law,whichwe have this annual review at the present time,
but I think whether it is the current Army Act 1955which is generally conducted in a pretty constructive
or the future Bill is not going to be something whichspirit, and I do not think we ever try to re-open
will be at the forefront of their minds.fundamental things but it does give us an

opportunity for oversight?
General Sir Mike Jackson: It seems tome the current Q380 Chairman: I take it you think the question is a

bit fanciful?procedure is certainly helpful to us and I hope not
over-burdensome to Parliament, but it does give, as Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup: I do not think

the Bill is the issue. The issue is what you and yourthe Chief of the Air StaV says, that opportunity for
an annual little bit of auditing, if I can put it like that, colleagues and other people in this country think of

their Armed Forces. The issue is the degree to whichnot fundamental but a course check, as the Navy
might put it. you take account of the circumstances in which they
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have to operate and the extremely diYcult and Air Chief Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup:You also I think
dangerous things they are asked to do, and judge have the Chief of Defence StaV here next week, and
their performance and behaviour in that context. that might be an opportunity to cover one or two of
That I think is the issue. those issues as well.

Q381 Chairman: I think we have gone as far as we
reasonably can given the demands of Parliament on Q383 Chairman: When we have had the Chief of
us and other demands on yourselves. We think Defence StaV here, we will review the ground we
Question 20 has already been covered during the have not covered, either with him or you, and
course of our discussions. There are Questions 21, perhaps ask for a further note. That is probably the
22, 23 and 24 which we have not covered. Would it sensible way forward. Thank you very much. It hasbe asking too much if we could have written been very, very helpful and we very much appreciateresponses to those?

the forceful, at times, but nevertheless clear way inGeneral Sir Mike Jackson: To Questions 20 to 24?
which you have expressed yourselves.
General Sir Mike Jackson: Thank you, Chairman.Q382 Chairman: We will send you a note I think

about what we have not covered and what we would
appreciate your written advice on. Would that be
helpful?
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Members present:

Vera Baird Mr Kevan Jones
Mr Colin Breed Robert Key
Mr Simon Burns Sarah McCarthy-Fry
Mr David Burrowes Bob Russell
Mr Alan Campbell Jim Sheridan
Mr Gerald Howarth Mr Don Touhig

In the absence of the Chairman, Robert Key took the Chair.

Witness: General Sir Michael Walker, Chief of the Defence StaV, gave evidence.

Q384 Mr Key: General, we are very grateful to you Q387 Mr Key: And that there is a fair system of
for coming, and welcome. This is an historic Bill justice towards them?
because it is the first time we have seen the coming General Sir Michael Walker: Absolutely.
together of the three Service Acts into one Bill.
Could I start by asking you if you agree with the

Q388 Mr Key: It is on the lips of a lot of peopleService Chiefs that the annual renewal of Service
today, so I think it might be just appropriate if Ilegislation through Orders in Council is beneficial?
could ask you please whether you think there is anyThis has been a considerable matter of argument
chance of soldiers getting a fair trial for somethingthat, not only has Parliament for many hundreds of
which might have occurred two or three years agoyears said, “We shan’t have a standing Army unless
and which has now been all over the front pages ofParliament will agree every year”, but there is now a
the press all around the world, both the Americansproposal that that should be watered down. It is very
and indeed the British? Is it not the case that the bestinteresting though that the Service Chiefs took the
system for dealing with that situation is a courtsview that an annual renewal was beneficial. Do
martial system?you concur?
General Sir Michael Walker: A military criminalGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I think the important
justice system, absolutely. I would agree with thatone is the quinquennial review. That is the one I
100%.really believe we should keep in the process and we

should focus on. Insofar as the annual renewal goes,
it seems to me that there is nothing particular to be Q389 SarahMcCarthy-Fry: In the new Bill, as is the
gained by an annual review. After all, the Armed existing power, a lot of the order-making powers are
Services are constantly on the lips in both Houses with secondary legislation, but of course the
and five years seems to be a suitable sort of period statutory instruments we have got at themoment arefor that to happen. on a single-Service basis and there is going to be a

huge job of harmonising them into tri-Service
secondary legislation. Do you think that yourQ385 Mr Key:Do you feel that the military law will
commanding oYcers are going to need to be trainedbe able to keep up to date with the changes in the
in the new system before all the secondary legislationcivil law because, after all, we have seen an

approximation variously expressed between Crown is in place?
Court procedures and the courts martial. You really General Sir Michael Walker: No, I think the right
feel that we can keep up to date in that? order is that the legislation should be enacted, that
General Sir Michael Walker: Yes, I think every five- manuals should then be written and then we should
year period. If we look back at what we have done conduct the training.
in the past, there has been the quinquennial review
which has been the fundamental one and not many

Q390 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Are all yourchanges seem to have happened on the annual ones.
commanding oYcers aware that things are going to
be changing?

Q386 Mr Key: From all your experience, you are General Sir Michael Walker: Well, I think they are
utterly convinced that the courts martial process is aware in broad principle terms that a new tri-Service
the best way of handling the Service discipline Act is coming in and that that is going to require
issues? that, when they do their various courses, as they do
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, I think it is vital now, the syllabus and the nature of what they learn
to military operational eVectiveness and everything about is going to be diVerent.
we do, so absolutely. It seems to me this country
deems it necessary to have a military criminal justice

Q391 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Have you consideredsystem, that is what we are talking about here, and I
doing a short briefing note, saying that there may bethink it is fundamental to the correct way of
points which are going to change or are you goingundertaking business to make sure that our Forces

are operationally eVective around the world. to wait?
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General Sir Michael Walker: I think we will wait. I and there is no other set of armed forces which are
like us. What we need are processes and structuresthink people are already aware and it is on the lips of

most people on most courses that we do on tri- that are appropriate to what we do and that we
believe are necessary, so I do not think we shouldService education and, remember, this is not

something we have just thought about. When I just cross-read from the fact that some other has a
system and plant that. After all, we have diVerentbecame head of the Army some six years ago, we

were already at that stage talking about going for a pay, we have a diVerent ethos, we have diVerent
terms of service, and I would contend that ourtri-Service Act.
soldiers do things very diVerently from other
people’s armies.Q392 Bob Russell: Sir Michael, we have been told

that the increasing level of joint working between the
three Services is the main driving force behind a tri- Q396 Mr Jones: But increasingly we are actually
Service approach. However, given that the majority doing joint operations with armed forces from
of soldiers, sailors and Air Force personnel would around the world. Do you not also realise, from the
not be involved in joint units, who will really benefit publicity that there has been around Deepcut and
from a tri-Service approach? other issues that have come out over the last few
General Sir Michael Walker:Well, I would disagree years in the press, that, with the fact that people are
with your contention that it is the majority. Life has losing faith in the process, clearly there is a
changed dramatically and at some stage now reputation problem there and the way obviously, I
everybody finds themselves in a joint environment. think, to redress that would be to actually show
It does not have to be on operations of course, there some independent spotlight on the procedure. Do
are a lot of joint environments outside, so, when you you actually think that the proposal in this Bill of
send 11,000 people to fight fires in the United having one possibly independent person is actually
Kingdom, invariably the local fire stations are set up going to restore confidence in people, that actually
with a joint team. Now, it does seem rather you are not just sweeping some of these things under
ridiculous that, if a member of a Royal Air Force the carpet?
regiment and an infantryman from the Army go out, General Sir Michael Walker: But I think it should.
get drunk and have a punch-up, each of them should The redress complaints panel covers a wide range of
be dealt with entirely separately, so I think there are things that people may have done. If you are
wider reasons and what we want is a coherent, single complaining, for example, about the quality of your
system that is widely understood by those who have confidential report, it does not seem to me suitable,
to administer the law and by those who could be necessary or a requirement to have an independent
victims of it. person sitting on that redress panel. Where the

allegations are much more serious or the anxieties
are much more serious, then there could well be aQ393 Bob Russell: You make a good point, but do
case, but I think that, if something is produced inyou not think there is a risk of losing the valuable,
the secondary legislation which allows for anseparate identities of the single Services from such a
independent member of that panel, that will indeedtri-Service approach?
give people the confidence to believe that we do haveGeneral Sir Michael Walker: Absolutely not, no.
the independence.Mr Key: Could we move on to the question of

redress of grievance.
Q397 Mr Jones: Do you think that the Army and
MoD really are living in a bit of a time-warp in theQ394 Mr Jones: General, you will be aware of the
sense that greater scrutiny is there on a whole rangeHouse of Commons Defence Select Committee’s
of organisations, including Parliament and publicreport in the last Parliament which I think you gave
bodies? What is so special about the Armed Forces?evidence to. One of the main recommendations was
General Sir Michael Walker: I think I would look atthat there be some independent oversight of the
the context really, and I think context in that thecomplaints procedure. Why have the MoD rejected
things that the Armed Services have to do are verythe idea of independent oversight?
diVerent from what goes on in other parts of theGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I do not think it has
world. What you do need is people makingtotally rejected it. I think what it is is that, in the
judgments who do understand the context of thosecontext of the secondary legislation, we are trying to
who are being accused of some crime, so 24/7 living,work up some proposals to ensure that, in the
stress, pressures, finding yourself in a riot in someredress panels which are set up, there is room for
godforsaken part of the world produce pressures oncertain cases to include an independent member.
people where, so, when you are looking at making
judgments about what they do, it requires you toQ395 Mr Jones: What is diVerent in the UK from
have an understanding of that context. That is whereother militaries that do have an independent
I think the diVerence lies.oversight? Have you had discussions with other

armed forces around the world that actually do have
an independent process? Q398 Mr Jones: I accept the point you are making

about, for example, Iraq and elsewhere, but, in a lotGeneral Sir Michael Walker: Well, I am not an
expert on other people’s armed forces, but I think of the evidence that we took on the Defence

Committee, a lot of the instances brought to us werewhat we need is something that is appropriate for
our Armed Forces which of themselves are unique not actually of war situations, but actually in
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garrisons up and down the country, including what the nature of that independence should be. My
views are what I have given you and I think they willCatterick, which is not a situationwhere people were

under pressure from enemy action, et cetera. In a lot be satisfactory and people will have confidence.
Mr Jones: There are amendments coming forwardof ways, part of that estate is very similar to a lot

of others. too.
General Sir Michael Walker:Yes, but I do not think
you can have a separate system for non-operations Q402MrHowarth:General, much has beenmade of
and a diVerent system for operations. I firmly believe the importance of understanding the context in
that what you need is a consistent and coherent whichmilitary operations occur. As a counterweight
approach to what you do and it should apply in both to Mr Jones’ argument, may I put it to you
peace and war. that, if there were an independent element,

that independent element might command the
confidence of the public, but not the confidence ofQ399Mr Jones: In what circumstances do you think
the Armed Forces because that independent elementthe independent person should be on the panel and
may be unable to understand the context of thewhat type of person is this super-person going to be
military? Would you feel that that would be a fairwho is going to have—
assessment?General Sir Michael Walker: I think we are stepping
General Sir Michael Walker:Well, if he was doing itahead. This is going to be worked out as part of the
entirely on his own, I think that is true, but I thinksecondary legislation and I am sure it is going to be
what we are talking about here is a panel on whichdebated widely, but there are clearly some
there is an independent member who would havecircumstances in which an individual may have a
people around him who did understand the contextgenuine grievance in which, if it is not seen that there
and be able to consider the thing jointly.is somebody independent, the very accusations that

you referred to about cover-ups and these sorts of
Q403 Mr Howarth: So what kind of person wouldthings might be alleged, so it is those sorts of areas
you, as Chief of the Defence StaV, recommend to thewhere there is something that is seriously
Secretary of State ought to be the kind of personcontroversial where, if we did not have somebody
appointed as that independent element?independent, it might well produce the sort of
General Sir Michael Walker:Well, clearly somebodyanxieties you have just mentioned.
who has an understanding of legal issues more
widely, somebody who understands, if you like, the

Q400 Mr Jones: But do you not actually think that, separate context in which the Armed Services have
if we go ahead with this proposal in terms of the to operate and the unique nature of our business, but
independent panel, one person, that is not going to again somebody who is open-minded enough to
satisfy general public opinion or a lot of the people know that there are certain sorts of characteristics to
we have interviewed who frankly used the chain of a professional life, such as ours, which he would be
command and got to certain blocks in the chain of able to put and calibrate in any decisions he was
command where the quite serious allegations they making.
were making were either ignored or sometimes just Mr Key: General, my colleague, George Howarth,
swept under the carpet? presents his apologies for absence. He is the proper
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, I would contend Chairman of this Committee and he has been called
that things are not swept under the carpet. That is away on urgent business. He received a letter,
the point and that is what the Bill is making sure is which has been circulated to members of the
not happening, that people know that there is this Committee, from a remarkable website called
new redress system, that people do have access to it ‘forceshelpline.com’ who have had over five million
and they will feel confident that it works and, when hits on their website and which seeks to provide
appropriate, it will have an independent member. advice, in no sense anti-military, but of course that

is not all; there have been suggestions that there
should be the formation of an Armed ForcesQ401 Mr Jones: What makes you diVerent, for
Federation.example, from the police who for many years were

arguing that you could not have an independent
police complaints procedure, but now it is taken for Q404 Jim Sheridan: I am just following on from the

pragmatic and progressive questioning from Mrgranted and, even more than that, when we took
evidence on the last Defence Committee, many of Jones. Do you think that there is a role for the

Armed Forces Federation and, if so, what wouldthe chief constables who were now scrutinised by it
said that it has actually helped in terms of their that really be and, if not, why not?

General Sir Michael Walker: The answer is I do notoperational eVectiveness?
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, I think we are a because I do not think that the people in the Armed

Services would be best served by that. I have longdiVerent structure of organisation and we have
diVerent objectives and aims from the police force’s, believed that one of the things that serves us best in

looking at our conditions and terms of service is theso I do not think we can be compared. It is all very
well to cross-relate everything that happens Armed Forces Pay Review Body. They have served

us extraordinarily well over the years and that haselsewhere to us, and I agree that we should go for
best practice, butwhat I think is that there is a debate taken care of, in my view, the terms and conditions

of service which are often the biggest cause ofto be had here and there will be a discussion about
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grievance for federations. The second reason is that Q410 Mr Jones: I think the Dutch Armed Forces,
actually that is what the chain of command is about. for example, have, I do not know what it is called, a
If you want to start diminishing, if you want to start trade union, a federation, and I have met some of
breaking down the chain of command, it is by them. Some of theDutchmarines actually work very
bringing in other bodies that people can refer to closely, and actually integrate, with our Royal
outside. What we have got to make sure of, and I do Marines. If you have got a Dutch marine and a UK
not claim that we are completely blameless in all of marine working side by side, what is the diVerence
these areas, is that the chain of command works as between the two?
well as it is designed to as part of the process. General Sir Michael Walker: Well, they are very

diVerent. The ethos is very diVerent. We work side
by sidewith 36 nations out in places likeAfghanistan

Q405 Jim Sheridan: Do you say, therefore, that an and the Balkans and so on. Of course we are very
Armed Forces Federation would be a threat to the diVerent and we recognise those diVerences. We
chain of command? need to recognise that the way we run our business
General Sir Michael Walker:Yes, I do think it would is very diVerent from the way other people do. Let
be something that weakened the chain of command. me give you an example. When I was commanding

in Bosnia, one of the battalions of one of the nations,
and I will not tell you which one, laid down its armsQ406 Jim Sheridan: I come from a trade union
because, it said, the pay deal was not right, so theybackground and I remember, not personally, but I
put their arms down. Do you really see Britishread, that some 100 years ago people used to share
Armed Services doing that? That is the sort ofthat view, that we did not need trade unions because
trouble you get into when there is a representativewe had this altruistic view of life and your employer
body who are fighting back at home, your soldierswould look after you, but that has now changed and
are at the front and they do not appear to bemoved on. Would you, therefore, consider balloting
achieving.the Armed Forces and letting them decide whether

or not they want a federation?
General Sir Michael Walker: No, I would not. We Q411 Mr Jones: That is not what is being proposed
are beginning to get into a realm which is, to my by a federation. Surely it is actually about a course
view, a ridiculous one. We do, for example, have of redress and, in terms of the situation you describe,
continuous attitude surveys which go round and we I certainly would not be in favour of a trade union if
put out questionnaires to get people’s views. If we it could down arms, but there is a real issue, is there
had a set of Armed Services that reacted to every not, that people do need representation not just in
whim of every influential group in it, we would get terms of disputes with the chain of command, but I
nowhere in delivering military capability for this looked up this latest case in Iraq where quite clearly,
country, so I believe that the chain of command and it has been investigated, those soldiers have got
must do that business. The Armed Forces Pay perhaps to go through some system, so surely they
Review Body does look after the conditions and pay should have some recourse to some independent
concerns and we would certainly lose the AFPRB process which actually supports those people who
and I am not sure we would get as much attention are accused possibly of doing this? Do you not think
from the Government in terms of rewarding people. we ought actually to look at it as a way of helping

people who find not just disputes with the chain of
command, but also—Q407 Jim Sheridan: Are you suggesting that the
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, there is anAmericans and the Australians have got it wrong
independent system. The legal support that peopleas well?
get in these circumstances is independent of theGeneral Sir Michael Walker: They may have
chain of command.something that is appropriate for their sets of armed

forces. Certainly we are diVerent from both of those
and I would not want to be either described as a Q412 Mr Jones: Perception-wise it is not, is it,
member of the American Armed Forces or the because it is still MoD?Australians’; I think we have a better system.

General Sir Michael Walker: But we want to deal
with the reality rather than the perception. Now, if
you are saying that we should do all these things justQ408 Jim Sheridan: Just for the sake of the record,
to change the perception, I am not sure that is theyou would veto, you personally would veto any
right basis on which to make those decisions.move whatsoever to an Armed Forces Federation?

General Sir Michael Walker:Well, it is not like that.
The Chief of the Defence StaV does not veto of

Q413 Mr Jones: Well, no, but you have got tocourse. I would vote against it if I was given a vote,
recognise that society has changed, General, and, Iyes.
am sorry, it is going to come sooner or later to the
Armed Forces and the MoD that it is not a goldfish
bowl which is actually separate from the rest ofQ409 Jim Sheridan: So you are in favour of a vote
society.then?
General Sir Michael Walker: No, I accept thatGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I am not in favour of a

vote, no. entirely.
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Q414 Mr Jones: The problem you have got coming Q421 Jim Sheridan: Do you?
General Sir Michael Walker: We do ask them.which has actually been raised is the issue about

recruitment. People are not going to join you and we
have got competition now with this tight labour Q422 Jim Sheridan: No, you do not.
market, so they are not going to join the Armed General Sir Michael Walker: We do ask them, but
Forces if they are going to be treated under some not as a process of ballot.
19th Century set of rules. Mr Howarth: I am sure the answer is that, before
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, Mr Jones, I am going into action to take out an enemy position, it
sorry, I think you must have a very warped idea of would be a very good idea to have a ballot amongst
how people in the Armed Services view their the men first!
profession at the moment. They are not treated like Mr Key: I think we had better stick to the agenda.
that, they are treated in a modern manner. That is General, the Committee is keen to explore the
exactly what this Bill is about, to make it modern, to proposal to move to a single prosecuting authority.
make it 21st Century and to provide the sort of
processes that do allow people to have confidence in Q423MrHowarth:We had some interesting debate,
the process. General, last week on this issue as to the

organisation of the new Service prosecuting
authority, and it was suggested by your predecessor,Q415Mr Jones: I have just had it from you and also
Lord Boyce, that, whilst the Bill does allow for afrom the Chief of StaV last week that finally you are
civilian to be appointed Director of Servicegoing to say nice words about this in terms of you
Prosecutions, it would actually be preferable for thatwant it, but really you do not want this, do you?
person to have, what he described as, “appropriateGeneral Sir Michael Walker: We do.
military experience”. Is that a view youwould share?
General Sir Michael Walker: Absolutely.

Q416 Mr Jones: It is us politicians interfering?
General Sir Michael Walker: Absolutely not. What

Q424 Mr Howarth: Have you considered this? Inare you talking about—the Bill?
studying this Bill, as I am sure you have, did you note
this particular point and did you specifically decide

Q417 Mr Jones: Yes. not to write on the face of the Bill that the Director
General Sir Michael Walker: No, we absolutely of Service Prosecutions should have appropriate
want it. military experience?

General Sir Michael Walker: We have discussed it
since. I do not think I was involved in the firstQ418 Mr Jones: Really you do not want us
consideration of the draft, so to speak, but we haveinterfering at all, do you?
discussed it since and talked about it. There is aGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I am sorry, you are
danger of writing on the front of the Bill, in my view,making allegations which you cannot substantiate.
which is: what is the definition of “militaryYou are as bad as the people you are complaining
experience”? If you have to say “must be a servingare creating unnecessary—
Service oYcer”, you may reduce the pool of those
fromwhomyou can select, so it seems tome that this

Q419 Mr Jones: Well, no doubt you and the other is an appropriate description of the requirement to
chiefs of defence staV, and we had one last week, are come out in the process further on so that, when the
really just living in a time-warp. advert goes out, we recognise that it becomes “must
General Sir Michael Walker:Well, thatmust be your have Service experience, experience of Service life in
perception, but I have to tell you we are certainly not some form”. I totally endorse that, but I do not think
living in time-warps. If you look at the that putting it on the Bill will necessarily solve the
modernisational change the Armed Forces have problem.
gone through in the last 10 years, no other
commercial business or industry has had to go Q425MrHowarth:Doyou think that person should
through so much change, so I refute your allegation have actual front-line military experience?
absolutely. General Sir Michael Walker: Well, I would think

that having front-line experience is best for
everything, but I do not think it is absolutelyQ420 Jim Sheridan:Finally, to put this to bed, if you
essential. I would not see it as being impossible toare so confident that the Armed Forces are treated
have someone who had front-line experience. Itso well, why do you not have a ballot of them?
depends what you mean by “front-line experience”.General Sir Michael Walker:Because it is not part of
Lawyers do go to a front line, but not the front linethe way that traditionally the Armed Forces do
that the infantry go to or the Navy go to or the Airbusiness. Do you think we would have to have a
Force go to, so again you get into diYculties ofballot about everything we do? Starting to have
definition.referendums in the Armed Forces is not a way of

doing business. We do it by having a proper and
continuous attitude survey, we do it by gaining Q426 Vera Baird: General, I am very interested in

what you say about that. The process, I guess, thatpeople’s opinions, and, by and large, we try to meet
what our workforce wish for. They cannot always the prosecutor has to go through is, first of all, to

evaluate the evidence and see if there is a case whichhave everything, but we always look.
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is likely to bring more than a 50% prospect of Q430 Mr Howarth: Yes, indeed. It is his.
General Sir Michael Walker: It is his, not thesuccess. That, I guess, is something that could be
Army’s, his.done by a lay person because it is a technical job, so

it is, what, the second half of a prosecutor’s duty
which is to question whether it is in the public Q431 Mr Howarth: I am sorry, the Army
interest to follow on or is— prosecuting authority, it is his decision, not the
General Sir Michael Walker: No, I think it is both, Attorney General’s. Now, George Robertson, when
and I come back to this diYcult question of context. he was Secretary of State, said, in respect of the
You do need to have somebody who knows about Army prosecuting authority, that, “It is subject to
the heat, the stress, the pressure, the stones and the the general superintendence of the Attorney
bombs being thrown at you in modern General”. That appears to be the definition as
circumstances or the confined nature of your defined now and that, as I understand it, will
activities in the back of an armoured vehicle or that continue under this Bill. Is that right?
rather lonely activity that goes on up in the sky General Sir Michael Walker: Absolutely. As I
above somewhere where you are flying your understand it, there is always concurrent
aeroplane or on board a ship. Somebody needs that jurisdiction, so military and civil and, therefore, it
as a context, I think, to make all these sorts of seems to me inevitable that the two senior
judgments. prosecuting authorities should both have a linkage

to it and, as I understand it, that will continue.

Q427 Vera Baird: In what sense ought that to
Q432 Mr Howarth: So do you think that, under theinterfere, was the question. Is there a criminal
provisions of this Bill, if enacted, the case of TrooperoVence here, on the face of it, which ought to be
Williams could not be repeated, as indeed Generaltried? That is a technical question, is it not, evaluate
Jackson, Chief of General StaV, told us last week hethe evidence, is it there?
was confident would be the case?General Sir Michael Walker: Well, I am not a
General Sir Michael Walker: The conditions wouldlawyer, but I would have thought that people who
not arise because the Bill removes from theunderstand contexts are better able to make
commanding oYcer the ability to dismiss any casesjudgments about those. There are, as you know,
that he cannot deal with summarily, and I haveoVences in military discipline where there is not a
always thought—civilian equivalent. Desertion, for example, that is

not a civil oVence. Somebody making a judgment
about desertion and whether somebody should go, Q433 Mr Howarth: General, that is not the point.

The point is that, however we arrived at the position,maybe that is a diYcult one because it normally does
and I understandwhat you are saying, the fact is thatend up, as you know, but making a judgment about
it was the Attorney General who ultimately tookwhether this is desertion or whether there are
over that case and took it out of the hands of thediVerent factors, I think, is quite important in
military on the grounds that the military could notadding context, adding a texture to those sorts of
progress it any further. Are you, therefore, sayingjudgments.
that you are confident that the new provisions will
ensure that adequate justice will be provided by the

Q428Vera Baird: I am very interested that you think military and there will, therefore, in no
that it is essential for the prosecution to be presented circumstances ever again be any need, under the

provisions of this Bill, to transfer a case into theproperly, which I suppose is what you are saying,
civilian system?that the prosecutor has Service experience, when all
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, as you know, inof the defence lawyers have none, so are you saying
the Trooper Williams case, it never got to the Armythat your system disadvantages the defence at the
prosecuting authority because it was dismissed bymoment?
the commanding oYcer. That cannot happen, so inGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I had not considered it
future it will not be possible for a case like Williamsin that light. No, I would not have thought I can say
not to go to the appropriate authority in the system.that, but we are looking at somebody making

judgments about whether a case should go further
essentially. That is the bit and it seems to me that it Q434 Mr Howarth: So you are entirely satisfied—
is important they have context there. General Sir Michael Walker: I am.

Q435 Mr Howarth:— that these will now remainQ429MrHowarth:The second part of this question,
wholly within the military system?General, is the role of the Attorney General. The
General Sir Michael Walker: I am.Trooper Williams case, as you will know only too

well, highlighted a certain confusion as to what was
the role of the Attorney General. Now, General Q436MrHowarth: So what do you see as the role of
Howells told us that, “Ultimately the decision to the Attorney General?
prosecute is ours”, his, that is, the military’s. General Sir Michael Walker: Well, as you say, he is
General Sir Michael Walker: Not ours. It is the a superintendent. There will be, I have no doubt, the

requirement on occasions for the Director of ServiceArmy prosecuting authority, which is him.
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Prosecutions to have a discussion with the Attorney so I think they do their job very professionally and I
do think they are properly trained. I think all of usGeneral about legal matters, as happens now, and

that superintendence, I think, will continue. would like to see lots more policemen around,
whether it is in the home department forces or
whether it is in the Service forces, but we mustQ437 Mr Howarth: You do not think that he, being
operate within the sort of structure that we have. Ia political appointee, may bring pressure to bear?
am confident that they do a professional job, they doGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I do not, no. I do not
have the right level of training, and of course theresee why the system should change in any way from
will be occasions when people are unhappy with thethe way it is being operated now.
way they have done their work and will say so, and
I am afraid that is a feature of all aspects of

Q438 Mr Howarth: Can I quote to you what I managerial life.
quoted to your colleagues last week, which was a
note from the Adjutant General to, I think, the CGS

Q440 Mr Breed: I suppose what we are getting atand C-in-C Land about two years ago. “With the
really is the resourcing. With the sort of technicalcurrent legal, political and ginger-group interests in
abilities today for all the sorts of evidence-testingthe deaths of Iraqi civilians during Op Telic, there is
and all the opportunities to carry out a thorougha significant possibility that this case, our
investigation, that does require quite a lot ofinvestigation and subsequent failure to oVer for
resource.prosecution could become a cause célèbre for
General Sir Michael Walker: Yes.pressure groups”. Now, that seems to indicate to me

that the military are susceptible to pressure. I
personally happen to think that it was grotesque Q441 Mr Breed: We obviously recognise that there

are budgetary constraints all the way through, but Ilanguage by the Adjutant General in respect of
Trooper Williams, the idea of oVering up for think what we really want to hear from you is that

you believe that the resources that are available toprosecution. Can you assure us that that is unlikely
to happen, that you will not accept, the Army them, and we know they do a professional job, we

are happy with that, and, within the resources theyprosecutor or the Director of Service Prosecution
will not accept, political interference like that? have got, they obviously do the best they can, but, in

your view, is there any constraint, because ofGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I am pretty
comfortable and confident that that will not happen. resourcing, which would actually aVect the

professionalism and the thoroughness of theAfter all, what we are trying to do is tomodernise the
legal processes in the Army to make sure they are investigations that take place?

General Sir Michael Walker: Well, it is diYcult toabsolutely compliant with overarching UK law,
which they are, to modernise them, to make them say. You have got to draw the line somewhere. The

trouble is that we are not a static organisation likemore user-friendly inmany respects, and I do not see
any reason for that to alter, if you like, the freedom many others. There are demands arising daily really

for more people to do more things. As you probablyof the Army prosecutor or the Service prosecuting
authority of the future to call the tune, as the single- know, we provide the Royal Military Police and

place protection teams around the world. It onlyService prosecuting authorities do now. The
Williams case has of course highlighted what was a takes a British embassy in some strange part of the

world to suddenly find itself in trouble for a requestflaw in the system. That flaw is being put right in the
new system and it seems to me that is quite right to come through for more people. However many of

these people and however many resources they had,and proper.
Mr Key: Thank you, General. That is very clear. I believe we could employ them all the time, so we

have to make a judgment about what the right levelNow, representing Salisbury, I am very familiar,
General, with the wide variety of diVerent sorts of is for a set of Armed Forces that is broadly around

the 250,000, if you take the Territorial Army, andpolicemen from the Ministry of Defence police to
home police, the Armed Forces and so on, but other resource them accordingly, and I think we do have

that now. The other thing, I would say, is that it ispeople are not as familiar with the Service police and
we are anxious to explore that. extremely diYcult, it is even more diYcult, to

conduct an investigation in an operational theatre,
as you can imagine. Trying to get forensic evidenceQ439 Mr Breed: General, you will be aware that
at a scene where there is an alleged crime to havethere have been criticisms of the Service police
taken place when bombs and bullets and things areinvestigations, not just in Iraq, but Catterick,
going oV is incredibly diYcult and they are veryDeepcut and such. Are you entirely satisfied that the
time-consuming. You could pour as many resourcesService police are adequately and properly
as you like into that and you could go on building upresourced and that the people within the force are
numbers, but I think, in terms of where we have gotproperly trained in order to carry out all those sorts
it at the moment, the numbers are about right andof investigations with the responsibilities that we are
their resourcing is about right.now placing upon them?

General Sir Michael Walker: I am a great supporter
of the Service police across the board. They have a Q442 Mr Breed: You will be aware in the UK, as

such, there have been occasionswhen the police havediYcult job to be conducted in what are
extraordinarily diYcult circumstances all over the indicated perhaps that they would have been able to

attend extremely quickly, with the securing of theworld, and some of themwhere they are less diYcult,
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site, the maintenance of evidence, ensuring that all they should normally be there, unless there is a valid,
I suppose, military or security reason to oust them.that was kept available for scrutiny and everything

else, yet there are criticisms that such procedures What is your view and why, General?
General Sir Michael Walker: I do not think the nextwere not undertaken by Service police which has

actually thwarted potential prosecutions. of kin should be at boards of inquiry. A board of
inquiry is to establish the facts. As long as people areGeneral Sir Michael Walker:Well, I do not know the
giving the factual statements to the board of inquirycases you are talking about, but there is, as you
and they do not feel that this is a court under whichknow, a sort of jurisdictional division between what
they are being examined, I think you get to the factsgoes on in terms of the Service police and the home
much better. After all, the board of inquiry is thendepartment police and indeed our own MoD
used in subsequent examination at whatever level itstatutory police force. It seems to me that, in this
may be necessary, so I certainly do not think that.country, those things should happen much less than
The second thing is of course that many of thesethey do overseas because we do have many more
boards of inquiry take place where something hasresources, including, if you like, the home
happened. The whole process of including all sortsdepartment police forces in the areas where we live.
of other people in those boards of inquiry would be
if it was, in my view, something which delayed them

Q443 Mr Breed:What influence do you think these to the point where you probably would not get to the
higher-profile prosecutions in Iraq have had on the essential facts at the end of the day.
actions of our Servicemen and women who are out
on operational duties at the moment?

Q445 Vera Baird:Actually we are not talking aboutGeneral Sir Michael Walker: I think that we tend to
all sorts of other people, are we? We are talkingforget a bit that, in the 35 years or so that we have about the relatives of people who may have beenbeen in Northern Ireland, the application of our killed by this process who surely, in the interests notyellow card procedures have been widely known to only of compassion, but also of restoring trust inall those who have served there. This is a set of rules military processes, ought to know as early as

by which you behave. The training for that part of possible and as directly as possible from those
the world made it very clear that, if you stepped involved exactly what has happened to their family
outside the law, you would be subject to that rule. I member?
think the notion that you do something that is illegal General Sir Michael Walker: I understand that and
is widely understood, it is all part of everybody’s it was a use of words, but I still do not think that it
training. If you go down to our operational training would be sensible to include next of kin in the initial
advisory groups where we train people, they are boards of inquiry because I do not think we would
taken specifically through these situations where get the facts clear.
they are given an opportunity to make mistakes and
so on. I think, therefore, that people understand

Q446 Vera Baird: What is the procedure aboutabsolutely what is the right side of the law and what
making available the recommendations and indeedis the wrong side of the law. I think, if you talk to
the evidence of those boards at subsequent inquiriesthose who are on operations, of course whilst they
at which next of kin cannot actually be present whensee these reports in the press, they do not know the
the information first comes out? Unless there is afacts of the case, nor can they, nobody can discuss it,
very clear channel for that information, completelyand that is one of the diYculties, that you cannot go
unedited and safe for security purposes, to beto them and talk about a specific case, but I think
transmitted forward, they are not going to get thethey understand very clearly that, if you operate
satisfaction they are entitled to, are they?outside the law, you are going to be subject to it
General Sir Michael Walker: I do not know, is theyourself, and I do not think there is a member of the
answer to the question. I do not know what theArmed Services who would disagree that that is the
channels are, butwe have got a team, I think, comingright principle to have. Morale is a funny old thing.
up next whowill be able to give you that answer.MyMorale is a very complex issue, and this is clearly one
experience is that most boards of inquiry are madebit of it. If you see pictures of abuse where it appears
available to the next of kin. I cannot remember anythere are going to be allegations of theBritishArmed where, if you like, we have refused to allow next ofForces being involved, everybody feels ashamed, but kin to see the board of inquiry.it does not alter their determination and it does not

cause a serious rift and damage to their morale on
Q447 Vera Baird: I must just ask you this finaloperations. I have just been out to places like Iraq
question. The reason why you think they should notand seen our boys out there and I am very confident
be there, just so it is absolutely clear, is that youthat there is an anxiety about all of these things, but
would have some fear that, faced with relatives ofit is not a morale-breaking worry.
somebody who had suVered from this process,Mr Key: The Bill proposes a harmonised Service
people would not be so truthful about what hadinquiry system.
happened?
General Sir Michael Walker: No, I think what you

Q444Vera Baird:Could I really come to that and the need at a board of inquiry is as fast as possible,
thorny question of whether aVected next of kin because if you take, for example, an aircraft which
should be allowed to attend boards of inquiry, unless has crashed in some strange part of the world, then

actually, if you do not do it straightaway,there are exceptional reasons why not, or whether
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immediately, you will find that, for all sorts of Boyce did say to us last week that he felt that there
was a perception in the Armed Forces, that thereasons, the evidence begins to disappear.

Therefore, I think that, first of all, it is the speed with military are under “legal siege”, an expression he
used in the debate in the House of Lords in Julywhich it needs to be carried out and, secondly, that,

if you turn a board of inquiry into anything that last year.
General Sir Michael Walker: “Legal encirclement” Ilooks like a court of inquisition, you will find

that people will find it a stressful environment and think he talks about, does he not?
you may not get to the facts as quickly as you would
otherwise. Q455 Mr Howarth: I think it is “legal siege” as well,
Mr Key: We would like to turn now, General, to but “legal encirclement”, I think, amounts to the
courts martial. same thing. Can I ask you what you have done, as

Chief of theDefence StaV, to give somany personnel
Q448 Mr Burrowes: Do you welcome the power in confidence that they will not be prosecuted if they
the Bill to establish mixed panels from across the adhere to their rules of engagement and follow their
three Services? commander’s orders?
General Sir Michael Walker:Yes, I have no diYculty General Sir Michael Walker: I do not think it has
with that. been necessary for me particularly to take specific

action because our system has done just that. The
Q449 Mr Burrowes: You would know the view of whole purpose of our training is to explain to people
General Jackson who would be happy if the that, if they operate within the bounds of the law,
presumption was in favour of a single Service on they will not be prosecuted and they will be
panels? protected. What I did do, after the initial public
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, it seems to me scrutiny of many of these cases, was initiate a review
that one needs the flexibility to do either. There will into the support mechanisms that surround people
be occasions when a single-Service panel, in my who are facing an allegation of some sort. There is
view, is entirely appropriate. no doubt that once, as I am sure is the same in

civilian life, an allegation is made against an
Q450 Mr Burrowes: In terms of the operation of individual and he is under an investigation, he feels
clause 155, would you want to see some qualification hugely under stress. What we wanted to do was to
in terms of specifying in favour of single panels or make sure that the processes and the systems in our
making it obligatory— military world were there supporting him in areas
General Sir Michael Walker: I am not sure. I am that he needed support, in legal terms, in immediate
afraid I do not know what the relevant section terms and in welfare terms.
actually says.

Q456MrHowarth: I understand all that, and I think
Q451 Mr Burrowes: In terms of the mixed panels, it that that point has beenmade frequently, but I think
does not specify any qualifications of membership, it is more a question of what the perception is of the
but, in terms of the obligatory nature of mixed military, as Colin Breed was asking you, and you
panels— said that you felt that morale was still high. I can tell
General Sir Michael Walker: Well, I am afraid I you that, when I went to visit the Coldstream
come from a sort of background of leaving these Guards in my own constituency, Aldershot, just
things suYciently flexible to allow sensible decisions before Christmas, there was a palpable feeling in the
to bemade, so, without actually looking at the thing, sergeants’ mess that they were, if not exactly under
I cannot see whether adding a line to lock us into siege, certainlymore nervous than they had been and
something would necessarily be helpful. than they should be entitled to be. Is there anything

you feel, not as Commander-in-Chief, but as Chief
Q452 Mr Burrowes: Would you go along with of the Defence StaV, to reassure the men and women
General Jackson in terms of wanting any kind of of our Armed Forces? What are you doing, for
presumption or— example, in doing the rounds and assuring people
General Sir Michael Walker: I thought I said I was that they will not be let down because, as I said last
comfortable already actually. I thought I said I was week, the chain of command is a two-way street and,
very happy with the mixed panels. if they do not feel they are getting support from their
MrKey:General, the Bill to some extent reduces the commanders, they will not obey the orders that they
role of commanding oYcers and we would like to are given?
explore that a little, please. General Sir Michael Walker: Well, we have not had

any examples of that, of people not obeying their
Q453 Mr Howarth: There have been 186 orders. There is no doubt that on the question of
investigations, of which 168 cases were closed. public scrutiny, and this is where the term “legal
General Sir Michael Walker: I think it is 187 now, as encirclement” becomes a bit blurred because of
of last weekend. course it is not just this area, but it is the whole

business of the other areas where we have to be
compliant with human rights, with the EuropeanQ454 Mr Howarth: Thank you very much, General,

very much on the ball! So 187 cases, of which 168 Court of Justice, with all the reports of the activities
that surround the Armed Forces being under suchhave been dealt with and there have been relatively

few prosecutions. Notwithstanding that, Lord an intense public scrutiny, actually aided and
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abetted by the media and questions in Parliament, Q459 Mr Jones: So why do people keep—
General Sir Michael Walker: To be fair to Mrthere is an anxiety about reputation and there is an
Howarth, for example, if you go down to talk, to theanxiety about, as you say, the sort of legal pressures
600 or so oYcers down at theDefence Academywhoon people. The only way, I think, that we make sure
are there doing a year’s further training, they willthat this does not happen is (a) to make sure people
talk about this. Again, they will not give youare absolutely clear what the boundaries are, and (b)
examples but there is this feeling that is runningthere is, if you go to each of the Services, a piece of
around at various levels.paper which tells people what those are and tells

them where they stand in the context of any
Q460 Mr Jones: But, General, it is not helped, is it,allegation which has been made against them. I
by certain senior retired generals and othersthink, therefore, it is important that people perpetuating this myth? I work on the basis of factsunderstand the process; it helps to aid this belief that and if people can actually pin it down and say that

the system is going to support them and it is very this has actually happened I am quite prepared then
clear that that is what is needed. to address it, but this seems to me to be just the

chattering classes amongst retired—
General Sir Michael Walker: No, no. There is an
element of that but I also do think that when youQ457 Mr Howarth: In respect of last weekend’s
talk to the serving people who are implementingheadline news about those graphic pictures which
command at the moment, they also are very muchclearly were alarming to everybody, there is no
more aware that there is a scrutiny out there of adoubt that, in the course of the week, the comment
nature and a quality that was not there before.has changed and the word “context” has been Mr Jones: That is modern society, of course.repeatedly used. In respect of the point I made Robert Key: Thank you very much. Could we end

earlier about the note sent by the Adjutant General this session with one further area? The end of the
to the CGS and C-in-C Land, can you give us an arms plot will undoubtedly bring all sorts of benefits
assurance that, in investigating this case and all but there may be some unintended consequences.
future cases, the independent prosecuting authority,
whether under the existing APA or under the new Q461 Bob Russell: The infantry will be moving into
one, will not be subjected to the kind of mindset that larger groupings in “super garrisons”, which you
was demonstrated by theAdjutantGeneral’s remark will be very familiar with, of course. Do you think
about “oVering up for prosecution”, that these guys the changes will aVect the administration of military

justice? For example, with bigger groupings does itwill not be oVered up for prosecution to satisfy a
mean that the Commanding OYcers will have moretabloid newspaper, but they will be dealt with
personnel under their command and will it thereforeproperly and as severely as necessary in strict
be necessary to delegate more powers toaccordance with military law?
subordinates?General Sir Michael Walker: Remember that the
General Sir Michael Walker: I do not think it willArmy prosecuting authority is an independent
have the slightest impact. Remember that althoughperson, so I can give youmy belief as that assurance,
there are new groupings the groupings are by andbut he must make his own decisions. It is not for me
large administrative groupings with no role in theto make his decisions, nor am I allowed to
chain of command. The battalion will essentially beinfluence them. pretty much as it is today, so the link from the man
at the front through his Commanding OYcer up the
chain will be prettymuch as it is today. I do not think
it will have any impact at all.Q458 Mr Jones: Clearly Mr Howarth wants to try

and perpetuate this myth that somehow our Armed
Q462 Robert Key: General, in conclusion, is thereForces are under siege, which Lord Boyce said as
any message that you would like to give thewell, but I put it to Lord Boyce last week: could he
Committee in our deliberations?quote me any examples of where this has led to a
General Sir Michael Walker: No. I was worried todiminution in operational eVectiveness? It is easy for hear that there was a thought that we in the Servicepeople to get headlines in newspapers about this and Chiefs did not think this was a good idea. I must

retired generals and others to spout forth, but when expunge that absolutely. We have been very
you pin them down and say, “Can you back it up by supportive of this notion. We want this Bill to go
examples?”, they cannot, like Mr Howarth cannot. through. We think it delivers for our people a better
Have you got any examples of where the so-called legal act and process and it will bring coherence, it
culture that is being portrayed has led to operational will bring understanding and it will bring harmony
eVectiveness not being what it should be? to our legal system, so we are for it. Please do not
General Sir Michael Walker: No. If you ask me to think otherwise.
give you a physical concrete example, I cannot; you Robert Key:General Sir Michael Walker, thank you

very much indeed for your time.are right.
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Robert Key:Goodmorning. It is very good to see the report, from Chief Constables who, if you go back
10 or 15 years, were making similar arguments, thatBill Team present again. Mr Miller, you are in the

lead, I know. Could we start by looking at reporting if you had independent oversight of the police it
would be political interference and this would be arestrictions?
step too far. All the Chief Constables that we
interviewed, including my own whom I spoke toQ463 Vera Baird: We have had submissions from
about this, came to the view that the independentseveral media organisations that are concerned that
police complaints procedure had actually helpedthere is no route for the media to appeal against a
them in terms of their job. They recognised, I think,decision to impose reporting restrictions on a Court
that, whether they like it or not, society is going toMartial and, of course, the Bill does not change that.
be more inquisitive, asking questions more. They allThe Guardian expresses the belief that this is a
said, and we said in the report, that it had added tomistake and not deliberate policy. Can you help us
their operational eVectiveness. If that is the case withabout whether it is and, if it is an oversight, will there
Chief Constables and the police what is so diVerentbe amendments to rectify the position?
in the Armed Forces?Mr Miller: We have also heard from The Guardian
Mr Miller: You have heard from the CDS theabout this matter. Indeed, I think there has been
explanation about the diVerent functions of thecorrespondence involving the Minister in which we
Armed Forces. They have a very diVerent role tohave acknowledged that thismay indeed have been a
fulfil from the police. In terms of the independentmistake, an oversight.We have said that wewill look
scrutiny of the police, my understanding is that thisinto this and if that further work confirms that there
was looking much more at how the police interacthas indeed been an oversight then we will bring
with the wider public. It is complaints about whatforward an amendment to correct it.
the police have done in the fulfilment of their duties.Robert Key:Could we look at the Service Complaint
What we are looking at in the issue we are addressingPanel and the whole question of redress and
is complaints that arise within the Service fromgrievance?
someone who has a grievance about how their
colleagues or their superiors have dealt with them.Q464 Mr Jones: This is my ongoing theme, Seeking to resolve that seems to us to be something

Chairman. I raise the issue around independence which is best dealt with through the chain of
and I think I got some way with the General but not command initially and through the Defence Council
very far. In what circumstances do you think it panel if an earlier resolution cannot be achieved.
would be inappropriate to have an independent
person on one of these panels, and in what
circumstances do you envisage you would need an Q466 Mr Jones: I am sorry: I know the MoD are
independent person? very inward-looking and not very open to new ideas,
Mr Miller: As the CDS and I think the Chiefs last but do you not actually think that they have got a
week said, we do not see an independent person as problem here in the sense that the perception is now,
being relevant when administrative issues are like the police used to have with the police
coming forward, questions of disputes over investigating themselves, that this is something
allowances or promotions, that sort of area, which which is not going to wash out there in terms of the
could be dealt with by the grievance panel. The broader damage that has been done over the last few
thinking on this came out, as you know, Mr Jones, years in terms of various allegations? I also accept
from the HCDC report on Duty of Care and it is that there is a diVerence when it comes to
responsive to concerns in that area, so it is issues operational matters but, frankly, a lot of these
where there are questions of welfare, allegations of complaints are not necessarily to do with
bullying or harassment, that sort of area, where we operational matters, and we took evidence from
think an independent member would be particularly people at Catterick and other places, but are on
appropriate. The underlying point here is the view bases and in static training in other places. Do you
that in principle it is for the Armed Forces to deal think that this is going to put to bed and stop this
with complaints themselves and for the chain of damage that is being done to our Armed Forces
command to be seen to be responsive and to be able while these allegations look as though they are being
to address people’s concerns and resolve them, but investigated by themselves, which was the case with
we do understand that there is a case where issues of the police a few years ago?
the welfare type arise and where it can add a degree Mr Miller: What we feel is that it is important to
of confidence to feel that an independent person can have a systemwhich preserves the central strength of
contribute to the consideration if a case reaches the the Armed Forces and allows them to do their duty
level where the panel is having to address it. and to be as eVective as they normally are, and it is

that eVectiveness which earns them the respect
which we are all keen to preserve. That takes us backQ465 Mr Jones: I understand why it was put in and
to the way the Armed Forces are structured andI do not agree. I think it is quite a weak response to
operate as a disciplined organisation with a clearlyour recommendations, but can I also put to you
visible and understood chain of command, so we dowhat I put to theGeneral about other organisations?

We took evidence, when we did the Duty of Care think it is important that in responding to concerns
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we should do nothing which weakens that Armed Forces business. The annual renewal, as the
CDS said, has been perhaps slightly less central tofundamental approach. What we have proposed is a

system which takes us beyond where we are now, our thinking and the issue of annual renewal was, I
think, debated 30 years ago and the decision wasintroduces a systemwhichwill tackle concerns about

welfare, allegations of abuse, within the system very taken then that it should be retained, but there have
been developments since then and the level ofmuch at unit level through strengthening the

provision of welfare services and support for parliamentary engagement with theArmed Forces is
such that there is now a regular debate on personnelindividuals, and then speed up the system through

which complaints which cannot be dealt with in that matters, for example. The Select Committee on
Defence has become a much more established partsystem can be elevated to a panel with the delegated

authority of the Defence Council. By introducing an of the system fromwhen this was last considered and
there is a whole range of other ways in which theseindependent element at that level we think that it will

show not only that the system has been adapted issues can be aired in a parliamentary context.
lower down but also that we have been responsive to
wider concerns and have introduced an element Q469 Robert Key: Flattery will get you nowhere,
which will ensure not only that the judgments are Mr Miller.
properly made but are seen to be properly made. Mr Miller: It is always worth trying.

Q470 Mr Jones: I just thought you ignored ourQ467 Mr Jones: I beg to diVer and I shall put some
reports.amendments down too. I want to ask you one other
Mr Miller: It seemed to us that the central issue wasquestion on the problem of selecting the
the quinquennial review. On annual renewal theindependent person. We have heard this morning
judgment is a finer one. We have, in the proposalsthat the General clearly wants somebody for the role
put forward in the Bill, come down not to include itwho has got military experience. Who do you think
but we are very interested to hear the range of viewswould be these independent people and would they
which has emerged and to hear the judgment whichhave very much credibility if they were, for example,
this Committee reaches.retired serving oYcers? Who is this super person we

are looking for who is going to be so independent
from influence? Q471 Mr Burrowes: I am still not clear what
Mr Miller:What we are clear on is that they will not particularly is wrong with the annual review itself.
be a member of the Armed Forces, they will not be There is a justification for the quinquennial review,
a member of the Civil Service. We will need to come but with the Service Chiefs saying themselves that it
forward with detailed proposals for exactly what is not particularly onerous and the Defence Select
they would be but I think that we would expect an Committee saying why not, and at this particular
independent member to be someone who could time when there is concern about a proper review
bring to bear relevant experience and skills. I would and scrutiny, why not keep it? It is not broke.
certainly think that knowledge of welfare issues, for Mr Miller: If that is the view that the Committee
example, would be relevant, as would the question of comes to then we would—
understanding a wider context that the CDS talked
about earlier. Q472 Mr Burrowes: The suspicion is, is it pressure
Robert Key: Mr Miller, you will know that every fromGovernment business managers to get rid of it?
year since 1689 Parliament has passed an annual Mr Miller: I am aware that the business managers
vote setting the limit on Army numbers, and I for have expressed a view. It was not actuallywhat led to
onewas very surprised to get a letter from theLeader the proposal in the first place to remove the annual
of the House saying it was time to stop all that renewal. As I said, in looking at the extent to which
nonsense and move forward in the 21st century, but it made an important contribution to the scrutinywe
we do wish to find out a little bit more about that. came down with the view that it was less important

than the quinquennial element and we proposed its
removal as a piece of process rather than a piece ofQ468 Mr Burrowes:Why are you not following the
business, but we would be very happy to hear theadvice of the Service Chiefs, who wish to retain the
considered views of the Committee in the light of allannual renewal, and how do you respond to the
the evidence that has come before them.Defence Committee’s conclusion that the rationale

for the requirement for annual renewal is not clear?
Mr Miller: We recognise that this is an interesting Q473 Mr Howarth: Can I put it to you that the

statutory authority which the Chairman mentionedissue and that there is quite a wide range of opinion
expressed about it. As you heard from the CDS, the arises out of the Bill of Rights 1689, so it is actually

a rather important constitutional point and, whilstpoint which the Department attaches particular
importance to is the retention of the quinquennial you say that there are plenty of other opportunities

today, none of those is statutory. Those are oVeredreview. We think that has both a practical value in
ensuring that there is a place in the legislative by the Government as opportunities when we might

discuss defence matters but the Government of theprogramme to allow disciplinary legislation to be
updated routinely and regularly, and also it serves a day could just as easily decide that they did not wish

to discuss defence matters and therefore there wouldsymbolic function in terms of demonstrating
Parliament’s continuing interest in this area of not be that statutory opportunity which is provided
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by way of the individual Service discipline Acts important that if they feel that they have made the
today. Can I put it to you that for an hour and a half wrong decision they have a chance to make a
per Service that is a small price to pay for ensuring properly informed decision about changing their
that there is an annual discipline on Parliament and mind. Indeed, they have got what we call a discharge
on the Government of the day to ensure that as of right, and they can give their Commanding
Parliament does have that opportunity for scrutiny? OYcer 14 days’ notice in writing to exercise that
Mr Miller: As I say, the argument can be made and right. The Commanding OYcer can take account of
has been made in both directions. We will listen to the circumstances and can vary that if necessary.
the views that you reach when you weigh up those Then the rules are, depending on their age, whether
arguments and be very interested in where you think they are under 18 at attestation or over 18 at
the balance should be struck. The proposal we have attestation, that they have a window in which they
put forward has drawn the line in one place. It could can leave the Service, having made a properly
clearly be drawn either side of where we have chosen informed decision, and that is that. If they turn out
to put it. to be what we call in the Army “unhappy soldiers”,

that is, soldiers who are really not suited to military
service; they have tried their best and really they areQ474 Mr Howarth: We used to have an annual

defence review which used to be published but that persistently unhappy and dissatisfied with their lot,
seems to have fallen into disuse and I think that the there is a provision for them to leave within a
established practice at the moment of holding a reasonable time as well. There are detailed rules
debate on a range of defence issues—defence in the about that but I think the key thing is that this is
world, defence in the UK and defence procurement really a human problem, for oYcers and
and so on—could also fall into disuse. Commanding OYcers to know their people and to
Mr Miller: A great deal of information is published know them well enough to make sure they have
on defence, as you know, in the form of the annual made the right decision to stay in the Service and to
reports, which is, I think, much more detailed in soldier on, and I think that that works in the Army.
many respects than it was 10 or 20 years ago, so that Air Commodore Hughesdon: Can I just say,
the trend seems to me to be towards putting more representing one of the sexy Services, I am flattered
information rather than less in front of Parliament. to note that sort of background. We similarly have
Robert Key:And, of course,MrMiller, we are aware processes in place that help people. Clearly, it is in
that it is not your fault that these debates always take our own interests to make sure that when they come
place on a wet Thursday afternoon when the House through the recruiting gate they know exactly what
is on a one-line Whip. That is up to the usual they are signed up for. I hope that the words that arechannels, I do realise that. One of the things which included in the various documentation they receivethis Committee has constantly banged on about is

at attestation time and when they arrive at our basichow diYcult it is that we do not have in front of us
training units, the sorts of words that are given inso many of the statutory instruments, the secondary
written agreements and the like, are readilylegislation, which will flow from this Bill, and one of
understandable and that, for those who cannotthose areas is in clauses 325 and 326 over enlistment
understand them, we help them through that. As hasand terms of service.
just been explained, we similarly have easy routes
out for people. For example, provided, if they are

Q475 Jim Sheridan: Can I first of all look at terms over-18s, they have completed 28 days, then between
and conditions and the recruitment of young people 28 days and six months they have the right to leave
in the Armed Forces, in particular the Army? For at 14 days’ notice, and that is enhanced for under-
instance, I understand that someone under 18 signs 18s.We do want to help and, particularly in terms of
up for a fixed six-year period and for anyone over 18 the recruiting front, you are right: we do generally
it is four years. I do not understand why that draw from similar pockets of areas and the last thingdiVerence is there. More importantly from an Army we want people to do, having been unhappy, havingperspective, I understand that the Navy and the

had a horrendous experience, having made theRoyal Air Force are still quite sexy careers that
wrong life choice, to go back into that pool, if youpeople wish to choose, particularly people from
like, and poison it for subsequent recruiting. It is inaZuent areas, whereas the Army tend to recruit in
our interests and our recognisable concerns, and Ithe more deprived areas. I am somewhat concerned
think we now have a system in place that helpsthat perhaps a young person signing up to join the
everybody.Army may not fully understand the commitment
Commodore Fraser: I think it is right to say that wethat is required and therefore, once he has signed up,
also realise that it is a particularly important time forthat is him in. Are you looking at any arrangement,
somebody during the first sixmonths of their service.even in the first sixmonths, that wouldmake it easier
It is in all of our interests to make sure that peoplefor young people who wish to leave the Armed
are there for the right reasons and want to be there.Forces to do so?
We have a similar process of people being able toBrigadier Andrews: I am not sure it is essentially a
leave within 14 days. As well as that we make surematter for here but I can reassure you that young
people have advice available to them so that they canpeople who join the Army, particularly those who
make a measured decision, because obviously thatare under 18, of course have a great deal of time and

eVort invested in their wellbeing and it is critically may well aVect the rest of their career.
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Q476 Jim Sheridan: So in the first six months they particularly. They were always intended as very
much an internal inquiry to be set up very quicklycan leave without any financial restraints, by

themselves? indeed and quite deliberately to make sure that you
had got the facts, much as CDS said a little earlierCommodore Fraser: Yes.

Air Commodore Hughesdon: Certainly in the case of on. The point is that you want absolute candour
fromyour witnesses and youwant to be able tomovemy Service. Beyond the six months they then have to

serve to three years to return the training investment. as quickly as you possibly can because the whole
idea is to learn lessons and then put those lessons
into eVect straightaway before any other processes.Q477 Jim Sheridan:Following on from that, will the
I think it is that rationale that is the basis of this.secondary legislation flowing from the Bill make any
That is why I am saying as a standard rule youchanges in the arrangements for those who join the
should say that no next of kin should be there. ThatServices under 18 years of age?
is why we have approached it that way.Mr Morrison: No. The intention is to keep the

provision that at themoment is in the legislation, for
the parental consent and so on, but it will be in Q480 Mr Jones: When we took evidence not just
subordinate legislation. from Deepcut families but also from other families

who, for example, had lost people, one of the things
that added to their lack of trust of the military chainQ478 Mr Campbell: On what may be renamed the
of command was the fact that they did not get accessday of the Burrowes principle, that if it is not broken
to those hearings or even get the reports afterwards,do not fix it, the Bill seeks to amend the inquiry
and clearly the bedside manner and the way thesystem. Are we therefore to conclude that there are
Army, for example, deals with next of kin isserious problems with it and they need to be fixed?
absolutely appalling in terms of informing them andMr Miller: No, I do not think you are to conclude
things like that. Can you understand that, frankly,that. There are a number of specific issues which the
again in this open, modern age, you are getting to aBill addresses with regard to inquiries. One in
situation where people think there is something toparticular concerns the Navy and I will ask Robert
hide if they are not being allowed to go? Would it beFraser to say a word about that. Otherwise there is
the way forward, not to presume that they could butan issue of whether lower level inquiries need to be
to oVer them the opportunity if they wish to be instatutorily based as they are now or whether there is
attendance?greater flexibility in making them eVectively a
Commodore Fraser: We have obviously learned amanagement tool and the Bill moves us in that
great deal and we continue to learn a great dealdirection. It also introduces a power to summons
about how we deal with next of kin and so on,civilian witnesses where it is essential to hear their
particularly in sensitive situations such as you wereevidence for the Board of Inquiry to do its business.
referring to. Certainly my understanding is that nextCommodore Fraser: For the Navy it is the biggest
of kin will normally get a copy of the report in duechange in this regard because we have always
course.operated our Boards of Inquiry on a prerogative

basis, so this is the biggest change for us. The other
two Services have always been statutory until now. I Q481 Mr Jones: No; they do not.
think it is right to say that there have not been any Brigadier Andrews: Perhaps I could help you here,
specific diYculties with running on a prerogative Mr Jones. Your assertion that the Army’s bedside
basis. The point is that there are a couple of positive manner is not satisfactory, as you put it, and forgive
advantages whichMrMiller has referred to in terms me if those were not your precise words, is not borne
ofmoving to a statutory system, for example, having out by the facts.
witnesses giving evidence on oath and also the fact
that you can issue a summons for awitness to attend.

Q482 Mr Jones: Oh, it is; I am sorry.That is particularly important nowadays because we
Brigadier Andrews:We now have in place a supportare working increasingly with civilian contractors
cell. Families are invariably given copies of theand so on. It is the sort of situation where you can
Boards of Inquiry reports.make sure somebody comes to give evidence in a

particularly important or sensitive Board of Inquiry.
Q483 Mr Jones: That is not the case; I am sorry.
Brigadier Andrews: Mr Jones, that is the case.Q479 Mr Burrowes: It is also an issue which I think

we have heard about earlier today and in previous
sessions about whether or not next of kin should be Q484 Mr Jones: That is not the case, because a

family that I had are still waiting and were told thatable to attend Boards of Inquiry, and the debate
ranges from only under exceptional circumstances they could not actually have it, so you might have

made some changes but the evidence that we took into a presumption in favour of saying that they
should. Why is the view here that it should be terms of the Duty of Care inquiry was that not only

were people not getting reports but also were notexceptional rather than a presumption in favour?
Commodore Fraser: I think it comes back to the being told when the Boards of Inquiry were taking

place. Also, if you say the bad bedside manner hasfundamental reason why we have Boards of Inquiry.
They have been with us in the prerogative form for improved, I am glad of that, but where you have had

evidence, which we had on several occasions, wheremany years as far as the Navy is concerned
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next of kin’s possessions were left in cardboard places. We also need to perhaps understand the
nature of some of these events. They can be veryboxes on people’s doorsteps, frankly, it is lousy. If it

has changed, good. distressing particularly, of course, for the next of kin
but more particularly, or equally importantly, forBrigadier Andrews:You have bundled up quite a lot

of points in that. those who are involved, those people who were
witnesses to it who perhaps feel themselves to blame
for something. There is a real diYculty there ofQ485 Mr Jones: I often do.
trying to get to the heart of the matter when peopleBrigadier Andrews: I can speak as the oYcer
already feel very diYcult about some of these thingsresponsible for the co-ordination of Boards of
and having perhaps three, four, half a dozen ormoreInquiry in theArmy and I can tell you that Boards of
families present makes it very much more diYcult.Inquiry reports, when they are complete, are always
Also, if you think about a plane and how thatreleased to the next of kin. They sometimes have
operates, a two-person plane, a pilot and navigator,sections removed for security reasons, and that is the
if the plane is flown into the hillside perhaps thereonly reason it is done. Families are always kept up
can be a degree of animosity between next of kin andto date with significant developments in any inquiry
if the President is having to deal with that as well asand the cell will answer any of their questions.
trying to get to the facts of the case, all these thingsWhere there are significant developments, of course,
racked up make it very much more of a complexwe make it our business, because they are deeply
issue than the very laudable aspirations of next ofconcerned about it, to keep them up to date. That is
kin becoming involved. I will go back to the nub ofthe situation.
it. We do disclose and we do try to continually brief
next of kin. We always seek to improve and learn

Q486 Mr Jones: Can I suggest you go over the and deliver a better service for people, of course we
evidence that we took in our Duty of Care inquiry of do.
really what some of those families said? If it has
changed and it is new, good, but if you look at the

Q488 Vera Baird: The more you have talked thesome of the statements those families made, they
more you have assimilated these inquiries towere treated appallingly.
inquests, which are held publicly, which concern theBrigadier Andrews: I have not said that our record in
need to learn lessons, are often very technical, clearlythis respect is perfect, and we have certainly learned
have animosity present sometimes, and aremanageda great deal in recent years from particularly hard
by experienced inquirers. There seems to becases. I hope that I sit before you and have the
absolutely no justification for there being anyhumility to say that we have learned from
diVerence here except when there is a securityexperience. Can we do things better? Yes, of course
question, and clearly if there is a security question itwe can, but now we have a system, I believe, where
would be perfectly available to the Services tofamilies are kept very well informed about the
exclude next of kin, but you really have persuadedprocess of inquiries and the outcomes.
me that they should be admitted because all of those
things it is imperative for them to understand if theyQ487 Vera Baird: If you are going to give them a full
are to have any coming to terms with the loss of theiraccount of the report what is the rationale for not
loved ones.letting them be there to hear it for themselves?
Air Commodore Hughesdon:Of course, the processesAir Commodore Hughesdon: Perhaps I can speak
of the Board of Inquiry would be released in the vastfrom the Royal Air Force perspective. There is full
majority of circumstances to the coroner’s inquestdisclosure, apart from security related information,
and all these things would be gone through, butand if people wish to see full details in terms of what
clearly it is most likely that that process would takemight have happened to their loved ones then so be
longer than the real thrust of the Board of Inquiry,it: we allow them all of that as well.We do try to help
which is to find out what went wrong, how we canpeople through their obvious desire to understand
improve it and how we can save other lives perhaps.what has gone on and as part of that, in a similar way

to the Army, we have continual briefing of next of
kin through dedicated appointed oYcers, but there Q489 Vera Baird: But that is exactly what inquests

are for.are real issues with having next of kin present. We
have heard about the need to get onwith these things Commodore Fraser: Your point is very well made

about inquests. There is a big diVerence, of course,immediately, to get to the facts, to find the heart of
the matter. There are practical issues, of course. in timing. I come back to the rationale of these

eVectively internal inquiries to fact-find so that weAircraft normally carry quite a few people and there
are clearly issues with large numbers of casualties can get them on straightaway and we can stop a

problem happening again or a repeat of theinvolved, such as in the sad loss of a Hercules last
year with 10 crew, about how you manage that sort diYculty. Inquests, certainly in my experience, take

a significant amount of time to be heard and, rightly,of Board of Inquiry with large numbers of people
who have a direct concern in it is a very real issue, they are the finalword as to the cause of death, if that

is what they are looking at, whereas a Board ofparticularly when you are talking about going to
operational theatres, when you are talking about Inquiry is actually looking rather diVerently. It is

looking at what has gone wrong and what we can dogoing to the States to deal with aircraft information
they have, taking evidence around a large number of to fix it now.
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Q490 Vera Baird:No.With regard to the purpose of Mrs Jones: The nature of a Board of Inquiry as I
understand it is very diVerent from a court.inquests, and particularly when they are held with
Witnesses will not necessarily have representation.juries, statute provides that their function is to find
They have representation in some cases but notout what went wrong in order to avoid it recurring.
invariably.It is exactly analogous. That is a parallel, not an
Commodore Fraser:And indeed the evidence cannotanalogy.
be used in a court thereafter.Commodore Fraser: But the problem is, of course,
Robert Key:We are exploring a very important area.the timing, as I am sure you accept, that they take a
I am conscious of time.long time to come on. It is quite a long time after
Mr Jones: I listened to what the Air Commodorethe event.
said and, frankly, when you leave the Service there is
clearly a career beckoning in Whitehall for the
answer you gave.Q491 Vera Baird: I accept that entirely, but what
Robert Key: That is praise indeed, if you were notthere is no link between is the timing and the
aware of that.availability of access to the family. If there were an

exceptional situation in which it is simply impossible
to get the family there, then you would have your

Q493 Mr Jones: The example which you actuallyopt-out exceptional circumstance arrangement, but
gave is obviously a complex one in terms of an airin the absence of that there is no link at all between
crash, for example, but can I put to you a case I hadallowing the families in and it taking far too long to
where a constituent of mine shot himself in a toiletcarry out an investigation. I cannot find a rational
block in Bosnia? I am admittedly going back a fewlink between the two at all. I really have not heard
years. The family were not allowed to go to theany reason so far why families should not be Board of Inquiry, theywere not even sent afterwardsadmitted except when there is a good reason to opt when they asked for it a copy of the report and,

out. You have persuaded me, I think, that the Bill is having spoken to quite a few families who have lost
the wrong way round. people, not just in accidents but also suicides, as we
Mr Miller: The nub of our concern on this issue is had in the Duty of Care inquiry, not allowing or not
that the focus of a Board of Inquiry is, as has been giving the right just adds to the feeling that the
said, to find out in often quite technical military has got something to hide. I am not saying
circumstances what went wrong and to understand they have, but that is the perception next of kin have
very fully what part each of the players contributed and if we can remove that I think the process would
to that. Our concern is that having next of kin be better. Like Vera, I have not heard anything this
present may inhibit the frankness of the evidence morning which tells me that having next of kin there
which is given to the Board of Inquiry. That is a is going to stop the process in any way. I am not
judgment but that is really the central one which saying they should automatically want to be there
we have reached in concluding that the function but they will in a lot of cases. It is part of their
of the Board of Inquiry, which is an internal process to find out what went wrong.
one to determine what went wrong in military Brigadier Andrews: I sense that we are not going to
circumstances, is conducted as eVectively as possible persuade you here, but it is a matter of our
and really gets to what may be a quite diYcult and professional judgment. The Board of Inquiry and
sensitive underlying problem. That is what concerns the inquest are complementary. What is important
us principally. We are not seeking to substitute the to us is the outcome of the Board of Inquiry, which
Board of Inquiry for an inquest. We recognise that is to discover what went wrong and, if necessary, to
it has a diVerent function and we wish to avoid any take timely, sometimes urgent, action to put matters
possibility that evidence may not be given as fully right. Very often coroners use subsequently the
and frankly as we need to hear it in order to Board of Inquiry report as a very important
understand what underlies the event. document but that is our judgment, that the presence

of relatives, who have a diVerent standing in that
incident from those who are trying to find out what

Q492 Vera Baird: That is a very problematic happened, would aVect the eVectiveness of that
rationale because inquests inquire into activities at inquiry mechanism.
power stations and expect full and frank evidence
there. Are you suggesting that military personnel are
more likely to lie than civilians, because that is the Q494MrHowarth:Can I press Commodore Fraser?

He said that the report of a Board of Inquiry is notonly way you can justify what you have just said, I
think. admissible in evidence at an inquest.

Commodore Fraser: The statements by theMr Miller: What I have said is that in the Board of
Inquiry we want to be as confident as we can be that individual witnesses was the point I wasmaking. The

whole idea again is to back up this idea that peoplewe hear all the evidence as fully and frankly as we
can. We do not want to feel that people, through can be frank and they are not panicking about

having a lawyer standing behind them saying, “Youperhaps a concern for causing oVence or disquiet to
relatives, do not give all the information that they should not say that, you should not say this”, and

so on.have.
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Q495 Mr Howarth: Indeed, and that seems to me to police work out the handling of the investigation.
Abroad, say, in NATO countries, the decision as tobe an extremely important and positive point, but

the actual report of the Board of Inquiry would be the choice of the jurisdiction and which police force
was going to be involved would bemade on the basisavailable and would be admissible in evidence,

would it? of the NATO SOFA, so in Germany the
relationships between the German civilian policeBrigadier Andrews: It is always sent to the coroner.
and the military police are worked out on that basis.
None of that is directly aVected by the Bill.Q496 Mr Howarth: It must be, on the grounds that

it is available to the next of kin and therefore
Q500 Mr Breed: Do you think it ought to be?presumably at that point it becomes a public
Mr Morrison: No. It seems to work very well.document?

Commodore Fraser: It is eVectively in the public
domain; that is the reality. The one thing that will Q501Mr Breed: In other words the relationship you
happen in a lot of cases is that the names of think is going to work perfectly satisfactorily under
individuals will be blanked out and that happens the new regulations?
with copies given to next of kin on a regular basis. Mr Morrison: Yes. There has not been any desire,
Again, that goes back to the idea ofmaking sure that either from the civilian police or from ourselves, to
witnesses can be as frank as they can. That is one of change the relationships with them, nor inGermany.
the reasons behind that.

Q502 Mr Breed: Turning to the delegation to a
Q497 Robert Key: Have you considered whether subordinate the tasks of investigating and dealing
there might be a case here for a video link so that with summary oVences, do you anticipate that
next of kin could watch the proceedings without, as changing the restrictions which will be placed on
you have put it, inhibiting the proceedings? subordinate oYcers is likely to be the subject of
Mr Miller: It is not, I think, an issue which we think secondary legislation at some stage?
would have very material eVect on witnesses but it is Mr Morrison: At the moment there are subordinate
certainly something we can reflect on. rules about a subordinate oYcer exercising the
Robert Key: Thank you. Can we move on please to powers of a CO, what delegations can be made in
the question of the relationship between the what circumstances, the restrictions on what powers
Commanding OYcers and Service Police? can be delegated and so on and we will provide very

similarly in subordinate legislation under this Bill.
Q498 Mr Breed: As you know, the Bill removes the
Commanding OYcer’s right to exercise his Q503 Mr Breed: So you expect some secondary
discretion as to whether there is a case to answer in legislation in this area?
serious incidents. That will not be investigated by Mr Morrison: Oh, yes. It will be exactly the same as
him. He has got to hand that over to the Service at the moment. I do not think there has been any
Police. What we would like to know is how you pressure to change the basis of delegation or
envisage this relationship between the Commanding anything like that, but instead of three sets, one for
OYcer, the Service Police and the police force itself each of the Services, you will have one set.
working under this new arrangement.
Mr Morrison: You are certainly correct that for Q504 Mr Breed: The Bill makes extensive reference
specified serious oVences and in a list of other to the roles and responsibilities of the Commanding
circumstances to be prescribed, the CO will refer the OYcer. What we would like to know is can all these
case to the Service Police. In such cases, obviously, duties and responsibilities be delegated en bloc or is
one eVect of that will be that the CO will no longer there going to be some sort of cap as to how these
have responsibility for the investigation, even a responsibilities are delegated, and at what sorts of
theoretical one. He has to pass that to the Service levels? Who is the “Commanding OYcer”? What
Police and they get on with it, so there will be a minimum levels of rank might the Commanding
reduction in the burden on the CO, I think. No OYcer be? We are trying to get a feel for where this
doubt liaison and communication between the CO delegation goes, how far it goes essentially.
and the Service Police will continue as now in a day- Brigadier Andrews: Perhaps I could paint a picture
to-day way. I cannot immediately see what for you from the Army’s perspective and
diVerence it should make. I am not sure if you are Commodore Fraser and Air Commodore
also interested in the relationship between the Hughesdon do the same for theNavy and the Royal
Service Police and the civilian police. Air Force. In the Army the Commanding OYcer of

a major unit, that is a regiment or a battalion,
would normally be a lieutenant colonelQ499 Mr Breed: Yes.

Mr Morrison: That is not directly touched on by the commanding 500 or 600 soldiers. That would be
split up into sub-units, squadrons, batteries,Bill. As now, the decisions on investigations within

the UK are based on police protocols, which have companies, commanded usually by a major and he
would have some powers delegated to him by thebeen referred to more than once in evidence. They

are set out in a Home OYce circular and in the Commanding OYcer. He would be a subordinate
commander and those particular powers are set outQueen’s Regulations, and it is on the basis of those

protocols that the Service Police and the civilian in the more detailed rules. Occasionally, where
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oYcers take a detachment away, those oYcers in evidence of last week you will have noted that I
pointed out that there is an increasingly blurredcharge of those detachments can be given particular

disciplinary powers as well. Generally speaking we jurisdiction, if not geographic blurring, on married
quarters’ or family estates, where Anningtonhave lieutenant colonels commanding units, majors

commanding companies and, of course, generally Homes are not only selling oV houses but also
building new developments, as indeed with the newspeaking, those major units are commanded in a

formation by a brigadier and he will also have some Colchester garrison. You have got new private
estates springing up within the historic garrisondisciplinary powers both as the higher authority

and as an appropriate superior on operation. That area. The real question is, who is going to have the
jurisdiction? It appears that where the jurisdictionis the Army picture.
is overlapping the decision about which police force
investigates the oVence is down to which policeQ505 Mr Breed: I suppose what we are thinking
force arrives on the scene first. Surely it has got toabout is the investigative element and everything
be more defined than that?else, the non-serious element. To what extent is it
Mr Morrison: It is not simply a matter of whogoing to go down the chain? We want to feel
arrives first. As far as immediate reaction to ancomfortable that the Commanding OYcer is at
incident is concerned, obviously that is going toleast commanding in that sense.
depend largely on liaison between the variousCommodore Fraser: If I can deal with the Navy,
police forces whomay be around. That is equally sobecause we face probably more change than the
in Germany between Service Police and, say, theothers in terms of the definition of “Commanding
German police. Apart from that immediateOYcer” in the new Bill. We have Commanding
question of who is on the spot at the time, theOYcers of ships and establishments, and that is on
question of who is going to conduct thethe face of the Naval Discipline Act as it stands at
investigation is settled, as I have mentionedthe moment. We then have to look at subordinate
previously, under very well established protocolslegislation to see establishments set out there. I will
between the diVerent police forces as to which aregive you an example of where it has been diYcult
the cases which are most suitable for dealing in awith the existing primary and secondary legislation.
civilian context for civilian investigation and whichWe wanted to change the arrangements in
ones are more appropriate for militaryPortsmouth and there was a command of the
investigation. Very simply, the rough rule is that ifPortsmouth Flotilla which we were seeking to set
the oVence occurs in the UK there could be civilianup with powers of punishment and so on to deal
police investigating the case or the Service police, ifwith the matters you were talking about. We ended
the suspect is a member of the Armed Forces. Ifup having to put an amendment into our secondary
there is a purely Service context the rule of thumblegislation to make that happen. Under the Bill it
is that the Service Police will be the ones to carry onwill be much easier, rather as the two other Services
the investigation. If it has any sort of civilianhave at the moment, to make somebody a
element in terms of the victim and so on, or as to theCommanding OYcer with the powers of
property involved, if it is theft, the rule of thumb ispunishment. Just dealing with your other point
that the civilian police are the ones to carry out theabout delegation, the delegation really will not
investigation. It is a combination of liaison forchange. At the moment we have restrictions,
immediate reaction, sometimes even joint policingcertainly as far as the Navy is concerned, and I do
in places like Colchester, I think, which happensnot think the other Services are too diVerent, in
periodically, so that you get the right people on theterms of allowing oYcers not below the rank of
spot to deal with likely problems, and then you getlieutenant to be able to undertake powers of
these well-established and rather more precisepunishment and, obviously, carry out summary
protocols than I may have suggested reflected in thedealing.
Queen’s Regulations for determining the division
of responsibility on the investigation.Q506 Mr Breed: So they are broadly similar under

the new Bill?
Air Commodore Hughesdon: They are broadly Q508 Bob Russell: Mr Morrison, not today but I
similar. One of the important things to note is that would seriously suggest that the protocols need to
although Commanding OYcers can go down in my be looked at again in the light of changing
case to a flight lieutenant, lieutenant or captain, circumstances, and the changing circumstances are
their powers are less than those of a major or that, where you once had military family estates,
lieutenant colonel, so the Commanding OYcer they are now being broken up and you have a
rank is pegged, and clearly in all this it is very mixture. I do not think you can have a rule of
important to make sure that the Commanding thumb. I think the protocols have to be looked at
OYcer and his subordinate commanders are again. That is all I am asking.
properly experienced, properly trained and mature Mr Morrison: It is certainly the case that they are
in delivering justice. being looked, and they are looked at quite

regularly. There is a lot of discussion between the
Home OYce and the MoD. I am trying to simplifyQ507 Bob Russell:Within the UK the Home OYce
what is already quite an elaborate set of principles.Police have priority in investigating an incident

outside the defence estate and if you have read the I should add that the final say in interpreting the
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principles as between the Service Police and the Robert Key: Thank you very much, Mr Morrison.
We have at least four other areas of concern wecivilian police in the UK is left to the local Chief of

Police, which is the civilian police, so if there is any wish to explore but in view of the time I suggest we
write to you asking for your opinion on those. Canroom for doubt the civilians can say, “We will

investigate”. There is a final mechanism for I thank you very much for the time you have given
us this morning. It is always a pleasure to see thedeciding which is the right approach.
Bill Team. Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, for
your contribution.
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Members present:

Mr George Howarth, in the Chair

Vera Baird Mr Kevan Jones
Mr Colin Breed Robert Key
Mr Simon Burns Sarah McCarthy-Fry
Mr David Burrowes Bob Russell
Mr Alan Campbell Jim Sheridan
Mr Gerald Howarth

Witnesses: Mr Robert Rooks, Director General of Security and Safety, MoD, Brigadier Colin Findlay,
Provost Marshal (Army), Group Captain Edward Scaplehorn, Provost Marshal (RAF), and Commander
David Price, Provost Marshal (Navy), gave evidence.

Q509 Chairman: Good morning. First of all, thank Brigadier Findlay: In terms of the Bill, I do not
perceive any increase in workload. Where theyou for sparing the time to come and talk to us about
additional workload comes from and where thethese important matters impinging on this Bill which
pressure comes on to the Army element of theyou are in one way or another involved in. If you
Service Police at themoment with RAF support is inwanted to say any brief words of introduction this is
operational theatres and it is our ability to cope withthe opportunity to do so otherwise we will plunge
that spike of investigative activity that comesstraight into questions.
particularly from investigations in Afghanistan andMr Rooks: I think we are ready to plunge straight
in Iraq that poses us with a challenge. I am quiteinto questions, Chairman.
convinced at the moment that I do need more
manpower, but you would expect me perhaps to say

Q510 Mr Howarth: Can you tell us whether you that and that is being studied in depth at the
think there is likely to be an increase in the number moment.
of incidents that you are going to have to investigate
as a result of this Bill? If so, have you assessed the

Q511 Mr Howarth: What is your manpower at thelikely impact on your resources? Do you think you
present time?have got enough men and kit to do the job?
Brigadier Findlay: I have 234 detective specialists inMr Rooks: It is not immediately apparent that the
the SIB and that manpower covers investigations inBill itself will cause an increase in workload for the
any location around the world where there are UKService Police although there are other factors which
Army forces based.might in future. One aspect of the Bill which could

cause an increase is the fact that Service Police will
Q512 Mr Howarth: Could the other two possiblynow be empowered to investigate anything which is
give us the Royal Air Force andRoyalNavy figures?reported to them or comes to their attention from
Group Captain Scaplehorn:TheRoyal Air Force hasany source rather than having to be asked by the
35 detective specialists.Commanding OYcer. I think that that should not
Commander Price: In the Navy there are 11 in thenecessarily lead to an increase in workload because
SIB. Overall the size of the Service Police isthere really is no evidence at the moment that any
approximately 280 altogether.incident that needs to be reported and investigated is

not so reported and investigated. So what may
happen is that the Service Police find out about an Q513 Mr Howarth: Do you concur with the
incident perhaps a little bit quicker, but even then I Brigadier that despite the level of potential enquiries
doubt it because in practice most incidents are that this Bill might raise you can cope?
relatively minor. They might occur at night in the Commander Price: From an RN perspective, I
barracks after two servicemen have been to the pub believe that we are insuYciently resourced in certain
and they are having a fight. The first people that areas. That said, there is currently a review within
would be called would almost certainly be the the Navy looking at how we deal with the
Service Police. I doubt that people would call the independence of investigations and how we are
Commanding OYcer at two o’clock in the morning. going to meet the requirements of the Bill itself and
Therefore, the Service Police would respond and at the organisation and the setup. This review
they would start by breaking up the fight and they presents the opportunity to reorganise and to put the
would, at the very least, ask what it was about. They appropriate level of resources in place.
would have already begun an investigation. No Group Captain Scaplehorn: I concur with that. We
doubt they would have reported that to the have certainly felt the strain in the Special
Commanding OYcer very quickly and that Investigations Branch. We are currently reviewing
investigation would be formally authorised. In the composition of that and we are putting resource
practice I see no reason why there should be any into that from other areas of the RAF Police. It is

simply an adjustment of resource.more cases than there are now.
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Q514 Mr Howarth: So you do not think that the military witnesses. That is where the ineYciency
comes about because of the verymobile nature of therequirement now for a Commanding OYcer to refer

to you any case which is outside his summary powers military population. That is not quite the same
challenge as you have with a far more static civilianis going to lead to an increase in workload?

Brigadier Findlay: I do not believe so. Commanding population in any county police force’s operational
area.We have done a great deal in the last sixmonthsOYcers very frequently invite the Service Police to

conduct enquiries which they will deal with to rationalise electronically the management of our
case files through something called the Electronicsummarily even at present. In terms of providing

best evidence, particularly when something is likely Case File Register which I can look at frommy oYce
individually in Upavon in Wiltshire and then applyto be dealt with on a criminal basis at summary

dealing level, it is wise for them to be utilising Service appropriate command and control pressure to speed
up the production of witnesses to cases and allowPolice skills to acquire that evidence appropriately

at the moment. I do not perceive that that is going to that to progress. Within the last three months we
have reduced case file delay by 30%. That is anresult in an expansion of requirement on the ground

where the volume of activity takes place. improvement responding to the judge’s comments in
the newspaper at the weekend.

Q515 Mr Jones: I heard what you said about
Q517 Mr Jones: Most police forces that I know ofresources, which I think is pretty self-evident from
now are very strict on a clear case managementrecent events. Would you agree with Judge Blackett
system whereby if things are not done by certainwho said in last week’s Sunday Telegraph that it was
dates they are reviewed.unacceptable and damaging that ineYciencies
Brigadier Findlay: As I do in exactly the same way.within the military meant that soldiers charged with

serious crimes sometimes had to wait months or
years before appearing at a court martial? Are you Q518 Mr Jones: Have you got a similar system?

Brigadier Findlay:Yes, I do and I can review that onaccepting there are ineYciencies in the way in which
this system is carried out? a weekly basis.
Mr Rooks: Most of the cases which are receiving
criticism now are quite old. They are ones which Q519 Mr Jones: The judge goes on in this article to
occurred after the cessation of hostilities in Iraq say that delays undermine the eVectiveness of the
when the situation was extremely dangerous. I do court martial system. Would you agree that any
not think any of us would deny that the SIB was delay leads not only to pressure on those individuals
under-resourced for what was happening at that accused but also in terms of the credibility of the
time. What we have done since is train a number of court martial system?
additional so-called Level 3 investigators who deal Brigadier Findlay: Indeed, because justice delayed is
with serious oVences and SIOs who supervise them. justice denied in that respect. The management of
We have also increased the actual equipment and delay in all aspects of a military criminal justice
support which deployed SIB people in Iraq have. system—and we have just been talking about the
They were rather short of the basic things like military police portion of that—is the Adjutant-
vehicles, computers and so forth. That has been General’s highest priority. I am held accountable on
rectified and therefore matters are now better. I a monthly basis to him for that case-by-case.
think I should say that those extra people were taken
from the bulk of the police force, so they were not Q520 Mr Howarth: I want to ask you a specific
extra to the RMP but at least they were extra people question on your forensic capabilities. Do you have
for investigations. your own laboratories for your SIB people to work

with or are you reliant on Home OYce laboratories,
forensic laboratories, databases and so on? HowQ516 Chairman: If we are talking about

ineYciencies, presumably they were failures in not well trained are your people in these forensic skills?
Brigadier Findlay: The forensic crime scenehaving the right computer equipment, the right

vehicles in place and not human ineYciencies. examiners we train ourselves by utilising courses
both internal to the Service Police and also HomeBrigadier Findlay: I think what the judge is reflecting

is the overall challenge we face on the delay of the OYce approved courses, for example at Durham.
All of our submissions to forensic laboratories goproduction of casework. Perhaps Imight just try and

explain some of the challenges which we face in the into the civilian system. There is no extant military
mechanism solely provided for that purpose as itService Police which are not characteristic in a civil

police investigation; this is the tremendous mobility would not be cost-eVective. Overall, in terms of the
type of forensic analysis which we regularly submit,of the armed force structure where it exists. The

incident might have taken place in Germany. The we have the use of the Forensic Science Service to
analyse DNA fingerprints, ballistics, metallurgy,troops may then take part in exercises in Canada, at

the British Army unit or they may go on leave to the digital images, computer analysis and traYc
accident investigations. Let me give you an idea ofUnited Kingdom. We have a very, very mobile

population. The two major reasons for delay in the scale. In the last 12months I have spent just short
of £1 million sterling in relation to forensicinvestigations relate to either forensic submissions—

and that is something that is characterised in the civil submissions and technical support to SIB
investigations around the world, but it is allcommunity as well—or indeed the availability of
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contracted out and that is one of the challenges of personnel inside the Military Corrective Training
Centre at Colchester, which I believe you havebecause we have to take our share in that queue with

the civil community. visited. A sister organisation to the military police,
the Military Provost StaV, some of whom you met
on your visit, are actually the professional custodyQ521 Chairman: And this applies to all three
oYcers for those who are committed to serveServices, does it?
sentences of detention in that site. Yes, there is aGroup Captain Scaplehorn: Yes.
Code of Practice. Equally, all the guardroomCommander Price: It is on a much smaller scale but
facilities in which somebody would be detainedit is mirrored, yes.
during an investigation, for example, are licensed
and inspected and that Code of Practice has to beQ522 Mr Burrowes: Looking at the distinction
followed.between the military system and the civilian criminal

law in relation to PACE and reviewing continued
detention for the arrested person, could you explain Q526Mr Burrowes: Is there a draft Code of Practice
the reasons for distinguishing between the civilian in relation to the proposed Bill?
system in relation to reviews, where the civilian Brigadier Findlay: The proposed Bill is not likely to
system we have reviews cases carried out by an change the mechanisms associated with a detention.
oYcer independent of the investigation and some
other higher rank, normally an inspector and then, Q527 Mr Burrowes:What is the practice in terms of
after 24 hours, by a superintendent. Why does a the recording of someone being in detention and a
Commanding OYcer have that particular role? review of the continued detention and whether that
Brigadier Findlay: The major diVerence is that in the should be made implicit in the Bill in terms of
civilian system it is the civil police who are recordings?
responsible under PACE for the issue of custody. In Brigadier Findlay:The authorisations for contended
the military system the Service Police are not detentions are contained within Army policy
responsible for custody. We do not maintain the documents associated with summary dealing and
custody cells, for example, we are not accountable custody, which is a responsibility placed on the
for that, that is a matter for the Commanding Commanding OYcer and the chain of command, ie
OYcer. Since the Service Police have been the review mechanisms, the timings, the record of
conducting the investigation separately from the that and, equally, the Judge Advocate’s rulings as
Commanding OYcer, he is perhaps in a better and when the time approaches for his review.
position to judge the requirement for the continued Commander Price: The custody rules are exactly the
detention and, after all, it has to go before a judicial same for all three Services.
oYcer at the prescribed time, a Judge Advocate. The
great diVerence between civil police and Service

Q528 Vera Baird:What you are saying is the civilianPolice responsibilities is that the civil police are
record would be a custody record which would haveresponsible for custody, they look after the people
a good deal more on it than the things you have justand they go into civil police cells. Service Police do
set out. Have you comprehensively set outwhat is onnot maintain cells. That duty is held by the unit.
the custody document which is equivalent to the
civilian custody record?Q523 Mr Burrowes: Is there not an argument for
Brigadier Findlay: I do not have that with me. I dosaying that there should be that independence in
not have something to refer to and compare. It is myterms of a review of continued detention by the
belief that that contains similar related informationService Police?
of when reviews take place, who makes the review,Brigadier Findlay: I could not guarantee in every
the justification for the continued detention andoperational circumstance where custody was
then, of course, the rulings because in the end this isrequired that a Service policeman could be present
going to be tested ultimately by the Judge Advocategiven the very devolved and expeditious nature of
to whom continued detention has to be approved.the article and the limited numbers of Service Police.

You will not find them, for example, scattered
Q529 Chairman: It might be helpful when you dothroughout all elements of Iraq or Afghanistan.
have the opportunity to double-check that, if there
is anything you feel that youwant to add towhat youQ524 Mr Burrowes: So they may not be done for
have said today, you sent us a note on that.operational reasons.
Brigadier Findlay:This is amatter of wider policy forBrigadier Findlay: I would say at the moment
the chain of command. It is not exclusively a matterstructurally we are not responsible, as the civil
for the Service Police, as I was trying to explain toauthority is, for the custody of people in detention.
Mr Burrowes.
MrBurrowes: It would be useful to see the documentQ525 Mr Burrowes: Is there a Code of Practice that
and to see the Code of Practice as well.is published particularly in relation to detention in

the military system?
Brigadier Findlay: Yes. By chance and as a parallel Q530 Vera Baird: If you could anonymise it, I would

like to see a custody record which has been kept toresponsibility I, as ProvostMarshal of theArmy, am
responsible for policy associated with the detention see what is on it. That would be most useful because
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I suspect that very much less is recorded than is Q533 Mr Jones: Clause 113 of the Bill places a duty
recorded in a civilian case. Who checks that he is fit on the Commanding OYcer to report a serious
to be detained for instance? oVence to the Service Police but not to the local
Brigadier Findlay: That is not a matter for the constabulary.
Service Police. In respect of the chain of command, Mr Rooks: The requirement for the Commanding
it is actually Army policy that you are questioning OYcer to report to the local constabulary is
me on here at the moment as opposed to something contained in Queen’s Regulations rather than in the
distinctly within my areas of responsibility. As a Bill. There is no doubt that for those serious crimes
Service policeman I am not normally required to the Commanding OYcer must report to the local
become involved in recording the details of constabulary in the UK. I think the issue with the
detention, it is the Commanding OYcer’s Bill, although I have not been associated with
responsibility. Quite rightly, that is a question that drafting it, is that it applies across the world.
would be more appropriate to have gone to DPSA Certainly in some overseas countries you would not
when you had him here. I will endeavour to provide involve a civil constabulary in an investigation.
the Committee with that information.
Commander Price: The custody record is kept with
the police case file because it has to be referred to. Q534Mr Jones: The Bill delegates the responsibility
Vera Baird: I would be surprised if it was not. I am to the Service Police. With the Duty of Care report,
just slightly concerned that some of this seems to be which was extensive evidence, one of the key
going into a black hole and that all that appears to problems and certainly one of the criticisms of
be recorded is the minimum, ie the times of the Deepcut by the families and others was the fact that
review. The civilian custody record may be more the Service Police were the first to investigate some
comprehensive and he is checked on every half an of these things. I know Mr Key has got some issues
hour or every hour andmuchmore detail is put on it, to raise on this later on. That then leads to problems
ie visits, attendance by his lawyer, all of those things in terms of securing evidence afterwards, and
which all appear to be missing, but I would be certainly Surrey Police were quite critical of the way
interested to see the document. some of those things were done. Do you think it

should be clear that in the UK, if primacy is with the
home department, they should be the people that areQ531 Mr Jones: I sat on the Duty of Care inquiry
called in first and not the Service Police, which thenundertaken by the Defence Committee in the last
leads to the type of accusations which were madeParliament and the MoD confirmed then that prime
quite clearly by some of the families afterwards? It isresponsibility for maintaining and enforcing
another example of the military investigating thecriminal law in the UK rests with the home
military.department. The Bill makes no provision for how

shared jurisdiction should be regulated. In written Brigadier Findlay: There is absolutely no doubt in
evidence to the Committee JUSTICE has expressed the minds of the Service Police over the complete
some concern that any protocol between the CPS primacy of the civil authority to investigate all issues
and the DPS governing this exercise of dual within the United Kingdom.
jurisdiction within the UK should be formalised
prior to the Act coming into force. Do you agree

Q535 Mr Jones: But eVectively it does not workwith that?
like that.Mr Rooks: We have not really seen any diYculties

with dual jurisdiction. Brigadier Findlay:Perhaps youwould like to expand
your question further and I can come back to you.

Q532 Mr Jones: Then you obviously did not read
our report in the last Parliament on Duty of Care. Q536 Mr Jones: As with Deepcut and some of the
Mr Rooks: We recognise that the civil police have other investigations, the first person on the scene isprimacy, the home department civil police as basically the Service Police, is it not?opposed to the MDP who are also the civil police.

Brigadier Findlay: Yes, and initially whoever is firstThe Home Department civil police have primacy on
on the scene of any incident must take the immediateeverything, but there is a protocol which is
action to secure it. Thereafter, there is no doubt thatformalisedwith theHomeOYce which sets out what
by the most rapid means the matter must be handedwill happen in normal circumstances and that is,
over to those who have primacy, who in the Unitedbroadly speaking, that a list of serious crimes, which
Kingdom are in all circumstances the civilinclude murder and rape, will automatically be
authorities. There has never been a doubt in thereported by the Commanding OYcer or the Service
minds of the SIB, from any of the three Services, asPolice, if they are the first responder because you
to where primacy lies inside the United Kingdom. Inever quite know how these things will arise, to the
did make clear when I gave evidence to yourDuty ofhome department police force and they then decide
Care inquiry that there is no doubt in our mindshow to deal with the investigation. For a serious
about it and that needs to be reinforced at the scenecrime of that sort they will almost certainly decide to
of any incident to ensure that the civil authority picklead that investigation themselves. They may well
up that liability and run with it.use the expertise of either the Service Police or the

MDP, but they will definitely be in the lead. Vera Baird: Should it be on the face of the Bill?
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Q537 Mr Jones: I agree that there is no doubt in my all of the operational deployments in Iraq and in
mind and in your mind about where primacy lies, Afghanistan are at least at the moment represented
but has it led to diYculty in terms of jurisdiction by a large proportion of RMP SIB but also with
between the two? elements of the Royal Air Force Police SIB working
Brigadier Findlay:No, it has not for us because there in an integrated investigative team out there and the
is absolutely no doubt who has the whip hand in same, I am delighted to say, is about to happen with
terms of control and liability for it. We are only the Afghanistan deployment.
going to be there in support of actions by the civil
authority.

Q541 SarahMcCarthy-Fry:Do you have any access
to Home OYce forces’ investigatory facilities out in

Q538 Chairman: Would it remove any doubt if in the theatre?
some way that was reflected on the face of the Bill? Brigadier Findlay: There are no deployed forensicBrigadier Findlay:That is a matter for those drafting assets of a civilian nature in any of these theatres butit, but I am entirely clear about my responsibilities. there is a reach back capability to bring that out. It

is hugely constrained by force protection. For
Q539 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Obviously there are example, for deaths which take place in certain of the
diYculties when you try and investigate crime in the overseas theatres, which could be in any of the
operational theatre. If you look at the case of Iraq, deployed locations but also in the permanent bases
you have got the added cultural diYculties as well. such as Cyprus and Gibraltar and so on, we have in
When General Sir Michael Walker gave evidence he the past moved Home OYce forensic pathologists
said that trying to get forensic evidence at a scene out there. Professor Peter Vanezis, who is the
where an alleged crime is said to have taken place resident consultant forensic pathologist for the
when bombs and bullets and things are going oV is Army andworks in London, normally flies out to the
incredibly diYcult and time-consuming. Brigadier scene of a death. That would be seriously
Findlay, in response to a previous question you said constrained if it was in an operational theatre where
that your Special Investigation Branch oYcers are ongoing operations were in progress. We have taken
trained with theHomeOYce forensic skilled people. ballistics experts, for example, out to northern
Do they get any special training before they go out Afghanistan, north of Kabul, to deal with shooting
to operational theatres like Iraq? incidents. We have standing contracts with some of
Brigadier Findlay: There is special preparatory these specialists in the Forensic Science Service but
training in terms of the cultural environment which particularly Home OYce pathologists.
they are going into. One of the greatest challenges in
Iraq is the rapidity with which bodies of the deceased
are buried and indeed the gravesmay not bemarked. Q542 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: So you are quite happy
There is quite reasonably, because of religious to use the expertise of the Home OYce if you need
sensitivity, enormous unwillingness to accede to to do this reach back. How important is the Service
exhumation and in some cases the families will context to SIB investigations if you are quite happy
intentionally not mark the graves in order to ensure to use the Home OYce?
that that request, if made, cannot be met. So there Brigadier Findlay:Themain part of the investigation
are all sorts of challenges like that. What we have has been conducted by military investigators who
done as a result of the lessons learned in Iraq is understand the Service context principally because
prepare packages of briefing material associated they are out there with the deployed troops and they
with trying to contextualise the environment that the are actually in there sharing the same levels of risk
investigation will be conducted within because each associatedwith the force protection challenge in that
theatre brings with it a particular cultural and theatre. Being able to understand the mechanism
environmental challenge, not least also when you and the operational circumstances in which an
add to that the force protection challenge that you incident may have taken place is absolutely pivotal
have in trying to acquire evidence in a highly volatile to being able to put the right context into the report
and unstable environment where active operations which may come to trial, as Mr Jones said, several
may still be in progress. In terms of additional years later. I believe it is critically important that we
technical and specialist training, that really depends have military investigators, people with Service
on the lessons that we have learned as we have experience, who are actually serving out there
progressed through in the cycles over the last two continuously with that team.
years, not least in Afghanistan. We are likely to face
similar challenges when we move additional
numbers of troops into Afghanistan this year. Q543 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Would the other two

agree with that?
Group Captain Scaplehorn: I would agree with that.Q540 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Is that training that
That is one of the reasons why the RAF hasoccurs just before they are deployed out there or is it
contributed to this integrated SIB structure that thea matter of course?
Brigadier mentioned. There are RAF forcesBrigadier Findlay: It is principally contextually
operating in Iraq as well. We see that understandingrelevant at the period just before deployment and it
of the Service environment as being extremelyis a six to eight week period of windup that we have.

It is done on an entirely joint Services basis now as important.
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Commander Price: The RN has not been exposed in Q547 Mr Jones: In terms of the preservation of
forensic data not just in terms of the police but alsothe same way as the Army and the RAF and so it is

pretty limited. In terms of contextualising, it is Commanding OYcers, because often they are the
people who are the first there, do they get anyexactly the same, you need, for example, to

understand the submarine environment. training? During the Duty of Care inquiry a Mrs
Sharples told us “that there had been no
investigation into her son’s death; there was noQ544 Robert Key:Where there is an issue of forensic
preservation of the scene of crime; and the gun thatscience in any of these cases and you have described
was assumed to have fired the fatal shot had beenhow important it is that there should be a reach back
washed and put back on the rack without anyavailable, is any forensic science training given to
forensic examination.” We heard about quite a fewmembers of boards of courts martial in how to
of these cases. I had a constituent of mine who diedinterpret that evidence? I say this because in the last
in Bosnia and the way in which the family wasParliament the Science and Technology Committee
treated and also the crime scene was treated diddid a report on the Forensic Science Service and a
appalme because therewere quite a few assumptionsCrown Court judge gave evidence to make it clear
made in this case that was put down to suicide thatthat there was indeed a great abuse of forensic
it was just that. Clearly when the civilian police findscience in the courts because permanent judges were
a body they do notwork on the basis that it is naturaluntrained and incapable of interpreting forensic
causes or a suicide.science eVorts. What do you do about that in the
Brigadier Findlay: As I said to you in thatmilitary circumstance?
Committee, a lot of lessons were learned followingBrigadier Findlay: I am afraid I cannot even
the issues of undetermined death and I purposelycomment on that because it would be improper for
used that term, which I explained to you at the timeme to comment on the relative qualifications of
last year, as it seriously adjusted what was themembers of boards of courts martial and it is not a
relative perception and mindset at that time. InService Police matter.
terms of training for Commanding OYcers, non-
Service Police, guidance and advice has been given

Q545 Robert Key: I am sureMr Rooks would have a to the chain of command in relation to what to do
view because your responsibility is very much wider. and what not to do with a scene until the first police
Mr Rooks: My responsibilities are for safety and qualified person comes on the scene, because it could
security and in part I deal with overarching police be ourselves or it could easily be the civil authority
policy. I am afraid I do not deal with courts martial. themselves, to ensure that critical aspects of that
The courts martial does have a professional Judge scene are preserved in its entirety until the SIO can
Advocate chairing it. I would imagine that the come forward.
training for the Judge Advocate would be similar to
the training for civil judges, but I do not know. Can

Q548 Mr Jones: Is that written guidance that hasI oVer to the Committee that we come back to you
been given out?on that?
Brigadier Findlay: To the best of my knowledge it isRobert Key: Yes, please.
because it came out of a learning account that was
conducted as a result of these investigations.

Q546 Vera Baird: Do you all have protocols about
scenes of crime procedures? I am just wondering how

Q549 Mr Jones: Could we have a copy of that?easy it is for Home OYce people to come in and
Brigadier Findlay: That is a matter I will pass backinterpret what has been done on the ground by the
to the chain of command, yes.military investigators. Do you have protocols

amongst the three investigation bureaus and do
those protocols accord with the Home OYce Q550 Jim Sheridan: I want to pursue the reputation

of the Service Police and indeed the SIB followingprotocols so that your scenes of crime oYcer takes
photographs at each stage and all that kind of thing? Deepcut and Catterick. There has been a great deal

of criticism both from the families involved but fromBrigadier Findlay: The training is Home OYce
accredited entirely. So we are utilising the ACPO more senior people like the Advocate General.

Putting aside the armchair critics, has the reputationguidelines and we have accreditation at appropriate
levels and it is approved, for instance, by the of the Services or the police been damaged and, if it

has been damaged in your opinion, what steps canForensic Science Department at Durham. So we are
using identical mechanisms in terms of what our be taken to try and restore the confidence that the

general public and the families of the people in thecrime scene examiners would be doing at a scene and
therefore the Home OYce pathologist would come Armed Services should have in you?

Brigadier Findlay: Yes, the reputation has beento expect exactly the same capability. It has to be
contextualised at the scene which may not be quite damaged and I am very conscious of that, but I am

also very conscious of the challenging circumstancesas controllable in an operational theatre as it would
be in Surrey. in which investigations are conducted. I think at that

point it would be very fair to separate the two partsCommander Price: It is on a tri-Service basis.
Brigadier Findlay: That is why it is so common that of your observation, which is first in relation to the

Duty of Care inquiry and the clear acceptance thatelements of our forensic science staV resettle into
that type of employment with the Civil Police. we needed to approach investigations with a much,
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much more open mind associated with ensure that standards are kept up. Should we not
have a system whereby this is done on a regularundetermined death. That has taken place and there
basis?has been a significant change in posture as a result of
Mr Rooks: That is the aim.it. In terms of the criticisms of the SIB on

investigations that are taking place in operational
theatres, what I am grateful to have is the Q554Mr Jones:There is a diVerence between an aim
unequivocal support from the Chief of the General and an actual thing when it comes to civil servants.
StaV and the Army Board and the continued Mr Rooks: This is really just hot oV the press. The
support of CDS and the Minister for the operations agreement was reached with HMIC only a week or
that the SIB conduct in places like Iraq and so ago. They are not yet used to inspecting in a
Afghanistan. These are not easy and will never be Service environment. I think they are as keen to do
popular from that perspective. Sadly, we are dealing a trial but important inspection to start with.We can
with very highly charged circumstances here where all learn from that. The full intention is to go ahead
incidents associated with potentially criminal and do inspections of the other two Service Police
activity are taking place in what is still a highly forces as well and then go beyond the SIB and
charged and very dangerous environment.However, inspect other aspects of the Service.
if you do want to have a police investigation it quite
obviously has to be thorough, there could not be any

Q555Mr Jones:You did not answer the question. Ishalf measure. If there were to be then I would stand
this going to be a regular inspection?charged with inadequacy as opposed to what has
Mr Rooks: It is intended to be regular.been described in the press as over-zealousness.

Q556 Mr Jones: How regular?Q551 Jim Sheridan: I am absolutely delighted that
Mr Rooks: That is something we want to workyou have the confidence of senior Service personnel
through with HMIC. We have not yet finallyand senior ministers, but the question I am asking is
decided that.about the confidence that the Service personnel have

in you as a service and, more importantly, the
Q557Mr Jones: That is not a decision for them, it isfamilies and the general public. I accept that the
a political decision, a ministerial decision.My policeestablishment is confident in you, but what I am
force in Durham is inspected regularly. Should wetrying to establish is your reputation amongst the
not have the same system for the Service Police? Isgeneral public, the families and the Service
there going to be a political decision to do that?personnel.What are you doing to reassure them that
Mr Rooks: That is the intention. That is as far as Iyou are carrying out a professional job?
can go at this stage. That would be myMr Rooks: We do have full confidence in the SIB
recommendation.that they are a very professional force, but you are
Brigadier Findlay: I am very conscious thatabsolutely right, it is not suYcient for us inside the
accountability and governance are key issues. Iorganisation to have confidence; we have to make
already am subject to inspection in a variety of ways.sure that the Service earns the confidence of the
For example, the OYce of the Surveillancegeneral public as well. We are looking at a range of
Commissioner inspects me on an annual basis.governance measures which we hope will improve

matters in that area. The first of which, and I think
a very powerful measure, is to invite Her Majesty’s Q558 Mr Howarth:What on earth is that?
Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) to undertake Brigadier Findlay: The Regulation of the
an independent inspection of various aspects of the Investigatory Powers Act includes provision for the
Service Police force. We are confident the Service Service Police to conduct covert surveillance
Police forces will come out well from that, but that activities in criminal cases. As a result the
will be completely independent of the MoD and the Surveillance Commissioner and his staV inspect the
establishment. HMIC has agreed to do that and we Service Police covert operations activities and the
are starting with a thematic inspection of the RMP authorisations provided by myself as the Chief
SIB because that is the area that has been most OYcer and that is endorsed by the Surveillance

Commissioner himself and that takes placecriticised and we hope that report will be available
on an annual basis. Equally, the Interceptionby the summer. It is not quite signed and sealed yet,
Commissioner deals with the same in terms of ourbut that is our aim.
activities on telecommunications.

Q552 Jim Sheridan: And HMIC will be privy to all
Q559 Mr Howarth: How long has that been underthe information, will it?
way?Mr Rooks:Yes, absolutely, they will have a free rein.
Brigadier Findlay: That has been in existence since
RIPA came into force in 2000. So I am regularly

Q553 Mr Jones: How regular is that going to be? I subjected to review by a senior judge in respect of the
think that is needed. One of the pressures or technical aspects of my job, but I take your point,
oversights for the civilian home service is the fact governance and accountability are critical to

credibility externally.that they are regularly inspected so that they can
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Q560 Jim Sheridan: I assume the findings of HMIC Q564 Bob Russell: I think the perception amongst
those who have not yet been subject to anwill be made public.
investigation is that they are being watched unfairly.Brigadier Findlay: HMIC normally reports to the
Brigadier Findlay: I think with the numbers ofChief OYcer. What happens to that subsequently is
troops involved it is quite diYcult, but you woulda matter for the Department.
not for a moment suggest, would you, that troops, if
any criminality had taken place, would consider

Q561 Chairman: They would normally be made themselves to be above the law?
public after that though, would they not?
Brigadier Findlay: Yes. Q565 Bob Russell: Certainly not.
Mr Rooks: They would be made public. Brigadier Findlay: We are still operating within a

civilised society where laws have to be applied.
Equally, the investigative mechanisms in support ofQ562 Bob Russell: Brigadier Findlay, Lord Guthrie,
the authority of the chain of command are criticalwho is somewhat knowledgeable in these military
and we are a portion of that.matters, said in the House of Lords that he had been

told that some soldiers believed that “the Special
Investigations Branch had become more interested Q566 Bob Russell:But some of those in the front line

may perceive that. What is the military doing to tryin achieving prosecutions than searching for the
and alter that perception?truth”.Why do you think that perception has arisen?
Brigadier Findlay: I am not in a position to be able toBrigadier Findlay: The purpose of any investigation
back away from my responsibilities in that respect.is neutral, ie it is to establish the facts which may

serve either to exonerate the innocent or assist with
the prosecution of the guilty. He is talking about Q567Vera Baird:Coming back to clause 113 and the
investigations in operational theatres. Let me return Commanding OYcer’s duty to notify the police, I
to my previous remarks about the tension and think it is confined to notifying the Service Police
pressure which comes in that environment in when he suspects something has been committed
particular. Nobody likes being investigated by the within Schedule 2, which are inherently serious
police, but the thoroughness of that investigation is oVences, but there are some oVences which are either
absolutely critical to our professional credibility if very serious, for instance theft, because a lot of
we are to avoid continuous criticism subsequently if money has been stolen or not very serious because it
prosecutions fail. I am delighted to say those is very small. How do you think that duty to report
remarks are not necessarily shared across the Army is going to function and how do you want it to
but I do accept the position from which they have function in those areas?
come. All I can say is it is unfortunate it is not a Commander Price: If it is inherently serious and
matter which has resulted in any formal complaints there are circumstances to indicate that like theft
to me from soldiers concerned or indeed the chain of then the COs will make the Service Police aware. I
command. The police and the military in particular can speak from a naval perspective where you have
perhaps will never be popular in that respect. In Service Police embedded within units. Where this is
1627, in Charles I’s Articles of War it says that the the case the Service Police will investigate

independently of the chain of command and inProvost cannot be beloved. We do not have a
concert with the Service prosecuting authorities.particularly popular job and nothing has changed in
Clearly where you have got Service policementhat respect.
embedded within the unit then they follow normalRobert Key: Join the club!
police practice. In that sense they would be working
on behalf of the CO, so they will make a judgment of

Q563 Bob Russell: How damaging is the perception the seriousness in concert with the prosecuting
to the average soldier who is out there serving Queen authority.
and country when he believes the perception is that
the Special Investigations Branch is more interested Q568 Vera Baird: Do you think that, albeit an
in achieving prosecutions than in searching for the oVence may not come under Schedule 2 because of
truth? Do you accept that perception is there? its nature, it may be serious or it may be trivial,
Brigadier Findlay: It may be in somebody’s eyes, but nonetheless a judgment will be made by the
I do not believe that is a generally held perception, Commanding OYcer as to whether in this case that
particularly when one looks at the overall scale of oVence is serious and at that point he will decide to
investigations. I know this has been brought up bring in the police? If that is the case and how it is
many times both in debate and in evidence on the going to work, that is an awfully wide discretion for
80,000 troops or so that have gone through and the a Commanding OYcer to have to exercise, is it not?
189 investigations. In general terms this is not an all Brigadier Findlay: The Commanding OYcer at
pervasive investigative environment, but those who present can ask the Service Police to assist him with
are potentially subject to an investigation will an investigation really at any level depending upon
inevitably feel threatened by it, as you would do whether he feels he is competent enough himself to
yourself if you were subject to an investigation in get on with it or he would like it done by the Service

Police.We provide that facilitation now in any of thethe UK.
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garrisons throughout the world really regardless of practical ensure that a service police force is aware
of the matter. In this section “prescribed” meansthe seriousness or otherwise of the oVence. With

most serious oVences he has to do so. prescribed by regulations under section 127.” It is
quite clear that that is extremely vague. We are told
in the explanatory note that this clause will allowQ569 Vera Baird: This is the point, at what level
allegations of particular sensitivity to be referredought he to have to do so? If you are going to confine
immediately to the Service Police. Can you give usthat duty to Schedule 2 oVences then he has
an example ofwhere you see this kind of power beingdiscretion outside of that. Theft is the easy example.
used? Do you think it is satisfactory to have it on theTheft is not under Schedule 2 because it is not
face of the Bill in such a vaguemanner? Should thoseinherently serious. Itmay be very trivial, just a can of
regulations be placed before this Committee now?beans or something. If you do not have an obligation
Mr Rooks: I think this goes back to the previousbeyond the inherently serious oVences listed in
question because a diYculty for us representing, inSchedule 2 how is a Commanding OYcer going to
my case, the police broadly is that we do not quiteexercise that discretion? It is a very wide discretion
know what this recommendation will containfor him to have, is it not? What do you think about
because it is still under consideration, but myit? Are you concerned about your involvement being
understanding is that it will specify that theft over atriggered on what may be a rather random basis
particular financial value will be included in this listdepending on how individual Commanding OYcers
and will have to be reported. It will almost be anview individual oVences in terms of gravity?
extension of section 2. A second layer of oVences willMr Rooks: Our feeling, and we cannot know this
need to be reported. Systematic bullying would beuntil it happens, is that the Commanding OYcer will
likely to come into that list, systematic raciallycall in the Service Police far more often than not.
motivated incidents, things which the ServicesEven if he can deal with the case under summary
simply will not tolerate. Woundings may well bejurisdiction, the accused has the right of appeal and
defined as towhat level of assault would be included.for that appeal to be defended the Commanding
From a Service Police point of view, provided it isOYcer will understand that he or she has to be in
clearly written down, it does not matter whether it iscommand of evidence which will stand up in a full
on the face of the Bill or in regulation keeping withcourt of law as opposed to a summary proceeding.
the clarity.My belief is that the Commanding OYcer will
Brigadier Findlay: And it may have to be adjustedactually call for Service Police assistance more often
over time as well depending on what the focus ofthan not, even in much more trivial cases than ones
criminality is and how the developments take place.abutting section 2 cases.
I would agree that systematic levels of bullying are
of specific and particular interest as are raciallyQ570Vera Baird: I perceive that it is possible for you
motivated issues.to have a vulnerability here in the sense that if

somebody commits an oVence and the Commanding
OYcer decides in his discretion he does not have to Q573 Mr Howarth: Those are two categories that

you see. The monetary value of theft whichcall you in and then there is an appeal, for instance,
or if the matter is graver that it would first appear obviously would have to be revised in accordance

with the value of money—you are then in a diYculty for not having
investigated it. Any subsequent judge will say we Commander Price: Incidents which involve serious

injury.Mr Rooks gave woundings as an example. Incannot really deal with this because we did not get
the forensic survey. Would you not prefer to have a an incident where serious injury has occurred clearly

the Service Police need to be involved. I see thatmuch bigger list of oVences for which he has to bring
you in so you are absolutely clear about it? being in proscribed circumstances as well.
Commander Price: This is going to be covered under
Clause 114 in more detail where prescribed Q574MrHowarth:Clause 115 suggests that you can
circumstances are set out and I believe that work is be involved in the investigation of incidents which
currently under way. It will give the Commanding are to be dealt with summarily. Do you currently
OYcer a clearer steer on for what or when he should conduct such investigations together with a
be calling in the Service Police. Commanding OYcer’s own staV? What type of

summary incident would you be called upon to
Q571 Vera Baird: You would want it to be as clear investigate where the Commanding OYcer has
and as fixed as possible, would you not? summary powers of jurisdiction?
Brigadier Findlay: Yes. In section 114 the Group Captain Scaplehorn: Yes, we do already do
subordinate legislation will specify a much wider set that sort of work, and I think it has been touched on
of circumstances, for example the value associated earlier. Very often, Commanding OYcers will want
with theft investigations. something to be investigated by the Service police

simply because they are the professional evidence-
gatherers, and their own staV do not necessarily haveQ572 Mr Howarth: Let me move on to this area of

discretion and uncertainty. Section 114 of the Bill these skills. That, really, for all of us (and my
colleagues will tell me if I have this wrong) is somesays, “If an oYcer of a prescribed description

becomes aware of circumstances of a prescribed of our bread-and-butter work. There are variances
between the ways that the single Services actuallydescription, he must as soon as it is reasonably
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operate. If by conducting it with Commanding it very seriously. Have you gone through that same
mind-set in terms of training, in terms of recognisingOYcer staV you mean will a Service policeman go

along and helpmembers of the CommandingOYcer that it is a serious issue?
Brigadier Findlay: Particularly abroad. One of thestaV, no; either the Commanding OYcer will call in

the Service police to investigate something or he or key facilities that we have, not least in Germany, is
our Joint Response Team which deals with issuesshe will not. It is not, in my experience, something

where we have a joint team of policemen and other associated with child abuse and, indeed, also,
domestic violence, which is an integrated structurepeople doing it. What types of summary incident?

Well, we have touched on some of these. I think of police and social workers, which operates as a
joint venture. EVectively, we are providing that localsome of this will overlap into the Section 114 issues

such as minor assault and minor thefts—those types authority service abroad, based on this team which
is actually formed under our control at Güterslohof things—but nevertheless there is a possibility that

they will go through the full summary and then which looks after family issues associated with that
on the continent. However, primacy in the Unitedthrough the full disciplinary process, but this is

something that we do already. Kingdom associated with these issues would go to
the civil authority.

Q575 Mr Howarth: So, essentially, no change in the
existing procedure? Q580 Vera Baird: There is a gap there, actually, is
Brigadier Findlay: No. All of our volume there not, which is getting wider the further we go
investigations at the lower levels, associated with along? The duty to call in the police by a
simple assaults, criminal damage and driving CommandingOYcer is to call in yourselves and then
oVences in Germany, for example, will fall to to call on the civilian police, and the reasons why he
summary dealing and that is exactly normal business must call you are confined to Schedule 2 oVences and
at the moment. these particularly sensitive ones. There is a whole

range of oVences so it is quite possible to just miss oV

this duty to inform the police, on that structure. It isQ576 Vera Baird: I just wanted to ask you at what
quite inadequate. Do you agree?level domestic violence is usually dealt with because
Brigadier Findlay: I could but say that when we arethere are problems of domestic violence in the
made aware of these circumstances it will go from usmilitary as there are in the police and, indeed, in the
to the civil authority, because, again, we are veryworld at large. Is that issue dealt with summarily or
conscious where the boundaries of ourusually are you called on to investigate it? Do you
responsibilities lie, and indeed, our power andregard that as something that, perhaps, should be in
authority does not extend over civilians in theClause 114?
United Kingdom.Jim Sheridan: Would sexual harassment or sexual

abuse come under the same criteria as assault?
Brigadier Findlay: We would expect to be involved Q581 Vera Baird: You could liken it to being an
directly in the investigation. You mentioned sexual epidemic in domestic violence (I do not want to
abuse—we are talking about criminality here. In overstate it but it is a very serious and very
terms of harassment issues, there is also separate widespread issue) but it is not on Schedule 2 at all,
provision for investigation by the Equal although the level of oVending may be minor in
Opportunities Inquiry Team,which I am responsible terms of assault. So there is no duty to call you
for, and the other Service Provost Marshals have either, let alone the civilian police who have the
similar capabilities, depending on the levels of power and responsibility. I am not just thinking of
criminality associated. I think, Ms Baird, if we are domestic violence, I am also, actually, thinking of
talking about domestic violence particularly in the sexual harassment, too, and I suspect that there will
United Kingdom, that is a matter for the civilian be a range of other oVences that we would be very
authorities. anxious should be investigated by the police in the

military which are going to fall through this
Q577 Mr Jones:What about in Germany? loophole if we do not tighten up the duty—
Brigadier Findlay: In Germany we would be Brigadier Findlay: And that would be very
involved. appropriate for the use of Section 114, the prescribed

circumstances, which is variable and allows for that
variation to be included.Q578 Vera Baird: This is domestic violence by

Service personnel?
Brigadier Findlay: It depends on the level. Yes, Q582 Robert Key: The heads of the three
indeed, on a wife, for example, or a spouse, yes, I prosecuting authorities described to us their
would expect to be involved, which may result in working relationship with the three respective
criminal proceedings. Service police forces. Would each of you welcome

closer involvement with the prosecuting authorities?
Group Captain Scaplehorn: Perhaps I could startQ579Mr Jones: If you go back two or three years, or

even shorter periods, in the United Kingdom in the because we have a very close relationship with our
prosecuting authority. The RAF Police, for four,home department, domestic violence was actually

seen as quite a trivial thing and was not investigated. possibly, five years now have had a legal oYcer
embedded within our SIB headquarters. That wasIt is now on the agenda and most police forces take
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originally put there as a way of improving the quite diVerent between the three Services. The role
of a Service policeman, say, on sailing investigationsquality of our investigative output. However, about

a year ago, really, I think, in line with emerging on a ship is rather diVerent from one in a land
environment and, again, is rather diVerent from onelegislation, the RAF prosecuting authority and I

agreed that that oYcer could (whether warranted or in the RAF area. It is also true that most servicemen
still serve in a single-service environment for thewhatever) become a member of the RAF

prosecuting authority. So I actually have a member majority of their career. On investigations, closer
working, I think, is clearly important and we areof the RAF prosecuting authority in my

headquarters (I nearly said “on my staV”) but he working to have ever closer relationships between
the various SIB elements, and to that end Groupdoes not work for me, he works in my headquarters

where he provides a central point of advice to the Captain Scaplehorn has, I think it is, four people (it
may be six) deployed to Iraq actually workingRAFPolice—SIB, in particular.We have found that

wholly beneficial. I think my colleagues have similar directly with the Army SIB. They rotate, so inter-
Service exchange of views and ideas is working verystories to tell.

Commander Price: From an RN perspective, we well there. Also, training has now been made joint.
All the Level 2 training, basic learning to be ahave had a Service policeman within the Naval

prosecuting authority for something like the last 10 policeman, is done together at one location,
Southwick Park near the South coast, and Level 3,to 12 years, and it has currently come into practice

that theNaval prosecuting authority, CaptainDavis even more important, which is training to deal with
the diYcult, high-level investigations, is done(who I know you have heard evidence from), has

developed a policy whereby Service police will get completely jointly in mixed groups, again in a single
location at Southwick Park. So a great deal of worklegal advice purely from the prosecuting authority,

and in the first instance this practice that is coming is going on in gradually bringing the SIB together,
but there are no plans at present to merge them.into place will work with the SIB and will then

cascade through to those on general police duties, so
that will form a close working relationship ahead of

Q585 Chairman: The argument you use about thethe Bill.
context of crime on board a ship compared to someBrigadier Findlay: We already have a close
other setting, the same applies to the civil police;association by placement of Royal Military Police
they have to deal with street crime disorder, fraudSIB warrant oYcers inside APA (the Army
investigations—all of which are in an entirelyProsecuting Authority) in Uxbridge and in
diVerent context with totally diVerent kinds ofGermany, and we have recently achieved agreement
people. Does not the same principle apply there aswith the APA that their prosecuting oYcers will
well?deploy with us on future operations to provide
Group Captain Scaplehorn: Could I perhaps addintimate advisory support and guidance in the
some colour to that? I do not think that is, perhaps,preparation of the initial stages of investigations.
the point that Robert was intending to make. TheIndeed, equally, that we can call them out to the
Service police themselves have a diVerent range ofscene of an incident in the United Kingdom or
outputs. The Royal Air Force Police, for example,Germany. I welcome this. The closest possible
for which I can speak, encompasses both thelinkage is to be encouraged.
policing, the law enforcement capability for the
Royal Air Force but, equally, we provide a counter-

Q583 Robert Key: Do you think the Director of intelligence and security function for the Royal Air
Service Prosecutions should have a Service Force. So that, in that sense, it is simply not possible
background? to compare the whole of the RAF Police, for
Mr Rooks: I think the key point here is that it should example, with the whole of theRoyalMilitary Police
be the right person for the job, the best person for the and say it is the same, because it clearly is not.
job, and to do the job eVectively the department’s Brigadier Findlay: The piece where the real
view is that a Service background is extremely commonality exists is in the investigation. That is, if
important because it enables the Director of Service you like, the centre of the three overlapping Venn
Prosecutions to understand the environment which diagrams. That is the bit that goes together because
is being described and it, also, I think, gives the law is the law, as you quite rightly say. However,
confidence to the servicemen themselves that the we do have several very diVerent roles and functions.
Director of Service Prosecutions would understand For example, the Royal Military Police on
what they have to face in an operational situation in operations is responsible for road movement and
Iraq or Afghanistan. traYc control. That is where the bulk of my

manpower is deployed in operational theatres. We
have striven to achieve maximum integration andQ584 Robert Key: Now that we have got a Tri-
mutual aid in those specific areas where there isService Bill to become an Act, has the time come to
immediacy of overlap and commonality of skills andhave a Tri-Service police force and a Tri-Service
experience. That is in investigations. We areSIB? Would that be logical?
achieving a great deal with that. The mainMr Rooks: We tend to concentrate in these
development in the last few months has been thediscussions on investigations. The Service police
establishment now of the Service Police Crimeforces have a much wider role to play in supporting

operations. I think it is fair to say that that role is Bureau at the Defence Police College down at
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Southwick Park in Portsmouth (it used to be HMS an analogue with the home department police
forces. The diYculty is double jeopardy. TheDryad) where we have brought together all of our

data management, our forensic support capabilities civilians are already subject to a disciplinary process
by virtue of being civil servants, and the concern ofand our technical ability to make assessment and to

provide for the civil police a single, plug-and-play, the unions and some others is that if they also are
subject to the IPCC that is putting diVerent termspoint of contact for all of the criminal records

associated with the three Services. and conditions on them than they actually signed
up with.

Q586Robert Key:That is very helpful. I have always
Q589 Robert Key:Mr Rooks, if I may say so, a lotwondered what happened to Dryad—now you have
of soldiers in Iraq feel they are under doubleanswered that as well! Mr Rooks, we have not got
jeopardy too, and I do urge you to address this withyour complete job description here and so I
some urgency. The Defence Committee has alsowondered if you could just tell us, as Director
been approached on this issue, and so the MinistryGeneral of Security and Safety, does that mean you
can expect some pressure from the Defencehave any relationship with the Ministry of Defence
Committee as well. Could I also turn to anotherPolice?
matter, which I find very diYcult to understand? IMr Rooks: Yes, indeed.
assume your responsibility also, therefore, extends
to the Gibraltar Services police, which are legallyQ587 Robert Key: So, can I ask, then, why it is that
speaking a police force of the Ministry of Defence.there has still not been put in place what was
Why is it that relations have broken down with thepromised under Section 27(3) of the Police Reform
Gibraltar Police StaV Association to the extent thatAct 2002, about the relationship with the
I have been approached, on 10 February, by theIndependent Police Complaints Commission? This
Chairman asking for assistance because there areis an on-going sore, and I understand that the IPCC
outstanding disputes over many years, there appearshas now said that the Ministry of Defence Police are
to be a standoV and this is having a very bad impactnegotiating with the Home OYce so that the
not only on the 140 or so members of the Gibraltaragreement, which was the 2004 IPCC (Forces
Services police but, also, on relations between themMaintained Otherwise than by Police Authorities)
and Ministry of Defence employees in Gibraltar.Order, should apply to MDP oYcers only, not to
What has gone wrong?civilians working for police forces or Military
Mr Rooks: I am afraid I cannot answer that questionService Police. What has gone wrong here? Why has
at the moment because I am unsighted on it. Mythis agreement not been put in place?
responsibilities have only, so far, involved me withMr Rooks: The agreement has not been put in place
theUnitedKingdompolice. TheGibraltar police arebecause of diYculties over the status of the civilians
dealt with locally but I will very happily take anconcerned. In a home department police force the
action from this Committee to investigate that and,civilians without doubt work for the Chief
if you wish, provide a written note, but I am afraid IConstable. In the Ministry of Defence civilians may
cannot answer now.be posted from time to time to work in the Ministry
Robert Key: I would be very grateful.of Defence Police and Guarding Agency, so they are

simply doing ordinary, Civil Service jobs. Many of
Q590 Chairman: I think it is important. I think,them have nothing to do with the MDP at all; their
strictly, this could well be without the scope of whatwhole job may be to support the guard service
we are really doing here. However, since it has beenbecause although they have merged into one agency
raised and it may have some bearing on howwe dealthey do split out rather into two arms. This is an
with the relevant issues when we move into aunsatisfactory situation which we are addressing
Standing Committee, it would be helpful if youwith urgency and I hope, with the Chief Constables
could—to actually go and see the IPCC, to try to resolve this
Mr Rooks: I would be happy to do that.issue finally in the near future.

Robert Key: I certainly hope so, Mr Rooks, because
in the Government’s response to the First Report of Q591 Robert Key: Mr Chairman, I will write to
the Defence Committee of December 2001, the Ministers with the submission I have received from
Government said, in February 2002, that they the Gibraltar Services Police StaV Association, so
promised such measures would be contained in the Mr Rooks will know what we are talking about.
Police Reform Act 2002, and they were not. Mr Rooks: Thank you.

MrHowarth:Chairman, may I just say that, likeMr
Key, I, too, have had representations from theQ588 Chairman: If I could just add to that, you did
Gibraltar police.mention, a moment ago, proceeding with some

urgency, but I think the timescales that have been
described do not seem to be very urgent to me. Q592 Vera Baird:Canwe turn to Boards of Inquiry?

Do you collect and supply, as it were, the evidenceMr Rooks: We had thought that the matter was
essentially resolved, and it turned out not to be, so for Boards of Inquiry currently—and you will, I

guess, continue to do so under the harmonisedwe need to now return to it with a degree of vigour.
What I think we would like to see is, possibly, Service Inquiry system in the Bill? What is your

role there?civilians in direct support of police be included to be
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Mr Rooks: The Service police generally, if I can Q599 Vera Baird: How is it you have got—as you
have made very clear—well-set-out procedures andspeak for all three to start with, are not tasked to

investigate that on behalf of a Board of Inquiry, but protocols to ensure that a crime scene is preserved
and is investigated in the correct way? You cannotevidence which they may have collected for other

purposes can be used in a Board of Inquiry and set up a Board of Inquiry in advance of an incident
to ensure that investigation by an engineer, orindeed Service police can be called to a Board of

Inquiry to give oral evidence, but they are not whatever, is done. What protocols are there for that
kind of situation, because I can imagine evidenceactually tasked by the Board of Inquiry to produce

an investigation report as such. very easily being lost at an early stage—granted this
is outside your remit?
Brigadier Findlay: These are generic Service policy

Q593 Vera Baird:How, classically, is evidence for a issues, far wider thanmerely criminal issues, that the
Board of Inquiry collected if there is not a criminal Service police deal with. To reflect on Commander
implication so that you are not engaged? Who does Price’s point, very often—certainly in really serious
it? case work, particularly where there has been loss of
Group Captain Scaplehorn: The Board does it. life—there is potentially criminal liability and,
Mr Rooks: The Board does it itself by calling therefore, the actions which you are seeking are
witnesses. likely to be on-going by the Service police which then

subsequently can be drawn as evidence before a
Board of Inquiry. So there is a great deal ofQ594Vera Baird:What about the significance of on-
concurrency, and in those serious incidentswhere wethe-ground forensic material? Forensics are slightly
are involved I would seek to reassure you that theout of place, I accept, but if it is relevant to the
gathering of evidence for criminal purposes will beInquiry, which must be the case in most situations,
of assistance to a Board of Inquiry later.there is a need to collect evidence.

Commander Price:What you have got is concurrent
Q600 Vera Baird: I am in no doubt of that when youaction here. You have got a police inquiry and a
are engaged, but you do not know what happensBoard of Inquiry, potentially, running at the same
when the Military Police are not involved.time, and both are complementary.
Brigadier Findlay: Quite right. It is a wider matter
for the Services.

Q595 Vera Baird: You may not have a police Mr Rooks: It is outside our competence here, but,
inquiry. I thinkMrRooks has just made it clear that again, we could get a note for you specifically on the
there may be a situation where the police are not gathering of forensic evidence.
involved because there is no criminal implication.
Do you knowwho, then, collects the evidence on the

Q601 Vera Baird: If it is not too far away from yourground? You say the Board of Inquiry, but what
remit, I would be very grateful for that. Since you aredoes that mean?
involved with Boards of Inquiry when there is aGroup Captain Scaplehorn: I think it would depend parallel criminal investigation, is there, in your view,on the circumstances. If a Board of Inquiry, for any reason why the presumption should not be thatexample, is being held to determine why an aircraft next-of-kin be admitted—obviously, with a let-out ifengine has failed and damage has been caused, and there is a security reason why not?so on, then the on-the-ground examination will be Brigadier Findlay: That, very generally, is a matterdone by competent engineering staV who will go of Army policy, not a matter for the Service police.along and dismantle it and do all the things you

would expect.
Q602 Vera Baird: I am asking you, so tell me, please,
what do you think?

Q596 Vera Baird:Who tells them to? Brigadier Findlay: My personal view is that where
Group Captain Scaplehorn: The Board of Inquiry possible I would see that to be a very helpful
tells them to. opportunity, particularly in terms of confidence for

the families.However, onewould alsowish to ensure
that the Board of Inquiry was conducted in an

Q597 Vera Baird:When is it convened? environment where as much accuracy and freedom
Group Captain Scaplehorn: It would be convened on of speech was possible by those involved. So my
order following an incident. Certainly in the case I personal view, which you are seeking, as opposed to
gave you, if damage is caused, let us say, to an my view as a policeman, is that openness would be
aircraft engine, which has financial significance, then helpful because it deals with gaining confidence.
a Boardmay be convened, and the Convening Order That may not always be possible, given the
will tell the Chairman of the Board what he or she is operational circumstances.
supposed to investigate.

Q603 Vera Baird: I think I made clear that there has
Q598 Chairman: At what level will that decision be got to be a caveat that sometimes it would not be
made? practical, but although you say you are speaking

personally, and I accept that entirely, you areGroup Captain Scaplehorn: I am afraid I am getting
beyond my level. speaking with the benefit of having, I assume, a
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lifetime’s experience in the role which you are Chairman: We have made a note of that. Can we
move on. Gerald?currently occupying. Clearly, nothing springs

straight to your mind which says: “No, they should
not be there”; on the contrary, you prefer that they Q608 Mr Howarth: The Judge Advocate General
would be. has made great play about the need to bring military
Brigadier Findlay: What a default situation may be law as closely as possible into line with civilian law,
is a diVerent case entirely. I personally do not have and the Bill makes changes in that direction. In
a diYculty with that, but I could not judge all particular, it seeks to bring the military practice in
circumstances—not least, given the level of activity line with the Police and Criminal Evidence Act. Can
that takes place now in operational theatres. you explain what changes there are, as you see it, in

this Bill which will aVect the approximation of your
Q604 Vera Baird: Do any of you gentlemen diVer practices to those of the Police and Criminal
from Brigadier Findlay on that and have strong Evidence Act?
views to the contrary, or do you all share the view of Mr Rooks: I am not really aware of changes in the
this Committee that it would be helpful where Bill which will do that, though I am sure the Bill is
possible? drafted with the aim of being as close to PACE as
Commander Price: On the point the Brigadier has possible. There is no doubt that we would wish to
made about the operational side, a Board of Inquiry mirror it where it makes sense. The only part of
being held on a ship could be potentially diYcult in PACE itself which applies to the Military Police is
terms of health and safety, and what-have-you, in Part Vwhich is about how to treat people in custody;
the same environment. So from the operational side, how to question them, using tape-recorders and so
if you are asking formy personal view, I am the same forth. Because of the way the PACE legislation was
as the Brigadier. set up, when the PACE legislation is updated in
Group Captain Scaplehorn: I do not diVer from that. relation to the civilian police forces it does not
Mr Rooks: Yes, provided balance is the issue. automatically apply to the Service police forces,
Because a Board of Inquiry is designed to get to the which means there has to be a statutory instrument,
truth in, in a sense, a non-legalistic way, we would and that takes some time. So the Service police
not wish to inhibit the witnesses. That is the forces tend to lag behind the civilian police forces for
potential downside. legislative reasons. There are a couple of quite
Mr Jones: I do not understand that, I am sorry, important issues where that is the case at the
Chairman. moment and secondary legislation is required; in

particular, the ability to takeDNAsamples on arrest
or to take fingerprints on arrest. Civil police areQ605 Chairman:No, I do not understand that. How
allowed to do both and both are very important (andwould the presence of next-of-kin inhibit witnesses
my colleagues will, no doubt, amplify that in termsin any way?
of crime solving) and, at the moment, the ServiceMr Rooks: I think the witness, potentially, might
police are not. So when that secondary legislationwant to protect the next-of-kin and, therefore, say
comes into place the Service police will be broughtwhat they want to say in a less direct, more
fully into line with the civilian police in that respect.euphemistic way, which might be misleading.

Q609Mr Howarth:Does that go for the rest of you?Q606 Mr Jones: I am sorry, I have attended
Brigadier Findlay:Yes, and we look forward to that.Coroner’s Inquiries where that, actually, is the same
Mr Howarth: It does militate rather in favour of thething. What is the diVerence between these
argument that there should be retained the annualcircumstances and a Coroner’s Inquiry, where,
review of Service law, on a practical basis, simply toroutinely, the ones I have attended, the family
allow you to have an instrument by which youmightmembers have actually been there?
eVect changes necessary to bring military law up-to-Mr Rooks: As I said, I support where possible the
date, where it is appropriate, with civilian law.concept of families being there.
Vera Baird: Do we not have those now?
Chairman: I think we are having a debate betweenQ607 Mr Jones: So what you have just said is
ourselves, rather than with the witnesses.nonsense then.

Mr Rooks: No, I am merely saying that it is a
potential problem. Q610 Mr Howarth: I just wanted to put it on the

record, Chairman. It was more a statement than aMr Burrowes: Chairman, you have raised this
previously in terms of the relationship with the question. Can I just pursue this point about these

changes which you suggest are going to be fairlyCoroner’s Inquest. It would be helpful to have a
general note in relation to Boards of Inquiry and minimal? Do you think there is a necessity for any

additional training to be given to your personnel toCoroners, looking at how that process works and
informing us as to the way a Board of Inquiry is accommodate such changes?

Brigadier Findlay: I think there is a very continuousset up.
Chairman: I think it would be helpful, but I am not process of training, particularly through theDefence

Police College, in terms of our Tri-Service trainingsure whether it would be—
Mr Burrowes:Not by these people; it would need to courses now, where any adjustments to legislation

take place; either policy notes are issued of abe by those behind.
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technical nature out to the field Army units which might be a circumstance where an arrest might be
appropriate, but that certainly would not fit into anyare shared with colleagues in the Air Force and the

Navy in terms of technical application, or we will of the existing PACE Section 24 reasons.
actually produce a new piece of training which can
be delivered on site at Southwick or trickled Q615 Chairman: Because there is no equivalent?
outwards. I do not perceive that to be anything Group Captain Scaplehorn: Because there is no
greater than is a normal continuum. equivalent of that particular oVence. However, that
Mr Howarth: Thank you. could be a particularly serious oVence in a military

context.
Commander Price: I think the point is that we areQ611Mr Breed: Just quickly on the DNA database,
dealing with Service personnel also being subject toas you are aware the police can, at the moment, take
Service laws, so it is a very limited environment.DNA material after an arrest and retain it even if

there is no subsequent prosecution.Would you want
that to apply to what you do? Would you support Q616 Mr Jones: It is not beyond the wit of man to
the setting up of a DNA database of all military actually come upwith a list of oVences. Do you think
personnel? it would also—if you did that and it was on the face
Brigadier Findlay: From the perspective of assisting of the Bill—have some sort of anchor back into
in the solving of serious crimes, certainly the use of civilian legislation in terms of PACE now? When it
DNA records has been critical and has been very was brought in it was quite controversial, I
successful in major prosecutions in the last five to remember, but now it is the accepted operation of
ten years. the police. Would it not also strengthen any

accusations that could be levelled at you that you
have powers to arrest anybody at will? I am not

Q612Mr Breed: So you would support the view that suggesting you do, but in terms of giving you some
you could take DNA on an arrest and if no protection in that respect, which is also given to the
subsequent prosecution took place you would wish civilian police.
to retain that information within the database for Brigadier Findlay: I do not believe it would
future reference? unnecessarily constrain us but, of course, we have
Brigadier Findlay: I would. said we use that principle anyway. The greater

challenge is for those who are not Service policemen
and not involved in Service police inquiries but,Q613 Mr Jones: Can I turn to arrest, search and
maybe, dealing with issues of military discipline,entry around some of the issues you have already
particularly in an operational context.mentioned about PACE? Civilian police can only

exercise a statutory power of arrest when there are
reasonable grounds for believing it is necessary for Q617 Mr Jones: Can you give us an example?
specific, defined operational reasons to aVect the Brigadier Findlay: Insubordination; communicating
arrest. Is there any reason why, on the face of this with the enemy; activities that are taking place in an
Bill (military operational reasons) it should not be operational environment. Put yourself in Iraq or
the same for the Armed Forces? Afghanistan where the Service police may not
Group Captain Scaplehorn: I think that the short necessarily be on site or involved in the issue at all.
answer is probably no, there is not a reason why it The Bill itself deals with Service discipline as well as
should not be on the face of the Bill. Again, I am sure purely criminal oVences.
my colleagues would agree with me. I think, in
practice, the Service police already apply a policy of Q618 Mr Jones: It is not beyond the combined
specific defined operational reasons just on day-to- wisdom to come up with these lists.
day business. We do not go and just arrest people Brigadier Findlay: It may not be, and it may be
because we can; there is always a reason for doing so. unnecessarily tortuous to do so and prevent a
I think my only concern about it is that because of Commanding OYcer acting appropriately in the
the range of operational environments in which we circumstances of an operational context. I think that
work I am not sure that the reasons would, would need to be thought through quite carefully
therefore, be a straight lift of PACE Section 24, before you prescribed it.
which are themselves quite wide, but, nevertheless,
there will be other circumstances where it might be

Q619 Mr Jones: It does not actually protect theappropriate to arrest in a military context.
Commanding OYcer, in the sense that you areTherefore, I think, there could be some diYculty in
increasing his role. One could actually get a situationdrafting a set of operational reasons. I think that
whereby a Service policeman (and it may happenwould be my only concern.
presently), whereby someone goes down the legal
process of actually arguing that their human rights,

Q614 Vera Baird: What do you think would be or whatever it is, have been infringed because of
needed to be added to PACE? being arrested arbitrarily. I am not suggesting you
Group Captain Scaplehorn: I think there would be do, on a regular basis.
issues, for example, over where there were specific Brigadier Findlay:You have made that observation;

I have got no further comment to make.Service oVences—insubordination, for example,
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Q620 Chairman: Those oVences are all listed in Part fly them out as additional back-up as part of our
reach-back capability to a major scene in anI of the Bill.

Brigadier Findlay: The military oVences, yes. operational theatre. So I am satisfied that I have the
capability there. When I reflected to you earlier on
resources, I was talking about volume—actualQ621 Vera Baird: You do not have an obligation
numbers of investigators—as opposed to acurrently, do you, to tell the individual what he is
specialist, niche market in the forensic area. I ambeing arrested for? There is not a statutory
happy to provide further information.obligation to that eVect. Am I right?

Brigadier Findlay: No, but we do so. Procedurally,
that is the mechanism. Q626 Mr Howarth: I think it might be helpful.

Would you be happy to confirm that any of your
Q622 Vera Baird: It should be a statutory people could readily be repositioned into a Home
obligation, should it not? OYce function and meet Home OYce standards?
Brigadier Findlay: It would be clearer. Brigadier Findlay: In terms of going to work as

crime-scene examiners, yes, because I have regular
Q623 Vera Baird: Do you all agree? examples of people being recruited for that purpose
Group Captain Scaplehorn: Yes. by civilian forces when they retire from the Army. It

is a very marketable skill.
Q624 Vera Baird: That could be done straightaway,
or as soon as is reasonably practicable.

Q627 Chairman: We need to draw this to a closeGroup Captain Scaplehorn: As the Brigadier said,
now. I think you have had notice of 16 questions,that is actually how people are taught to make
and we have only covered 14 of them. It would bearrests.
helpful if you could give us your thoughts on theVera Baird: I am sure it is, but it is better to be safe
remaining two in writing, in addition to the variousthan sorry.
other bits and pieces that you have agreed to provide
additional evidence on.Q625 Mr Howarth: I was just going to ask you, Mr Rooks: Certainly, Chairman.pursuant to the questions I was asking you earlier on
Mr Howarth: May I ask one question in an “anyat the outset, about forensic skills, I do not think I
questions” style? There is always a last question andwas really given a particularly comprehensive
it tends to be the most interesting. (I am not sayinganswer about the training in forensic skills which
that I am going to ask themost interesting question.)your people undergo and whether you are satisfied
Gentlemen, can I ask a question, as a matter ofthat, particularly on operations, they have the
interest? The Brigadier referred to himself as anecessary forensic skills and, also, of course, ready
policeman. I am just curious why these threeaccess to the professional facilities, bearing in mind,
gentlemen, particularly, joined the Armed Forces toas you said, that you cannot deploy laboratories out
be policemen. I wondered if, in one sentence, theyinto theatre. You may want to answer it now or you
might tell us why, as a matter of interest. With yourmay want to, perhaps, write us a note about it.
indulgence, Chairman.Certainly I did take on board the message that you

all felt that you were under-resourced.
Brigadier Findlay: I do not believe we are under- Q628 Chairman: Purely in the spirit that we serve
resourced in terms of the technical capability for only to entertain Gerald Howarth!
crime scene examination on a site and, in particular, Commander Price: Where do I start? I did not join
in an operational theatre, on the basis that in the the Navy to be a policeman.When I joined the Navy
middle range of seniority in the Army context, when I was 15 I was a cook. In 1977 I became a
around about the StaV Sergeant level, after someone policeman, and I have made my career in this
has been in the SIB as a specialisation for perhaps particular field.
two or three years, having served perhaps 10 years
overall in the Army by then (in other words amature

Q629 Mr Jones: And you still cook?investigator) we train them on the joint Service
Commander Price: And I can still cook.special investigation scenes-of-crime course, which
Brigadier Findlay: The attraction, really, is twois taught at the Defence Police College and, also,
careers in one: policing, but in an Army context,with the Forensic Science Department at the
which provides for you all of the capabilities andUniversity of Durham. That is the Home OYce
technical demands of civil policing but with aaccreditation level for a crime scene examiner, as
worldwide remit to play on, in a far, far greater andused in civil constabularies. So I am satisfied at that
more challenging environment, operationally, thanentry level of involvement—ie, the person who
you would be likely to find in civil society.would go to the scene. In addition to that, we have
Group Captain Scaplehorn: Like my Navalthe capability of higher levels in the Army at
colleague, I did not join the Air Force to be aWarrantOYcer level for forensic expertise at amuch
policeman either; I joined the Air Force to drive ahigher level of competence, and I certainly, in the
boat. After five or six years of doing that the AirArmy, have two of these individuals, one based in
Force decided it looked like such fun that theywouldGermany and one based in the United Kingdom,

who can regularly attend major scenes, or indeed we close it down, so I did this as an alternative.
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Chairman: It would be an interesting exercise, if we much. It has been very useful to us. If we may have
been aggressive on occasions in our line ofhad more time, to ask how we ended up asMembers

of Parliament! Perhaps, luckily for you, there is not questioning, it was only in the spirit of the inquiry
not in anymalevolent spirit. So thank you verymuchsuch an opportunity available. Can I thank you very
for your joint wisdom. Thank you.
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Dickson, Professor of International and Comparative Law, Queen’s University, Belfast, gave evidence.

Q630Chairman:Welcome and thank you verymuch on average, two enquiries a week from these soldiers
and, from that, I then decided that the way forwardfor finding the time to come and give evidence to us

today. I wonder, if it is not too much of an probably, although I cannot do anything for my son
as I think it has gone on too long now and I willimposition, if I could ask each of you to introduce

yourselves and say what your involvement is before never get to know what the outcome was, but I
formed the Daniel’s Trust from last May. I felt if Iwe start.

Mrs Farr: My name is Lynn Farr. My son, Daniel, could help other families and other young soldiers
who are experiencing problems, then that is what Idied at Catterick in 1997 and, through that, we have

become involved with the Deepcut & Beyond intend to do. We have been up to Catterick a few
times to meet with senior oYcers up there and weorganisation. I have also set up a Trust in Daniel’s

memory and of other soldiers who have died in non- help as many as we can, do we not?
Mrs Langford: We certainly do.combat situations.

Mrs Langford: My name is Norma Langford. My Chairman: Is there anything anyone wants to add to
son died in Belize in 1991. I am a member of the that? No. Well, thank you very much for that.
Deepcut & Beyond campaign and I am also a
founder member of Daniel’s Trust with Lynn.

Q632 Robert Key: Thank you both, Mrs Farr andMr Gray: My name is GeoV Gray. My son, also
Mrs Langford, for the submission you have given tocalledGeoV, was found dead atDeepcut Barracks in
the Committee which I have read with very great2001 with two bullets in his head. We started the
care as you have put a lot of eVort into that and IDeepcut&Beyond group (a) to help the families and
have learnt a lot from it, so I am grateful. Could I(b) hopefully to force a public inquiry into non-
just ask you—in your own words and from yourcombat deaths.
long experience now of these problems, to commentProfessor Dickson: I am Brice Dickson. I am an
on how serving personnel and how your childrenacademic lawyer concerned with human rights and
viewed the disciplinary process? I am not talkingaccountability. I have been asked to help families
about the redress of complaint, but the wholewith their campaign for a public inquiry and an
disciplinary process in the Army—did they think itindependent military ombudsman.
was fair?
Mrs Langford: My son was a married man and he

Q631 Chairman: Could I begin by asking Mrs Farr, very rarely came back to me with his problems, but
perhaps you could tell us a little bit about the role of I never heard him mention anything like the
Deepcut & Beyond, and by all means anyone else as disciplinary part, apart from the odd little bits of
well, and also Daniel’s Trust which you referred to a disciplinary, but nothing serious at that point.
moment ago?
Mrs Farr: Deepcut & Beyond started about three

Q633 Robert Key:Mrs Farr, did you hear anythingyears ago. I did a website for my son because I found
from your son?that there had been 19 non-combat deaths at
Mrs Farr:Not fromDaniel himself personally aboutCatterick. Some of them were road traYc accidents,
any discipline problems at all, but then Daniel wasbut they still had question marks over them. I built
quite private and he sort of handled things in his ownthis website and GeoV Gray hit upon it and then we
way. He would not be the one to come runninghad our initial meeting and the group of Deepcut &
home, so to speak.Beyond was formed with as many as 50 families now

that are members of the group. Actually we gave Mr Gray: There was evidence given yesterday in the
inquest of James Collinson by a soldier that had leftevidence last year in the Defence Select Committee’s

inquiry on Duty of Care and, because of that, the Army. Talking about discipline, she was saying
that she was fined £130 for not having her bed madefamilies and young soldiers started contacting us,

asking for help with problems they were having with correctly, and I find that a bit excessive of a recruit.
She basically was not listened to by her superiors, bythe Army, families whose sons had died, young

soldiers that were being bullied and other issues that her sergeant or by her corporal; she was just totally
dismissed.they were experiencing with the Army.We can have,
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Mrs Farr: On a less personal basis, we had one Mrs Farr: Yes.
young soldier that was just late on duty and had his
jaw broken and theNCO said to him, “The next time Q639 Mr Howarth: I am slightly surprised as I do
you’re late, a broken jaw will be the least of your know a number of padres as I am a church warden
problems”. Now, that is not discipline. of the Royal Garrison Church in Aldershot and in

particular the padre there has been out on
operations in Iraq and I know that the soldiers thereQ634 Robert Key: There was one thing in your
took immense comfort from the presence of thesubmission, Mrs Farr, which I found particularly
padres, so I think it is perhaps important to see it ininteresting and, I think, important. You said, “The
context, but I take the point about the rank and Itrust of the padres is even less. To them they are just
think that is something the Committee will want toother oYcers. We have seen this example first hand
look at. There is a common theme in the evidenceat our visit to Catterick. A question that should be
which was given to the Select Committee onraised is: is there a need for a padre and should they
Defence’s inquiry into Duty of Care and thathold rank?” First of all, what was your experience of
evidence was that the Service personnel found theCatterick with the padres?
redress of complaint procedures inaccessible. Now,Mrs Farr: They were quite remote from the young
the MoD has told us that they have actuallysoldiers. They stood back and when we asked the
improved these procedures and the support whichsoldiers if they would contact a padre, very few of
they are giving to individuals. From your verythem said no. I just do not know how they can serve
extensive knowledge, do you think that that is thetwo masters, but that is my own personal view, and
case?which master do they put first because it is certainly
Mr Gray: I do not think it has gone far enough.not God, and should they hold rank? They hold the
What is needed is an independent complaintsrank of a captain, and I think that is the lowest rank
commission.they can go in with, and the young soldiers do see

them as other oYcers.
Q640 Mr Howarth: I know that is your view, but,
before we get to that, can you just say whether you

Q635 Robert Key:Of course in the Navy they do not think there has been any improvement which the
hold rank, do they? Ministry of Defence tell us they have sought to
Mrs Farr: No. introduce in terms of accessibility of redress of
Mrs Langford: I spoke to one of the soldiers at grievance?
Catterick and he said he did not know he could go Mr Gray: Well, I think with the evidence from Mrs
to the padre. He said, “I didn’t know I could go to Farr and Mrs Langford, they are having soldiers
the padre. What could he do for me?” This is while ring them with complaints and with worries on a
we are in a roomwith the padre present and the other weekly basis who are not going through the WRVS,
welfare services present and it did not sound as who are not going through the padre, but they are
though he had had any induction into the welfare coming to some independent body, so it is quite clear
services. that the MoD and the Army have not mended their

ways, as it were.
Mrs Farr: That is one of the questions we actuallyQ636 Robert Key: Had either of them been brought
asked when we went up to Catterick of the seniorup in a Christian household where theymight expect
oYcers: “If you’ve got all these systems in place, whyto go down the road to the village priest?
do they feel a need to come to us? Why do theyMrs Farr: My son belonged to a Christian
bypass your system?” and they could not answerhousehold. He was confirmed and I would have
that. What they did agree was that they respectedexpected that, ifDaniel had had a problem, hewould
our confidentiality in respect of a lot of the younghave gone there, but I would have also thought that
soldiers that get in touch with us, but they found outhe would have looked on him as an oYcer. They also
that we hadmore information that would help them.have to ask permission to see the padre, they cannot
We can get the information that they cannot andjust go as and when, but they have to ask permission
what information we could pass on to them wouldfrom the NCOs to actually see a padre.
help them in respect of the complaints.

Q637 Chairman: Is it your contention that having Q641 Mr Howarth: I think, Mrs Farr, you asked if
padres as padres is in itself not particularly helpful your Trust could do an independent survey.
or is it having padres with a commissioned rank Mrs Farr: Yes.
which is the problem?
Mrs Farr: I think it is the commissioned rank that is Q642 Mr Howarth: And that request has been
the problem. To be fair to padres, I think a lot of considered?
them do good work and the padre who helped with Mrs Farr: Yes.
Daniel was absolutely brilliant, so I think there is
good work, so I honestly do think it is just the

Q643 Mr Howarth: Can you tell us what stage thatcommissioned rank which they hold.
is at now?
Mrs Farr: It was Brigadier Monroe and Colonel
Strut up at Catterick that I left the questionnaireQ638 Chairman: That kind of forms a barrier in a

sense between them? with and they did say they thought there were some
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quite good questions in it and that they would like to would say that it would average two aweek. It can be
bullying or it can just be a parent ringing up, saying,expand probably on some of the questions because

they could probably see benefits for both sides, for “Will my son be all right at Catterick?” and things
like that.us and for them, and they asked if I would leave it

with them and they would consider it. Since then,
Brigadier Monroe has left Catterick and I think he Q646 Mr Howarth: So it would be quite a lot of
is in Afghanistan now and there is a new brigadier in parents ringing up, would it?
place. I am actually going up some time this month Mrs Farr:No, not necessarily. Some parents do ring
and I have to arrange a date to go up and discuss this up, but the bullying is the majority for the young
again with the new brigadier up there. soldiers that ring up as well.
Mrs Langford:Daniel’s Trust has oVered to fund the
survey and do it totally independently and this was Q647 Mr Howarth: It is actually bullying they arethe agreement, that it would be an independent ringing you up about?survey. Mrs Farr: Yes. My last one was a young soldierMrs Farr:One of the questions they asked us was, if where the corporal had held a machete to his throatwe had anything untoward, whether we would go to and that was about a fortnight ago.the press with it. I said, “No, to be fair, it could come
out the opposite way. It could come out brilliant for

Q648 Mr Howarth:What happened in that?yourselves”. I said, “First of all, any findings that we
Mrs Farr:Well, he is AWOL at the moment, he is athad we would take back to the camp and then put
home. I rang the commanding oYcer up atforward to Deepcut & Beyond and the ministers
Catterick, Colonel Jennings, and he said to me,concerned”.
“Well, a machete to some people is a knife to others,
but the corporal should not have had it in his room

Q644 Mr Howarth: You see, it is quite interesting anyway”. He rang me back and he said, “Yes, it was
because we have some figures here which show, for a machete”, and that it would be playing a big part
example, the number of redress of complaint cases in the investigation, and he allowed the young
which were dealt with by the Service boards between soldier to go home on leave, and the young soldier is
2001 and 2004. If we just take the Army, which I still at home on leave at the moment.
think is of concern to all three of you, the total
number of cases in 2001 was 39, 49 in 2002, 50 in

Q649MrHowarth: Sorry to repeat my question, but2003 and 24 in 2004. The bullying and harassment
are the numbers increasing or decreasing?cases were one, one, three and one respectively.
Mrs Farr: I think they are increasing. I do not knowNow, obviously you are hearing the people who
if the bullying cases are increasing, but what ishave not gone through the procedure and I wonder
increasing are the people who are coming andif you have any view on those who have gone
speaking out about it. I think at one time they justthrough the procedure and how they have fared.
used to suVer it in silence, but with all the publicityHave they come to you and said, “We went through
that is about now, they do feel as though they canthe procedure and it didn’t work”, or “We went
speak out about it and contact us.through the procedure and actually it was rather

good”? When I was at Catterick, and I think Mr
Q650MrHowarth:Howmany times a week then areJones was there as well, we talked to the recruits and
you on the phone to—asked, “Is there any bullying going on?” They said
Mrs Farr: Nearly every night. I work full-time andno. Perhaps it is because we are MPs and they may
when I come in on a night, my phone never stopsnot wish to tell us that which they are prepared to tell
some nights.you, but do you have a sense of how the ones who

have gone through the redress of grievance
procedure have fared? Q651 Mr Howarth: I was going to say, how many
Mrs Farr: One or two who have come to us have times are you on the phone to the commandant at
actually started to go through the redress procedure Catterick or to—
and through the chain of command, but they have Mrs Farr:As soon as I get a new case and there have
got so bogged down in it that they have not known been quite a lot since last October. I think quite a few
which way to turn and they have actually ended up times since last October to when we went up there,
goingAWOL and that is when they get in touchwith yes.
us, when they are actually AWOL, saying, “How do
we go forward with this?” Q652 Mr Howarth:What is the attitude?
Mrs Langford: I would say it is the same for me as Mrs Farr:Really helpful. He has been really helpful.
for Lynn. We had a case of a young soldier being bullied, and

the soldier did not want me to give his name, but he
gave me the names of the sergeant and the corporalQ645 Mr Howarth: So can you give us an idea of

howmany cases a week, if it is on aweekly basis, that whowere bullying him and they were suspended and
that young soldier actually went through and passedyou are receiving? Has the number over the last

couple of years increased or decreased? out, so they are really being helpful up at Catterick
at the moment. That is in the infantry training. IMrs Farr:Well, only from starting the Trust, we can

average about two a week. Some weeks we have cannot speak for all of Catterick, but that is just the
Infantry Training Centre.more and some weeks we do not have any, but I
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Q653 Mr Jones: I do not believe these figures either complaints, can investigate complaints and make
recommendations as to what steps should be takenfrankly, but, remember, these figures are figures that

people have gone through with the Service boards. I to deal with the alleged perpetrator and more
systematically as well. That is the experience I haveactually agree, Mrs Farr, that I think the problem is

that people drop out of the system before it goes had, and the Chairman will know this, in Northern
Ireland where the new police ombudsman systemthrough the chain of command and I think that is a

problem. I wonder whether you could possibly, and has done an enormous amount to boost public
confidence in the police and indeed the Northernobviously we do not want names and addresses, but

it would be interesting after today if you could Ireland AVairs Committee last year recommended
that that system should be extended to complaintsactually send us some examples of the type of calls

you actually get. We obviously do not want names, against the Army in Northern Ireland, and I would
commend that to this Committee.so anonymised, just so that we can actually gauge

possibly, as Gerald said, just in terms of how many Chairman:We have had a note, I think earlier today,
from the Ombudsman, though we have not had ana week you get, so we can get some statistics. It

would be interesting if you could do that. opportunity to go through that, but apparently it is
quite helpful.Mrs Farr: I think another thing as well is that when

it does go up the chain of command, I do not think
it is going high enough and it gets stopped at some Q657 Mr Jones: So when you say it has been
point. Like this young lad and the machete, when I extended to the Army in Northern Ireland, in what
spoke to Colonel Jennings, he said he was aware of way? Is that complaints from members of the public
the case, but he was not aware that it was an actual or actual members of the Armed Forces themselves?
machete until he had actually gone oV and found Professor Dickson: It has not yet been extended
that out, so I think somewhere it is stopping at a to the Army, but the Northern Ireland AVairs
certain point. He also asked us that, if we reported a Committee recommended that it should be extended
case to him, would we trust him to investigate it and to the Army.
we said, “Well, how far down the chain of command
would that go and where would that stop?” and he

Q658 Mr Jones: Would that cover civilianscould not answer that, could he?
complaining about the Army’s actions orMrs Langford: No, he could not answer.
individuals actually in the Army?
Professor Dickson: Well, it could cover both,

Q654MrHowarth: Is your telephone number widely primarily complaints by civilians against the Army,
known amongst the recruits? but, insofar as the Ombudsman has the power to call
Mrs Farr:Wewere not allowed to give our telephone herself in on issues, she could look at matters which
numbers out. They allowed us to give wrist bands had been raised by soldiers themselves internally.
out, but they would not let us give out any leaflets or
any telephone numbers. The leaflet that we have

Q659Mr Jones:Can I just ask another short follow-produced, they sent to ATRA, the Army Training
up question in that if we did go to, which personallyand Recruitment Agency, for them to look at and I
I actually support, some kind of independentshall get a report on that when I go up to Catterick
oversight, at what point do you think it shouldnext time.
actually kick in to the actual complaints procedure?
One of the criticisms and one of the recurrent themes

Q655 Mr Howarth: So how do these people find out we are getting from the Armed Forces and theMoD
how to get hold of you? in this inquiry and also in our Duty of Care inquiry
Mrs Farr: The website, word of mouth and in the was the fact that the chain of command is this thing
press. which is sacrosanct, so at what point do you think

that complaint should come in? You obviously
would not want it to deal with trivial things whichQ656Mr Jones:Can I now turn to something which

I think in your submission you have covered and could correctly be dealt with at a lower level.
Professor Dickson: Well, I think if an independentalso something which I feel quite strongly about.

The Bill which we are considering goes part way, I ombudsman were created, that oYce should have
some duties to investigate certain types ofthink, to answering one of the major criticisms that

the Duty of Care inquiry, which I sat on in the complaints or grievances and some powers to do
that. There should be a duty, for example, tolast Parliament, raised, which is an independent

complaints procedure. As it is outlined in the Bill at investigate deaths, including deaths occurring
overseas because there is a real problem, Ithe moment, what is being proposed is that there

should be possibly one independent person on the understand, with the investigation of those deaths at
the moment. Also they should have a duty toService Complaints Board. Could you tell us what

your views about that would be? investigate other alleged serious incidents here in the
UK, but they should also have a power to investigateProfessor Dickson: I think that, whilst that proposal

is good, this Bill presents a golden opportunity for matters that are less serious or that arise other than
through complaints. Now, clearly various controlsParliament to put in place a much more secure

system for dealing with these kinds of complaints. and various detailed regulations would need to be
devised to ensure that there is a proper demarcationHaving one independent member on the Board is

not, in my view, suYcient and we need a completely of labour between the various institutions that are
involved in looking at these complaints, but that hasindependent organisation that can look at
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been done with the police both here in England and Q664 Chairman: But is anybody, other than
someone who has had previous Service experience,Wales and in Northern Ireland and there is no

reason why it should not be done vis-à-vis the Army, likely to have that and be able to make that kind of
approach?as we know from jurisdictions like Canada and

Germany where there are already these independent Mr Gray: Maybe an academic who has studied the
military would be a better choice rather than ex-military ombudsmen.
military.
Professor Dickson: I think too much can be made ofQ660 Vera Baird: Clearly your experience from the
this supposed uniqueness of the military culture.phone calls you are having is that there are far more
Yes, it is important that the dimensions of thatbullying and harassment cases than the figures here
culture be taken into account in the investigations,suggest, but these, to be fair to the military, are the
but, at best, the investigations should be conductedones that have gone all the way through to the
in very similar ways to investigations into civilianService Board, are they not? It appears, therefore,
oVences committed outside the Army, so I think it isthat many, many simply do not and simply will not
important that the people employed by this newand, if that is correct, then adding an independent
independent ombudsman, if there is to be such aperson on the very top board, ie the Service Board,
body, should amongst them have expertise of theseems really almost window-dressing rather than of
Army culture and Army life and what it is really likereal significance. Would you agree?
at the coal-face, so to speak, but that should not beMrs Farr: I would agree with that. I do not think one
the only kind of qualification a person should haveperson is enough. A lot of the soldiers we are getting
to perform this function and I think again thecomplaints from are vulnerable soldiers who are in
experience of the independent Police Complaintstraining who are 16, 17, 18, and they have gone there
Commission here in England and of the Policestraight from school. Apart from being told that
Ombudsman in Northern Ireland bears that out.they have got to go through training, they do not

know where to go and they are the most vulnerable
Q665 Mr Howarth: I do not know if you have anysoldiers that these problems are occurring to.
military experience, Professor, but all the people
who have commented, including indeed Mr Gray toQ661 Vera Baird: So you do not have, as it were, a your right, have accepted that the military aresort of inviting structure or a helpful structure so diVerent and they do need to be diVerent because ofthat, when somebody is in trouble, they can go there, the unique role that they play in our society. Youand changing the man at the top of that structure is have heard from Mrs Farr, we have all heard fromnot going to make a diVerence? Mrs Farr, that she has had about two complaints aMrs Farr:No, it needs changing right at the bottom, week which adds up to, let us say, 100 a year, andnot at the top. add them to the oYcial figures, if you like, so would
you not accept that that ought to be put in the

Q662Mr Jones:Can I just follow that up in terms of context of thousands, literally thousands of young
the need for an independent oversight. Obviously in men and women, many of whom do not come from
your submissions there is a recurring theme and the backgrounds of our panel today, but come from
personally I think that, if we go back to the Armed really quite diYcult homes and yet have managed to
Forces Bill, it is vitally important that this come through the system? Would you not accept
independent oversight in some form is there. Do you that we need to be very careful about changing
think, and again we have had this in terms of this something in the manner you are proposing if it
Bill, that the issue put forward by the Armed Forces would damage the military ethos and damage the
is that they are diVerent from Civvy Street, so, for chain of command?
example, in the court martial system, they are saying Professor Dickson: I accept that the military are
it has to be lawyers or people who understand the diVerent. I do not think they are unique.
military ethos and life. Do you think that it would be Mr Howarth:Why not? You do not put your life on
important, in terms of the independent oversight the line, nor do any of us. They do.
person or body, that it has to be directly understood Mr Jones: Police oYcers do as well.
the context in which some of these things are Mr Howarth: But not in the same way.
happening? Mr Jones: They do in Northern Ireland.
Mr Gray: Obviously if there was an independent
ombudsman, they would have to have a wide and Q666 Chairman: Can we let Professor Dickson
varied knowledge of the military or maybe someone answer the question.
who is ex-military. I know that would be seen as Professor Dickson:Weare talking here not about the
taking a step backwards, as it were, but they must operational demands on members of the military as
have a wide and varied range of knowledge on the much as about the way in which grievances and
military before you could even set the oYce up. complaints are being investigated. That kind of task

is, at best, no diVerent in the military context than it
is in a police context or in a civilian context. I saidQ663 Mr Jones: But that would be acceptable to

you, somebody who is, say, an ex-military person earlier that the military culture, so-called, should be
taken into account in the investigation of complaintsbeing involved in this?

Mr Gray: Somebody with a great knowledge of the and grievances, but it should not be necessarily the
determining factor in all these cases. As regards themilitary.
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quantity of complaints, one death is obviously too Mrs Langford: Well, they get threatened again.
Lynn mentioned a case earlier on about a youngmany in any barracks or any situation. I would hope
soldier who had his jaw broken.Hewent through thethat the workload of any independent ombudsman
chain of command at that point and then he wentwould be light, but that is an argument for limiting
back to his camp and there was a notice boardthe resources, if you like, of any such institution. It
outside the billet and there was amessage on it whichis not an argument for not having the institution in
said, “It won’t just be your jaw next time”, sothe first place.
whoever had reported it, it had gone back down
obviously to the people who were causing the

Q667 Mr Jones: Can I go on to a couple of other problem in the first place. I think it is the soldiers
points about the independent oversight because themselves who are frightened of going through the
in your submission the other thing is about chain of command in a lot of cases.
retrospection and clearly this is an issue which again
we dealt with in the Duty of Care report. Would you

Q670 Chairman: I understand the point you areaccept that there would have to be time limits
making about 16- and 17-year-olds partly beingbecause clearly you could go back years and it would
ignorant of the wider world and the way it works,be perhaps very diYcult to get evidence in some of
but also being slightly intimidated by the chain ofthese cases?
command and so on, but do you think they wouldMr Gray: I think there should be some element
more readily understand, comprehend and feelof retrospective powers there. The Government
comfortable with some kind of oversightrecently put somanymillions of pounds into cases in
commission or ombudsman-type of person?Northern Ireland and maybe an ombudsman could
Mrs Langford: Yes, if they were introduced to it inlook at each case on its merits and then decide
the first place when they went into the Army, if thewhether or not they could be investigated again.
induction allowed for all that, yes, and then it wouldProfessor Dickson: If you look at the latest annual
follow them all the way through. As we say, they arereport of the Police Ombudsman for Northern
young recruits and you can influence them, can youIreland, youwill see that she records the fact that her
not, so when they go in at first, it is like a nice, softpowers have recently been extended to allow her to
touch, they go into the NAAFI and they have gotlook at issues arising more than one year before the
somebody there to talk to, et cetera, and thatdate of the investigation. In fact she looked at one of
disappears at some point because they go abroadthe first deaths inNorthern Ireland back in 1969 and
and there is no NAAFI to go to, there is no WRVSher report, I think, is widely accepted as having
and then they are going straight up to the chain oflargely satisfied the concerns of the family in that
command, and this is what they are frightened of.case. They were not looking for a prosecution, they
They are frightened of the repercussions and I think,were not looking for compensation; they were
if that started right away with an independentlooking for the truth and her report largely aVorded
source, that is what would follow them through thethem the truth. I would strongly urge the Committee
Army.to build in some element of retrospection to the

jurisdiction of any independent ombudsman that is
established. Q671 Robert Key: Have any of you studied the
Mrs Farr: I think the majority of parents in Deepcut comprehensive attitude survey? You know that this
& Beyond are not looking for recompense either, is the rolling survey that the Army does. Are you
and I know I am not just speaking for myself here, aware of what that has said about complaints? It
because that is all we want, the truth. does rather bear out what you have said. Apparently

it is said that, “Although 10% of soldiers surveyed
had complained about bullying, 85% of soldiersQ668 Mr Jones: Yes, that came out quite loud and
asked believed bullying did exist. The reasons forclear from the evidence. this apparent disparity are clear when soldiers are

Mrs Langford: I am looking at it from the point of asked why they did not complain about ill-
view of the young recruits, and they are frightened. treatment: 31% believe such a step might adversely
They are going through the chain of command and aVect their career; 34% thought it would cause
there are repercussions from this bullying and a lot problems in their workplace; and 33% did not
of them have said that this is why they come to us. I believe anything would be done if they did
do feel that, if they were going to an independent complain”. Do you think that is fair? Would you
body, they would not have to worry about whether agree with that?
it is going to be passed down the chain of command Mrs Langford: I think that is fair, yes.
back to the actual soldier who is doing the bullying.
This is some of the reason, they are saying, why they
are coming to us because there are repercussions if Q672 Robert Key: That is the Army’s own survey
they go through the chain of command. apparently.

Mrs Langford: I have not read that, but I do agree
with that, yes.

Q669 Mr Howarth: Can you spell that out for us,
Mrs Langford, as that would be very helpful? Can
you give us some idea of what they say are the kind Q673 Chairman: It would probably be a good idea if

you had a copy of it actually to support your case.of repercussions to which they might be subjected?
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Mrs Langford: It probably would. not have happened had he had to go to that sergeant
or corporal because it was them who were abusing
him anyway.Q674 Mr Jones: In terms of establishing an

independent oversight, one of the proposals you put
Q677 Mr Jones: So at Catterick you are actuallyforward is an independent team of investigators. I
breaking that chain of command?wonder whether you can just tell us about this and
Mrs Farr: Yes, I am going straight to the colonel,also why you actually want this and why they should
Colonel Jennings at Catterick. I am going straight tohave the powers of arrest which would perhaps be
the top.duplicated by the Service police or the home

department police? What is the feeling there?
Mr Gray: I think to have an independent Q678Mr Breed: I can understand, and I think we all

share, your views about the powers to instigateinvestigation team would be a lot better because you
cannot have the Army investigating the Army. You investigations by this independent commission. I can

understand that, but I have just two questions. Firstdo not have the police investigating the police
anymore, so to have an independent investigation of all, do you think that the very fact of having an

independent commission or an independent panel,team would be for the good of the Army and it
would ensure that totally independently the whatever it is, the very fact of that, if it was in being,

would actually have an eVect onwhether incidents ofcomplaint has been investigated.
the type you have just described actually would take
place? It might actually make people think twiceQ675 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Going back to this
before that actually happened, so it might actuallyindependent investigator, I am particularly
have a dampening-down eVect because of the veryinterested in the case you brought up about the
fact of having an independent oversight.young man who had his jaw broken, went back and
Mrs Farr: I think it would have a very positive eVectfound the notice on the board. Even an independent
on that.investigator, if it was not a chain of command

investigator, in order to investigate it, would have to
Q679 Mr Breed: Has that been the experience inconfront the person who did it, so I cannot get clear
Northern Ireland?in my head why that would stop the situation you
Professor Dickson: Very much so. The police werehave mentioned.
initially resistant to the idea of having a completelyMrs Farr: Because what I have found on that is that
independent system for dealing with complaints.if we have got a young soldier or somebody who has
Now they are quite supportive of the Policecome to us who has been bullied or with any
Ombudsman, as her latest report shows. I would gocomplaint whatsoever and I ring the commanding
further and say that the history of accountability isoYcer at Catterick and I explain, then, providing
that institutions which are “threatened” with anthat soldier can actually let me give his name, that
independent investigatory system are initially hostilesoldier then is left alone and he goes through his
to it. Once the system is in place, the institutioncareer path just as he wants. There is an end to it
comes to recognise the value of that. I could applybecause we are not going up the chain of command,
that very historical point to MPs and Parliament. Ibut I am talking to the colonel of the ITC and that
would suggest that MPs now appreciate theyoung soldier can then get on with his career and his
importance of having some kind of independentlife and he is totally left alone, as was the case with
oversight of your activities; it raises your value in thea young lad. Although hewould not let me give them
eyes of the general public.his name, he gave me the sergeant’s name and the

corporal’s name and the case was handled through
that and that young soldier passed out of Catterick, Q680 Mr Breed: I doubt that!

Professor Dickson: It gives people in generalwhich he would not have done if he had had to go
through the chain of command. His life would have confidence, not confining my remarks now to

parliamentarians, but independent accountabilityprobably got more miserable and then he probably
would have gone AWOL, come out and that would gives the public at large confidence that things are

well in the institution concerned and that institutionhave been the end of his Army career.
will thrive because of that public confidence.

Q676 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Is it fair on a sergeant
Q681 Mr Breed: In your submissions and indeed inwho has been accused if he is not able to be told who
the Select Committee’s Duty of Care report, therethe person is who is accusing him? Is that giving him
was this idea that the independent commission ora fair crack at it?
commissioner could undertake research. What sortMrs Farr: I suppose in some ways there is that, but
of research would you think such an independentit was investigated and it was proved to be right with
body could undertake?the other people there. They did investigate it, to be
Mr Gray: There is a lot which has been said aboutfair, and they did not just say, “Oh, you’ve been
bullying and, for instance, with the attitude surveyaccused of this”. It was investigated, it was found to
that has gone on already.be correct and it was not just happening to one lad.

It was only one soldier that had come forward, but
it was a group of them it was happening to and that Q682 Mr Breed: So you think that it would

undertake some of the survey work and it would beyoung man actually went through his passing-out
and now he has gone to his regiment and that would a proactive way of undertaking the attitude surveys
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and perhaps getting more honest, if that is the right his gun strap. The people from the board of inquiry
have been to the parents’ house and interviewedword, answers to the questions and having questions

which are more clearly focused on the problem them for evidence to be taken back to the board of
inquiry.rather than—

Mrs Farr: One of the reasons I put that survey Mr Gray: General Walker said in evidence that he
gave to the Committee two weeks ago that a boardtogether was because in the first Operation

Capability where they looked at that, they never of inquiry would be instigated within two weeks. I
can cite cases where it has been four years and thereincluded Catterick and they only included the

smaller camps and I questioned why that was not still has not been a board of inquiry.
Mrs Langford: In some cases, none at all.included in that first survey. I did not get an answer,

but I felt that, with Catterick being the largest
training camp possibly in Europe, the survey was Q686 Mr Campbell: I think Mr Gray probably sat
necessary even if it only started on the training through the evidence session when the evidence I am
section then. going to refer towas given. This is not necessarilymy

view but I will give you the view. Boards of inquiry
Q683 Mr Breed: So you are saying that an are not the same thing as inquests. Two of the
independent group could actually have a much reasons that have been given as to why it is not
wider research base? always appropriate for next of kin to be at boards of
Mrs Farr: Yes. inquiry would be that often they can be very

technical and they are looking at technical
circumstances into what went wrong. The otherQ684 Mr Breed: So if they were finding that a
point is that if next of kin were there people whoparticularly or relatively small base or unit was
were giving evidence might not be as frank as theyactually throwing up some things, they could
would otherwise be. I am just looking for youractually carry out some investigations?
reaction to that.Mrs Farr: Yes, because, if Catterick do agree to it,
Mr Gray: I do not think that is the case at all. I havethe intention then is tomove to another campwith it.
been sitting in on inquests all last week. Some points
are technical, you are quite right, but you have to beQ685 Mr Campbell: Could I ask a question about
given the opportunity to see those points. As forboards of inquiry because, as you will be aware, it is
witnesses not giving the right evidence, if they areone of the themes that we have been taking evidence
under some kind of oath, theymust give evidence, soon and there is a debate about whether or not next of
there is no diVerence.kin should be invited to boards of inquiry and indeed

when they should be invited. Can I start with a two-
part question. In your experience and in your Q687 Chairman: On the point about practical
knowledge, how often are families excluded from diYculties, we are told that although it is not
boards of inquiry? The other side of that is, necessarily a problem when the board of inquiry is
therefore, how important is it that they attend and held in the UK, when it is held with people serving
are informed about what is going on in boards of abroad or, more importantly perhaps, serving in the
inquiry? theatre of action there are possibly insurmountable
Mr Gray: There is a total inconsistency with boards practical diYculties. First of all, do you accept that
of inquiry. Some families are totally excluded and do that might be the case and if you do is there any kind
not even know when the board of inquiry is going of intermediate way that families could be included
on. Some families have been included by video link indirectly?
to allow them to watch the proceedings. Some Mr Gray: I do not have any knowledge of a board of
families are given the full board of inquiry in a inquiry carrying on in the theatre of war. I do not
decent and respectful way. Other families have had know if that happens or not.
to travel to service stations to rendezvous with an
Army oYcer who has then handed the board of

Q688 Chairman: I think we are told it does.inquiry over. I personally think that families should
Mrs Farr: They set one video link up to a family inbe allowed to sit in on boards of inquiry. It is your
Germany.relative, your son or daughter who has died. You

have the right to know that that death has been
investigated as thoroughly as possible. It is no Q689 Chairman: On board ship, for example?

Mr Gray: Again, I would imagine that they coulddiVerent from sitting on an inquest. All of the
evidence is there and I am adamant that parents hold oV the board of inquiry or have an early

learning account of what has happened in theshould be allowed to sit on boards of inquiry.
Mrs Farr: At the last board of inquiry at Catterick incident. That can be noted and at a more

convenient time they could hold the board of inquirythe parents were notified when the board of inquiry
was taking place. The soldier’s ex-wife and his here in England, but at least gather the evidence

really, really quickly.current partner were allowed to attend and his
parents whowere inGermany had a video link set up Professor Dickson: As Mrs Farr has already said,

there is technology available for allowing people toto their hotel room for them to give evidence. That
has helped them. Up until last year, no parents ever attend through video links and other methods. It

should be remembered that the European Court ofgot to know. It is only recently. We have a family in
Scotland whose son was found hung in Cyprus with Human Rights has said that investigations of deaths
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require the involvement of the next of kin. We can Mrs Farr: But they are in training camps.
argue over what exact form that should take but
there is a basic requirement. Q695 SarahMcCarthy-Fry: Exactly. A lot of people

have been raising this point and obviously in civilian
Q690 Vera Baird: The Bill proposes to de-latch a life it is very much to the fore at the moment. In any
sentence of imprisonment for someone who is court of your discussions with any of the services, have any
martialled from automatic dismissal from the forces. of you had any indication that this proposal might
At the moment, if someone is court martialled and be taken on board?
gets a sentence of imprisonment, they have to be Mrs Farr: They tried to dismiss it at Catterick. It did
dismissed. The Bill, to give flexibility for a number of not apply to them. These young lads were in full time
reasons, uncouples those although it is right that Air employment and it did not apply to the Army. That
Marshal Sir Jock Stirrup thought it was very likely was the end of it. My argument is that they are not
that nonetheless imprisonment would almost always in full time employment. It is only a training camp.
have dismissal to follow it. Have you concerns about A lot of them are doing NVQs and apprenticeships
that proposal? and things like that. It can go up to the age of 25 in
Mr Gray:At the moment, I can cite a case. A young more vulnerable young adults under the Children’s
soldier was shot dead in Northern Ireland by Bill, Every Child Matters. One of the outcomes is
another British soldier. The soldier who shot him staying safe from sexual abuse, fromany abuse at all,
was found guilty of manslaughter through gross but the Army seems to be exempt from that. If a
negligence and received a two year jail sentence. He young person in civilian life were in full time
just served a year in jail, came out of jail and was employment, they would still be doing NVQs. They
straight back into the Army with a promotion. I do would be going to a college or a training centre and
not think that should ever happen again. Soldiers the people there would all have CRB enhanced
should not be allowed to kill other soldiers and then clearance—even people working in connection,
be allowed back into the Armed Forces. interviewing the lads, Youth Justice, the Probation

Service, prisons—and yet the Army does not have
Q691 Vera Baird: On the face of it, it should not this system in place.
happen now because the Bill is not yet in force but
that was a conviction in the civil court, was it? Q696 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Have you any
Mr Gray: That was in the civil court, yes. indication that the Armymight be prepared to move

on this?
Q692 Vera Baird: There may be a diVerent Mrs Farr: I would not have thought so.
structure there.
Mrs Farr: Surely anything as serious as that should

Q697 Mr Jones: Could I return to access tobe in a civil court. Any serious incident should be in
information that soldiers, sailor and airmen have?a civil court. I do not think it should be left to the
Do you think it is suYcient in terms of knowing theirdiscretion of—
rights about the grievance procedure and also in
terms of legal matters? Are there any suggestions

Q693 Vera Baird:Then you will have this separation that you would make, if you do not think it is
implicit in that. Separation of imprisonment from adequate, on improvements to ensure that everyone
dismissal will be separate because the civil court does who serves in the Armed Forces knows their rights
not have the power to dismiss someone from the and knows how to use the redress system?
military. If that is what you want, then there is no Mrs Farr: It needs to be involved in the training. It
problem with this proposal. needs to be put in right at the very beginning, what
Mr Gray: It is a mad situation where a young soldier their rights are. It needs to be involved in the training
is allowed back in the Army and an Army Major is mechanism. Anybody going in the Army really does
dismissed from the Army for cheating. not know their rights, whether they are 16 or 21,
Professor Dickson: As I am sure the Committee until they have actually got in. It is not given to them
knows, there are notorious examples in Northern when they are recruited. All they see is a life of glory,
Ireland of soldiers being permitted to continue in the excitement and adventure. A lot of them are very
Army, even after being convicted of murdering disillusioned and I think that has a lot to do with it
civilians. I would support the decoupling that has as well.
been mentioned here. I am against automatic rules
like that but one would assume that in the vast

Q698 Mr Jones: Do you think it should also bemajority of cases anybody convicted of a serious
reinforced throughout their service life so that theycrime meriting imprisonment would be dismissed
are aware of what the complaints procedure is?from the Army.
Mrs Farr: Yes, and any changes that are put into
place—not just put into place but not told toQ694 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Can I go back to the
anybody. They need to be kept informed all thepoints about 16- and 17-year-olds and, in particular,
way through.the Criminal Records Bureau disclosures because in

your written submissions, Mrs Farr, I think you
were told by senior oYcers at the barracks that CRB Q699 Vera Baird: In your memorandum on deaths

overseas you assert that investigations into thosedisclosures are not required because they are classed
as being in employment and not in training. deaths should involve the civilian police rather than
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the Army investigating. Is that a real criticism of the Q703 Vera Baird: I can very readily see the problem
and I know that you are personally concerned. It isquality of the investigation abroad or is it about

appearing completely independent? just a solution I am groping for.
Mrs Langford: I look to the government to find theirMrs Langford: Civilian police are not always

involved. When you do get civilian police involved solution. I am not technical enough to know what
is what.abroad, you cannot get hold of any of the reports or

anything. Professor Dickson: Deaths overseas are a category
which the independent ombudsman ought to have a
duty to investigate. I know there will be diYcultiesQ700 Vera Baird:What are you arguing for?
dealing with deaths occurring overseas. Let us leaveMrs Langford: An independent ombudsman for
to one side deaths in combat situations because theyoverseas. It is necessary because you do not get any
are perhaps diVerent but, in other non-combatreports. The investigations are not followed through
situations, it should not be too diYcult to develop aproperly. There is just nothing coming back from
system whereby the independent ombudsman can atoverseas at all if you have a death. You cannot
least lead the investigation overseas, in conjunctioncomplain to anybody because you do not know who
perhaps with the local civilian police. There wouldis dealing with it. You have one Army oYcer that
need to be memoranda of agreement established tocomes to you and talks about it but there is nobody.
arrive at a cooperation to work eVectively.All you know is somebody at the other end is looking

into a death. In my own case, I think a sergeant
Q704 Chairman:That is not traditionally the way weseemed to be the highest who looked into the death
see the role of an ombudsman, is it?of my son.
Professor Dickson: The Police Ombudsman for
Northern Ireland has a duty to investigate deaths

Q701 Vera Baird: What are you recommending caused by the police.
though? I cannot see the ombudsman role fitting a Chairman: My understanding is that that happens
death investigation very happily. where the police have conducted an investigation
Mrs Langford: I thought perhaps it could fit in and it is felt in someway to be unsatisfactory, not the
deaths overseas. initial investigation itself. I may be wrong in that.

Q705 Vera Baird: The IPCC in the civilian policeQ702 Chairman: An ombudsman’s role would be
more to investigate whether an investigation had here has been told to look into the death of Mr de

Menezes. That is a primary inquiry that they arebeen conducted properly rather than conducting an
investigation. carrying out, not a review of any other inquiry. I see

the analogy. It is going to take quite an amount ofMrs Langford: There are no civilian police involved.
This is where overseas we have the Army skilful engineering, I would have thought.

Mrs Langford: That is why I could not answerinvestigating theArmy. There is no one else involved
in many, many cases. because I know it is so technical. I do need to point

out that overseas we cannot ask any questions.Mrs Farr: The only country that does that is Cyprus
because they have the sovereignty police in place. Chairman: Can I thank you for your patience with

us. We can meander a little bit as a Committee fromThey do get some civilian police but in any other
barracks abroad there are no civilian police time to time but we do try to get to the point

eventually. I realise that these occasions must beinvolved.
Mrs Langford: You do not know what sort of diYcult for you individually and I am very grateful

for the dignified way in which you have presentedstandards are going on. I know the standards in my
own reports, but— your points to us today. Thank you.
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Q706 Chairman: Good morning. Before I launch to be single Service oVences. Clearly, where there are
more complex circumstances and where there is ainto the questions, may I welcome everybody and

repeat what was said in private. In addition to the mix of issues involved, then mixed panels are an
available option. We do not think that the case issupport we received from the Clerk and the

Assistant Clerk, we are very grateful for the support demonstrated at the moment to make that the
default position to start with. We will learn fromwe received from theMoDpeoplewho accompanied

us on our visit to Iraq and other places last week. experience here and if this needs to be developed,
then I am sure it can be.That was very helpful indeed and we are all grateful

for that. If I can begin, youwill be aware of the Judge
Advocate General’s recommendations as regards Q707 Chairman: Under the present proposals, to
the Court Martial system and in particular the help me rather than necessarily the rest of the
increasing the size of the panel for serious cases, Committee, if you are going to have a default
introducing a higher threshold for majority verdicts, position and the option of mixed panels in certain
and the presumption of mixed panels. Obviously we kinds of cases, howwould the decision bemade as to
have had the counter-case on some, if not all, of which one falls into which category?
those issues. Perhaps a response now from Mr Morrison: We will set it out in subordinate
yourselves would be helpful. legislation. The provision for lay membership of
Mr Miller: Perhaps I could start the response. I Courts Martial can be dealt with by subordinate
think perhaps the first point to make is that we do legislation. There is nothing actually in the Bill that
keep in touch closely with the Judge Advocate, and sets out either a default position or anything about
so we are continuing to talk to him and of course we it. We will be coming forward with proposals about
have paid great attention to the evidence he has situations in which a mixed panel is an appropriate
given to this Committee. On the three specific points arrangement, instead of what I call the default
youmention, on the question of the size of the panel, position, the norm. Obviously there is no
I think people do recognise that there is a strong case disagreement about that.
for having more than one option here: a panel of
three for the great majority of comparatively Q708 Chairman: Is there is no current thinking
straightforward cases, and a larger panel, which we about how that would work?
think is likely to be five, for some of themore diYcult Mr Morrison: The most obvious case by far is if you
cases. We share a degree of the Judge Advocate’s have co-accused from separate Services. That is
analysis there and that is the approach that we are perhaps an obvious case. Another one we are
likely to be proposing. We are happy to discuss that obviously making special provision for, and again
further with him.We think that that fits the bill from we are able to do so, is if a civilian is involved, if you
our perspective. In terms of the question of a higher have one accused who is a civilian and one accused
threshold with majority verdicts, I think that is a who is serving or some variation of that. In those two
diYcult issue. We have not really seen any evidence obvious areas we want to make special provision. I
to suggest that majority verdicts have caused am simply saying that beyond that we have not
problems or have led to unsatisfactory results. We excluded considering other options in other cases.
think also that it is relevant that the majority cuts
both ways in terms of convictions and also people Q709 Mr Jones: Last week this was raised quite a
being found innocent. Our view is that a simple number of times. I think there was an overall
majority is the most straightforward, sensible and opinion amongst individuals that we met that they
proven approach here. On the question of mixed would like to be judged by their peers. I think there
panels, you have heard a number of views on this. was a slight diVerence in terms of when things are
We continue to take the view that the default joint and there are two co-accused. One oYcer did
position in the majority of cases, at least as the insist on the fact that where it is a disciplinary action,
system is introduced, should be single Service panels and he gave an example of theRAF, andwhere there

is a technical issue around, for example, somethingto deal with what in the majority of cases are likely
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wrong with an aircraft, that that led to disciplinary one-way option, and if Parliament thinks you should
have a right to be able to choose the civilian overaction. I think the strong feeling there was the fact

that it needed to be people who understood the the military trial, that suggests that Parliament
considers that people ought to be able to do thattechnical and operational remit to the Air Force, or

aircraft in that case. because it is better. I do not think it would be what
Parliament does suggest, but that is the sort ofAir Commodore Hughesdon: I agree with that

entirely. argument people would try to run, and indeed
have run.

Q710 Chairman: A recommendation has also been
Q712 Vera Baird: I cannot see that danger in theput to the Committee that the accused in a serious
slightest. You would opt either for the civilian or forcase in the UK should have the right to elect for trial
the military on an equal basis on your choice,in a civilian system. I would be interested in your
advised by your lawyers, exactly as you choose,response to that and also whether or not you expect,
either the magistrates’ court or the Crown Court.at some point, a case to be taken to the European
What is the diVerence?Court of Human Rights to test that proposition?
Mr Morrison: That is a diVerent proposal from theMr Miller: This is an issue which I think we have
point you put to us, which was a right for a persondiscussed briefly before. Our position really remains
to favour civilian trial. What I think you are nowthe same in that we do not think it is desirable for the
proposing is a diVerent option, which is a right toaccused to have the option of choosing which
choose either way. In that option, and it is not thejurisdiction to come under. In the UK, for the most
one we were addressing a minute ago, in relation toserious oVences in most circumstances it is likely to
that, the objection is simply the practical one. If theybe the civilian system in any case, but we certainly do
are absolutely equal systems, then it is far better, wenot want to imply in any way that we do not have
consider, to determine the place of trial by referencefaith in themilitary system. Indeed, while we have no
to other current protocols and a Home OYcereason to expect that what we are proposing will be
circular than any other basis because you have got tothe subject of a challenge, perversely, it could be
get investigations started. The protocols provide, asmore likely to be challenged if we were to indicate
you know, that if the context is purely military, thenthat in some way we thought that one system was
it usually goes to the military system, but if therepreferable or better than the other. Colleagues may
is any civilian element whatsoever, then it islike to expand on that.
appropriate that it goes to the civilian court. ThereMr Morrison: The issue is, in eVect, raised and there
would not seem to be any obvious reason forhave been a number of cases such as a case like
undermining that approach to the investigation ofSaunby and Williams, I think in 2001, which was a
oVences simply to allow people an equal choice as toCourts-Martial Appeal Court case. It was not
which one they prefer to go for. It would certainlyexactly on that point, as obviously the option was
get very much in the way of the proper organisationnot available, but it was argued in that case that
of the investigation of oVences.there should be a presumption in favour of civilian

trial for oVences in the UK in order to be ECHR
compliant, and that was rejected by the court. They Q713 Vera Baird: So you do not think the defendant

should have any say?held that the military system was compliant in the
same way as a civilian court was compliant, and that Commodore Fraser: It would be novel for an accused

to have a choice in terms of where he is tried. Thetherefore there should be no presumption that one
was better that the other or should bemade available analogy you are talking about between the

magistrates’ court and the Crown Court is diVerentin preference to the other. As Mr Miller has said,
on the contrary, that argument which we ran because of course it is the same jurisdiction, whereas

actually what you are suggesting here is choosingsuccessfully in cases like Saunby and Williamsmight
well be undermined if Parliament considered it was between two diVerent jurisdictions.
important to provide a statutory option for a civilian
trial against a military trial. Our arguments are very Q714 Vera Baird:Why is that diVerent?
much based on the point that no distinction is drawn Commodore Fraser: Because the military is a
by Parliament between systems, that they are equal diVerent jurisdiction from the Crown Court and the
systems and that they are compliant. magistrates’ court. The Crown Court and the

magistrates’ court are a continuum with each other
because of sentencing powers.Q711 Vera Baird:Why on earth would it suggest an

inferior system if you gave somebody an option to go
for the civilian system? People elect trial at the Q715 Vera Baird: They have quite diVerent

sentencing powers. Can I press one point further?CrownCourt instead of at themagistrates’ court day
in and day out and nobody thinks the magistrates’ What is the advantage of simple majority?

Mr Morrison: I think the main advantage is that ifcourt is worse because of it.
Mr Morrison:Because it would be a one-way option. you take a five-man court, at the moment with a five-

manCourtMartial, if you are convicted or acquittedIt is a one-way option if you say, “If you do not like
military trial, you can go for the civilian trial”. If you on a three-two basis, that is the end of the matter. If

we were to get rid of that and were to introduce asay, “If you do not like one trial, you can choose the
other”, it is perhaps not quite so bad, but if it is a civilian equivalent, it would involve the situation
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that if a person was either acquitted three-two or Mr Morrison: There is provision for them to be
exempted from the obligation and there are specialconvicted three-two, there would have to be a retrial
provisions about excluding them from attendancesand a new Court Martial. I am not saying that is an
at a jury where the CO requires their presence, butoverwhelming argument, but it has been quite an
basically they have that duty.important consideration in looking, in terms of
Brigadier Andrews: We see it as a very importantresources, time and the importance in a military
aspect of military justice that commanding oYcerscontext, at a speedy result as a factor in relation to
are always in the land of our decisions about wherewhether one should change the majority from one
their main eVort should be, and I am sure you sawthat at the moment seems to be working perfectly
that when you visited the Army on operations. It iswell.
very important that they do take part in the process
of military justice. It is really important for the

Q716 Vera Baird: The analogy with the civilian soldiers to know that the oYcers who discipline
system would be that somebody would have to be them have taken part in this process and are
shown to be guilty so that the court was sure by, say confident and informed about it. Yes, it is a
four out of five, and if you fell short of that, then professional obligation and sometimes of course
there would be an acquittal. That would be the commanding oYcers have tomake hard decisions. If
analogy, would it not? the word is that you must serve on that Court
Mr Morrison: I could certainly refer to a number of Martial panel, well, that is the professional
recent high-profile civilian cases in which we have obligation that you have to discharge.
had two or three successive trials and if you add up Chairman: There are many diVerent views about the
the number of juries, we have had hung juries twice role of commanding oYcers in those circumstances.
and then a final decision. There are serious doubts I understand the point you are making. The point I
about trying to apply that sort of approach in a am making could probably be debated on another
military context. occasion.

Q719 Vera Baird: We wondered whether, grantedQ717Chairman: It has been put to the Committee by
that the reviewing authority is going to go, there wasa Commanding OYcer that serving on a Court
a need to introduce a slip rule analogous with theMartial could take oYcers away from other what is
Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act and, ifconsidered to be in a military context more
there was, how it should be exercised. You wouldimportant work. Is it your view that introducing a
perhaps have to reconstitute the court or let theStanding Court Martial will make that situation
Advocate General do it.worse?
Mrs Jones: Perhaps I can deal with that? We didCommodore Fraser: It should actually make it better
spend quite a bit of time looking at an introductionin reality. We certainly see Service on a Court
of some form of Crown Court type slip rule in theseMartial as being a public duty, as is jury Service for
circumstances. That debate foundered really inmembers of the public. The position we have at the
trying to find a way of including the lay members ofmoment is that a Court Martial is an ad hoc court.
the panel in dealing with the exercise of a slip rule.There are a couple of practical considerations which
We did not want that to be a matter that we wouldcome into that. It means that we have to swear in
leave to the Judge Advocate alone, even where itmembers for every single case. It also means we
was, on the face of it, just a straightforward technicalcannot take binding pleas of guilt, for example,
matter because quite often with technical matters,before the actual hearing itself. Making the Court
there can be other implications in what the actualMartial a standing court just puts it in exactly the
sentence will be. The upshot of that is that we did notsame position as the Crown Court is at the moment;
have something for the Bill, but we are continuingin other words, the structure is there all the time. It
our discussions with the Judge Advocate General ondoes not mean the court is sitting every single day of
this. He has nominated one of his staV and we arethe year, or whatever. The advantages of that
having discussions to see if we can find a wayobviously mean we get away from this time- through this. I am quite hopeful that we can becauseconsuming process of having to swear in every single we would like to introduce some form of slip rule if

member every time, plus all the court oYcials. It also we can. We are not at the stage yet in those
means that we can take binding pleas of guilty in discussions to come forward with a definite
advance. If we can do that, we can then plan our proposal. I think the will is there at the moment to
listing much better, which means that, for example, try to find a solution to this.
in any two-week period of Assizes one single panel
can probably get through a great deal more cases,

Q720 Vera Baird: Would you be proposing anand so it should actually improve matters and mean
amendment when we get into the Committee Stage,that they are much more eYcient.
as it were?
Mrs Jones: I cannot speak definitively about that.

Q718 Chairman: I should know this but I do not. We may not have concluded those discussions by
Can you remind me if Service personnel are eligible then. We need to get this absolutely right and find
to serve on civilian juries as well? a solution with which everybody is entirely

comfortable and that would work, but certainly ICommodore Fraser: Yes, they are.
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would not rule out an amendment, if not during the that what we are proposing would change the
position from where we are now very much. Forclause-by-clause consideration by this Committee

then during the subsequent proceedings. example, although we have an annual renewal of
legislation at the moment, that is not an opportunity
to amend it; it is simply a renewal process under anQ721 Chairman:How would you execute it then if it
Order in Council. In terms therefore of keeping it upwas not possible to bring forward an amendment
to speed, yes, we will have to do that and that willduring the course of the Standing Committee stage?
depend to a degree onwhat changes there are thatweMrs Jones: There are other opportunities as the Bill
have to adjust to. Mrs Jones may like to elaborate.goes through Parliament to amend the Bill. We need
Mrs Jones:All I would add to that is that in our viewto conclude those discussions with the Judge
five years is about right, not less, although this timeAdvocate General and other interested parties to
there will be quite a long period, as I think I saiddevise a system that would work, if we possibly can.
before, between the passing of the Act and
implementation, because it is such a big change. It isQ722 Vera Baird: This is slightly analogous but, on
quite important when you make changes to ensurethe other hand, a diVerent point. It is made to us by
that they are bedded in and then you can see howthe Commandant of the Military Correction and
they work. A period of less than five years may notTrainingCentre atColchester that sentences provide
give us suYcient time to see that we have really gotfor one-third automatic remission and if he wanted
it right. Because the Home OYce legislates quiteto award an extra day’s punishment, he could not
regularly, and if there is not an opportunity for ourremove a day’s remission; he had to go through a
provisions to be thought through and included inwhole summary hearing. Is there any slipper
their legislation, again it is useful for us to have timeprocedure to deal with that?
to see how those provisions work and whether theyMr Morrison: We are trying to look at that. The
will be appropriate for Armed Forces’ legislation.problem arose on that because of the ECHR
That is a key requirement for us. The Annualconsiderations. There was a case relating to the
Continuation Order, althoughwe have not providedcivilian system (Ezeh and Connors) in which the
for it in the Bill, and Ministers have given aability of a governor of a civilian prison to take
commitment to this and listened very carefully to therather similar action—it was not quite the same
Committee’s views on this aspect, does give anpoint—was held to be in breach of the ECHR
opportunity, although there are plenty of others, forrequirements because it eVectively amounted to
issues to be, as it were, logged with the Departmentextending a person’s period in detention. It was not
that have come up from time to time that we willaltering the sentence but it extended the period in
need to take into account when we come to dodetention without going through any compliant
primary legislation, as we would hope every fivesystem. It was because of that that we changed the
years.previous practice, which was applied both in the

civilian and the military system of an administrative
approach. We are looking at that again. An option Q725 Jim Sheridan: Moving on to the Service
is to try to introduce some sort of streamlined but Boards, during our recent trip, I think there was a
nonetheless compliant system which allows a consensual view amongst all ranks that there should
quicker decision than at the moment. It is quite a be greater independence for grievance procedures.
technical and important point that is involved in it. Given the fact that there are still very few cases that

actually reach the Service Boards, for a whole range
Q723Vera Baird:Again, are you imagining that you of issues, do you think that there should be some sort
might put forward an amendment at some stage? of independent mechanism that would take account
Mr Morrison: We are looking at two options. If we of those lower ranks or those lower down the
can work it out, we may well be able to deal with pecking order?
it by an adjustment to the Imprisonment and Mr Miller: We certainly understand that this
Detention Rules rather than primary legislation question of handling complaints, particularly where
under which the previous arrangements operated, they are of a harassment or welfare nature, is
though we would have to look at whether it could be something which is of great concern at all levels in
done just by amending those, depending on what we the Services. Our approach has been to try and
want to do, or whether it would bemore appropriate tackle this from both ends. We are thinking hard
to bring forward a provision for the Bill. about how we can improve the support at unit level

for people who want to make complaints. A look is
being taken at the welfare services across the piece,Q724 Jim Sheridan: If we were to keep the Service
which we expect to introduce as clearer ruleslegislation consistent with the civil criminal justice
and procedures for people providing welfare andlegislation, how often would that have to be
to provide a degree of central direction andreviewed or would any amendments have to be done
harmonisation of the approach they take, andannually or how would it be done?Would it be every
indeed to provide an assurance role that welfare,three, five or 10 years?
including supporting people who make complaints,Mr Miller:As you know, we are certainly hoping to
is undertaken consistently and eVectively. We areensure that we have a slot in the programme every
also looking at introducing more scope forfive years for looking at the primary legislation. In

terms of requirements short of that, I do not think mediation at unit level by training people, both
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Service and civilian welfare personnel, to have of a panel of individuals, people with appropriate
mediation skills. In order to kick that oV, we are experience who are brought in to supplement the
currently giving serious consideration to buying in Service members on the panel.
some expertise from mediation services in the short
term to give us a launch to that approach. Once
someone has been supported and is making a Q729 Jim Sheridan: It sounds to me very much like
complaint, we do think it is important that that you are creating another quango. Finally, looking at
complaint should be resolved as quickly and as near the records of the cases dealt with by the Service
to the point of complaint as possible and that it Boards in terms of bullying and harassment, that
really is the responsibility of the chain of command does not fit with the perception in the general public
to be seen to be addressing the complaints, taking about bullying and harassment within the Services.
them seriously and resolving them. We have I think we are talking about one case in each of the
recognised that the current process can be a bit slow Services of bullying and harassment and yet, if you
and cumbersome. The Service panel approach has read the press and the media, it is a common theme
been designed to streamline it and speed it up. The in the Armed Forces.
view we have taken is that in a subset of complaints Mr Miller: There are a number of points there.
that go to Service panels, if there are issues where Clearly, the number of cases that reach Service
people may feel that they have been wronged (not if Boards is only a minority of those which arise. Most
you like in technical terms for a promotion or a pay cases are dealt with eVectively lower down theissue but for a welfare-type case) then at that level system. As I have said, what we are trying to do iswhen it has not been possible to deal with it at the

simplify and shorten the complaints process, takingunit or at the next level up, there is a case for
at least one step out of it. It is possible that you willinjecting someone who is demonstrably outside the
see rather more cases reaching the panel thansystem to provide the assurance of independence.
currently reach the Boards. We will have to see. InWe do not think it would really be practicable
terms of the general perception, yes, the number ofor indeed necessary to introduce that sort of
formal complaints of bullying and harassment isindependent person sitting aside the commanding
comparatively small, and if you look at continuousoYcer as he tries to deal with cases coming to his
attitude surveys, for example, which probably is alevel. What we are trying to do is to reach a realistic
safer guide than media views, then people do reportbalance between ensuring that the focus is on
more concern than we see reflected in the number ofresolving cases within the chain of command but
cases coming forward. I think there are two possibleproviding a degree of external assurance when a case
reasons for that. One is that the majority of caseshas proved very diYcult to resolve at lower levels.
which we hear about through the attitude surveys
are actually pretty trivial. People, although they sayQ726 Jim Sheridan: Could that independent role
there is a worry, are not serious enough for them totherefore be followed by, let us say, a federation?
feel they want to take that forward. The other moreMr Miller: We have not really seen the need for
worrying is the possibility that people feel for someinvolving an organisation of that sort. What we are
reason that it is not appropriate or not worth theirlooking at is bringing in people who are clearly able
while to lodge a complaint. If that is the case—andto bring skills and relevant experience in the area we
we do not know—then the system which I haveare talking about in the sort of complaints thatmight
described of supporting and improving thebenefit from a degree of independence and
complainant at unit level may in future lead to moreinvolvement at the board level.
complaints. We recognise it is possible that the
panels we are establishing will have to deal withQ727 Jim Sheridan: Can you give us a flavour of
significantly more complaints than are currentlywhat kind of people these would be and the criteria
reaching the boards. We will have to work throughand qualities?
this as the new arrangements are introduced.Mr Miller: We have not yet come forward with

specific proposals on this but we would be looking,
I imagine, at people who have a background outside

Q730 Mr Burrowes: Are you clear about whatthe Armed Forces and the civilian Civil Service,
sanctions would be available to the Service Boards?which gives them knowledge of how welfare issues
Mr Miller: Yes. The Service panels will havecan eVectively be handled. I think it is likely that we
delegated authority from the Service Boards. Wewould be looking for people who can also show
think that essentially we are looking at similarsome understanding of the Service context. We are
powers to those which the boards exercise now.looking for a balance between those two areas of

understanding. Brigadier Andrews: The boards will not sanction
people. Inmatters of conduct, that is amatter for the
chain of command, but if you mean powers ofQ728 Jim Sheridan:Would you rely completely on a
redress, they will have similar powers to grantfederation on issues such as that?
redress as they have now.Mr Miller: The question of a federation I think is a
Commodore Fraser: That is one of the key issuesdiVerent one. We have not seen any linkage between
to success in any redress system, having thea federation, which was discussed separately on

another occasion, and the involvement, if you like, empowerment at the lowest level possible.
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Q731 Robert Key: Chairman, you and I understand process to see that it is working properly, in a timely
fashion, fairly and eVectively. As a result of thatthat in the military cast-iron discipline is essential. It

can indeed be a matter of life and death in theatre. work, we would expect that independent reviewer to
produce an annual report to the Secretary of State,In most circumstances, it is hardly relevant that

there should be shoulders to cry on, but in the same although I can imagine there would be nothing to
stop that person submitting a report at any othersense of course here we are in the Ides of March, the

Whips are providing shoulders for a lot of people to time, and, as is the case now, I would expect that
report to be made public. Quite how he or she wouldcry on in the Labour Party! Young men and women

in the Forces, very young men and women, do not conduct that business is not absolutely clear, but I
think those are the main bones of it. In theknow where to turn or who to go to and from whom

to ask for advice. We have heard in evidence from meantime, we are proposing to have an internal
audit of the organisation to kick-start this process,the Daniel’s Trust and others that there is a need,

a perceived need anyway, for a completely but I can see that that is not something that is nearly
as attractive a proposition as getting somebodyindependent route for Service personnel,

particularly young, raw, if you like, Service independent.
personnel, to follow to seek advice on all sorts of
things.We are talking about youngmen and women Q733 Robert Key: Mrs Jones, who will the person
of 17 or 18 years old. There was a feeling that there be?
should be easier access to the garrison camps and to Mrs Jones: I do not know who the person will be at
the Service community in general. It is remarkable the moment. We have not got as far as identifying
that the Daniel’s Trust was able to have a direct candidates, but clearly it would be somebody who
telephone hot line to the Commandant at Catterick, has expertise, and there are professional bodies,
but that is, I think, not usual. Should not there be an groups now of people who deal with complaints in
access route for young soldiers, members of all outside organisations. I would expect it to be
Services, to access a completely independent, if you somebody who was qualified in that sort of respect.
like, agony aunt? I would not expect it, for example, necessarily to be
Brigadier Andrews:Youhavemade two points there. a former serviceman or a former civil servant. It
One of course is about discipline and the other is: would be somebody with expertise in dealing with
what do we do when things go wrong? We need to complaints from employees.
make sure that the youngmen and women whomwe
train for all the challenges of military operations Q734 Robert Key: Would the Ministry of Defence,
trust those who are responsible for them and for example, consider seeking the advice of the
responsible for deploying them and they trust them Children’s Commission for England, or indeed for
to the extent that they can tell them if things go Wales or Scotland?
wrong. Sometimes things do go wrong. When they Mrs Jones: I am sure we would be happy to seek
do, of course we want those young people to have advice from whoever we felt could contribute to
the confidence to know that their concerns can be that debate.
addressed and that matters can be set straight. I do
acknowledge that this is a point that we do need to

Q735 Robert Key:Would that include the Children’slook at, that particularly for those in training there
Commissions for England?are other sources of counsel andwisdom, the sources
Mrs Jones: I do not see why not.thatMrMiller has referred to. I do think that that is

something that we should consider. We do already
Q736 Robert Key: Thank you. That is very useful.consider that. There are people who are essentially
You did mention, however, the Chaplains’independent of the chain of command; medical
Department, and I raised this last time. It seems thatoYcers can give advice and the chaplain, of course,
the role of Service Chaplains is not as widelyan absolutely key figure, and the WRVS worker can
appreciated as it might be, particularly the point thatgive that sort of advice. Are there other areas that we
was made about the Naval Chaplain not having amight look at? Yes, certainly.
rank, whereasArmy andRAFChaplains do.Would
you be having any discussions with the Chaplain-

Q732 Robert Key: Your memorandum says that the General before you set up this person to be the
complaints system will be “subject to annual independent reviewer?
assessment by an independent reviewer”.What does Chairman:While we are on the subject of chaplains,
that mean and how will it work? we did hear some evidence from some personnel that
Mrs Jones: We envisage that a completely external because they have not had that kind of upbringing
person with an appropriate background will look in with any Church input, they would not feel
particular at the way the process is operating. I think comfortable dealing with a Chaplain. That is not my
this is a point thatMr Jones raised when we last gave personal background but it is the background of a
evidence: nobody is looking at the process and lot of the young men and women who join the
whether it is working eVectively. In order to do that Services. Perhaps we could address that point at the
review of the process, an external person will have same time?
the ability to look at any cases that have been Mr Miller:Can I pick up, first of all, MrKey’s point
considered during a year. He will not be able to re- about the consultation internally and there of course

we will be consulting widely within the Department?open those cases but he will be able to review the
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I am sure you are right to suggest that the Chaplain- we would start with any presumption that they
would be ex-Service people, so there is no questionGeneral is an appropriate person to express a view

on this. We would be very happy also to hear what of a job club. What we are looking for here are
people who will be demonstrably independent buthe has to say in terms of the question, Chairman,

from you about the connection, if you like, between have relevant experience in the areas of dispute
resolution or welfare. I think it would be desirable iftoday’s young people in the Armed Forces and

chaplains. they could show some understanding in the Service
context as well, but the primary criteria we would beBrigadier Andrews: I think that the Royal Army

Chaplains’ Department and the Chaplain-General looking for is the injection, if you like, of the sort of
expertise I have mentioned.would make it very clear that Army Chaplains do

have to deliver an all souls ministry to those who
have a particular faith and perhaps to those who Q739 Jim Sheridan: There will not be any
have no faith at all, for those who have a Christian requirement for this person to have a record of
faith or who are of other faiths. That is a challenge service in the Armed Forces?
that I think the Chaplain-General would Mr Miller: No, we would not expect that.
acknowledge that the Chaplaincy have faced up to Chairman: There is quite a lot of interest in this area
and they recognise very acutely the point that you of questioning right across the Committee. I will
make. take a few colleagues and then come back to

Robert Key.
Q737Chairman:The criticism is not (and pardon the
unintended pun) that they do not do what they do in Q740 Mr Jones: I find it quite amusing in the sense
good faith; it is simply a matter of how they are that the last Defence Committee recommended
perceived by those who might wish to use them. some independent oversight. You are trying to go
There is one other point. How available are the half-way there but it is like pushing water uphill with
WRVS? You did use that as an example. I think we you, is it not? You get to a point where you want to
have heard evidence in the past that in some areas admit you want to do this but you do not want to
they do not see them at all? break the chain of command.We had evidence from
Brigadier Andrews: I think there areWRVS workers Mrs Farr, for example, a couple of weeks ago.
at all the main training establishments, and there are Clearly she is breaking the chain of command
some deployed in Germany. I would have to come because her complaints are going straight to the CO
back to you with the precise deployment. at Catterick, and a very eVective service she is
Air Commodore Hughesdon: As far as the Air Force obviously giving to young men and women who
is concerned, we either have a SSAFA worker contact her. If you create this plethora of
actually on the base or attached to it and they will organisations which you seem to be doing in terms
make regular visits and they fit within a station of independence and things like that, frankly, as Jim
welfare community. Although we are very careful Sheridan says, it is going to become a job creation
about how we share confidential information, we scheme that is not unknown in the Civil Service. I
would make sure there is a network between the wonder why you do not go to some independent
various parties who are involved in welfare in its person, either the Ombudsman as was suggested, or
broadest sense, including the Chaplain in his wider a commissioner or somewhere just to look at all
role that the Brigadier has referred to, to make sure these cases. That would be a far simpler way of doing
there is an overview that we can help people as best it but it might mean you have to save face or back
we can. down in terms of having to admit that this is needed.
Commodore Fraser: Can I say a word on the Mr Miller: I am sure Service colleagues will want to
chaplains’ point? It is certainly my experience, and it oVer a response to that. The key point is that, as you
is seen in training establishments as well, that the say, preserving the chain of command is very
Naval Chaplains are extremely good at linking in important.Having someone speak to a commanding
with the young men, and, even for those who do not oYcer within that chain of command does not seem
have any faith at all, they are remarkably good at to me to be introducing a system separate from the
actually connecting with people. chain of command.

Mr Jones: I disagree with you totally there because
the young men and women who are contacting herQ738 Jim Sheridan: There have been a couple
are not actually going to the next person up the chainof questions this morning about the role of
of command; they are bypassing that completely.independent bodies. You seem somewhat unclear or
That clearly has been a very eVective way ofambiguous about the quality of the criteria these
addressing some of these issues.people would have other than the fact that they

would need some experience of Service within the
Forces. That then leads me to be concerned that we Q741 Chairman: It is bypassing some of the steps, is

it not?may be creating a job club for retired ex-Service
personnel. That is what is coming across to me. Am Mr Miller: I can see the point that you are making

that it is bypassing a step if you like in a completeI wrong in that assessment?
Mr Miller: That is certainly not our intention. What hierarchy. The point we are making is that it is

important to preserve that chain of command as awe are looking at is going through a process of
recruiting people in an open way. I do not think that system which deals with these issues. We have a
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concern that introducing a wholly separate system be no suggestion that the commanding oYcer is not
in command. There is in some sense somewould be detrimental and damaging to that chain of

command. What we propose therefore—and I do independent person over there to whom the young—
Mr Jones: I am sorry, that is absolute rubbish and Inot think it is terribly complex and does not

represent a proliferation of new proposals—is that shall not talk about that.
within that chain of command, while shortening and
simplifying the complaints procedure, there is a Q744 Chairman: I would rather you did not use the
panel past the chain of command with the authority expression “rubbish”. Obviously there are grounds
delegated to it from the Service Board at which an for disagreement, but I think to use terms like that is
independent person can sit, but that preserves the not appropriate in these circumstances.
chain of command while introducing a degree of Brigadier Andrews: I take it, Mr Jones, that you do
independence. not agree with my analysis, but the fact is, as the
Mr Jones: Mr Miller, do you not realise that you Commodore said, all this works on the basis of trust.
have a huge credibility problem in terms of this? If Therefore, those who have authority to set matters
we put forward what has been suggested, and I think straight when things go wrong are actually
we have already had the list of bullying cases that corporals, sergeants, sergeant majors and oYcers.
gets to the Service Panel, that is very small, frankly, Of course they need to make properly informed
from the evidence that we took in the Defence decisions. I do accept that there are those who are
Committee and also from what we have heard from not directly involved, who have an experience
the families. My argument is that quite a few do not perhaps in other aspects of all the human pressures
actually even get into the complaints system, let that young men and women are under who can help
alone be weeded out or sorted out, as you say. That those junior and more senior commanders to make
is not going to satisfy public perceptions that this is properly informed decisions. The important thing is
an independent oversight? This person will have to thatmatters are set straight as close as possible to the
be superhuman and endowed with some great point where they go wrong.
powers of justice and freedom and about whom
everyone is going to say that this person is

Q745Mr Jones:What if they are the problem?Whatfantastically good. This is really just whitewashing
if the corporal or the sergeant is the problem?over the cracks, is it not?
Brigadier Andrews: In that case, we have to make
sure that the person who feels they have been

Q742 Chairman: Mr Miller, I wonder if it might be wronged has the confidence in their more senior
helpful at this point, because I think Kevan Jones oYcers or warrant oYcers to go to them. I have to
has put his point in quite trenchant terms, if your say to you that in my experience they do. I have not
Service colleagues were to comment on that? met many soldiers who do not have the confidence
Commodore Fraser:The key to all of this is trust.We to speak up when things go wrong and their oYcers
must not do anything to undermine the trust know them well enough to see when things are
between individuals and the commanding oYcer in going wrong.
particular. Going back to the point that you are Chairman: A number of colleagues wish to
dealing with, obviously Brigadier Andrews in some contribute to this section. I propose to take those
ways can speak as far as the Catterick example is now and then come back to Robert Key.
concerned, but I think the question has to be asked Mr Touhig: Just touching briefly on the last point
as to what the CO does with the information when that was made, and we are short of time of course,
he gets it in that case? Obviously he puts it back the training programme is very good. I witnessed
into the chain of command again down to the some of this in Catterick on Monday. If colleagues
appropriate level and deals with the issue. Overall, had had the opportunities to see a bit more of that,
the trust is the key. We must not do anything to it might have allayed some of the fears that I know
undermine that, in my view. If we do, then we stand Kevan Jones has and his general worries. On the
in danger, I believe. wider issue that Robert Key started oV in terms of

welfare and support, again I was hugely impressed
by what I saw on Monday. Not just the chaplaincyQ743 Vera Baird: Is not how it is working at

Catterick, the very availability of Mrs Farr’s but the whole welfare support comes together at a
particular point, which is accessible to all the youngorganisation, which is quite separate role, the very

point that you are missing with these proposals? recruits there. Breakfast was served and they can
play pool and all the rest of it. The support is thereChairman: Brigadier, perhaps you could address

that point? at a particular time. I felt it was hugely reassuring,
from talking to the youngsters as well, that theyBrigadier Andrews:Could I address the central issue

that Mr Jones raises? Public perception of course is know, whether they have a religious belief or not,
that there is somebody they can talk to if there is animportant, but the public should have trust in the

way that we do things. Most important of all of issue. The environment of the buildingwas such, and
it was an old building, that it had little corners wherecourse is that our young people are prepared for all

the stresses and strains and human pressures of people could have a discreet discussion about some
issue. I am not suggesting that this is universal butmilitary operations and that they have faith in those

who command and lead them to deal with things if certainly it was a good model. We could see that,
hopefully, expanded elsewhere.they do not gowell. Onmilitary operations there can
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Q746 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Going back to the we have a process for that as well. I agree; I am sure
independent oversight we have been discussing, can we can always learn. Certainly, I am not aware of
I ask you your view of the definition in this context any particular diYculties we have at the moment.
of independence? Are we talking about it being
independent of the chain of command or
independent of the military context?

Q750 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Can we move on to theMr Miller: In the context of the independent Board of Inquiry? I think this is an interesting pointmember of the panel?
and my opinion was changed during our visit. We
had previous witnesses who sat here and I could
understand no reason why next of kin should notQ747 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Independent oversight,
attend Boards of Inquiry. When I actually went outindependent reviewer?
and spoke to a couple of people who had beenMr Miller:This would be someone appointed by the
involved in Boards of Inquiry, they came up withSecretary of State to provide him with an annual
some quite cogent reasons as to why they felt thatreport on the processes that have been taken through
next of kin should not attend. I want to make clearby complainants.
here that I was worried when people said it might
inhibit witnesses but what they meant was that they

Q748 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: You view that would not tell the truth. I think, with the evidence I
independent person as being totally outside the heard, I now understand some of the reasons behind
military context? that. However, when we hadMrs Farr, she said that
Mr Miller: Yes. in Catterick it has almost become normal practice
SarahMcCarthy-Fry: Then it would not be a job for that next of kin attend Boards of Inquiry. Is there
the boys. not a problem now that we have a position in the Bill

that there is a presumption that they do not attend.
However, in practice they are attending. How are weQ749 Robert Key: Finally, from time to time I
going to resolve that discrepancy?receive complaints in my own constituency from
Air Commodore Hughesdon: I think it is importantyoung men and women who have joined up and,
to split out the terms there. Certainly in cases ofwith the best will in the world, they find that the
suicide or a death or something like that familymilitary life is just not for them. It can sometimes be
members and next of kin are often called aswitnessesvery hard for them to disengage. There must reach a
to the Board of Inquiry and are involved in thatpoint where it is actually in the interests of the
process because quite often they have verymilitary to discharge somebody who is clearly not
important information to share with the Board.appropriately on message for the military. I just
Certainly it ismy Service’s policy that next of kinwillwonder if you feel that there are improvements that
not be included unless the President considers therecould be made to the system of discharge—there is a
to be exceptional reasons. Clearly, I cannot speakdiVerence of course between discharge and other
for Catterick. I think it is important to draw thosekinds of dismissal—of a young personwhohas a bad
two bits out. We talked through some of the reasonsexperience, wants out, and then finds there are too
previously. There is a practicality issue. In terms ofmany blocks in the way. It is expensive and it is time-
honesty, I would agree entirely that it is not aboutconsuming. Could you do it better?
people not being honest; it is about the fullness of theAir Commodore Hughesdon: I think we talked
evidence that they give. It is the openness with whichlast time about how we try to make sure that
they can express their views, the degree of dangerwhen people are recruited they understand the
that might be involved, the bodily injury that mightcommitment they are signed up for. Those under 18
have occurred. The granularity of that can reallyhave a very easy exit out if they so desire. There then
help the Board understand what went wrongbecomes a slightly more diYcult balance about
perhaps in a way that a clipped version or 95% ofensuring that the money spent on training is
that might not actually provide to the Board, and socontributed back to the Armed Forces. Depending
therefore they do not get the greater understandingon the Service, there is an early exit, but it is at about
of really what it is all about. The other point isthe three-year stage. I recognise entirely that some
making sure that if we were to allow next of kin topeople will become administrative burdens in that
observe that somehow we do not build up anregard, and we spend more time on those people to
expectation of their contribution to the Board ofensure that we do have some form of process that
Inquiry. If they are not giving evidence, what canactually looks at helping them through the process
they actually give to the Board of Inquiry? Clearly,and, if necessary, giving them early release. Whether
they will gain from it. We hope that, in the processesor not we could do better, I suspect like most
that we have put in place over the last few yearslearning organisations, we probably could. There is
and continue to develop and enhance, theirthat fine balance there.
understanding of what went on, how it occurred andCommodore Fraser: There are a number of diVerent
so on has helped enormously, certainly from some ofreasons people might leave. They may want to do so
the earlier instances that we have heard about inand go in the normal way of giving their notice and
previous sessions. I hope that helps you in your12 months later, oV they go and so on, or it may be

that we want them to leave, in which case inevitably thinking.
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Q751 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: I still think that we are investigation-type of process rather than a hearing
as such, in the inquest form—and whether there isleft with an inconsistency, where some people say,

“These next of kin are allowed to attend an inquiry, justification then to crack on without the next of kin
present. However, is there some point when you areand these next of kin aren’t allowed to attend an

inquiry”. There are valid reasons on either side. I am going to come to the point of saying, “This is what
has happened”, in a forum where the next of kin arenot saying that it is an easy thing to answer. Do you

think that video-link would help? You would not present—at that kind of hearing, as such?
Commodore Fraser: I see what you are saying. Thehave next of kin face to face with someone whose

fault it may have been that their next of kin had problem is that in a lot of these cases—and I looked
back, for example, over the last three years in termsdied—which would be an incredibly diYcult

situation for people to deal with. Do you think that of naval Boards of Inquiry—it is quite interesting
that a number of them, for example at the beginninga video-link would help?

Brigadier Andrews: We have not thought of that of Telic, where we had two helicopters crashing and
so on—and I would need to think about it. I do need to be

clear that, as the Air Commodore said, there is a
diVerence between people attending as witnesses and Q754 Mr Burrowes: Yes, we spoke to someone
contributing evidence to a Board of Inquiry and earlier.
those simply sitting there, observing. That is not Commodore Fraser: You may well have heard of
Army policy, and I am told by the branch in my that. It is quite interesting because in those cases you
organisation that deals with Boards of Inquiry that do them both together eVectively, the investigation
that is not the case. However, I will personally and putting the report together, because you
investigate precisely what the facts are and, if I may, produce it so quickly. Because, for as long as you do
I will come back and let you know precisely what the not know what has happened, you are grounding
facts are. The Army’s position on allowing the next aircraft in an operational situation, and it is
of kin to attend is as we have set out before, but we absolutely vital that you get an answer as quickly as
do recognise how important it is to keep families possible, and that report is produced. The thing is so
very well informed about significant developments compressed in terms of time that it would be diYcult
in the inquiry process and what is going on. In the to split it out, I think.
last two years we have put a great deal of eVort into
the timeliness of Boards of Inquiry and the whole

Q755 Vera Baird: I am interested to know from you,process of making sure that those who are aVected
Brigadier, how you have done that process youare kept in the picture. I think that that system now
describe, to which you have committed resourcesworks very well indeed.We go to great pains that we
and a lot of thinking. How do you keep the familiesdid not go to before, to make sure that people are
who are not going to go to the Board of Inquirykept in the picture.We understand full well that they
closely in touch with what is happening? Do youdo want to know and, when there is a significant
delegate a particular oYcer, with access to thedevelopment in an inquiry, we make a point of
oYcer? How does it work?telling them and we do keep in touch with people.
Brigadier Andrews: We have an Army aftercare andThat is a major improvement which we have put in
incident support cell, and it is part of myDirectorateplace over the last couple of years.
of Personal Services. There would be a nominated
oYcer, usually a civil servant, who will maintain

Q752MrBurrowes: Is there away to involve the next close contact with the family that has been aVected
of kin in terms of being part of the final hearing? To by an incident of death or serious injury. Those links
distinguish it in terms of a timing, between the are very well forged. The visiting oYcer also plays a
investigative side to it—which is more akin to the very important part in this. It may be that a family
investigation, trying just to find out what has prefers to deal with the visiting oYcer—somebody
happened—the time when you are being open to the they know, face to face, and can see regularly, really
public about the results and recommendations you as often as they like—and that they would prefer the
have come to, and the involvement of the public and information to come through that visiting oYcer.
the next of kin at an early stage in that kind of Those are well-established links. If you want to
hearing, when you have come to a view. So that it knowmore about the work of that particular cell, we
does not simply come out in a drip feed, from would of course be delighted to provide a short note.
information that is being filtered out.
Brigadier Andrews:We alwaysmake sure that, when Q756 Mr Jones:When was that established?
the Board has finished its work—its findings are Brigadier Andrews: The cell itself has been formally
established, it has made its recommendations— established since April last year, but that was
those findings and recommendations are personally because at that stage each of the Services had their
briefed to families. I am sorry, perhaps I am own separate casualty and compassionate cells.
misunderstanding your question? Perhaps I can just explain for a moment. Since April

last year we have had what is called a Joint Casualty
and Compassionate Cell so that, when dramaQ753 Mr Burrowes: I am not suggesting a change in

terms of the Board of Inquiry. I recognise that you strikes, next of kin are informed as quickly
as possible and any compassionate travelare often keen, as quickly as possible, to try to find

out what has happened—and that is more of an arrangements are put in place eYciently, quickly and
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without delay. It is a system that works extremely get us from A to B, to get us from the existing
well. When the single Services did it on their own it position to the final position. Those are being
worked extremely well; it works extremely well now handled between us and Parliamentary Counsel.
that it is done together. Previously, the work of the Unusually, Parliamentary Counsel are extremely
cell that we put in place last April was undertaken by helpfully doing the drafting, so that you can get a
the Army’s Casualty and Compassionate Cell; process more like a legislative process involved for
indeed some of the staV are the same staV. looking at the development of the transitional
Chairman: It might be helpful, Brigadier, if you provisions. Those will be developing over the next
could give us some more information about that in few months, and I think that before the end of the
written form. parliamentary process there will be quite a clear
Brigadier Andrews: Yes, of course. picture of how the main transitional arrangements
Chairman:We do need to press on a little now. will work. On that area, therefore, we will certainly

be able to give Parliament a lot more information
during the parliamentary stage.Q757 Sarah McCarthy-Fry: We have a Bill that is
Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Given that answer, I thinkvery thick, and obviously it is at a very top level.
you havemade an excellent case for retaining annualMuch of the practical implications of how it will
reviews, seeing as it is going to be so complex. If wework will obviously be in secondary legislation.
are to keep on top of it at all, I think that wewill haveCertainly everyone I spoke to last week said that we
to look at it every year.underestimate the task of trying to bring three
Chairman: That is a very strong point. Can Iseparate bits of legislation in together. From our
emphasise that if we could have as muchpoint of view, however, when we are trying to work
information as possible it would put us in a positionout how it is going to happen, we are—certainly I
to make better decisions, knowing what theam—a bit concerned. How much information will
consequence was of them.we have about the secondary legislation that is going

to come before we get to the Report stage?
Mr Morrison: As I think I have mentioned before, Q758 Mr Burrowes: Dealing with the Director of
there aremany areas of the Bill in whichwhat wewill Service Prosecutions and the key role they will play
be providing in subordinate legislation is essentially under the Bill, and the sentiments expressed by
a tri-servicing of existing separate regulations. senior oYcers that, ideally, they would have to haveHowever, I happily acknowledge that, because of some Service experience, do you now support thatthe numerous changes we are making in the details

view and would you suggest that it is written on theof the system, we will be examining every aspect,
face of the Bill?every detail, of all the existing statutory instruments
Mrs Jones: The Committee has heard quite a lot ofto decide exactly what changes are necessary. The
evidence about the importance of Service experienceCommittee stage itself, and the whole of the
in that position. Our diYculty with actually puttingparliamentary stage, aVords us a vital opportunity
that on the face of the Bill is in defining what youfor examining our developing proposals. For
mean by “Service experience”. There are provisionsexample, we have discussed this morning what we
in the Bill about the legal qualifications of the holdershould be saying in the SIs when we have an
of that post, but how you define Service experienceindependent member on redress. We have discussed
could be a great deal more diYcult. Are you talkingwhat the SIs should say aboutmembership ofCourts
about somebody who held a short ServiceMartial on a single or a Tri-Service basis in diVerent
commission 20 years ago? That counts as Servicecircumstances. The parliamentary process itself is, if
experience. Are you talking about somebody whoI may say so, vital to the development, particularly
has been in the front line on operations? Not manyof those parts of the subordinate legislation where
lawyers are in the front line on operations, althoughwe are having to think afresh: either they are under

new powers, or ones where the Bill represents a they visit operational theatres. So our view was that,
change of direction and creative and policy thinking rather than find ourselves in diYculty in putting that
is necessary. Obviously we would be happy to try to on the face of legislation, we would deal with the
keep the Committee informed of progress. However, issue in relation to the recruitment of the individual;
this task is so massive that it will inevitably be the and the qualifications of candidates would be a
case that the main work on the most diYcult much better way of narrowing down what sort of
statutory instruments starts and is continued during experience we are talking about. The danger is that,
a period of two years or so after the main if you put something as general as “has Service
parliamentary procedure is over. Obviously if there experience” on the face of the Bill, you expose
are particular areas—we have discussed, say, what yourself to people who have very limited Service
we are going to do on redress or membership of experience indeed. If we draw it up too tightly in
Courts Martial—on which you would like our primary legislation, we could find ourselves
current thinking about what will be in the SIs, we excluding the personwe are really looking for, which
would be very happy to try to provide as much is the best person for the job.
information as we can. The most immediate task in
terms of subordinate legislation, which is very

Q759 Chairman: The classical way round thatheavily underway at the moment, is actually the
production of transitional regulations, as it were to usually is, “to have regard to”. Is that a possibility?
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Mrs Jones: I do not think we have thought of that. I to fit it in. It would be a bit odd to set out whole
sections of PACE, with minor modifications indo not know whether there will be an objection to

“have regard to”. primary legislation, which adds to the length of the
Bill. There is a separate one, which is the review of
the entry, search and seizure order, which we haveQ760 Chairman: You see the point I am making?
under the 2001 Act. It is rather diVerent, becauseMrs Jones: Yes.
that is a special variation—quite a significant
variation—on PACE, to allow supervision byQ761 Chairman: It means that it is not an absolute,
judicial oYcers of decisions by Commandingfixed thing.
OYcers to allow searches and so on, in certainMr Miller: I think that the only sensitivity I can
limited circumstances. That gets down to quite a lotimmediately see to that, though it is not something
of detail of procedural controls and supervision.which we have thought about, is this. Service
Again, it is a balance.We thought that level of detail,colleagues might feel that it was striking a slightly
as at present, fits well into an SI; it does not go to thewrong note, and what we are saying is that Service
principle of the thing, which is fully set out in theexperience really is a necessary part of this.
primary legislation in the Bill and, at the moment, in
the 2001 Act.Q762Mr Burrowes: I do not think that the problems

you suggest are insurmountable though. If it is
generally drawn, then you can deal with the detail in Q766Mr Jones:One of the main issues when PACE
recruitment. was introduced, and one of the basic things in it, is
Mrs Jones: We will take that away. that you are actually told why you have been

arrested or detained. Are there any military or
Q763 Chairman: Is somebody going to respond? operational reasons why that cannot be done in the
Mrs Jones: I think that we will take that back. military?
Mr Morrison: I think the problem of including even Mr Morrison: We do do that. You are quite right
a reference to “having regard to Service experience” that PACE sets out provisions for giving reasons,
is that those who are then trying to understand what and that obviously came from 1984. However, our
that means will still be faced with fundamentally the view is that the common law already provided,
question which Teresa has put, which is that Service before that, the duty to give reasons. There were a
experience is such a wide notion. It is everything number of cases well before PACE which went into
from having been in the TA to something else. that—cases like Christie v Leachinsky. The Home

OYce frequently decides to set out in legislation, and
Q764Mr Burrowes:That is amatter for recruitment, perhaps to restate or develop, common law
is it not? provisions. In this case they made the change in
Mr Morrison: It probably will not be helpful to 1984. Our diYculty is that, if we set out all the
define it. However, I think that what we can say is clarifications and re-setting out of the common law
that it is verywell acknowledged that the importance which are put into statute, our legislation would
of a clear understanding of the Service context will become totally unwieldy. As we are confident that
be a central element in the selection process. I think under the common law reasons must be given, and
that is well understood. there has been no suggestion that there has been a

problem about giving reasons in practice—it is the
Q765 Mr Burrowes: In relation to the powers of well-established practice, rightly so, of the service
entry, search and seizure being subject to the same police to do so—we did not think that we needed to
conditions currently applicable to searches under set out that part of the 1984 Act. With all Home
the Armed Forces Bill 2001 and set out in the OYce legislation there is this constant consideration
relevant orders, will that be the case? Will there be going on: how much do we repeat and set out afresh
that compatibility? in our legislation? Our problem is that we cannot
Mr Morrison: I am sorry, I was not sure if I had aVord to produce a volume of legislation which is
caught what you had said. The provisions that we remotely comparable in size with the statutes
have in the Bill are basically the same, including the governing criminal law. So we rely in some cases on
relevant powers, as we had in the 2001 Act—the the common law, on those provisions, and do not
Armed Forces Act 2001. There are really two areas. add in the provisions from Home OYce legislation
One is detail, applying PACE provisions with into our Bill.
modifications. The advantage of having that and
retaining it in SIs is that what we do is apply these

Q767 Mr Jones: One of the other issues that PACEvarious PACE provisions with modifications. We
makes provision for are the rules around detainingcan check and update the modifications fairly easily,
people. In eVect, at the moment a Commandingby having them supported in legislation; but the
OYcer could detain somebody for 96 hours withoutbasic application of the PACE provisions will be the
charge. Is there any risk there in terms of challenge,same. To be honest, it saves setting out what
in terms of the human rights legislation? Also,eVectively would be large chunks of PACE in the
separately, PACE has quite an extensive system ofBill. You are basically looking at another Act where
documentation around how to detain people andit is all set out fully in primary legislation, and what

we are doing is making the necessary modifications what happens to them when they are in detention.
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Again, is there any reason why accurate records of they are trained appropriately. I think the situation
we have at the moment is that the specialtimes when they will be detained, and so on, cannot

be kept by the military? investigation branches of the Service police do work
very closely together. They are essentially trainedMr Morrison:A lot of aspects of PACE are of course

included in our legislation. Ones where PACE was together. However, there will come a point where
investigators who are soldiers may have to deploydoing something new in terms of the period,

including all the provisions related to investigation their personal experience in training, in the
dangerous and uncertain circumstances of anand a lot of provisions which were adapted and

reflected in the 2001 Act, are included in our operational theatre.
legislation. Similarly, custody provisions and so on,
including record-keeping, limits on time, are all in Q770 Mr Jones:A case was raised with us last week
our legislation—either in subordinate legislation or by the RAF police, an SIB oYcer, where he had
in primary legislation. In so far as we have identified investigated an incident of drunk driving on an
any elements in PACE which we feel ought to be airbase and was overruled by the Commanding
added specifically, which have not so far been OYcer. Do you think that there is any problem in
covered, we have done so.As I say, I amnot aware of terms of CommandingOYcers being under the same
anything which we think would be appropriate and Service? What you are actually arguing for is the
which could be applied, even with modifications or total independence of his role as an investigator. He
some sort of equivalent provision, whichwe ought to was quite forceful about it, and his colleagues were
have and which we do not have or will not get. as well.
Mrs Jones: It is worth mentioning that the period of Brigadier Andrews: Let me just speak from an Army
96 hours is not right. Generally speaking, a CO can perspective. At the end of the day, we are all in the
only detain for 48 hours, and it is subject to reviews. Army and so we have to respect, as a matter of
Commodore Fraser: It would be very exceptional to policy—and of course in future as a matter of
be 96 hours without a judicial oYcer being required law—the independence of the Service police.
to make a decision about that. It would have to be Commanding oYcers do not interfere with Service
an operational situation, where you were completely police investigations.
incommunicado or something like that, I would
suggest. Normally 48 hours is the maximum time.

Q771 Mr Burrowes: Is it an issue for the Air Force
though, particularly in relation to the command

Q768 Mr Jones: Ninety-six hours you obviously structure with those who are in the SIB compared to
could do without a judicial— the Army, and whether they have that same
Commodore Fraser: It is possible, but unusual. authority and level of regard?
Mr Morrison: I think that Clause 102 deals with that Air Commodore Hughesdon: I am not an expert on
particular point. It has a provision which very policing matters. You would have had more
closely reflects PACE, which says basically the limit information from the Royal Air Force Provost
is 48 hours. You have to have had judicial authority Marshal. As I understand it, there is amove for some
for continuing custody within 48 hours. If you apply SIB-equivalent work to be more centrally controlled
after 48 hours to the JA and it appears to the JA that through theRAFProvostMarshal.However, one of
it would have been reasonable to apply before the the issues whichMr Jones highlightedwas that those
end of 48 hours, the JA must refuse to grant the policemen on an RAF base are quite often dual-
extension of time. That is the same approach as in hatted, or certainly have dual skills. Whilst they
PACE. The CO’s role is roughly equivalent to the might be primarily on special investigations, the SIB
relationship between the relevant police oYcer and a line of business, they also have skills in counter-
magistrate under PACE. In that regard, therefore, intelligence and can be teemed and laded across, as
we very closely reflect PACE in the Bill. the requirements fit. So there is a need for them to

be broadly under the CO’s power on station but, for
investigative reasons, linked through to the ProvostQ769 Mr Jones: Could I ask you about an issue
Marshal. My understanding is that, through awhich came up last week when we were away and
separate study, that line is being strengthened.when we met various Service police? It is their

investigatory role, which is clearly diVerent from
some of the other duties that they have. We heard Q772 Mr Jones: It was an issue which was raised

specifically in the RAF rather than the Army;from the RAF, for example, that they do a whole
range of things, from close protection all the because of, as David said, that connection between

the CO and the actual—way through to this. Did you give serious
consideration—and I understand the diYculties in Air Commodore Hughesdon: I would be very

interested to hear the circumstances of that one case.this—to having a Tri-Service special investigations
branch that actually looked at this? You clearly have heard one case, and I would

suggest that many others are perhaps diVerent.Brigadier Andrews: I think that the key thing is for
Service police investigators to be properly qualified Chairman:Can I be uncharacteristically blunt about

this? The gentleman in question and his colleaguesto conduct investigations in the sorts of
circumstances that they may find themselves said that, in the RAF, Commanding OYcers

interfering in investigations, particularly in casesinvestigating. So in the case of the Royal Military
Police they are soldiers who are investigators, and where it involved oYcers, was endemic. That was
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exactly what was said to us. I have to say that we Following on the point whichMr Jonesmade, which
pursued the same point with naval and Army people I think is very pertinent, on our visit to Cyprus,
and they did not feel so strongly about it. Whether Oman and Iraq—where we met people from the
we just met an unfortunate group of men who had diVerent Armed Forces—it was noticed that the
had some bad decisions made, I do not know, but RAF had a diVerent approach to disciplinary
they were very strong about that case. They felt that oVences to the other two Services. It is the point that
it was a clear pattern of discrimination against non- Mr Jones made. Where an RAF person commits a
commissioned—those other ranks. misdemeanour and it then goes through the process,
Mr Burrowes: Not exclusively contemporaneously they are more likely to suVer the consequences of
at the RAF, but historically it was a description of that for up to five years, or whatever, whereas for a
what has been going on. sailor or a soldier it is dealt with more immediately,

and it is done and dusted. While I know the
Q773 Mr Jones: Also, the issue they raised—which Committee is anxious that we ensure that the ethos
I think is an important one, Chairman—was that the of all three Services remains, if we are having a
reason why the Commanding OYcer interfered in harmonisation bill here, could I ask how you feel
terms of oYcers was the fact that, in the RAF, if you that the problem will be handled if there is to be
get a black mark on your Service record, it was seen harmonisation?
as dealing with it, and that was the reason why the Air Commodore Hughesdon: Ethos is clearly very
COs were actually interfering. Whereas in the Navy important to all three Services, and I think that it is
I think it was raised as a badge of pride if you had right that we reflect on that. Administrative action
been court-martialled a few times! covers a wide range of things, and of course AGAI
Air Commodore Hughesdon: Do you want to deal 67 works very well for the Army, both at minorwith that now?

sanctions level and all the way up through to the top
end. Certainly for the major pieces of work, the Air

Q774Chairman: I think that it is probably best if you Force and the Army are verymuch in tune about the
reflect on that.We are only reporting something that way we deal with people. There is a discussion going
has happened.We are not proposing anything at this on at the minor sanctions level, which is probablystage. I think that it is important that you are aware

the area in which you saw most benefit. Clearly thatthat those things were said to us.
works well for the Army. In actual fact, those RAFAir Commodore Hughesdon: Clearly your feedback
personnel who operate on Army bases or underis important in understanding how our system is
Army command are also subject to AGAI 67, andperceived more broadly.
that works well for my people. That is because there
is clarity about how individuals will be dealt with;Q775 Chairman: Exactly. Because of the shortness
compared with previously. You are right, we have aof time, I am going to skip directly to Question 19
diVerent ethos, a diVerent way of disciplining ourand then move on. Questions A and B in the
people: no less eYcient, but a diVerent way. It doesadditional questions—I realise that people have not
give clarity to the way that they will be dealt with.had as much notice of those, and in fact some people
Whether or not that will work equally eVectively onmay have had no notice of them—but, as best we
RAF bases, we are thinking about right now. In allcan, I do want to cover A and B in particular. We
of this, it is an evolutionary process rather thanwould be very grateful if we could have some further
revolutionary; we need to match it with the ethos.written submissions on everything that we have not
What we need to guard against is the dichotomy ofcovered, therefore.
whether we see more charges being successful—doesMr Miller: Yes, of course.
that equal more or less discipline?—and at what lineChairman: I do think it important that those three
do we move from administrative to a disciplinaryquestions are covered before we conclude today. So
action? That is an issue for us, and I recogniseI will move directly to Bob.
entirely Mr Jones’s earlier point that there is a
perception that a charge will aVect your career in theQ776 Bob Russell: We did come across a welcome
longer term. Clearly all the punishments that arenew administrative action regime that the Army
awarded are subject to the Rehabilitation ofintroduced, and I think that we ought to put that on
OVenders Act—two years or five years. However,the record—AGAI 67—which I believe stands for
everybody is judged against themselves. We do notArmy General Administrative Instruction.
hold, for example, a further Service or a promotionBrigadier Andrews: Yes, it does.
or appointment board across the three Services. We
compare RAF with RAF, not RAF with Army. SoQ777 Bob Russell: I think we should say that it has
everybody will have been dealt with equally withinbeen something that has been the welcomed at—I
the same clan. First let me say that, in a promotiongot the impression—all levels.
board or further Service board, for example,Brigadier Andrews:Letme recordmy thanks for that

as well! somebody with professional competence will be
considered, and that is where we come from. Then,
as we go through the granularity, as we try to, if youQ778 Bob Russell: There were two previous
like, find dividers or grade one person aboveinstructions before that. Possibly, if one could be

knocked out, that would at least be Route 66! another, we will look for discriminators. Clearly,
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indiscipline is a discriminator. If it is recent, that is a Q783 Chairman: You must dread people like us
spending a lot of time with military personnel. Theymuch more forceful point than if it was three, four,

five or six years ago. open up their hearts and their minds to us probably
rather more freely than we might have expected—
but there you are.

Q779 Bob Russell: I recognise the point that you are Brigadier Andrews: I am glad that they did.
making, within the RAF. With dual deployments,
and indeed Tri-Service deployments, you can have
an airman committing the same misdemeanour as a Q784 Vera Baird: I wanted to look at the question of
sailor or a soldier, and his punishment will be jurisdiction over civilians and understand properly
disproportionate to that which is given out to the the diVerence between the Standing Civilian Court
sailor or the soldier. and the new Service Civilian Court, and why the

changes are necessary.Air Commodore Hughesdon: Certainly if they are
operating under an Army command, then they Mr Morrison: The Standing Civilian Court is
would be subject to any punishment there; so renamed in the Bill, largely to reflect two things. One
therefore those sorts of sanctions would apply is that, for the first time, it will be Tri-Service. At the
equally. moment, the Standing Civilian Court only operates

for the Army and the RAF. Secondly, to indicate or
to be in tune with the fact that the current

Q780 Mr Breed: What we are getting at are the arrangements for Standing Civilian Courts—which
repercussions. The bit at the front end is okay. You eVectively limit their functions to quite narrow
may get the same sanction; you may get the same geographical areas, basically Germany and
rights. However, it is the perception, at least from Cyprus—will no longer apply. The aim will be that
the people we spoke to, that the repercussions later Service Civilian Courts will be able to sit wherever
on can be more severe, because of the competitive there are civilians who are subject to Service
nature of promotions within the RAF, and that you discipline. The changes as far as SCCs, apart from
have to have the discriminators. So you get four that, are notmajor. OV the top ofmy head, I actually
people, all exactly the same; two have had cannot think of any. There are probably one or two.
misdemeanours some years ago and, because you Mrs Jones: There is a provision at the moment in
have four, they go straight away and you are then some circumstances to appoint a lay person, an
left with two. That is putting it a bit too bluntly, assessor. These provisions go back to 1976. The
perhaps. However, that was the concern: the world has moved on quite a lot since 1976. The
repercussions on future service, which is diVerent to courts are presided over by JudgeAdvocates who act
the other two Services, and where, as Bob was as district judges, eVectively, at the StandingCivilian
saying, if we get to a harmonisation of the sanctions, Court. The sort of assessor who was provided for in
we need to have at least some harmonisation of the the past was very much on the basis of a lay member
repercussions. who did not really contribute—not in the way that a
Air Commodore Hughesdon: I understand that. laymagistratewould, for example.Nobodywhohad
Your feedback on this is as important as the other any qualification; they were just there as an observer
issues, and we will continue to look for a more on the court. It is not a process that has really been
harmonised approach, that reflects the ethos of the used, and therefore we are removing that function of
Service. just having somebody, another civilian, sitting there,

with not much of a role. Going back to the Standing
Court point, it was called Standing Civilian Court toQ781 Chairman: I am aware that Mr Morrison has
distinguish it also from the Court Martial which isprovided and is in the process of providing us with
currently ad hoc. Now we are having a Standingsome advice about how that might be achieved
Court Martial, it is no longer necessary to call it awithin the existing set-up. Am I correct?
Standing Civilian Court to show that it is not ad hocMr Morrison: We advised on whether there would
in the same way. I think that the key change inbe any fundamental legal objection to AGAI 67, as
relation to these courts, apart from that cosmeticfar as the RAF and Navy are concerned, and have
change of title, is the way that they will be able toadvised that we see no fundamental legal problem.
operate more freely overseas without having
particular designated areas. The idea is to be able to

Q782 Mr Burrowes: Regarding administrative deal with civilians in an ECHR-compliant court,
action, whilst generally welcomed, there was which this is. One small change we are making in the
feedback from the Coldstream Guards that the Bill—which is not apparent, because obviously it is
AGAI 67 was being used to the point where you had not there—is that at the moment Commanding
to have two. There was almost a target to achieve: to OYcers can deal summarily with civilians subject to
get two AGAI 67s! It was going over the top, and Service law. We trawled around to see if anybody
someone was saying that you got an AGAI 67 if you could find any examples of when they ever used this
were 6* 7+! power. The powers of punishment at themoment are
Brigadier Andrews: We welcome your feedback on limited to a £100 fine. It is not the CO; it is the
that as well! appropriate superior authority, who is one above the

CO, but eVectively it is dealing summarily with aMr Burrowes: That was one group. So I think that it
has to be watched a bit. civilian. It is a power that is not exercised; it is not
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appropriate. We think that it is better if we can things were decided. The first was that the
extraordinarily wide jurisdiction of Navy COs,provide for an ECHR-compliant court, along the

lines of a magistrates’ court in England and Wales. which basically covers almost any criminal oVence
other than those carrying mandatory life sentences,Providing greater flexibility for where this court can

sit fills that potential gap of a summary matter being was a purely theoretical one and needed to come
down. At the same time, there were a few oVences—dealt with by a civilian court. There is one other

change that we are making to the powers of the probably the most important one is assault
occasioning actual bodily harm—which went a littleService Civilian Court which the Standing Civilian

Court does not have, that is along the lines of a bit above what is currently dealt with by COs of the
RAF and the Army. They cannot deal with thatmagistrates’ court in England and Wales. The

Service Civilian Court will be able to decline oVence. There was that oVence and one or two
others as well—which the Navy needed and wantedjurisdiction. So, just like the magistrates’ court, if

they think that their sentencing powers will be to keep, but whichwould also be useful for theArmy
and the RAF. We have consistently heard, and IinsuYcient, or for whatever reason is appropriate,

they can refer the matter for trial by the Court think we heard on the Committee’s visits, that
assault occasioning actual bodily harm is one whichMartial, because of course civilians can be tried by

Court Martial. theArmy and theRAFwouldwelcome being able to
deal with. A slight adjustment of the maximumMr Morrison: The background to this is the

recognition that the Standing Civilian Court related penalty available to the Army and the RAF to give
them amaximum of 90 days—with suitable controlsto the days when the people who were being dealt

with primarily were dependants living on base in and safeguards against its use applying to all three
Services—is something which was not a majorGermany and Cyprus. What we did not have, as

Teresa has explained, was any adequate system short demand at all from the Army or the RAF, but
something which was perfectly reasonable, given theof Court Martial for dealing with contractors and

others abroad with the Services, who are becoming slight extension of jurisdiction. We considered that
an increase in the maximum 30 days’ extra detentionincreasingly important and increasing in numbers as

well. So this is really to extend a magistrates’ court was not a very radical change for either of the other
two Services. This does not mean that they arejurisdiction; it is eVectively to all civilians who are

subject to Service discipline. suddenly likely to start using it more or that it will
even be used very frequently.
Mrs Jones: Perhaps I could add a couple of points toQ785 Robert Key: Part 8 of the Bill deals with the

sentencing powers of Commanding OYcers. Your that. The exercise of these additional powers will be
subject to approval by a higher authority. If I couldmemorandum explains how in the case of the Royal

Navy, where obviously they float thousands of miles give another example of where being able to deal
with something summarily and having an adequatefrom home, a diVerent system has developed, and a

Commanding OYcer has the power of detention for sentencing power goes to the issue of delay, it is in
AWOL cases. It is better in some circumstances forup to 90 days. Having said how diVerent the Royal

Navy is, it goes on to explain that this Bill will the CO to be able to deal with an AWOL case when
he has a sentencing power of 90 days, rather thanchange things so that there is more equality across

the three Services, and that the very special wait possibly quite a large number of months for
that matter to go to Court Martial, particularlycircumstances of the Royal Navy will now apply to

everybody and all the Commanding OYcers will where it is likely that the person is also going to be
dismissed—but not necessarily, because of coursenow be able to sentence for 90 days.Why has it gone

up from 60 to 90 days? Did the Army and the RAF that is not a summary power.
Chairman: May I thank you, and bring this to alook jealously at the Royal Navy and say, “We want

that too”, or what? rather swift conclusion? We do have various duties
elsewhere at the moment. It is quite an importantMr Morrison:No, I do not think that there was any

demand. The issue was to examine, over the last few day. If some of the questioning has been rather
robust on occasions, I am sure that no oVence wasyears, exactly how the diVerent Services use their

jurisdiction and powers—when we look at the ever intended—I hope so, at least. It has been a very
informative and helpful session at a useful point, aspowers, we also have to look at the oVences they can

deal with—and see if it was possible to harmonise on some of our thoughts start to crystallise a little. It has
been a very worthwhile session. Thank you, again.a basis which everybody was happy with. Two basic
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Written evidence

Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Redress of Individual Grievances: Service Complaints

1. This Memorandum describes how it is envisaged that the Armed Forces Bill will change the system
under which members of the Armed Forces may have any complaints relating to their service addressed.

Present Arrangements

2. A member or former member of the Armed Forces who believes he has been wronged in any matter
relating to his service may exercise his right to make a complaint1 and detailed procedures are laid down in
Queen’s Regulations.2 Under those regulations the complainant must submit a complaint, within three
months of the day on which the matter complained of occurred, generally3 to his commanding oYcer, who
will investigate and grant any redress that seems to him necessary and which is within his power. If the
commanding oYcer refuses or is unauthorised to grant the complainant the full redress sought he must give
the complainant a full explanation and, if the complainant requests, refer the matter to a higher authority:
ultimately, a matter may be referred to the Defence Council. If he remains dissatisfied, a complainant who
is an oYcer may also require the Defence Council, through the Secretary of State, to make a report to Her
Majesty The Queen in order to receive the directions of Her Majesty. Certain grievances, including those
concerning alleged discrimination, may also be submitted to employment tribunals once the complainant
has commenced the service redress process.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Present Arrangements

3. The system is easily understood and is widely drawn, enabling a Service person to raise a grievance on
any matter relating to service and, if the matter is not resolved to his satisfaction, for the grievance to be put
before successively higher levels in the chain of command until it ultimately reaches the Service Board of
the Defence Council or (in the case of oYcers) The Queen.

4. The process can be slow, however, especially if the matter has to go to the Service Boards, which have
a small number of members all of whom have other and heavy responsibilities. The successive layers of the
chain of command do not always add greatly to the value of the process if there is no power to grant redress
at these levels.

Principles

5. The complaints system should be:

— Easy to understand and readily accessible.

— Operated by people familiar with Service life.

— Swift and fair to all.

— Capable of allowing the chain of command to deal initially with the complaint if it is able to do
so satisfactorily.

— Able thereafter to provide a recourse that is suYciently independent of the chain of command to
be objective and to command the confidence of those concerned.

— Capable of delivering eVective remedies.

Proposed Concept

6. In accordance with these principles, we are seeking to provide that:

— Acomplainant would raise a grievance as now, generally with the commanding oYcer, and it could
subsequently be dealt with by higher authority if the latter was in a position to grant the redress
sought.

1 Army Act 1955, s 180(1) and (9) and analogous provisions in the Naval Discipline Act 1957 and Air Force Act 1955. The
legislation excludes certainmatters. Broadly speaking, these are ones dealing with judicialmatters, such asmatters as to which
there is a right of appeal to the Courts-Martial Appeal Court.

2 QR (Army) J5.204 and analogous regulations in QR(RN) and QR(RAF).
3 But not, for example if theCO is the subject of the complaint; in such a case the complaint ismade to the next level of command.
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— If full redress was not granted the complainant could ask that thematter be referred to theDefence
Council. Some complaints—would, as now, be dealt with by the Defence Council. Examples
would include complaints against decisions made by a Service Board or complaints against a
decision made by a very senior oYcer. Most complaints, however, would be considered by service
complaint panels appointed and exercising powers delegated by theDefence Council. These panels
would consist of two or more members at least one of whom must be a senior oYcer.

— OYcers would retain the right to have a matter referred to Her Majesty, if a decision on the
complaint is taken by the Defence Council.

— Although the service complaint panels would be independent of the complainant’s chain of
command, we believe that it is important to provide a power to require the appointment to a panel
for certain types of complaint a person who is independent of the Armed Forces and the Civil
Service. Such appointments would be made by the Secretary of State. Detailed analysis of the
circumstances in which such a wholly independent person should be appointed is not yet complete
but, for example, complaints that alleged misconduct, such as bullying, harassment or
victimisation, might benefit from being considered by a panel including an external independent
member.

— We also intend to provide for the new complaints system to be subject to annual assessment by an
independent reviewer, who would report directly to the Secretary of State. No statutory powers
are required.

Proposals in the Armed Forces Bill

7. Clauses 330 to 333 of the Bill provide for the system of redress. Clause 330 provides the same wide
ability as at present for a Service person to complain about anymatter relating to his service. It also provides
that the person responsible for considering the complaint must decide whether it is well-founded. If he does,
he must grant such redress (within his authority) as is appropriate. This is also the case with the Defence
Council, where a complaint is referred to them. All this reflects the current system. However, the clause also
requires theDefenceCouncil tomake regulations about the process of complaint; the regulationsmust allow
for at most only one stage of consideration between first consideration and consideration by the Defence
Council.4 Clause 331 provides for the Defence Council to delegate to a panel (the service complaint panel)
any of the functions covered under Clause 330. Clause 332 makes requirements for the composition of a
service complaint panel. Further under that clause, the Secretary of State may by regulations5 make further
provision as to the membership of the panels, including power to require a panel to include an independent
member in certain cases.

Supporting Arrangements

8. The Services recognise that for some personnel, especially those who are young, vulnerable or new to
the Service, it can be a daunting prospect to initiate a service complaint, especially when the individual’s
grievance is against those in the chain of command above them. The very idea of making a complaint can
also seem to be at odds with the prevailing culture of the Services, with its emphasis on teamwork,
robustness, mutual trust and overcoming obstacles. A number of changes, which do not require provision
in the Bill, have therefore been introduced, or are planned, to deal with this.

9. The Department has recently issued a Guidance Note to the Services relating to complaints by third
parties (although these are not made under the statutory provisions). This is intended to clarify and
standardise current practice on the handling of complaints made by those such as family, friends or
colleagues, who believe that a Service person has been wronged.

10. Welfare arrangements are being strengthened. The Services already have comprehensive welfare
arrangements, under which the vital responsibility of each commanding oYcer for the well-being of those
in his unit is complemented by specialist welfare services available to the commanding oYcer and to those
within his command. These arrangements include confidential helplines. However, we are now providing
funding for additional civilian welfare workers at Army establishments (where, unlike in the other Services,
currently most welfare staV are military). We are developing joint service procedures to improve access to
welfare services, ensure greater harmonisation and consistency of standards, and for inspection and audit
of welfare services.

We have also identified, through detailed research into complaint handling, a need to provide more
support to individuals during the informal stages; we are examining how this can best be met.

11. The Services’s approach to dealing with sexual harassment has recently received much attention,
following the Agreement with the Equal Opportunities Commission reached last summer. The action plan
stemming from that agreement includes a range of measures. Some of these are now well advanced,
including a review of formal complaints, a survey of experience of sexual harassment among all Service

4 Clause 330(4).
5 Made by Statutory Instrument: clause 363.
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women, focus groups discussing the issue, an improved standard of record-keeping, following-up
complaints and a tauter target for completing investigations. We are also looking at how arrangements for
investigating complaints of harassment and discrimination, and other forms of inappropriate behaviour,
could be strengthened; and all three Services now employ dedicated teams of investigators.

12. We also intend to make mediation a service that is more widely available in future. This is already an
option, provided for in JSP 763, the MOD harassment complaints procedures manual, but it is relatively
little used by Service personnel. Most trained mediators in the Department are civilian and although they
can be and are used in disputes between Service personnel we intend to publicise the mediation option more
widely and to train more Service personnel in the role. We may also contract with specialist providers for
the provision of mediation services.

Summary

13. The Ministry of Defence intends to retain key elements of the system for handling Service
complaints—its availability to all, the ability to raise any grievance related to service and the opportunity
for the immediate commanding oYcer to resolve grievances. However, we plan to modernise and improve
the process by:

— reducing the number of stages before the matter is considered at Defence Council level;

— providing for complaint panels that will exercise the functions of the Defence Council in most
cases, and which should result in swifter decisions;

— providing for a wholly independent member to be included in complaints panels in certain cases;

— improving welfare arrangements in order to provide more direct and professional support to
complainants;

— introducing a range of measures to strengthen and streamline elements of our complaints
procedures, including shortening the target times for dealing with complaints, maintaining better
records and introducing follow-up processes; and

— providing for an external reviewer to report on the complaints system to the Secretary of State.

Some of these measures require provision in the Armed Forces Bill; othersmay be, and are being, pursued
through administrative action.

January 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Redress of Individual Grievances: Service Complaints

1. This memorandum supplements an earlier memorandum of January 2006 on the proposals in the
Armed Forces Bill to change the redress of complaints system. It covers matters relating to:

— The types of case that would be delegated to a Service Complaint Panel.

— The types of case where a Service Complaint Panel would include an independent member.

— The appointment of the independent member.

— The external reviewer.

and summarises current MOD views on these issues.

The Service Complaint Panel

2. The Bill makes provision at Clause 331 for the Defence Council to delegate to a Service Complaint
Panel a particular service complaint or any service complaint of a description determined by the Defence
Council. It is important to maintain a consistent approach to those cases that are delegated to a panel to
ensure that similar complaints are handled in the same manner and so avoid perceived or actual unfairness
in the system. Because of the wide range of matters that could be the subject of a complaint, it is diYcult to
group complaints into particular categories for delegation purposes. Themost eVective method of achieving
consistency is therefore to decide which types of case should continue to be dealt with by the Service Boards
of the Defence Council and all others should therefore be delegated to a Service Complaint Panel for a
decision.

3. The previous memorandum on redress outlined the types of case where the Defence Council would
wish to continue as the decision-making body: complaints against decisions made by a Service Board or
complaints against a decision made by a very senior oYcer. It is intended that the Service Complaint Panel
will be established at 29 level so the decisions made by a very senior oYcer will be those of oYcers of 39
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rank or above. The type of matter that these complaints may include are cases where it had been decided
that an oYcer’s service was to be terminated as a result of administrative action (for example, following a
civil court conviction) or where a person had disputed an appraisal report completed by a 39 oYcer.

4. A further category of case that would be retained by the Defence Council is where the complaint is to
dowith the withdrawal or withholding of security clearances. This is a specialised type of case and onewhere
complainants have an ultimate right of appeal to the independent Security Vetting Appeals Panel if they
are not satisfied with the outcome of their complaint within the redress system. Although this Panel cannot
overturn a decision made by the Defence Council, it can make recommendations that might be contrary to
an earlier decision.

5. All cases other than those above should be dealt with by a Service Complaint Panel as the decision-
making body. The Panel would have the same powers that the Defence Council could have exercised in such
cases, for example to award damages or to oVer reinstatement to a Serviceman who had been discharged.

Cases Requiring an Independent Member

6. It is essential that commanding oYcers and higher levels in the chain of command should (within the
scope of their authority) have the ability to correct situations that have gone wrong if service ethos and the
eVective operation of the command function are to be maintained. Their part in the complaint system is
therefore vital. Above this level, a Service Complaint Panel will carry out the delegated functions of the
Defence Council. There will be a number of factors to be taken into account when determining the
composition of the Service Complaint Panel, such as independence from the chain of command,
understanding the context in which an incident occurred and whether specialist knowledge is required.
Similarly, the involvement of independent members on a Service Complaint Panel that is making a decision
on behalf of the Service Board should also be targeted at those areas where their contribution would be
appropriate and of real value. There would be little value, for example, in using an independent member in
the types of case related to eligibility criteria for allowances.

7. The inclusion of an external, independent member on a Service Complaint Panel will be appropriate
in cases where it is important to ensure that an issue is considered by a person who is external to the Services
and MOD. In such cases, an independent member should increase confidence in the system.

8. The Armed Forces need to ensure that, in all situations, their values and standards—such as trust,
loyalty and teamwork—are at the core of military service. This is essential if the Services are to be eVective
fighting forces. To sustain this, service personnel need to know that if they have a complaint that involves
the kind of behaviour that can undermine these principles, their complaint will be dealt with fairly. In view
of this, the types of case that lend themselves to a Service Complaint Panel with an independent member
are those involving a complaint about inappropriate behaviour.

9. Examples of such behaviour include:

a. Unlawful discrimination6 or harassment7 on racial grounds or on the grounds of sex, religion or
belief, or sexual orientation.8

b. Bullying. This can amount to harassment in some instances and often includes an abuse of power
or rank. It may be overt behaviour including physical or verbal abuse, threats or unreasonable
demands, or covert behaviour such as excluding someone from group activities or exerting subtle
pressure to work long hours.

c. Dishonesty and other improper, unprofessional or biased behaviour. This might include taking
steps to prevent unauthorised activity coming to light; a decision that is purportedly made for a
particular reason when the actual reason would be unsustainable in the circumstances; behaviour
that is based on a predisposition or prejudice against or in favour of a particular person; treating
a person less favourably than others on improper grounds other than those prohibited by anti-
discrimination legislation, for example simply not liking the person.

10. The categories of casewhere an independentmembermust be appointed to a ServiceComplaint Panel
will be the subject of secondary legislation made under clause 332 and subject to Parliamentary agreement.

Appointment of the Independent Member

11. Work is progressing on the most appropriate method of appointing an independent member who
would be called on an ad hoc basis to sit on a Service Complaint Panel. Once it is decided which types of
complaint will require an independent member to be appointed, work on the required qualifications and
experience of members, and the number of persons whowould be available to be appointed can be finalised.

6 This includes direct and indirect discrimination, and victimisation, as defined in anti-discrimination legislation.
7 As defined in anti-discrimination legislation.
8 Anti-discrimination legislation also makes it unlawful to discriminate against disabled people, and from October 2006 on
grounds on age, but discrimination on this basis will not be unlawful in employment within the Armed Forces.
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12. In addition to the Service Complaint Panel having categories of case delegated to them for the
purpose of making decisions, there is flexibility under clause 331 of the Bill for the Defence Council to
require a Service Complaint Panel to assist them by investigating a complaint on their behalf. This does not
mean that a Service Complaint Panel could make a decision on such a case, but the Defence Council may
see merit in involving the Panel and perhaps seeking recommendations. It would also be possible for the
Defence Council to seek the appointment of an independent member to a panel on any of these cases.

The External Reviewer

13. The previous memorandum on the redress of complaints system mentioned our intention to appoint
an external, independent reviewer. The aim will be to assess the complaint procedure—at all levels of the
complaints system—focussing on the eVectiveness, timeliness and fairness of the system by examining a
number of cases. The reviewer would be able to comment on individual cases but would not have the power
to re-open them. The reviewer would report on his findings directly to the Secretary of State. Although no
statutory powers are required to appointment an external reviewer, the process of making the appointment
may take a little time. As an interimmeasure until an external reviewer can be appointed, we therefore intend
to utilise the Department’s Defence Internal Audit (DIA) organisation to conduct this review. Terms of
reference for the DIA are currently being developed.

Independence in the Redress System

14. The appointment of an independent member to a Service Complaint Panel and the appointment of
an independent reviewer are new elements of the redress of complaint system, working within and external
to the system. In addition, we are strengthening the assistance provided to complainants (or Service
personnel who have not yet submitted a formal complaint under the system) by introducing further external,
professional welfare support and introducing a professional mediation service. Taking these independent
elements together, and in combination with other improvements to the system, we consider that this will
provide a complaints system that has the correct balance between two competing and important
considerations. On the one hand is the responsibility and ethos of the Services of remedying problems within
the system and resolving the legitimate concerns of members of the Armed Forces. In relation to this
consideration, the intention is to enable the chain of command to deal quickly and eVectively with suitable
cases. On the other hand there is the consideration of ensuring confidence through the involvement of
independent elements at diVerent levels in the system.

March 2006

Supplementary Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Cyprus: Civilians in the Sovereign Base Areas

At present, service law applies to civilians in two diVerent ways. First, when civilians accompany the
armed forces on active service (which, broadly speaking, means service onwarlike operations, on operations
to protect life or property, or duringmilitary occupation of a foreign country) they are, at least theoretically,
subject to a large number of service disciplinary oVences as well as all ordinary criminal oVences.

Second, where the armed forces are not on active service but civilians are within an area of service
command and come within a specified category (such as families of service personnel, or Crown servants
working for the armed forces), they are subject to a more limited number of service disciplinary oVences
(and all criminal oVences). This is the situation in Cyprus.

The Armed Forces Bill dispenses with the current two-tier system and replaces it with a single system that
will apply whether or not the armed forces are on active service. A further simplification is that the Bill
reduces the number of service disciplinary oVences for which it will be possible to prosecute a civilian
(though it will still be possible to prosecute a civilian for any criminal oVence). These are significant
simplifications which will better reflect how service law applies to civilians in practice.

In the case ofCyprus themain categories of civilianwho are ormay be subject to service law are as follows:

— families of armed forces’ personnel;

— United Kingdom based civil servants and their families;

— locally employed civilians; and

— MoD contractors (whether from the Sovereign Base Areas, the Republic of Cyprus or elsewhere).
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The legal position at present

Under the Service Discipline Acts, families of service personnel are subject to service law while they are
in Cyprus, whether they are in the Sovereign Base Areas or the Republic (including the Retained Sites).

UK based civil servants (and their families) are subject to service law while they are in Cyprus, if they
work in a capacity “connected with” the armed forces. This clearly covers UK based civil servants working
for British Forces Cyprus, but the position is less clear in the case of those working for the Sovereign Base
Areas Administration. The administration is separate from British Forces Cyprus, but is “connected with”
the presence of British Forces.

Similarly, a locally employed civilian working for British Forces Cyprus is subject to service law, but
(because of the uncertainty of the words “connected with”, referred to above) the eVect of the legislation is
not so clear in relation to locally employed civilians working for the Sovereign Base Areas Administration.

Contractors are subject to service law only if they are working under an authorisation given by or on
behalf of the Defence Council.

Application of service law to Cyprus civilians in practice

In practice, service jurisdiction is not exercised over civil servants working for the Sovereign Base Areas
Administration.

It is also established, as a matter of practice, that service law jurisdiction is not asserted over local
residents. This is reflected, for example, in guidance agreed between the service and Sovereign Base Areas
(SBA) police as to the exercise of their respective powers: the guidance assumes that the service police have
no powers over local civilians at all. Where a local civilian commits an oVence that is covered by service law
but which is also an oVence under the civilian law of the Sovereign Base Areas, he or she would be charged
(if at all) with that civilian oVence. Where a locally employed civilian commits a service oVence which has
no counterpart in SBA civilian law, appropriate management action is taken.

Local contractors in Cyprus do not in practice operate under Defence Council authorisations, and so are
not subject to service law at all.

Primacy of jurisdiction over persons who are subject to service law

Even where service law jurisdiction can in practice be asserted—ie in the case of non-locals—under the
arrangements between the SBA police and the service police for oVences committed within the SBAs it is
for the SBAChief Constable after consultation with the Commanding OYcer of the service person involved
to decide which police agency conducts the investigation. As the authority ultimately responsible for
prosecutions within the SBAs, it is, both in principle and in practice, for the SBAAttorneyGeneral to decide
whether an accused person who is subject to service law should be tried by a civilian or a service court.

Changes made by the Bill

First the Bill deals with the problem, mentioned above, of the ambiguity of the current reference to Crown
servants working in a capacity “connected with” the armed forces. As a matter of judgement it is not
appropriate for the staV of the Sovereign Base Areas Administration to be subject to service jurisdiction,
even in theory. So as to make it clear that the legal position accords with what is already the practice, the
existing provisions relating to Crown servants are replaced by paragraph 4 of Schedule 13 to the Bill. A
person will be a “civilian subject to service discipline” by virtue of that paragraph only if his sole or main
role is “to work in support of” the armed forces—a condition which is not satisfied in the case of SBAA
employees. In the unlikely event of it being thought desirable that some such employees should be subject
to service discipline, it would be possible to designate them for that purpose under paragraph 7 of Schedule
13 (persons designated by or on behalf of the Defence Council).

Second, paragraph 11 of Schedule 13 ensures that local residents and nationals are not “subject to service
discipline” even if they would otherwise fall within paragraphs 4 to 10. This reflects the practice, which
applies throughout the world, of not exercising service law over local people. In relation to Cyprus the
wording of the exclusion, strictly speaking, applies only to residents of the Sovereign Base Areas. Residents
of the Republic of Cyprus who are subject to service law (because they are Crown employees or members
of a service family) remain theoretically “subject to service discipline”. The Bill does not make special
provision to exclude such people, for two reasons. The first is that their rights (in particular a right, in nearly
all cases, to elect trial by the courts of theRepublic) are protected by theTreaty of Establishment 1960, which
governs the relations between the Republic and the Sovereign Base Areas. The second is that the practice
of not asserting service jurisdiction over residents of the Republic is so well established that it is thought
unnecessary, and perhaps unhelpful, to include provision about them in the Bill for the first time.
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Chaplains Wearing Rank

Clause 361 enables provisions in the Bill aVecting oYcers to be extended by regulations to Naval
chaplains. This is because, alone among the three services, Naval chaplains have no rank and are
commissioned as a chaplain rather than as an oYcer.We acknowledge that badges of rankmay be perceived
as inhibiting the way chaplains are seen by the lower ranks. The Royal Navy view is that not wearing rank
considerably aids their core function as the impartial friend and adviser: it emphasises that the chaplain has
no executive function, and enhances the concept of chaplaincy as a religious vocation. On the other hand,
chaplains operate in hierarchical organisations, and the Army and Royal Air Force find that their relative
rank gives them access to the chain of command and thus the ability to intercede eVectively on behalf of
servicemen and servicewomen at the appropriate level. Taken overall, we believe the personality of the
chaplain and his or her ability to gain the trust of individuals and develop the appropriate relationship is
more important than rank.

Annoyance by Flying

The oVence of annoyance by flying in clause 35 of the Bill is not new: it was used quite frequently during
the SecondWorld War and exists today in all three Service Discipline Acts (section 52 in the case of the Air
Force Act 1955). The oVence has been prosecuted less often in recent times: the last prosecution in the Royal
Air Force was in 1996.

The wording of the oVence in the Bill is diVerent from that in the Service Discipline Acts. This reflects the
need to modernise the language and to establish more clearly the requirement to prove intention,
recklessness or negligence on the part of the pilot. It also provides that the oVence is only committed if the
pilot could reasonably have avoided flying as he did. The current oVence is applied on this basis. As an
example, the 1996 prosecution involved a pilot who was authorised to fly at low level in a particular area
but who then flew several times over his parents’ house causing annoyance to his parents’ neighbours.

Like the existing oVence, clause 35 applies both to flying which does annoy someone and flying which is
“likely to annoy” someone. This second element covers the situation for example, where a formation has
been authorised to fly low over the sea, but one member of the unit unnecessarily flies close to a vessel. The
commander of the formation may report the matter with a view to possible prosecution without the need
for a complaint to be received from those on the vessel. It is considered necessary by the services to cover
such situations, in order to promote discipline and ensure that unacceptable conduct, which may bring the
services into disrepute, is discouraged.

The significance of the word “annoy” is that it is not necessary for the oVence to be committed for there
to have been injury or danger. Otherwise “annoy” will have its everyday meaning. However, it would be
inappropriate to charge the oVence unless the annoyance is substantial. Moreover, the high level of
annoyance required to justify a prosecution is indicated by the requirements for the annoyance to have been
reasonably avoidable and that the pilot must have been at least negligent.

The current process for investigating flying complaints, whether low flying or annoyance by flying, made
by members of the public is managed by the Directorate of Air StaV Complaints and Enquiries Unit. This
Unit is under remit to establish the nature and circumstances of a complaint and relate these to the
authorised flying activity within the area concerned. Where the facts indicate that an oVence may have
occurred, the Unit will initiate an investigation, which will be conducted by the Service Police Defence
Flying Complaints Investigation Team. The investigation report is then considered by the Directorate of
Air StaV, which considers whether there has been an oVence and makes a recommendation as to whether
disciplinary action is appropriate. The report together with the Air StaV advice will then be considered by
the commanding oYcer of the pilot concerned.After taking legal advice, the commanding oYcermay charge
the person concerned and refer the matter to Higher Authority for possible onward referral to the
Prosecuting Authority for consideration of trial by court-martial.

When Reservists are Subject to Service Law

This note explains when a reservist becomes subject to service law. Broadly speaking, there are at present
three circumstances:

— when a reservist enters permanent service following a call-out or recall notice;

— while undertaking what might be described as basic commitment and additional voluntary
duties; and

— when he agrees certain special commitments.

The reserve forces comprise volunteer forces (the Royal Naval Reserve, the Royal Marines Reserve, the
Territorial Army and the Royal Auxiliary Air Force) and reserve forces of ex-regulars (the Royal Fleet
Reserve, the Army Reserve and the Air Force Reserve).

Each of these groups works rather diVerently as to when the serviceman in question becomes subject to
service law. The circumstances are described in the following paragraphs.
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Permanent service

All members of the reserve forces are liable to be served call-out notices under the Reserve Forces Act
1996. Additionally ex-regulars are liable to recall under the same. The eVect of “call-out” and “recall” is to
require attendance for a period of permanent service. When a reservist receives a call-out or recall notice he
is notified of where and when he must attend to report for duty (a mobilisation centre) and after undergoing
certain procedures (such as a medical examination) he may then be accepted into permanent service. It is
only when a member of the reserve forces is formally accepted into permanent service in accordance with
the Reserve Forces Act 1996 that he becomes subject to service law.

Basic commitment and additional voluntary duties

The Reserve Forces Act 1996 provides that a member of a reserve force may be required to undertake up
to 16 consecutive days’ training a year, and further periods of up to 36 hours’ training per year. These
represent that basic commitment of reservists.Under theReserve Forces Act 1996 it is common formembers
of the reserves voluntarily to undertake considerable amounts of such additional training or duties. A
reservist undertaking such duties becomes subject to service lawwhen he starts his duty or training, certainly
when he first parades on arrival at his unit, though in certain circumstances he might be considered to have
started his duties even before that.

Special commitments

The Reserve Forces Act 1996 provides for a reservist to agree to a specific period of full-time service. This
type of service can be used to fill gaps in regular units; to fill a service post in the Ministry of Defence which
a regular serviceman cannot fill because of a shortfall; or to undertake work beyond normal establishment,
for example to carry out a special review. In such circumstances the reservist becomes subject to service law
at the time specified in his agreement that his commitment begins and he remains subject to service law until
the time specified for the commitment to end. This is also the situation for a member of the reserve forces
who undertakes additional duties under section 25 of the Reserve Forces Act 1996. This section also
provides for a reservist to be able to agree to undertake specific additional duties. It is typically used when
a regular commitment is required on a part-time basis: for example, to ensure that a person will attend
regularly to hand out and receive back kit for those going on exercise.

OYcers

For oYcers of the Territorial Army, the Royal Auxiliary Air Force and Royal Air Force Reserve who are
not special members (ie reservists sponsored by their employers under Part 5 of theReserve ForcesAct 1996)
there are provisions in the Army Act 1955 and the Air Force Act 1955 which, taken alone, suggest that they
are subject to service law at all times. However, these provisions must be read in conjunction with section
211(1) Army Act 1955 and section 210(1) Air Force Act 1955 which make it clear that the disciplinary
provisions of the two Acts only apply to these oYcers in the same circumstances as other reservists.
Accordingly, oYcers of all reserve forces and other ranks and rates of all reserve forces are subject to service
law only in the circumstances described above.

The eVect of the current statutory position is essentially retained in the Bill by clause 357.

Consultation

Following some initial scoping work, a Bill Team was established in September 2001 to conduct a
thorough review of service discipline policy and related legislation in the Service Discipline Acts. This
involved examining the operational requirements that supported the retention of current legislative and
policy diVerences between the three armed forces. In carrying out this review we took into account all
relevant factors, including recent operational experience.

The Bill Team undertook visits to a wide range of service establishments and held discussions with service
personnel of all ranks. Detailed discussions were also held with representatives of the armed forces of the
United States, Canada, Australia and New Zealand, all of whom have forms of harmonised service
legislation; and we received helpful responses to questionnaires seeking information from the French,
German and Dutch defence ministries. Our proposals for the Armed Forces Bill were developed in concert
with other Government departments, and we have kept the devolved administrations informed. Where
appropriate we have involved other stakeholders such as welfare and families’ organisations and the
trade unions.

A list is attached of the individuals and organisations we consulted.

Following the consultation, the proposals for the new Bill were drawn together by the Department
working in concert with all three services. The proposals themselves were informed by the review of existing
legislation and the findings of the consultation process. This phase of work was carried out by a group called
the Service Discipline Acts ReviewWorking Party, chaired by the Head of the Armed Forces Bill Team and
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involving policy and legal staVs from all three services and a representative of the OYce of the Judge
AdvocateGeneral, as well as representatives from the civilianDirectorate of Legal Services. From the outset
the intention was that the work would be developed in time to coincide with the guaranteed place in the
parliamentary programme in 2006.

The Bill Team is headed by a civilian but eight of the eleven team members are drawn from the three
services. Some of them have recent command and operational experience. All of them have extensive
experience of working in diVerent service environments. Given their responsibility for policy development,
the service members of the team have worked closely with their single service policy staV. This has ensured
that the views of the services have been fully represented at all stages of policy development. This active
involvement will continue when work on implementing the Bill, especially the practical application of the
provisions, gets underway. We intend to take the further opportunities for consultation that will arise as we
draw up the detailed rules and regulations that will be included in secondary legislation.

In parallel with drafting the Bill, the Bill Team have joined with service policy staV in engaging with
personnel in each of the services to ensure that they are informed of the changes in the Bill and the rationale
behind them. We have also engaged with other interested groups and individuals, such as the families of
service personnel and civilian defence advocates. We have also put in place a formal consultation with
relevant trades unions.

In addition, a wide-ranging communications campaign has been underway for some time in which the
Bill Team has publicised the proposals to the wider service community. A range of media has been used
including: a website, which includes an email link for submitting questions to the Bill Team; articles placed
in single service and organisational publications; presentations to disciplinary seminars and commanding
oYcers’ fora; and briefing notes to all units.

If enacted, we expect the Bill will be brought into eVect by the end of 2008. The internal communications
campaign will gather momentum as this date draws nearer in order that we ensure there is an awareness of
the changes across the service community. The campaign will include a series of roadshows to most units.
Those who deal with service discipline on a day to day basis will receive training through a structured
programme prior to implementation.

Individuals and Organisations Consulted

Seminars were held with the Principal Personnel OYcers and their staVs at Portsmouth (Royal Navy),
Upavon (Army) and Innsworth (Royal Air Force).

Visits by members of the Armed Forces Bill Team generally involved discussion groups with oYcers,
senior and junior ranks at following units:

— Permanent Joint Headquarters, Northwood.

— HMS Newcastle.

— HMS Glasgow.

— HM Naval Base Portsmouth.

— RAF Honington (Joint Nuclear Biological and Chemical Regt).

— RAF Aldergrove (including CO 5 Regiment Army Air Corps).

— RAF Leuchars.

— HQ Northern Ireland.

— Air OYcer Commanding Number 2 Group.

— Joint Helicopter Command.

— Joint Pay and Administration Strategy Study Team.

— Pristina, Kosovo: HQMulti-National Brigade, Queen’s Royal Hussars, Highlanders, 35 Engineer
Regiment, Joint Helicopter Force.

— HQ Royal Marines.

— HQ London District.

— 7 Armoured Brigade, Hohne, Germany: HQ, Hohne Court Martial Centre (Standing Civilian
Court and Judge Advocate), 111 Provost CompanyRoyalMilitary Police, 32 Engineer Regiment .

— Cyprus: Commander British Forces, Commander Eastern Sovereign Base Area, Joint Services
Signal Unit, Combined Services Support Unit, Cyprus Joint Police Unit, Cheshire Regiment,
RAF Akrotiri.

— Land Command Accident Investigation Team.

Individual Team Member discussions, visits or correspondence:

— Deputy Flag OYcer Submarine Flotilla.

— Deputy Chief Executive, Naval Recruiting and Training Agency.

— HMS Illustrious.
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— Captain Submarine Flotilla 1.

— HMS Raleigh.

— CO HMS CardiV.

— CO HMS Cromer.

— CO HMS Dulverton.

— RAF Cottesmore.

— RAF Wittering.

— RAF Marham.

— RAF Wyton.

— Inspectorate of Flight Safety.

— Defence Logistics Organisation.

— Defence Procurement Agency.

— MoD Personnel Director’s staV.

Consultation with External Authorities:

— Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen Forces Association.

— Naval Personnel and Families Service.

— Army Families Federation.

— RAF Wives Federation.

— MOD Council of Civil Service Unions.

— Hampshire Probation Service.

— Head of Wiltshire Crown Prosecution Service.

— Legal Secretariat to the Law OYcers (Attorney General’s oYce).

— OYce of the Judge Advocate General.

— Judge Advocate of the Fleet.

— HH Judge Woollam.

Government departments:

— Home OYce.

— Department for Constitutional AVairs.

— Department of Health.

— Department for Trade and Industry.

— Cabinet OYce.

— Foreign and Commonwealth OYce.

— Scottish Executive.

— Advisory, Conciliation and Arbitration Service.

Overseas Governments:

— The Australian, Canadian, Dutch, French, German and New Zealand defence departments
responded to a questionnaire.

— Visits were made to the United States and Canada.

— Discussions were held in UK with representatives from Australia and New Zealand.

February 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Summary Discipline

Q1 Why did the Royal Navy traditionally have wider powers to deal with matters summarily than the other
two Services?

The disciplinary system employed by the Royal Navy was developed, and continues to exist, primarily
for use at sea. Captains of ships have since at least the 12th Century had suYcient disciplinary powers to
deal with most misconduct on board their ships, although the power to deal with the most serious oVences
and punishments was traditionally retained by superior authority. The Naval Discipline Act 1866, which
brought the Naval discipline system largely into line with the English criminal law, left summary trials in
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the hands of the Captain whose maximum punishment was 90 days imprisonment, very close to the present
level. The 1866 Act operated for 90 years during which there was much significant change to the Naval
discipline system, but thePilcher Committee in 1950, which took account of the lessons of twoWorldWars,
did not alter the primary role of Captains in administering summary discipline in their ships. Following the
Army and Air Force Acts of 1955, the 1956 Select Committee reported on the Naval Discipline Act, and set
out to follow the Army and Air Force Acts. However, when the committee considered the draft Naval
Discipline Bill submitted to it and studied the conditions of life and service at sea, it came to the conclusion
that, although some streamlining was appropriate (and undertaken) considerable diVerences were required,
including the powers of punishment for Captains of HM Ships.

The Select Committee on the 1976 Armed Forces Bill invited the Ministry of Defence to present at each
subsequent five-yearly review the justification for the wider powers of justice available to commanding
oYcers in the Royal Navy compared with their Army and Royal Air Force counterparts. It remains the
nature of maritime operations that HM Ships spend much of their time deployed at sea on tight schedules
to meet operational tasks, often singly and away from their base ports for long periods. However, it is
recognised that only a small number of the oVences which are currently within the jurisdiction of Royal
Navy commanding oYcers (but not those of Army or RAF commanding oYcers) need to remain subject
to summary discipline. Indeed, since 1866 the powers of punishment of Royal Navy commanding oYcers
have been so restricted that most of their apparently wide jurisdiction is theoretical.

Those oVences available to Royal Navy commanding oYcers, and which they have regularly used, have
been retained and are in the Bill made available to their Army and Air Force counterparts. Likewise, and
for the same reasons, the ability of Royal Navy commanding oYcers to award 90 days detention and to deal
with junior oYcers has been retained, and under the Bill is to be made available to all.

Q2 What were the key elements of the existing regimes for dealing with summary oVences which each Service
identified as being vital to operational eVectiveness?

More than 95% of service discipline cases are dealt with summarily. It has been an aspiration of both the
Services and the Armed Forces Bill Team to preserve the broad scope of matters which can be dealt with in
this way and to ensure delay is not introduced to the summary process. The key elements of the three current
systems which the Services have sought to retain are those which lend themselves to a summary discipline
regime that is prompt and fair.

In relation to the scope of the summary systems, and against the background of current operations, AFBT
engagementwith the Services has highlighted that commanders of operational units in all three Services have
the same interest in being supported by a discipline system which is prompt and fair, and one which has
minimal impact on operational tasking. This approach has driven policy development on the summary
system, including a determination of the oVences which commanding oYcers may hear and the punishments
which they may award summarily. There is also an aspiration to develop a common approach to the use of
minor administrative sanctions which has successfully been introduced in the Army and the RoyalMarines.

In terms of the characteristics of the summary process, the common position from all three Services has
been that it should be as simple as possible and fair to the accused. For example, in place of Naval summary
trials and Army and Royal Air Force summary dealings, it has been agreed that there will be summary
hearings which have a common procedure adopting the best practice from existing regimes.

Q3 What additional resources and training will Army and RAF Commanding OYcers receive to deal with the
increase in the number and range of summary cases?

Under the Bill, Army and RAF commanding oYcers will (with higher authority approval) be able to deal
with eight additional criminal conduct oVences which are currently within the jurisdiction only of RN
commanding oYcers. But commanding oYcers will only deal summarily with straightforward and minor
instances of such oVences: more complex and serious cases will, as now, be referred to the prosecuting
authority to determine whether or not the matter should be directed for trial by the Court Martial. In
developing this policy we carried out an analysis of summary dealing and court martial statistics in recent
years. We are confident that overall there will be no substantial increase in the number of cases heard
summarily by commanding oYcers. As a result we do not anticipate resource implications at unit level.

Introduction of a single system of service law will require additional training for all those involved in the
military criminal justice system. Training commanding oYcers to deal with these additional summary
oVences will be an element of that process. Thereafter it will form part of the training already in place for
relevant personnel as they take up particular appointments.
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The Court Martial

Q4 Why is it desirable to remove the requirement for a Court Martial to pass a sentence of dismissal from the
Services when it passes a sentence of imprisonment?

Removing the requirement for the Court Martial to pass a sentence of dismissal from the Service when
it passes a sentence of imprisonment gives the court greater flexibility by providing an additional option (ie
imprisonment without dismissal) which in some cases may be the most appropriate for the oVence and
the oVender.

Dismissal has a particularly serious eVect on the oVender’s financial position if he is close to the point at
which he would have received an immediate pension (or early departure payment) on leaving the Service
and instead receives a deferred pension at amuch later date. In such cases, the combination of imprisonment
and dismissal may be disproportionate to the seriousness of the oVence despite the oVence being so serious
as to make a custodial sentence appropriate. Since the court cannot impose a sentence that is too severe, at
present it is required in such circumstances to impose one which is too lenient (ie a non-custodial sentence).
The Bill eliminates this problem by enabling the court to pass a sentence of imprisonment without also
passing a sentence of dismissal.

Notwithstanding the removal of the automatic link between imprisonment and dismissal, we fully expect
that a sentence of imprisonment will be accompanied by a separate sentence of dismissal in the vast majority
of cases, where such severe financial eVects would not occur.

Renewal

Q5 Why does the Bill remove the provisions for annual renewal of the legislation?

Since 1955 (1971 for theRoyal Navy) the ServiceDiscipline Acts have been renewed annually by anOrder
in Council, passed in draft by both Houses of Parliament, for a maximum of five years. Before the end of
the fifth year, they have been renewed by primary legislation. The last Armed Forces Bill was in 2001.
Renewal of Service law reflects the historical legacy of retaining Parliamentary control over the Army
contained in the Bill of Rights of 1688,9 and while it remains a constitutional safeguard, it has come to serve
other purposes.

The Armed Forces Bill renews the current Service Discipline Acts for a further five years or until the Bill,
once enacted, repeals them if that is earlier. Subject to Parliamentary approval the Armed Forces Bill itself
will expire five years after it becomes an Act and will therefore have to be renewed by primary legislation
before that date. But the Bill makes no provision for renewal of service law on an annual basis once it
becomes an Act.

The proposal to remove the requirement for annual renewal of Service law by Order in Council reflects
a pragmatic view of the value and purpose of such Orders in the 21st century. But the proposal is predicated
in part on the assurance of a continuing requirement for renewal of service law by primary legislation every
five years. The justification for regular renewal by primary legislation is not further discussed here. Although
the Orders might have a symbolic importance they do not of course provide an opportunity to amend
Service law.

Annual renewal through the Continuation Orders was last considered in 1976 when the thenGovernment
proposed they be abolished. The Select Committee acknowledged that the annual Continuation Orders had
been agreed by the Commons without debate in a number of years preceding the 1976 Bill, but added that
“the possibility of debating once a year the Discipline Acts does provide a safeguard, and does ensure that
in any year where there is concern about their application there may be a debate on that specific matter.”10

The arguments for the removal of the annual Continuation Orders have greater force today. The
importance of the debates in the Commons has further decreased as they have been held in Standing
Committee since 1994 rather than in the Chamber.

For whatever reasons, the Commons Committee debates are not well attended and are concluded well
before their allotted time, even when two orders are being debated as happened in 2003 and 2004. The
debates in the Lords are still heard on the floor of the House, except last year when a short debate was held
in the Grand Committee.

When the removal of the requirement for annual Continuation Orders was last considered in 1976, the
three annual one-day debates on each of the Services and the two-day debate on theDefence Estimates came
out of Opposition time (supply days). Today there are a number of Parliamentary opportunities to raise
Service discipline issues. Since 1982 annual debates on the Armed Forces have come out of Government
time and since 1997 the five separate debates have been themed to focus on specific areas including one on

9 “That the raising or keeping a standing army within the kingdom in time of peace unless it be with consent of Parliament is
against law.”

10 Paragraphs 6 and 7 of the Report of the 1976 Select Committee.
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Service personnel. Discipline issues could be raised in any of these debates, although this has not been a
focus of the debates in recent years. In any event, an MP could apply for a Westminster Hall debate or an
adjournment debate on a Service discipline issue at any time.

The power and organisation of Select Committees has also changed since 1976. The newSelect Committee
structure introduced in 1979 gives the Defence Select Committee significantly greater powers than its
predecessor11 to examine discipline matters amongst others.

The scope for the further consideration of Service discipline issues has therefore greatly increased since
the requirement for ContinuationOrders was last considered by Parliament some 30 years ago. On this basis
and, subject to retaining renewal of service law by primary legislation it is our view that the need to retain
annual renewal by Continuation Order is no longer necessary.

Sentencing Powers and Mandatory Sentences

Q6 Can you explain how Service Community Orders and Overseas Community Orders will work?

Service community orders will work in the same way as community orders made by the Crown Court
under the Criminal Justice Act 2003. If the oVender fails to comply with the service community order, the
CrownCourt will be able to re-sentence him for the original oVence as if he had been convicted by the Crown
Court. Like an order made by the Crown Court, the order can be transferred to Scotland or Northern
Ireland if the oVender moves there, and will then be enforceable through the Scottish or Northern Ireland
legal system.

Overseas community orders will work in broadly the same way, but will be enforceable through the
Services’ legal system rather than the civilian system. It will only be possible tomake an overseas community
order where the oVender is a civilian who is expected to live outside the UK, and it will not be possible to
transfer such an order to any part of the UK.

Q7 Can you explain how overseas community orders will be enforced?

Overseas community orders, which replace the punishment of a community supervision order under the
Service Discipline Acts, will operate in a similar manner to a community order under the Criminal Justice
Act 2003. The Armed Forces have made arrangements with the National Probation Service for oYcers of
a local probation board to provide a range of professional services in respect of persons who appear before
a service court overseas.

A probation oYcer will supervise an oVender’s compliance with an overseas community order. If the
probation oYcer believes that the oVender has failed to comply with the requirements in the order and that
there is no reasonable excuse for this failure, he will be able to warn the oVender. Alternatively, he may
decide to make an application for enforcement to the service court that made the order (and he must make
such an application if the oVender had been warned about such a failure in the preceding 12 months). If the
order was made by the Court Martial Appeal Court, the application must be made to the Court Martial. If
the court is satisfied that the oVender has failed without reasonable excuse to comply with the order, it can
amend the order to make it more onerous than the original order or it can re-sentence the oVender for the
original oVence.

Young Offenders

Q8 What provisions are there for young oVenders in the Bill?

OVenders under age 18 will not be eligible for certain sentences that are available for adults
(eg imprisonment and service community orders) but will be eligible for certain sentences that are not
available for adults (eg detention and training orders). Certain sentences will be available for both adult and
young oVenders (eg fines). This reflects the general position under civilian law for the punishment of young
oVenders.

Q9 Do the provisions in Clause 367 mean that an individual subject to Service discipline can be sentenced
without regard to civilian restrictions?

Clause 367(2) provides: “Any reference in this Act to an oVence punishable with imprisonment shall be
construed without regard to any prohibition or restriction imposed on the imprisonment of young
oVenders.” That means that when the Bill refers to “an oVence punishable with imprisonment” it means an
oVence which would be punishable with imprisonment if it were committed by an adult. The restrictions
imposed by the Bill on the punishment of young oVenders closely resemble those imposed by civilian law.

11 The Defence and External AVairs sub-committee of the Expenditure Committee.
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Burden of Proof as Respect Excuses

Q10 How do you envisage the assessment of “suYcient” in respect of the burden of proof for an accused in
Clause 322 will work?

Some oVences under the Bill (for example that in clause 1(1)) provide for a defence, such as “reasonable
excuse”. Where such a defence to an oVence is provided for, a court will consider whether, and to what
extent, there is a burden on the accused in relation to establishing that defence.

Legislation can impose a duty on the accused tomeet what is called a “legal” burden, which requires proof
on a balance of probabilities that he has that defence (imposing such an obligation on an accused can raise
ECHR questions, because of the presumption of innocence (Article 6(2)): to comply with the ECHR such
a burden should only be imposed if there is suYcient justification for that burden).

Alternatively the burden may be “evidential”. This is a lower duty to bring enough evidence to impose
on the prosecution the burden of disproving the defendant’s assertions. Clause 322(2) provides for the
accused to be under this lower burden. Where this duty applies, the accused is only required to bring
suYcient evidence to raise the issue of whether he had a defence. What is suYcient will vary. It is then for
the prosecution to show that he did not. This is a well-established approach in the courts: it is for the judge
(or judge advocate in a court-martial) to decide whether the accused has brought suYcient evidence for this
purpose. The same wording has accordingly been used in a number of recent Acts, for example section 49(2)
of the Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 and section 87(7) of the Serious Organised Crime and
Police Act 2005.

Enlistment and Terms of Service

Q11 Why has the Royal Navy not been required to swear allegiance to the Sovereign?

Between 1688 and 1871 the Royal Navy swore two oaths:

— to be faithful and bear true allegiance to the Sovereign; and

— to abhor, detest and abjure the damnable doctrine that princes excommunicated by the Pope may
be deposed or murdered by their subjects.

The Act which required these oaths was repealed by the Promissory Oaths Act 1871 and the law in respect
of oaths became that enacted in the 1868 Act of the same name. The 1868 Act stated that nothing in the Act
aVected “any oath required to be taken in the Army, Marines, Yeomanry or Volunteers”: the Royal Navy
were overlooked due to an error by government lawyers.

TheRoyalNavy therefore abandoned the oath in 1871 but, for the purposes of commonality in enlistment
procedures, has agreed to its re-introduction for new joiners.

Application

Q12 The Bill provides for the extension of the application of Service law to civilians either by authorisation of
the Defence Council or by the Secretary of State through secondary legislation (Clauses 357–361). In what
circumstances would you envisage the extension of the applicability of Service law to civilians?

At present, service law applies to civilians in two main types of situation. First, it applies when they
accompany the armed forces on active service (which, broadly-speaking, means service on warlike
operations, on operations to protect life or property, or during military occupation of a foreign country).
In those circumstances civilians are (at least theoretically) subject to a large number of service disciplinary
oVences as well as ordinary criminal oVences.

Second, service law applies where the armed forces are not on active service but civilians are within an
area of service command outside theUnitedKingdom and comewithin a specified category (such as families
of service personnel, or Crown Servants working for the armed forces). In this case they are subject to amore
limited number of disciplinary oVences (and all criminal oVences). This is the situation in Cyprus.

There are three main reasons why Service law has traditionally been extended to civilians accompanying
the forces overseas:

— first, it has been seen as a protection to the civilians themselves, in countries where it is considered
undesirable that they should be subject to the local jurisdiction, for example nowadays where that
jurisdiction is not ECHR compliant. In such cases the United Kingdom will seek an exclusion of
the local jurisdiction. Applying service law to accompanying civilians therefore ensures, for
example, that the processes and procedures meet the same standard as would apply in the UK and
that there is no risk of serving a sentence unacceptable to English law or a custodial sentence in a
foreign country. Civilians sentenced by a Service court to a custodial sentence serve that sentence
in a UK civilian institution;
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— second, even in countries where there is a compliant system (as in Germany) there will be
advantages from being tried by the military authorities in certain circumstances, especially where
an oVence occurs in a purely service context; and

— third, it is important to ensure that civilians with the armed forces are subject to a criminal law
jurisdiction and to some extent a disciplinary jurisdiction. This is in the interests of other civilians,
of members of the armed forces and local civilians.

The Armed Forces Bill dispenses with the current two-tiered application of service law to civilians
accompanying the armed forces, and replaces it with a single system that will apply all the time, whether the
armed forces are on active service or not. The Bill describes such civilians as subject to service discipline. A
further simplification is that the Bill reduces the number of disciplinary oVences for which civilians will be
liable, although they will continue to be liable to prosecution for the whole range of criminal oVences under
the law of England and Wales, wherever committed. These are significant simplifications which will better
reflect how the armed forces actually apply service law to civilians.

Clause 360 deals with the application of service discipline to civilians and provides that it applies to
persons who are within the categories provided for in Schedule 13. The categories are based largely on the
current categories provided for by Schedule 5 to the Army Act 1955 and Air Force Act 1955 and Schedule
3 to the Naval Discipline Act 1957. Key points about these categories are set out below.

The Bill provides for most of the categories to apply only in areas designated by the Secretary of State by
order. This is to replace the much vaguer tests under the existing legislation for civilians to be subject to
service law either while accompanying the armed forces orwhile they are “within the limits of the command”
of a person commanding a body of the armed forces.

Under the Bill (paragraph 11 of Schedule 13) service law will not generally apply to local nationals and
residents of foreign countries.

The majority of civilians to whom service discipline applies are families of service personnel. To reflect
social changes which make a reference to “family” more diYcult to interpret, the Bill replaces the test of
family membership with a test of whether a person is residing or staying with a member of the armed forces.

Crown servants working in support of the armed forces in a designated area is another important
category. There are, for example, more than 60 civil servants currently with the armed forces in Iraq.

Under the existing legislation, anyone accompanying the armed forces on active service is automatically
subject to service law. Under the Bill the Defence Council (or oYcer authorised by them) will instead be able
to designate individuals or descriptions of individuals so that they become subject to service law (paragraph
7 of Schedule 13 to the Bill). Such a designation may only be made if it appears desirable to the person who
makes the designation in the interests of the person designated, for the protection of persons (troops or
others) or to maintain discipline. This relates to the factors justifying the application of service law outlined
earlier in this answer. The most obvious category of civilians in relation to whom this power is likely to be
used are contractors working for, or alongside, the armed forces. But it may also be relevant to others who
are working alongside, or are embedded with, the armed forces (for example embedded journalists).

Another important category of civilians who will be subject to service law is members of service or other
organisations specified in an order of the Secretary of State. This replicates the current position in respect
of civilians working for military organisations such as NATO and other organisations such as the Naval,
Army and Air Force Institute (NAAFI) and the Soldiers’, Sailors’ and Airmen’s Families Association
(SSAFA).

In addition, the Bill clarifies that any passengers in Her Majesty’s ships or aircraft are subject to service
discipline and that a person in service custody is also subject to service discipline.

Q13 Clause 362 gives the Secretary of State power to make provision by regulations with respect to evidence
in proceedings for an oVence created by or under this Bill before a civilian court in the UK, Isle of Man or a
British overseas territory. The provision deals with the admissibility of certain Service documents as evidence.
Could you explain in what circumstances Service documents would, or would not, be admissible in a civilian
court?

The Bill provides for a number of oVences which may be tried before civilian courts, for example,
obstructing a serviceman in the execution of his duty. The Service Discipline Acts already include provision
for evidence (essentially as to points of service information, such as whether a person has in fact enlisted in
the armed forces) before civilian courts for such oVences. The purpose of the current provisions is twofold:
first it allows the Defence Council—as the authority on these matters—to make a statement that does not
then require further proof; and second, it makes an exception to the hearsay rule (a statement or document
which is tendered in evidence for the purpose of relying upon the truth of its contents is usually held to be
inadmissible hearsay). The new provision dispenses with the detail currently set out in the Army Act 1955
and the Air Force Act 1955, although it is likely that the regulations will cover similar matters. This
provision is limited to civilian courts because the Court Martial (and the Summary Appeal Court and
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Standing Civilian Court) have rule making powers as to evidence, so there was no need to duplicate this.
Essentially this is a pragmatic solution to the problem of hearsay to avoid the necessity of having to wrangle
over admissibility of evidence and proving it.

Interpretation

Q14 The Bills gives, in Clause 369, the Secretary of State the power to amend or repeal any enactment or
subordinate legislation for the purposes of “supplementing” this Act. Does “supplementing” have a precise
meaning in this context?

The clause applies to any Act before or in the current session as the Bill and any previous subordinate
legislation. Probably because of the amount of legislation in one area, or of one Government Department,
which has an eVect on legislation in another area or of another Department, such a provision has been
included in a number of Bills making complex and extensive changes, for example, section 333(2)(b) of the
Criminal Justice Act 2003.

The power is in simple terms limited to what is needed to make the Bill work or to make provision which
follows direct from the Bill (clause 369(2)). The importance of Parliamentary control of such powers is
recognised and accordingly the powers under the clause are subject to aYrmative resolution (clause 363(3)).

Administrative Action

Q15 Is administrative action being harmonised across the Services?

Each service has a separate system of administrative procedures for dealing with professional and
personal failings by servicemen. Although these three systems have developed along separate lines, they are
more similar now than they have ever been. The Army has recently introduced a range of “minor sanctions”
which allow junior commanders to deal with the lowest level of misconduct and which have resulted in a
50% reduction in the number of summary dealings in the Army. The regime also applies to RN and RAF
personnel in Army-led joint units, and the RN and RAF are giving consideration to introducing a similar
system across their own services. DGLS advice on some details of the Army measures is awaited.

Q16 Will the burden on the Prosecuting Authorities and the Military Court Service increase under the Bill?

Although the Bill will reduce the number of criminal conduct oVences that Royal Navy commanding
oYcers will be able to deal with summarily, and remove their power to award dismissal from the Service, it
is not considered that this will have a significant impact on the number of cases that are tried in the Court
Martial. In practice, Royal Navy commanding oYcers only deal with a relatively small amount of criminal
conduct oVences, the remainder are already referred to the prosecuting authoritywith a view to trial by court
martial. During the drafting of the Bill a review was undertaken of those criminal conduct oVences most
commonly dealt with summarily by Royal Navy commanding oYcers. As a consequence of the review it
was determined that eight criminal conduct oVences should be added to the list of criminal conduct oVences
that are currently capable of being tried summarily by Army and RAF commanding oYcers (Part 2,
Schedule 1, of the Bill lists the oVences). Therefore, although the extent of a Royal Navy commanding
oYcer’s jurisdiction is to be reduced, the jurisdiction of Army and RAF commanding oYcers is to be
increased. It is anticipated that any potential increase in cases going to the Court Martial because of the
changes to Royal Navy commanding oYcers’ powers will be oVset in part by a reduction in Army and RAF
courts-martial in respect of those criminal conduct oVences that commanding oYcers will, under the Bill,
become able to deal with. The Military Court Service and the Service Prosecuting Authorities are confident
that they would have suYcient resources to meet any fluctuation in the numbers of cases dealt with by either
the Court Martial or the Summary Appeal Court.

Q17 What is the MoD doing to improve openness and transparency?

We have no wish to be anything other than open and transparent about the military criminal justice
system. It is ECHR compliant and we have no interest in withholding any information about it where it can
properly be made public.

Although information regarding individual trials is not published by the Ministry of Defence, courts-
martial are open to the public, including representatives of the media, other than on the rare occasions when
the independent Judge Advocate decides to hold the proceedings “in camera”.

Obviously, it is the high profile court martial trials such as those related to incidents in Iraq which bring
themilitary justice system into the public eye. But some 95%of disciplinarymatters are dealt with summarily
and will continue to be so under the provisions in the Bill.
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It is impossible to manage the perceptions of others but we are acutely aware of the potential damage that
misinformation in the media can cause, not least in generating undue concern amongst those engaged on
operations. For this reason external, as well as internal, communication is given a high priority and we keep
our procedures under constant review.

The Department has been proactive in providing information to the media and in setting up information
on the Ministry of Defence website to raise a broader public awareness of why the military criminal justice
system exists and how it works in practice. The website on the Bill http://www.mod.uk/DefenceInternet/
AboutDefence/Organisation/AgenciesOrganisations/ArmedForcesBill has a facility for asking questions
about the Bill and the system.

February 2006

Memorandum from His Honour Judge JeV Blackett, Judge Advocate General

1.1 I set out belowmy written evidence to the Armed Forces Bill Select Committee. I have recently given
evidence to the Constitutional AVairs Select Committee and much of this submission reflects what I have
already said to them (reproduced in CASC Report HC 731 of 12 December 2005). The committee will
understand that I cannot comment on pending court-martial cases which are sub judice, and that I must be
cautious about commenting on legal issues on which I may subsequently have to give judicial rulings.

1.2 My role as the Judge Advocate General includes conducting trials, and appointing judges to conduct
trials, in the military justice system, but I also have the function under Letters Patent of maintaining an
oversight of the system generally. I am independent of the executive and I review all Army and RAF courts-
martial, so I am in a good position to comment on the state of the system and themerits of proposed changes
to it.

1.3 The Bill is most welcome. It moves the modernisation of the military criminal justice system forward
to the next stage, and accordingly has my strong support. The desirability of introducing a single system of
Service law, and of aligning the three Services together by creating joint authorities for prosecution, for court
administration, and judiciary is self-evident. I continue to argue strongly that the military justice system is
a good one which must be preserved, and which is essentially ECHR compliant.

1.4 However, there are certain respects in which the standards of the Court-Martial arguably fall short
of those of the Crown Court for reasons which lack operational justification and in ways which would not
be cured by the Bill as it stands. My opinion is that the Court-Martial should seek to match the standards
of the Crown Court in every respect, and that any diVerences should continue only to the extent that they
are justifiable for good operational reasons.

1.5 There are several matters or clauses on which I wish to comment, including some areas in which, in
my view, the Bill and the policy reforms it represents do not go far enough.

Separate Military System

2.1 There are cogent reasons for maintaining a unique system of military justice, separate and distinct
from the civilian system. These are to:

— support operational eVectiveness and morale;

— maintain discipline which is an essential element of command;

— reflect the special and unique nature of the Armed Forces, in which sailors, soldiers and airmen
are required to use lethal force to support Government policy, to risk their personal safety, and to
be prepared to lay down their lives for their country; and

— extend the law of England andWales to personnel serving overseas and outside the jurisdiction of
the civilian courts.

2.2 The limited powers of Commanding OYcers to deal summarily and immediately with minor oVences
are subject to the unfettered right of the defendant to elect trial by Court-Martial or to appeal to the
Summary Appeal Court for a de novo hearing after the Commanding OYcer’s hearing. The two tiers
together (Courts-Martial and summary dealings) amount to a system which is proportionate, eVective,
economical, ECHR compliant, and meets the unique requirements of the Armed Forces. That would
broadly continue under the Bill.
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Standing Court Martial

3.1 The creation of a standing Court-Martial under clause 153 (instead of convening and dissolving each
Court-Martial ad hoc) of the Bill is a welcome replacement of a cumbersome system with a simpler one. It
also makes possible the introduction by rules of enabling binding guilty pleas (instead of just indications of
plea) to be taken at Directions Hearings. These changes will aid the process of preparing cases for hearing
under judicial direction and organising sittings.

Status of Military Justice System

4.1 It is important for those subject to the military jurisdiction, for the judges who conduct them, and for
the standing, quality, reputation and resourcing of Courts-Martial that they are, and are seen to be, fully
on a par with the civilian system. There may be an unfortunate and damaging perception that a person
accused of a serious criminal oVence in a civilian court may be tried in a court or by a judge of apparently
higher status or quality than a person being tried for the same oVence, and in jeopardy of the same
punishment, in a military court. That perception, if it exists, must be reversed.

4.2 It is my aim as JAG, with the support of senior judiciary, to establish a position in which the military
criminal justice system and its judges bear comparison with the civilian equivalents, the Crown Court and
its Circuit Judges and Recorders. The suggestion that Courts-Martial do, or should, equate to Magistrates
Courts is misconceived; the full range of indictable oVences, including murder, arise in Courts-Martial
which have the same powers of punishment as a Crown Court including life imprisonment. Even where a
Court-Martial deals with a matter which would be dealt with by magistrates in the civilian system the judge
advocate conducts the trial as a trial on indictment having to provide a full summing up to the Panel. The
military system should be equivalent to the civilian system in all respects except where the requirements of
operational eVectiveness make the diVerences indispensable.

Human Rights Issues

5.1 There has been a succession of ECHR-based challenges to the military justice system in recent years,
leading to significant improvements. Functions which used to reside with the Convening Authority have
been separated, and executive involvement with the post-trial process has been removed (apart from the
Review process, now to be abolished). The most essential safeguards to the fairness of the military justice
system are the participation of an independent civilian judge advocate, and the right of appeal to the
Higher Courts.

5.2 It is understandable and perfectly proper that defence legal representatives should seek to challenge
aspects of the process in their particular case, or the system as a whole, in pursuit of their clients’ interests
and the trial process is well able to deal with those challenges. However, it is not unknown for some civilian
lawyers or pressure groups to contrive human rights points to attack themilitary justice systemor theArmed
Forces generally. The system is ECHR compliant and such attacks can be rebutted so long as it remains so,
and provided any problems which come to light are promptly dealt with. But the law is not static and there
are some areas which may prove susceptible to challenge, and although such challenges may be successfully
withstood there is no room for complacency.

DCA/MoD Split, the Military Court Service and Listing

6.1 Themilitary justice system naturally lies at the interface betweenMoD andDCA.MoD properly and
necessarily supports the investigative process and the prosecuting authorities. Currently DCA is responsible
for the appointments, salaries, and immediate administrative support of judges, while MoD provides
courtrooms, staVs hearings, arranges panels (juries), summons witnesses, guards defendants, and lists cases
for hearing. In Germany, MoD also provides quarters, transport and oYces for OJAG judiciary and staV.

6.2 In my view the place where the dividing line falls at present, and would continue under the Bill, is
slightly uncomfortable, and I am concerned at clause 354 of the Bill, which provides for the court
administration oYcer to be appointed by the Defence Council. This implies the court administration oYcer
will continue to be paid and supervised byMoD, which would perpetuate in primary legislation the current
regime whereby the MoD, through the court administration oYcer and Military Court Service, decide in
the first instance where and when trials should be held.

6.3 Under the current law every Court-Martial has to be convened separately by the Court
Administration OYcer who has primary responsibility for appointing the time and date of a Court-Martial
hearing. Only later can the trial judge give binding directions on law and procedure which by implication
might include changing the date and location. The scheme of listing (assizes, etc) is outwith judicial control.
In the rest of the English legal system, listing is as a matter of principle a judicial function, not an executive
one. Day-to-day administration of listing is undertaken by oYcials working by delegation from and under
the supervision of judges whose rulings may be challenged and scrutinised on appeal. The lack of equivalent
transparency and independence in the present MCS arrangements poses a risk of criticism and ECHR
challenge.
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6.4 In my view the independence of the judicial process would be more clearly demonstrated if the
Military Court Service were resourced and administered as part of the Department for Constitutional
AVairs, like Her Majesty’s Courts Service in the civilian system, and carried out the Court-Martial listing
function under judicial control.

6.5 It would be preferable for the court administration oYcer to be appointed by the Secretary of State
for Constitutional AVairs. Alternatively, such a matter need not be on the face of the Bill, but could be left
for the Court-Martial rules (under Clause 162(3)(l)); thus the change could be eVected by SI at a later date
when suitable arrangements have been put in place.

Constitution of the Court-Martial: Members of the Court

7.1 Clause 154 provides for the constitution of the Court-Martial. The existing arrangement provides for
the military panels (the Court-Martial equivalent of a jury) to comprise for General Courts-Martial five
oYcers or Warrant OYcers or, for District Courts-Martial, three. Panels are almost identical to Crown
Court juries during the trial and may reach a verdict (“finding”) of Guilty or Not Guilty. Military panels
are essential in ensuring that the unique nature of Service life is taken into account, in representing the
Service interest, and in importing practical understanding of Service conditions when assessing the evidence.
They should continue.

7.2 Under clause 154(1) and (5), the size of the panels is to be prescribed by rules made byMoD. The first
issue is that this is no more satisfactory than it would be if the size of Crown Court juries were left to be
prescribed by rules made by the Home OYce. The minimum size of panels ought to be specified in the
primary legislation.

7.3 The second issue is that early drafts of the Bill specified that a Panel of three lay members would be
able to try oVences which were punishable with imprisonment for terms below 14 years. I understand the
draft clauses were removed from the Bill into rules (clause 162(3)(c)) not because of a change of policy but
as a matter of draughtsmanship, so the rules would presumably make the same provision. In my opinion,
a panel of three persons is acceptable only for dealing with oVences which are punishable with imprisonment
for terms below two years (ieminor service disciplinary oVences and civilian summary oVences but nomore).
For such a small panel to try more serious matters and impose long prison terms is objectionable. Any risk
of unfairness would be better avoided if the panels were larger, with five as the minimum for any indictable
oVence or any either way oVence which would have been tried in a Crown Court. Serious matters should
always be decided by a panel of at least five persons, and the legitimacy of verdicts would be enhanced if they
were decided by seven persons ormore. That provision ought to be on the face of the primary legislation, not
left to rules.

7.4 The third issue concerns the composition of the panels as between the three Services. Clause 155
specifies that an oYcer or warrant oYcer is qualified for membership of the Court Martial if he is subject
to service law, which potentially enables mixed panels comprising oYcers and warrant oYcers from any of
the three Services. That is entirely consistent with the new single system of Service law, and I welcome it.

7.5 However, I understand that some in the Services still wish to maintain the old system of panels being
drawn exclusively from the same Service as the accused, and may seek to introduce such a restriction by
rules. In my view such a policy would undermine the rationale for a single system of Service law, would
nullify attempts to reduce the diYculty of providing members who are in a diVerent command chain from
and do not know the defendant, would reduce consistency, and would bemore costly in terms of manpower.
It would therefore be a mistake. My proposal is that it should be specified in rules that only the senior lay
member of the panel need be from the same Service as the defendant, and that all other panelmembers could
be drawn from the Royal Navy, the Army, the Royal Air Force, or the Royal Marines.

Decisions of Court Martial: Findings

8.1 Verdicts (“findings”) and sentencing decisions in Courts-Martial have always been by a simple
majority, and judges conducting trials have no specific power to ask panels to strive for unanimity, nor to
delay accepting a majority verdict in the way of the Crown Court. Clause 159 of the Bill perpetuates the
same position.

8.2 The first issue is that a simple majority among a small number denies service defendants the same
safeguards of a fair trial given to a civilian before a jury where a majority means at least 10:2, 10:1 or 9:1.
In my opinion a simple majority is suYcient for a three person panel, provided its jurisdiction is restricted
as suggested above, but not for a panel of five persons or more dealing with the more serious oVences. A
majority in a Court-Martial panel should be no more than one dissenting vote.

8.3 Second, as amatter of practice judge advocates when summing-up urge panels to seek unanimity, but
can go no further. In the Crown Court a judge can refuse to accept a majority verdict for a set period and
then give a direction for amajority verdict, in accordance with principles laid down by theLordChief Justice
in practice directions. In my opinion the Court-Martial should follow the same practice as the Crown Court
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and a provision similar to that in the Juries Act 1974, s 17 should be included in the Bill. Such a power would
ensure that full and proper consideration has been given to each case by the panel, and the defendant would
know whether he was convicted unanimously or by majority as in every civilian trial.

Decisions of Court-Martial: Sentence

9.1 One of the most conspicuous diVerences between the Crown Court and the Court-Martial is the
traditional participation in sentencing of the panel of lay members, which Clause 159 of the Bill proposes
to perpetuate. Crown Court juries of course have no role in sentencing. In the 21st Century where judges
(and even lay magistrates) receive extensive training in sentencing, and regular refresher training, it is
perverse that in themilitary system laymenwho sit only once or twice in their careers, withminimal training,
retain the sentencing function.

9.2 The Services apparently oppose reform on the grounds that lay oYcers’ input into sentencing is
essential, from their perspective that the Court Martial is an important element in the maintenance of
discipline. In practice, panel members almost always lack any experience in sentencing except on minor
matters when exercising summary powers as a Commanding OYcer or OC, and often a panel will include
no one with knowledge of, or feel for, Service disciplinary policy.

9.3 The reality is that in almost all cases the panel follows the judge advocate who, because of his
experience, usually understands Service disciplinary policy as well as legal sentencing practice better than
the laymembers on the panel. Themore serious the case, the less real input into sentencing the panel provide.
The Services’ view that their input into sentencing is essential is a theoretical one, and does not reflect reality.
There is a real risk, however, that in the occasional case the professional judge can be outvoted by lay
members who lack the training or experience to understand the situation, resulting in a rogue sentence. Also,
the lay members may introduce into their deliberations factors amounting to evidence of which the
defendant has had no notice and which he cannot challenge. Those risks are significant weaknesses in the
system and increase the possibility of ECHR challenge.

9.4 In my opinion panel member input into sentencing should be abolished. The judge advocate, who is
after all a professional and a specialist, both in sentencing and in military discipline, should if necessary
receive submissions in open court from the prosecution, representing the Service interest and providing
technical expertise (eg about navigation, flying, or diving). Such submissions can be taken into account in
the sentencing process and included in the remarks which explain it.

9.5 This proposal if adopted would speed up the disposal of cases (enabling a substantial reduction in
delays), and save considerable resources (especially in the two-thirds of cases where there are guilty pleas),
as well as reducing the risk of rogue sentences. It would also assist in bringing Courts-Martial more into
line with Crown Courts without undermining the military nature of the tribunal or aVecting operational
eVectiveness. An alternative or compromise approach would be to limit panel member input on sentencing
to advice from the senior lay member to the Judge Advocate.

9.6 In the case of Morris v United Kingdom, the European Court of Human Rights criticised the lack of
training of panel members, and if that point is raised again specifically in relation to training in sentencing
there is a risk of further criticism. It would no doubt be argued that the only way panel members could
continue to participate in sentencing would be if all panel members were provided with extensive training
in that function. The adverse implications of that, in terms of delay and of provision of adequate resource,
would be significant.

9.7 Clause 159(1) ought to separate the function of reaching a verdict (a matter for the panel) from the
function of passing sentence (amatter for the judge). Such a change would significantly improve themilitary
justice system while reinforcing its independence and fairness.

Review Process and the Slip-Rule Issue

10.1 After conviction and sentence by a Court-Martial, but before any appeal to the Court-Martial
Appeal Court, the Reviewing Authority has had power to quash the conviction, or reduce (but not increase)
the sentence. Although this power is exercised only on my legal advice and in fact exists as an additional
safeguard for the defendant, it is an executive function interpolated into the judicial process, which has been
commented upon adversely by the European Court of Human Rights. Schedule 15 of the Bill repeals the
Service Discipline Acts and the Bill does not re-enact the sections about the Review process, thereby
abolishing Review. This quite properly removes non-judicial interference in the judicial process, and is a
measure I wholeheartedly support.

10.2 There is however one unfortunate consequence, namely the apparent absence of a “slip rule” like
that available to the Crown Court. In the Crown Court, the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act
2000, section 155 allows the judge to vary a sentence within 28 days, this power being commonly known as
the “slip rule”. Thus it is not necessary to trouble theCourt ofAppeal with caseswhere amistake soon comes
to light. The same powers have been unnecessary in Courts-Martial so long as theReview process continued.
But under the Bill it seems the only possible means of correcting any error (even a technical sentencing error,
even if it came to light soon after the trial, and even if all parties agreed the correction needed to be made)
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would be via the Court-Martial Appeal Court. The eVect of this would be to deprive the Court-Martial of
a helpful and necessary tool which has long been available to the Crown Court in dealing with similar
matters. In my opinion it is unsatisfactory for there to be no power for the trial judge quickly to put right
errors in sentencing.

10.3 I understand that the reason for not importing equivalent powers into the Court-Martial is the
Services’ fear that it would be impractical to bring back the panel of lay members who were involved in
sentencing to assist the judge in this function, and nervousness about leaving it to the judge alone, but in
my view the Services’ fears are unfounded. The small proportion of cases where a slip occurs should be put
right immediately, without delay or expense. The Court-Martial should have the same power as the Crown
Court under s155 exercised by the judge advocate alone.

Schedule of Clauses: Summary of Main Points

No Clause Heading Content in Bill as introduced JAG view

154 Constitution of the Size of panels to be in the
Court-Martial primary legislation
Size of panels to be Panel of three only for cases up
prescribed by rules to two years’ imprisonment,
(panel of three for panel of five or seven for more
matters up to 14 serious cases
years imprisonment)

159 Decisions of Court- Finding by simple majority of Finding by panel to be unanimous or
Martial: finding and panel only one vote against
sentence The panel vote on sentence The judge to sentence alone

along with judge Provision for slip rule, by applying
(No slip rule—see Schedule 15 Powers of Criminal Courts
below) (Sentencing) Act 2000 s 155

150 Summary Appeal Rules provide for to the Constitution to be in the primary
Court rules and constitution of the court legislation, not in rules

162 Court-Martial rules Rules provide for functions of Rules to provide for both functions
the court administration oYcer and appointment of the court
(but not appointment) administration oYcer

354 Court Court administration oYcer to CAO mode of appointment to be in
administration be appointed by the Defence rules (or by Secretary of State for
oYcer Council Constitutional AVairs)

Sch Repeals Review process abolished by (See clause 159 above)
15 repeal of Service Discipline Acts

(no slip rule to replace review)

January 2006

Supplementary Memorandum from His Honour Judge JeV Blackett, Judge Advocate General

On Thursday 26 January 2006 I gave oral evidence to the Armed Forces Bill Select Committee following
written evidence submitted on 20 January. During the session certain points arose which required further
clarification or explanation and this is a response to the Chairman’s request for a supplementary note.

1. Mixed Panels

1.1 Questions 106 to 116 concerned the extent to which panels of lay members in the Court-Martial may
be mixed as between the Royal Navy, the Army and the Royal Air Force.

1.2 In the Bill, clause 155 specifies that an oYcer or warrant oYcer is qualified for membership of the
Court Martial if he is subject to service law, which potentially enables mixed panels comprising oYcers and
warrant oYcers from any of the Services. That is entirely consistent with the new single system of Service
law, and I welcome it. However, I am aware that some in the Services may be wedded to the old system of
panels being drawn exclusively from the same Service as the defendant andmaywish to qualify the operation
of clause 155 through restrictive rules.
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1.3 My proposal is that the rules should provide (a) that the senior lay member shall always be of the
same Service as the defendant (or as one of the defendants when there are defendants from two or more
Services, in which case the Service of the second defendant shall be represented on the panel); and (b) that
in exceptional circumstances, the whole panel may be required to be drawn from the same Service as the
defendant if the trial Judge Advocate so directs in the interests of justice either on application from a party
or of his ownmotion; and (c) that the other panelmembers, apart from the senior laymember,may be drawn
from the Royal Navy, the Army, the Royal Air Force, or the Royal Marines. Under the rules, it is not
necessary or appropriate for mixed panels to be obligatory, only for them to remain possible.

1.4 Under this framework in exceptional circumstances (for example, in a navigational trial where it may
be sensible for the panel to be comprised completely of personnel from the Royal Navy) the trial judge
advocate would decide the composition of the panel following representations from counsel at a pre-trial
hearing. Such an arrangement should forestall any possible undermining of the single system of Service law
being created by the Bill.

1.5 The great majority of oVences tried at Court-Martial are essentially similar between the Services and
it is desirable for them all to be treated alike; indeed that is the philosophy behind the new legislation. An
oYcer or warrant oYcer from any Service would be equally well able to reach findings of guilt according to
the evidence, and equally well able to participate in sentencing (so long as that is the system) with any single
Service issues being safeguarded by the senior lay member.

1.6 When the Bill comes into force, I would envisage a system in which courts sit continuously at each
of the three court centres at which most of the workload is done (Colchester, Bulford and Catterick). A
supply of panel members would be secured from all three Services for every working week of the year, just
suYcient for the expected workload, and the panel for each case would be drawn down from among those
available. Any who were not required would be promptly released back to their unit or station.

1.7 In my view such a policy would underpin the rationale of a single system of Service law, reduce the
diYculty of providingmembers who are in a diVerent command chain from and do not know the defendant,
enhance consistency, be less costly in terms of manpower, and most importantly reduce delay.

2. Slip Rule

2.1 Questions 140 and 141 concerned how often the slip rule would be used.

2.2 Under the existing system of Review sentences are reduced in some 30 to 40 cases per year. The
number on which a slip rule might be applied would be considerably less. Based on my experience of the
military criminal jurisdiction, I believe a slip rule might be applied up to about 10 times per year,
representing around 1% of cases. The main point of my evidence, however, was that to be eVective the slip
rule should provide the Court Martial with the same powers available to the Crown Court under section
155 of the PCCA 2000 and be exercised by the Judge Advocate alone or perhaps together with the senior
lay member. OYcials from OJAG and the MoD are currently discussing this issue.

3. Sentencing on Appeal

3.1 Question 147 asked whether the Court-Martial Appeal Court can, in theory at least, increase a
sentence.

3.2 Section 113C of the Army Act (and equivalent sections in the Air Force Act and Naval Discipline
Act) was inserted by the section 21 of the Armed Forces Act 2001. It permits the Attorney General to refer
unduly lenient sentences to the Courts-MartialAppeal Court which can quash the original sentence and pass
such sentence in its place which would have been open to the Court-Martial on the findings originally made
(including an increased penalty). However, this section has not yet been brought into force—a SI still being
drafted within the MoD, so the current state of the law is that the Courts-Martial Appeal Court cannot
increase a sentence. The section on unduly lenient sentences has been reflected in the Armed Forces Bill 2006
at clause 272.

February 2006

Memorandum from Gilbert Blades

1. I qualified as a solicitor in August 1964 and have been in general practice in Lincoln for over 40 years.
During the past 25 years I have specialised inmilitary law, and have practiced as anAdvocate for the accused
in numerous Courts Martial on a regular basis up to the present time. I have been involved as an Advocate
in all the leading cases challenging the Court-Martial system since theHumanRights Act 1998 incorporated
the European Convention on Human Rights into our domestic law.

2. I was an advocate in the Findlay case (Findlay v UK 1997 24 EHRR 2110) and the Coyne case (Coyne
v UK 25942/94) decided by the European Court of Human Rights in 1997 which forced the Government to
change the Court-Martial system, after the ECHR held it to be incompatible with Article 6 of the
Convention on Human Rights. (Armed Forces Act 1996)
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3. I appeared as Advocate in the Cooper case (Cooper v UK 48843/99) when the ECHR reviewed the
position under Article 6 following the introduction of the Armed Forces Act 1996.

4. I appeared as Junior Advocate in the House of Lords in the case of R v Boyd and others [2002 UKHL
31]. On 18 July 2002 when their Lordships opinion was that the present system did not breach Article 6,
and finally,

5. I appeared as Advocate in the latest case considered by the European Court of Human Rights on
16 December 2003 of Grieves v UK. [application no 57067/00] when the court found the system of Naval
Judge Advocates breached Article 6 of the Convention.

General Principles of the Bill

The jurisdiction of the Court Martial

6. Whilst I recognise the aims of the bill to extend the life of the existing legislation, and to codify the
discipline procedures of all three armed services into one single statute, the promoters of the Bill have failed
to take the opportunity of making a further reform of the present structure of the military system of justice,
which I have advocated on previous occasions, namely to give a serviceman the right to elect to be tried for
a serious criminal oVence by a jury of his peers in a civilian court.

7. Under the new Bill the Court-Martial will have jurisdiction to try a person subject to service law, of
any “service oVence” (Clause 50), and a service oVence means any oVence under Part I of the Bill including
any act that is punishable by the law of England and Wales, and includes Criminal Conduct. (Clause 42)
This re-enacts the existing law of the three separate Service Acts, and consolidates them into one single Act.

8. Therefore the new Bill continues the practice in the UK of dual jurisdiction for both the Court-Martial,
and the Civil Court, to try criminal oVences committed by persons subject to service law.

Who decides on jurisdiction in the UK

9. There is nothing in the Bill to give assistance to this issue. In the UK, the position is that if the alleged
oVence occurs on the base, there is usually no problem, and the civil police and the civil court will not usually
get involved.

However, if the alleged oVence occurs oV the base, or if civilians are involved the Civilian Chief of Police
maymake a decision as towhether to release jurisdiction to themilitary or retain jurisdiction for a civil court.

10. Therefore a serviceman has no right at the present time to elect whether he should be tried for a
criminal oVence by a Board of three OYcers of a Court-Martial, or by a jury of 12 of his peers in a civilian
Court in the UK.

11. Accordingly a serviceman is disfranchised, and deprived of the right to demand a trial on a serious
criminal charge by 12 of his peers, namely a jury of 12 independent and impartial persons who have no
service connections or commitments.

Jurisdiction overseas

12. The NATO agreement determines the Court-Martial jurisdiction in relation to servicemen overseas

13. Clause 51 of the Bill makes provision for Service Civilian Courts overseas, and an appeal lies from
that court to a Court Martial. There is no right of election for a civilian to appeal to a civilian court in
the UK.

Proposal

14. I have no quarrel with the Court-Martial jurisdiction for dealing with purely discipline oVences as set
out in Part 1 of the Bill, but urge the Committee to consider whether it is fair to deprive a serviceman of the
right to elect, if he wishes to do so, to be tried by a civilian jury of 12, independent and impartial persons,
for a serious criminal oVence, rather than being tried by a military tribunal of three of his superiors.

15. The argument advanced before the European Court of HumanRights is that a Court-Martial cannot
be seen to be independent and impartial if the Board consists of three oYcers who are members of the same
service, and whose pay, discipline and promotion depend upon their own maintenance of discipline.

16. Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights, (now incorporated into domestic law
pursuant to the Human Rights Act 1998) provides that everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing of
any criminal charge against him by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law, and whilst
the Bill has been endorsed by the Secretary of State as being compatible with the Convention rights under
section 19(1)(a) of the Human Rights Act 1998, it may in fact be the case that his view is correct. However
it is for Parliament to decide whether the time is now propitious for a serviceman (and a civilian dependant
overseas) to be given the right to elect, if he so wishes, to exercise the same right of every other citizen of the
UK to chose trial by jury for non-disciplinary, serious criminal oVences.
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17. It is right to point out that the European Court of Human Rights has considered the UK Court-
Martial system on several occasions, and I have already referred to the leading cases considered under
Article 6 of the Convention by that court.

18. The fact that the present case law seems to suggest that the existing system of dual jurisdiction for
trying criminal oVences committed by servicemen is not inconsistent with a fair trial, nevertheless additional
safeguards could be conveniently inserted into the present Bill by providing for the serviceman to have the
right of election, or at least some opportunity provided for the serviceman to express his views at the decision
making process of deciding jurisdiction in his case.

19. It seems to me to be wrong for the matter of choice of jurisdiction to be left to the Police to make a
decision. That decision should be reached, as of right by election, or judicially decided when all matters have
been taken into account, including the views and representations of the accused, instead of excluding him
totally from such an important decision.

20. This Bill provides the opportunity of further strengthening the right of a serviceman to a fair trial by
an independent and impartial tribunal, by aVording him the right of election.

January 2006

Memorandum from GeoVrey Michael Salvetti

Introduction

1. I am a Solicitor of the Supreme Court of Judicature and of the County Court and am a Partner in the
firmofBiscoesKing&Franckeiss (“Biscoes”). Biscoes has six oYces in SouthEastHampshire (Portsmouth/
North End; Gosport; Petersfield; Southsea; Waterlooville and Wickham). We also conduct six Advice
Clinics in various Service Establishments with the approval of the Commanding OYcer’s and with original
approval from Higher Command.

2. Historically, two of my former Partners of Biscoes and I have been very closely linked with RN and
RM holding initially an appointment as Legal Aid OYcer RN at HMS Nelson formerly HMS Victory at
Portsmouth for the past 60 years or more. Although the post has been abolished as a cost saving measure,
nevertheless by invitation of 2SL and Deputy Director NPFS and RM Welfare Services, a major Advice
Clinic continues at HMS Nelson on two days per week.

3. I have been a foundermember and formerlyNational Chairman of the Forces LegalNetwork (“Forces
Law”) which network was formed approximately 10 years ago. Forces Law (“FL”) is a network of some 20
firms of independent solicitors throughout the UK (England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland) and
which network specialises in providing help with military matters for Service Personnel of all ranks
throughout the world. I am also a Member of the Association of Military Court Advocates (AMCA) and
a Member of the Association of Personal Injury Lawyers (APIL) and also an Accredited Civil and
Commercial Mediator (CEDR).

4. I am the Partner in Charge of the Civil Litigation Department of Biscoes and which Department
comprises Employment, Personal Injury, Commercial and Private Client Litigation. I have served in both
Regular and Reserve Forces Units during some 23 years of military service. I served for six years with the
Commando Logistic Regiment RM and subsequently as a Company Commander with 9 Ordnance
Battalion RAOC, the Army’s Regular out of Area Operations Ordnance Battalion.

5. My own specialities comprise Employment and Personal Injury Claims but in particularly military
matters. I have dealt with a number of claims under the Reserve Forces Safeguard of Employment Act 1985.
At one time, it was acknowledged that I had dealt with the majority of 1985 Act Reinstatement Proceeding
cases in the UK.

6. I have sat on the General Purposes Committee of South East Reserve Forces and Cadets Association
(SERFCA) since 1985 (21 years) and from time to time have provided Legal Advice and commentary to
SERFCA as well as, at their request, to the Directorate Reserve Forces and Cadets Association (DRFCA)
in relation to the Reserve Forces Act 1996 and subsequent legislation relating to alterations to Terms and
Conditions of Service for Reserve Forces Personnel during and after mobilisation. I have also provided
initial advice to DRFCA in relation to the production of JSP 532 and which was the practical guide to
Reserve Forces Personnel in relation to Reinstatement Proceedings.

7. I supervise the running of the six Legal Advice Clinics conducted by my firm and have any particular
problems relating toMilitary Employment referred to me. I also receive referrals from the Law Society (my
Governing Body); the Tri-Service Welfare Authorities; the Royal British Legion; SSAFA; the Tri-Service
Police; the National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux as well as from individual Units andMembers
of the Armed Forces and also from firms of solicitors both within FL and also those which are not within
FL and from as far away as Northern Ireland.

8. FL has a telephone Referral Service and matters relating to RN and RM Employment issues as well
as RAF and Army Employment issues are frequently referred to me. The Referral Service also refer
problems to other members of FL depending upon where the Client would like to receive advice ie near his
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home; near his place of duty or elsewhere. In consequence, the majority of the requests which I receive are
likely to be from the RN but, in fact, I receive many requests for assistance from the Army, RAF, RM
throughout theUK and, indeed, in other parts of Europe and around the world and including Belize, Brazil,
Cyprus, Greece, Australia, Nepal, Brunei, Canada, Falkland Islands, Iraq, Afghanistan and anywhere else
that the British Serviceman/woman serves.

9. During 2005 I have dealt with 248 referrals for advice which did not result in those persons instructing
me, despite the fact that many of them had proper and appropriate claims and the lack of response was
largely because of the problems of funding. I also saw approximately 180 personnel at two Advice Clinics
with problems which needed to be resolved. This work excludes attendances on clients by other colleagues
within Biscoes at other Advice Clinics or in the oYce and also excludes attendances by other FL colleagues
on Service personnel throughout the country.

Grievances, Complaints and Representations

10. Over many years, I have become accustomed to having issues put to me by Service Personnel from
all three Services and from ranks rising from Recruit to 1, 2 and 3 star. I have given advice within Legal
Advice Clinics to OYcers of 1 star on several occasions. I do not regard FL or my role as a solicitor as being
one in which I am always intending to take an adversarial position against the MoD. To the contrary, there
have been many instances when, having heard of problems from a Serviceman/woman, it has been more
appropriate to resolve that person’s issues with the Chain of Command so that the problem did not escalate
any further. I see, therefore, my role, in some respects, as being able to provide help, advice and guidance
and to solve a problem at the earliest possible stage rather than to allow the problem to escalate and to result
in litigation. This does not mean, of course, that I would not assist an individual to resolve their problems
by due process if the Chain of Command failed to deal with matters properly and appropriately.

11. In general terms, the three Services have tended to deal with their grievance and other service
problems in diVerent ways. It is recognised that there were diVerent authorities for the resolution of
grievances and complaints and which are now being brought together under one single scheme under the
Armed Forces Bill which is currently being developed.

12. The relevant authorities have been:

RN Section 130 Naval Discipline Act 1957.
Chapter 42 QRRN
Article 0410 Plago

RM Section 180/181 Army Act 1955 AGAI 37, AGAI 67 and AGAI 70
Army Section 180/181 Army Act 1955 AGAI 37, AGAI 67 and AGAI 70
RAF Section 180/181 Air Force Act 1955 QR(RAF) 1000/1001.

13. Military problems tend to be referred to me under one or more of the following problem areas and
in respect of which the Service Personnel had various grievances or complaints:

a. Personal Injury.

b. Clinical negligence against either Defence Medical Services and StaV or Contracted Providers—
eg as in Cyprus.

c. Promotion problems and mismanagement of career.

d. Termination of Employment and Return of Service (ROS) problems.

e. Bullying and mistreatment by Peers or by Superiors.

f. Misconduct—Administrative or Social.

14. In general, there is a very significant lack of knowledge by most Service personnel in relation to
Redress of Complaint, Representations or the Regulations relating to Social and Administrative
Misconduct. I am aware that personnel, frequently, once in receipt of documentation such as the AGAI 67
Social/Administrative Conduct will have no idea to whom to turn. Generally, at lower levels the Chain of
Command is neither interested to support individuals nor, indeed, at lower levels does anyone appear to
have suYcient or detailed knowledge. I have also discovered from time to time that, in fact, those that should
or ought to be providing help and support within the Chain of Command are not prepared to do this either
on the basis that it is too much trouble or, alternatively, that they do not want to become “tainted” with the
procedures which will, inevitably, go higher through the Chain of Command to 1 star/2 star or above.

Example 1

I was asked to lecture to a group of RN Appointers/Drafters nearly two years ago and of the 15 or more
personnel present, of SNCO and OYcers, only six were aware of Redress of Complaint as a system and only
three had ever seen one. Most of the personnel present had no idea how to deal with them or what to do to
assist anyone. I have found this a common denominator at all levels of ranks including SNCOs, Warrant
OYcers and Junior to Middle Ranking OYcers in all three services.
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15. There appears to be a general lack of knowledge that a Redress of Complaint must be submitted
within three months of the grievance arising or it will not be considered. This lack of knowledge is common
at all levels within the Services. There is also a level of pressure placed on those subject to Administrative
procedures (eg AGAI 67 or AGAI 37) to have significantly short time frames on replies and representations
so that, in consequence, it is hardly likely that those individuals will be able to make proper and full
Representations and will certainly not have the opportunity of instructing a specialised Solicitor.

I recognise that there are very few Solicitors or Barristers within the UK that have specialised knowledge
relating to military employment matters or, indeed, Equal Opportunity investigation cases and therefore
many Service Personnel are put at a significant disadvantage in seeking legal advice simply because they have
no knowledge as to how to do this. In contrast, the Chain of Command is advised at various levels by trained
Solicitors and Barristers operating as part of the three legal systems. I find that the help given by the three
services to personnel with diYculties is, in fact, quite diVerent between the three services.

16. Service personnel are also put at a disadvantage in many cases because there is no public funding for
assisting with Redress of Complaint or Administrative matters and, in any event, if Public Funding was
available, it is unlikely that it would be of the level appropriate to a Senior and very specialised Lawyer
providing the advice and assistance that is required. For example, many Solicitors or Barristers have little
or no knowledge of the military system and have never served within the military in their lives. There is a
need to understand not only the structure and what actually occurs within the services, but also to
understand and know “the language” and also to understand how the Service Communities work and live
together.

17. Referring Service Personnel to High Street Solicitors who have no detailed knowledge of the military
system is both unfair on the Serviceman/woman and also will result in them having to pay charges for work
which may not necessarily be appropriate. There is, of course, also the fact that most Service Personnel
believe that all personnel support is provided for them within the Services. As a result, many Service
Personnel have neither the understanding that specialist work which is urgent needs to be paid for properly
and, secondly, that specialist Solicitors are not bankers with access to funding facilities for them. Indeed,
many Junior Personnel have no financial resources at all and do not have the opportunity of borrowing
money to pay for legal advice in circumstances where they might be disadvantaged where they failed to
respond to the procedures which are being put to them or, alternatively, failed to lodge a Redress of
Complaint in relation to a wrong which has been done to them.

18. It is evident from various cases that I have been involved with within the last two years or more that
there is a disregard by some Establishments or Units with regard to the way in which individuals are
processed for dischargewhen they are still suVering frommedical problems of either a physical or psychiatric
nature and the way in which a complaint might be made. I believe that the Surgeon General and his staV

have published directives in relation to the fact that individuals who have ongoing medical problems,
howsoever caused at the time of the termination of their service should appear before a Medical Board for
a medical category to be assessed and, indeed, to enable that individual to apply for or to receive a Service
Disability Pension if appropriate.

In a number of documented instances, this situation has been circumvented by Units who have chosen to
deal with the matter by way of an Administrative Discharge, thereby preventing the individual from either
having a reduced medical category at the time of their discharge or, having the opportunity to apply for a
Service Disability Pension. Those persons who are discharged will, inevitably, not have the knowledge that
they have a period of only three months in which to lodge a Redress of Complaint and, surprisingly, the
Chain of Command within the Unit appears neither to arrange for those individuals to be advised nor,
indeed, to facilitate their lodging a Redress of Complaint.

This is a matter of concern and shows that an injustice is taking place in cases which presumably are
ongoing.

Example 2

In two recent cases which I have dealt with, a young female rating was raped or indecently assaulted but
because she had previously lodged an application to PVR, she was not referred to a Medical Board but
should have done and nor was she given advice within the Service.

Another young soldier was allegedly assaulted by his Guard Commander and had his jaw broken and was
also intimidated by other JNCOs once it was discovered that the soldier was making a formal complaint
against the Guard Commander. That soldier suVered not only from ongoing medical problems with his
broken jaw but suVered from anxiety, depression and possible PTSD but because he was frightened of what
had happened in the Unit, he returned to his own home and immediately his father telephoned the Unit.
Despite the ongoing background problems, the Regiment had him charged with going Absent without
Leave and he was sentenced to a period of detention which was quashed on Summary Appeal. Almost
immediately thereafter, the CO had the soldier discharged Administratively even though he was suVering
from ongoing medical problems. Fortunately, he was assisted by Mr Justin Hugheston-Roberts, another
FL colleague in relation to the criminal proceedings and was referred to me. I assisted the soldier in lodging
a Redress of Complaint immediately, having warned the Unit a few days before discharge that they should
not discharge without a Medical Board. The CO decided to ignore my warning and discharged the soldier
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Administratively. The Redress was dealt with at Divisional level and a Medical Board was subsequently
convened and recorded the ongoing medical problems nearly 12 months later. Again, no legal advice and
assistance was proVered to the individual within the Unit and his Chain of Command failed to give him any
advice and assistance at all. He was, I believe, considered to be a “nuisance” simply because of the problems
which had occurred even though he had conducted himself properly as a soldier for several years prior to
the assault.

19. It seems to me, therefore, that there is a need for Assisting OYcers to be provided on a mandatory
basis within Units and who have the opportunity and facility to refer individuals for legal advice and
assistance from properly qualified and military experienced Solicitors. It should be noted, however, that
there is no guarantee that an appointment for a Unit Welfare OYcer or Unit Assisting OYcer will result in
the appropriate help and assistance being given.

Example 3

I would refer the Committee to a case in which I was involved over several years in which an experienced
and highly thought of Corporal was bullied by aWO1 (RSM) at every opportunity including on parade and
even when the Corporal was Guard Commander in the Guardroom and when the WO1 threw the contents
of theGuardroom book case at him in front of the Guard. This situation resulted in the Corporal sustaining
a nervous breakdown.Within his own Unit, no help was provided to him because, as it happened, theWO1
was the Unit’s Equal Opportunities OYcer! Only when the Corporal was transferred to the Royal Hospital
at Haslar in Gosport, the Services sole remaining military hospital, did the staV there try and assist by
helping the Corporal to lodge a Redress of Complaint. In fact, the CO dismissed the first and the second
Redress of Complaint and only later once I was instructed to assist with the third Redress, did the matter
get above the CO level and be dealt with at Brigade/Divisional level when matters started to resolve.

20. Example 4

ASergeant in theRoyal Signals who, again, had outstandingCR’s for several years but who,when shortly
after a stomach operation attended aMess function, was struck and kicked by his WO1 (RSM) in theWO’s
and Sergeants Mess at a function. When the Sergeant attempted to lodge a Redress of Complaint, it was
dismissed by his CO and subsequent eVorts at raising the matter were deemed to be “out of time” because
no-one wanted to upset the RSM and the CO. The Sergeant was also given “advice” by his Adjutant that
he should withdraw the Redress because it could cause problems for him. This is not the sort of independent
and proper advice that should be given but, nevertheless, is indicative of the problemswhich are experienced.

21. Example 5

An experienced Commissioned Naval Nurse was indecently assaulted publicly in a Combined Ranks
Mess abroad. The lady was considerably distressed but received mixed advice and the Disciplinary
Proceedings against the Petty OYcer who assaulted her in public were badly handled resulting in criminal
proceedings at Courts Martial being dismissed with very scathing comments by the Judge Advocate, who
also expressed concern about the lack of help given to the Naval Nurse. No help was given to her to lodge
a Redress of Complaint and even when this was prepared, with my help, the Redress was dismissed at first
instance with a lack of interest and a lack of support for her from Higher Authority. Again, no Assisting
OYcer was provided for her in the first instance and she was put to the considerable trouble and diYculty
of finding a Solicitor who had military knowledge and who could advise and help.

22. A number of individuals may have Legal Expenses Insurance with their buildings or contents policies
for their home or kit insurance etc. In some instances, this is useful insofar as legal costs can be settled under
the policies but the Insurance Companies, themselves, resist Service Employment matters being dealt with
under the policies particularly because they do not have any detailed knowledge of Service Employment
procedures and nor do their Solicitors on their Panels. However, many Insurance Companies, even if they
accept the risk, will not allow specialist Solicitors with military experience and knowledge of military
procedures to deal with the matters and they simply refer these cases to their own Employment Solicitors
on their own Insurance Company Panels. This means, therefore, that there is a considerable disadvantage
to the individuals concerned, not only in relation to any delays in a solicitor picking up the case, but also
because most civilian Solicitors have no knowledge or understanding of Service Employment or Service
issues.

The Future?

23. In line with the provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998 and the European Convention on Human
Rights and to mirror various applications of Employment Law in relation to civilians (which is not
appropriate to members of the Armed Forces) an individual should be entitled to a fair and public hearing
within a reasonable period of time (Article 6 Right to a fair trial) and which would apply to Redress and
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Grievance cases concerning civil rights and obligations, particularly with regard to Employment Rights.
There should be rights to respect for private and family life (Article 8) and Prohibition of Discrimination
(Article 14).

Accordingly, an individual should have the opportunity of being given equal assistance in the same way
as the Chain of Command has access to legal advice and having access to independent Lawyers who can
provide an objective view in relation to the matters about which they complain. Similarly, there should be
an Assisting OYcer who should remain unbiased and should provide objective help, support and guidance
both to the individual who is aggrieved or has a complaint made against him/her as well as giving guidance
on military issues aVecting the individual to the Lawyer consulted by the Serviceman/woman.

24. There should be a simple and straightforward system to progress a grievance and it should not be one
which takes “points” to cause the Redress to start all over again or which procrastinates and delays or tries
to cancel the Redress because of a technical point.

Example 6

I have acted for a Flight Lieutenant in the RAuxAFwho was undertaking security and intelligence duties
after mobilisation. In relation to problems which subsequently occurred, he lodged a Redress of Complaint
but his Regular Superiors failed to progress the complaint initially and then sent it back to him asking him
to re-draw it because it was not in the form that the RAF suggested should be used, even though the points
of complaint were clearly set out and the Redress which he sought was clearly set out.

Subsequently, following some firm argument, the form of Redress was, in fact, accepted but it is evident
that, nearly 18months on, the first Redress has still not been resolved and a secondRedress had to be lodged
with the threat that of a third Redress to try and progress matters! These delays are unacceptable.

25. The MoD provides a DCI in relation to Personal Injury Claims which sets out references for Service
Personnel to contact the Royal British Legion in relation to Personal Injury Claims or Betesh Fox and Co
in relation to claims not against the MoD. In the past, the MoD has chosen not to refer to FL on the basis
that MoD did not want to be referring a particular firm or organisation against others or in preference to
others. As theMoD already referred to RBL which has some five or six firms of Solicitors who act for them
and indeed one or more of their nominated firms also refer cases to FL, it would be appropriate for FL to
be an organisation to which cases could be referred, particularly in relation to Employment, Crime and PI.
As the MoD endorses Betesh Fox and Co under their PI scheme, it would seem appropriate for FL’s
specialisation to be made known on a DCI and MoD website. It should be noted that Betesh Fox have
contacted me for advice and we receive referrals from RBL, SSAFA and from the three Services direct, as
well as the Welfare Services.

26. The Legal Advice Clinics which have been operated by various firms of Solicitors within FL over
many years, have a great deal of value because they provide independent legal advice and assistance for
personnel of all ranks and regardless of the type of problem. FL has the facilities to provide comprehensive
Legal Advice and Assistance by way of cross-referral through the various parts of FL and in some cases, it
is possible by FL’s solicitors speakingwith the Chain of Command atUnit level, to resolve problems locally.

Example 7

For example, I alerted the Adjutant of 47th Regiment Royal Artillery at Thorney Island to problems
relating to bullying and in respect of a soldier who was about to go AWOL for the second or third time. By
tackling the bullying problem immediately before the soldier went AWOL, the soldier was able to continue
to serve and the bullying problem was stamped out at a much lower level and without publicity and without
a court case brought on behalf of the soldier concerned. Legal Advice Clinics and the access to independent
specialist Lawyers must be part of the process to ensure that all members of the Armed Forces have equal
access to justice.

27. Members of Reserve Forces, generally, have no knowledge of the complaint system and very little
knowledge of the way in which Regulations aVect them, other than in their Reserve Forces work. I have
seen situations where members of Reserve Forces have been bullied by their Regular counterparts and have
also seen situations where Reserve Forces personnel have been disadvantaged because they did not know
how to respond to matters which were continuing within their Unit and Higher formation. Again, as no
knowledgeable Assisting OYcer was appointed by the Regular CO and 2IC, the individual concerned was
disadvantaged and took no action at all until after the three month limitation period had expired and when,
in fact, he might well have resolved matters properly by lodging a properly constructed Redress of
Complaint within the three month period had he known what he could do.

28. The way in which many Units fail to ensure that their personnel are aware of the complaints system
is totally contrary to the way in which civilian Employers are required to ensure that Terms and Conditions
of Employment, including the Grievance and Complaints System are made known to their Employees at
the very outset of their Employment, together with alterations which may occur at a later stage.
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29. Whilst it might be argued that the various complaints and grievance procedures are in documentation
to which an individual has access, it is unlikely that people know where to look and nor, indeed, whether
they would be permitted to have access. On a number of occasions, I have referred individuals to their
Orderly Room, Admin OYce, UPO or MACCO only for them to be told later by the Chief Clerk or Chief
Writer to go away andwithout any information or assistance being given to them. The issue of dissemination
of information is one that needs to be looked at and particularly where there are fundamental rights as to
Terms and Conditions of Employment, Terms and Conditions of Discharge and Early PVR as well as
complaints and grievances which should be very visible and notified to all personnel.

30. A constant complaint that I receive on a weekly basis and probably on most days from various
individuals in all three services is the fact that they do not know what their Terms and Conditions of Service
are and, indeed, how to complain. Many are frightened about complaining because of the fact that the
“Chain of Command” at the lowest levels will often prevent the complaints going any higher to avoid
punishment or warnings on themselves. On occasions, there is a complete disinterest by lower and middle
management to resolving complaints although I have to say that at higher levels and at the highest levels
that I have spoken to (1, 2 and 3 stars) there is great concern that complaints should be dealt with properly
and adequately.

Unfortunately, as I have discovered by talking to Senior OYcers there are considerable problems which
are not sorted out quickly and early enough and, in any event, the Services are very poor at “saying sorry”.
As a result grievances tend to “fester on” and particularly in cases of bullying, there is a considerable anxiety
at higher levels of Units that details of bullying are not disclosed to the higher Chain of Command outside
of the Units. In addition, there are a number of military personnel in lower and middle management who
feel that complaints and grievances are either indicative of “whinging” or, alternatively, the persons making
the complaints are “troublemakers”. There is, therefore, no active desire to progress matters and at some
levels, there is a very firm view that complaints should not be allowed to progress because they will upset
the status quo.

31. In relation to time limits, the exercise of discretion to allow a claim or complaint to proceed beyond
three months should be exercised more frequently because of the lack of information and lack of support
to personnel. Similarly, a rapid progression of the casework for Redress of Complaint should be undertaken
but balanced by the fact that individuals should have a reasonable time to obtain independent legal advice,
particularly bearing in mind that the numbers of skilled specialist Lawyers available on a national basis are
very few. The three Services are, in general, unable to provide Lawyers to assist personnel in respect of
Redress of Complaint orMisconduct proceedings because of the potential conflict of interest which occurs,
as the Legal Services for all three Services advise the Chain of Command in its role as “Employer”.
Therefore, it would be appropriate for a longer period of time to be aVorded to an individual to answer to
Administrative Conduct allegations and formulate a proper reply and also to respond in relation to matters
relating to Redress of Complaint. In relation to Administrative Misconduct cases, there appears to be a
diVerent practical application of the core values and standards within the three Services. In my experience,
matters which would be wholly unacceptable in the Army, might be ignored or treated more leniently in the
RN.Matters relating tomisconduct of individuals either of a social or amilitary nature must be approached
with equity and fairness and in accordance with the principles of natural justice.

February 2006

Memorandum from the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Families Association (SSAFA) Forces Help

Independent Military Complaints Mechanism

We welcome proposals to enable independent participation in the mechanism for examination of service
complaints.

The guiding principles must be for transparency, ease of access, and credibility.

We believe that independent participation ideally needs to be at all levels of the process, not just at the
Service Board level, which is too inaccessible, and in practice relatively rarely attained.

We accept that for practical reasons complaints panels will probably need to be owned by the chain of
command, as ultimately any redress can only be granted by MoD, but this need not rule out independent
participation. It will however be very important to carefully define “independence”, (which clearly must be
demonstrable as “independent” from the chain of command), and guarantee that due weight will given to
the view of the independent participant, particularly if it is to be one person only as part of a panel.

We cannot overemphasise too strongly our absolute support for the need to preserve the integrity of the
service chain of command, but believe that the function of chain of command has been too narrowly
represented in earlier debate, and also doubt claims—that military capability and good order will be
threatened by such independent participation, to be overstated. The reverse is more likely to be the case,
and we believe that the ability of the chain of command, in the broadest definition, to discharge its Duty of
Care and administrative authority for resolving complaints, will be significantly enhanced by appropriately
informed independent participation.
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We also believe that independent participation will be essential in the case of complaints brought by
civilians whomay be subject to decisions of the chain of command, particularly in overseas commands. This
should include service spouses who may prefer to represent a grievance on their own account rather than
through the medium of the serving person.

Boards of Inquiry—Right of Attendance by Next of Kin

Although not specifically asked to be addressed in this session, we would wish to represent our views on
this matter of current concern.

Where Boards of Inquiry are convened to investigate death or serious injury, we believe that next of kin
should not be automatically excluded.

We fully accept that there may sometimes be overriding considerations of security, or even risk of
extraordinary distress to next of kin due the nature of death or injury. But unless the convening authority
can demonstrate this, or any other valid reason for exclusion, attendance by next of kin should be allowed
as a matter of course

This would not only help the families come to terms with their loss, but also, in demonstrating
compassionate openness, restore trust and confidence in the MoD system.

Child Protection—Safeguarding of Children of Service Families Overseas

We are concerned that the existing provisions at Section 111 of the 1991 Armed Forces Act relating to
the powers of Commanding OYcers and other responsible persons in overseas commands to authorise child
protection orders overseas does not appear in the current Armed Forces Bill.

Although a relatively infrequent occurrence, the need for legal powers to safeguard children in overseas
commands has neither diminished nor disappeared, and needs in our view to be contained in primary
legislation.

We believe the most appropriate person to authorise such orders would be a judicial oYcer, although
Commanding OYcers or their competent representatives should have these powers in case of emergency.

It may be that we have misread the draft, but would wish to be reassured that this apparent omission is
not a technical oversight. Mrs Burgess, as Director of Social Work, will speak to this.

January 2006

Supplementary Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

This memorandum sets out the Government’s answers or provides further information in relation to
points that were raised by select committee members during the evidence session on Wednesday 1 March
or subsequently. Wherever possible, the information here is linked to the question in the evidence session
where the issue was first raised.

Q529: Rules Governing Pre- and Post-Charge Custody

Current position

The three Service Discipline Acts are identical and in substance are based on the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act 1984 and the Bail Act 1976. For example, the grounds for keeping an accused in pre- or post-
charge custody are essentially the same as in the civilian system, although the assessment of whether the
grounds are met pre-charge in the service system is made by the arrested person’s commanding oYcer rather
than by a senior policeman; and post-charge by a judicial oYcer rather than a magistrate or civilian judge.
These practical arrangements reflect the service needs and each of the armed forces has similar rules which
regulate both pre-charge and post-charge custody (eg Army Custody Rules 2000 SI 2000/2368).

Once the commanding oYcer has been informed of an arrest and the need for pre-charge custody (which
must occur as soon as practicable after the arrest), the obligation and responsibility for custody is his,
although he may delegate his responsibilities by virtue of Defence Council regulations made under section
75E(1)(a) of the Army and Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47F(1)(a) of the Naval Discipline Act 1957 to
ensure that there is always an oYcer on hand who has responsibility for these matters. He may authorise
pre-charge custody for up to 48 hours but beyond this period, and for post-charge custody, he must apply
to a judicial oYcer for extensions to the authorised custody of the accused.
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Pre-charge custody

For pre-charge custody the commanding oYcer can authorise periods of up to 12 hours, then up to 36
hours and then up to 48 hours (section 75A of the Army and Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47B of the
Naval Discipline Act 1957). He must review his decision before the expiry of the period for which he has
authorised the custody. If, on review of an authorisation of up to 48 hours custody, there is a need to go
beyond this period the commanding oYcer must make an application to a Judicial OYcer who, if satisfied
of the grounds, can authorise pre-charge custody for up to 96 hours.

As in the civilian system, there is provision to allow for postponement of review where it is not practicable
to hold it, for example where the suspect is being questioned and it would prejudice the investigation to
interrupt the interview (section 75B of the Army and Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47C of the Naval
Discipline Act 1957). Also, there are provisions to cover the situation where the judicial oYcer hearing
cannot take place within the 48 hour period (in which case there must then be six hour reviews) but the 96
hour period cannot be breached (section 75C of the Army and Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47D of the
Naval Discipline Act 1957). But if it appears to the judicial oYcer that it would have been reasonable for
the commanding oYcer to make an application before the initial 48 hours had expired, he must refuse an
application for continued custody (section 75C(7) of the Army and Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47D(7)
of the Naval Discipline Act 1957).

If at any time during these periods of pre-charge custody the commanding oYcer considers that the
grounds for pre-charge custody have ceased hemust release the suspect unless it appears to the commanding
oYcer that the arrested person was unlawfully at large when he was arrested (section 75 of the Army and
Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47A of the Naval Discipline Act 1957).

In each of the Services there are proformas which require relevant information to be provided to enable
the above decisions and procedures to be complied with and to allow the suspect to make written
representations at the relevant point or to obtain legal representation for any Judicial OYcer hearing.

Post-charge custody

If the accused needs to be kept in custody after charge, the commanding oYcer must apply to a Judicial
OYcer whomakes the decision on criteria substantially the same as those set down in the Bail Act 1976when
authorisation of custody is considered in the civilian system. This can be for eight days, when it must be
reviewed by the Judicial OYcer or, where the accused has legal representation, they may consent to this
period being 28 days (section 75G of the Army and Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47H of the Naval
Discipline Act 1957). On each review the Judicial OYcer will consider the criteria to decide whether the
accused can be further retained in custody.

If at any time during these periods of post-charge custody the commanding oYcer considers that the
grounds for post-charge custody have ceased he may release the accused, or apply to the Judicial OYcer to
request a review of custody (section 75G(2) of the Army and Air Force Acts 1955 and section 47H(2) of the
Naval Discipline Act 1957).

Changes under the Bill

The provisions are substantially unaVected by the Bill and continue to reflect the relevant provisions in
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and the Bail Act 1976. Any applications currently made to a
Judicial OYcer will in future be made to a judge advocate. This is because the creation of the standing Court
Martial means there will always be judge advocates available, so we are dispensing with the references to
judicial oYcers. The Bill has also provided an opportunity at clause 107 to allow judge advocates to be able
to release an accused from custody but impose conditions on him equivalent to bail conditions provided for
in the civilian system under the Bail Act 1976. The Bill and secondary legislation will take into account the
revised procedures for charging but do not aVect the substance of the provisions. Under clause 112 of the
Bill, all of the custody rules and regulations will be made by the Secretary of State, which is a departure from
the current system where some rules are made by the Secretary of State and some pre-charge regulations are
made by the Defence Council. This is the result of harmonising the rule making powers under one clause.

Q547: Lessons Learned on Undetermined Death

The committee asked to see a copy of the written guidance that had been issued. Brigadier Findlay
undertook to pursue this. A copy of the relevant defence instruction, referenced 2005DIN02-243, is
attached.
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Q580: Service Police Investigations

The Committee asked whether there is a gap in the Bill that could allow a commanding oYcer to miss
oV the duty to inform the service police. Part 5 of the Bill is intended to include a comprehensive statutory
mechanism for the appropriate investigation of service oVences. There are three main provisions. The
clauses are interwoven to ensure that an appropriate investigation is conducted wherever there is an
allegation that a service oVence has, or may have, been committed.

First, allegations or evidence of an oVence within a list of serious oVences must be referred to the service
police (clause 113). The oVences are listed in Schedule 2. Second, there is a power to make regulations
prescribing further circumstances in which the service police must be informed (clause 114). Third, clause
115 makes general provision to ensure the proper investigation of allegations or circumstances indicating
that any service oVence might have been committed. Under this clause the commanding oYcer must ensure
that an appropriate investigation is carried out or ensure that the service police are aware of the matter.
Where the service police are aware of the matter, the commanding oYcer has no further responsibility. This
reflects the intention that, where the service police are involved, the commanding oYcer should leave the
matter to them.

The overall eVect is that the commanding oYcer must ensure that all possible service oVences, whether
serious or not, are appropriately investigated.Wherever it is appropriate to do so, the service police will have
to be involved. For the prescribed oVences and in other prescribed circumstances there is no issue as to what
form of investigation is appropriate: the service police must be informed.

It is envisaged that the prescribed circumstances under clause 114 will be of two main types. The first type
is more serious examples of some oVences which are not themselves specified in Schedule 2. The second is
circumstances in which there is no immediate allegation or evidence of any oVence but which should
nevertheless be investigated by the service police. An example might be an unexplained death on a base.

Once a duty has arisen under clause 113 or 114 to involve the service police, or where the service police
are investigating a matter, a commanding oYcer is prevented by clause 118(3) from taking any disciplinary
action. The commanding oYcer can only take disciplinary action in the case once it has been referred to him
by the service police (clause 118(4)). This is to prevent the commanding oYcer from pre-empting the results
of the service police investigation.

By these provisions it is intended to ensure that, wherever appropriate, the service police will investigate
alleged service oVences and other prescribed circumstances.

Q589: Gibraltar Police Staff Association

Industrial relations with theGibraltar Services Police are underpinned by a constructive and co-operative
relationship between the Gibraltar Service Police StaV Association and the Gibraltar Command at a
working level. The StaV Association and local management have been unable to agree on the content of a
new Whitley constitution that would follow normal MoD UK practice, although dialogue continues with
a view to resolving this issue. There is ongoing legal action brought against the Command concerning a
disputed backdated pay claim. The case has been subject to action in the UK High Court with summary
judgment announced on 8 March in the Department’s favour. The StaV Association are now considering
an appeal. Until this matter is resolved it may be diYcult tomake progress on the issue of a new constitution.

Q625: Resources

Having considered the committee’s questions in the light of the evidence that was given at the session on
Wednesday 1 March, we do not believe there is a need to add to the information that ware given by the
Provost Marshals on both forensic capabilities and numbers of investigators.

Need to Extend Power to Search Beyond Service Police

Committee members wished to know why it was necessary to extend the power to search an individual
beyond the service police. The answer is that service police might not always be immediately available,
particularly in smaller units or those deployed on operations. Powers of arrest are available to other service
personnel who are not service police in circumstances where neither the service nor the civilian police are
available and the commanding oYcer believes that further delay would result in the loss or destruction of
evidence, or that the suspect might escape or do harm to himself or others. Similarly the power to search on
arrest is extended to service personnel who are not police, again where the commanding oYcer believes that
to delay and wait for a police agency may result in the suspect concealing an item to assist his escape from
custody or conceal, damage, alter or destroy evidence. It should be stressed that this power will only be
exercised where it is not possible for the service or civilian police to conduct the arrest and search. Examples
of such circumstances are small isolated units deployed on operations, submarines or small warships or
operational units deployed in situations by which the movement of troops is severely restricted, perhaps to
aviation only, and thereby limiting the ability of the service police to attend an incident.
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Stop and Search Powers

Committee members wished to know what had been our experience of the exercise of the powers to stop
and search since they were introduced under the Armed Forces Act 2001, and in particular whether the
powers had only rarely been exercised by persons other than the service police.

No central record is kept of the instances where searches have been carried out under the powers
introduced under the Armed Forces Act 2001 but the Provost Marshals judge that the powers are
nevertheless useful, for example where covert surveillance indicates that a serviceman might be bringing
controlled drugs onto a unit. The powers are used only very rarely by the service police, and the Provost
Marshals therefore consider it extremely unlikely that they would have been exercised by other personnel.

Police Protocols

A copy is attached of the protocol agreed between the Department and the Association of Chief Police
oYcers in relation to the investigation of deaths on Ministry of Defence establishments (not printed).
Discussion is underway between the Association and its Scottish counterpart about the possibility of
establishing for Scotland a protocol similar to that which exists between the service and civilian police forces
in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. The aim of this discussion is to produce a similar instruction.

DEFENCE INSTRUCTIONS AND NOTICES

Title: Initial Action to be taken by non-police personnel on discovering an incident involving death or where
death is likely
Audience: All Service personnel
Applies: Immediately
Expires:When rescinded or replaced
Reference: 2005DIN02-243
Released: December 2005
Content: Guidance on initial action to be taken when discovering an incident involving death or serious
injury

Introduction

1. There may be occasions when personnel will discover a serious incident; involving death or where
death is likely. In these cases a police inquiry will normally follow. Depending on the proximity of the police
to the incident it may be some time before the police attend the scene and take control. In order that
procedures are carried out to minimize and/or prevent further injury and maximize the opportunity for the
police to secure evidence the following guidance and aide memoir, which should be disseminated widely to
all ranks and form the basis of more comprehensive unit SOPs, is provided for non-police personnel.

Prevent Further Loss of Life (including your own) or Injury

2. The main priority on discovering an incident is to prevent further loss of life or injury. The Senior
person unconnected with the incident is to assess the situation, take charge and take appropriate and safe
action to either:

(a) Remove the injured person away from imminent danger, eg assist people from a smoke filled room.
However, under no circumstances must a seriously injured person be removed if there is no
imminent danger as this could cause long-term medical problems or fatality if not handled
correctly.

(b) Eliminate the danger, where safe/minimal risk to do so, eg extinguish a small fire.

Tend the Injured—Seek Medical Assistance at the First Available Opportunity

3. Once further loss of life or injury has been prevented any injured personnel at the scene should be
tended in accordance with current training.

4. The necessarymedical or other assistance as required should be summoned at the earliest opportunity.

5. Where practical those suVering from shock, trauma or distress should not be left alone or in
circumstances where they could further injure themselves or others.

6. Uninjured personnel at the scene should be segregated and should normally be asked to remain at the
scene until the arrival of the police. The details of those personnel who are possible witnesses or suspects
should be noted. Those person(s) involved, or suspected to be involved, in an incident or found at or near
a scene should be asked or ordered, where the necessary authority exists, not to wash themselves or their
clothes until seen by the police.
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7. Only aMedical OYcer can certify death at the scene and therefore every eVort should bemade to revive
or treat personnel until tended by trained medical staV. Where it is obvious that a person is dead and cannot
be revived the deceased should remain exactly as discovered and not touched or moved.

Take Appropriate Measures to Protect the Scene

8. It will be vitally important that when the police arrive, that the scene (and everything within it) is
exactly as it was discovered. In particular:

(a) OYces, Accommodation etc
(1) Where the scene of an incident is under cover it may be able to be secured by locking the
entrance/exit doors. In these instances, windows and any other methods of entry exit should be
secured and the room/area cleared of all other occupants. Thereafter, the key must be retained by
a person in authority until the arrival of the police. It is also important that the room/building
remains undisturbed and those occupants (or other unauthorised visitors) are not allowed access
to the room/area either deliberately or accidentally, for any reason. If the incident involves a jump
or a fall, windows should be left as they are.

(2) Should it be suspected that other keys to the area exist or you have any doubts over your ability
to fully secure the scene you should position a guard(s) at the points of access/exit.

(b) Outside areas. Where it is not possible to secure the area by utilising existing physical barriers,
access to the area by unauthorised personnel should be physically prevented. At the first
opportunity a cordon using personnel or ‘mine tape’ should be placed at a suitable distance around
the scene. The type of incident and area will determine the size of cordon.

(c) Visitors. It is important that only personnel required to attend the scene are allowed within the
cordon. Those personnel not connected to the incident or who have no legitimate purpose at the
scene must not be allowed into the scene and should be instructed to leave the area. A record of
all persons attending the scene within the cordon is to be recorded and handed to police on arrival.

9. Articles at the Scene. It is essential that anything at the scene is found by the police. Under no
circumstances should the area be cleaned and any items at the scene should be left in the same condition and
position as they were discarded. In particular:

(a) IEDs/Suspect Packages etc. These should remain in situ and under no circumstances should these
be examined, removed or tampered with. The use of mobile phones, other communications or
bright lights (flashlights etc) is to be avoided.

(b) Firearms. These should not be touched, handled or moved, made safe, unloaded, cleaned or
tampered with in any way. It will be important that the police find any firearm in the same
condition as it was left. If you have handled the weapon or know that any other person has, you
should notify the police immediately on their arrival.

(c) Spent Cases.These should not be collected but should be left in position until the scene is examined
by the police.

(d) Knives or Other Weapons. Knives (or other weapons if appropriate) should not be touched,
handled or moved.

(e) Documents. Any notes, whether sealed or otherwise, and any other correspondence or documents
found at the scene should not be handled and must remain undisturbed.

(f) Electrical Equipment (including computers/mobile phones/radios/flashlights). Any electrical
equipment found should not be tampered with, switched on/oV, used or removed.

(g) Clothing/Garments. Are not to be removed from the scene or injured personnel (unless for medical
reasons by trained medical staV).

(h) Blood/Bodily fluids etc.Blood and other bodily fluids stains andmarks should be left in situ. Unless
taken to a medical facility with the patient for emergency treatment, all body parts should be left
at the scene until the arrival of the police. Nothing should be cleaned until the arrival of the police.

Reporting

10. It is important that personnel discovering an incident report it and obtain assistance at the earliest
practical opportunity. Once in a position to do so personnel should report the incident to a person in
authority, ie duty staV/police etc, by the quickest and safest means possible, eg mobile telephone, in person
etc. Where two people, unconnected with the incident, are present one should remain to protect the scene
whilst the other reports the incident and/or seeks assistance.

11. Duty military personnel notified of an incident should ensure that the action above has been
completed and immediately report or arrange for the details to be reported to:

(a) In the UK, local civil police, Service Police and/or MDP. Overseas, the Service Police.

(b) The chain of command (in accordance with local SOPs).
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INITIAL ACTION TO BE TAKEN AT SCENE OF A SERIOUS INCIDENT

PREVENT LOSS OF LIFE (INCLUDING YOUR OWN) OR INJURY

— Protect and/or remove injured from imminent danger. If there is no danger do not under any
circumstances remove an injured person.

— Where safe/minimal risk, eliminate danger.

— Senior person present unconnected with the incident—take charge.

ASSESS AND TEND THE INJURED

— Provide first aid in accordance with training.

— Those in shock, trauma or distress should not be allowed to further harm themselves or others,
and where possible do not leave alone and/or out of sight.

— Segregate uninjured personnel involved in the incident pending arrival of police.

— Record names and addresses of evacuated casualties, and where they have been evacuated to.

— Only a medical oYcer can certify death.

— Where it is obvious that the person is dead the body should not to be touched or moved.

— Summon assistance.

— By quickest means at first, safe opportunity.

PROTECT THE SCENE

— Do not touch, remove or tamper with anything (or allow anyone else to do so). Do not remove
blood or other bodily materials.

— Cordon oV the scene. Do not allow unauthorised personnel inside cordon. Size of cordon
determined by incident and terrain.

— If the incident has occurred in a building or indoors, rooms should be vacated, secured/locked and
keys retained. If incident involves a jump or fall, leave windows as they are.

— Occupants or visitors should not be allowed re-entry

— Record details of any person permitted inside the cordon.

— Segregate potential witnesses/oVenders pending the arrival of police. Record names, addresses and
contact numbers of any unwilling to remain at the scene.

ARTICLES AT THE SCENE—LEAVE IN SITU

— DO NOT touch, remove, permit to be removed any article from the scene. In particular:

- IEDs/Suspect Packages—DO NOT touch (avoid use of mobile phones, radios or flashlights).
- Firearms—DO NOT touch, handle, move, make-safe, or clean.
- Spent cases—DO NOT touch, handle or move.
- Knives or other weapons—DO NOT touch, close, handle or clean.
- Written Notes—DO NOT touch, handle, open or read.
- Electrical Equipment—DO NOT touch, use or switch on/oV.

- Clothing/Garments –DONOT remove (unless formedical reasons and bymedical trained staV).

REPORTING AND RECORDING

— In the UK.
- Civil Police/Service Police/MDP.

- Chain of Command.

— Overseas.
- Service Police.

- Chain of Command.

March 2006
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Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Investigations by Local Civilian Police Forces, the Ministry of Defence Police and Service

Police Forces

1. Jurisdiction of service police forces

1.1 There are currently four service police forces: the Royal Military Police, the Royal Air Force Police,
the Royal Navy Regulating Branch and the Royal Marines Police. The Royal Marines Police are however
to be amalgamated with the Royal Navy Regulating Branch. It is also intended that, by the time the Bill
comes in to force, the Royal Navy Regulating Branch will have been renamed “The Royal Navy Police”.
These forces are referred to below as the “Service Police”.

1.2 Under the Bill the powers of the Service Police are, broadly speaking, exercisable only over persons
who are capable of committing a service oVence, in other words service personnel and civilians subject to
service discipline. The Service Police powers in the Bill are very similar to those under the existing Service
Discipline Acts (SDAs).

1.3 Within the United Kingdom civilians will not under the Bill be subject to service discipline (again this
is essentially the same position as under the SDAs). Accordingly the Service Police will, as now, generally
only have powers within the UK over service personnel.

1.4 Under the SDAs (section 70(4) of the ArmyAct 1955 and equivalent provisions for the other services)
the Service Police do not deal with certain oVences committed in the UK, as they cannot be tried by service
courts. Themain ones are murder, manslaughter, rape and treason. Under the Bill, these oVences, like other
service oVences committed in the UK, will be capable of trial by the CourtMartial. Accordingly, the Service
Police will be able to deal with them, subject to the arrangements as to jurisdiction explained below.

1.5 Members of the Service Police are members of the armed forces. They are not constables, and so do
not have powers as such. They have the powers (for example, of arrest, entry search and seizure) given to
them by the SDAs (and in future by the Bill).

2. Jurisdiction of the Ministry of Defence Police (MDP)

2.1 TheMDP are a civilian police force established by theMinistry of Defence Police Act 1987. It is part
of the Ministry of Defence, but subject to specific statutory provision under the 1987 Act relating to its
jurisdiction and organisation.

2.2 Under section 2(1) of the 1987 Act the members of the MDP have the powers of constables.

2.3 The MDP’s jurisdiction is limited to the United Kingdom and is subject to a number of restrictions
under section 2 of the 1987 Act. The restrictions are complex, but the broad eVect is that its jurisdiction is
limited to exercise:

(a) on defence-related land;

(b) in any other place where there is defence-related property; and

(c) in relation to defence personnel.

The MDP may also, for example, assist other civilian police forces and may in an emergency exercise
generally the powers of local civilian police (also under section 2 of the 1987 Act).

2.4 The main diVerence in jurisdiction between theMDP and the Service Police is that theMDP can only
operate within the United Kingdom, but within the United Kingdom they have a general jurisdiction in
relation to defence land, property and personnel. Their role is not therefore limited to service personnel.

3. Exercise of jurisdiction within the United Kingdom where there is overlapping jurisdiction between local
civilian police forces and the Service Police

3.1 Lord Bingham in the House of Lords in the case of Boyd, Hastie and Spears etc (2003) stated that
“no hard and fast rules have been laid down” to resolve the question of overlapping jurisdiction in the
United Kingdom. “Instead, a pragmatic solution has been adopted, largely dependent on identification of
the public interest which the soldier’s allegedly criminal conduct has infringed. If it appears to be the general
public interest which has been infringed (as where a civilian has been injured . . .) a civilian court is ordinarily
regarded as the more appropriate forum, since the defendant’s status as a soldier is essentially irrelevant to
his criminal conduct. If, however, the public interest which the soldier’s allegedly criminal conduct has
infringed is primarily a service interest (as where another soldier has been injured . . .) the charge is
ordinarily considered appropriate for trial by a military tribunal”.

3.2 These arrangements are currently set out in a Home OYce circular (number 35 of 1986). This is
reflected in joint Queen’s Regulations for the services. Where in the United Kingdom there is jurisdiction
in both the civilian and service authorities it is for the local Chief OYcer of police (now in eVect the Crown
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Prosecution Service instead) to decide, in accordance with stated guiding principles, which jurisdiction
should be exercised. The principles stated in the Home OYce circular go into some detail, but the basic ones
are that:

(a) oVences committed by service personnel which aVect the person or property of civilians should
normally be dealt with by a civil court; and

(b) oVences committed by service personnel which do not aVect the person or property of civilians
should be dealt with by a service tribunal.

3.3 In practice the principles are well-enough established for police forces to be able to take action in
nearly all cases without the need to involve the local Chief OYcer of police.

3.4 Under the Bill, where a CO has involved the Service Police in the investigation of an oVence, the
Service Police will still have the flexibility to leave the matter to the appropriate local force (or the MDP),
or to investigate the matter themselves.

4. Conduct of investigations within the United Kingdom where overlapping jurisdiction between local police
forces and the MDP

4.1 There are police protocols governing liaison between the MDP and local police forces as to the
exercise of their respective jurisdictions. The main one is of 2002, but there is an important protocol of 2005
dealing with deaths on defence land. The emphasis in the 2002 protocol is on liaison, but there are some
references related to deciding which force will act. The 2005 protocol provides, in the case of incidents
involving sudden deaths on defence land, for the MDP to take any immediate action necessary while
informing the local Chief OYcer of police. The local Chief OYcer then determines how the investigation
should proceed. These protocols are diVerent from the 1986 Home OYce circular, because the choice
between MDP and local police force investigation does not have the implications as to choice of court that
are involved in a choice between investigation by the Service Police and investigation by civilian police
forces.

4.2 It is recognised that in some places defence and private housing are increasingly integrated. At present
it is considered that this can best be handled by close liaison between the forces and careful consideration
of the arrangements between local police forces and the MDP, but also the Service Police. Discussions are
in progress between all these forces to provide a tri-partite protocol to govern their interaction. This will be
cleared with MOD legal staVs, ACPO and the Home OYce.

5. Conduct of investigations in the United Kingdom between the Service Police and the MDP

These are the subject of Defence Council Instructions. They allow an alignment with the Home OYce
circular of 1986, so that cases with a civilian element are normally dealt with by a civilian force. As
mentioned above the MDP and Service Police are involved in work to produce a tri-partite protocol.

6. Summary

6.1 The overall eVect is that, where there is an overlapping jurisdiction within the United Kingdom
between the local police, the MDP and the Service Police:

(a) the Service Police normally take the lead where the context (suspect and victim) is entirely service.
The matter will then usually proceed through the service system of justice;

(b) where the suspect is in the services, but there is a civilian element in the case, the choice will
normally be between local police and theMDP. TheMDPwill normally take the lead if the matter
occurs within its jurisdiction (for example it occurs on defence land); and

(c) the operation of these arrangements is well understood and works well. It is considered important
for them to remain flexible and practical, allowing them to be based on the appropriate public
interest but to take account also of availability of police personnel, the need for immediate
action etc.

6.2 Discussions are being undertaken between the local police forces, the MDP, the Service Police and
the MoD to consider the operation of the arrangements, to ensure that the conduct of investigations is
undertaken eYciently and by the appropriate force and to provide a tri-partite protocol governing the
interaction of the diVerent forces.

March 2006
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Memorandum from Deepcut & Beyond

Background

TheDeepcut & Beyond group involves more than forty families who are campaigning for a public inquiry
into non-combat army deaths. Each family has suVered the loss of a child or young person in suspicious
circumstances while they were serving in the Armed Forces.

Deaths have occurred at Deepcut barracks, at Catterick and elsewhere throughout the United Kingdom
and overseas. In each case—whether the cause of death could be ascribed to the actions of a third party;
whether it was the result of an accident or neglect, or whether it was self-inflicted—the Armed Forces owed
a duty of care to the victim.

While each family has had a diVerent experience of bereavement, they have a shared experience of feeling
let down by the people and institutions that might have been able to prevent the death and certainly had a
responsibility to ensure that it was investigated eVectively.

Families are seeking the truth about how their loved ones died; justice in ensuring that those responsible
are held to account; and change that may prevent such deaths in the future.

Introduction

Deepcut & Beyond welcomes Government proposals to update the framework of military justice but believes
that a commitment to the protection of the human rights of service personnel and a system of independent
oversight must be indispensable features of a modern army.

Every institution has its share of problems and challenges; but there are special issues that are endemic
in a military organisation. Military organisations have daunting power over their members. Members are
required to undertake work that is both physically and mentally taxing—at times even debilitating. This
generates inordinate levels of stress that takes a human toll and can impede the eVectiveness of military
institutions that are dependent on positive morale. Retention, recruitment, focus and eVort all suVer.

Problems can be acute in a military institution, particularly where there is a traditional culture of blind
unquestioning obedience, of closed access to information and a highly regimented command structure that
relies on layers of fixed orders and directives. This creates a bureaucratisation that many believe is without
parallel in civilian life.

Human Rights and the Armed Forces

In June 2003, the Commissioner for HumanRights at the Council of Europe reported12 that the increased
recognition of the rights of servicemen has been a “gradual, but continual process.”

The European Court of Human Rights at Strasbourg has played a critical role in this development,
memorably declaring that the enjoyment of rights guaranteed by the European Convention: “does not stop
at the barracks gates”.

While the operational eVectiveness of the armed services depends on discipline and sacrifice that entails
the restriction of certain rights; the Human Rights Commissioner asserts that service personnel—whether
conscripts or volunteers—must be perceived as “citizens in uniform” who cannot be excluded from
protection of the law.

The European Court, he argues, has examined the scope of the rights of freedom of conscience,
association and expression; the rights to liberty and fair trial, and the right to respect for privacy and family
life that need to be “balanced against the requirements of military life”.However respect for the dignity of the
soldier admits of no restriction. Likewise, the right to be free from torture, inhuman or degrading treatment,
enshrined in article 3 of the Convention applies with full force.

At a 2002 seminar on “HumanRights and theArmedForces” organised by the Commissioner forHuman
Rights and the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation in Moscow,13 representatives of the armed
forces of member states of the Council of Europe agreed on the following points:

1. Armed forces represent essential pillars of modern democratic societies at the service of their citizens
and subject to the control of civil authorities. As such they must at all times be prepared to protect and
uphold democratic institutions and values. Indeed, military institutions are to be considered not as
autonomous realms but as being firmly situated within the applicable range of human rights norms. The
dignity and professionalism of the military profession depends, therefore, on the full respect of the human
rights of soldiers and the civilians it comes into contact with during its operations.

12 3rd Annual Report to the Committee of Ministers and the Parliamentary Assembly, COE Commissioner for Human Rights,
(Strasbourg) 19 June 2003.

13 “Conclusions of the Seminar on Human Rights and the Armed Forces” organised by The Commissioner for Human Rights
andTheCommission of theCouncil of Federation on InternationalAVairs of the Federal Assembly of theRussian Federation
Moscow, 5–6 December 2002.
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2. It is a corollary of the continuity of the applicability of human rights into the organisation of military
life, that all soldiers, regardless of rank, whether professionally contracted or conscripted, are to be
considered as citizens in uniform.

3. Whilst the unique requirements of discipline and operational eYciency require and justify certain
restrictions to the rights of servicemen, these must at all times be proportionate to the military objectives
envisaged and, in so far as possible, be clearly stated by law.

4. Bullying, intimidation and institutionalised violence within armed forces represent particularly
pernicious abuses of the rights of servicemen, which cannot be justified under any circumstances, or by any
traditions. Every possible eVort must be undertaken to combat this phenomenon.

5. To this end, it is important that military personnel are informed of their rights and that commanding
oYcers receive clear guidelines and adequate training enabling them to exert their authority in the full
respect of the rights of their subordinates. It is a matter not merely of the awareness of human rights but of
promoting a sensitivity to the central importance of human rights to military life and operations.

6. No amount of training will entirely eliminate human rights abuses in practise. EVective, transparent
and accessible internal and external control mechanisms should, therefore, serve the dual functions of
admitting complaints and punishing abuseswithin the armed forces. Indeed, the reputation and eVectiveness
of armed forces is conditional on the elimination of impunity for such oVences.

7. Members of the armed forces are more likely to respect in turn the rights of those it comes into contact
with if their own rights are respected. Indeed, the respect for human rights by and of military personnel are
two sides of the same coin, to be promoted simultaneously.

8. The respect for human rights and humanitarian law is inseparable from the success of military
operations. There is, however, a continual need for the dissemination of clear guidelines tailored to the
increasingly diverse situations confronted by military commands during the course of new types of military
intervention.

9. This is especially important where military operations are eVected for the purposes of maintaining or
restoring peace, democracy and the rule of law, whether within national borders, during peace and support
operations or in situations of international armed conflict.

10. The defence of democratic societies, regardless of the nature of the threat, cannot be secured at the
expense of the values and rights on which democratic societies are based and which the member states of
the Council of Europe are bound to uphold.

Value to Armed Services

Civilian oversight oVers an outside perspective, untarnished by military culture, unrestrained by
command responsibilities and thereby capable of seeing the whole picture from a fresh angle. By mediating,
making recommendations, using powers of persuasion, civilian oversight can make a significant
contribution to the eYciency and eVectiveness of the armed services.

An Oversight Commissioner would be expected to promote the eYciency of the armed forces at many
diVerent levels.WhileDeepcut &Beyond has focussed on deaths in army barracks, the Commissioner might
be concerned in securing necessary medical attention or counselling for individual soldiers. He or she might
hear complaints concerning pensions, benefits, moving allowances, relocation arrangements, various
compassionate issues—of ailing parents, marital diYculties, problems with childcare. A Commissioner
could assist in preventing operational stress injuries, improving the treatment of bereaved families, and
review long-standing grievances—such as those raised by victims of improper experiments into chemical
warfare. An independent mechanism could perform an important role in elimination of discriminatory
practices and promotion of diversity within the services.

Independence

The eVective operation of the Armed Forces does not require oversight with an independent element, it
requires independent oversight. To that end we propose the establishment of an oYce of Oversight
Commissioner with Tri-service responsibility.

An eVective Oversight Commission must be credible and must be able to operate without having to face
jurisdictional obstacles that could impede its work. Independence requires that the powers of the
Commissioner must be based on statutory authority.

The Commissioner should be a civilian appointed by an independent appointments procedure and have
the security of independent tenure. Legislation should provide for Parliament to guarantee suYcient
funding.

An Oversight Commissioner should be available, but not compelled, to investigate any complaint or
matter referred to him—whether by a group or an individual complainant. Complaints concerning the
behaviour of members of the Armed Services that are made to the military authorities; to the police, to the
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Secretary of State should be referred immediately to the Commissioner. Where a complaint is made to the
military authorities, the command structure must take whatever steps are reasonably necessary for the
preservation of evidence relating to the conduct that is the subject of the complaint.

The Commissioner may chose to initiate its own investigations if he has reason to believe that it would
be in the public interest to investigate an incident, policy or practice. The Commissioner may also conduct
investigations requested by the Government or look into a problem identified by the Chain of Command.

While the Commissioner would be expected to complete an investigation as soon as available resources
allowed—and may even set targets in this regard—the OYce should not be tied to any specific time limit on
the duration of inquiries.

The Commissioner would seek to conduct an investigation as soon as reasonably practical after the
incident or incidents in question occurred. However, the powers of the OYce must not be limited by any
restriction that prevents retrospective investigations.

The experience of similar oversight bodies is that potential problems of vexacious complaints, duplication
of functions can all be addressed by Rules of Procedure and negotiated Protocols.

It would be expected thatwhen theCommissioner decides to conduct an investigation into current policies
and practices, the appropriate military authorities would be informed of his decision to conduct the
investigation, his reasons for making that decision and the practice or policy into which the investigation is
to be conducted. If an investigation relates to a function that is the responsibility of the Secretary of State,
then the Commissioner would be expected to send him a copy of the report.

Sufficient Powers

In order that the OYce of an Oversight Commissioner has the authority to conduct its investigations
eYciently, it requires suYcient powers to operate eVectively. Failure to provide the OYce with suYcient
powers at the outset14 serves only to frustrate its purpose and undermine the creation of a mutual respect
between the Commissioner and the Chiefs of StaV.

An eVective Commissioner would require a team of independent investigators with the power of arrest,
should they believe that a criminal oVencemay have been committed. TheCommissioner should be given the
authority to appoint special investigators seconded from the civilian police or other agencies or to request an
investigation be conducted by another agency under his supervision.

Legislation establishing the OYce should ensure that misleading, hindering or obstruction of an
investigation of the Commissioner becomes a criminal oVence.

The Commissioner should seek to resolve complaints at the lowest level of formality that is eVective. If
a complaint is not serious, the Commissioner may, with the consent of the complainant, refer it to the
appropriate disciplinary authority in the military. Provision should be made to ensure that where such a
referral has not proved satisfactory for the complainant, the matter be returned again to the Commissioner.

While the Commissioner would expect to work in co-operation with the military authorities, the eVective
exercise of the functions of the Commission would require giving him the powers and authority necessary
to visit and inspect any barracks or premises—there should be no “oV-limits areas”, in the United Kingdom
or overseas.

Legislation would make clear that there are limitations on the OYce of the Commissioner as far as
operational matters and control of the armed services are concerned. The extent of any limitation should be
subject to consultation with the Commissioner; and be strictly proportionate to operational requirements.

The Commissioner would not investigate matters while they are the subject of military discipline or
criminal proceedings.

The establishment of an OYce of Complaints Commissioner would not aVect the investigation of
incidents and behaviour that presently is the responsibility of the Royal Military Police or civilian police.

However it should be a requirement in law that the Commissioner be immediately notified by the military
authorities and police of all serious incidents involving death or serious injury to military personnel,
bullying, sexual or racial assault.

When an investigation has been completed and the Commissioner has concluded that a criminal oVence
may have been committed, he shall refer that case to the Director of Public Prosecutions and notify the
appropriate military authorities. If the DPP subsequently decides that no further action should be taken,
the matter would return to the Commissioner.

The Commissioner may, in any case, conclude that disciplinary proceedings are the appropriate course
of action and decide to refer the matter to the appropriate military authorities. He would be expected to
make a written recommendation setting out his reasons for considering, in light of his investigation, that
disciplinary action was required in respect of specific conduct.

14 See for example: “Overhauling Oversight: Ombudsman White Paper”, by Andre Marin, National Defence and Canadian
Forces, 30 March 2005.
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If the military authorities are unwilling to take disciplinary action, the Commissioner should be
empowered to direct that proceedings be brought. The Commissioner would be expected to consult with the
authorities at an appropriate level and notify the Secretary of State, but the legislation should establish that
it is the duty of military authorities to comply with such a direction.

In matters that may attract public interest immunity, careful consideration should be given to the exercise
of the powers of the Commissioner with due attention to existing legislation on the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers. It may be necessary to make provision for the limitation of disclosure where the
information may put an individual in danger. While detailed attention will be required to protect against
unintended consequences, the interests of national security do not require that the military operate in a
blanket of secrecy. The presumption must be in favour of eVective scrutiny: The Commission must have the
power to interview any soldier of any rank, under caution if necessary; and to inspect or seize any document
or property.

With powers, come responsibilities and legislation should set out the duty of the Commissioner to exercise
his powers in such amanner and to such extent as appears to him to be best calculated to secure the eYciency,
eVectiveness and independence of the military complaints system; and to secure the confidence of members
of the Armed Forces throughout the ranks.

Rights of the Child

While the military continues to employ recruits under the age of 18, special attentionmust be paid to their
protection. The Commissioner should be under a statutory duty to pay due regard to UK obligations in
international law, particularly those set out under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the
Child. In January this year,15 the Education Minister announced new arrangements for vetting those
working with children, and barring those who are unsuitable. “Nothing matters to parents more than the
safety of their children”, she said. After a number of incidents involving sexual assaults at army barracks,
Deepcut & Beyond families have called for eVective child protection in the military as in civilian life.

At present, NCOs and civilian staV employed in military training establishments are not subject to
Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) disclosures of any kind. Mrs Lynn Farr, whose son, Private Daniel Farr
died at the age of 18 years at Catterick, has been told by senior oYcers at the barracks that CRB disclosures
are not required because the recruits are in full time employment.

These young people are in training. They are being supervised by trainers—most of whom are NCOs.
Some trainees are taking NVQs. If these young people were working full time in civilian life and attending
college, as is the case withmodern apprenticeships, all the training staV and assessors would be CRB cleared
to an enhanced level. Other support staV at a college or university are required to have this level of clearance.

For the first few weeks of training, young soldiers are at their most vulnerable: They are away from
home—in some cases for the first time—and have a dramatic culture shock. Yet, despite the susceptibility
of recruits, the trainers and staV involved with them are not required to be vetted in any way.

TheGovernment places a high priority for children on “staying safe” andmakes it one of the five thematic
outcomes of “Every Child Matters”. While some recruits may fall outside the target group of children and
young people aged between 0–19 years, it is already recognised that where there are special or additional
needs, the age range of the at-risk group may extend to 25 years.

The closed nature of the military environment, the strict disciplinary regime and the absence of parental
oversight, make young soldiers particularly vulnerable to the attention of sexual predators.

Deepcut & Beyond families point to the conviction in August 2003 of a former Lance Corporal and serial
abuser—initially charged with male rape and later convicted of multiple charges of indecent assault
committed while employed as a NCO trainer at Deepcut barracks in 1996 and 1997.

OYcers from Surrey Police gave evidence to the Defence Select Committee in its Inquiry into Duty of
Care that this NCO oYcer had previously been convicted of a sexual oVence in Northern Ireland, demoted
and transferred by a military court. Yet he was able to obtain employment as a trainer at Deepcut barracks
because he had not been subject to any background checks whatsoever.

Surrey Police oYcers also testified that, while the NCO used his rank to secure compliance from young
recruits, none of the thirteen complainants had suYcient confidence to utilise the chain of command or any
of the then existing mechanisms to register a complaint about their abuse.

Families involved inDeepcut&Beyond families group point to persistent problems of bullying and sexual
assault at military barracks throughout the UK. While concern is expressed at a command level, they feel
that little is done to address the systemic issue.

The Government intends to bring forward new legislation automatically to enter on a List anyone who
is convicted or cautioned for a sexual oVence against a child and new rules for schools will automatically
bar individuals for a range of serious sexual oVences against adults.

15 Statement of the Secretary of State for Education and Skills, 19 January 2006.
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The passage of theArmedForces Bill creates a legislative opportunity to bring forward proposals tomake
a similar provision for the children and young people employed by the military. It should be established that
a mandatory Criminal Records Bureau check will be required for all trainers and staV working with young
people. Conviction for a serious sexual oVence should lead automatically to dismissal from the Armed
Forces. No person with a record of sexual oVences should be permitted to work with children or vulnerable
young people with special or additional needs.

Openness and Transparency

The Commissioner should be under an obligation to maintain a record of all complaints submitted or
referred to him with an account of actions subsequently taken by his OYce. He should report to the
Secretary of State onmatters that relate to the functions of his OYce, the functions of the Secretary of State,
or to report on any matter that he deems to be in the public interest.

TheCommissioner shouldmake an annual report on the exercise of his functions to the Secretary of State.
The Secretary of State should lay this report before both Houses of Parliament and make arrangement for
its timely publication. The Commissioner should keep under review the workings of legislation relevant to
the exercise of his functions andmake a report on this to the Secretary of State at least once every five years.

The Commissioner may decide to publish or make available any such research he has undertaken. When
exercising his legal powers, the Commissioner may at any time make a statement as to his actions, his
decisions and determinations and the reasons for his decisions and determinations.

Within the terms of his competence, the Commissioner may elect to contribute his observations or
otherwise assist the work of oversight bodies associated with the Council of Europe or United Nations.

In strengthening the eVectiveness of his OYce, the Commissioner may consult with or involve a wide
variety of experts from inside or outside the military establishment. He may benefit from exchanging
opinions or co-operating with his counterparts in other jurisdictions.

The Commissioner may choose to establish advisory forums or bodies that involve people with particular
expertise and skills. TheDeepcut &Beyond families’ group has made a significant contribution to the public
debate and illustrates the value of involving the families of service personnel in supplementing the sources
of information available to the Commissioner. An independent families’ group could assist in establishing
a lay visitor’s panel to undertake inspection of barracks and military facilities. The Commissioner should
also contribute to the discussion about the appropriate involvement of veterans.

Summary

The Deepcut & Beyond families’ group proposes that the Armed Forces Bill establishes an oYce of
Oversight Commissioner for the Armed Forces:

— to investigate impartially and address complaints, protect human rights of service personnel;

— to provide independent oversight, enhance operational eYciency and eVectiveness; and

— to work independently of the Government and the Chain-of-Command.

Independence

— OYce established by legislation in Parliament.

— Independent appointments procedure.

— Look at any complaint and initiate own investigations.

— Parliament to guarantee suYcient funding.

Sufficient Powers

— A team of independent investigators with power of arrest.

— Power to visit any barracks; interview any soldier; seize any document.

— It would be an oVence to obstruct the Ombudsman; no “no-go” areas.

Openness and Transparency

— Publish findings and recommendations.

— Annual report to Parliament.

— Establish partnership with families of victims.

February 2006
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Further Memorandum from Deepcut & Beyond

1. Overseas Deaths

There are many issues that give grave concerns to families that have lost loved ones overseas, and the
experiences that they have endured, but one of the main areas for concern being how the death had been
investigated.

Where a death occurs overseas, it will be investigated by the SIB/RMP. Bereaved families say: It is the
Army investigating the Army. Such an investigation cannot be seen as independent, and gives rise to
allegations of “cover up.”

— In most cases there has not been any civilian police involved in the investigation. If civilian police
have been involved, the families concerned have not been able to obtain their report. The findings
of a police investigation or decision not to proceed with an investigation should be available to
the families.

— SIB/RMP lacks resources and training to conduct an ECHR Article 2 compliant investigation:
— collection and treatment of forensic evidence is generally unsatisfactory;
— poor training facilities and lack of involvement of specialised Scene Of Crimes OYcers;
— evidence and statements are often contradictory; that seems to be accepted as the norm;
— witness statements are not scrutinised; no attempts made to eradicate contradictions; and
— relatives of victims are not being kept informed or involved in investigation.

— There is no general requirement for an inquest:

— In Scotland, the Procurator Fiscal may exercise his discretion not to investigate; and
— If a soldier from Northern Ireland is flown back to the UK, the inquest will be held in the

country to which the body is delivered.

— Accidental deaths: Jurisdiction of the Health & Safety Executive does not extend to Overseas
Bases.

What changes can be made

— An independent body is required to investigate all overseas deaths.

— Post-mortems should be carried out by an independent pathologist.

— Civilian police should be involved both in Britain, and overseas.

— Investigations must be carried out to the same standard as would be expected in the event of a
civilian casualty.

2. Boards of Inquiry

Evidence previously given to the Committee by General Sir Michael Walker and others suggests that the
Chiefs of StaV wish procedures governing Boards of Inquiry to become more open and transparent.

The reality, however, is that progress has been extremely uneven. Families who have suVered
bereavements continue to experience problems—both in trying to find out why a BOI is being delayed or
in finding out what happened. They feel excluded from the process.

1. If requested, additional documentation can be provided to substantiate experience of families:

— who have never had a Board of Inquiry;

— who have been promised but not had a BOI more than four years after a controversial death;

— who have been given a summary of the BOI instead of receiving the full report; and

— who have been told their BOI report is a confidential document not to be disclosed.

2. After a violent or suspicious non-combat death a date should be set for a Board of Inquiry as soon as
reasonably possible.

— information about purpose of a BOI should be given verbally and in writing to the family;

— BOI should be open to the attendance and participation of families of the deceased;

— families should be entitled to financial, legal or other assistance needed to prepare for BOI; and

— MoD should investigate use of new technology for video link ups.

3. At the completion of a Board of Inquiry:

— records of proceedings and recommendations should be stored and kept safe;

— recommendations should be accompanied by a timetable for implementation; and

— those identified with responsibility to implement proposals should be required to report at regular
intervals to the family of the deceased andmonitored by an independent body such as anOversight
Commissioner.
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4. Relatives of victims should have the right to be involved in the process of learning the lessons from the
death of their loved one. Most of the families involved with the Deepcut & Beyond group have expressed
their desire to prevent the same mistakes being made repeatedly. The Service Chiefs have every interest in
encouraging such engagement involvement; they should be pressed to set out an account of the evolution
of current policy and procedures, and publish guidelines for family involvement.

February 2006

Memorandum from Mrs Lynn Farr, Daniel’s Trust

Daniel’s Trust was started in May 2005 after soldiers and families of young soldiers started to contact
myself and other parents asking for help and advice into the how they are being treated by the Army.

I realise I will never know the truth of the circumstances surrounding Daniel’s death because eight years
is a long time for people to remember exactly what happened, and because of this I started the Trust along
with Norma Langford, whose son Ian died in Belize in a noncombat situation in the hope that others do
not have to suVer the same as us.

I also understand the feeling of the Committee that we do not cover the same ground as theDefence Select
Committee did in 2004, but a lot of the recommendations made by that committee have impact on what is
happening today.

There is a need for a fully independent complaints panel and oversight of the armed forces. This is proved
time and time again by the requests that we receive from soldiers and their families. They do not trust the
NCOs, the Commanding OYcers, army welfare, padres and whatever other systems are in place at all. A
lot of them that have gone through the chain of command with grievances find the situation gets worse for
them for speaking out. In some cases they have to initially complain to the person responsible for the
problem in the first place. We have spoken to and met with some of the soldiers concerned and seen at first
hand what is happening to them. Two we have been contacted by are now in mental rehabilitation units
voluntarily.

The trust of the padres is even less, to them they are just other oYcers; we have seen this example first
hand at our visit to Catterick. A question that should be raised is: Is there a need for a Padre should they
hold rank?

I note from evidence given by the WRVS that they have had around 70 referrals. That is not a lot in my
eyes and I would also question what is meant by a referral. Is that to say the soldiers were referred to them
by their commanding oYcers or did they go on their own free will. Daniel’s Trust receives calls from soldiers
and their families at their own free will usually because they do not know which way to turn. In some cases
they have already contacted the army welfare service and nothing has happened to alleviate the situation,
but with our help and support we have been able to advise and sometimes mediate with army oYcers on
behalf of them. Not forgetting that Daniel’s Trust is only voluntary and self funding with a limited time for
us to deal with calls because of work and family commitments, but we can average around two calls a week
asking for help and advice. This in itself should prove a need for an independent complaints panel.

On our visit to the Infantry Training Centre (ITC) at Catterick inOctober 2005 one of the questions asked
was if the army have all these systems in place why do the soldiers contact Daniel’s Trust? No one could
answer this but to us it is obvious. In most cases the senior oYcers do not know what is fully happening on
camp. As an example we have recently been contacted by a young soldier, under the age of 18 that was
allegedly threatened by a corporal with a machete at Catterick.When I spoke to the senior oYcer about this
he said he was aware of the case but a machete to some people was a knife to others. I assured him it was
a machete and he said he would call be back which he did to say “yes it was a machete and it would be
forming a large part of the inquiry”. The young soldier was immediately given leave and is home at the
moment. So the true story never reached the Colonel of ITC. I wonder how that inquiry would have turned
out if he had not been made aware of the true circumstances.

One of the other things that came out of the visit was that the senior oYcers at ITC acknowledged because
of our independence and our stand on confidentiality was that we get to know a lot more than they do and
would like to consider ways of working with us to help them with the issues that arose. We also asked if we
could conduct an independent survey funded by Daniel’s Trust among the recruits into bullying on camp.
I have enclosed a copy (not printed). I was told that this could be an interesting exercise and that some of
the questions could possibly be expanded upon. We left a copy of the questionnaire with them and they are
considering letting us do this. We also left a copy of our leaflet which they have sent to the Army Recruiting
and Training Agency to see if it is suitable to be distributed to recruits on the camp. They did however let
us distribute our wristbands but not helpline numbers.

One of the Trusts great concerns is the lack of vetting around trainers on the armed forces training camps.
I amaware of the submission ofDeepcut&Beyond as I amamember of the group andwould like to reiterate
all that has been said around this and the need for a proper vetting procedure to be put in place without
repeating it.
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I would like however, to expand a little further on this because even if a proper vetting procedure was
introduced it would not work eVectively unless changes were made to support this. One of these changes we
would like to see made is that anyone accused under section 70 of the army regulations 1955 has their case
heard in a civilian court, as these are criminal oVences. At the moment I have been led to believe that the
commanding oYcer makes the decision as to if the case goes to court martial or not. If the case goes to a
court martial then the person concerned would receive a criminal record and details as such would be held
with the Criminal Records Bureau (CRB). If the commanding oYcer dishes out the punishment instead then
nothing else is heard of the matter, so any checks done would be worthless. Commanding oYcers should
not be able to exercise this right.

I have also been speaking to some staV at Connexions and one of the statements made to me more than
once was that when ex army personnel apply to them for job advice and help and they are told that checks
will bemade against them for the suitability of the job their answers are usually arrogant stating “If you find
anything that is.” Surely this is not right.

We note also the changes in the Board of Inquiry (BOI) procedures and the involvement of parents and
family members. This is warmly welcomed and to be fair, Catterick have already implemented such a
procedure. The family of Carl Spottiswood who was found hung on the Somme Barracks at Catterick was
not only informed of the BOI but was asked to attend and give evidence. This included the current partner
of Carl, his parents and his ex wife. The MOD also paid any out of pocket expenses. The parents of Carl
were on holiday inGermany at the time and the army arranged for a video connection to their hotel enabling
them to take part. When a question was raised in parliament about this asking Adam Ingram when these
changes came into eVect he said they hadn’t.

If it is possible we would be more than willing to attend a session to answer any questions around the
submission that may arise.

February 2006

Memorandum from Mrs Norma Langford

I would firstly like to introduce myself; I am Norma Langford, my son Corporal Ian Holt died in Belize
in 1991 in a non-combat situation. In December 2004 along with other members of Deepcut & Beyond I
gave evidence to the Defence Select Committee on a Duty of Care. Since then I have assisted Lynn Farr in
the setting up of Daniel’s Trust (fighting against bullying in the armed forces) and I also assist Elaine
Higgins, the steering group member for overseas in the Deepcut & Beyond Campaign.

I would like to add to the evidence already submitted by Daniel’s Trust and Deepcut & Beyond, by
relating to you my own concerns on the investigation of deaths, complaints and grievances of service
personnel overseas.

When a death occurs overseas the local civilian police do not always get involved and the investigation
is left to the Special Investigation Branch (SIB) and/or the Military Police (MP). This in itself is the army
investigating the army. Even if the incident is investigated by civilian police the family may never see or have
access to their findings of the investigation. My own personal experience is never having known what
happened to the third party involved in my sons’ death. Another problem that has risen in overseas deaths
is inadequate documentation and I believe these are examples that show the very necessary need for an
Independent Oversight of the armed forces. An Independent System by dealing with the above in overseas
camps could in my opinion compliment the chain of command allowing them to carry on with
operational duties.

Another problem I have encountered concerning personnel overseas is parents of young soldiers not
knowing where to go or who to speak to when the recruit calls home and asks for help. Sometimes the
situations are quite grave and parents have had nothing solved by telephoning someone in the camp. The
distance between the parents and young person emphasises the urgency of getting in touch with someone
who can swiftly and eYciently deal with the situation. If there was an Independent System in action that
had no “oV-limit areas” in the UK and on overseas bases the above problems could become a thing of the
past. With an Independent System being in place I feel the majority of grievances and complaints will be
reported directly by the recruit, because the genuine fear that some recruits have of a repercussion of
reporting an incident would have been alleviated by using an Independent System.

Something I came across first hand is, recruits induction not being informative enough to know who to
go to and who to see on camp if they have a problem. The recruits in question were youngmen just finishing
their training and ready to face the world. My concern here is if they did not know who could help them in
a training camp, how would they cope overseas. With a proper induction into the working mechanism of
an Independent Complaints System the continuity would carry through their entire career no matter where
they were stationed.

February 2006
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Memorandum from the Rt Hon GeoV Hoon MP

Frequency of Renewal

In your consideration of this Armed Forces Bill you will have an opportunity to examine closely what
kind of renewal of the discipline Acts is necessary in the modern era. Tied up with this is the related issue
of what kind of authorisation is needed for the armed forces themselves.

I would encourage the Committee to be forward-looking.

The origins of the present system lie mainly in the seventeenth century. Concerns about the way the armed
forces interacted with the population—service disciplinary issues and the impact of billeting—merged with
even greater concerns from the civil war period about the possible abuse by the executive of its control over
the armed forces. This led to the insertion in the Bill of Rights of the famous Article VI, laying down that
“the raising or keeping of a standing army within the kingdom in time of peace unless it be with the consent
of Parliament is against the law”.

Out of this developed the current practice of annual renewal of the services disciplinary legislation.
Initially—from 1670 to 1878—there were annual Mutiny Acts.16 These were succeeded by annual Army or
Army Discipline or Army and Air Force or Armed Forces Acts until 1954. These Acts always included a
preamble specifying the numbers of forces authorised.17 Since 1955, renewal of theArmy andAir ForceActs
has been through the mechanism of quinquennial primary legislation and annual Orders in Council. But the
1957 Naval Discipline Act was only brought into the system of quinquennial renewal in 1971.

Over 300 years have passed since the Glorious Revolution and the Bill of Rights. Is it not now time to
make a major change in the way we approach this legislation? The current Armed Forces Bill provides, in
clause 371(3), for the five year “sunset” provision to be retained, but for the annual Order in Council
procedure to be dropped. The Committee could therefore reasonably consider whether the sunset provision
could be dropped as well, leaving service discipline to be treated in the same way as any other legislation.

It is not just a matter of the simple passage of time since the Bill of Rights. The realities of nationhood,
political governance, warfare and the role of the armed services are completely diVerent. Certainly the armed
forces have a special function. But is their position in the life of the modern state and of modern society
special in a way which means that they need a diVerent legislative process? Is there a basis for service
discipline legislation to be regarded any diVerently from other calls on the legislative programme? Where
updating of the discipline legislation is necessary, then time will in principle be found, on a timetable
compatible with other legislative priorities. This is the basis on which legislation is dealt with in other fields
of public life—whether other legal areas such as the criminal law and the courts, or diVerent areas entirely
such as the National Health Service or education. Sometimes there will be a need for primary legislation
earlier than the next five year slot (as was the case with the Armed Forces Discipline Act 2000), indicating
that the quinquennial system is anyway not a complete solution to the services’ legislative needs.

It is sometimes argued that the present system is valuable because it allows and encourages Parliament
to look at the armed services in a diVerent way and to provide special opportunities for accountability. It
has been suggested, for example, that the automaticity of the process provides a safeguard for those who
cannot openly demand the regular scrutiny which it provides, namely service personnel themselves. But
again are the armed forces, however specialised and vital their role, in a diVerent position in this respect from
other areas of public service? The opposite point could be argued: that a diVerent procedural treatment for
the armed forces exposes them to a diVerent perception by the legislature which would not always be to their
advantage. In practice, the annual armed forces debates already provide a regular opportunity for any
current concerns to be raised. There are also of course other opportunities such as the work of the Defence
Select Committee and debates in Westminster Hall. And—as already noted—the navy was managed
successfully in the last century until 1971 without any system of quinquennial renewal.

It is also argued that the regular renewal system is necessary in order to fulfil the requirements of the Bill
of Rights 1689. As suggested above, there may anyway be a question as to whether the protection against
possible abuse by the Executive of a standing army—as required by the Bill of Rights—is now outmoded.
Three and a half centuries have passed since the end of the civil war and it is somewhat absurd to suggest
that control of the armed forces by the Crown poses any danger to Parliament. Indeed if—by nominally
giving that control instead to Parliament—it implies that the armed forces have a special status outside the
control of Government, this may be positively harmful.

16 There were also Marine Mutiny Acts although the Bill of Rights provision only covers land (and by extension air forces).
17 The relevant part of the preamble to the 1878 Act for example read
“Whereas the raising or keeping a standing army within the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland in time of peace,
unless it be with the consent of Parliament, is against the law; and whereas it is adjudged necessary by Her Majesty and this
present Parliament that a body of forcs should be continued for the safety of the United Kingdom, and defence of the
possession of Her Majesty’s Crown, and that the whole number of such forces should consist of one hundred and thirty-five
thousand four hundred and fifty-two men, including those to be employed at the depots in the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland for the training of recruits for service at home and abroad, but exclusive of the numbers actually serving
within Her Majesty’s Indian possessions . . .”
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But even if the Bill of Rights provision is valuable, is it anyway the case that it requires to be satisfied
through the discipline acts? It has been the practice to cite the discipline renewal system as part of the means
bywhich Parliament is deemed to give the required consent tomaintenance of a standing army underArticle
VI. But the Armed Forces Acts are about the administration of the armed forces rather than their existence
or size. Of course the relevant lawyers would need to examine the point in more detail, but any direct link
with the Bill of Rights obligation seems to have gone when the preambles to the annual primary legislation
were abandoned in the 1950s. It is surely other parliamentary procedures, in particular of course the annual
Votes “A” (which specifically relate to the maintenance of specified numbers of armed forces) and the
defence estimates authorising the annual expenditure of the armed forces, which fulfil the requirements of
the Bill of Rights. This seems to have been the view taken at the time of the 1950s legislation, with the oYcial
memorandum to the select committee looking at the planned legislation stating “the normal financial
procedure of Parliament . . . secures the assent of Parliament to the maintenance of a standing army. This
is so both because without the money being voted by the Commons and the Lords assenting to its
appropriation the Army could not be maintained, and also because in dealing with the financial side
Parliament clearly assents to there being an army.”18 So I do not think that the Bill of Rights obligation,
even assuming it still has a value, needs to be seen as an overriding objection to a diVerent approach.

I hope the Committee will look closely at the possible benefits of this further step towards bringing
governance of the armed forces into line with modern conditions.

January 2006

Memorandum from the Peace Pledge Union

Conscientious Objection

Executive Summary

This submission reviews the history of, and present provision for, discharge from any of the regular or
reserve armed forces on the ground of having developed, since enlistment or commissioning, a conscientious
objection to further military service. It argues that the present provision, although important and
worthwhile, is shrouded in secrecy by the armed forces, and therefore little known. It recommends a specific
amendment to the Armed Forces Bill to provide for a statutory instrument relating to discharge on the
grounds of conscientious objection.

Background

1. The Peace Pledge Union, an independent secular pacifist organisation, is formally recognised by the
Ministry of Defence as having an interest in sittings of the Advisory Committee on Conscientious Objectors
to hear applications by any member of the Armed Forces, of all ranks and rates, regulars and reserves, for
discharge on the grounds of having developed, since enlistment or commissioning, a conscientious objection
to further service.

2. The principle for creating such a procedure was established during the Second World War, when it
became clear that, apart from those men and women who claimed conscientious exemption from military
service ab initio, there were others who originally accepted call-up but then changed their minds on
conscientious grounds, and others again who had enlisted as regulars—in one case so far back as 1931—
who also felt unable conscientiously to continue. For these two latter groups the Appellate Tribunal, set up
to hear cases of people in the first group who were aggrieved by the decision of their Local Tribunal, was
empowered to sit as an Advisory Tribunal to hear applications for discharge on conscientious grounds and
tender advice to the Admiralty, War OYce or Air Ministry, as the case might be, whether a particular
applicant should be discharged or not. It became an established convention that the advice would always
be accepted, and, if a discharge were recommended, it would follow as quickly as ordinary protocols
would allow.

3. This procedure continued after the Second World War until the abolition of National Service in the
early 1960s, when the Appellate Tribunal was wound up. An unsatisfactory period followed, during which
there was no clear procedure for dealing with cases of conscientious objection by regulars. In 1970, however,
after representations by bodies such as the Peace Pledge Union and the National Council for Civil Liberties,
the Ministry of Defence established a new procedure, albeit modelled on the old.

4. An application by any member of the armed forces for a discharge on conscientious grounds is in the
first instance to be submitted in writing to the person’s commanding oYcer, who forwards it with relevant
observations to the Personnel department of theMinistry. If theMinistry accepts the application, the person
is discharged forthwith. If the application is rejected, the applicant is informed of the right to appeal to the
Advisory Committee on Conscientious Objectors (ACCO).

18 Select Committee on the Army Act and the Air Force Act 1953–54, HC 223, Evidence p 199.
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5. ACCOwas therefore set up in 1970, comprising a Chairperson andReserve Chair, both QCs, and four
lay members, the whole appointed by the Lord Chancellor. For any hearing, a panel comprising one of the
Chairpersons and two lay members sits. Hearings are held in public on premises away from any MoD
property. There the applicant is invited to present, and answer questions on, his/her case in a relatively
informal way, and to bring witnesses and be supported by a friend or legal representative if desired. The
Committee’s conclusions are presented in the form of advice to the Secretary of State for Defence, and if
the advice is for a discharge, that follows as expeditiously as possible.

6. During the Second World War and the post-war conscription period the Ministry of Labour and the
armed forces recognised the Central Board for Conscientious Objectors (CBCO) as having a legitimate
interest in the topic and an expectation to be informed of developments and procedures. That recognition
was continued, so far as ACCO was concerned, until CBCO was wound up in 1988, when the Peace Pledge
Union was recognised by the Ministry of Defence as the successor body for that purpose.

The Problem

7. Members of the Select Committeemay feel, having read so far, that the procedure is a wise, if unusually
generous, provision, and wonder why any further representations should be made about it. There is,
nevertheless, a problem. Very few people, even within the armed forces, are aware that the procedure exists.

8. The procedure is set out inQueen’s Regulations for the Army (Volume 5, Instruction No 6 (Retirement
or Discharge on the Grounds of Conscience), but it is marked “RESTRICTED, IN CONFIDENCE”.
There used to be a passing reference in QRs for the RAF to an obscure leaflet on the topic, but even that
has disappeared from recent editions. I have never been able to discover any reference to conscientious
objection in QRs for the RN, or in any other accessible RN documentation.

9. There is, indeed, the Kafkaesque situation, whereby, although, as the person nominated within the
Peace Pledge Union to be the channel for its monitoring role vis a vis ACCO, I was sent a very helpful, but
informal, memorandum on the procedure by theMoD in 1991, when I asked whether I could have reference
numbers of relevant Defence Council Instructions, I was informed in a letter dated 3 October 1991 from
Personnel and Logistics (Legal Services), MoD, “I am unable to provide you with the serial numbers of
classified documents”.

10. The word “classified”, of course, relates to the OYcial Secrets Acts, and, for all I know, I may have
breached them by citing the ArmyQRs reference in paragraph 8 above. It is small wonder that when in 1991
L/CplVictorWilliams,RoyalArtillery, felt conscientiously unable to report for deployment to SaudiArabia
to participate in the Gulf War he was unaware of any procedure for seeking a discharge on such grounds.
As he said in a statement read at his court-martial, RABarracks,Woolwich, September 1991, “Had I known
or been informed of a procedure for stating my reservations about this, I would have not felt the need to go
absent without leave”. For the want of public disclosure of conscientious objection provisions Victor
Williams was sentenced to 14 months imprisonment, and the army was put to the trouble and expense of
prosecuting him.

11. Although the evidence I have cited is 15 years old, the position has not changed. The army provisions
are still “restricted”; the RN and RAF provisions are nowhere in the public domain.

Recommendation

12. The Peace Pledge Union urgently recommends, therefore, that in Clause 328 of the Bill, there be
inserted in subsection (2) (a), after the word: “discharge”, the words “, including on the grounds of having
developed a conscientious objection to further service,”.

13. It would follow from Clause 363 (2) that regulations would be made concerning conscientious
objection, which, as statutory instruments, would be in the public domain and openly and clearly accessible.

14. Such a recommendation takes advantage of the welcome attempt by the Bill at consolidation and
unified codification of the law concerning many aspects of armed forces discipline and procedure; also, for
the first time it would, if implemented, bring into the public and statutory arena the well-established, but
also almost entirely concealed, provision for conscientious objection by volunteer armed forces personnel.

15. The United Kingdom can justly lay claim to the honoured position of having first made provision for
conscientious objection to part-time military service so far back as the Militia Act 1757, and being the first
country to legislate, in the Military Service Act 1916, for conscientious objection simultaneously with full-
time conscription. In the new era of open government and enshrinement of humans rights within domestic
law it is time to bring conscientious objection to continued regular or reserve service out of the shadow of
obscure military documentation and into the daylight of the statute book. Ninety years after the Military
Service Act 1916, it is time for a new beginning in a new millennium.

January 2006
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Memorandum from the UK Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers19

Under-18s in the UK Armed Forces

Executive Summary

The submission is concerned solely with Under-18s in the armed forces. It reviews problems arising from
the lack of any establishment in law of a minimum age for military recruitment; the policy of targeting
Under-18s for recruitment; their terms of enlistment; the unfair disparity, in the case of the army, between
terms for minors and those for adults; the diYculties recruits and their parents may have in understanding
the terms; and the refusal of the government to give an unequivocal assurance that under-18s will never
again be sent into battle. It makes six constructive recommendations.

Background

1. The vision of the UK Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers is an end to the military recruitment
and deployment of anyone under 18 in armed conflict. The Coalition believes that setting the highest
possible standard of age 18 in the UK upholds the right of young people to protection from armed conflict
and would act as a precedent for other countries to stop recruiting under-age soldiers. It was founded in
1998 and is aYliated to the [International] Coalition to Stop the Use of Child Soldiers. The term “child” in
this context is derived from the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, to which the UK is a party, and
which defines, as protected by the Convention, anyone under the age of 18.

Age of Recruitment

2. The Coalition welcomes the UK’s ratification in 2003 of the Optional Protocol on the Convention on
the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict, which required the UK to make
a formal declaration of an age not less than 16 as the minimum age for armed forces recruitment. We are
concerned, however, that theUK did not take the opportunity to raise its minimum recruitment age beyond
the existing level of 16, leaving Serbia andMontenegro as the UK’s sole European companion in recruiting
at that age, and in Serbia’s case only exceptionally. The Ministry of Defence thereby ensures that Britain
endures the obloquy of training people to take part in warfare whilst they are still too young to drive a car
or visit a public house, let alone to vote. Some states, such as Portugal—reputedly Britain’s oldest ally—
have taken the opportunity of their declaration of a minimum recruitment age, required to be made upon
ratifying the Protocol, to overtly criticise the Protocol for permitting under-18 recruitment.

3. We are also concerned that the Ministry of Defence has not taken the opportunity of the present
Armed Forces Bill to write into law even the low minimum age which has been formally declared. The UK
is virtually alone in the world in not having a statutory minimum age for military recruitment. A number
of states have a minimum military recruitment age enshrined in their constitution. Although Britain has a
law governing, for example, the minimum age for part-time delivery of newspapers to households, it has
never laid down in statute a minimum age for voluntary enlistment in the armed forces, and even in the
secondary legislation of regulations and statutory instruments, references to minimum ages have been
confined to certain forms of engagement, and never to enlistment generally.

4. It is also to be noted that even in the explanatory memorandum to the present Bill, intended to be a
codification and consolidation of the law relating to the armed forces, there is no mention of any minimum
age for recruitment other than reference to certain provisions for those enlisted under the age of 18. One is
tempted to conclude that the armed forces are ashamed of their low recruitment age and have no wish to
draw attention to it by having it publicly and authoritatively displayed in the statute book.

5. Recommendation (1): that in Clause 325 (2) there be inserted a new sub-subsection,“(b) prohibiting the
enlistment of persons under a certain age, which shall in any case be not less than 16 years;”, with consequent
re-lettering of the succeeding sub-subsections.

Recruitment Policy

6. At any one time there are around 6,000 under-18s in the armed forces, the great majority of them in
the army. This is the result of an avowed policy of targeting 16-year-olds for recruitment in preference to
adults. This policy was supported by the Select Committee on the 2001 Armed Forces Bill: “We believe it
continues to be important to recruit young people straight from school, including at the age of 16. If they are
not caught at this point, they are likely to take up other careers and be permanently lost to the armed forces.”
[Select Committee Report, para 63] A disturbing implication of this argument, especially the use of the word
“caught”, is that the personal, educational and career development of individual young people is to be
valued less than the insistent demand of the armed forces for new recruits.

19 Member organisations: Amnesty UK, Anglican Pacifist Fellowship, Anti-Slavery International, Jesuit Refugee Service, Pax
Christi, Peace Pledge Union, Quaker Peace and Social Witness, and UNICEF-UK.
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7. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child, in its quinquennial report in 2002 on the UK’s
observance of the Convention on the Rights of the Child, commented: “The Committee is deeply concerned
that about one third of the annual intake of recruits into the armed forces are below the age of 18 years [and]
that the armed forces target young people . . . The Committee recommends that the State party . . . while it
recruits persons who have attained the age of 16 years but have not attained the age of 18 years, shall endeavour
to give priority to those who are the oldest, in light of article 38, para 3, of the Convention, and strengthen and
increase its eVorts to recruit persons of 18 years and older.” [UN CRC, Concluding Observations on UK’s
second periodic report, paras 51, 52, 19 September 2002] There is no evidence that the UK government, as
party to the Convention, has taken any heed of the recommendation of the body set up under the
Convention to monitor its progress.

8. The Select Committee onDefence, in itsDuty ofCareReport, stated, “Much of the material we received
relates to the risk factors associated with young people, particularly those from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Undoubtedly some people who apply to join the armed forces are vulnerable . . . Concerns have been expressed
about the appropriateness of recruiting under-18s into the Armed Forces. We recommend that MoD examine
the potential impact of raising the recruitment age for all three Services to 18.” [Select Committee onDefence,
Third Report, 14 March 2005, paras 61, 62] The government’s response was extremely disappointing.
Although acknowledging that as many as 8,215 Under-18s had been recruited in the financial year 2003–04
(41% to the army), it argued that “the Armed Forces must recruit school leavers if they are to be able to compete
for the better candidates and meet current recruiting needs. Once people attain the age of 18 years they are
more diYcult to attract as recruits . . . we wish to attract recruits before they have made other lifestyle choices.”
[Government’s Response to the Defence Committee’s Report on Duty of Care, July 2005, para14] In other
words, catch them young before they know any better.

9. In any case, the Duty of Care report states, “Currently recruitment is buoyant, particularly in the Army.
In all three Services the number of applicants is at least double the recruitment target. Manpower requirements
are expected to fall following the announcement of future force structures . . . The reduced recruitment
requirements should enable the Armed Forces to be more selective in their recruitment.” [Select Committee on
Defence, Third Report, 14 March 2005, para 37] This clearly raises the question whether the armed forces
need to continue to target 16-year-olds in preference to adults.

10. Recommendation (2): that the Select Committee examineMoDwitnesses on the question of a continuing
need to target 16-year-olds for recruitment, and consider inserting their own higher minimum age for
recruitment in the Coalition’s proposed new subsection in paragraph 5 above.

Terms of Enlistment

11. From the point of view of an under-18 recruit, the army, the largest recruiter, has the harshest terms
of enlistment of the three armed forces. All recruits to the army are required to enter on a 22-year open
engagement, but with a right to give 12 months notice to resign at any time after completing the first three
years, making a four-year minimum engagement. In the case of recruits enlisting under the age of 18,
however, the period between the date of enlistment and the 18th birthday does not count towards either the
22-year full engagement or the four-year minimum. This means that a recruit enlisting on or soon after his/
her 16th birthday is liable to a minimum six-year term, as against the minimum four years required of an
adult entrant. This is described by critics as the “six-year trap”. The navy used to have a six-year trap, and
the air force a five-year one, but they were both abolished in 2001, the minimum engagement for under-18s
being aligned in each case with that for adults.

12. The Select Committee on the Armed Forces Bill 1996 found “the justification for the diVerence in
length of service for under-18s and adults unconvincing” and recommended the giving of “careful consideration
to the desirability of requiring minors to commit themselves to a period of service longer than that of adults”.
[Select Committee Report, paras 41, 42] The 1996 Select Committee also reported, “The 1991 Committee
expressed dissatisfaction with the conditions of enlistment for under-18-year-olds and recommended that the
MoD bring forward proposals for change. No such proposals have materialised. However, we were told that
following the Bett Review of the career structure in the Services a working party is to look at enlistment . . . of
under-18-year-olds.” In its second report to the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child in 1999 the UK
government referred to the 1996 Select Committee’s report: “It again [referring back also to the 1991 Select
Committee] recommended that careful consideration be given to requiring minors to commit themselves to a
period of service no longer than that of adults. As a result a Working Group was set up examine how this
anomaly might be removed, and to see whether common terms of service might be introduced across the three
Services . . . Work is now under way to draft revised terms of service for personnel under 18.” [UK Second
Report to the UN CRC, 1999, para 10.65] What the Working Group reported has never been published.
What is apparent is that the navy and air force eventually responded positively in 2001, as mentioned in
paragraph 8 above, but the army’s response in 1999 was to increase its former five-year trap to the present
six-year trap, and the 2001 Armed Forces Bill Select Committee refrained from comment.

13. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child unsurprisingly commented adversely in its 2002
quinquennial report: “The Committee is deeply concerned . . . that those recruited are required to serve for a
minimum period of four years rising to six years in the case of very young recruits.” [UN CRC, Concluding
Observations on UK’s second periodic report, para 51, 19 September 2002]
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14. For recruits to all three armed forces there is a period for claiming what is known as a “discharge as
of right” extending from the 29th day of joining to the end of the sixth month from joining. However, as
cited by theDuty of Care report, theDirectorate of Operational Capability found that “staV and instructors
applied pressure to recruits to dissuade them from leaving, as this reflected on success rates and wastage
targets.” [Select Committee on Defence, Third Report, 14 March 2005, para102] In any case this arbitrary
period does not necessarily reflect the rapidly changing and developing attitudes of a 16- or 17-year-old. The
Duty of Care report recommended “that all Services adopt procedures that allow recruits who express a wish
to leave training an opportunity to leave their training establishment and contemplate further before making a
firm decision on their future.” [Select Committee on Defence, Third Report, 14 March 2005, para 105] The
government’s bland response was, “The Services acknowledge the merit of timely and pragmatic management
of those who desire to leave and seek to apply common sense and understanding to those individuals.”
[Government’s Response to the Defence Committee’s Report on Duty of Care, July 2005, para 30] The
question reported by a witness to theDefence Committee that he put to the CommandingOYcer ofDeepcut
about a boy who kept running away, only to be put on a charge each time he was brought back, “If he is no
good, just send him away from the Army. Why are you doing this?” remains unanswered. [Select Committee
on Defence, Third Report, 14 March 2005, para103]

15. Recommendation (3): that in Clause 326 (2) (c) there be added, after the words “reserve force”, the
words, “, provided that in no case shall a person enlisting under the age of 18 be required to serve a longer
minimum period with a regular force than a person enlisting over that age on the same engagement”.

16. Recommendation (4): that in Clause 326 (2) (d) there be added, after the words “paragraph (c)”, the
words, “, provided that such restriction shall in no case apply to a person receiving such benefit or advantage
whilst under the age of 18”.

Understanding What is Involved

17. The Duty of Care report stated: “We have considered a range of written material provided to
recruits . . . In general the pamphlets and brochures are clear and understandable. However, since a significant
proportion of those applying to the Armed Forces, and the Army in particular, have poor basic skills, they may
not assimilate all the information available, particularly that related to duty of care issues.” [Select Committee
on Defence, Third Report, 14 March 2005, para 53] The significance of the reference to poor basic skills is
illustrated elsewhere, it being reported that “MoD’s figures suggest 50% of all recruits entering the Services
have literacy or numeracy skills . . . equivalent of those expected of an 11-year-old.” [Select Committee on
Defence, Third Report, 14 March 2005, para 83]

18. The problem of clear and unequivocal understanding has particular relevance to the Notice Paper
given to applicants proposing to enlist, setting out the precise terms and conditions of being a member of
the armed forces. Amnesty International has expressed concern that “the Notice Paper is written in a complex
and obscure manner, which may not be readily understood by the parent/guardian or the [young person]. The
commitment to serve in the armed forces has serious consequences. The onus should be on the armed forces to
explain the commitment fully, yet in an accessible and clear way.” [AI,UKUnder-18s: Report onRecruitment
and Deployment of Child Soldiers, 2000] It needs to be borne in mind that the parents of young people with
poor educational achievement may themselves have poor literacy skills, and therefore the undertaking a
parent acknowledges on the parental consent form that he/she has read and understood the Notice Paper,
as well as the young applicant, may not be as reassuring as it might superficially appear. This is certainly
borne out by anecdotal evidence of parents of unhappy under-18s who aver that they never realised the full
extent of the commitment to which they had signed their son or daughter up. “I thought we could buy him
out” is one common misunderstanding.

19. One aspect of the complexity of the armyNotice Paper is that it is designed to cater for all applicants,
those under and over 18, with their diVering commitments, as well as entrants from the TA and re-entrant
ex-soldiers. This makes the form both lengthy and wordy, with pages of small print, an oV-putting feature
for anyone, let alone someone who has diYculty in reading. It would simplify matters greatly to have a
separate form solely for Under-18s.

20. Recommendation (5): that the Select Committee recommend to the MoD that separate Notice Papers
be designed specifically and solely for the use of enlisting Under-18s, in which the length of minimum
commitment of engagement is clearly and boldly set out.

Deployment

21. The Coalition, having worked for UK participation in the Optional Protocol, is disappointed in the
UK’s additional declaration, originally made on signature but confirmed on ratification, that, although it
recognised the Protocol’s commitment not to sendUnder-18s to take a direct part in hostilities, it would not
exclude the possibility of such deployment where “there is a genuine military need”, or “it is not practicable
to withdraw such persons before deployment,” or “to do so would undermine the operational eVectiveness of
their ship or unit”. It is significant that the UK is the only party to the Protocol that has made such a
declaration. If other states can manage without it, why should the UKmake itself a pariah? If withdrawing
Under-18s from a unit is potentially a major problem, that is all the more reason for not recruiting them in
the first place.
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22. The Coalition shares the concern expressed in the Duty of Care report about apparent lack of
supervision of weapons handling by Under-18s, and in particular their placement on armed guard duty.
[Select Committee on Defence, Third Report, 14 March 2005, paras 326, 327] The Coalition believes such
use to be contrary to the spirit, if not the letter, of the Optional Protocol.

23. Recommendation (6): that the Select Committee urge the MoD to withdraw its declaration on potential
deployment of Under-18s, and to prohibit the placing of Under-18s on armed guard duty.

January 2006

Memorandum from AT EASE20

[1] The contracts of recruits aged under 18

[2] Redress of individual grievance

[3] Redress of collective grievance

[4] Integration of the legal system

[5] Parliamentary responsibility

[1] The Contracts of Recruits Aged Under 18

Your predecessor Committee in 2001 strongly endorsed the policy of targeting Army recruitment at
16 year old school-leavers and retention of the system of contracts which AT EASE alleges is a form of
bonded servitude.

By contrast, the contents and tone of the House of Commons Defence Committee’s Third Report of
Session 2004–05 on Duty of Care published 14 March 2005 gives us cause for hope of a possible change of
attitude amongst Members of Parliament resulting from the Deepcut tragedies and revelations of bullying
and abuse.

The Duty of Care Report recommended that the MoD consider the possible eVects of raising the
minimum age of recruitment to 18. However the biggest problems, in the experience of AT EASE, are
caused, not so much in the age of recruitment, but in the severity of the conditions and the confusing
terminology of the contracts signed by recruits whether they are 16 or 18.

We ask the Select Committee to examine the wording of the Attestation Paper signed by 16 year old
recruits.

One common problem is amisunderstanding of the commitment to serve until the age of 18 and thereafter
for 22 years. Many recruits think this means that they are only committed to serve until the age of 18 and
will then be allowed to leave unless they want to sign on for another 22 years.

The harsh reality is that recruits under 18 only have a right to give notice and leave after one month’s
service and before the expiry of six months. After that they are committed to a minimum age of 22 years.
Prior to November 1999 the minimum age of release was a year earlier. Soldiers are not even free to leave
at 22 if they do a course of education whilst in the Army.

Another common mistake is the belief that soldiers can “buy themselves out” This form of discharge,
premature voluntary discharge by purchase, is not available to any soldier who joined after 1991.

Recruits and parents are told that soldiers can give 12 month’s notice and leave. This is partly true. Some
soldiers are free to give 12months notice. However there is a list of circumstances under which soldiers loose
the right to give 12 months notice and leave. Two in particular cause much distress.

Twelve month’s notice cannot be given until the soldier is at least 21 and has served three years adult
service. That means that the earliest age that an unhappy teenager can expect to get a discharge is 22.

Current recruitment literature, (we suggest the Committee examine examples) stresses opportunities for
gaining educational and vocational qualifications.Members of the Forces who undertake such courses have
to give up their right to give 12 month’s notice and leave. This penalty is not, to our knowledge, mentioned
in any of the recruitment literature.

Teenage soldiers therefore have a stark career choice. Theymay pursue qualifications which the recruiters
tell them are relevant to civilian employment. However, if they do, the qualification-holders may not be free
to take up civilian employment until the age of forty. Alternatively, by refusing such educational courses,
they can be sure of release at the age of 22 when they will leave the Army with no more qualifications than
those with which they entered at the age of 16.

20 AT EASE is a confidential advice, information and counselling service for members of the Armed Forces. It is staVed entirely
by unpaid voluntary workers.
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Those who leave at 22 serve another six years in the Reserve, during which time they are liable for recall.

Some aspects of the Deepcut and similar situations cannot be blamed on Parliament. A culture, ethos and
tradition of bullying and life-threatening intimidation can arise in any large organisation. Any teenagers
may make choices they subsequently regret. However, if a school or job environment becomes intolerable,
civilian victims are, as a last resort free to leave. By contrast, young soldiers, by the law for which Parliament
is responsible, are in a situation from which they can see no escape.

The Duty of Care Report recommended that recruiters should explain to recruits and their parents their
rights and responsibilities. Frankly, it is more important that they understand the rights they surrender by
signing that contract.

We do not know of any recruiting advertisement in any form which states prominently and clearly the
length and severity of Army contracts.

Once they have joined up, Army recruits are given a book “Terms and Conditions of Service.” The
TACOS book does set out the terms of eligibility for applications for discharge. They are on page 37. The
Committee may wish to examine this book and judge how likely it is that all 16 year old recruits would read
that far and would fully understand the wording even if they reached page 37.

We suggest that the Select Committee ask a military psychiatrist working directly with young soldiers to
give evidence. There is a growing conviction amongst military psychiatrists that many of their patients
would never have needed to consult a psychiatrist if they had been in a job in which they could give notice
and leave. These doctors are concerned by the growing numbers having to be treated under the “sick at
home” procedure, or inappropriately prescribed anti-depressants or other forms of therapy.

Some young victims of bullying or harassment receive discharges on medical grounds or discharges as
“temperamentally unsuited to Army life”. This is unfairly stigmatising but is the only way some individuals
can get out.

We submit that bonded servitude is wrong in principle and has now been demonstrated to be tragic in its
eVects. It is easier to see clearlywith hindsight and learn from themistakes of the past.We appeal tomembers
of the present Select Committee to look at any of the Reports of the Select Committees on theArmed Forces
Bill 1986, 1991, 1996 or 2001. Youmay, then, conclude that the lives of the Deepcut victimsmight have been
saved if Members of Parliament had acted diVerently.

It is within the power of the present Select Committee on the Armed Forces Bill to prevent similar
tragedies in future.

Please prohibit the requirement on recruits aged under 18 to sign contracts which bind them to years of
compulsory adult service in the Armed Forces.

[2] Redress of Individual Grievance

There are indications in the Duty of Care Report 2005 that the serious limitations in the UK Redress of
Grievance procedure are becoming recognised.

Complaints have to be made in writing to Commanding OYcers who normally refer the matter for
investigation by the complainant’s immediate superior. If the complaint is of bullying by one’s immediate
superior there is an obvious problem.

If a complaint cannot be resolved it goes up the chain of command. Complainants may be called in at
various stages for resolution of the problem. This system relies on the integrity of every individual along the
chain. Some may interpret “resolution” as prevailing on complainants to withdraw their complaints. One
problem brought to AT EASE concerned a soldier in Iraq who attempted to complain after he had been
attacked and injured by his immediate superior. He was then threatened with further violence from his
Sergeant Major if he did not withdraw his complaint.

Some other European countries have better procedures, particularly in cases where confidentiality is
essential or victims need protection. The Select Committee might consider inviting staV from embassies of
Germany, the Netherlands or any of the Scandinavian countries to describe the Military Ombudsman
system.

Soldiers in most other European countries can also go for individual advice or representation to their
soldiers unions or associations.

For all three branches of the UK Armed Forces there are now telephone helplines staVed by qualified,
civilian counsellors. However the MoD instructions are that counsellors are only allowed to advise callers
what they can do for themselves. They are not allowed to take any action or act as advocates.

The Government’s Response July 2005 to the Duty of Care Report suggests that, the MoD would set up
a panel consisting of both senior military and civilian members. It would be separate from the chain of
command but not independent of the MoD.

If this suggestionwere accepted then theMoDwould be responsible for setting up such panels. This Select
Committee may judge how well this would work in practice by an existing system which has some parallels
with the Government proposal.
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The Advisory Committee on Conscientious Objection is independent of the Armed Forces, consists of
civilians and is usually chaired by a QC. However it only sits when cases of conscientious objection are
referred to it by the MoD who are responsible for convening and arranging all hearings.

The Select Committee may like to ask the MoDwitnesses how many members of the Armed Forces have
appeared before the Advisory Committee on Conscientious Objection since the commencement of the wars
in Afghanistan and Iraq.

[3] Redress of Collective Grievance

In contrast to almost all other European countries UK law not only does not provide any procedure
wherebymembers of theArmedForcesmaymake a collective representation to their superiors but expressly
forbids and punishes any attempt to do so. The recent consequences of this policy have been disastrous.

The Redress of Grievance procedure described above expressly forbids any complaint by two or more
members of the Armed Forces. It also forbids the making of a complaint on behalf of others.

Qualities of courage, stamina and instant obedience are stressed throughout training and service. No
soldier wants to be identified as the only one afraid to go into battle without body armour or the only recruit
winging about an initiatory beating.

It should be noted that countries which have OYcial Military Ombudsmen also have Soldiers’ Unions.
The former provide a fair and eYcient way of investigating individual circumstances but the latter are still
needed to address problems aVecting all members of the Forces.

Britain and France are now the only countries in Europe which forbid members of the Armed Forces to
form any kind of Service Union or Association.

There are two organisations linking service associations in Europe, the European Council of Conscript
Organisations, ECCO, and EUROMIL. The latter is for regular as distinct from conscript forces. If there
was a representative body for members of the UK Armed Forces it would be eligible to join EUROMIL.
The Select Committee might find it helpful to hear witnesses from EUROMIL.

AT EASE is aware of and acknowledges the great eVorts currently being made by the MoD and some
senior oYcers to stamp out bullying, initiatory ordeals and the harassment of minority groups. We are also
aware that these top-down attempts are not adequate to these problems.

Young recruits would find it much easier to report in confidence to their own representative organisation
who could then take up the matter without naming their informants.

The Iraq war has provided some clear illustrations of how the disadvantages suVered by British troops
in comparison to their European allies are not only unjust but dangerous.

According to press reports, at least one British soldier has died for lack of body armour. There is no way
British soldiers can make a collective complaint. If any of our European allies were facing such a situation
the outcome might be diVerent because they have collective organisations that can take up such serious
matters on behalf of all the front line troops.

A collective body can seek clarification when front line troops receive orders that are of dubious legality.
Disobeying a lawful order is a heavily punishable oVence but soldiers are told in basic training that they
must not obey an unlawful order. The case of the troops who were ordered to arrest Iraqi civilians suspected
of looting and “work them hard” illustrates how helpful it would have been to have a union which could
not only have asked, on behalf of them all, for clarification but could have obtained authoritative advice on
the legality of that order.

A collective body can also query contradictory orders. A soldier told his AT EASE counsellor of an
incident in Iraq when they had received written orders not to drive down a particular road as there was
especial danger. The same day an oYcer ordered him and another soldier to drive down that particular road.

[4] Integration of the Legal System

You have before you proposals for integrating the legal systems of the Army, Royal Navy and the Royal
Air Force. We ask you to consider whether the time has come for all these to be integrated into civilian law.

Historical reasons for having separate systems for the Forces no longer apply. Defendants would not now
have to be sent home by sailing ship or tied to their horses in order to stand trial.

AT EASE counsellors acknowledge that, in some ways, there does appear to be less injustice in the
military system than in former years. However all the improvements seem to us to have been the result of
introducing civilian elements into the system. The civilian Magistrates Courts in Germany are certainly
better than the trials of wives and children by Court Martial. The attachment of civilian Judge Advocates
to Courts Martial has improved them. The legal aid civilian solicitors now available at some larger bases
usually provide better advice and representation than Defending OYcers.

As these piecemeal reforms of some parts of the military legal system have proved beneficial, please could
Parliament consider the major reform of integrating the whole military system into the civilian legal system?
We submit that, whatever their occupation, defendants should have equality before the law.
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Some attention has been paid toCourtsMartial whichmay be regarded as the rough equivalent of County
Courts but less to trial before Commanding OYcers which may be regarded as the rough equivalent of
Magistrates Courts.

ACommanding OYcer has power to award punishments of up to 60 days detention and to decide custody
or restrictions on those remanded for CourtMartial. A civilianmagistrate whowas the employer or landlord
of a defendant or represented the victim of the alleged oVence would be obliged to declare an interest and
be disqualified from that particular case. Appearances before a Commanding OYcer are not in public.
During the hearing the defendant is not legally represented and the Commanding OYcer is not legally
advised.

The fact that there are specifically military oVences is no good reason that accused individuals should not
be tried by the same courts in accordance with the same values as oVences committed by other citizens. Two
excerpts from the proposedArmedForces Bill belowmight indicate diVering views of what deserves greatest
punishment.

We wish to draw your attention to excerpts from two items in the Armed Forces Bill currently before this
Select Committee which appear to be related to controversial events during the Iraq war that may occur in
other possible future conflicts.

8. Desertion

(2) For the purposes of this Act a person deserts if he is absent without leave and:

(b) he intends to avoid any particular service or kind of service, and that service or kind of service is
relevant service.

(3) In this section “relevant service” means:

(a) actions or operations against an enemy;

(c) military occupation of a foreign country or territory.

(4) A person guilty of an oVence under this section

. . . any sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence:

(a) if subsection (5) applies, may be for life.

(5) This subsection applies if:

(a) the oVender was on relevant service or under orders for such service when he became absent
without leave; or

(b) subsection (2)(b) applied to him in relation to the oVence.

23. Disgraceful conduct of a cruel or indecent kind

(3) . . . any sentence imposed in respect of the oVence must not exceed two years.

Equality before the law is a vital principle. When discrimination on grounds of race or sex has been
outlawed it is diYcult to justify on grounds of occupation.

Military law suVers from indefensible cultural lag. The abolition of the death penalty and legalising of
homosexuality in the Armed Forces were both delayed for more than three decades after they were achieved
for civilians. Bonded servitude for civilians ended over a century ago.

The Human Rights Act has been incorporated in British Law. It has an appendix exempting the Armed
Forces from certain of its provisions. That, presumably, is why it is possible for the Armed Forces Bill to
be prefaced with a declaration that it is compatible with that Act. It appears that when 16 year olds sign
contracts to join the Armed Forces they acquire a legal status that is less than human.

AT EASE has received calls from members of all three branches of the Armed Services convinced that
their compulsory retention by their employers must now be open to challenge under the HumanRights Act.
AT EASE counsellors do not wish to continue to have to explain that, although Members of the Armed
Forces are undeniably human, Parliament has ruled that these rights shall not apply to them.

[5] Parliamentary Responsibility

Since the Deepcut tragedies Members of Parliament have criticised the Armed Forces for policies and
practices for which Parliament is itself responsible. Parliament makes the law. We appeal to this Select
Committee to implement the reforms which are necessary to prevent future tragedies.

January 2006
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Memorandum from Forces-helpline.com

My colleague and I are both ex members of HMF (ARMY) having last served in Kosovo in 2000, and
have between us a number of years service including TAVR enlistment. In May 2004 we set up a website-
based helpline service www.forces-helpline.com to oVer serving and ex serving members of HMF, their
families and dependants, a means of gaining advice and help on various issues from bullying, to domestic
violence, religious persecution, harassment, sexual orientation etc.

May I add the website is totally self funded. We are not professional councillors and have never claimed
such, although Mr Thorn has taken basic counselling courses to give us a better understanding of the type
of enquiry that comes ourway each day.We do thinkwe are qualified in the fields of “havingworn the boots,
got the t-shirt, and seen the video fields”. I hope you don’t think us flippant, but the service we provide has
come across all sorts of attempts to silence us. We are not anti-forces as may have been suggested but very
pro-forces and always will be. To date we have had over fivemillion hits to ourwebsite in less than 24months
and work closely with Daniel’s Trust and the Deepcut & Beyond families in oVering help and support to
parents and concerned family members who believe that, by not being members of the forces themselves,
they have no one else to turn to for advice.

It has come to our attention that the Defence Select Committee may allow us to give evidence (upon
invitation) in its consideration of the Armed Forces Bill, and to act on behalf of the people who use or have
used our services. This would provide an opportunity to ask the committee to enquire into the
implementation of a fully independent body to look into concerns /complaints and redress of our users
whom we believe, through our contact with them, are afraid of the backlash and non-confidentiality when
dealing with such agencies as employed by the MoD. Unfortunately due to confidentiality we would not be
able to disclose specific cases or details of any of our users.

Recently we attended a presentation day at ITC Catterick by invitation of Brigadier Montrose to see the
eVorts his staV are making in the fields of welfare and to meet with recruits to discuss any concerns they may
have. The day was very beneficial to both parties and was proof that both parties’ main concern was that
of the soldiers in the care of the Army.

May I finish and thank you for your time by requesting, as a tax paying civilian, proof of Mrs Burgess’s
claim of having dealt with 77 cases of regress when, for a service that we have been told by herself andMoD
sources is not required, has, along with Daniel’s Trust, dealt with over 300 cases in a year!

I hope you find this information useful in your diYcult task ahead and hope that you and the other
members of the Defence Select Committee will, as public servants, do your uppermost to give these people
whom entrust the lives of their sons and daughters, the help and confidence to be safe in the knowledge that
there is a body of people out there, and not an MoD agency, that can provide the help they so deserve and
need! Thank you again for your time and consideration.

February 2006

Memorandum from JUSTICE

1. JUSTICE is an independent all-party legal and human rights organisation, which aims to improve
British justice through law reform and policy work, publications and training. It is the British section of the
International Commission of Jurists.

2. We welcome the opportunity to provide evidence to the Select Committee on the Armed Forces Bill,
and are happy for our comments to be made public.

3. Our submissions are focused upon our key areas of concern in the Bill: the extent of court martial
jurisdiction over criminal oVences; court martial procedure; and the independence and eVectiveness of
investigations and complaints procedures. Where we have not commented on a provision, however, it
should not be assumed that we endorse it.

Summary

4. Our key concerns are as follows:

— The procedural safeguards against injustice at the court martial are weaker than those of a jury
trial: the panel can be small and simple majority verdicts do not oVer suYcient protection;

— This is of particular concern in the light of the extension of courtmartial jurisdiction to very serious
oVences committed in the UK in clause 42;

— The court martial is not a suitable forum for the trial of civilian children;
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— There is no provision in the Bill for the resolution of conflicts of jurisdiction between the court
martial and civilian systems;

— The complaints procedure in the Bill will not, we believe, be a suYcient safeguard against bullying
and harassment.

Composition of the Court Martial

The Judge Advocate

5. We agree with the Judge Advocate General21 that the minimum qualifications for a judge advocate
should not be lower than those for a Recorder in the Crown Court. The Judge Advocate may be trying very
serious oVences—evenmurder—and there is no reason why he should not be as a judge who would try cases
of equivalent seriousness in the Crown Court. For murder cases, this should mean that he should be a judge
of equivalent experience to a High Court judge.

The panel

6. Clause 154 of the Bill provides that the court martial shall consist of, in addition to the judge advocate,
a “prescribed number of other persons”—who will be oYcers and, in some cases, warrant oYcers. No
minimum number is set down in the Bill, nor is there express provision therein for diVerent numbers
according to the seriousness of the case being tried.

7. Since the Bill gives the option to a soldier to elect court martial on any charge, it will be appropriate
in minor cases, of equivalent seriousness to a summary only oVence in the civil system, to be tried by a panel
of three.

8. However, inmore serious cases where a person triedwith an equivalent oVence in the civil system could
have elected Crown court trial or would have been sent to the Crown court, it is essential that the military
system provide equivalent protections to the jury system. One important aspect of the jury system is in
maintaining the high standard of proof required in criminal cases: the requirement that a sizable number of
people, usually at least 10, are sure of guilt is an eVective safeguard against error and prejudice (both
conscious and subconscious).

9. Such an important safeguard should not be left to be determined merely by Rules of the Court; it
should be express on the face of the Bill. The current customary size of the panel—for general courtsmartial,
currently at least five members—is in our view insuYcient in serious cases.

Verdicts

10. Of greater concern, in the light of the small number of panel members, is the provision in clause 157,
for findings of guilt to be made on the basis of a simple majority. While appropriate for the trial of a
summary only (or equivalent) oVence, this oVers insuYcient protection in the case of a serious oVence. It is
inappropriate that a conviction for an oVence carrying even life imprisonment should be made on the basis
of a 4:3 verdict or even a 5:4 verdict—where almost half the panel have not found the charge proved.

11. While some provision for majority verdicts, in order to prevent interference with members of the
panel and to stop convictions being jeopardised by a single panel member’s error or (perhaps subconscious)
prejudice is acceptable (as is already provided for in the jury system), this principle should not extend to
accepting a simple majority verdict—whatever the size of the panel.

12. As well as maintaining the criminal standard of proof, provision for unanimous verdicts or verdicts
by a large majority, as are accepted in the Crown Courts, also helps to maintain public confidence in the
administration of justice in the system. In the context of high-profile accusations of abuse of power in Iraq,
the collapse of prosecutions and allegations that prosecutions are politically motivated, it is all the more
important that levels of confidence in the court martial system both inside and outside the services are
strengthened. Strong procedural safeguards against injustice are, of course, a key aspect in maintaining
public confidence in a justice system. In their current composition—with panels of oYcers—courts martial
will always be vulnerable to accusations of partiality, especially from outside the services; we believe that
the best way to rebut such accusations is to implement prominent safeguards, including at the trial stage.

13. Provision for unanimous or strong majority verdicts, as in the Crown Court, would have the
advantage both of safeguarding against wrongful convictions, and allowing the possibility of a retrial where
the votes are tied or there is a slim majority against conviction. While retrials are in many ways undesirable,
the decision to hold them is a discretionary one on the part of prosecutors and they may be necessary in
order to avoid the prospect of a person guilty of a serious oVence going back on active service and into the
community at large.

21 Evidence to the House of Commons Constitutional AVairs Committee, Report “The OYce of the Judge Advocate General”,
12 December 2005.
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Investigation and Prosecution

14. We welcome the establishment of a Service Prosecuting Authority and the appointment of a Director
of Service Prosecutions.We are however, concerned at how issues of jurisdiction will be resolved when both
civil and service authorities have jurisdiction in any given case. This is especially significant in relation to the
trial of serious oVences committed in the UK—particularly when they are committed in ordinary “civilian”
circumstances—such as a murder of a civilian committed oV-base while on leave, or a crime in the home by
a civilian subject to service law.

15. We recommend that provision should be made, either in the Bill or in the form of guidance drawn
up by the DPP and DSP, as to how such conflicts should be resolved. This should be done on a principled
basis and should not depend merely, for example, on whether the relevant person has been arrested by a
military or civilian police oYcer. There should be a good reason, particularly in the case of civilians, for
depriving a person of the right to a jury trial.

16. Many oVences that, under clause 42, can be tried in the court martial may be more suited to the
civilian courts: for example, the abuse of children resident upon an army base by the civilian wife of a serving
soldier; a wounding in a pub fight involving a soldier committed whilst on leave in a town centre. It should
be recalled that the elements of oVences and defences—self-defence, dishonesty, etc—often refer to
reasonableness or the standards of a reasonable person.

17. Clause 42 gives the courtsmartial jurisdiction over any crime committed by a person subject to service
law, or a civilian subject to service discipline, wheresoever it was committed. A jury, with amixture of people
from diVerent socio-economic, professional and educational backgrounds are likely to provide the best
forum for determining what that standard is. The court-martial panel, by contrast, is smaller, made up of
people in the same profession, who are more likely than not to be male, who are in the case of oYcers more
likely to be from a similar socio-economic and educational background and who are of a more limited age
range than a jury pool.

18. Of particular concern is the fact that civilians subject to service discipline may in some cases be
children living on military bases with a serving parent. While there is provision for youth sentencing in the
Bill, there is no specialist procedural provision for youths on a par with the Youth court. The court martial,
being designed to try serving soldiers, is not suited to the particular requirements of a child defendant and
has not been designed with them in mind. Both service prosecutors and panel members are likely to have
relatively little experience with child defendants, in relation to both procedure and the complexities of the
youth sentencing regime.

19. The eVect of the cases of T and V in the European Court of Human Rights22 has been to require that
special provision be available in the Crown court for children charged with grave crimes. A Practice
Direction issued by the (then) Lord Chief Justice in 2000 gives guidance upon such trials and states that

“The trial process should not itself expose the young defendant to avoidable intimidation,
humiliation or distress. All possible steps should be taken to assist the young defendant to
understand and participate in the proceedings. The ordinary trial process should so far as
necessary be adapted to meet those ends. Regard should be had to the welfare of the young
defendant as required by Section 44 of the Children and Young Persons Act 1933.”23

20. While there are serving soldiers of 17 years of age, to try civilian children aged 10 to 16 in the court
martial will, in our view, rarely if ever be appropriate.

Bullying

21. We note that, while there are specific military oVences in the Bill in relation both to misconduct
towards a superior oYcer (clause 11) and ill-treatment of a subordinate (clause 22), there is no specific
discipline oVence listed in relation to the bullying of other service people of the same rank. However, under
clause 42 there are available the ordinary oVences of harassment and assault etc to combat bullying. We are
concerned that themilitary police shouldmaintain a high degree of independence from the forces over which
they have jurisdiction, in order that servicemen and women, and civilians who come into contact with them,
feel confident that criminal oVences will be thoroughly investigated.

22. Further, we are concerned that the procedure for redress of individual grievances as provided for in
clauses 330 to 333, while to an extent beneficial, will not be eVective to encourage soldiers being harassed
or bullied to complain. The provision in the Bill is for complaint to an “oYcer of a prescribed description”.
It is, in our opinion, undesirable for soldiers who think themselves wronged in matters relating to their
service to have no external mechanism for complaint, outside the military structure. If the only route for
complaints is an oYcer, soldiers with certain types of complaint—for example, reporting serious accusations
of a culture of endemic bullying or sexual/racial harassment—may have strong reservations about making
a complaint; they may question the independence of the oYcer to whom they are complaining, and fear the
possibility of reprisals or an eVect upon their military career.

22 Case numbers 24724/94 and 24888/94.
23 Practice Direction by the Lord Chief Justice of England andWales, Trial of Children andYoung Persons in the CrownCourt,
16 February 2000.
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23. The deaths of young soldiers, such as those that occurred at the Deepcut barracks—whatever their
cause—demonstrate the importance of an impartial and independent mechanism whereby serious concerns
can be raised by soldiers. The creation of a military ombudsman might be one suitable possibility:
complaints could be investigated and recommendations made to senior oYcials and oYcers, including the
military police, while the complainant could, where appropriate, be oVered anonymity to prevent reprisals.

February 2006

Memorandum from Nuala Cosgrove, In-house Lawyer, on behalf of Guardian Newspapers Limited24

1. In January 2005, Guardian Newspapers, along with four other media organisations, (Times
Newspapers Limited, Telegraph Group Limited, Mirror Group Newspapers, and ITN) instructed leading
Counsel to appear in the court martial of Fusilier Bartlam.

2. On 10 January 2005, Mr Nicol QC made an application before Judge Advocate Hunter in Hohne,
Germany that reporting restrictions should not be imposed under section 4(2) Contempt of Court Act
1981. After hearing submissions, Judge Advocate Hunter imposed an Order postponing reporting of
Fusilier Bartlam’s court martial until the end of the subsequent courts martial (Kenyon and others) which
were due to commence the following week.

3. Mr Nicol QC concluded that the media could not appeal the Judge Advocate’s Order to either the
Court of Appeal or the Court Martial Appeal Court and that the High Court’s jurisdiction to judicially
review the Order had been removed.

4. This situation appears to be the result of amendments introduced by the Armed Forces Act 2001. Until
2002, courts martial were subject to judicial review. However, s 23 Armed Forces Act 2001 provided that
the following be inserted in s 29 Supreme Court Act 1981.

“3A (the High Court shall have no jurisdiction to make Orders of Mandamus, Prohibition or
Certiorari in relation to the jurisdiction of a Court Martial in matters relating to

(a) Trial by Court Martial for an oVence . . . ”

Section 23 came into force on 28 February 2002. In consequence of this change, the power of the High
Court to exercise judicial review of a court martial in relation to the trial for an oVence is excluded in the
same way as s 29(3) of Supreme Court Act 1981 excludes the High Court’s power to judicially review a
Crown Court in matters relating to trial on indictment.

5. The justification for theArmedForces Act 2001 and the exclusion of the judicial review route of appeal
seems to have been that this form of supervision was unnecessary since the defendant who was convicted
by a courtmartial has an opportunity to appeal to the CourtMartial Appeal Court which is composed of the
judges of theCourt of Appeal CriminalDivision.However, this right of appeal for a defendant, conferred by
the section 8 Courts Martial (Appeals) Act 1968 is of no help to a media organisation that is aggrieved by
a reporting restriction order. The right of appeal is given exclusively to “a person convicted by Court
Martial”. Quite simply, the omission to give the CourtsMartial Appeals Court a power equivalent to section
159 of the Criminal Justice Act 1988 appears to have been overlooked.

6. Accordingly, leading Counsel advised that the media had no readily identifiable means of challenging
the Judge Advocate’s Order imposing reporting restrictions in the court martial proceedings.

7. We do not believe that this was the government’s intention and it appears to be an oversight.

8. We would be grateful if you could ensure the Armed Forces Bill is amended to include a provision
similar to s159 Criminal Justice Act 1988 to ensure that media organisations have an appeal route by which
they could challenge reporting restrictions in future court martial proceedings.

We are grateful for your consideration and look forward to hearing from you.

January 2006

Memorandum from Alastair Brett, Legal Manager, on behalf of Times Newspapers Limited

Armed Forces Bill—Reporting Restrictions in Courts Martial

I am Legal Manager to Times Newspapers Limited, the publisher of The Times and The Sunday Times.
I have recently seen a copy of the letter that Nuala Cosgrove of the Guardian Legal Department, sent you
concerning the reporting of Courts Martial proceedings and how they are no longer subject to judicial
review. This has eVectively removed the former right of the media to appeal a reporting restrictions order

24 MGN Limited confirmed that they agreed with the submission from Guardian Newspapers Limited.
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by a Judge Advocate in courts martial proceedings. This defect in the law was pointed out to the media by
Andrew Nicol QC in the proceedings against Fusilier Bartlam, last year, in which the media did make
representations to the Judge Advocate.

Not only would Times Newspapers wish to put its full weight behind Ms Cosgrove’s letter and the need
to amend the law so that there is a provision similar to section 159 Criminal Justice Act 1988 to ensure that
media organisations have an appeal route by which they can challenge reporting restrictions in future courts
martial proceedings, but we feel that it is worthwhile setting out our own recent experience in another court
martial case where the Judge Advocate threatened to hear the whole case “in camera”. Had we not sent
counsel, Ms Lucy Moorman of the same chambers as Mr Nicol, down to HMS Nelson in Portsmouth to
make representations about the need for open justice, the court martial might well have been heard “in
camera” and the media would have had no easy way of appealing the Judge Advocate’s ruling.

The trial of Captain Robert Tarrant concerned serious allegations of bullying while at sea and on patrol.
He was the commander of a nuclear powered submarine, HMS Talent. The courts martial was held in a
building in HMS Nelson to which the public do not ordinarily have access. Our barrister and defence
correspondent and all the rest of the press representatives and photographers had to be met at the gates and
escorted on and oV the premises. As a result, unless the media or a member of the public turned up, asked
to be admitted, received a pass and was escorted to the relevant building, the trial would have been entirely
behind closed doors and away from public scrutiny.

At a pre-trial hearing, the Judge Advocate had determined that, after the “jury panel” had been sworn
in, the Court would move “in camera” for the remainder of the trial on grounds of national security. Not
surprisingly, neither the prosecution nor the defence seemed to have objected to the proposal. There was
however a clear public interest in the proceedings being held in open court except when it came to highly
sensitive intelligence matters which clearly should be held in camera.

Applications for a hearing to be held in camera are themselves heard in camera (at least under the
Criminal Procedure Rules 2005, 16.10). However, rule 16.10 also provides for a notice of an “in camera”
application to be displayed in a prominent place in the precincts of the Court. This would have been totally
ineVective in this case because the court venue was not accessible by the public. It was entirely because The
Times Defence Correspondent had heard about the case and taken an interest that we heard that the Judge
Advocate was intending to hear it in camera unless the Media made representations.

Prior to my instructing Ms Moorman to make representations to the Judge Advocate, the prosecution
and/or court had refused to provide even the minimum information eg the charges against Captain Robert
Tarrant. This reluctance to share information and embrace the principle of open justice characterised the
approach of the prosecution throughout.

Thanks toMsMoorman’s representations to the Judge Advocate, the Prosecution was forced to concede
that, with only a little amendment, the opening statement could be made in open court. However, both the
Prosecution and the Judge Advocate remained adamant that not a single question could be asked of the
main prosecution witnesses in open court on grounds of national security. However, after hearing the
prosecution’s opening statement, it became clear that there were substantial parts of the evidence that could
be heard in open court. Having, with some reluctance, heard further submissions, the Judge Advocate made
further concessions that some witnesses’ evidence, including the first Prosecution witness, could, on
reflection, be heard in open court.

The point which needs making is quite simply this. Had The Times not sent a barrister down to HMS
Nelson to make representations the Judge Advocate could all too easily have made a series of reporting
restriction orders or indeed have held the whole courts martial in camera. This would have been eVectively
unappealable given the current state of aVairs as set out inMs Cosgrove’s letter. Wemust therefore ask that
very serious consideration is given to amending the Armed Forces Bill as suggested.

I look forward to hearing from you.

January 2006

Memorandum from the Newspaper Society

1. TheNewspaper Society represents the regional newspaper industry. Its members publish around 1,300
regional and local newspaper titles throughout the United Kingdom.

2. Many local and regional newspapers have particular and longstanding close local connections with the
armed forces and their families, who are part of the local communities served by their titles. They maintain
coverage at all times of any issues of particular importance to their forces’ readership. In addition, in times of
conflict, regional newspaper journalists report the armed forces’ activities, as embedded and as independent
correspondents. On behalf of the regional press, the Society has a continuing dialogue with the Ministry of
Defence on matters such as The Ministry of Defence Green Book: Defence and the Media in Times of
Emergency (the practical arrangements for enabling journalists to report on operations, including the
MoD’s plans for representative numbers of correspondents to accompany British Forces. It also addresses
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the policy and principles that will facilitate—and may limit—the activities of reporters during operations).
There are also of course wider spheres of relevant interests and publication issues, including the DANotice
Committee, whose regional press representatives are nominated by the Society.

3. The Society has a particular interest in open justice. It has been involved in many discussions and
negotiations over many years with relevant government departments on the scope of prospective reporting
restrictions and the media’s formal rights of notification, of hearing, of review by the court or tribunal or
other forum itself, of judicial review and of appeal that enable formal challenge of the decision to impose
reporting restrictions and that enable the reconsideration, variation or lifting of such restrictions.

4. In practice, such rights and such review and appeal mechanisms are very important components of
open justice and press freedom. Reporting restrictions aVect not only straightforward reports of the
proceedings of courts, tribunals and disciplinary proceedings but local newspapers’ coverage of the
surrounding issues and their contacts with those concerned in them. This includes coverage of courts
martial. It can prevent or restrict contemporaneous reporting of matters of real public interest at a local,
regional, national or international level. It can also aVect reporting of importance and interest to its local
community, even of such innocuous matters as local parents’ contact of their local newspapers before their
departure abroad or elsewhere, just to express their concern and their support for their children who are
facing courts martial and intention to be near them to show their support for them during the proceedings.

5. TheGuardian has submitted evidence to the Committee on the reporting restrictionsmade in the court
martial of Fusilier Bartlon in January 2005 and lack of formal appeal procedure available to the media. The
Newspaper Society supports TheGuardian’s submission for amendment of the ArmedForces Bill to restore
a mechanism for appeal against reporting restrictions imposed upon courts martial. As that submission sets
out, it appears that removal of the power of the High Court to exercise judicial review of a court martial
(Supreme Court Act 1981, section 29 as amended by section 23 of the Armed Forces Act 2001) inadvertently
also removed the formal means of media challenge of any reporting restriction without any replacement.

6. The Newspaper Society would be grateful if the Armed Forces Bill could be amended to restore a right
for the media and any person interested to challenge reporting restrictions in courts martial proceedings.

January 2006

Memorandum from the Society of Editors

The Society of Editors hasmore than 400members in national, regional and local newspapers, magazines,
broadcasting and new media, journalism education and media law. It campaigns for media freedom, self
regulation, the public’s right to know and the maintenance of standards in journalism.

The Society has always had a strong interest in the promotion of open justice. It has campaigned for rights
for media challenge of reporting restrictions and for the media’s formal rights of appeal. The Society is
therefore concerned by the apparent absence of formal rights of appeal or judicial review of reporting
restrictions imposed upon the reporting of courts martial. We understand that The Guardian has submitted
a memorandum to the Committee which explains that this was the by-product of the Armed Forces Act
2001 in ending the power of theHighCourt to judicially review courtsmartial by amendment of the Supreme
Court Act 1981. The end of themedia’s power to obtain judicial review of the order, combinedwith omission
of any media right of appeal in respect of the order to the Court of Appeal, Court Martial Appeal Court,
nowmeans it is not possible for the media to appeal against any restriction imposed upon its ability to report
the proceedings.

The Society of Editors believes that it is important for the media to have the right to challenge restrictions
upon access or reporting of courts martial with attendant rights of appeal. We hope that the Armed Services
Bill can be amended to restore the media’s formal legal ability to do so, through a statutory appeal
mechanism.

January 2006

Memorandum from the Steering Group for a British Armed Forces Federation

I write on behalf of the Steering Group which has published proposals for a professional staV federation
for members of HM Forces. Ours are the proposals which have attracted attention in recent weeks, both in
the media and in the Services community.

We are aware of Lord Drayson’s Written Answer to Lord Garden in the Lords about the possibility of
serving members of the Armed Forces forming a staV association along the lines of the Police Federation
(HL 23 Jan 2006: Column WA143).
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Weare also aware frommedia reports of the responses by theChief of theDefence StaV to questions about
an Armed Forces Federation, in the course of the Bill Committee’s evidence session on 16 February. Sir
Michael’s reported comments appear to have been based on the idea of a trade union which might be
prepared to undertake industrial action; he spoke of a foreign contingent temporarily “laying down its
arms” while on operations.

In fact the proposals specifically rule out any question of any kind of industrial action or insubordination
in any circumstances. I enclose a summary of the proposals which were published last month as a basis for
wide discussion.

In addition to that important clarification, the purpose of this letter is to oVer to give the Bill Committee
either oral or written evidence on behalf of the Steering Group. I believe that we are in a position to provide
the necessary quality of evidence which the Committee would expect. Incidentally, we also plan to write to
the Committee Members individually.

Draft “10 Point Summary”—Published for Discussion 23 January 2006

1. A professional staV association is to be formed for members of Her Majesty’s Forces under the
provisional title of the BRITISH ARMED FORCES FEDERATION (BAFF).

2. Comparable bodies have for years served the armed forces of allied countries such as theUnited States
and Australia, with oYcial cooperation and no negative impact on operational eVectiveness or military
discipline. The proposed federation is, however, designed to be a specifically British solution for the British
armed forces. It will reflect and respect the ethos and robust traditions of the three fighting services. It will
meet all requirements of British military and other law, including international conventions adopted by the
United Kingdom.

3. The federation’s mission shall be to represent, foster and promote the professional, welfare, and other
legitimate interests of all members of the federation in their capacity as serving or retired personnel of the
fighting services of the United Kingdom, and in so doing help to maximise operational eYciency and
improve the retention of trained personnel.

4. The federation will be a democratic representative institution answerable to its members.Membership
of the federation will be open to all personnel irrespective of rank, branch of service or gender. The main
membership categories will be Ordinary Membership (Regular), Ordinary Membership (Reserve Forces)
and Veteran Membership. In responding to the requirements of its members, the federation will act in the
interests of all serving personnel and veterans but will not countenance any pressure on individuals to join.

5. Within resources, the activities of the federation may include:

(a) professional and career development by the provision of education and information;

(b) liaison, monitoring and response to proposals or developments within the Services, in Parliament,
in the provision of public services or in the commercial sector which have a specific impact on
forces personnel;

(c) appropriate advocacy and consultation to protect and improve the conditions of service life
including pay, accommodation, medical and welfare services, resettlement and all other areas of
personnel support;

(d) appropriate support to personnel facing court martial or other legal proceedings in connection
with their service (the federationwill not normally comment on any specific case within the systems
of military justice and administrative discipline); and

(e) the negotiation for members of a range of insurance, financial and other benefits, discounts or
aYnity deals.

6. The federation will not be beholden to any political party, pressure group, or defence industry interest.
While supporting the cross-party consensus on the need for robust, adequately-funded but cost-eVective
forces serving the Nation as determined by the Government of the day, the federation will not be a defence
pressure group. The federation will not take a view on matters of defence strategy or operational decisions,
although it may raise legitimate subsidiary matters aVecting personnel. Parliamentary liaison will be strictly
on a cross-party basis.

7. The federation will not be a trade union and, above all, it will not conduct or condone any form of
industrial action or insubordination within the armed forces. The federation aYrms the vital role of the
Armed Forces chain of command in representing the interests of its personnel. The federation will seek to
agree with theMinistry of Defence appropriate mechanisms for the exchange of information with the chain
of command as well as centrally. A code of conduct will be adopted, and potential disagreements will
normally be raised centrally to avoid placing serving personnel in diYculty with their chain of command,
or vice versa. The federation will act to protect serving members in their federation-related activities within
the agreed code of conduct.

8. The federation will not seek to supplant the role of any existing charity or other agency involved in
service welfare. Where appropriate the federation may help to direct members to appropriate sources of
advice or assistance.
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9. Work is already under way on matters such as the structure and legal format of the federation, and
staYng. A business plan is being prepared.

10. This draft statement of intent outlines the basic principles established so far. Work continues on
detailed aspects of the proposals with a view towider consultation throughout the armed forces community,
and with the Ministry of Defence.

February 2006

Memorandum from the Police Ombudsman for Northern Ireland

1. The Role of the Police Ombudsman for Northern Ireland

1.1 The oYce of Police Ombudsman for Northern Ireland was established on 6 November 2000 by Part
VII of the Police (NI) Act 1998. The primary statutory duty of the Police Ombudsman is to secure an
eYcient, eVective and independent complaints system, and in so doing attempt to secure the confidence of
the public and of the police in that system. The system involves dealing with complaints from members of
the public, and with matters brought to the attention of the Police Ombudsman by the Secretary of State,
the Northern Ireland Policing Board, the Chief Constable and the Director of Public Prosecutions. In
addition to this matters are referred by the Criminal Cases Review Commission, HM Coroners and
members of the magistracy and judiciary. The Police Ombudsman has a power to investigate any matter
without any complaint or referral if she thinks that it is in the public interest to do so.

1.2 The remit of the Police Ombudsman extends to five Police Constabularies: the Police Service of
Northern Ireland (PSNI); the MoD Police; Belfast International Airport Police; Larne Harbour Police and
Belfast Harbour Police and to the Serious Organised CrimeAgencywhich was established under the Serious
Organised Crime Act 2005. The police cannot investigate any matter where the conduct of a member of the
police force may have resulted in a death of another. Section 55(2) Police (Northern Ireland) Act 1998 and
Section 55(3) state that the Police Ombudsman has to investigate such a matter and cannot refer it back to
the police.

1.3 TheOYce is situated in Belfast and provides a 24 hour, 365 days a year “on call” investigation facility.
The OYce has forged working relationships not only with the Police Service of Northern Ireland but also
with the Director of Public Prosecutions, the Forensic Science Agency, Her Majesty’s Coroners, the
Criminal Justice Inspector, Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary, the Health & Safety Executive, the
Surveillance Commissioner, the Justice Oversight Commissioner, the Social Services Boards and Trusts, the
Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission, the Equality Commission and the Commissioner for
Children and Young People.

1.4 Allegations requiring investigation range from incivility to collusion or involvement in murder. The
current work of the OYce covers some 5,000 allegations a year. This presents a significant challenge to a
relatively small oYce. Some of the investigations are extremely complex. The oYce has a staYng
complement of 128 staV and a budget of £7,643,000.

1.5 Whilst the legislation provides a general time limit of 12 months within which a complaint must
normally be made, Regulation 6 of the RUC (Complaints etc) Regulations 2001 provides “exceptions for
certain complaints”. This gives the Police Ombudsman wide “retrospective powers” in three categories of
circumstances, two categories of which demand, by law, mandatory investigation. This means that in such
cases, the Police Ombudsman must investigate, irrespective of when the incident occurred if the tests set out
are satisfied. There are inherent evidential diYculties in investigating an incident years after it has occurred.
TheOYce has receivedmany of these “retrospective” allegations. Some are deemed out of remit for a variety
of reasons, or are resolved to the complainant’s satisfaction after preliminary enquiries. However, others do
require investigation.

1.6 All Investigators in the OYce have the powers of a Constable for carrying out investigations. Powers
of arrest are used sparingly, with the overwhelming majority of investigations being completed with co-
operation of police oYcers and others involved. Whilst the powers are infrequently used, they are essential
to ensure confidence in eVectiveness of investigations. Provisions contained in the Police (NI) Act 2000 and
Regulations ensure that Investigators can access material required for investigations, from PSNI. Some of
the material required is extremely sensitive and secure arrangements have been made to ensure its safe
handling within the OYce. The Security and Law Enforcement Community have expressed confidence in
theway sensitive information has been handled by theOYce. Co-operation fromPSNI is generally excellent,
with it having been noted that oYcers are being more prepared, as time has gone by, to provide evidence
against colleagues who have acted inappropriately. This is a healthy sign and an indication of confidence in
the Police Ombudsman’s investigative processes.

1.7 Investigations are conducted thoroughly in accordance with the law to ensure an eVective “search
for the truth”. The final recommendations for criminal or misconduct proceedings are also evidence-based.
Investigation processes are based on best practice, and the use of relevant forensic, medical, technological
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and other expertise. Apart from the misconduct of oYcers, all investigations review whether any policy,
practice or training issues were a factor in the incident. This has led to numerous recommendations to the
PSNI, something welcomed by the Chief Constable. An example would be training, policy and practice
deficiencies in the police use of force generally, and particularly firearms and batons. A series of
recommendations have been instrumental in the reduction of complaints stemming from the use of force
from 52% to 36% of all complaints.

1.8 Generally the OYce has been and continues to attract wide levels of support right through the
community in Northern Ireland. Independent survey figures show that :

— 86% of people are aware of the oYce.

— 85% believed the OYce to be independent.

— 78% believed the OYce to be impartial.

— 78% thought that the OYce would help the police do a good job.

Of complainants who had used the OYce internal satisfaction surveys show that 75% would use the
system again.

1.9 Given its statutory obligation to secure confidence of the police and the public in the complaints
system, the OYce, using a variety of means eg an extensive outreach programme, continually strives to
increase levels of public and police confidence.

2. Investigations by an Independent Military Complaints Mechanism

2.1 The Police Ombudsman is responding to a recent request from the Committee and this response is
necessarily brief. However it is the view of the Police Ombudsman that any such system would have to be
adequately resourced and empowered. There would need to be a very clear statement as to the remit of the
independent complaints mechanism. Who can complain? What time limits apply? What type of conduct is
subject to investigation? Who can be investigated—civilian staV or all staV?

2.2 The following powers would be necessary to enable an independent military complaints system to
work properly and to contribute:

— The power to appoint staV.

— The power to conduct investigations and research.

— Police and Criminal Evidence Act powers—arrest, search, seizure of materials etc.

— An unqualified right of access to all documentation and materials held by the organisation under
investigation.

— Powers under the regulation of Investigatory Powers Act to conduct surveillance.

— Legal provision as to confidentiality.

— The power to recommend criminal prosecution to the Public Prosecution Service.

— An ability to interview and take witness statements from serving oYcers.

— An ability to interview and take witness statements from retired military oYcers.

— It should be a criminal oVence to obstruct an investigation.

— An ability to recommend, and in relevant circumstances direct, disciplinary action.

— The power to present disciplinary cases to a tribunal.

— An ability to recommend changes to military policy and practice.

— An ability to recommend training.

— An obligation to report and proper levels of public accountability of the complaints mechanism
itself.

2.2 To be eVective the independent military complaints mechanism would have to have robust but
positive working relationships with other agencies such as:

— The police.

— The Security Service.

— Military Investigations Departments.

— The Public Prosecution Service.

— Forensic Science Agencies.

— HM Coroners.

2.3 To securemaximum co-operation fromother agencies such amechanismwould have to demonstrate:

— Proper protection of sensitive material.

— Appropriate levels of staV vetting.
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— Proper systems to protect:

— Complainants.

— Witnesses.

— Subject oYcers.

— Immediate response to serious incidents.

— A secure physical location.

3. Particular Issues as to Historic Investigations.

3.1 In addition to the matters outlined briefly above, those responsible for the conduct of investigations
into matters occurring before the time applicable under the normal remit will have to take into account
particular issues. What follows is predicated upon an assumption that those issues might well be the most
serious of cases and may well involve investigation into deaths.

3.2 There are additional diYculties, beyond those normally encountered in investigation, in conducting
“old” investigations:

— OYcers subject to investigation may have retired—it will be necessary to make explicit the
jurisdiction of the independent complaints mechanism.

— Serving oYcers may be posted to other jurisdictions making interview etc more time consuming
by virtue of the need to visit those locations.

— Retired oYcers, whether witnesses or suspects may have to be located (and this can be a lengthy
process) before investigation can occur.

— Forensic investigative opportunities may have diminished with the passing of time. (Conversely
recent forensic science developments may enable investigation now which was not previously
possible).

— People tend to forget detail which can result in them appearing to be less credible witnesses.

— Recovery of documents may be diYcult. Previous investigation files and associated exhibits would
need to have been securely kept. Other documents such as incident logs and, for example, records
of military checkpoints, details of posting of oYcers, video and CCTV footage, etc may be diYcult
to retrieve. We have experienced lengthy delays in retrieving evidence of this nature.

— There may be resistance within the military to the investigation and this may result in obstruction
of or enormous delay to the investigation.

— There may be a false sense of loyalty to the organisation to which the oYcer belonged which may
result in a “blue wall.”

— There may be hostility to the investigating organisation from within the community generally—
deriving again from a false sense of values which fails to recognise that those who act criminally
must be dealt with in the interests not only of the public but also of all oYcers who act with
integrity.

— There would have to be provision for measures such as the double jeopardy provisions of the
Criminal Justice Act 2003 to be made applicable to the new complaints mechanism.

3.3 Finally for such an organisation to be eVective and eYcient it would require a level of commitment
by government in terms of funding and political support. It would also require high levels of co-operation
from the military and other agencies.

March 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Second Class for Conduct and the Service Supervision and Punishment Order

The service supervision and punishment order (SSPO) replaces the punishment of “reduction to the
second class for conduct” which is a minor punishment available only under the Naval Discipline Act 1957.
Second class for conduct can only be imposed upon ratings who are, or are disrated so that they are, below
Leading Rate.

Second class for conduct has two elements to it: forfeiture of 1/6th of gross pay for the period of the order
and additional requirements. Requirements include deprivation of leave, and extra work and drill. The
punishment is imposed for 90 days but is reconsidered by the CO after 21 days and thereafter at intervals
not exceeding 21 days. If on reconsideration the CO is satisfied with the rating’s behaviour and he believes
the rating wishes to reform, he can terminate the punishment.
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The SSPO is based on second class for conduct and will only be available to oVenders who are already
below NCO rank or rate (ie it will not be available in conjunction with disrating or reduction in rank). This
new punishment, however, can only be imposed for set periods of 30, 60 or 90 days. The increased flexibility
in the term of the punishment enables the court or commanding oYcer to reflect more closely the seriousness
of the oVence when awarding punishment. A CO will still be required to review the punishment and he will
be able to terminate the punishment early to reward good behaviour. Details of the review process will be
the subject of Defence Council regulations.

Second class for conduct is highly valued in the RN.

It is particularly useful in dealing with oVenders who have not responded tomore minor punishments and
often as an alternative to service detention when it is likely to have a more corrective eVect on the oVender
or when it is to the advantage of the Service. The punishment is undertaken within the oVender’s unit, and
so the oVender is placed under a period of close supervision with restrictions on his leave which are highly
visible to his shipmates. A CO may consider that the rating will respond favourably to such a situation. In
the case of how it could be an advantage to the Service, it permits the punitive and corrective elements of
the punishment to be carried out without removing the oVender from his unit which would require his
colleagues to do his duties while he serves his sentence. Extending this punishment to the other Services
provides an additional, eVective penalty for use in appropriate circumstances and it can be especially helpful
in today’s lean-manned and highly deployable Services.

March 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

The Position of Commanding Officers Under the Service Discipline Acts and Under the Bill

1. During the visits of the Select Committee to Cyprus, Oman and Iraq the Ministry of Defence were
requested to provide a note of the main changes which would be made by the Bill in the statutory powers
and jurisdiction of Commanding OYcers.

2. Offences Which May be Dealt With by COs

2.1 The position under the Service Discipline Acts (SDAs) is as follows:

— Army and RAF: the charges which may currently be dealt with summarily by a CO are specified
in regulations under section 83(2)(d) of the Army Act 1955 and of the Air Force Act 1955. The
regulations for theArmy are the Custody and SummaryDealings (Army)Regulations 2000. They
are made by the Defence Council and are not subject to Parliamentary procedure. There are
fourteen criminal oVences and a number of disciplinary oVences. The disciplinary oVences are
listed in Part 1, and the criminal oVences are listed in Part 2, of Appendix A to this memorandum.

— Royal Navy: the charges that may currently be dealt with summarily by a CO are provided for by
section 52B(7) and (8) of the Naval Discipline Act 1957. In theory the jurisdiction is very wide,
covering all disciplinary oVences except those which, before the Human Rights Act 1998, were
punishable with death and all criminal oVences other than those carrying mandatory life
imprisonment.

2.2 The position under the Bill is as follows:

— COs of all three services will have the same jurisdiction.

— The disciplinary oVences which a CO will be able to deal with summarily are listed in clause
53(1)(a) to (f) and (h) to (k) of the Bill. The oVences referred to are set out in Appendix B to this
memorandum. Appendix B is not set out in the order the oVences appear in the Bill. Instead the
list is set out to allow a simple comparison of the summary disciplinary oVences under the Bill with
the list of current Army andRAF summary oVences in Part1 of Appendix A to this memorandum.
By comparing Part 1 of Appendix A with Appendix B it will be seen that the proposed summary
jurisdiction under the Bill over disciplinary oVences is essentially the same as the current Army
and RAF jurisdiction. A diVerence is that four existing, summary disciplinary oVences will not be
oVences (or not be separate oVences) under the Bill. The only other diVerence is that the four listed
at the end ofAppendixA are not summary under the SDAs but will be capable of summary dealing
under the Bill.

— The criminal oVences are those which are currently within the jurisdiction of Army and RAFCOs,
plus a number of additional oVences. Those currently within the jurisdiction of Army and RAF
COs are listed in the Bill (Part 1 of Schedule 1). The extra oVences are listed in Part 2 of Schedule
1 to the Bill. The extra oVences include assault causing actual bodily harm and fraud. The Royal
Navy will lose much of its current, theoretically wide, summary jurisdiction. But the Navy wished
to preserve their jurisdiction over these extra oVences, and they will also be useful for the Army
and RAF. The Bill gives COs of all Services summary jurisdiction over these extra oVences.
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— Unless he is of 29 rank, a CO of any Service will require the permission of higher authority to deal
with any of the extra oVences (clause 54(1)).

2.3 Both under the SDAs and the Bill a COwill not in practice deal with a case which is technically within
his jurisdiction if the case is too serious for his powers of punishment or too complex. In consideringwhether
a case is too serious or too complex a CO is expected (in accordance with QRs or the relevant Service
manual) to take legal advice.

3. Which Service Personnel May be Dealt with Summarily by a CO?

3.1 The position under the SDAs is as follows:

— Army and RAF: a CO may not deal summarily with an oYcer or warrant oYcer (section 76(6) of
the Army Act 1955 and the Air Force Act 1955). An oYcer under the rank of colonel (group
captain in the RAF) or a warrant oYcer can be dealt with summarily, but only by appropriate
superior authority (section 76A(4) of the Army Act 1955 and the Air Force Act 1955).

— Royal Navy: a CO may try an accused summarily if three requirements are met: the CO must be
of at least the rank of commander: the CO’s rank must be at least two higher than that of the
accused; and the accused must be below the rank of captain (section 52B(5) and (6A) of the Naval
Discipline Act 1957).

— OYcers who cannot be dealt with summarily by appropriate superior authority or a COmay only
be tried by court martial.

3.2 The position under the Bill:

— A CO will be able to deal summarily with service personnel of any rank or rate below that of
captain (colonel in the Army or group captain in the RAF).

— It is intended that the power under clause 352 of the Bill to determine by Defence Council
Regulations who is the CO for diVerent purposes of the Bill will be used to provide so that a CO
for the purposes of dealing summarily with service personnel will be a person whose rank is at least
two ranks higher than that of the accused.

— OYcers above the rank of captain/colonel/group captain will, as now, only be triable by the
Court Martial.

4. COs Summary of Powers of Punishment of Service Personnel

4.1 As mentioned at 2.3 above, the cases within his jurisdiction which a CO can appropriately deal with
are limited by his powers of punishment.

4.2 The provisions under the SDAs are complex, but broadly the position is as follows:

— Army and RAF: section 76C of the Army Act 1955 and the Air Force Act 1955 specify a CO’s
powers of punishment on summary dealing. These powers are restricted by Defence Council
regulations under section 83(2)(g) of those Acts.

— Royal Navy: certain punishments (imprisonment, dismissal with disgrace and detention for more
than three months) are excluded by section 52D(8) of the Naval Discipline Act 1957. Further
restrictions are imposed by Defence Council regulations under section 52F(2) of the 1957 Act.

— The main diVerences in the current punishment powers of COs are:

Detention:Army and RAF COs may impose up to 28 days’ detention, and up to 60 days with the consent
of higher authority. Royal Navy COs may impose up to 90 days’ detention, but any sentence of detention
requires the consent of higher authority.

Dismissal:Army and RAFCOs cannot impose a punishment of dismissal from the service; a Royal Navy
CO can so.

Reduction in rank/rate: There are diVerences between all three Services, and these are complicated by
special provisions as to acting rank. A Royal Navy CO’s power of reduction in rate is the widest; a chief
petty oYcer may be reduced by up to three rates.

4.3 Under the Bill, the powers of COs of all three Services are the same. In particular:

Detention:The maximum penalty will be 28 days, but will be 90 days if the CO has been granted extended
powers by higher authority (clause 132).

Dismissal: There will be no power of summary dismissal.

Reduction in rank/rate:Thiswill be limited to a reduction by one rank or rate from the lowestNCO rank—
clause 134.
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5. The Role of the CO Prior to Charge

5.1 The SDAs do not deal with the general role and powers of a CO before a person is charged with a
service oVence. COs powers under the SDAs relate primarily to the period after a matter has been reported
to the CO “in the form of a charge” (section 76(1) of the ArmyAct 1955 andAir Force Act 1955, and section
52B of the Naval Discipline Act 1957).

5.2 Clauses 113 to 121 of the Bill deal with the role of the CO up to and including the bringing of a charge.
Important points are as follows:

— The CO will have a general duty to ensure that possible service oVences are appropriately
investigated. It will in all cases be suYcient for the CO to make the Service Police aware of the
matter (clause 115).

— In respect of allegations of specified serious oVences and in other circumstances prescribed by
regulations, the CO will have to ensure that the Service Police are aware of the matter (clauses 113
and 114).

— The CO will only have power to decide a charge which can be heard summarily (clause 119(2)).
In all other cases the charge will be decided by the Director of Service Prosecutions.

— In all cases the CO will put the charge to the accused.

6. The Role of the CO After Charge

Themain change in relation to the period after charge relates to a CO’s power to dismiss a charge without
a hearing:

— Under the Army Act 1955 and Air Force 1955 (section 76(5)) the CO may dismiss any charge
without a hearing. The eVect of this, is that the accused cannot be tried for the oVence in question
within the military system (section 134(1)(b) of the Army Act 1955 and Air Force Act 1955).

— Under the Naval Discipline Act 1957 (section 52B(5)) the COmay also dismiss any charge without
a hearing. However, the 1957Act does not contain provision equivalent to section 134 of the Army
and Air Force Acts. The eVect of dismissal in the Royal Navy is therefore less certain than in the
Army and RAF.

— Clause 122 of the Bill deals with aCO’s powers after charge. The Bill does not include a power for a
CO to dismiss a charge without a hearing. The clause does retain a power for the CO to discontinue
proceedings. This reflects a separate, existing power under the SDAs. It can be used, for example,
where there is insuYcient evidence to continue proceedings, but it is expected that relevant
evidence will be become available. Accordingly, the power to discontinue proceedings does not
completely preclude further proceedings under the service system.

APPENDIX A

PART 1

Disciplinary Offences which may be dealt with by Army and RAF COs under the SDAs

(a) OVences by or in relation to sentries.

(b) Failure to attend for duty, neglect of duty.

(c) Looting (within section 30(c)).

(d) Insubordinate behaviour.

(e) Disobedience to lawful commands.

(f) Failure to provide a sample for drug testing.

(g) Obstruction of provost oYcers.

(h) Disobedience to standing orders.

(i) Absence without leave.

(j) Failure to report or apprehend deserters or absentees.

(k) Malingering (within section 42(1)(a) Army and Air Force Acts 1955).

(l) Drunkenness.

(m) Fighting, threatening words etc.

(n) Damage to public or service property.

(o) Damage to aircraft or aircraft material (within section 44A(1)(c)(d) and (e)).

(p) Interference with equipment or signals (within section 44B(2)).

(q) Misapplication and waste of public or service property.
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(r) OVences relating to issues and decorations.

(s) Billeting oVences.

(t) Inaccurate certification.

(u) Permitting escape etc within section 54(2).

(v) Resistance to arrest.

(w) Escape from confinement.

(x) Unauthorised disclosures.

(y) Making of false statements on enlistment.

(z) Making of false documents (within section 62(1)(a), (b) and (c)).

(aa) Ill treatment of oYcers or men of inferior rank.

(bb) Disgraceful conduct.

(cc) Attempt to commit summary oVences.

(dd) Conduct to the prejudice of military discipline.

PART 2

Criminal Offences Which May be Dealt With by COs Under the SDAs

(a) Common assault or battery.

(b) Driving without due care and attention or driving without reasonable consideration.

(c) Dangerous riding of a cycle.

(d) Riding a cycle without due care and attention or riding a cycle without reasonable consideration.

(e) Taking a conveyance.

(f) Taking a pedal cycle without consent.

(g) Destroying or damaging property contrary to section 1(1) of the CriminalDamage Act 1971where
the amount of damage does not exceed £2,000.

(h) Getting on to or tampering with a motor vehicle contrary to section 25 of the Road TraYc Act
1988 where the vehicle is on a road.

(i) Unlawful possession of a controlled drug contrary to section 5(2) of the Misuse of Drugs Act
1971 Theft.

(j) Interfering with a vehicle.

(k) Driving a motor vehicle with excess alcohol.

(l) Being in charge of a motor vehicle with excess alcohol.

(m) Making oV without payment where the payment required or expected does not exceed £100.

APPENDIX B

Disciplinary Offences Which May be Dealt With by COs of All Services Under the Bill

The oVences are listed so as to allow an easy comparison with the equivalent oVences under SDAs, rather
than in the order in which they appear in the Bill.

(a) Using force against a sentry.

(b) Failure to attend for duty etc.

(c) Looting (within clause 4(3)).

(d) Misconduct to a superior oYcer.

(e) Disobedience of lawful command.

(f) Failure to provide sample for drug testing (This is extended under the Bill to cover such failure
where required after a serious incident).

(g) Obstructing or failing to assist a service policeman.

(h) Contravention of standing orders.

(i) Absence without leave.

(j) Failure to apprehend deserters or absentees.

(k) Malingering (within clause 16(1)(a) or (c)).

(l) Unfitness through alcohol or drugs.
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(m) Fighting or threatening behaviour.

(n) Damage to public or service property.

(o) [Damage to aircraft or aircraft material: this will not be a separate oVence under the Bill]

(p) [Interference with equipment or signals: this will not be a separate oVence under the Bill]

(q) Misapplication or waste of public or service property.

(r) [OVences relating to issues and declarations: these will not be an oVences under the Bill]

(s) [Billeting oVences: these will not be oVences under the Bill]

(t) Inaccurate certification.

(u) Allowing escape (relating to clause 30(1) or 30(2)).

(v) Resistance to arrest.

(w) OVence in relation to service custody, including escape from custody.

(x) Disclosure of information useful to enemy.

(y) Making false statement of enlistment.

(z) Making false records.

(aa) Ill-treatment of subordinates.

(bb) Disgraceful conduct.

(cc) Attempt to commit summary oVences.

(dd) Conduct prejudicial to good order and discipline.

The following oVences are not summary for the Army or RAF under the SDAs, but will be summary
under the Bill

(ee) Low flying.

(V) Annoyance by flying.

(gg) Failure to attend hearing after release from custody after charge.

(hh) OVences that may be recreated by regulations in relation to service enquiries.

March 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

What is the Defence Council’s Role in Defining the Term “Commanding Officer”?

This is not new for the Army and the RAF; the Army Act and the Air Force Act already allow the
commanding oYce, in relation to a person charged with an oVence, to be defined by the Defence Council.
There is also special provision to deal with, for example, the CO in relation to persons in service custody,
for civilian under service law and detachments. The Naval Discipline Act does define the commanding oYce
in these circumstance, butwe have found that having the definition in primary legislation has proved limiting
in application.

The aim of putting the definition in regulations is to provide a flexible system of defining commanding
oYcer that meets the command and operational needs of the Services. This will also enable the definitions
to be responsive to changing organisational requirements, such as appointing commanding oYcers for
disciplinary purposes in new or mixed organisations like the Defence Logistics Organisation.

February 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Conscientious Objectors

TheMinistry of Defence has a well-established appeal procedure for personnel who, during their service,
develop a genuine conscientious objection to further military service. Such cases are handled
administratively by the service concerned and are first considered by the individual’s chain of command. If
the conscientious objection is considered to be genuine, arrangements are made for the applicant to be
discharged from the services on compassionate grounds. If there is doubt as to whether the claim is genuine,
it is rejected and the applicant is advised that he or she may appeal to the Advisory Committee on
Conscientious Objectors. TheAdvisory Committee is a NonDepartmental Public Body, independent of the
Ministry of Defence, and its members are appointed by the Lord Chancellor. It conducts its hearings in
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public and tenders its advice to the Secretary of State for Defence’s representative. A successful appeal to
the Advisory Committee is invariably accepted by the Department as being decisive on the question of
conscience, and the applicant will immediately be granted a compassionate discharge from military service.

For background, the Advisory Committee was established by administrative action in 1970 to hear
appeals from service personnel whose applications to leave on grounds of conscience have been rejected by
the service authorities. It consists of six people, of whom the chairperson and deputy chairperson must be
legally qualified. A quorum for a meeting of the Advisory Committee is the chairperson or deputy
chairperson together with two lay members. Hearings are held in public, and the procedure is informal.
There is no swearing-in of witnesses and, although the witnesses and the appellant may be questioned, there
is no cross-examination.

If the Advisory Committee rejects an appeal for discharge on the grounds of conscientious objection, the
appellant is interviewed by their commanding oYcer and informed of the Committee’s decision. The
appellant is also informed that he or she must continue their military service under the same conditions as
applied before the Advisory Committee heard their plea, until such time as they retire or are allowed to
resign, if an oYcer; or are discharged on completion of their engagement or discharged for other reasons,
if a serviceman or woman. The appellant is advised that they continue to be subject to service discipline.
They are allowed to resubmit their case, provided that there is additional and relevant evidence to be heard.
In such cases the whole appeals procedure is repeated. Bearing in mind the independence of these
procedures, there is no question of unfair dismissal or of a violation of the Human Rights Act.

Since the start of the recent conflict in Iraq, three service personnel have been classified as conscientious
objectors and have been discharged from the armed forces through the internal service procedures. Over the
same period, there have been no appeals to the advisory committee.

We believe that these procedures are well established. They have been Departmental policy for many
years, under successive governments, and allow personnel who develop a genuine conscientious objection
to further military service to make the transition back to civilian life. We therefore see no need for them to
be included in primary legislation.

April 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Application of Service Discipline to Civilians

This note responds to concerns raised by some members of the select committee about the application of
certain service disciplinary oVences to civilians subject to service discipline.

At present, service law applies to civilians in twomain types of situation. First, when they accompany the
armed forces on active service, which broadly-speaking means service on warlike operations, on operations
to protect life or property, or during military occupation of a foreign country. In those circumstances
civilians are, at least in theory, subject to a large number of service disciplinary oVences as well as ordinary
criminal oVences.

Secondly, service law applies where the armed forces are not on active service but civilians are within an
area of service command outside theUnitedKingdom and comewithin a specified category, such as families
of service personnel, or Crown Servants working with the armed forces. In this case they are subject to a
more limited number of disciplinary oVences and all criminal oVences. This is the situation, for example, in
Germany and Cyprus.

There are three main reasons why Service law has traditionally been extended to civilians accompanying
the armed forces overseas:

First, bringing civilians within the armed forces’ justice system is one way of ensuring that they
cannot commit crimes with impunity. It is obviously necessary to ensure this for the protection of
both the local population and the Service community.

Secondly, it may be that the country in question has a criminal justice system, but that system is
not one to which we would want our civilians to be subject, for example because we judge that it
does not provide adequate safeguards for an accused person, or acceptable standards in the way
it treats oVenders.

Thirdly, even in a country such as Germany where the criminal justice system complies fully with
human rights legislation, civilians will normally prefer to be dealt with under procedures which are
broadly familiar to them and in their own language. If convicted and sentenced to a custodial
penalty, it would be served in a UK institution and not overseas.
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The Armed Forces Bill dispenses with the current two-tiered regime, and replaces it with a single system
that will apply all the time, whether the armed forces are on active service or not. The Bill describes persons
subject to this regime as “civilians subject to service discipline”.

The Bill also reduces the number of disciplinary oVences for which civilians will be liable. Under the Bill,
they will be subject to oVences that are ancillary to investigation and trial (such as resisting arrest and failing
to attend a hearing), disobeying standing orders, and looting. Civilians will also continue to be liable to
prosecution for the whole range of criminal oVences under the law of England and Wales, wherever
committed. These are significant simplifications whichwill better reflect how the armed forces actually apply
service law to civilians.

We considered very carefully indeed which service disciplinary oVences ought properly to be extended to
civilians and concluded that only those disciplinary oVences that were essentially of a criminal nature should
apply. We do not believe it is appropriate to apply to civilians service disciplinary oVences that would, in
eVect,make civilians servicemen in all but name.An example of this would be the clause 1 oVence of assisting
the enemy.

However, we acknowledge that civilians accompanying the armed forcesmay find themselves in situations
where they may be capable of committing certain service disciplinary oVences and for which they should
therefore be liable. The oVences of looting (clause 4) and contravention of standing orders (clause 13) are
examples of this: looting because it goes further than the related oVences of theft and robbery; and
contravention of standing orders because it provides a mechanism for the regulation of the service
community overseas in areas where there is a requirement for our armed forces to comply with certain host
nation laws that may not necessarily apply in the United Kingdom, for example the possession of oVensive
magazines in a strictly religious country. Standing orders will also provide for the safe functioning of Her
Majesty’s ships and aircraft and therefore, again, it is appropriate that civilians in a ship or aircraft are
covered by such orders.

With regard to the oVences of making false records under clause 18 and inaccurate certification under
clause 36 we decided that it was not appropriate to extend these oVences to civilians subject to service
discipline. First, if a civilian’s misconduct was so serious, there are analogous criminal conduct oVences that
could be considered, such as fraud in respect of false records, or criminal damage in respect of the
maintenance of ships and aircraft.

Secondly, where a civilian’s conduct was considered such that if the person were a serviceman they would
be charged with one of these service oVences, they would more than likely be in breach of contract or in
contravention of their internal disciplinary and misconduct codes. If this was the case, the civilian would
then be dealt with in accordance with those procedures.

The point was raised that some service disciplinary oVences should be extended to civilians in the United
Kingdom. Thiswould be an unprecedented extension of the application of service law and discipline because
traditionally it has never been applied to civilians in the United Kingdom. As we have already mentioned,
a civilian’s conduct is to a large extent regulated by the terms of his contract of employment: if his conduct
was serious enough to warrant criminal investigation, this would be undertaken by the civilian police with
a view to prosecution before the civilian criminal courts.

An exception to this is the application of service discipline to civilians in one of Her Majesty’s ships or
aircraft, whether or not that ship or aircraft is still within the United Kingdom. In the case of a ship, it must
be afloat, and in the case of an aircraft, it must be at least about to take oV. The extension of the application
of service discipline in these circumstances is primarily concernedwith the safety of the ship or aircraft which
is unquestionably paramount.

More specifically, Schedule 13 lists the categories of civilian who are “subject to service discipline”. These
categories are based largely on those in the current legislation, but there are a number of diVerences. The
main ones are set out below.

First, broadly speaking, nationals and residents of the host country will not be covered, even if they would
otherwise fall within one of the categories.

The majority of civilians to whom service discipline applies are families of service personnel. In 1955 the
word “family” had a reasonably clear and widely understood meaning, but the social changes of the last 50
years have made it more diYcult to define and interpret. The Bill therefore replaces it with a test of whether
a person is residing or staying with a member of the armed forces in a designated area.

Crown servants working in support of the armed forces in a designated area make up another important
category. There are, for example, some 55 civil servants with the armed forces in Iraq.
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Under the existing legislation, anyone accompanying the armed forces on active service is subject to service
law. This is how contractors on operations are covered. As we have explained, under the Bill there will no
longer be a special regime for active service. Instead, the Defence Council, or an oYcer authorised by them,
will be able to designate persons so that they become civilians subject to service discipline.

Under the Bill, such a designation can only be made if it appears desirable in the interests of the person
designated, for the protection of others (including troops) or to maintain discipline.

The most obvious category of civilians in relation to whom this power is likely to be used are contractors
working for, or alongside, the armed forces. But it may also be relevant to others working alongside the
armed forces, for example embedded journalists.

Where contractors are deployed to an operational theatre, and it is considered necessary for them to be
subject to service discipline—for example where they will be operating in a failed state with no eVective or
satisfactory criminal justice system—the Defence Council, or authorised oYcer, will be able to designate the
contractor and his employees.

We intend that this authorisation will be centrally controlled, in most situations by the Permanent Joint
Headquarters. Where the services are operating individually, it is more likely that the single service
commands will control this function. By doing this, we aim to ensure that there is a co-ordinated
administrative process through which civilians are designated.

By authorising in thismannerwewill be better able to determine exactly who is subject to service discipline
at any one time. This will bring clarity where at present there may be uncertainty.

However, even though civilian contractors will, if designated, be subject to service discipline, the military
justice systemwill not replace the contractual relationship between the Services and the contractors, nor that
between the contractors and their employees. As at present, most minor disciplinary matters will be dealt
with through the contractors’ own internal discipline andmisconduct procedures. The Services will, as now,
be able to require the removal from an operational location of any employee disrupting the operational
eVectiveness of a mission.

April 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

The Army Inquiries and Aftercare Support Cell

1. This note provides some background information on the Army Inquiries and Aftercare Support Cell,
further to the oral evidence given to the select committee considering the Armed Forces Bill on 15 March
2006.

2. Responsibility for casualty and compassionate administration transferred in April last year from the
single Services to the Joint Casualty and Compassionate Centre at RAF Innsworth. At the same time the
Army’s Director of Personal Services formed the Army Inquiries and Aftercare Support Cell. The aim of
this change was to maintain and improve the long term provision of care to bereaved families.

3. Among these lessons, it was recognised that the Army had tomaintain better andmore regular contact
with families for as long as this was required, and that a formal system should be instigated to keep them
abreast of all developments and progress in the investigation and inquiry process. The Support Cell’s contact
with families begins a short time after the funeral, which marks the end of the Joint Casualty and
Compassionate Centre’s direct involvement.

4. The Support Cell has two main areas of work:

Contact with Families

(a) To maintain close and regular contact with bereaved families for as long as they want, including
estranged family members. This will involve regular letters from the Support Cell to keep families
informed of the Army’s investigation, as well as regular updates on progress from the initial
Learning Account through to completion and ultimate release of the Board of Inquiry report to
the family. In addition, visiting oYcers will visit family members and will provide amonthly report
to the Support Cell on the bereaved families for whom they are responsible. All bereaved families
are included, as well as where appropriate families of soldiers who are categorised as being very
seriously ill. All questions or complaints from them will be dealt with personally and promptly.
Procedures are the same for all deaths, no matter how they occur.
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Inquiries and Investigations

(b) The Army’s Director of Personal Services is also appointed as the single service lead on boards of
inquiry into unnatural death and serious injury. The Support Cell oversees the board of inquiry
process on a day to day basis on his behalf, and has now become the focus formonitoring progress
to ensure delay is kept to an absolute minimum for all such Army boards of inquiry. In order to
accomplish this more eVectively and provide more transparency and a better audit trail, work is
in hand to implement the recommendations of an Army study into the tracking of inquiries and
lessons learned.

5. Over and above these two main roles, the Support Cell has the following additional responsibilities:

Wider Family

(a) Identifying situationswhere closer liaisonwith thewider family is needed,most notablywhen there
is a breakdown in relationships between family members.

Family Briefings

(b) Organising personal briefings for families as required, or requested by them, to explain any
military or civilian procedures, in particular after they have been presented with a copy of the
board of inquiry report.

Training

(c) The Support Cell has developed a formal training package for relevant staV, and provides
assistance at training courses as required. The new training package has been developed in
conjunction with specialist Army staV, the civilian police, chaplains, the Armywelfare service, and
the Veterans’ Agency. The new training package will be distributed throughout the Army in the
next few weeks.

Aide Memoire

(d) The Support Cell is developing an aide memoire for unit commanding oYcers and adjutants to
use. This sets out in a single document the chain of command’s responsibilities when dealing with
casualties and bereaved families.

Army Widows’ Association

(e) The Association has recently formed, with public and non-public financial support, as part of the
process of engaging more eVectively with bereaved families. The Support Cell provides support to
the Association, and is one of its main points of contact with the armed forces.

Board of inquiry submission

(f) The Support Cell takes the lead in preparing the regular submission to Ministers and senior staV

recording all outstanding investigations and inquiries into unnatural deaths and serious injuries.

6. In its first few months, the Support Cell systematically reviewed all deaths since the start of Operation
Telic in March 2003 in order to verify the level of contact with families; check the status of any outstanding
inquiries; and re-establish contact and a visiting oYcer where this was necessary. Altogether, this resulted
in contact being re-established in 34 instances.

7. The Support Cell provides a much improved service to bereaved families, and one which is responsive
to their needs. Its establishment means that key issues and questions can be addressed and discussed before
they are allowed to develop into more significant problems.

April 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

WRVS Deployment and Services Welfare Officers

1. WRVS is no longer an acronym, as the organisation is not restricted to women and all the Services
Welfare OYcers (SWO) are paid. It has, however, remained as the corporate name.

2. There are no formal rules for the deployment of SWOs although, historically, priority has been given
to Phase 1 and Phase 2 training regiments, and units serving overseas including Northern Ireland, although
some other units have in the past applied and been successful. The total number deployed is: UK—52,
Northern Ireland—7, Cyprus—4, Falkland Islands—2 and Germany—26. In units where there is no
WRVS representative, there will always be a Unit Welfare OYcer.
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Regiment Location No of SWOs

UK South—1 # Manager

4 Log Sp Regt RLC Abingdon 1
St Omer Barracks Aldershot 2
DMSTC, Keogh Barracks Aldershot 2
SEAE Arborfield 2
ATR Bassingbourn Royston 3
3 RSME (Minley) Camberley 2
11 Sigs Regt Blandford 2
DCEME Bordon 2
The Armour Centre Bovington 3
1 RSME Regt Chatham 2
DCPPA Southwick 1
DISC Chicksands 1
13 Air Aslt Sup Regt Colchester 1
25 Trg Sup Regt RLC Deepcut 3
Royal School of Music Kneller Hall 1
14 Regt RA Larkhill 2
2 Trg Regt AAC Middle Wallop 2
ATR Pirbright Pirbright 3
Station HQ Wattisham 1
Wellington Barracks London 1
ATR Winchester Winchester 3

UK North, Northern Ireland, Cyprus and Falkland Islands—1 # Manager

ITC Catterick (Vimy) Catterick Garrison 2
4th Bn ITC Catterick Garrison 2
Army Foundation College Harrogate 3
HQ Sp Regt, DST Leconfield 2
ATR Lichfield Lichfield 3
HQ NI Lisburn 1
Joint Helicopter Force Aldergrove 1 (gapped)
25 Engr Regt Antrim 1
2 PWRR Ballykelly 1
1 Cheshire Ballykinler 1
1 BW Holywood 1
1 KOSB Omagh 1
SBA Dhekelia, Cyprus 1
BFC HQ ESU Episkopi, Cyprus 1
BRITCON HQ Nicosia, Cyprus 1
R Sigs Det Ayios Nikolaos, Cyprus 1 (gapped)
MPC Falkland Islands 2

British Forces Germany

7 Tpt Regt Bielefeld 1
HQ Elmpt Station Elmpt 1
1 RRF Celle 1
2 RTR Fallingbostel 1
The Highlanders Fallingbostel 1
RSDG Fallingbostel 1
1 Log Sp Regt, RLC Gutersloh 1
26 Regt RA Gutersloh 1
1 AAC Gutersloh 1
28 Engr Regt Hameln 1
1 (UK) ADSR Herford 1
3rd Regt RHA Hohne 1
32 Engr Regt Hohne 1
9/12 L Hohne 1
1 SG Munster 1
RDG Munster 1
21 Engr Regt Osnabruck 1
1 QLR Osnabruck 1
4 Regt RA Osnabruck 1
1 Bn REME Osnabruck 1
3 Bn REME Paderborn 1
1 LI Paderborn 1
35 Engr Regt Paderborn 1
RSU Rheindahlen 1
Sennelager Trg Centre Sennelager 1
12 Regt RA Sennelager 1

April 2006
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Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Delegated Legislation made under the Bill and Corresponding Provision in Existing Legislation

1. In order to assist the Committee please find attached a table setting out all the parts of the Bill under
which delegated legislation may be made.

2. By way of illustration the table shows the extent to which related, but not necessarily identical,
provisions are alreadymade in delegated legislation under the ArmyAct 1955 (which correspond to broadly
similar provisions made under the Air Force Act 1955 and the Naval Discipline Act 1957). It therefore
underlines the fact that the approach taken in the Armed Forces Bill of putting key provisions in primary
legislation and detailed provisions in delegated legislation is not new, but given the size of the Bill and the
number of areas it covers it has been necessary to move more detailed provisions from primary legislation
into delegated legislation

3. A significant advantage of the approach adopted in the Bill is that the transparency and accessibility
of regulations will increase. At present some regulations are not made by SI and so are not subject to
Parliamentary scrutiny or necessarily easy for people to locate. Further, some matters are divided between
primary legislation and secondary legislation (including non-SI regulations) and this makes it diYcult for
people to see the whole picture. But adopting the approach of putting the key powers in primary legislation
and leaving the detail to rules and regulations (which in the vast majority of cases will be made by SI) will
help rectify such problems.

4. Examples of areas where it will in future be easier to see “the whole picture” because of the approach
in the Bill are: Enlistment and Terms of Service (clause 325), Redress of Individual Grievance (clause 330),
Forfeitures and deductions (clause 335) and Service Inquiries (clause 337). Another such example is
provided by clause 127: this provides that the Secretary of State may make such regulations as he considers
“necessary and expedient for the purposes of part 5 of the Bill” (Part 5 deals with investigations, charging
and themode of trial). In particular, such regulationsmaymake provision for matters such as the delegation
of a commanding oYcer’s functions and the amendment of charges. Under the Army Act the commanding
oYcer’s power of delegation is provided for in the Custody and SummaryDealing (Army) Regulations 2000
(CSDARs) ( rule 1525), which are not subject to any form of parliamentary scrutiny; while the amendment
of charges by a commanding oYcer is dealt with in the Army Act 1955 (section 76(3)26) and in CSDARs.

5. In one area in particular, that of powers of the Commanding OYcer to deal summarily with a matter
which at present are in regulations subject to no parliamentary procedure are now contained on the face of
the Bill and changes will be subject to parliamentary scrutiny.

6. The table is divided into the three parts. The first sets out the delegated legislation that can be made
by Secretary of State by statutory instrument, the second is that which can be made by the Defence Council
by statutory instrument, and the third part, included for completeness, contains Defence Council
Regulations not made as statutory instruments and therefore not subject to parliamentary scrutiny. This
latter category is significantly reduced in number from the present position (and deals with administrative
matters).

7. In comparing powers and provisions under the Bill with those available under the Army Act the table
shows whether the current provisions are in primary or secondary legislation. But there is not always
equivalent provision because some powers in the Bill are new. For example, under clause 127 the
circumstances in which a commanding oYcer must make the service police aware of certain matters (in
conjunction with clause 114) and which will require a case to be referred to the Director of Service
Prosecutions may be prescribed by Statutory Instrument made by the Secretary of State. An SI made under
clause 127 may also provide for the referral of cases by the commanding oYcer directly to the Director of
Service Prosecution.27 These are new powers and provisions.

8. The table indicates those areas which will be entirely new to the three Services and where as a result
there are no comparable provisions in primary or secondary legislation applying to any of the Services, for
example the power to specify air navigation order oVences as oVences under the Act (clause 49).

9. In summary, although the table illustrates that some matters that are to be dealt with by way of
delegated legislation will be new to the Services, it also demonstrates that it is not unusual for provisions
relating to the Armed Forces to be placed in delegated legislation. There is already a considerable amount
of delegated legislation applying to the Armed Forces made under the Service Discipline Acts. Finally, it
illustrates that many of the provisions in the delegated legislation made under the Bill will not be unfamiliar
as they relate to matters contained in current primary and secondary legislation applying to the Armed
Forces.

April 2006

25 For the RAF—Pre-Charge Custody and Summary Dealing (Royal Air Force) Regulations 2000, regulation 4 and for the
Royal Navy—Naval Summary Dealing Regulations 2000, rule 15.

26 For the RAF—76(3) Air Force Act 1955 and for the Royal Navy, 52B(3) Naval Discipline Act 1957.
27 This represents a change as currently, the CSDARs provide for the CO to refer matters to the Higher Authority who may in
turn refer the matter to the Prosecuting Authority.
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ORDER MAKING POWERS IN THE ARMED FORCES BILL AND CURRENT LEGISLATION APPLYING TO THE ARMED FORCES

Note

NEW—Indicates those areas which are new provisions under the Bill

Parts in italics indicates areas which are set out in primary legislation or dealt with under Royal Prerogative

All references to current delegated legislation are to Army unless otherwise stated

STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS MADE BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE

Part Clause Subject Nature of SI Parliamentary Current Order making power/delegated legislation
Procedure

1—OVences 49 Air Navigation Order oVences Order Negative NEW
2—Jurisdiction 53 OVences that may be dealt with at a Order AYrmative Custody and Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 2000—

summary hearing Defence Council Regulations—No parliamentary scrutiny

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 74 Power to make provision conferring Order Negative The Armed Forces (Entry, Search and Seizure) Order—(SI 2003/
and Entry power to search premises at which person 2273)

arrested

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 81 Power to make further provision about Order Negative cf. The Armed Forces (Entry, Search and Seizure) Order—(SI
and Entry searches under sections 75 and 76 2003/2273)

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 84 Section 83:definitions Order Negative Armed Forces Act 2001—s5 created power to make regulations
and Entry by SI but none have been made.

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 85 Section 83 power to make supplemental Order Negative The Armed Forces (Entry, Search and Seizure) Order—(2003/
and Entry provision 2273)

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 86 Power to make provision as to access to Order Negative The Armed Forces (Entry, Search and Seizure) Order—(SI 2003/
and Entry excluded material etc 2273)

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 89 Review by judge advocate of certain Order AYrmative cf. AFA 01 –s8 The Armed Forces (Review of Search and
and Entry searches under section 87 and 88 Seizure) Order 2003—SI 2003/2272—Functions of JA in

relation to review to be prescribed in the Order

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 92 Power to make provision conferring Order Negative The Armed Forces (Entry, Search and Seizure) Order—(SI 2003/
and Entry powers of entry and search after arrest 2273)

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 93 Power to make provision conferring Order Negative The Armed Forces (Entry, Search and Seizure) Order—(SI 2003/
and Entry power of seizure etc 2273)

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 94 Property in possession of service police or Regulations Negative Armed Forces Act 2001—s12 created power to make
and Entry commanding oYcer regulations by SI but none have been made

4—Custody 103 Custody without charge: other cases Order Negative Army Act 1955—s75D created power to make regulations by SI
but none has been made.

4—Custody 104 Custody without charge: supplementary Regulations Negative Custody and Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 2000—
Defence Council Regulations—No parliamentary scrutiny
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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS MADE BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE (Continued)

Part Clause Subject Nature of SI Parliamentary Pro-Current Order making power/delegated legislation
cedure

4—Custody 112 Custody proceeding rules Rules Negative Army Custody Rules 2000—(SI 2000/2368)

5—Investigation, Charging 113 CO to ensure service police aware of Order AYrmative and NEW
and Mode of Trial possibility serious oVence committed Negative

5—Investigation, Charging 127 Regulations for purposes of Part 5 Regulations Negative Custody and Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 2000—
and Mode of Trial Defence Council Regulations—Note only some of those matters

which may be the subject of delegated legislation under Bill have
corresponding provisions under the Service Discipline Acts.

6—Summary Hearing and 136 Service compensation orders: maximum Orders Negative CO has a power to award stoppages in current Army Act 1955
Appeals and Review amount (section 76C) but the statute does not impose a maximum

amount.

6—Summary Hearing and 150 SAC rules Rules Negative Summary Appeal Court (Army) Rules 2000—SI 2000/2371
Appeals and Review

6—Summary Hearing and 152 Summary hearings etc rules Rules Negative Custody and Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 2000—
Appeals and Review Defence Council Regulations—No parliamentary scrutiny

7—Trial by Court Martial 162 Court Martial rules Rules Negative Courts-Martial (Army) Rules 1997 – SI 1997/169

7—Trial by Court Martial 169 Service supervision orders Regulations Negative Unfitness to Stand Trial and Insanity (Army) Regulations
2005)—(SI 2005/1390)

8—Sentencing Powers and 182 Overseas community orders: Order (made AYrmative NEW
Mandatory etc Sentences modifications of 2003 Act under s197(3)(a)

of CJA 2003

9—Sentencing: Principles and 245 Crediting of time in service custody: terms Rules AYrmative NEW
Procedures of imprisonment and detention

9—Sentencing: Principles and 251 Duty to give reasons and explain sentence Order Negative Current legislation requires reasons to be given—Army Act
Procedures 1955 71AB and Courts-Martial (Army) Rules 1997 – SI 1997/

169, rule 80. Power of SofS to specify those circumstances when
reasons need not be given or when oVender need not be present
is new.

9—Sentencing: Principles and 270 Civilian courts dealing with service Regulations Negative NEW
Procedures oVences

10—Court Martial Decisions: 272 Review of unduly lenient sentence by Order Negative Armed Forces Act 2001, section 21 created a power to make
Appeals and Review Court Martial Appeal Court regulations by SI but none have been made

10—Court Martial Decisions: 274 Power to make supplementary provision Regulations Negative NEW
Appeals and Review about review of sentence

11—The Service Civilian 287 SCC rules Rules Negative Standing Civilian Court Order 1997—SI 1997/172
Court

12—Service and EVect of 298 Service custody etc rules Rules Negative Imprisonment and Detention (Army) Rules 1997—SI 1979/1456
Certain Sentences
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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS MADE BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE (Continued)

Part Clause Subject Nature of SI Parliamentary Pro-Current Order making power/delegated legislation
cedure

13—Discipline: 305 Definitions etc for the purposes of section Order Negative Armed Forces Act 2001 sections 32 and 33 created power for
Miscellaneous and 304 the Defence Council to make regulations
Supplementary

13—Discipline: 311 Arrest by civilian police under warrant of Rules Negative Army Act 1955, s190A(4)
Miscellaneous and judge advocate
Supplementary

13—Discipline: 314 Proceedings before civilian court where Regulations Negative Army Act 1955, Section 187
Miscellaneous and persons suspected of illegal absence
Supplementary

13—Discipline: 315 Warrant for the arrest of persons released Rules Negative NEW
Miscellaneous and under section 313(4)(c) or 314(3)(a)(ii)
Supplementary

13—Discipline: 317 Certificates in connection with transfer to Regulations Negative Certificates of Arrest and Surrender (Air Force) Regulations 1972
Miscellaneous and service custody etc (SI 1972/2826)
Supplementary

13—Discipline: 319 Financial penalty enforcement orders Order Negative Army Act 1955, Section 133A
Miscellaneous and
Supplementary

13—Discipline: 320 Power to make provision in consequence Order AYrmative and Armed Forces Act 2001, section 31 creates a similar
Miscellaneous and in criminal justice enactments Negative corresponding power.
Supplementary

13—Discipline: 321 Section 320: definitions Order AYrmative Armed Forces Act 2001, section 31 creates a similar
Miscellaneous and corresponding power
Supplementary

14—Enlistment, Terms of 330 Redress of individual grievances: service Regulations Negative Army Act 1955, section 180 enables regulations to be made by
Service etc complaints Queens regulations—matters which may be dealt with under SI

under the Bill (i.e. matters that may not be subject of a redress)
are dealt with on face of the Army Act itself.

14—Enlistment, Terms of 332 Composition and procedure of Regulations Negative NEW
Service etc service complaints procedure

15—Forfeitures and 336 Permitted forfeitures and deductions Regulations Negative Army Act 1955, section 145—150 enables various orders to be
Deductions made

16—Inquiries 337 Service inquiries Regulations Negative Board of Inquiry (Army) Rules 1956 (as amended)—SI 1956/630

17—Miscellaneous 348 Service of process Regulations Negative Army Act 1955, Section 153

19—Supplementary 359 Members of British overseas territories’ Order Negative Army Act 1955, Section 207
forces serving with UK forces

19—Supplementary 361 Naval chaplains Regulations Negative
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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS MADE BY THE SECRETARY OF STATE(Continued)

Part Clause Subject Nature of SI Parliamentary Pro-Current Order making power/delegated legislation
cedure

19—Supplementary 362 Evidence in proceedings before Regulations Negative Army Act 1955, Section 198
civilian court

19—Supplementary 369 Power to make further amendment and Order AYrmative Required to ensure that outdated or obsolete legislation to be
appeal amended or repealed.

19—Supplementary 370 Power to make transitional and transitory Order Negative Required to ensure that transitional arrangements can be
provision introduced to facilitate change from Service Discipline Acts to

Bill. Similar order making powers exist under the Armed Forces
Act 1996.

19—Supplementary 372 Commencement Order None Not unusual—order making powers are required to enable parts
of the Bill to be introduced at diVerent stages

Schedule 6—Overseas Para 8 Power to amend Order (made AYrmative NEW
community orders: young under s223 of
oVenders CJA 2003)

Schedule 11—Detention of Para 6 Power to review order under paragraph 2 Regulations Negative NEW
persons [in overseas hospitals

Detention of resident patients in overseas
Para 7 service hospitals pending order under

paragraph 2(3)

Urgent removal from service
Para 8 accommodation to overseas service

hospital

Schedule 13—Part 1 Civilians Para 5 Persons working for specified military Order Negative Secretary of State can indicate which military organisations
subject to service discipline organisations employing civilians are “specified” .- cf. Army Act 1955, 5th

schedule, paragraph 1 and Civilians (Application of Part II of the
Air Force Act 1955) Regulations 2000 which were made by the
Defence Council.

Schedule 13—Part 2 Para 12 Definitions Order Negative NEW
Exclusions and Definitions
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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS MADE BY THE DEFENCE COUNCIL

Part Clause Subject Nature of SI Parliamentary Pro-
cedure

6—Summary Hearing and 131 Punishments available to commanding Regulations Negative Defence Council Authorisation made pursuant to s76(c)(2)(e)
Appeals and Review oYcer Army Act 1955

6—Summary Hearing and 134 Reduction in rank: limits on powers Regulations Negative S76 Army Act 1955 and Custody and Summary Dealing (Army)
Appeals and Review Regulations 2000—Defence Council Regulations—No

parliamentary scrutiny

7—Trial by Court Martial 163 Punishments available at Court Martial Regulations Negative Defence Council Authorisation made pursuant to s71(1)(l) Army
Act 1955

7—Trial by Court Martial 172 Service supervision and punishment Regulations Negative Naval Discipline Act 1957, s43 and Defence Council
orders Regulations—Naval Summary Disciplinary Regulations 2004

8—Sentencing Powers and 173 Review of service supervision and Regulations Negative Naval Discipline Act 1957, s43 and Defence Council
Mandatory etc Sentences punishment orders Regulations—Naval Summary Disciplinary Regulations

14—Enlistment, Terms of 325 Enlistment Regulations Negative Corresponding regulations are made under the Army Act 1955
Service etc by the Defence Council through Statutory Instrument.

14—Enlistment, Terms of 326 Terms and conditions of enlistment and Regulations Negative
Service etc service

14—Enlistment, Terms of 327 Desertion and absence without leave: Regulations Negative
Service etc forfeiture of service etc

14—Enlistment, Terms of 328 Discharge etc from the regular forces and Regulations Negative
Service etc transfer to the reserve forces

14—Enlistment, Terms of 334 Restriction on aliens in regular forces etc Regulations Negative
Service etc

ORDERS IN COUNCIL

Part Clause Subject Nature of SI Parliamentary
Procedure

19—Supplementary 373 Extent to Channel Islands, Isle of Man Order in Council None For Channel Islands etc—S214 AA 1955 and orders made there under.
and British overseas territories Section 215 AA 55 applies Act to BOTs—no order making power

to alter its aVect
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REGULATIONS MADE BY THE DEFENCE COUNCIL

Part Clause Subject Nature of SI Parliamentary Pro-
cedure

1—OVences 34 Low flying Regulations None Defence Council regulations made under the Army Act 1955 are
contained within the JSP—Military Aviation Policy Regulations
and Directions

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 71 Search by other persons upon arrest Regulations None Armed Forces Act 2001, s10(15)—Created power for DC
and Entry Regulations to be made (dealing with delegation of CO’s

functions)

3—Powers of Arrest, Search 91 Entry for purpose of arrest etc by other Regulations None Armed Forces Act 2001, s9(10)—Created power for DC
and Entry persons Regulations to be made (dealing with delegation of CO’s

functions

13—Discipline: 303 Testing for drugs Regulations None Current powers exercised under Royal Prerogative
Miscellaneous

13—Discipline: 304 Testing for alcohol and drugs after serious Regulations None Armed Forces Act 2001 section 32(7) created power to make
Miscellaneous incident Defence Council regulations

13—Discipline: 306 Sections 303 and 304: supplementary Regulations None Armed Forces Act 2001 section s32(5) -created power to make
Miscellaneous Defence Council regulations

14—Enlistment, Terms of 330 Redress of individual grievance Regulations None Army Act 1955 section 180 and Queens Regulations
Service etc

15—Forfeitures and 335 Forfeitures and deductions: general Regulations None Minimum Rates of pay (Army) Order 1994
Deductions provisions

17—Miscellaneous 352 Meaning of Commanding OYcer Regulations None Army Act 1955, section 82 and various regulations for example
Custody and Summary Dealing (Army) Regulations 2000

Schedule 12 Para 5 Amendments relating to Reserve Forces Regulations None NEW
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Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

A TABLE OF STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS RELATING TO DISCIPLINE MADE SINCE
1 JANUARY 2005

No. Statutory Instrument Enabling Power Date coming Description
into force

1. The Courts-Martial Armed Forces 5 July 2006 This draft order gives the
(Prosecution Appeals) Act 2001 prosecution a limited right
Order 2006. (AFA) s31 (3) of appeal to the CMAC in

and 35 (2) relation to a trial by court-
The Courts-Martial 5 July 2006 martial.
(Prosecution Appeals) AFA 01 s31(3)
(Supplementary Provisions) This draft order deals with
Order 2006. the procedural issues in

connection with such an
appeal to the CMAC.

Both these orders are
subject to aYrmative
resolution procedure.

2. Armed Forces Act 2001 AFA 01 s39 (2) 1 Feb 2006 This order brings into force
(Commencement No 6) sec 32/33 of the AFA. They
Order 2006 (SI 2006/235) give powers to require a

blood or urine sample to
test for the presence of
alcohol or drugs after a
serious incident.

Defence Council
regulations (not SIs) deal
with the detail relating to
the obtaining/testing of the
sample taken after serious
incident.

3. Armed Forces Proceedings AFA 01 s26, 27 & 28 1 Feb 2006 These regulations enable
(Costs) Regulations 2005 service courts to make
(SI 2005/3478) wasted costs orders against

a party to the proceedings
for an oVence under the
SDAs as a result of delay/
wasted time.

4. Armed Forces Act 2001 AFA 01 s39 (2) Made—12 Oct This Order brings into force
(Commencement No 5) 2005 s26, 27 & 28 of AFA
Order 2005 (SI 2005/2861) 01. Sec 26 provides for the

making of regulations
empowering courts to make
an order for costs, s27
provides for a wasted costs
order against legal
representatives and s28
contains supplementary
provisions.

5. Army, Air Force and Naval AFA s1(2) Made—19 July This order enables the
Discipline Acts (Continuation) 2005 SDAs to continue in force
Order 2005 (SI 2005/2021) for a further period of 12

months.

April 2006
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Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Rules of Engagement

Given the interest that the committee has shown in the relationship between the Bill and Rules of
Engagement, this memorandum sets out in general terms what Rules of Engagement are, and are not, for.

There is a well established UK Service Doctrine on Rules of Engagement. It was updated in June 2004
and took full account of lessons learned in all recent operations. UK ROE doctrine is therefore up to date
and has been operationally tested in recent war and high tempo peacekeeping operations. There is detailed
guidance on the relationship between Rules of Engagement (ROE) and legal rights and obligations. The
principles here are taught to service personnel throughout their careers and are well understood. This
guidance is reflected for specific operations in UK Mission Directives and their ROE profiles.

ROE provide a set of parameters to inform Commanders of the limits of constraint imposed, or freedom
permitted, when carrying out their assigned tasks. They cover a great deal more than just the use of force,
and deal with all aspects of the force posture which senior Commanders want deployed UK forces to adopt.
They may cover, for instance, the disposition of forces, the use of particular assets and even permissions to
board and search vessels. They will cover all of these issues in the maritime, land and air environments, and
the deployment of assets and capabilities that have a connection with the use of force. Rules of Engagement
are not law. They are tailored to the specific mission and are drawn up using specialist military expertise.

The development of ROE will, at all stages, take into account the rights and obligations placed upon all
our Forces by national and international law, whilst also reflecting the extant national policy in terms of
indicating the required force posture. Legal advice is invariably built into the process of the development
of ROE.

Although ROE are not the law or legislation, a soldier who complies with his ROE and any associated
guidance, in good faith, will not stray outside the law. Where a Guidance Card alone is issued on the use of
armed force by individual service personnel it will make clear that lethal force may only be used in
circumstances where an imminent threat to life exists. Assessing whether such a threat exists in a given set
of circumstances requires a separate judgment which the Rules cannot address. That position would remain
even if Rules of Engagement had the force of law, as was proposed by the withdrawn amendment.

Whether a specific ROE profile is necessary for any given operation will depend upon its scale and
character. Profiles are not always necessary.Hence inOPFRESCO (providing cover for striking fire services
in the UK) and deployments to Sri Lanka and other nations following the Tsunami, personnel were not
armed and an ROE profile for the operation was not produced. Equally ROE do not exist only for specific
operations. The Royal Navy require standing ROE for the activities of their warships and submarines when
at sea.

The decision to arm is taken bymilitary commanders at the highest level. It will depend upon the mission,
the threat and usually the agreement of the host state. Whenever UK forces are armed, they will have
guidance on when they may use armed force.

Even if personnel are to be armed, their mission may not require an ROE profile. Where that is the case,
use of force by armed UK personnel will be governed by the guidance contained in what we call Guidance
Card Alpha (A). This too is drafted so as to be consistent with the law. It informs the assessment of whether
it is necessary and proportionate to use lethal force to deal with an imminent threat to human life. Forces
will be required to followGuidance cards where their commanders in theatre have authorised them to carry
weapons.

ROE and further guidance will also be issued as required to cover other aspects of operations. A good
example of this would be the aide-memoire issued to personnel during the OP TELIC warfighting phase
which concerned duties towards Prisoners of War and civilians under the law of armed conflict. These
principles, taught to service personnel throughout their careers, cover individual responsibilities in relation
to protected persons and property, as well as the principles of military necessity, humanity, distinction and
proportionality.

While maritime, land and air Component Commanders will have visibility of each other’s Rules, they will
disseminate to the Commanding OYcers in their Chain of Command those Rules which they decide to
delegate and those which they decide need to be passed. Further, while the handling, dissemination,
delegation and development of ROE follow established UK doctrine, the requirements of senior
Commanders, Commanding OYcers and individual servicemen in the maritime, land and air environments
obviously diVer.

Within a warship a knowledge of most Rules will only be required by the Commanding OYcer and
warfare oYcers “fighting the ship”, but in a ship’s boarding party all of the sailors andmarines involved will
need to understand the Rules relevant to them. In the air environment some Rules will be relevant to pilots
and navigators but others will apply to any personnel whomay for example be required to guard the airfield.
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Established UK doctrine is suYciently versatile to accommodate these requirements, and ensures that
personnel understand the Rules they need to complete their mission and have visibility of the Rules which
apply to others which they need to see. Therefore, many ROE rules will be specific to the maritime, land and
air environments. Only some will apply directly to the use of force by the great many individual personnel
on the ground.

If there is an investigation into suspected misconduct and if there is a claim that the conduct may have
been permitted byROE then that is the point at which the Service Prosecuting Authority should have access
to those parts of an ROE profile which are relevant to the matters which they are considering. ROE relevant
to a disciplinary or criminal case will of course have to be disclosed. There are, however, well established
rules in Service Courts for the handling of sensitive material, including conducting hearings in camera, and
arranging security clearances.

As a matter of departmental policy, and for proper security reasons, Rules of Engagement are not made
public or even commented upon. Even generic Guidance Cards are Restricted. Where they have been
adapted for particular missions, their public disclosure would be detrimental to security.

In conclusion, there is well established doctrine in relation to ROE which underpins eVective Command
and Control. That doctrine has been honed in the light of many operations in recent years and works well.
ROE doctrine is well understood and personnel are trained on it throughout their careers. Mission specific
ROE and changes to ROE during missions are therefore briefed to an audience who have a fundamental
understanding of the key principles already. The relationship between ROE and the law is clear and well
understood.

April 2006

Letter to Mr David Burrowes MP from the Minister

During the Select Committee sessions between 20 and 30 March 2006 you raised a number of questions
on which I agreed to give you a written response. I will answer your points in order.

First, on clauses 75 and 78 you asked for confirmation that the reference to a public place was
suYciently clear and eVective, specifically in the case of a road block “to search for prohibited articles
such as drugs or stolen articles”.

The Service Police have no statutory powers which would permit them to block a public highway or
stop a mechanically propelled vehicle on a public highway in order to conduct a search for prohibited
articles in that vehicle. The powers of the service police to conduct a search of a vehicle are set out in
clause 75 and are limited to conducting a search in a place permitted by clause 78 of a vehicle where
there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that the search will reveal stolen or prohibited articles.

This includes, under 78(1) a), “in any place to which (at the time of exercise of the power) the public
or any section of the public has access.” This is the identical provision as under section 1 of the Police
and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE).

Only the civilian police are allowed to conduct road checks of all vehicles or vehicles selected by any
criterion in accordance with section 4 of PACE. This provision permits the civilian police to conduct
random road checks for the purpose of checking whether a vehicle is carrying someone who has
committed an indictable oVence, or is a witness to such an oVence or someone intending to commit such
an oVence, or an escaped prisoner. The power to search the vehicle for stolen or prohibited articles must
still arise under section 1 of PACE. A police oYcer in uniform also has the power to stop any vehicle
under section 163 of the Road TraYc Act 1988 (RTA). This provides a person driving a mechanically
propelled vehicle on a road must stop the vehicle on being required to do so by a constable in uniform
or a traYc oYcer. But a stop under the RTA does not entitle the oYcer to search the vehicle. Again,
any search of the vehicle must arise under section 1 of PACE.

“Public place” as described in clause 78 and PACE would cover places such as parks, streets, roads
and car parks and, while open to the public, shops, pubs and sports grounds. There are a number of
criminal justice enactments in which it is a requirement that a particular event must occur in a “public
place” as defined. (For example, the Criminal Justice Act 1988 or the Prevention of Crime Act 1953.)

The principle that runs through the various authorities is that land is, on the face of it, either public,
for example a street, or private by nature, for example a garden.28 Although certain places may carry a
diVerent status at diVerent times (for example a shop when closed would not be public), it is not
considered that a road block on a public road would so alter its status.

As referred to above, PACE specifically permits civilian police to carry out “road checks” and, if a
road block were to have the eVect of converting that road’s status to private, then this would frustrate
a decision to exercise the power in section 1 PACE, so clearly that cannot be the case.

In the circumstances, we believe that clause 78 as drafted is fully eVective.

28 HARRIOT v DPP (2005) [2005] EWHC 965 (Admin).
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Secondly, you asked, as did Vera Baird, about Schedule 9 of the Bill, and in particular why the assessors
do not appear to be required to take into account military context when assessing compensation for
miscarriages of justice.

We do not consider that such a provision is necessary. First, there are significant problems with
attempting to define “service experience” for the purposes of the Bill. In fact, if such a qualification were
to apply to the Director of Service Prosecutions it will be through the vehicle of a job description rather
than a legal requirement.

Moreover, the requirement for an assessor is likely to arise very infrequently: it has not done so since
1991. If it were to arise, we believe that the criteria for appointment should be no more or less restricted
than those in the equivalent civilian provisions (section 133 Criminal Justice Act 1988).

We do not consider that service experience is likely to be of particular value in performing the duties
of an assessor under clause 275, given the factors which are to be taken into account under clause 275(6)
which relate primarily to the oVence and the record of the person concerned.

Thirdly, you with Robert Key, Simon Burns and Bob Russell, also raised a concern that clause 320,
the power to make provision in consequence of criminal justice enactments, was somewhat wide. You
also asked how often the current equivalent power has been used.

Clause 320, taken with clause 321, is in substance the same provision as section 31 of the Armed Forces
Act 2001. That section was introduced in order to enable the Services to update their own legislation
to take into account certain criminal justice enactments: that is, those enactments that deal with criminal
procedural matters. The power does not enable the Armed Forces to make any substantive amendments
to any Acts, it is simply a way of applying provisions that operate in the civilian criminal justice system
to the Services.

For example, when new oVences are created, or existing oVences amended, these apply automatically
to members of the Armed Forces as they are oVences under the law of England and Wales. Clause 320
would not allow the Secretary of State to create oVences.

If an enactment deals with non-procedural matters, this clause could not be used to implement those
provisions, if the main Act did not itself implement the provision. For example, the changes to double
jeopardy rules to allow retrial after acquittal for certain oVences could not be introduced for any Service
oVences without primary legislation.

There is a power under section 113 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 for the Secretary
of State, by order, to direct that certain aspects of that Act may apply to the Armed Forces, subject to
any modifications he specifies. Besides that, prior to 2001, the only method to ensure that other procedural
enactments applied to the military criminal justice system was either:

— for the criminal justice enactment itself to make such provision or;

— for the Services to seek their own legislation to include the provisions or;

— for the Services to wait for the five-yearly renewal of their legislation to incorporate the
provisions then.

It is often the case that provisions in such criminal justice enactments cannot apply automatically to
the Armed Forces as they need to be modified quite significantly in order to fit into the Service regime.
Where they can apply automatically or where modifications are straightforward, then dealing with this
in the criminal justice enactment itself is the favoured option.

This was the case with parts of the Criminal Justice Act 2003, for example amendments to the bad
character provisions and other evidential provisions. These could be applied automatically to courts-
martial. However, this is not always possible, and if it is not the Service justice system may not be up
to date with the civilian criminal justice system. Usually this cannot be rectified until the Service Discipline
Acts are amended every five years. This does not always present a diYculty. Sometimes the enactment
may not need to be introduced in the Service system; or it may be satisfactory to wait until the next
legislative opportunity, for example as with the provisions relating to adverse inference and the right to
silence in the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1995.

If it is essential to introduce the provisions then section 31 the Armed Forces Act 2001 and new clause
320 allow the Secretary of State to implement new criminal procedural provisions sooner and with
necessary modifications to enable them to be of practical use to the Services.

As at present, certain orders made under the new provisions are required to be made by the aYrmative
resolution procedure. These are orders that are made pursuant to clause 320(4)(c) and add to, replace,
or omit any part of the text of any Act (see clause 363(3)(c)). As under section 31(6)(c) of the Armed
Forces Act 2001, such orders continue only to cover procedural matters.

When section 31 Armed Forces Act 2001 was enacted it was not retrospective and could only apply
to enactments passed at the same time or after itself. Clause 320 applies to all enactments since 2001 as
it continues and replaces the power in the 2001 Act.
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The power in section 31 of the Armed Forces Act 2001 is about to be used in order to provide for
the prosecution right of appeal (Criminal Justice Act 2003) and this will be the first occasion that it has
been necessary to use it.

Fourthly, you asked with regard to clause 322 about the burden and standard of proof for excuses.
In particular: “Why is there a diVerence in the burden of proof required from that in criminal proceedings,
in which a defence is raised on the grounds of a lawful or reasonable excuse and considered on the balance
of probabilities of whether it is more likely than not that a defendant had such an excuse?”

Some criminal oVences are defined in such a way that a defendant is entitled to an acquittal if he had
a lawful or reasonable excuse for what he did. These oVences fall into two categories.

In the case of some oVences the defendant is not entitled to an acquittal on this ground unless he
proves that he had a lawful or reasonable excuse. An example is the oVence of possessing an oVensive
weapon in a public place without lawful authority or reasonable excuse, contrary to section 1 of the
Prevention of Crime Act 1953. The Act makes it clear that it is for the defendant to prove that he had
lawful authority or reasonable excuse. If the court thinks he probably did not, it may convict, even if
it is not satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that he had no such excuse. In this kind of case the burden
on the defendant is called a legal burden.

More commonly, however, the accused is only required to adduce suYcient evidence to raise the issue
of whether he had a lawful or reasonable excuse. If he does so, the prosecution must prove that he did
not have such an excuse. If the court is not satisfied beyond reasonable doubt that he had no such excuse,
it must acquit. In this case the burden on the defendant is called an evidential burden.

In the case of a particular oVence it is sometimes hard to establish whether Parliament intended the
burden placed on the defendant to be legal or evidential. Nowadays it is common for the legislation
creating the oVence to avoid the diYculty by making it clear which kind of burden is intended.

In the case of “service-only” oVences under the Bill which are committed only if there is no lawful or
reasonable excuse for what is done, we decided that the burden imposed on the defendant should be
evidential rather than legal. This reflects the fact that criminal oVences are increasingly interpreted by
the civilian courts as imposing only an evidential burden. Far from creating a distinction between the
approach adopted by the civilian courts and that required under the Bill, the intention is to ensure
consistency between the two. That is what clause 322 (or clause 323, as it will be in the next print of
the Bill) is designed to achieve.

Similarly, in the case of a charge under clause 42 (criminal conduct) consistency with the civilian law
requires that any burden placed on the defendant should be a legal burden if it would be a legal burden
in the case of the corresponding criminal oVence, and an evidential burden if it would be an evidential
burden in the case of the corresponding criminal oVence. This is implicit in the drafting of clause 42.

However, we have realised that the position on this point is obscured by clause 322, which on the face
of it extends to oVences under clause 42 as well as “service only” oVences. Clause 322 might be understood
as meaning that there is never a legal burden on the defendant—even if he is charged under clause 42
with an oVence (such as possessing an oVensive weapon) which in the civilian system would impose a
legal burden. We propose to clarify the position by amending clause 322 so as to make it clear that it
does not apply to oVences under clause 42. This will leave the way clear for such oVences to be governed
by whatever rules apply in the civilian system to the corresponding criminal oVence.

Finally, you raised an issue in relation to clauses 335, 336 and new clause 12. For ease of reference,
the relevant extract from the debate is set out below.

“Mr. David Burrowes (Enfield, Southgate) (Con): I wish to pre-empt consideration of the amendments
in my name and the names of my hon. Friends to clarify a number of points. Our concern is on
parliamentary scrutiny, which is the essence of our amendments, particularly in the context of the written
evidence given by the Department to the Defence Committee last year on regulations issued under the
royal prerogative. In considering when such regulations would need parliamentary scrutiny, the
Department wrote:

“As part of this work in some cases where the RN, in particular, currently make regulations
under the Royal Prerogative, such as in relation to Boards of Inquiry, this power will be replaced
by statutory provisions made by subordinate legislation as is already the case for the other two
Services.”

Why will such provisions be exempt from parliamentary scrutiny? Will the Minister clarify whether it
would be legal under Government new clause for a future Secretary of State unilaterally to impose a
pay freeze or pay cut on the armed forces without recourse to Parliament?”

I undertook to come back to you on the points before the end of the sitting but in the event we were
defeated by time constraints. I am therefore setting out the position in more detail in this letter.
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Service personnel do not have contracts of employment and therefore have no contractual entitlement
to pay. Service personnel are paid at the gift of Her Majesty the Queen. Indeed, it is a well established
principle that all matters relating to the administration and disposition of the Armed Forces, including
pay, are left to the Prerogative. The Bill does not intend to change this and altering the position so that
Parliament has control over the pay of the Armed Forces would be a fundamental constitutional change.

Under successive Governments for many years the pay of the Armed Forces has been determined by
the Government which responds to recommendations of the Armed Forces Pay Review Body (AFPRB).
The AFPRB’s report is published as a command paper and the Government’s response published by
means of a written Ministerial Statement. The authorisation of rates of pay, allowances and deductions
is through prerogative instruments.

The Sovereign’s powers in respect of pay are currently set out in a variety of diVerent legal instruments.
For example, rates and conditions of pay for members of the regular army are set out in a Royal Warrant.
But they are set out in Orders in Council for the Royal Navy and in orders of Her Majesty, signified
under the hand of the Secretary of State, or by the Defence Council for the RAF. Although Parliament
cannot vote on these prerogative instruments they are publicly available.

The purpose of the Government’s amendments is limited. It is to make the administration of these
matters the same for all three services namely by Royal Warrant. The driver for this change is the
implementation of the Joint Personnel Administration through which administrative arrangements in all
three services are being simplified and harmonised. It will not however alter Her Majesty or Parliament’s
relationship with the Armed Forces.

I trust that this explains the position on the points you raised.

April 2006

Letter to Mr Gerald Howarth MP from the Minister

During the Select Committee sessions between 20 March and 30 March 2006 you raised a number of
questions upon which I agreed to give you a written response. Where I have not already provided you with
a response I do so below.

First, I agreed to write to you on new clause 13 andNew Schedule 1 which are the Criminal Cases Review
Commission (CCRC) provisions. You asked about the workload of the CCRC and whether there would be
a fast track provision for the military cases.

The CCRC already has internal rules for the prioritisation of cases which permit special account to be
taken of, for example, whether an appellant is in custody and the impact of the case on the operational
eVectiveness of the criminal justice system. The CCRC are clear that in the future this term would include
the military criminal justice system, but have indicated that they would be prepared to state that explicitly.
The CCRC have indicated that they would be happy to receive representations on prioritisation from the
Services on any given case. There is therefore no need for a separate channel for military cases. Importantly,
the CCRC is undertaking a significant programme of work to remove the current backlog and is confident
that this will have been achieved by the time of Armed Forces Bill implementation.

Secondly, you asked about Health and Safety legislation and how it applies to the MOD.

The MOD, the Armed Forces, and all Service and civilian personnel are covered by and required to
comply with Health and Safety at Work etc, Act 1974 (and its equivalent in Northern Ireland). Outside the
United Kingdom, where the legislation does not apply, the Secretary of State by policy extends equivalent
standards to all Service bases overseas and to HerMajesty’s ships and aircraft outside UK territorial waters
or airspace.

Although theMOD itself has Crown Immunity from prosecution, individual members of MOD staV and
service personnel can be prosecuted under Health and Safety legislation.

April 2006

Letter to Vera Baird MP from the Minister

During the Select Committee sessions between 20 March and 30 March 2006 you raised a number of
questions upon which I agreed to give you a written response. Where I have not already provided a written
response I do so below.

On 28 March I agreed to write to you on new clause 13 and New Schedule 1 which make provisions in
respect of the Criminal Cases Review Commission. You asked about an MOD support department to
the CCRC.
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Appeals to the Court Martial Appeal Court from courts-martial are relatively rare, with only about 20
each year in total from all three Services. They are invariably brought at the instigation of the appellants.
The handling of these cases for the Ministry of Defence is administered by the single services. The power
available to the Secretary of State under section 34 of the Courts-Martial Appeal Act 1968 has not been
exercised for many years. If it were, it would also be administered in the first instance by the appropriate
single service staVs. There has therefore been no need for theMinistry of Defence to have a separate support
department for this function.

April 2006

Letter to Mr Simon Burns MP from the Minister

At the hearing of the Standing Committee on the Armed Forces Bill held on 30 March 2006 I promised
to write to you about the details of the three Reserve Forces (Safeguard of Employment) Act 1985
Reinstatement Committee cases which were found in favour of the respondent, that is, the employer. This
letter also deals with points raised byKevan Jones andGeraldHowarth whenwe were discussing new clause
30. These were, respectively, whether reservists who lose their jobs because of their membership of a reserve
force and who successfully claim in an Employment Tribunal for unfair dismissal, should be entitled to
compensation awards in excess of the current limits which may be awarded; and the application of the 1985
Act to reservists who have not completed called-out service.

The details of the three cases where a Reinstatement Committee found in favour of the respondent (the
employer) are as follows. In the first case the applicant, a reservist, sought reinstatement and compensation
but failed because neither of the respondents named in the case was legally his employer. By way of
background I should explain that the reservist had taken up work through an employment agency (one of
the respondents) as a temporary worker on a construction project. Following his demobilisation, the agency
was only able to find short-term work for the reservist, which he completed. Subsequently the agency tried
to find him further work but in the meantime he found permanent employment albeit at a slightly reduced
rate of pay. The Reinstatement Committee held that the main respondent was a recruiting agency and not
in law the reservist’s employer; there was no contract of employment or even implied contract between the
two respondents and the reservist. The Committee added that even had the applicant been employed by the
second respondent, a contractor, there would not have been a term in the employment contract whereby the
applicant would be engaged on a particular project. It would not have been reasonable or practical to return
the reservist to the same project where he had been working before his mobilisation.

In the second case the applicant did not seek reinstatement but rather compensation to cover the period
when he wished to recommence work and the time he obtained other work (a period of three weeks). The
Committee held that no order should be made to compensate the applicant because he had applied for his
former job outside the period provided by the 1985 Act. I should add here that all reservists are briefed at
the time of their demobilisation about the 1985Act including the periodwhen applications for reinstatement
must be made.

The third application which was unsuccessful concerned a reservist who worked as a manager at a depot
which, during the period of his mobilised service, had contracted its activities following a restructuring of
the company.As a result of the reorganisation, the reservist’s post was cut and he was awarded a redundancy
payment. The reservist sought compensation under the 1985 Act. Technically the application failed because
the reservist had applied outside the period specified in the Act. However, not withstanding that, the
Committee did consider the case in the alternative as if the application had been made in the stipulated
period. The committee found that while the employer could have done more to find alternative employment
there would not have been a compensation payment because shortly after being made redundant the
reservist found a job which paid more money.

I now turn to the second question about the amount of compensationwhich a reservist may be awarded by
an Employment Tribunal for unfair dismissal, currently £58,400. I believe that reservists should be treated in
the same way as any other applicant before a Tribunal. The wrong for which reservists are being
compensated is the same as for any other employee, namely unfair dismissal. The key principles for making
a compensatory award are set out in the Employment Rights Act 1996 and I do not believe that we should
deviate from those principles. To give reservists special status would be rather arbitrary especially as there
are also other groups of people who also make a significant contribution to society outside their main
employment, such as life-boatmen, retained fire-fighters, volunteer medical and nursing staV and members
of mountain rescue teams. I should also add that where a re-employment order is made but not complied
with, themaximum limit on the compensatory awardmay be exceeded if the sumof the compensatory award
and additional award (ie an award arising from the employer’s failure to comply with a re-employment
order) would otherwise be less than the arrears of pay element of the original awardwith which the employer
failed to comply. In other words, the policy is to allow the limit on the amount of a compensatory award
to be exceeded where there is a need rather than on applicant’s status.
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The third issue concerned the application of the 1985Act to those members of the reserve forces who have
not completed called-out service. As I explained at the meeting on 30 March, it is an oVence under section
17 of the 1985 Act to terminate at any time a reservist’s employment without his consent because of his
liability to report for call out or because he has entered permanent service. The Act therefore covers a wider
period than the one immediately following a period of mobilised service. As soon as the reservist is released
from mobilised service, section 1(2) of the Act takes eVect which requires an employer to re-employ the
reservist in his or her old job or in the most favourable occupation and on the most favourable terms and
conditions which are reasonable and practicable. I would also remind the Committee that the 1985 Act
should not be read in isolation and that reservists can avail themselves of the normal safeguards found in
the Employment Rights Act 1996 such as unfair dismissal.

I trust that this explains the position.

April 2006

Further Memorandum from the Ministry of Defence

Provision of Evidence Through a Live Link

Criminal Justice Act 1988

1. Live link video evidence. Section 32 of the 1988Act enables evidence to be given through a live television
link in a Crown Court trial by a witness (other than the accused) who is outside the United Kingdom. It is
applied to Service Courts with modifications, with eVect from 4 November 1996, by the Criminal Justice
Act 1988 (Application to Service Courts) (Evidence) Order 1996 (SI 1996/2592). As modified, the section
allows evidence to be given before a court-martial through a live television link on the satisfaction of certain
conditions, one of which is that the witness is in a country other than that in which the court-martial is
sitting. For example, it is not possible to apply to adduce such evidence before a court-martial sitting in the
United Kingdom if the witness concerned is also in the United Kingdom. The procedure for applying to
adduce such evidence is laid down by rule 60 of the Court-Martial (Army) Rules 1997 (and the Naval and
RAF equivalents).

2. Video recordings of testimony from child witnesses. Until replaced by the Youth Justice and Criminal
Evidence Act 1999, section 32A of the 1988 Act enabled the recorded video testimony of a child to be
adduced before the Crown Court. It is applied to Service Courts, with modifications, with eVect from
4 November 1996 by the Criminal Justice Act 1988 (Application to Service Courts) (Evidence) Order 1996
(SI 1996/2592). The procedure for applying to adduce such evidence is laid down at rule 61 of the Court-
Martial (Army) Rules 1997 (and the Naval and RAF equivalents).

Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act 1999

3. Special measures. Section 19 of the 1999 Act provides that special measures directions can be made in
respect of eligible witnesses. Eligible witnesses are defined by sections 16 and 17 of the Act and refer,
generally, to witnesses who are eligible because of their age or incapacity (section 16) or through fear of
testifying (section 17).

4. Evidence by live link. Section 24 of the 1999 Act provides that a special measures directionmay provide
for an eligible witness to give evidence by means of a live link.

5. These provisions of the 1999 Act came into force in the civilian criminal justice system on 24 July
2002. Section 61 of the Act enables them to be applied to Service Courts by order of the Secretary of State.
Statutory instruments have been drafted that will apply them (with the appropriatemodifications) to Service
courts and it is anticipated that these statutory instruments will be laid within the next two months.

Criminal Justice Act 2003

6. Live links in criminal proceedings. Section 51 of the 2003 Act enables a court to authorise witnesses
other than the defendant (and not solely witnesses who are vulnerable or outside the United Kingdom), to
give evidence through a live link in certain criminal proceedings. “Live link” is defined in section 56(2) of
the 2003 Act and will usually mean a closed circuit television link, but could apply to any technology with
the same eVect such as video conferencing facilities or the internet. Subsections (4)(a) and (4)(b) provide that
a court may only authorise the use of a live link if:

— it is in the interests of the eYcient or eVective administration of justice for the witness to give
evidence by way of a live link (for example, a witness may be able to give evidence from his
place of work in a diVerent part of the United Kingdom rather than have to travel to
court); and
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— the court has been notified by the Secretary of State that suitable facilities are available in the
area where the proceedings are to take place: this will allow for phased implementation of the
facilities required for live links. The responsibility for ensuring that there are facilities in the
remote location from which the witness intends to give evidence falls to the parties and is
therefore not covered by this section.

7. Subsection (6) directs the court to consider all the circumstances of the case when deciding whether to
authorise the use of a live link and subsection (7) points out some of the most important considerations the
court must take into account.

8. Section 51 of the 2003 Act is not yet in force in the civilian criminal justice system. The Ministry of
Defence is liaising with the Home OYce to ensure that the provisions will be applied to Service Courts, with
any necessary modifications, as soon as is practicable after their introduction in the civilian criminal
justice system.

Conclusion

9. Therefore, the only live link evidence that can be adduced before a court martial pursuant to a power
derived from primary legislation is from a witness who is outside the country in which the court martial is
being held, or is a child witness (sections 32 and 32A Criminal Justice Act 1988 as applied with
modifications refer).

10. However, as referred to at paragraph 5 above, statutory instruments have been drafted to apply with
modifications the provisions of Part 2 of the 1999 Act, and it is expected that they will be laid before
Parliament within the next two months. Consequently, the ability to adduce evidence by video link before
courts-martial will be analogous to the power already available to the civilian criminal courts.

April 2006
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43 Select Committee HOUSE OF COMMONS on the Armed Forces Bill

intended to replace were the subject of scrutiny by theSelect Committee on the House for nearly three years. Therefore, the fact that
we have managed to wrestle with it for three months isArmed Forces Bill perhaps a tribute to the diligence with which we have
approached the task.

Monday 20 March 2006 It is only fair to say that, while we have had three
months, members of the Bill team, to whom I pay

[Mr. George Howarth in the Chair] tribute for the help that they have given us, have had
18 months in which the wrestle with it. As I said, the
predecessor legislation was considered for three years,Armed Forces Bill
while in the 1950s there were 31 evidence sittings on

2.15 pm the oVences section alone, which might well put in
perspective what we shall be dealing with.

The Chairman: We are meeting this afternoon We are discussing a tri-service Bill, and there is
formally to discuss the Armed Forces Bill, and the unquestionably an overwhelming view that our
procedure is similar to that for Standing Committees forthcoming discussions are the right way to proceed.
when amendments are proposed to clauses. They must The Committee made interesting visits to Oman,
be debated and disposed of first. When there are no Cyprus and Iraq, wherewe saw the diVerences between
amendments, we shall debate whether clauses and the three services. Given the order in which the
schedules should stand part of the Bill. Themotion can proceedings have been set out today, we must bear in
be debated, if hon. Members wish, before I put the mind during our deliberations the importance of
question. maintaining the essential ethos of the three diVerent
Several amendments have been tabled, which are on services and be mindful of the need not to pass a Bill

themarshalled list circulated by theClerk. I propose to that could damage that.
group the amendments for the convenience of the We shall be guided by that consideration and the
debate, and that is on the selection list. I shall call those consideration of ensuring that the military context is
in whose name the amendments have been tabled at taken into account whenever possible. One interesting
the appropriate time. feature of our recent visit was that we could get the

sense of what it is like to be in the front line. AlthoughThe Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
much of the Bill relates to the mundane business ofDefence (Mr. Don Touhig): I beg to move,
day-to-day service discipline—dealing with a squaddieThat the Bill be considered in the following order, namely,
who got drunk in Aldershot or Colchester, or withClauses 1 to 53, Schedule 1, Clauses 54 to 113, Schedule 2, Clauses

114 to 163, Schedule 3, Clauses 164 to 168, Schedule 4, Clauses 169 oVences such as theft—when it becomes an Act of
to 180, Schedule 5, Clause 181, Schedule 6, Clauses 182 to 205, Parliament, it will also deal with the soldier who is out
Schedule 7, Clauses 206 to 271, Schedule 8, Clauses 272 to 275, on the front line defending our country and our
Schedule 9, Clauses 276 and 277, Schedule 10, Clauses 278 to 345, interests, and fighting for the freedom of others. It isSchedule 11, Clauses 346 to 351, Schedule 12, Clauses 352 to 360,

very important that that military context be taken intoSchedule 13, Clauses 361 to 368, Schedules 14 and 15, Clauses 369
account.to 375, remaining proceedings on the Bill.

As theMinister said, we have a huge amount to dealWe are looking forward to discussing this important
with in a short time. I hope that we shall be able toBill under your chairmanship, Mr. Howarth. You are
concentrate on those issues that are particularlyregarded by no less an authority than Andrew Roth as
important, rather than trying to go through everyan eYcient and fair-minded person, and I am sure that
clause line by line, but I should say that somethose qualities will characterise our clause-by-clause
amendments that we table will inevitably be probing.consideration of the Bill. You have had a distinguished
I hope they provoke a debate, not only amongparliamentary and ministerial career, and I know that
ourselves, but in public.we shall benefit from your advice and guidance in the

days ahead. I am also conscious that there is a long-stop in this
game of cricket—their lordships in another place, whoWe agreed at the private sitting that the motion
include among their number those with front-linerepresents by far the most sensible way to tackle
experience and with experience of senior posts in ourmatters. The Bill is large and complex, so it is right that
armed forces. I hope that, should a ball slip throughour deliberations should be guided in the way set out,
the Committee by mistake, those long-stops will bewhereby we shall work our way through the Bill in a
behind the wicket-keeper to ensure that it is picked up.proper sequence, debating schedules with the relevant

clauses. That is the proper way forward. I welcome you to the Chair, Mr. Howarth, and look
forward to our deliberations.

Mr. Gerald Howarth (Aldershot) (Con): I join the
Minister inwelcoming you to theChair,Mr.Howarth, Mr. Colin Breed (South-East Cornwall) (LD): I also

welcome you to the Chair, Mr. Howarth, and looknotwithstanding the fact that you have been endorsed
in such fashion by Mr. Roth, whom I hold in slightly forward to working under your chairmanship.
less regard than the Minister clearly does. However, I I thank all those who have assisted with the evidence
shall not hold that against you, Mr. Howarth. sessions so far, and the Bill Committee Clerks. The

prelude to our deliberations has been extremelyI agree with the Minister that the Bill is complex. It
is also extremely important and it is worth my putting valuable. It has provided a much greater insight into

some diYculties, anomalies and potential problemsit on the record that the Acts of Parliament it is
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that we shall encounter, and has enabled us to give other Departments, such as the Foreign and
Commonwealth OYce and the Department forgreat thought to those issues before sitting down to

consider the Bill. International Development.
It is hard to see the modern battlefield being neatlyI look forward to the deliberations. The Bill is

divided into the front line and the rear echelon,complex and extremely important, and I hope that
although I know that sponsored reserves do not gothere will not be too much need for the long-stop and
right up to the front line. However, an overstretchedthat we can get a general consensus. I do not see any
defence budget precludes a return to self-suYciencysignificant party political aspects. It is important for us
across front-line and support functions, even if it wereto try to get the best Bill that we can, so that we can
desirable. The Bill must therefore deal with thesupport the men and women serving in the armed
increasing prevalence of private sector staV being nearforces, both at home and abroad.
or even on the front line.

Question put and agreed to. Servicemen and private sector staV are likely to be
operating on the same base and in the same

Clause 1 environment, and are therefore subject to the same
risks. The amendment acknowledges that fact and itAssisting an enemy
would make such personnel subject to the same
oVences as military personnel. The Government haveMr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 16, in
a duty to ensure that private contractors fulfil theirclause 1, page 1, line 7, after “law”, insert
obligations, even when the going gets tough. The

‘or a civilian subject to service discipline’. amendments would place all private-sector staV, not
only sponsored reserves, under military discipline onThe Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
such matters as the obstruction of operations.discuss the following amendments: No. 19, in clause 1,
I hope, on that constructive basis, that thepage 1, line 16, after “law”, insert

Government will accept the amendment. The subject‘or a civilian subject to service discipline’.
will crop up in forthcoming debates, but I do notNo. 20, in clause 1, page 1, line 21, at end insert—
intend to repeat myself as I have put the arguments on‘( ) Nothing in this section shall be construed as requiring any
the record.civilian subject to service discipline to bear arms or participate in

any active operations against an enemy,’.
Mr. Touhig:May I set the scene and give colleagues

an understanding of the purpose of the clause? ItMr. Howarth: The principal purpose of the
makes it an oVence for service personnel intentionallyamendment is to extend the reference of oVences to
to assist an enemy. OVences may be committed in ainclude civilians who are subject to service discipline.
number of ways, and those involved are closely basedIncreasingly, we find that civilians are routinely
on the ones in the service discipline Acts, which haveemployed on operations around the world. It is
served us well.therefore important to ensure that they are tied into

the Bill, and in many respects, they are. I shall deal first with amendments Nos. 16 and 19.
The clause is limited to service personnel, but theThe Ministry for Defence routinely considers the
amendments would extend it so that civilians wereuse of contractors throughout the planning stages and
subject to service discipline. That would includelife of deployed operations. Of the £11 billion that the
civilians such as civil servants and contractorsMOD spends on support services and the provision,
accompanying our forces. The Bill provides for suchoperation andmaintenance of equipment, no less than
civilians to be subject to service law in relation to£2.3 billion is spent directly on equipment and services
criminal conduct, a few comparable disciplinarycontracted for availability and capability on deployed
oVences such as looting and the obligation to obeyoperations. The wholesale shift in the use of deployed
standing orders.contractors has dramatically increased the number of

their employees serving near or even on the front line. Service disciplinary oVences are specifically
It has been calculated that, in recent years, between intended to uphold service discipline through the
21,000 and 27,000 private sector personnel, including maintenance of the command relationship between the
locally employed civilians and locally recruited services and service personnel. It is not appropriate to
workers, have helped to sustain UK military create a command relationship between the services
deployments. Of those, between 15,000 and 20,000 and civilians—that wouldmake civilians servicemen in
have supported service contracts on operations in the all but name. That is not how relations with, for
Balkans,Afghanistan,westAfrica and themiddle east. example, contractors are managed in theatre. Instead,
A further 1,100 to 1,500 personnel have been involved the relationship with contractors is based on their
with contractor logistics support, and up to 1,200 have contractual rights and obligations.
acted as consultants or technical advisers. As for amendment No. 19, it would be utterly

without precedent to impose on civilians being heldSpecific contracts for the Afghanistan and Iraq
deployments have involved 3,500 contracted captive by an enemy the same duties as expected of

trained soldiers. We cannot expect civilians who arepersonnel. It is estimated that private sector personnel
have accounted for about a quarter of the UK’s total caught up in a conflict—not even those who have been

workingwith the forces—to have the same disciplinarydeployed force since combat operations commenced in
Iraq in 2003. Those figures do not include private standards as we expect from serving personnel. Only if

their actions are oVences under the criminal law, suchsector personnel employed for security services by
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‘(f) is made a prisoner of war through disobedience of lawful[Mr. Touhig]
orders or wilful neglect of duty;

(g) acts with intent to prejudice the security of HerMajesty’sas under the OYcial Secrets Act 1989, or treason,
Forces or of any force co-operating with them.

should they be criminally liable, but we should not
(1A) In subsection (1) “acts” includes omitting to act.’.impose on civilians the further obligations of clause 1.

One eVect of amendments Nos. 16 and 19 would be Mr. Howarth: Again, these are relatively minorthat a civilian could be punished if he was captured amendments. Amendment No. 17 is a draftingbecause he had failed to obey an order to fight. It amendment that would ensure that a person who, forwould be quite improper to punish civilians who had example, failed to destroy supplies on the approach ofbeen captured because they did not fight. That would an enemy was also covered.not be permissible under either international or
Amendment No. 18 would add two further oVencesdomestic law.

to the list set out in clause 1, the first being where
2.30 pm someone was made a prisoner of war through

disobedience of lawful orders or wilful neglect of duty.Amendment No. 20 seems to have been included to
We should bear it in mind that we are creating a brandavoid that result of the other proposed amendments,
new Act of Parliament—albeit consolidating threebut it does not deal with the fundamental problems
existing Acts—and some of our amendments arewith them, because whenever civilians subject to
designed to ensure that there is no doubt about itsservice discipline were with troops operating in
interpretation.theatre, a level of duty would be imposed on them that

was appropriate only to members of our armed forces. The purpose of amendment No. 18 is to put it on
There is the clear divide between me and the hon. record that it should be an oVence for a soldier, a sailor
Member for Aldershot (Mr. Howarth). or an airman to be made a prisoner of war through

disobedience of lawful orders or wilful neglect of duty,
Mr. Kevan Jones (North Durham) (Lab): Will my or to act with intent to prejudice the security of Her

hon. Friend clarify the position on sponsored reserves? Majesty’s forces or of any force co-operating with
Am I right in assuming that they would come under them.
military law, because they had been activated on

I draw theMinister’s attention to the second phraseactive duty?
in proposed new subsection (1)(g), which is

Mr. Touhig: My hon. Friend is quite right. “any force co-operating with them”.
Sponsored reserves would be covered under military A feature of modern operations is that Her Majesty’s
law. I have sought to make a clear distinction between armed forces are generally not engaged in solo
those serving in our forces and civilians. As I have activities of the kind we saw in Sierra Leone. Virtually
outlined, there are appropriate ways for civilians to be all our operations, whether in the Balkans or Iraq, are
brought to book if, for instance, they breach the conducted with other parties.
OYcial Secrets Act, and so on. I hope that the hon. Again, I feel it is important that we should put it on
Member for Aldershot, having understood my record that it should be an oVence to endanger not
explanation, feels able to withdraw the amendment. only other members of HerMajesty’s forces, but those

forces with which we are co-operating. When we wereMr. Howarth: I hear what theMinister says. Clearly
in Iraq, we were told that about 16 other nations werehe believes that civilians are to be kept completely
involved; it seems to me that the amendment ought toseparate. He has already referred to amendments Nos.
be included.17 and 18, which— [Interruption.] Sorry, amendment
I have said enough to make my point and I lookNo. 20 would prevent a civilian from being subject to

forward to the Minister’s reply.a charge in the event of their failing to resist arrest or
take up arms against an enemy. However, given the

Mr. Touhig: Amendments Nos. 17 and 18 wouldcircumstances that I described, it is unfortunate that
extend what acts amount to assisting the enemy.the Minister has closed the door on that proposal.
Clause 1(1)(d) makes it an oVence to provide an enemyAlthough I do not intend to press amendment No.
with supplies; amendment No. 17 would extend that20 to a vote, it raises an important issue. The Minister
oVence to cover intentionally allowing an enemyhas responded, setting out the Government’s position,
access to supplies. We think that unnecessary, becauseand I am minded to take the proposal back, either to
such actions would almost invariably involve a breachexplore the issue further on Report or to leave it to be
of standing orders, to which civilians subject to serviceexplored in another place in due course. I beg to ask
discipline are also subject, or amount to an attempt toleave to withdraw the amendment.
commit the oVence of providing an enemy with

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. supplies.
Amendment No. 18 would make an oVence ofMr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 17, in

assisting an enemy when a soldier was captured as aclause 1, page 1, line 14, after “with”, insert
result of disobeying orders, and a further oVence of‘or permits or enables an enemy to have access to’.
assisting the enemy with intent to “prejudice the
security” of our forces or those of our allies. The hon.The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
Member for Aldershot referred to the fact that mostdiscuss amendment No. 18, in clause 1, page 1, line 15,

at end insert— often we are on operational duties with our allies.
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(2) A person to whom this subsection applies commits anThe amendment would add nothing; what it would
oVence if—address can be dealt with satisfactorily under existing

(a) he engages in conduct with the intention of securingoVences of disobedience, failure to use utmost favourable treatment; and
exertions to carry out lawful orders and other types of (b) the conduct is detrimental to other persons also captured
conduct under clause 2, such as misconduct in by an enemy.
operations. I fully understand the hon. Gentleman’s (3) A person to whom this subsection applies commits an
point, but I hope he concedes that it is well covered by oVence if—

(a) he is in a position of authority over other persons alsowhat is already in existence.
captured by an enemy; and

Mr.Howarth:Will theMinister assure us that he has (b) he ill-treats those other persons.
considered the issue of whether it will be an oVence for (4) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to
British forces co-operating with other forces to fail to any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but any

sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence mustcomply with the order of, let us say, a US general? Is
not exceed ten years.’.the Minister satisfied that he has considered

suYciently the potential permutations of coalition
Mr. Howarth: I know that it might seem as if we arewarfare to ensure that the position will not be

notmakingmuch progress aswe are still only on clausechallenged, either by the Judge Advocate General,
1, but I think that we shall make more rapid progresswho at least has the merit of understanding the
elsewhere. The purpose of new clause 10 is to create anmilitary context, or by—heaven forbid—the Court of
oVence relating to conduct by servicemen and byAppeal or the HighCourt, in which civiliansmight not
civilians who are subject to service discipline in theunderstand the finer points and may rely only on the
event of capture by the enemy. It has been liftedwording in the Act of Parliament to decide a case?
entirely from the Australian law, and it would be

Mr. Touhig:The hon.Gentlemanmightwish to note helpful if the Minister said why such a proposal is
that existing oVences cover and include the enemies of neither necessary nor helpful.
co-operating forces. Would it help if I wrote to him

New clause 10(2) would create an oVence in casesand his colleagues, responding to the point he has just
when a person attempted to gain favourable treatmentmade and setting out the circumstances under which
for himself. Clause 10(2)(b) says, in eVect, that thewe believe we are fully covered in this respect?
oVence would be committed only if, for example, an
oYcer sought to obtain preferential treatment for oneMr.David Burrowes (Enfield, Southgate) (Con): Is it
category of prisoner. Subsection (3) would create annot the case that the definition of “enemy” in the Bill

does not necessarily cover the catch-all reference in oVence if a serviceman, or a civilian subject to service
proposed new subsection (1)(g)? discipline, in a position of authority—not necessarily

just a senior oYcer or a camp leader—ill treated
Mr. Touhig: I shall consider what the hon. anyone under his authority.

Gentleman has said. If he and the hon. Member for
I am not very clear about the law relating toAldershot are happy for me to do so, I shall respond

prisoners of war. The Government have made it clearby letter to the examples given and set out the
that prisoners of war cannot be court martialled whilecircumstances under which we believe we are fully
they remain so, and I refer to the debate in anothercovered as far as this matter is concerned.
place as reported in Hansard on 10 February 2006 at

Mr. Howarth: I am very grateful, as I am sure the column WA 125.
Committee is, for the Minister’s oVer to let us have a The application of military law to prisoners of war
note on those issues. We have received many notes is also unclear to me. It is my understanding that
from the Minister and his team—all beautifully prisoners can still be subject to military law, and can
written—and we look forward to another on that be the subject of proceedings once they are free, but it
subject, even if it means some burning of midnight oil. would be helpful if the Minister commented on that.

What, for example, would be the position of troopsMr. Touhig: I do not feel the weekend is complete
interned in neutral countries such as Sweden orunless I have written to the hon. Gentleman.
Switzerland? Could a neutral country allow authority

The Chairman: That is very nice to hear. under the Armed Forces Act to be exercised on its own
territory?

Mr. Howarth: I beg to ask leave to withdraw the
The oVence proposed in subsection (2)—securingamendment.

favourable treatment in a discriminatory fashion—is
designed to ensure that all prisoners of war, whetherAmendment, by leave, withdrawn.
servicemen or civilians, would be aware of their

Question proposed, That the clause stand part of responsibilities to each other in captivity. Will the
the Bill. Minister let us have his view?

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
Mr. Touhig: We think that new clause 10 isdiscuss new clause 10—Conduct after capture by the

unnecessary in its application to service personnel andenemy—
inappropriate in its application to civilians. In relation‘(1) Subsections (2) and (3) apply to a person subject to service
to service personnel, clause 1(2) provides an adequatelawor a civilian subject to service disciplinewhohas been captured

by an enemy. deterrent to service personnel assisting the enemy after
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[Mr. Touhig] would not commit that oVence if they took for illicit
purposes any vehicle or other equipment. We think

capture. It prohibits any assistance to an enemy, therefore that amendment No. 26 is wrong.
except for the limited amount of work that may be Research with service logistics sources confirmed
required under international law. that the term “stores” was correct and includes all
The seriousness with which we view that matter is items referred to from time to time as “supplies”.

reflected by the fact that the maximum sentence for Therefore, the proposed change in terminology is
an oVence under clause 1 is life imprisonment. It is unnecessary. I hope that the hon. Gentleman will
diYcult to see what behaviourwould be covered by the withdraw the amendment.
new clause thatwas not covered by clauses 1 and 2, and

Mr. Howarth: In view of the Minister’sby a number of disciplinary and criminal oVences
observations, I am inclined to withdraw therelating to ill treatment.
amendment. I shall make one point, however. Part ofI said that the new clause would be inappropriate for
the reason for debating the issues is to put on thecivilians. It would be utterly without precedent to
record the Government’s intentions so that people canimpose on civilians being held captive by an enemy the
be in no doubt about them. I cannot argue with thesame duties as we expect from our trained soldiers.We
Minister’s description, and I beg to ask leave tocannot expect civilians caught up in conflict, even
withdraw the amendment.thosewhohave beenworkingwith the services, to have

the same disciplinary standards as those we expect of Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
serving personnel.

Clause 4 ordered to stand part of the Bill.2.45 pm
Only if civilians’ actions are oVences under criminal Clauses 5 to 11 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

law—for example, if they are guilty of assault—should
they be criminally liable. However, we should not Clause 12
impose on civilians the further obligations under the

Disobedience to lawful commandsproposed clause. I do not believe that the new clause
will take us very far forward and, in light of what I

Question proposed, That the clause stand part ofhave said, I hope that the hon. Gentleman will
the Bill.withdraw it.

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient toThe Chairman: I do not think that it is necessary to
discuss the following: New clause 8—Disobedience ofwithdraw the new clause because we are discussing
captain’s orders—Her Majesty’s ships—clause stand part.
‘(1) A person subject to service law or a civilian subject to

Mr. Howarth: As you say, Mr. Howarth, we are service discipline commits an oVence if he disobeys any lawful
debating clause stand part, but I was speaking to new command by the captain of any of Her Majesty’s ships in relation

to the navigation or handling of the ship or aVecting the safety ofclause 10. In light of the Minister’s assurances, I am
the ship, whether or not the captain is subject to service law.happy not to press the new clause, subject to our being
(2) For the purposes of this section a person of whatever rankable to revisit the matter.

shall, when the person is in a ship, be under the command, in
respect of allmatters relating to the navigation and handling of theQuestion put and agreed to.
ship or aVecting the safety of the ship, of the captain of the ship,
whether or not the captain is subject to service law;Clause 1 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
(3) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to

Clauses 2 and 3 ordered to stand part of the Bill. any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but any
sentence of imprisonment must not exceed ten years.’.

New clause 11—Disobedience of captain’s orders—Clause 4
Her Majesty’s aircraft—

Looting
‘(1) A person subject to service law or a civilian subject to

service discipline commits an oVence if he disobeys any lawful
Mr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 26, in command by the captain of any of Her Majesty’s aircraft in

clause 4, page 3, line 29, leave out ‘vehicle, equipment relation to the flying or handling of the aircraft or aVecting the
safety of the aircraft, whether or not the captain is subject toor stores’ and insert ‘supplies’.
service law.The amendment is designed simply to widen the
(2) For the purposes of this section—scope of subsection (3) from just “vehicle, equipment
(a) a person of whatever rank shall, when the person is in anor stores” to the much broader range of items aircraft, be under the command, in respect of all matters

encompassed by the word “supplies”. That word is relating to the navigation and handling of the ship or
used elsewhere in the Bill and therefore it would be aVecting the safety of the aircraft, of the captain of the

aircraft, whether or not the captain is subject to serviceappropriate to use it in clause 4.
law; and

(b) if the aircraft is a glider and is being towed by anotherMr. Touhig: The clause preserves oVences of
aircraft, the captain of the glider shall, so long as the gliderlooting. Currently, subsection (3) refers to “vehicle,
is being towed, be under the command, in respect of allequipment or stores”. That wording is the same as in
matters relating to the flying or handling of the glider or

the current service discipline Acts. The amendment aVecting the safety of the glider, of the captain of the
seeks to substitute that phrase with the word towing aircraft, whether or not the captain is subject to

service law.“supplies”, which would mean that UK servicemen
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(3) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to safe functioning of a ship. Any conduct likely to
any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but any interfere with the safe running of a ship would almost
sentence of imprisonment must not exceed ten years.’. certainly be a breach of standing orders and therefore

an oVence.Mr. Howarth: I shall speak to new clauses 8 and 11.
As I explained on clause 1, it is neither necessary norClause 31 relates to the oVence of hazarding a ship,

appropriate to go further and require civilians to obeyand there is a similar oVence relating to the hazarding
specific commands as if they were servicemen andof an aircraft—I cannot quite find it, but I know that
women. New clause 11 is slightly diVerent because theit is in the Bill. The new clauses would make it explicit
captain of a military aircraft is not always subject toin the Bill that the captain of a ship or aircraft had
service law. They might be, for instance, a civiliancomplete command of it. This might be stating the
flying instructor. In order to ensure the safety of theobvious, but it is important that we clarify beyond
aircraft in such cases, it may be necessary that alldoubt that disobeying the order of a captain of a ship
passengers and crew, whether servicemen or civilians,or aircraft is a most serious oVence. It has always been
obey the captain’s commands.accepted in the armed forces that the captain of a ship

or aircraft is in sole charge of it, whatever the rank of We have a solution to that problem in clause 49,
the passengers. The new clauses would place that whichmakes it possible for specified oVences under the
understanding on a statutory basis and extend its air navigation order to apply to people in military
scope to cover civilians who are subject to service aircraft, including civilians, as a matter of service law.
discipline. One of the oVences under the air navigation order is

disobeying the orders of the commander of theThere is a practical reason why the Bill should assert
aircraft. The Bill already allows us, therefore, to dothat the person in charge must be the captain. On a
what is set out in new clause 11. With thatnaval vessel, that will be a royal naval oYcer—we have
“concession”, I hope that the hon. Member fornot gone so tri-service as to put a sapper in charge of an
Aldershot will not seek to press the new clause to aaircraft carrier, but who knows what the future holds.
vote.However, the issue is important. The other day,

members of the Committee visited a Royal Navy ship
Mr. Howarth: That is extremely helpful because thein the Persian gulf. We saw the Royal Marines

Minister has put it on the record that ultimately theembarking on HMS Bulwark, and there were some
captain of the ship will have complete authority overfairly senior oYcers there. I also visited HMS
all the ship’s company, whether uniformed orIllustrious in November, and several Royal Air Force
otherwise. He makes an interesting point aboutoYcers were on board to fly the Harrier aircraft. A tri-
civilians occasionally being in charge of aircraft. Ofservice Bill should include an explicit understanding
course, there may well be circumstances in which athat, when two services are involved, the captain of a
civilian flies an air-to-air refuelling tanker, if theship or aircraft is in charge. There should be no doubt
proposals for the future strategic tanker aircraftabout that, which is why we have tabled the new
proceed. Under the private finance initiativeclauses. I hope that theMinister will find them helpful.
arrangements, it is quite possible that non-uniformed

Mr. Touhig: I am seeking to be helpful to the hon. oYcers will be in charge. The hon. Member for North
Gentleman and to put things on the record, because I Durham (Mr. Jones) seems to be indicating dissent.
know that that is what he and other members of the
Committee desire. Mr. Jones: I thought that the proposal was to have
Service personnel must carry out the lawful sponsored reserves, which are covered by the point I

commands of those who are superior in command to made earlier.
them. Those commands might involve unpleasant,

Mr. Howarth: It is our duty to foresee potentialdangerous or just inconvenient activity. It is self-
developments, not just the situation that prevailsevident that obeying lawful commands is essential to
today. Certainly, sponsored reserves are more in useoperational eVectiveness. Under clause 12, service
than they ever have been and as the hon. Gentlemanpersonnel who deliberately or recklessly disobey a
knows from his membership of the Defencelawful command will be guilty of an oVence. The
Committee, there is an ongoing debate about therequirement that the command is lawful oVers a
extent to which civilians should be involved in going toserviceman a protection against being ordered to take
the front line and whether an air-to-air refuellingpart in an unlawful activity.
tanker operating away from the front line might beNew clause 8 would create a separate oVence of
considered to be in the front line.We need to bear suchdisobeying the lawful command of a captain of one of
issues in mind.Her Majesty’s ships, irrespective of whether the

captain is subject to service law, and new clause 11 Will the Minister explain what would happen if a
civilian ship, under a civilian captain, were charteredwould do the same for Her Majesty’s aircraft. As far

as service personnel are concerned, new clause 8 would by the Royal Navy or Ministry of Defence? There was
an example of that during the Falklands war, when theadd nothing, because clause 12 requires service

personnel to obey the lawful commands of naval SS Canberra was chartered by Her Majesty’s
Government to take troops to the Falklands. It wouldoYcers, and only naval oYcers can be captains of Her

Majesty’s ships. Civilians in Her Majesty’s ships will be helpful if he could explain the situation that
prevailed at the time; those who have an even morebe subject to service discipline and therefore, under

clause 13, to the standing orders that provide for the comprehensive knowledge of the matter than the
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[Mr. Howarth] Mr. Touhig: Clause 16 preserves the oVence of
malingering and maintains the maximum sentence of

Minister may be able to assist. Perhaps he could two years’ imprisonment. In general terms,
explain what happens when Royal Marines and royal malingering is considered an avoidance of duty by
naval personnel are involved. feigning injury or illness, by becoming injured as a

result of a deliberate act of self-harming, or by
Mr. Touhig:My view is that the obligation would be deliberately prolonging an injury—for example, by

to obey the captain of a ship, but in the circumstances deliberately worsening a fracture in an attempt to
he described, a senior oYcer would be on board. There avoid an operational tour. I am sure that colleagues
would be an intermeshed relationship that would who were in Iraq last week saw nothing of that kind
secure what we are seeking to do through the Bill. happening within our forces; indeed, such occurrences

are very rare these days. I am also sure that nomemberMr.Howarth:On that basis, I am happy not to press
of this Committee will be accused of malingering inthe new clause to a vote.
any way given the amount of work put into the Bill in
recent months. I pay credit to everyone involved, andQuestion put and agreed to.
to those who have not had some of the best flights in
the world recently, as some colleagues have indicated.Clause 12 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

Clauses 13 to 15 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
The Chairman:Order. TheMinister is about to start

malingering.3 pm

Clause 16 Mr. Touhig: I shall take note of what you say, Mr.
Howarth.Malingering

The clause would also apply to service personnel
who injure a serviceman or woman at their request, orMr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 27, in
take steps to prolong an injury sustained by aclause 16, page 7, line 33, after ‘avoid’, insert
serviceman or woman. As I say, thankfully, the use of‘any particular service or kind of service, and that service or kind
the clause is unlikely to be frequent, but none the less itof service is relevant’.
is important that there be an oVence to deal with such

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to behaviour when it occurs.
discuss the following amendments: No. 28, in clause The oVence can be dealt with summarily, but it is
16, page 8, line 6, at end insert— suYciently serious to attract a maximum of two years’
‘“relevant service” means— imprisonment if tried by a court martial. The

(a) actions or operations against an enemy; amendments would provide that, in certain(b) operations outside the British Islands for the protection
circumstances of relevant service—for example, inof life or property; or
operations against the enemy—themaximum sentence(c) military occupation of a foreign country or territory.’.
imposed could be life imprisonment. The amendmentsNo. 2, in clause 16, page 8, leave out lines 7 to 9
attempt to draw an analogy with the oVence ofand insert—
desertion to avoid relevant service under clause 8, for‘(4) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to

any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, and any which the maximum sentence is life imprisonment, but
sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence— we feel that the amendments go too far. A deserter

(a) if subsection (5) applies, may be for life; disappears altogether; a malingerer does not.
(b) otherwise, must not exceed two years.

We are satisfied that two years’ imprisonment is a(5) Subsection (4) applies if the oVender was on relevant service
suYcient maximum. That is the current maximumorunder orders for such service when he committed oVences under

sections (1) or (2).’. sentence under the service discipline Acts, and we are
not aware of it causing any diYculties to date. If the

Mr. Howarth: The purpose of the amendments is to services had said to us that the prospect of two years’
ensure that we recognise that malingering can be as imprisonment was not an adequate deterrent, we
seriously damaging as desertion. We ought to would propose raising the maximum, but they have
consider—I put it no higher than that—whether not done so, and we have no wish to provide for very
malingering, which is potentially particularly severe punishments that we do not think are really
corrosive to service morale, should be treated more needed. With that explanation, I hope that the hon.
harshly than is proposed in the Bill. The amendments Member for Aldershot will feel able to withdraw his
propose thatmalingering be treated in the sameway as amendment.
desertion, which is dealt with in clause 8. The fact is
that the outcome of malingering can be the same as

Mr. Howarth: The Minister made the interestingthat of desertion or avoidance of service, so the
point that there have been no complaints thatpunishment ought to be the same. Under the Bill,
the penalties available under service disciplinedesertion can be punished by up to life imprisonment,
arrangements have not been perfectly adequate. I findwhereas malingering is punishable only with up to two
that encouraging. There is nevertheless a case foryears in prison. The amendments would increase the

punishment available. increasing them, which is another matter that we
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would like to review. However I do not intend to press easier to prosecute under the amended clause than
under theOYcial Secrets Act 1989. The information inthe amendment to a Division today. I beg to ask leave

to withdraw the amendment. question would not need to be Government
information. It would cover, for example, an employee

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. of one of our defence companies leaking information
on our equipment programme, the passing of whichClause 16 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
might be
“prejudicial to the security and defence of the United Kingdom.”

Clause 17 The amendment therefore has merit, and I hope that
the Minister will agree to it.Disclosure of information useful to an enemy

Mr. Breed: May I express some sympathy with theMr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 3, in
views expressed by the hon. Gentleman? We areclause 17, page 8, line 12, leave out
talking about terminology, and the word “might” is‘might be useful to an enemy’
pretty subjective. One of my reservations about theand insert
amendment is that it would toughen up the test, and it‘is likely to be prejudicial to the security or defence of the United
sometimes might be more diYcult to prosecute.Kingdom’.
However, there is merit in asking whether decisions

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to should be made on the basis that the information
discuss amendment No. 4, in clause 17, page 8, line 15, involved might be useful to an enemy, or on the basis
leave out that it is prejudicial to the defence and security of the
‘might be useful to an enemy’ country. A fundamental diVerence is involved. My

sympathies currently lie with the amendment, unlessand insert
the Minister can come up with some good reasons for‘is likely to be prejudicial to the security or defence of the United

Kingdom’. the provision. There are significant diVerences in how
such an oVence would be prosecuted. Examples were

Mr. Howarth: Clause 17 will make it an oVence to given of today’s asymmetric enemies—in the sense of
disclose information useful to an enemy. We touched those on the streets in the UK and those abroad—and
on the matter earlier, but the amendment’s purpose is the sort of technology that is now at the heart of much
to be absolutely explicit in understanding what we of what can be prejudicial to the defence of our
mean by “the enemy”. Because of the times that we are country. Suchmatters are at least worth probing. I will
in, it is clear that the threat to the country comes not be interested to hear the Minister’s comments.
from organised nation states, nor necessarily from
organised groups of people, but from ad hoc groups of Mr. Touhig: I fully understand the point that the
terrorists. There would be merit in changing the clause hon. Member for Aldershot makes. I also understand
to reflect the needs of our time and to ensure that the why the hon. Member for South-East Cornwall (Mr.
courts are in no doubt of Parliament’s intention that Breed) has sympathy with the arguments put forward.
the disclosure of information useful to an enemy The amendments are unhelpful because they narrow
extends to those who would seek to harm us but who the circumstances in which disclosure of information
might not have been classified as an enemy in the past. will amount to an oVence. After all, information that
The amendments would extend the scope of the is useful to an enemy might not always be prejudicial

clause to include the disclosure of information that to the security or defence of the United Kingdom.
would or What is more, the concept of what is prejudicial to the
“is likely to be prejudicial to the security or defence of the United security or defence of the United Kingdom is too
Kingdom.” vague and diYcult to assess for the purposes of an
Clause 364 defines an enemy in three categories: oVence. Even where the information would be, or is

“(a) all persons engaged in armed operations against any of likely to be, prejudicial to the security or defence of the
HerMajesty’s forces or against any force co-operatingwith UK, that might be diYcult to prove.any of Her Majesty’s forces;

It is far preferable to use the wording in the Bill,(b) all pirates; and
(c) all armed mutineers, armed rebels and armed rioters”. which requires only that the information “would” be

or “might” be useful to an enemy. That covers muchI do not know whether terrorists planting a bomb on
wider circumstances; indeed, the hon. Member forthe London underground would fall into any of those
Aldershot gave one or two examples in that regard.categories. They would clearly not be pirates, nor
The meaning of an enemy is defined in clause 364 andwould they be engaged in armed operations against
covers conventional enemy forces but also any personHer Majesty’s armed forces. They could possibly be
engaged in “armed operations” against our forces ordescribed as armed rebels. For the avoidance of doubt,
our allies. That would include armed groups carryingwe should use the terminology that I have proposed in
out terror attacks in Iraq against our soldiers or alliedthe amendments.
soldiers.It is clearly not the Government’s intention that a

serviceman who provides information to terrorists We believe that the Bill will cover the circumstances
where the disclosure of information will have ashould not be subject to prosecution under clause 17;

I entirely accept that. The amendment would cover the detrimental eVect only on allies or where it has a local
impact onUK forces serving in a theatre overseas. Thedisclosure of unauthorised information to foreign

powers or journalists, and I hope that it would be amendment would not provide for that. It will also be
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[Mr. Touhig] subject to service discipline. In each case, the Minister
has said that he does not think it appropriate because

easier for a prosecutor to prove, by reference to there is a diVerence between civilians and the military
available evidence, that information would be, or and there are clearly military oVences that it is diYcult
might be, useful to an enemy. Although the threshold for a civilian to commit.
for proving the oVence in the amended clause is This clause, however, deals with what are essentially
higher— clerking responsibilities—the maintenance of records.

They are set out at some length on pages 8 and 9 of theMr. Burrowes: While I understand the point about
Bill. It seems to me that there is a case for extendingthe extension or limitation of the oVence of disclosing
these oVences to cover civilians, because oVences suchof information useful to an enemy and the need to keep
as tampering with or suppressing an oYcial documentthings as broad as possible, is there not merit in
are not simply military oVences. Many civilians arecarefully examining the definition of “enemy”? Indeed,
responsible for maintaining the database for ourwe will come to that definition later in clause 364. I
military, and it is entirely appropriate that they shouldinvite theMinister to consider whether there is a need,
be covered.in the modern age, to move on this issue and to extend

a definition to cover those wide uses of “enemy” when The Minister might well tell me that this issue is
dealing with terrorist activities. covered elsewhere, and if he were to do so, I would

listenwith interest. However, wemust bear inmind the
Mr. Touhig: I take on board the hon. Gentleman’s importance of military documentation. We had some

point, but I hope that he will concede that clause 364 experience of that on a recent visit; we discovered that
covers the issues that concern him. As I have said, the Royal Air Force attaches perhaps even greateralthough the threshold for proving the oVence in the

significance to certain information it holds onamended clause is higher, it does not mean that the
individuals than do the other two services. Therefore,conduct prohibited is graver. Disclosing information
on this matter, I will need to be a little more persuadedthat is, or is likely to be, useful to an enemy is equally
by the Minister than I was last time, and I would beserious, especially when performed by a person subject
grateful to hear his thoughts.to service law.

Finally, it should also be noted that the service
Mr. Touhig: Clause 18 provides that it is an oVencediscipline Acts contain corresponding clauses. Under

to falsify or alter a record, or to fail to make a recordthose Acts, an oVence is committed where the evidence
when required to do so. Potentially, it covers adisclosed would be, or might be, useful to an enemy.
multitude of circumstances, such as financialThus, if the amendment were adopted, it would be
documents and vehicle and equipment usagemore restrictive thanwhat is currently provided. I urge
records—in fact, anything in which information of ancolleagues to bear that in mind, and I hope that the
oYcial nature is recorded. We are not just talkingamendment will be withdrawn.
about paper records; the information may be stored in

3.15 pm any form, including electronically. It is essential that
records that may later be relied on for operational,Mr. Howarth: I take on board the assurances again
security or safety use are accurate. Service personnelgiven by the Minister. We do not wish to create any
who deliberately falsify such records are rightlycircumstances in which the definitions can be
exposed to the risk of disciplinary action and thenarrowed—we were seeking to expand them—but I
oVence carries a maximum sentence of two years’take on board his point. However, wemight revisit this
imprisonment.matter later. I beg to ask leave to withdraw the
The amendments would extend this clause so that itamendment.

applies to civilians subject to service discipline, who
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. will normally be accompanying the armed forces

outside theUnited Kingdom. I explained in relation toClause 17 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
clause 1 that the majority of the oVences under the Bill
cannot be committed by civilians because they exist for

Clause 18 purposes of discipline. Although we refer to civilians
as being “subject to service discipline”, that does notMaking false records etc

mean that every aspect of service discipline can or
Mr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 5, in should apply to them. A civilian who made a false

clause 18, page 8, line 20, after “law”, insert record might well be guilty of a criminal conduct
‘or a civilian subject to service discipline’. oVence under clause 42. The oVence under clause 18

includes some conduct that is not criminal but, in the
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to case of civilians, there is no need tomake such conduct

discuss amendment No. 6, in clause 18, page 8, line 27, an oVence.
after “law”, insert

In our view, the amendment would extend the law to‘or a civilian subject to service discipline’.
an unnecessary degree. I understand why the hon.
Gentleman has sought a deeper reassurance, but IMr. Howarth: This amendment is similar to other
hope that what I have said is suYcient for him toamendments that we have tabled in which we have

sought to extend particular oVences to a civilian withdraw the amendment.
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Mr. Howarth: Forgive me, I was slightly distracted, Mr. Jones: I was not suggesting that an industrial
tribunal should deal with this, but clearly thebut I think I am right in saying that the Minister
disciplinary system could be used if that personsuggested that clause 42 on criminal conduct provides
falsified that record. If that person took their case to ansuYcient protection. I can see from clause 42 that that
industrial tribunal, the case could be defended on thewould applywhere that oVence were punishable by the
grounds that it was a breach of contract. That is thelaw of England and Wales. We are talking about
only context in which Imentioned industrial tribunals.matters that may not be of a nature that would create

an oVence under the ordinary law of the land.
Mr. Howarth: It will probably not assist if I pursueThe Minister referred to some of the cases that

that matter, but I have made the point that themight apply. Clearly there could be cases where a
Minister has not addressed the issue that we arecivilian was involved in the maintenance of records,
discussing. I am not sure whether he can now respondthe tampering with or the falsifying of whichmight not
to the further points that I have made.be subject to the criminal law of the land, but would be

a disciplinary oVence if committed by serving service
Mr. Burrowes: Could the Minister inform thepersonnel. That is why theBill states that it is amilitary

Committee of a comparable civilian law that wouldoVence to make a false record. There is a potential gap
deal appropriately with a situation in which someonehere. Where a civilian commits what would be an
holds an oYce of the Crown, is a Ministry of DefenceoVence if committed by a member of Her Majesty’s
oYcial, and commits the oVence under subsection (4)?armed forces, but that oVence was not suYciently
What equivalent civilian legislation would deal withgrave or had no application in the civil law of England
that?and Wales, he could escape punishment.

Mr. Touhig: We are clear that civiliansMr. Jones: I am interested in what the hon.
accompanying the armed forces should be subject toGentleman is saying. Can he give an example of how
service discipline only so far as is essential for thethat would be the case?
operational eVectiveness of our forces and for fairness.
It would be wrong to make civilians essentially theMr. Howarth: As I am pressed by the hon.
same as service personnelwhen it comes to disciplinaryGentleman, the answer is yes I can. An example might
oVences. There are other ways to deal with civiliansbe the falsification of a flying record, which could have
who make false records. Contractors deployedan impact on that person’s career. There are myriad
overseas are routinely dealt with under theirscenarios that could be explored where there would be
employer’s internal disciplinary system. Alternatively,no equivalent oVence in the common law of England
someone might have committed a criminal oVence.and Wales. Changing someone’s experience or their
Extending to civilians the oVence that we arequalifications could be extremely damaging. I know

considering would be unnecessary and inappropriate.that the hon. Gentleman understands the force of that
That is not the best way forward. If there was anyargument because he has been subjected to the same
question of dishonesty being proved, that wouldexperiences as I have over the last couple of weeks.
be dealt with under existing employment law.Therefore we know that records maintained by the
Alternatively, a criminal oVence might well have beenmilitary have a substantial bearing on people’s careers,
committed. From our perspective, the primary motivebut I doubt whether exercising some kind of jiggery-
for making civilians accompanying the armed forcespokery with those records would constitute a civilian
subject to service discipline is to make them subject tooVence. So I am not yet persuaded.
the criminal conduct oVences of England and Wales.
In that way, we ensure that they are subject to a systemMr. Jones: I think that I am slowly getting the point
of law compliant with the European convention onthat the hon. Gentleman is making. But if it were a
human rights and with which they are familiar.civilian who had falsified records, there would clearly

be a disciplinary issue. If he were sacked, he might go We believe that we have covered matters fairly well.
to an employment tribunal, but there would be clear Although I understand the points made by hon.
grounds for his dismissal. There is a civil sanction for Gentlemen, it would go too far to seek to bring
that individual. civilians within the entire orbit of the military justice

system.
Mr. Howarth: I am not sure whether a sanction

through an industrial tribunal is the answer. I should Mr. Howarth: I am grateful to the Minister for that
not have thought that we wanted to have industrial response, but I am not seeking to bring civilians into

the entire orbit of the military justice system, as hetribunals involved here. Thewhole purpose of this is to
describes it. However, there is a clear case thatdeal with a military law in a military context.
civilians, who are employed in rather large numbers in

Mr. Jones rose— clerical jobs in the Ministry of Defence, should be
subject, in this specific regard, to the same type of

Mr. Howarth: If the hon. Gentleman wants to sanctions as would be available for military personnel.
intervene, I shall of course give way,Mr.Howarth.We After all, it is often argued that the reason that civilians
share a surname, so we are concerned about being are brought into those jobs, many of which used to be

done by uniformed personnel, is to free up uniformedcourteous to one another.
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[Mr. Howarth] Mr. Howarth: TheMinister would just have to meet
the generals, the air marshals and the admirals and

personnel to do other things. Those jobs were have done with it, but it is our job to find our way
undertaken by uniformed personnel, who would have through the proposal and to see whether we can
been subject to the military justice system. improve things. I do not suggest that we are that much

better placed than the aforesaid senior oYcers.Furthermore, in many instances, civilians and
uniformed personnel work alongside one another at a The Minister has not persuaded me and my
military establishment, particularly as regards these colleagues and I will tell him why. As my hon. Friend
clerical responsibilities, so it seems to me that, in this the Member for Enfield, Southgate (Mr. Burrowes)
specific regard—I have accepted the Minister’s has just pointed out to me, clause 4(4), which relates to
assurances on other occasions when I have moved looting, states:
similar amendments—it would be in the interests of “A person is within this subsection if he is—
good management and of military order for civilians (a) a person subject to service law; or
working in that field to be subject to the same (b) a civilian subject to service discipline.
discipline as military personnel. I am not persuaded of I do not want to labour the point unduly, but many
his argument, unless he has some startling news to posts that previously were occupied by uniformed
impart to me. personnel are now undertaken by non-uniformed

personnel, largely to save money to free up the front
Mr. Touhig: I reiterate that we do not see the need to line. I do not have any objections in principle to that

extend the system to civilians. If a case involved fraud, and it has happened under Governments of both
there would be ways to deal with that in the existing persuasions. However, I do not see a remedy in law
law. Another case might be covered by employment elsewhere, except that a case might be submitted to an
law. It worries me that the hon. Gentleman wants to employment tribunal in some other form,whichwould
extend to civilians the military and criminal justice not be appropriate because I do not think it could take
system that applies to soldiers and that is not into account the military context, which is what is at
appropriate, as we argued earlier. I thought that I had issue in respect of the gravity of falsifying documents
assuaged his fears and I am not clear what more he and records. There would not be a clause on making
thinks we can do because, in honesty, there is no false records if it were not deemed by the very
evidence to suggest that we should be doing anything gentlemen to whom the Minister alluded—the senior
diVerent from what the Bill proposes. oYcers—to be amilitary oVence that needed to be well

provided for in the Bill.3.30 pm
I do not pretend that it is a great issue, but I still feel

As hon. Members know because of their interaction that we should proceed with it. I am sorry that the
with the Bill team and others, what we propose has the Minister seems unable to accept that there is a
support of the services. If a serious matter arose we diVerence between this issue and others that we dealt
would seek to amend the Bill or to change the law if with earlier.
there was any doubt whatever about it. There are no
examples of such circumstances.

Mr. Jones: I have represented such people—classed
I fully understand the hon. Gentleman’s point that as civil servants in my day—who worked at Catterick

there is much greater use these days of civilians within, garrison, and the hon. Gentleman’s proposal would
and associated with, the forces, but I do not mean that the commanding oYcer and military
understand where he wants us to go. The amendments establishment there would have to take control of all
would not be helpful. He has already conceded that it disciplinary proceedings for all such individuals. That
is not appropriate to extend the military justice system would be even more diYcult now, because many of
to civilians in all the circumstances that he outlined those civil service jobs have gone to private
and I urge him to reflect on what I have said. I know contractors.that he seeks reassurance, but I do not know what else

If we agreed to the amendment, it would extend theI can say to help to assuage his fears. I hope that he will
role and work schedule of commanding oYcers atnot press his amendments but there will be an
most bases in the UK far wider than the hon.opportunity at a later stage if he wants to bring to our
Gentleman would want. For example, if a civilianattention a matter that needs further consideration
storeman at a military base falsified accounts to stealand reflection. If he can give some examples thatwould
or hide losses, the commanding oYcer would have tobenefit the debate, I promise that I will respond
take control. Under the current system, the best way topositively and get back to him on the matter.
deal with that is through either civilian contractors or,
if the storeman is a Ministry of Defence civil servant,Mr. Howarth: I am grateful to the Minister for his
the agreements that the civil servants already havewiththoughts on the subject. First, simply to pray in aid the
the trade unions.support of the present senior oYcers in the armed
The hon. Gentleman said that there was no remedy,forces is not suYcient in itself. If that were all that were

but there is. It is the personnel and disciplinaryrequired, we would not need to meet.
procedure laid down and agreed between the civil
service and the individual contractor. If somebodyMr. Touhig: There would be a gap in my life if I did

not do so. were to falsify records in a store for pilfering purposes,
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the ultimate sanction would be to report it to the Mr. Howarth: I am trying to make the provision
applicable to civil servants working in the Unitedcivilian police. They would have the powers to take

that person to court. Kingdom and not just to civil servants working
overseas.

Mr. Howarth: The hon. Gentleman has not
Mr. Touhig: As I said, if we extended the provisionanswered my point about clause 4, which I know has

as the hon. Gentleman suggests, it would apply only toa particular resonance with LabourMembers. It is not
civil servants overseas; it would not apply to civiloften that I would pray in aid clause 4, but I findmyself
servants in the United Kingdom.doing so. How does he imagine a civilian is dealt with

under clause 4? By analogy, the conditions of clause 4 Mr. Howarth: I do not want to detain the
should apply to clause 18. Committee unduly on this. There is an issue and I

would like to explore it further, perhaps on Report. ItMr. Jones:We are dealing with two separate issues: would be helpful if the Minister could ask his team tothe day-to-day running of civilian contractors at bases provide a note on this. Civil servants in certainthroughout the country and, in terms of clause 4, circumstances are accountable to the military justicewhich is about looting, a war situation. They are system and we should be clear why that is not the caseslightly diVerent. If the amendment were agreed to, a in this area.commanding oYcer would have to take over the
personnel function of every contractor on every base, Mr. Touhig: I am quite content to accede to the hon.
and every civil servant. I am not sure that the hon. Gentleman’s request to provide him and other
Gentleman wants to hear that. Committee members with a note setting out our
In terms of disciplinary action—[Interruption.] It is argument. When he has had a little more time to

obviously enthralling the hon. Gentleman to listen to deliberate on the matter, I hope that that he will not
me. If the oVence were criminal, the ultimate sanction feel it necessary to take the matter further on Report.
would be police action. The individual’s dismissal

Mr. Howarth: I beg to ask leave to withdraw thewould be down to their employment contract with the
amendment.contractor. The act of dismissal would ultimately be in

their contract. If that person were aggrieved, they Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
could take their case to an industrial tribunal, whereby
the respondent would be the contractor, not theMOD. Clause 18 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
If the amendment were agreed to, in every industrial
tribunal resulting from such dismissals, the Clause 19
commanding oYcer of the base would be the

Conduct prejudicial to good order andrespondent. I amnot sure whether the hon.Gentleman
disciplinewould want them to be the respondent.

Question proposed, That the clause stand part ofMr. Touhig:This is clearly causing some anxiety and
the Bill.concern, and I want to try to make the process as

painless as possible.
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient toThe hon. Member for Aldershot referred to a

discuss the following: New clause 4—Unauthorisedsuggestion that the sanctions set against service
discharge of a weapon—personnel should apply to civilians. To give eVect to
‘(1) A person subject to service law or a civilian subject tothe proposed amendment, civilians would have to be

service discipline commits an oVence if—
placed under service discipline even in the United (a) he does an act which causes, or contributes to, the
Kingdom, and that has never been the case before. discharge of a weapon;

(b) the discharge was not authorised.There are five areas of service disciplinary oVence that
(2) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable toa civilian can commit under the Bill: looting, which is

any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but anyakin to a criminal oVence of theft; contravention of
sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence muststanding orders; obstructing a provost oYcer; oVences
not exceed six months.’.in relation to custody; and a range of criminal oVences
New clause 7—Unnecessary detention or failure toset out in clause 42, including incitement and aiding

bring up for investigation—and abetting. They are all areas in which a civilian
‘(1) A person subject to service law commits an oVence if—could have action taken against them if they were in
(a) he unnecessarily detains a person subject to service law orbreach of any aspect of the Bill. a civilian subject to service discipline in arrest or

Under subsection (4), a civil servant, for example, confinement; or
(b) he fails to bring that other person’s case before the propercould be disciplined if they made a record with intent
authority for investigation.to deceive. If appropriate, that civil servant could be

(2) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to anyprosecuted for fraud, and disciplinary action could
punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but anyfollow leading to dismissal. If the clause were extended
sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence must

to civilians, it would apply only to civil servants not exceed two years.’.
overseas. Under the Bill, they would be subject to
service law. It would not apply in the United Robert Key (Salisbury) (Con): This gives me the

opportunity to say what a pleasure it is to serve underKingdom. I am trying to be helpful so that the hon.
Gentleman can support us in this matter. your chairmanship in your new guise, Mr. Howarth.
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[Robert Key] The provision on conduct prejudicial to good order
and discipline is used frequently and is familiar in the

I am concerned about the relationship between armed forces. Typically, it applies to behaviour that is
servicemen and women and civilian contractors in not specifically catered for by other, more defined
particular. Anyone who is familiar with the way in service oVences in the Bill. One purpose of new clause
which our service personnel are trained to handle 4 might raise the question of how to deal with cases
weapons cannot be filled with anything other than such as the fake photographs of abuses that weremade
admiration for the meticulous training and sheer by some soldiers and provided to a newspaper a while
routine that is drilled into them on how to handle ago. That conduct could have been punished as
weapons in all circumstances. Our soldiers—men and conduct to the prejudice of good order and discipline
women—are trained above all for combat conditions. but for the fact that, at the time of the oVence, it was

not beyond doubt that those involved were subject toWe have heard that civilian contractors are getting
service law.nearer and nearer the front line and new clause 4would

introduce a provision covering the unauthorised Usually, such conduct amounts to an existing
discharge of a weapon. I understand that a personmay criminal or disciplinary oVence. For extraordinary
be subject to service law, but the new clause would add conduct that does not fall within the definition of an
the words oVence, it is better to discharge those involved than to

create a new and vague oVence. I hope that, after that“or a civilian subject to service discipline”.
explanation, the hon. Member for Aldershot feels thatI am concerned about the circumstances that might
he has a better understanding of what we are aiming toface civilian contractors. The useful explanatory notes
do through the Bill. I hope also that I have a betterstate for clause 19 that
understanding of his argument.“it has been decided judicially that, for the oVence under that

section, there will be circumstances in which conduct is only
Mr. Howarth: I would also like briefly to explainprejudicial if it is accompanied by a particular state of mind (such

as dishonesty or intention).” new clause 7, which is very much probing. I believe
There are many states of mind that might crop up, and that a similar proposal appears in the Army Act 1955
if civilian contractors, for example, come under fire, I and that the Australians have a similar measure in
can imagine that states of mind might include terror, their legislation. It would make provision to ensure
fear and panic. I am not entirely convinced that, in that there was some sanction against those who
those circumstances, they would not reach for the unnecessarily detained a person in arrest or
nearest weapon and discharge it in an unauthorised confinement. We are trying, as the title of the new
manner. That suggestion is not fanciful. clause suggests, to secure an obligation to speed up the

investigation of oVences. The Minister might be able
3.45 pm to tell us something about that.
I would like to know in what circumstances civilian

Mr. Touhig: Forgive me, Mr. Howarth, as I did notcontractors have access to weapons. What are they
touch on the question that the hon. Member fortold about finding themselves under fire or in a combat
Salisbury (Robert Key) asked about whether civiliansituation? Are they told that they may under no
contractors may carry weapons. Civilian contractorscircumstances touch a weapon or that they should do
with our troops are not allowed or entitled to carryso? If they are told that they should, do they receive
arms on operations. That is partly for their safety andany training? If civilians, for reasons of self-defence or
partly for that of our troops. They have not beenfor any other motive, and given a particular state of
trained. It would also be a breach of international lawmind, decided to dischargeweapons, that could indeed
for them to fight, in any event. I think we touched onbe prejudicial to good order and discipline. That is the
that matter a little earlier.point of this straightforward, probing new clause, and

Iwould be grateful if theMinister enlightenedme on it. I am sorry, but what did the hon. Member for
Aldershot want to pursue?

Mr. Touhig: The new clause would create two new
oVences: unauthorised discharge of a weapon and Mr. Howarth: I want to pursue new clause 7 and I
causing or contributing to the unauthorised discharge wonder whether the Minister has suYcient
of a weapon. Both would be applicable to service information to guide me. I see a nod from other
personnel and to civilians accompanying the armed quarters, which is reassuring.
forces.

Mr. Touhig: Always rely on the left. [Interruption.]Already, the negligent discharge of a weapon is
My left.covered in respect of the oVence of negligently

performing a duty, or conduct to the prejudice of good The amendment would make it an oVence to arrest
or hold in custody unnecessarily a person subject toorder and discipline. Where the action has a more

serious result, other oVences, even including service law or a civilian subject to service discipline.
The power of arrest under the Bill is already limited tomanslaughter, may be considered. We therefore

consider the new clauses unnecessary and too wide. A where a person is reasonably suspected of committing
or being about to commit a service oVence. Where aperson—a civilian or a member of service personnel—

who did anything, even without any negligence, that person is arrested, strict rules are set out in clauses 98
to 112 on how long they can be held in custody. Theultimately resulted in the firing of a weapon, without

authority, would be guilty of an oVence. limits mirror those that apply in the civilian world and
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provide for oversight of custody by COs and judge We all know that the armed forces have suVered a
advocates. There is, therefore, ample command and great deal of negative publicity following Deepcut and
judicial oversight. other incidents. By treating violence or threatening

behaviour towards a superior farmore harshly than ill-I do not think that a vague oVence of arresting or
treatment of a subordinate, I am afraid that theholding in custody unnecessarily would be helpful or
Government might be reinforcing that negativenecessary. I hope that, following those few remarks,
message. This is an opportunity to put that right. Thethe hon. Member for Aldershot will not press the
Government need to send a strong message thatnew clause.
misconduct by superior oYcers, or indeed by superiors

Question put and agreed to. of any rank, is taken as seriously as misconduct
towards them. That is the purpose of our proposal.

Clause 19 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

Mr. Touhig: I am not sure whether the hon.Clauses 20 and 21 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
Gentleman intended this, but, were the amendment to
be accepted, one of its first eVects would be to extendClause 22 the range of people who could commit oVences of ill-
treatment of subordinates. The current provisionIll-treatment of subordinates

means that only oYcers, warrant oYcers and non-
commissioned oYcers can commit that oVence. InQuestion proposed, That the clause stand part of
other words, able rates, private soldiers and airmenthe Bill.
cannot. If anyone—for example, airmen—could

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to commit the oVence, it would be much harder to
consider new clause 1—Misconduct towards a distinguish who was the superior and who the
subordinate— subordinate in that lowest rank, and the proposed
‘(1) A person subject to service law commits an oVence if— oVence would be diYcult to use.
(a) he uses violence against a person who by reason of rank Perhaps the more substantive issue is the changeor appointment is subordinate to him (“B”); and

from an oVence of ill-treating a subordinate to one of(b) he knows or has reasonable cause to believe that B is a
using violence, or threatening or disrespectfulsubordinate.
behaviour, towards a subordinate. I believe that I(2) A person subject to service law commits an oVence if—

(a) his behaviour towards a person who is by reason of rank understandwhere the hon.Gentleman is coming from.
or appointment subordinate to him (“B”) is threatening or His new draft of the oVence is based on clause 11,
disrespectful; and which deals with misconduct towards a superior(b) he knows or has reasonable cause to believe that B is a

oYcer, but that clause relates to behaviour from thesubordinate.
bottom up, whereas clause 22 is about behaviour from(3) For the purposes of this section—
the top down—the other way around.(a) the behaviour of a person (“A”) towards another person

(“B”) includes any communication made by A to B One might wonder why the two clauses are not the
(whether or not in B’s presence); same.We do not think that they should be. We believe

(b) “threatening” behaviour is not limited to behaviour that
that there should be an oVence specifically coveringthreatens violence.
conduct by superiors to subordinates, and that it(4) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to
should be drafted to cover a wide range of behaviour.any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but any

sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence must Therefore, the term “ill-treatment” used for the
not exceed— oVence in clause 22 is intentionally wide. It covers

(a) in the case of an oVence under subsection (1), or an violence and threats as well as other types of ill
oVence under subsection (2) of behaviour that is treatment.threatening, ten years;

We have also included recklessness as part of the(b) in any other case, two years.’.
mental element of the oVence, so an oVence will be

Robert Key: This is an important clause, and we committed if the ill treatment is intentional, or if a
have heard a lot of evidence from relatives of those superior uses harsh discipline, for example, and knows
involved at Deepcut and a number of other incidents. that he might be going too far, or is reckless as to
We are considering the treatment, or rather the ill- whether he is going too far. The hon. Gentleman’s
treatment, of subordinates. Interestingly, clause 11, amendment would limit that significantly, which
which is entitled “Misconduct towards a superior would not be appropriate. In any event, two elements
oYcer”, provides for a 10-year sentence for using in the amendment—using violence and some aspects
violence or threatening behaviour against a superior of threatening behaviour—are already criminal
oYcer, or two years for any other misconduct such as conduct oVences and could be charged as such, if that
disrespect, while clause 22 provides for a maximum were more appropriate.
sentence of only two years for the ill-treatment of a

On the third element, we do not think it appropriatesubordinate.
for there to be an oVence of disrespectful behaviourIn response to the Defence Committee report on towards a subordinate. On occasion, superiors needduty of care, the Ministry of Defence stated:
robustly to point out a subordinate’s error. That is an

“Bullying, especially by superiors in the chain of command, is essential part of a disciplined hierarchical system. Ittotally unacceptable, although theDepartment acknowledges that
might be disrespectful, but we do not want to make itsustained eVort continues to be required to ensure that harassment

and bullying at all levels is eliminated.” an oVence.
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Robert Key: But what about the extraordinary and kill an animal? Would that be considered cruel
under English law and constitute an oVence underdiscrepancy in sentencing—10 years one way, but only

two years the other?How can theMinister justify that? the Bill?

Mr. Touhig: I can see a letter coming along here.Mr. Touhig: If the bullying amounts to a serious
Broadly, the clause preserves an oVence that covers aassault, it will be prosecuted as such and the sentence
range of behaviour. It has been used, for example, tocould be longer than 10 years’ imprisonment. Clause
deal with incidents involving low-level cruelty to11(2) and (3) equate to clause 22, and the maximum
animals. To be an oVence, the behaviour, whichsentence for those oVences is also two years, not 10.
includes an omission to act, must also be disgraceful.Anything involving violence attracts up to 10 years
Behaviour that might generally be accepted in civilianunder clause 11.
life, as I gather is the case in parts of England, is not
necessarily appropriate andmight be disgraceful in theQuestion put and agreed to.
service environment, for instance—it says in my

Clause 22 ordered to stand part of the Bill. notes—if it involves service personnel in a state of
undress at a mess party. If the hon. Gentleman wants
further examples, I shall happily write to him and toClause 23
other members of the Committee.

Disgraceful conduct of a cruel or indecent

Question put and agreed to.
kind

Clause 23 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
Question proposed, That the clause stand part of

the Bill. Clause 24

Damage to or loss of public or service propertyMr. Howarth: In some respects, the Bill reflects the
original wording of the ArmyAct 1955, but it removes

Mr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 9, inthe expression “unnatural acts”. I believe that we all
clause 24, page 10, line 35, after “law”, insertknow towhat that refers. Time hasmoved on, and I do

not intend to dwell on the matter. I have some ‘or a civilian subject to service discipline’.
wonderful quotes from the debate on the 1955Act, but

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient toperhaps we might save them for a private rather than
discuss the following amendments: No. 10, in clausea public sitting. They would make interesting reading
24, page 10, line 40, after “law”, insertfor the Committee.
‘or a civilian subject to service discipline’.It would be helpful if the Minister gave some
No. 11, in clause 24, page 11, line 5, after “law”,indication of what is meant by clause 23(1)(b), which

insertdeals with someone who commits an act and
‘or a civilian subject to service discipline’.“his doing so is disgraceful”.

“Disgraceful” is an interesting word, because it hardly Mr. Howarth: Again, we are back to discussing the
has application any more, save, I suppose, when it extent to which the provisions should apply to
attaches to some of my erstwhile colleagues who are civilians. All that I wish to ask the Minister is whether
invariably described as disgraced. It seems to apply there is a means of providing for disciplinary
only to Tories; members of other parties who commit arrangements if a civilian is responsible for the kind of
equal felonies do not seem to have the same adjective damage set out here. My question applies equally to
ascribed to them. clause 25, which we are about to debate, so perhaps we

can deal with both at the same time.
4 pm

Mr. Touhig: Like the current service discipline Acts,The Army has a document on values and ethos. I
the clause provides that somebody who is subject toexpect that the other two services have similar
service law commits an oVence if he intentionally,documents, as the ethos of the armed forces is
negligently or recklessly damages or loses public orextremely important. What had the Minister in mind
service property. It is also an oVence for such a personwhen he agreed to the inclusion of “disgraceful”? I
to do an act that is likely to cause such damage or lossapprove of it—it is a good idea—but did any particular
if he is reckless as to whether it will have that outcomescenarios come to mind when he was discussing the
or he is negligent.matter with his oYcials?
Like other oVences in the Bill, oVences under this

Mr. Simon Burns (West Chelmsford) (Con): May I clause may be committed by failing to act. They reflect
also press the Minister? He will know that the the importance that the services attach to the care of
explanatory notes on this clause explain the meaning such property. Avoidable loss or damage could
of “cruel” by saying: undermine operational eVectiveness or jeopardise a
“For example, killing an animal may be, or involve, cruelty”. specific operation. In the worst case, lives could be put

at risk, and money could also be wasted.Does that explanation cover hunting? If the answer is
yes, what would happen if a member of the armed The clause also makes it an oVence to damage

property belonging to another person subject toforces, based for a time in the United States or
Germany, where hunting is legal, were to engage in it service law. We believe that the mutual respect and
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trust between service personnel deserve to be Mr. Howarth: We have had an ex cathedra
announcement by the Minister and an assurance onreinforced by law. The amendments would extend the

clause to civilians who were subject to service low flying. I do not make a facetious point here, as he
knows that low flying is an essential component ofdiscipline. As I have said in reference to other

amendments, that would make a diVerence only in today’s Royal Air Force pilot training and the RAF’s
ability to perform in theatre depends on being able tocases where the person’s conduct did not amount to

criminal conduct under clause 42. low fly.We do not have the low-flying facilities that we
used to have in Germany. Therefore, inevitably, someThe justification for making the conduct an oVence
takes place in the United Kingdom, and we would notin those circumstances is that it is necessary for reasons
wish there to be any excuse given to those who seek toof discipline. That justification does not apply to
make trouble for the RAF. On the basis of thecivilians, which is why we have not proposed that a
assurance of the convention given to me by thecivilian should be able to commit such an oVence. I
Minister, I beg to ask leave to withdraw thehope that that helps the hon. Member for Aldershot.
amendment.

Mr. Howarth: I beg to ask leave to withdraw the
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.amendment.

Clause 35 ordered to stand part of the Bill.Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

Clause 24 ordered to stand part of the Bill. Clause 36

Inaccurate certificationClauses 25 to 34 ordered to stand part of the Bill..

Question proposed, That the clause stand part of
Clause 35 the Bill.

Annoyance by flying
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to

discuss the following: New clause 2—Inaccurate
Mr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 29, in certification—

clause 35, page 15, line 31, at end insert “and”. ‘(1) A person subject to service law or a civilian subject to service
discipline commits an oVence if—

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to (a) he gives a certificate, makes or signs a record or makes an
discuss clause stand part. entry in a record without having ensured its accuracy; and

(b) that certificate, record or entry relates to—
(i) any matter relating to the seaworthiness or fightingMr. Howarth: Clause 35 relates to oVences
eYciency of any of Her Majesty’s ships;respecting flying. The amendment has one specific,

(ii) any matter relating to the airworthiness or fightingprecise, limited purpose, which is to connect
eYciency of any of Her Majesty’s aircraft

subsection (1)(a) with subsection (1)(c). In other (iii) any matter relating to the safety or fighting
words, I am seeking an assurance that someone who eYciency of any service material.
“flies an aircraft so as to annoy or be likely to annoy any person” (2) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to

any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but anywill not be guilty of an oVence unless he does so in the
sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence mustmanner set out in subsection (1)(c)—namely, that
not exceed two years.’.

“he intends to fly, or is reckless as to whether he flies, the aircraft
Amendment No. 152, in clause 364, page 184, lineso as to annoy any person, or he is negligent”.

21, at end insert—I want it to be absolutely clear that any retired
‘“service material”[1] refers toairline captain cannot object to a low-flying Royal Air

(a) portable and automatic firearmsForce aircraft simply because it annoys him or might (b) artillery and smoke, gas and flame-throwing weapons,
be likely to annoy somebody else. An oVence should be such as—
committed only where low flying or any other form of (i) cannon, howitzers, mortars, artillery, anti-tank guns,

rocket launchers, flame-throwers, recoilless guns;flying is carried out in a reckless or negligent manner.
(ii) military smoke and gas guns.I would like that assurance. I believe from my

(c) ammunition for the weapons at subsections (a) and (b)discussions with oYcials that it is not necessary to put (d) bombs, torpedoes, rockets and guided missiles—
in the “and”, but I want to hear it from the Minister’s (i) bombs, torpedoes, grenades, including smoke
mouth that there will be a safeguard. grenades, smoke bombs, rockets, mines, guided

missiles, underwater grenades, incendiary bombs;
(ii) military apparatus and components speciallyMr. Touhig: The purpose of the clause is to set out
designed for the handling, assembly, dismantling,when it is an oVence to fly so as to annoy any person,
firing or detection of the articles at subparagraph (i)and there are three tests that must be met. It is a
above.

drafting convention that when tests are listed, it is not (e) military fire control equipment
required that the word “and” be placed at the end of (i) firing computers and guidance systems in infra-red

and other night guidance devices;each of them. If the final test is preceded by the word
(ii) telemeters, position indicators, altimeters;“and”, it is deemed that “and” is read into the end of
(iii) electronic tracking components, gyroscopic, opticalthe preceding lines. In view of the convention that
and acoustic;

renders the proposed change unnecessary, I hope that (iv) bomb sights and gun sights, periscopes for the
the hon. Gentleman accepts that explanation, which I equipment specified in this list.

(f) tanks and specialist fighting vehicles—have read into the record to satisfy him.
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[The Chairman] relevant certificate without having ensured its
accuracy. To add the proposed wording would bring

(i) tanks; no benefit.
(ii) military type vehicles, armed or armoured, including The purpose of the oVence is to make the personamphibious vehicles;

who signs or makes the certificates ensure the accuracy(iii) armoured cars;
of their contents. If he does not do so, or if he adds(iv) half-tracked military vehicles;

(v) military vehicles with tank bodies; something inaccurate before he signs or makes the
(vi) trailers specially designed for the transportation of certificates, he will be guilty of the oVence. New clause
the ammunition specified at subsections (c) and (d) 2 is therefore unnecessary and I hope that the hon.
above Gentleman does not press it.(g) fuels and lubricants for any of Her Majesty’s ships, Her

Majesty’s aircraft or vehicles at subsection (f)
Robert Key: I am afraid that I cannot give that(h) toxic or radioactive agents—

undertaking because we have not cracked the problem(i) toxic, biological or chemical agents and radioactive
agents adapted for destructive use in war against of why clause 36 does not apply to anything other than
persons, animals or crops; ships and aircraft. I had better try to keep going for a

(ii) military apparatus for the propagation, detection little while to allow the Minister to scratch his head
and identification of substances at subparagraph (i) and to look to his left. This is fundamental. It may
above;

be terribly simple, but I can foresee all sorts of(iii) counter-measures material related to subparagraph
circumstances in which people will thinkwewere crazy(i) above;
not to have at least raised this issue in Committee.(i) powders, explosives and liquid or solid propellants—

(i) powders and liquid or solid propellants specially
designed and constructed for use with the materials at Mr. Touhig:We have included in the oVence the sea
subsections (c), (d) and (h) above; worthiness or fighting eYciency of ships—

(ii) military explosives;
(iii) incendiary and freezing agents for military use. Robert Key: Of tanks?

(j) warships and their specialist equipment—
(i) warships of all kinds; Mr. Touhig: Of ships. For aircraft, we have
(ii) equipment specially designed for laying, detecting consciously provided for the measure to be wider. Itand sweeping mines;

therefore includes all certificates in relation to aircraft(iii) underwater cables.
and aircraft material, with no express reference to air(k) aircraft and equipment for military use

(l) military electronic equipment worthiness or fighting eYciency. Those expressions
(m) camera equipment specially designed for military use accurately reflect the procedures for ships and aircraft.
(n) other equipment and material— In relation to aircraft, there will only be certificates.

(i) parachutes and parachute fabric;
The proposal would substitute “service material”(ii) water purification plant specially designed for

for “aircraft material”, but the definition of the newmilitary use;
term is unwieldy and unhelpful. I do not knowwhether(iii) military command relay electrical equipment.

(o) specialised parts and items ofmaterial included in this list the hon.Member for Salisbury and his colleagues have
in so far as they are of a military nature had a brainstorming session on what might come of

(p) machines, equipment and items exclusively designed for this, but their list includes cannons and so on, while
the study, manufacture, testing and control of arms, ignoring Land Rovers.munitions and apparatus of an exclusively military nature

There is no point including an itemised shopping listincluded in this list
(q) any other machines, equipment and items designed or only to restrict the oVence further than under the
adapted for warfare or connected purposes.’. clause. Tying the oVence to specific matters, such as

the safety or fighting eYciency of servicematerial or of
Robert Key:When I read clause 36, I thought there Her Majesty’s aircraft, might allow some actions to

fall outside its scope and prevent them from beingis either a glaring omission or I have simply missed
caught.the point. I would be very grateful if the Minister

explained what is going on. Clause 36(2) outlines what
4.15 pm“inaccurate certification” refers to. Apparently, it

refers to Her Majesty’s ships and aircraft and to any
Mr. Burns: I am very interested in what theMinisteraircraft material, and that terminology is repeated in

says, but I fear that he is not addressing suYciently theclause 36(3). Does this mean—surely not—that
question raised by my hon. Friend the Member forsomeone could be prosecuted for the inaccurate Salisbury. TheMinister rightly told us how this part of

certification of an aircraft missile but not of a ground- the Bill will apply to the RoyalNavy and theRoyal Air
to-air missile, or indeed of a tank? Why is clause 36(2) Force, but one ofmyhon. Friend’smain questions was
so restrictive? why does it not apply to Army hardware.

Mr. Touhig: The eVect of clause 36 is as in the Mr. Touhig: All three services have systems that
current service discipline Acts. It is limited to persons require service personnel to check and certify matters
subject to service lawbecause it is a disciplinary oVence such as the safety and working conditions of ships,
and, as has been discussed, it is not right to extend such aircraft and the materials used in and for aircraft. It is
an oVence to civilians. Civilians may be disciplined vital that checks and certifications are carried out
under the terms of their own employment contracts. correctly, as the failure to do so could have serious

consequences.Clause 36 covers the oVence of making or signing a
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Mr. Burns: What the Minister has just read out Robert Key: It is a basic tenet of military discipline
that soldiers obey orders. However, theymust trust theagain applies to the Navy and the Royal Air Force.

What about the equipment that the Army uses? people who are giving the orders and be sure that those
orders are lawful. There has been a great deal of

Mr. Touhig: I think that—the weather is looking disquiet throughout the nation that a situation may
good out there—I need to give further consideration to arise where people in combat are not quite sure
the hon. Gentleman’s point because I am not fully able whether what they do when they pull the trigger is
to give him an answer, although one is coming along lawful or not.
now, and it might be of assistance to him. The

Some of the Committee were fortunate enough tocertification procedure imposed under the RAF and
visit Iraq and put that question to a number of people,Navy Acts relates to specific important certification
and I was delighted to be told that there was noprocedures for ships and aircraft. There is no desire in
hesitation in the responses given to any of those hon.the services, including the Army, to create an oVence
Members. Nevertheless, the new clause probes thebased on certification for the Army.
point a little further. I want to ensure that men and
women on the front line, who are trying to decideMr. Howarth: My hon. Friends have raised an
whether the orders they have been given are absolutelyinteresting point. Having some limited understanding
legal, can have complete confidence in their oYcers.of the importance of certification for aeroplanes, I
One way of doing that is to create an oVence ofunderstand the Minister’s point. Nevertheless, we all
commanding or ordering a service oVence to bewelcome his willingness to go away and look at the
committed.issue again, because that would be helpful.

The Royal Air Force has sophisticated equipment The new clause is intended to dealwith a point about
and the Royal Navy has a long history of having to which my constituents and, I suspect, service families
sign-oV on the various seaworthy aspects of its ships. have fears. They want to be absolutely sure that no one
However, modern warfare also means that the Army put in harm’s way in the name of the people of this
has very sophisticated equipment, and the failure to country is about to commit an oVence if they do what
comply with servicing requirements can put people’s they are told. Theymust be absolutely sure about that.
lives at risk and, indeed, lead to the ineYcient It is as simple as that, and I hope that theMinister will
operation of that equipment. On that basis, I support be able to reassure the Committee.
my hon. Friends and hope that the Minister can go
away and think about the issue to see whether it would
be appropriate to extend the provisions to Army

Mr. Touhig: It is an oVence under the criminal lawequipment.
of England and Wales to incite someone to commit a

Mr. Touhig: I will certainly do that, because the hon. criminal oVence. The clause makes equivalent
Member for Salisbury makes an important point and provisions in the Bill in respect of oVences committed
I am conscious of the fact that I have not really under service law. New clause 5 would introduce a
answered it suYciently well. I will consider the matters similar oVence in respect of service discipline, but
that he has raised and write to him and to other limits it to circumstances where one person is in a
colleagues. If it is appropriate to take further action, position of authority over another and is therefore able
we will do so later. to command or order them to commit an oVence.

As I said, under the criminal law of England andQuestion put and agreed to.
Wales, it is an oVence to incite someone to commit a

Clause 36 ordered to stand part of the Bill. criminal oVence. I am sure that colleagues will
understand that we will continue to need equivalent

Clauses 37 to 39 ordered to stand part of the Bill. provisions in respect of oVences committed under
service law. If a person is found guilty of incitement, he
is liable to receive the same punishment as he wouldClause 40
have done if he had committed the oVence he incited.

Incitement That oVence cannot be dealt with summarily by a
commanding oYcer, even if the oVence incited is

Question proposed, That the clause stand part of capable of being dealt with summarily. As is the case
the Bill. with clause 12, the requirement that the command is

lawful is a protection to a serviceman from beingThe Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
ordered to take part in an unlawful activity.discuss new clause 5—Commanding or ordering a
The proposed new clause of the hon. Member forservice oVence to be committed—

Salisbury would cover this ground again, but it would‘(1) A person subject to service law commits an oVence if—
(a) he commands or orders a person to engage in conduct; do so in a rather unsatisfactory way because it would
and limit the application of the oVence to those in a

(b) that conduct would constitute the commission of a position of authority over another person and who areservice oVence.
able to command or order them to commit an oVence.

(2) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to
It does not deal with circumstances where one personany punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but any
incites another of the same rank and seniority topunishment must exceed the maximum punishment for the last-

mentioned oVence.’. commit an oVence. The oVence of incitement in clause
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[Mr. Touhig] circumstances, therefore, in which service jurisdiction
over such oVences is needed, but we still expect it to be

40 covers such situations and in doing so, I hope that exceptional for such oVences to be dealt with in the
the hon.Gentleman agrees that it makes his new clause service system.
unnecessary. Among the checks and balances will be the

protocols between the service and civilian police forces
Question put and agreed to. that presume civilian police primacy for criminal

oVences committed in the United Kingdom, andClause 40 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
superintendence of the Director of Service

Clauses 41 to 49 ordered to stand part of the Bill. Prosecutions by the Attorney-General. Under those
well established protocols, the general rule is that the
services deal with oVences that have an entirelyClause 50
service-related context. When there is a civilian

Jurisdiction of the court martial context, the basic principle is that the civilian
authorities deal with the matter. In diYcult cases a

Question proposed, That the clause stand part of decision is made by the local chief oYcer of the civilian
the Bill. police force.

I hope that hon. Members see the value of notMr. Burrowes: I would like the Minister to clarify
imposing a blanket exclusion on service jurisdiction,the position on jurisdiction and the rationale behind
and that that background information allows them athe clause.
better understanding of what is intended. I thank hon.

Mr. Touhig: If the Committee had considered Members for the opportunity to put the information
amendment No. 1, we would have found that it was on the record.
intended to insert a provision into the Bill to prevent

Mr. Howarth: I am sure that the whole Committeecertain serious criminal oVences from being service
is grateful to the Minister, because we have beenoVences if they were committed in the United
wrestling with the issue and I do not have anyKingdom. The eVect would be to prevent such
predetermined position on it. I think that what he hasoVences, if committed in the UK, from being
described is inevitably something of a fudge and ainvestigated by the service police or tried by a court
flexible arrangement. I represent a garrison town so Imartial. The powers of service police and COs relate to
have thought pretty hard about it, and I think that,oVences under service law. Some very serious oVences,
nowwe have protocols in place whereby there is a clearsuch as rape and murder, are oVences under service
understanding between the service police forces andlaw only when they are committed overseas.
the local constabulary, the Minister’s commentsThe absolute exclusion proposed under the
probably make sense. There is an advantage inamendment would have continued twomain problems
Parliament providing, where appropriate, forthat exist under the present service discipline
flexibility to enable people on the ground to deliverprovisions. First, it would have prevented the service
justice in the most satisfactory possible way.police from investigating certain oVences committed
Unless my hon. Friend the Member for Salisbury—in the United Kingdom. If a soldier in Germany were

who also represents a large garrison area—wishes tosuspected of having committed a murder in the United
make any comments, I am inclined to accept the ratherKingdom and also of having the murder weapon with
pragmatic line that the Minister has taken. If it doeshim, the Bill, if amended by amendment No. 1, would
not work, we can of course revisit it, and if, when thehave given the service police no power to search for the
Bill is enacted, Parliament is given an opportunity toevidence, nor could the police have arrested the
review the Bill annually, we shall be able to monitorsuspect or held him in custody.
things even more closely.Secondly, it would have prevented the service

system from ever trying the oVence, even if it were in
Question put and agreed to.the interests of justice to do so. Let us suppose a soldier

was suspected of a series of rapes of service personnel, Clause 50 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
both in the United Kingdom and abroad. The service

4.30 pmsystem could deal with the oVence committed abroad,
but not with that committed in the United Kingdom.
Equally, the civilian courts in the UK could not deal Clause 51
with the oVences committed abroad. Having one trial,

Jurisdiction of the Service Civilian Courtespecially when the victim may be the same person, is
surely in the interests of justice.

Mr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 31, inThe civilian courts in this country have
clause 51, page 22, line 30, at end insert—extraterritorial jurisdiction in respect of UK nationals
‘(1A) For the purposes of subsection (1) an oVence isoverseas for a limited range of oVences, including

committed by a civilian if it is committed by a person who, at themurder. It would be a significant step to increase the time when it is committed, is a civilian subject to service
jurisdiction of civilian courts in the United Kingdom discipline.’.
to deal with more oVences overseas, and there would
also be a lacuna in respect of non-UK nationals in the The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to

discuss Government amendment No. 32.armed forces, such as the Gurkhas. There are
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(3A) Where the defendant is aged under 18 at the time aMr. Touhig: The service civilian court replaces the
decision under section 278 is made, an oVence under section 42 isstanding civilian courts, created in 1976 under the
“indictable-only” for the purposes of subsection (2)(a) above ifArmy and Air Force Acts, and extends them to the (and only if)—

Royal Navy. These courts, which comprise a civilian (a) the corresponding oVence under the law of England and
judge advocate sitting alone, are broadly equivalent to Wales is murder, manslaughter or an oVence under section

5 of the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Act 2004magistrates courts in England and Wales, but they
(c. 28) (causing or allowing death of child etc); ormay sit only outside the British Islands. The clause sets

(b) section 226 (firearms oVences) would apply if the accusedout the general rule that the service civilian court may were convicted by the Court Martial of the oVence under
try any civilian who is subject to service discipline for section 42.’.—[Mr. Touhig.]
any service oVences, unless those that are specifically

Clause 51, as amended, ordered to stand part of theexcluded from its jurisdiction. The main exemption to
Bill.that general rule is that the service civilian court may

not try criminal conduct oVences under clause 42,
Clause 52which are in the civilian system in England and Wales

and are triable only on indictment in the Crown court Charges capable of being heard summarilybefore a jury.
The clause would give the service civilian court Question proposed, That the clause stand part of

similar jurisdiction to an adult magistrates court in the Bill.
England and Wales. OVences that can be tried in the

Mr. Howarth: I do not intend to detain thecivilian system, either on indictment or summarily—
Committee on this matter, save to say that it goes toeither way oVences—are not excluded from the service
the heart of the issue concerning the powers of thecivilian court’s jurisdiction, because they are not
commanding oYcer. I do not intend to address thattriable only on indictment.Whether the service civilian
matter tonight, because we will have plenty of scope tocourt should try an oVence where it has jurisdiction
consider it further during our discussions on clausedepends on the view taken of the gravity of the oVence,
116. It is important that we spend time in Committeewhich will be decided first by the Director of Service
considering such points because one of the guidingProsecutions when deciding whether to send the case
principles of the Bill is that the powers of commandingto court. The service civilian court may also deal with
oYcers to deal with cases summarily should bepersons subject to service discipline who are under 18,
reduced, particularly the power of a commandingnamely juveniles. When it deals with juveniles, it will
oYcer to dismiss a serious charge—as set out inact in a manner similar to the youth court in England
schedule 2.andWales and similarly to the standing civilian courts.
It is important that we try to get that right, and IThe provision was intended to reflect exactly the

might table amendments that would reintroduce thecurrent position in relation to the jurisdiction of the
power of a commanding oYcer to dismiss a seriousstanding civilian court, which the service civilian court
charge, if only for the purpose of testing the case andreplaces. We have realised, however, that the clause
to give theMinister an opportunity to respond. One ofdoes not really achieve that; as it is drafted, it prevents
the reasons for putting that on the record now is tothe service civilian court from dealing with juveniles
provide time for preparation to get underway.We oweaccused of certain indictable-only oVences with which
it to our armed forces to preserve the chain ofboth a youth court in England and Wales and the
command. We have had much evidence from seniorstanding civilian court may already deal. That
oYcers on the fact that they are content with the wayunfortunate side eVect of how the clause was drafted
in which the Bill is being handled in that respect.makes a rather subtle change, which is why it has only
Nevertheless, the chain of command is central, and Ijust come to our attention.
intend to explore that in greater detail in ourAmendments Nos. 31 and 32 would put that right
discussions on clause 116.and, as a consequence, the clause would achieve the

intention of preserving the existing jurisdiction of Mr. Touhig: I note the hon. Gentleman’s point and
standing civilian courts over juveniles. The service I am grateful for the fact that he has given us advance
civilian court can deal with all alleged oVences by notice of his possible intention to address the matter
juveniles with few exceptions, namely certain firearms later. I am sure that we will have a full debate on it at
oVences that attract a minimum sentence and the time.
homicide oVences. That is similar to the jurisdiction of

Question put and agreed to.youth courts. I hope that, with that explanation, the
Committee is able to support the amendment. Clause 52 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

Amendment agreed to. Clause 53 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

Amendment made:No. 32, in clause 51, page 22, line Schedule 1
37, leave out subsection (3) and insert—

Criminal conduct offences that may be dealt
‘(3) For the purposes of subsection (2)(a) an oVence under

with at a summary hearingsection 42 is “indictable-only” if the corresponding oVence under
the law of England and Wales is under that law an oVence which,

Question proposed, That this schedule be the Firstif committed by an adult, is triable only on indictment; but this is
subject to subsection (3A). schedule to the Bill.
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Robert Key: Consideration of schedule 1 gives me Mr. Touhig: I am aware that colleagues have had
concerns about statutory instruments that mightthe opportunity to repeat myself. On Second Reading,
follow the Bill. Colleagues have a right to hold theand several occasions since, I have said that I was
Executive to account for their intentions in thatconcerned that the Committee was being asked to
respect. In all cases, where it is possible, my ambitionconsider a massive volume of legislation without
is to bring such information to colleagues’ notice. Thatconsideration of the detailed legislation that might
is important when asking them to support legislationfollow in statutory instruments.
as detailed, complex and extensive as that which isThe schedules are important also, and we must
before us. That is what I hope to do, and I hope thatrecognise what we are being asked to rubber stamp. It
the hon. Gentleman will accept that. I shall take noteis not so much a question of seeking to amend a
of his points regarding schedule 1, and I will ask myschedule such as this, but of acknowledging that the
oYcials to advise me on when we can have theBill is extremely important for the everyday lives of
information that will answer his inquiries.servicemen and women and their spouses and families

in married quarters—at home and overseas. Question put and agreed to.
For example, part 1 to schedule 1, relating to clauses

Schedule 1 agreed to.53 and 54, provide for charges to be heard without the
permission of a senior authority for oVences as diverse Clauses 54 to 66 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
as dangerous and careless cycling—you might not Further consideration adjourned.—[Mr. Alan
think that that is very important, Mr. Howarth—but Campbell.]
also for theft, the misuse of drugs, criminal damage,
assault and battery, driving with excessive amounts of Adjourned accordingly at twenty minutes to Five
alcohol, and so on. We need to ponder for a moment o’clock till Wednesday 22 March at half-past
the significance of hastening through this part of the Nine o’clock.
Bill. Will the Minister remind us of whether we will
have sight of any of the statutory instruments attached
to any part of the Bill before we get much further?
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Clause 75Select Committee on the
Power of service policeman to stop and search

persons, vehicles etcArmed Forces Bill
Wednesday 22 March 2006 Question proposed, That the clause stand part of

the Bill.
[Mr. George Howarth in the Chair]

Mr. Burrowes: I have a brief question that relates to
clauses 75 and 76. Clause 75 concerns the power of aArmed Forces Bill service policeman to stop and search persons, vehicles
and so on.Will theMinister clarify whether reasonable9.45 am
grounds may be found for civilians being subject to
service discipline and how those grounds can beThe Chairman: May I remind the Committee that
properly established? Perhaps he can cite examples ofthere is a money resolution in connection with the Bill,
how that would be achieved in practical terms. It iscopies of which are available in the room should
obvious that those who are subject to service law fallanyone require them?
within that category, but whether the civilian is subject
to service discipline might be open to doubt. I wouldThe Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
appreciate clarification of the process that would beDefence (Mr. Don Touhig): I beg to move an
undertaken to subject a person to the power to stopamendment to the order of consideration, in lines 2
and search.and 3, leave out
My second point is about stop-and-search‘113, Schedule 2, Clauses 114’

provisions and the reference in clause 78, whichand insert
provides that the powers can be used only in

‘112, Clauses 117 to 127, Clause 113, Schedule 2, Clauses 114 to
“any place towhich (at the time of exercise of the power) the public116, Clauses 128’.
or any section of the public has access”.

Thank you for calling me, Mr. Howarth.
That is the particular instance when it may be

I am sure that we are all distressed that the hon. appropriate, although often only in exceptional
Member for Aldershot (Mr. Howarth) is not with us circumstances, to block a road to search for prohibited
this morning. I have talked to him and we are certainly articles such as drugs or stolen articles. Someone inmy
saddened that he is suVering so much pain with his profession might particularly want to consider the
tooth, the result of which will possibly be that he will issue of access to that road and to challenge whether
cause me less pain as a result of not being here. The such a stop and search was lawful, as at the time the
saga of Gerald’s tooth means that I must ask the power was exercised the public would not have access
Committee to consider this amendment. to the road because it was blocked.

I ask the Minister to consider and clarify whetherRobert Key (Salisbury) (Con): I am grateful to the
the provision needs to be revisited to ensure that it isMinister for his understanding. We all send our good
fully eVective.wishes tomy hon. Friend theMember for Aldershot in

his hour of agony. We accept the Minister’s proposal Mr. Touhig: I want to make a few remarks aboutand are grateful to him.
clauses 75 and 76.
Clauses 75 to 83 set out the powers to stop andQuestion put and agreed to.

search persons and vehicles, including ships and
aircraft, which are closely based on the powersThe Chairman:No amendments have been tabled to
available to civilian police under the Police andclauses 67 to 76 so, if there is no objection, I shall put
Criminal Evidence Act 1984. Clause 75 gives servicethe question on those clauses together.
police a power to stop and search persons and vehicles
to search for specified things such as stolen orMr. David Burrowes (Enfield, Southgate) (Con): I
prohibited articles. Service police may detain personshave questions to ask about clauses 75 and 76, Mr.
to carry out such a search and, if the search isHowarth. At the same time, I wish to apologise for our
successful, seize the specified things that they find.giving the impression of being the walking wounded
As service police are not always available—foron Conservative Benches. I do not have much of a

example, in submarines at sea and in smaller deployedvoice, but, given the little I have, I shall be concise,
units—clause 76 gives other personnel, acting underwhich might help the Committee.
the authority of an oYcer, similar powers of search to
those available to the service police under clause 75.The Chairman: Order. In view of the fact that the
The authorising oYcer must have reasonable groundshon. Gentleman wishes to ask questions about clauses
to suspect that a criminal oVence would be committed75 and 76, the best thing that I can do is to vary
or that a person having committed such an oVencematters. I suggest that we now deal with clauses 67 to
would avoid apprehension if the powers were not74. That will give him his opportunity.
exercised before a service or United Kingdom civilian
policeman could assist.Clauses 67 to 74 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
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On the point made by the hon. Member for Enfield, powers of search of the service police, including what
vehicles they can stop and search for evidence ofSouthgate (Mr. Burrowes), deployed forces and forces

serving overseas may be accompanied by civilians in criminal oVences. The amendment would give them
the power to stop and search our allies’ vehicles. Atthis context. Such civilians are an easily identifiable

group and will have been issued with identity cards. I first glance, it seems reasonable, but it would not be
right. I hope that I might persuade the hon. Memberhope that answers him.
for Enfield, Southgate of that.

Mr. Burrowes:My second point concerned the road As part of the military system of justice, our service
block and public access. police have powers over the members of our armed

forces and over civilians subject to service discipline.Mr. Touhig: I will look at that and, if the hon.
Neither the service police nor the service justice systemGentleman permits, write to him and other colleagues,
has powers over members of foreign armed forces, andexamining it in some detail.
it would not be right for them to have such powers. I
am sure that our allies would not want them to.Mr. Burrowes: I am obliged.
If we suspect that allied soldiers might be involved

Question put and agreed to. in crime, the solution lies in liaison with the allied
forces. In some cases, in which our own and allied

Clause 75 ordered to stand part of the Bill. troops are suspected, joint action is taken. Such co-
operation and assistance are important, but it must

Clause 76 ordered to stand part of the Bill. ultimately be for our allies to investigate and deal with
their own troops. We help them, but we cannot give
ourselves direct powers over them.Clause 77
In the sameway, we expect our allies to liaise and co-

Sections 75 and 76: definitions operate with us if they suspect our troops of oVences.
We would not expect our allies to establish police or

Mr. Burrowes: I beg to move amendment No. 154, other disciplinary powers over our troops.
in clause 77, page 36, line 20, after “forces”, insert
‘or any other forces cooperating with Her Majesty’s Armed
Forces’. Robert Key: This is a practical point that was raised
The amendment would add to the definition in by the hon. and learned Member for Redcar (Vera

subsection (5) of a service vehicle as a vehicle that Baird) and bymy hon. Friend theMember for Enfield,
“(a) belongs to any of Her Majesty’s forces”.

Southgate. On joint exercises in the United Kingdom,
This addition would be similar to the one that we it is common for convoys of allied NATO vehicles to
debated under clause 3, relating to obstructing patrol near Army ranges. They do so regularly in my
operations. This definition is used elsewhere in the constituency, and occasionally they are involved in a
Bill—for example, in clause 364 in defining “enemy”. road traYc accident. What would happen in those
Therefore, it is proper to use it in this Bill. circumstances?
The rationale behind the amendment is to avoid

Are we saying that neither our military, service orambiguity and to enable the Bill to apply to one-day
Ministry of Defence police nor the Home OYcesituations when we are on operations with allied
constabulary has any jurisdiction over a German orforces. It would enable us to make it clear that the
Dutch unit, for example, that is involved in a roadprovisions in clauses 75 and 76 relating to stopping and
traYc accident? Do we have to go back to the servicesearching also applied to service vehicles of other
police?Who is in charge in those circumstances? As weforces co-operating with Her Majesty’s armed forces.
saw in the previous sitting, the Minister might seekI concede that paragraph (b), which refers to a vehicle
inspiration from the left in order to answer.

“in use for the purposes of any of those forces”,

might deal with the point, but the extended definition
in the amendment might add clarity.

The Chairman:Order. I remind the hon. Gentleman
that interventions should be brief.Vera Baird (Redcar) (Lab): I want to ask for more

information about the definition in clause 77(5)(b),
which the hon. Gentleman has just referred to. A

Robert Key: Thank you, Mr. Howarth. Of courseservice vehicle is defined as one that either belongs to
you are right; I am merely trying to be helpful. Thethe forces or
point is practical and it has arisen in my constituency.“is in use for the purposes of any of those forces.”
Will the Minister also explain the relationshipHow wide is that definition intended to be? Will it

between the clause and what the Visiting Forces Actinclude themilkman who is there to vittle up the forces
1952 says about jurisdiction over servicemen in thisso that they can fight? How will the scope be defined?
country? There are hundreds of military vehicles
belonging to our allies on our roads every day,Mr. Touhig: The amendment would alter the

definition of “service vehicle” in clause 77. That particularly in East Anglia and near military ranges. It
is important that that point be cleared up.definition refers to clauses 75 and 76, which set out the
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10 am in clause 84. Clause 84 stipulates that those terms have
the same meanings as when they are used in the

The Chairman: May I remind the Committee that, relevant sections of PACE. As worded, clause 86
although I was generous over the length of that suggests that those terms should be read so as to agree
intervention given the Opposition’s diYculties today, with clause 84(4). That is not the intention.
in normal circumstances interventions should be

Amendment agreed to.brief—a single question, really? I hope that the
Committee will not stretch my tolerance any further

Clause 86, as amended, ordered to stand part of theon that point.
Bill.

Mr.Touhig: I amnot sure that the remark Imade the
Clauses 87 to 91 ordered to stand part of the Bill.other day has improved my credentials with new

Labour. References to the “left” meant those sat to
Clause 92my left.

Power to make provision conferring powers of
The Chairman: Topographically.

entry and search after arrest

Mr. Touhig: Yes. Perhaps I had better clear that up
Question proposed, That the clause stand part offor the record.

the Bill.I shall respond first to the point made by my hon.
and learned Friend the Member for Redcar. If a Mr. Burrowes: I note that the clause allows the
formed unit or smaller group has use of a vehicle that Secretary of State to make provision for powers
belongs to another force, it comes within the term equivalent to those under section 18 of PACE. Why is
“in use for the purposes” it necessary to make the power of entry and search
of any of Her Majesty’s forces and is therefore subject to
included. “such modifications as the Secretary of State considers

appropriate”?The hon. Member for Salisbury (Robert Key) made
I am not aware that such a provision is applied or evena point about joint exercises, convoys and so on.
necessary under the civilian statute. Section 18 shouldSpecial legislation governs visiting forces in theUnited
stand alone and should properly apply with respect toKingdom. It gives limited powers to UK civilian
its equivalent codes of practice.police. If it would help, we could provide the

Committee with further detail on how that works. The codes of practice can obviously be modified
from time to time to deal with the application of

Mr. Burrowes: I am grateful for the Minister’s section 18, but will the Minister explain the rationale
response. There is a prevailing concern about the behind the need for such modifications, and can we be
increasing activity of joint operations. The told in advance what circumstances might arise to
amendment would increase operational eVectiveness make such modifications necessary?
when decisions had to be made quickly—for example,

Mr. Touhig: The clause gives the Secretary of Statewhen there was a need urgently to search for a
the power to make provisions in relation to premisesprohibited article, or indeed a weapon. Nevertheless,
occupied or controlled by the person who has beenhaving heard his comments, I do not wish to press the
arrested and held in service custody without beingamendment. We can reflect on the matter on Report.
charged. The provisions are broadly equivalent toI beg to ask leave to withdraw the amendment.
those in PACE that deal with entry and search after
arrest, but they can be modified to fit the serviceAmendment, by leave, withdrawn.
environment. In broad terms, when a person subject to

Clause 77 ordered to stand part of the Bill. service law has been arrested for a service oVence, the
powers allow for the entry and search of relevant

Clauses 78 to 85 ordered to stand part of the Bill. premises for evidence in connection with that oVence.
Provisions made under the clause will be subject to

parliamentary scrutiny, as they will be made byClause 86
statutory instrument. When the Secretary of State

Power to make provision as to access to wishes to use the provision, we shall put regulations
excluded material etc and the appropriate information before Parliament.

Modifications will include a provision to limit the
range of premises that service policemay enter, and theMr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 33, in
modifications will be the same as those under currentclause 86, page 40, line 39, leave out from “oVence” to
regulations.end of line and insert

‘have the meanings given by section 84’.
Question put and agreed to.

This is a drafting amendment to clarify that the
meanings in this clause of the terms “excluded Clause 92 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
material”, “special procedure material” and “relevant
oVence” are the same as those applied to those terms Clauses 93 to 112 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
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Further consideration adjourned.—[Mr. Alan
The Chairman: We have amended the order of Campbell.]consideration, having deferred clauses 113 to 116 and

schedule 2 until our next sitting. So, we now come to
clauses 117 to 126, to which no amendments have

Adjourned accordingly at eight minutes past Tenbeen tabled.
o’clock till Tuesday 28 March at fifteen minutes to
Ten o’clock.Clauses 117 to 126 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
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(3) If, in the course of investigating a charge, the commanding
oYcer considers it appropriate to do so, he may amend the chargeSelect Committee on the
or substitute another charge for it and treat the amended or
substituted charge as if that charge had been reported to himArmed Forces Bill
under subsection (1) above.
(4) If, in the course of investigating a charge, it appears to theTuesday 28 March 2006

commanding oYcer that proceedings in respect of the matters to
(Morning) which the charge relates could be, and in the interests of the better

administration of justice should be, taken against the accused
otherwise than under this Act he may stay further proceedings[Mr. George Howarth in the Chair]
with respect to the charge.
(5) After investigating a charge the commanding oYcer may,

subject to subsection (6) below—Armed Forces Bill
(a) dismiss the charge;
(b) refer the charge to higher authority; or9.45 am
(c) deal summarily with the charge,

(6) The commanding oYcer may not deal summarily with a
Clause 127 ordered to stand part of the Bill. charge if—

(a) the accused is an oYcer or warrant oYcer; or
(b) the charge is not capable of being dealt with summarily.’.

Clause 113 New clause 18— Investigation of charges by
commanding oYcer (No. 3)—CO to ensure service police aware of possibility

‘(1) An allegation that a person subject to military law (“theserious offence committed

accused”) has committed an oVence against any provision of this
Part of this Act shall be reported, in the form of a charge, to his
commanding oYcer.Question proposed, That the clause stand part of
(2) A commanding oYcer shall investigate a charge reported tothe Bill.

him under subsection (1) above.
(3) If, in the course of investigating a charge, the commandingThe Chairman: With this it will be convenient to

oYcer considers it appropriate to do so, he may amend the chargediscuss the following: New clause 16—Investigation of
or substitute another charge for it and treat the amended or

charges by commanding oYcer (No. 1)— substituted charge as if that charge had been reported to him
under subsection (1) above.‘(1) An allegation that a person subject to military law (“the

accused”) has committed an oVence against any provision of this (4) If, in the course of investigating a charge, it appears to the
Part of this Act shall be reported, in the form of a charge, to his commanding oYcer that proceedings in respect of the matters to
commanding oYcer. which the charge relates could be, and in the interests of the better

administration of justice should be, taken against the accused(2) A commanding oYcer shall investigate a charge reported to
otherwise than under this Act he may stay further proceedingshim under subsection (1) above.
with respect to the charge.

(3) If, in the course of investigating a charge, the commanding
(5) After investigating a charge the commanding oYcer may,oYcer considers it appropriate to do so, he may amend the charge

after consulting with the service prosecuting authority, subject toor substitute another charge for it and treat the amended or
subsection (6) below—substituted charge as if that charge had been reported to him

(a) dismiss the charge;under subsection (1) above.
(b) refer the charge to higher authority; or

(4) If, in the course of investigating a charge, it appears to the (c) deal summarily with the charge,
commanding oYcer that proceedings in respect of the matters to (6) The commanding oYcer may not deal summarily with a
which the charge relates could be, and in the interests of the better charge if—
administration of justice should be, taken against the accused (a) the accused is an oYcer or warrant oYcer; or
otherwise than under this Act he may stay further proceedings (b) the charge is not capable of being dealt with summarily.’.
with respect to the charge. New clause 19—Powers of higher authority—
(5) After investigating a charge the commanding oYcer may, ‘(1) Where a charge is referred to higher authority, the higher

subject to subsection (6) below— authority shall refer the case to the prosecuting authority unless
(a) dismiss the charge; he takes one of the steps mentioned in this section in relation to
(b) refer the charge to higher authority; or the charge.
(c) deal summarily with the charge,

(2) The higher authority may refer the charge back to the
(6) The commanding oYcer may not deal summarily with a commanding oYcer of the accused with a direction to dismiss it or

charge if— to stay all further proceedings in relation to it, and the
(a) the accused is an oYcer or warrant oYcer; or commanding oYcer shall deal with the charge accordingly.
(b) the charge is not capable of being dealt with summarily. (3) If the charge is against a non-commissioned oYcer or lower

(7) Where a commanding oYcer considers that he may wish to rank and is capable of being dealt with summarily, the higher
authority may refer it back to the commanding oYcer of thedismiss a charge under this provision he should first consult with
accused to be so dealt with.his higher authority who in turn may seek the views of service

prosecuting authority.’. (4) If the charge is against an oYcer below the rank of [colonel]
or a warrant oYcer and is capable of being dealt with summarily,New clause 17—Investigation of charges by
the higher authority may refer it to the appropriate superiorcommanding oYcer (No. 2)—
authority to be so dealt with.

‘(1) An allegation that a person subject to military law (“the (5) If the charge has been referred to the higher authority as a
accused”) has committed an oVence against any provision of this result of an election for court-martial trial, and that election has
Part of this Act shall be reported, in the form of a charge, to his not been withdrawn with leave, he may not refer the charge back
commanding oYcer. to the commanding oYcer of the accused, or (as the case may be)
(2) A commanding oYcer shall investigate a charge reported to to the appropriate superior authority, to be dealt with

summarily.’.him under subsection (1) above.
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Mr. Gerald Howarth (Aldershot) (Con): I wish to had acted properly andwithin the rules of engagement,
he could dismiss the charge. That is broadly theplace on recordmy appreciation to you,Mr.Howarth,

and members of the Committee for their indulgence position the moment. Under the Bill, that will no
longer be the case. The charge will go to the servicelast week when I was indisposed. I was in absolute

raging agony and did not like the prospect of facing the policeman, who will refer it to the service prosecuting
authority, and an investigation will take place by thedentist with his pliers poised over my mouth. He had

to have several goes at removing my tooth. It was service or civil police. Therefore, the commanding
oYcer will eVectively be out of the loop altogether.extremely painful, and I was grateful to the Committee

for allowing us the opportunity to debate the new Amendment No. 30 shows how we might address that
specific problem without interfering with the overallclauses today.
objectives of the Bill.

I shall deal with the new clauses in more detail in a The expertise of senior oYcers on the ground who
moment. They would change the arrangements from have first-hand understanding of the conditions faced
those proposed under the Bill and restore in one way by their troops has long been seen as essential in
or another, through three diVerent permutations, the deciding whether split-second decisions made by
power of a commanding oYcer to dismiss charges. soldiers in danger should lead to prosecution. For
They relate also to amendment No. 30 to clause 116, centuries, commanding oYcers have been trusted to
but I shall deal with the general issue now. decide whether the servicemen under their command

should face prosecution for the actions that they take
All members of the Committee are agreed while carrying out their duty. Under the proposals in

unanimously that we have the highest regard for our the Bill, that trust is to be removed. Instead of
armed forces, as does the country at large. We know commanding oYcers, or indeed their higher
that British armed forces command respect authorities, looking at an instance based on their
throughout the world. They do an incredibly diYcult knowledge of the operational situation and deciding
job, and they ask to be supported by theirGovernment whether there is a case to answer, following an incident
and their senior oYcers in their work and the decisions or an accusation of a serious oVence, the case will now
that they make to enable them to carry out the tasks be passed by a service policeman to the service
that we have laid upon them. prosecuting authority for a potentially lengthy

investigation, which could be more likely to result in
legal proceedings. Like its civilian counterpart, theI am particularly concerned to ensure that the Bill is
service prosecuting authority may be more likely tofit for purpose and provides a sound disciplinary
base its decision to prosecute on the likelihood offramework for members of our armed forces on
achieving a conviction rather than on a properoperations—whether a full-scale war or the sort of
understanding of the circumstances leading to theoperation being undertaken in Iraq. In dealing with
alleged event.such issues, I am narrowing them down to a specific set

of circumstances. I am not arguing about whether Major General Julian Thompson, who played such
particular oVences should be dealt with summarily. a distinguished role in the Falklands campaign, told
There is an overwhelming view that the proposed Glasgow’s The Herald on 3 December 2005:
harmonisation of the powers of summary jurisdiction “Taking away a commanding oYcer’s powers I think is a bad
being conferred on commanding oYcers is right: idea. It will just increase the time waiting for trial. Before the

commanding oYcer was trusted to make the decision and nowessentially, the Royal Air Force and the Army will
that trust has gone and the matter put into the hands of overpaidhave greater powers, although Royal Navy
civilian lawyers. It is another case of politicians getting involved,commanding oYcers will have slightly less. All the
thinking they understand the military when they do not.”

evidence that we have heard is that the Royal Navy is
We must ask ourselves whether, by removing thecontent with that.
safeguard of having the commanding oYcer involved
in deciding whether to bring a prosecution, we willI want the Committee to focus on a specific set of
increase the chances of a serviceman being put on trialscenarios. It does not involve peacetime operations or
without an adequate understanding of thetraining. I want to concentrate on where the Bill will
circumstances leading to the allegation.impinge on our servicemen and women, especially
When Admiral Lord Boyce gave evidence to thesoldiers and the infantry. I refer to servicemen because

Committee he said that there was nowI am inviting the Committee to ensure that we get it
“a feeling of legal encirclement”right when it comes to providing the necessary
among members of our armed forces. The removal offramework for soldiers on the front line either in full-
a commanding oYcer’s power to dismiss a chargescale war fighting operations, something in between,
against a serviceman, based on the facts and thewhich is what we are conducting in Iraq, or even in
situation on the ground, will only add to that feeling.peacekeeping operations. I want to ensure that we give
Hewarned that “tampering” with themilitary chain ofthe right and proper protection to soldiers carrying out
command could damage operational eVectiveness. Hetheir duties in good faith and in accordance with the
went on to say, in regard to a commanding oYcer:rules of engagement.
“If you diminish his authority or start to erode his authority you

will have a fracture which is ultimately going to cause failure.”In the past, when a soldier killed someone in the line
of duty and an accusation was made, the commanding We must be under no illusions. The Bill erodes the

power of the commanding oYcer.oYcer would investigate and, if he felt that the soldier
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Lord Boyce is not the first to warn of our armed Was it the fear of seeing British troops brought to
forces experiencing legal encirclement. Indeed, they The Hague that prompted the Adjutant-General to
already have to contend with the threat of being write, on the case of Trooper Williams, whose
brought before the International Criminal Court, with commanding oYcer dismissed the charge but who was
disreputable ambulance-chasing lawyers running then charged before a civilian court at the behest of the
around Iraq, trying to get Iraqis to bring proceedings Attorney-General:
against British troops, and with politicians bringing
prosecutions against our servicemen, as we saw in the “With current legal, political and ginger group interest in the

deaths of Iraqi civilians during operation telic”case of Trooper Williams. It is perfectly true that on
our visits we have not encountered much resistant to there was a significant possibility that
the Bill’s proposals. However, understanding of the

“our investigation and subsequent failure to oVer for prosecutionBill is pretty limited, and it is our duty to try to
could become a cause celebre for pressure groups”?envisage how the proposed new arrangements will

work in practice. The Committee will be familiar with that quotation, as
I have quoted it before.

Ministers have repeatedly asserted that there are no The idea of senior oYcers and politicians oVering
circumstances in which the British Government would serviceman up for prosecution is pretty contemptible,
not proceed against a soldier involved in “war crimes”. as I am sure all members of the Committee would
However, the ICC can itself decide whether a prima agree. I do not think I am alone in holding that view.
facie case exists, so a case dismissed by the authorities We need to ask how far from the minds of the high
here could, in theory, be taken up by the ICC. That command the spectre of the ICC was when the high
court is empowered to intervene when an accused command made its decisions. I have not spoken to Sir
serviceman’s national Government are unwilling or Alistair Irwin, who was the Adjutant-General at the
unable to prosecute. A situation could arise in which time, and have no means of knowing the answer. It
an application has been made and the domestic could be instructive to find out what his thoughts were.
authorities investigate and rightly decide that there is In the event, the commanding oYcer’s decision on
no case to answer. The UKwould thus be unwilling to advice to dismiss the charge againstWilliams was fully
prosecute. What would happen if the ICC, in its own vindicated. In other words, the system worked. The
wisdom, decided that there was a case to answer? power of the commanding oYcer on advice to dismiss

the charge worked and was upheld.
In an answer to my hon. Friend the Member for

New Forest, East (Dr. Lewis), the Secretary of State
set out in some detail why, in his view, it was very

10 amunlikely that a British soldier, sailor or airman would
ever be hauled before the ICC. He said:

That brings me to the case of Williams. The danger
of such a legal siege of our armed forces is that it could“The Government do not envisage that circumstances will ever
lead our soldiers on the ground to hesitate at crucialarise in which the ICC would conclude that the UK is unable or

unwilling genuinely to investigate or prosecute, and accordingly moments—to think twice to consider how their
does not envisage that the ICC will ever exercise jurisdiction over decision might look in a courtroom. For Trooper
any member of the British armed forces.” Williams, we might read Corporal Clegg of the

Parachute Regiment. Committee members willAs an assurance, he went on to say:
doubtless be familiar with that case and the huge
debate that it generated. Cleggwas ultimately released.“The ICC prosecutor has also recently decided that there is no
Committee members will also recall that after talkingreasonable basis to initiate an investigation into UK military
to soldiers during his evidence session, Lord Boyceoperations in Iraq.”—[OYcial Report, 9 March 2006; Vol. 443,

c. 1697–98W.] said that he believed that there was a “rise in risk
averseness”.

Well, that is big of him; thank you very much indeed.
The idea that the prosecutor should ever have
considered action against British troops would, I have
no doubt, be utterly repugnant to every member of the Bob Russell (Colchester) (LD): Can the hon.
Committee. Gentleman explain how Lord Boyce meets so many

troops who expressed such views but, as the hon.
I do not believe that Ministers are in a position to Gentleman himself acknowledged, on our recent visit

give the cast-iron assurance that they have given. I do to Cyprus, Oman and Iraq, none of us came across
not doubt their good faith; I just believe that it is an anybody who expressed them?
assurance that they cannot give. I note that there is
much scribbling by the Minister. I do not intend to
invite him to engage in a spirited and doughty defence
of the Government’s decision on the ICC. I am not Mr. Howarth: I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman,

because he has just anticipated what I was about toasserting that every squaddie should be trembling in
his boots at the prospect of being hauled before the say. In fairness, our evidence-taking has produced not

the open-and-shut case that he suggests but mixedICC in The Hague, but it is something on which we, as
a nation, need to keep a close and watchful eye. responses.
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[Mr. Howarth] after seeking the opinion of the service prosecuting
authority. That, I believe, presents the Committeewith
a compromise incorporating both the knowledge ofI have had discussions with members of the
the commanding oYcer—Coldstream Guards who were based in Aldershot. I

had the privilege of talking to them soon after they 10.6 am
returned from a particularly diYcult tour of
operations in Iraq, which was fresh in their minds. I Sitting suspended.
was unable to go to Windsor because there was a

10.35 amstatement in the House on the Iraqi roulement, so I
was unable to see whether they had changed their

On resuming—views, but I certainly found that some expressed
concern. Mr. Howarth: I will continue with what I was saying
I do not think that it is the open-and-shut case that before our brief interlude undertaking the statutory

the hon. Gentleman suggests. Some soldiers are not fire evacuation procedure, which seems to have gone
worried, but others are concerned. We need to bear in well. We mustered by the place allocated for the press;
mind that a soldier’s commanding oYcer is in a understandably, it being an early hour of the morning,
position to protect him, because he can dismiss the there were no representatives of the reptiles there. I
charge—subject, I am bound to say, to Queen’s might as well put that on the record. I am aware,
regulations as amended in 2004, which state that he however, that some of those surrounding the Bill are
has to take legal advice. The ultimate decision rests not a million miles removed from some of the very
with the commanding oYcer, and his soldiers know muchmore respectable elements of the reptile brigade.
that he stands there to protect them if necessary. I was referring to my new clauses and I had set out
Under the Bill’s proposals, that protection would be my arguments on new clause 17, which I do not intend
reduced—not eliminated, but reduced. We therefore to repeat. The third option would give a commanding
should be doing all we can to reduce the possibility that oYcer the power to dismiss a charge even when he
our servicemen and women will find themselves would not have the power to deal with the case
wrongly facing legal proceedings, rather than summarily, but only after seeking the opinion of the
removing one of the few safeguards against that service prosecuting authority. That would present the
happening. Committee with a compromise, incorporating both

the knowledge of the commanding oYcer of theThrough the probing amendments, I hope to aVord
operational circumstances in which the allegation wasthe Committee the opportunity to debate the
set, and the legal opinion of the service prosecutingimplications of the Government’s decision to remove
authority. It would allow a commanding oYcer tothat important safeguard. The four new clauses that I
make a decision based upon his knowledge of thehave tabled give three options that would continue to
situation on the ground while incorporating advicegive the commanding oYcer some role in deciding
from the legal authorities. It would also give thewhether there is a case to answer.
Minister’s Department the necessary legal cover that

The first option, new clause 17, would give a it seeks.
commanding oYcer the power to dismiss charges after

The proposal would also help to prevent a similarinvestigation even where he did not have the power to
case to that of Trooper Williams from happeningdeal with them summarily. It would eVectively return again. In that case, his commanding oYcer soughtto the commanding oYcer powers that have been legal advice but it was still taken up by the Attorney-

exercised previously, and would allow him to continue General. Providing the commanding oYcer with the
his important safeguarding function. power to dismiss a charge after seeking legal opinion

should reduce the possibility of any further legal
challenge.Bob Russell: When the hon. Gentleman talks of
New clause 19, like new clause 17, would give thereturning the powers to what they were previously,

commanding oYcer a higher authority, the powerdoes he mean pre-2004 or back to 2004?
which currently exists to dismiss a charge against a
serviceman or woman. If the Government are not

Mr. Howarth: I mean pre-2004, because the second comfortable aVording that power to commanding
option, which is set out in new clause 16, would give a oYcers, they should consider allowing more senior
commanding oYcer the power to dismiss charges even oYcers to dismiss charges when they believe that a
where he would not have the power to deal with them serviceman has acted correctly. That would be another
summarily. However, it incorporates the amendments safeguard for our troops. When an incident happens
to Queen’s regulations of 29 July 2004 that require a and an accusation has been made, it should not
commanding oYcer to seek the approval of his higher automatically trigger legal proceedings.
authority before dismissing any charge. The provision The aim of the new clauses is to protect servicemen
would also allow the higher authority to seek the and women, but particularly soldiers in the front line
opinion of the service prosecuting authority. and those who carry out their duty correctly, from
The third option would give the commanding oYcer facing potentially lengthy and damaging

the power to dismiss charges even where he would not investigations and legal proceedings. There should be
a safeguard in the systemwhereby an investigation andhave the power to deal with them summarily, but only
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(b) Propose to Higher Authority (HA) that, due toproceedings can be stayed if, based on sound military
exceptional operational circumstances, a Service Policeopinion, it is felt that the appropriate action was taken
investigation be delayed.by the accused and that he should not face court (c) Where a CO believes that a Service Police investigation is

martial proceedings. I hope therefore that the new not required (because there are no grounds to suspect that
clauses will stimulate some interesting debate. a criminal act has ormight have been committed by Service

personnel and if the ROE have not been breached) he may
Mr. David Burrowes (Enfield, Southgate) (Con): I propose to HA that no Service Police Investigation is

hope you will excuse my somewhat limited voice, Mr. initiated.”
Howarth. The quiet man can shout loudly in relation The feedback that I have received on the impact of
to his words. operational circumstances includes questions such as,
I shall speak to clause 113, which deals with the “What is happening while we are out there on

investigation of oVences—especially in the context operations? Are we going to be properly backed up by
outlined bymy hon. Friend theMember for Aldershot the commanding oYcer?” The policy makes note of
(Mr. Howarth), which is that of public concern—and the possibility that in exceptional circumstances the
the concern expressed during our visits about the service police investigation may be delayed. Such
proposed diminution of the commanding oYcer’s role, circumstances might include a high tempo of
as well as the perception that people want the operations, high intensity operations or the fact that
commanding oYcer to be there to back them. That is

“the local commander has insuYcient forces to allocate forceparticularly the case in areas of sensitivity and those protection for the investigation, or to do so could . . . hinder
areas that cause concern to the public and on the front operations or the operational capability of the unit . . . or an
line in relation to shooting incidents, which I shall investigation could cause an already hostile situation to

deteriorate further.”focus on.
The Bill does not deal specifically with such It is particularly important to note this, among the

incidents, but nevertheless they generate widespread conclusions set out in the policies:
public anxiety, particularly with respect to the “It is the responsibility of Commanders at all levels to ensure
relationship with a commanding oYcer. I seek a that the use of force is proportionate, reasonable and necessary

and that such incidents are accurately reported, recorded andreassurance, given on the record, that the policy in
reviewed.Where there is evidence of criminality and/or if the ROErelation to shooting incidents remains and will be
have been breached then themattermust be referred to the Serviceupheld and that it is not aVected by the Bill. However,
Police. It is the responsibility of the Service Police to conductI further submit that the principles in the policies
investigations impartially andwithout hindrance and report to the

would be properly implemented and confirmed by the Command.”
new clauses.

The final point in the conclusions is:
The policies on shooting incidents have been set out

“The role of COs in ensuring due process, for which they arein relation to Operation Telic and Operation Herrick.
accountable, remains the central tenet of this process.”I want briefly to refer to them. The introduction to the

policy for the reporting, recording, review and
10.45 aminvestigation of shooting incidents states:

“The need to investigate matters where it is alleged that the law, The Minister might confirm that that policy is not
and therefore our standards of conduct”— aVected by the proposals in the Bill, but the principles
those of the armed forces— behind it are important. They concern the central role
“may have been breached is fundamental but it should not detract of the commanding oYcer and of the chain of
from the ability of UK personnel to open fire within the relevant command, as well as proper consultation and referral
law and applicable ROE”, to higher authority. Those principles, which have been
or rules of engagement. That needs to be properly adopted in the important policy on shooting incidents,
confirmed. The aim of the policy is are of concern to all, but they would be properly dealt
“to set out the procedure for reporting, recording, reviewing and, with by way of my hon. Friend’s new clauses. Newwhere necessary, investigating shooting incidents”

clause 16 in particular would implement and, indeed,during the relevant operations
repeat Army policy as set out in Queen’s regulations,

“in order to ensure that there is transparency and consistency in
issued on 29 July 2004. Those changes respect thethe process.”
sensitivity of cases involving allegations of unlawfulTo deal specifically with the role of the commanding
killing. The point is made in the amendment tooYcer, I note that that is a crucial role throughout the
regulation 6.063B:process. In relation to incidents that occur, if, during
“The dismissal of a charge under section 76(5)(a) of the Armythe shooting incident review, it becomes clear that

Act 1955 does not involve a hearing and this power shouldthere are
therefore be exercised exceptionally and only if it is in the interests“grounds to suspect that a criminal act might have been
of justice and military discipline.”committed and/or ROE breached, the oYcer conducting the

review shall recommend to the CO that matter be immediately The exceptional nature of such a power is therefore
referred to the Service Police. If the CO agrees, he shall halt the recognised in policy, but that policy does not seek to
SIR process and follow that recommendation, recording the discount or withdraw that power, as does the Bill. The
action on the SIR. If the CO does not agree, he shall require

regulations continue:the oYcer conducting the review to complete the SIR. On
completion of the SIR, the CO will have a number of possible “Where a commanding oYcer considers that he may wish to
courses of action. exercise his statutory power to dismiss a charge under this

provision he should first consult with his higher authority who inThe courses of action available to COs following a SIR are:
(a) initiate an immediate Service Police investigation. turn should normally seek the views of PS2(A).”
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[Mr. David Burrowes] legal training to cope with them. Commanding oYcers
in a number of garrison towns in the United Kingdom

The powers are exceptional, but they need to be would like there to be a military magistrate to whom
dealt with properly and within the power of the they could refer such matters. That situation might
commanding oYcer. Army regulations, repeated in come, but it is not proposed in the Bill. It is clear tome,
new clause 16, recognise that properly, and deal with however, having spoken to current and former senior
important elements of principle and practice. commanding oYcers, that many commanding oYcers

would be delighted to lose their disciplinary role soNo doubt the concern of the Minister and the
that they could do what they are meant to do in theDepartment results from the Trooper Williams case,
forces.which was wholly exceptional and one that concerns

me. As a lawyer, I know that one should not rely
Recent examples from Iraq are instructive. In thesimply on an exceptional case to change the law

appalling case of the beating up of Iraqis that wasbecause we could end up with a bad law. One should
observed and filmed by a person who, going by thebe cautious before making law as a result of such
sound track, enjoyed with some gratification what hecircumstances. Evidence has shown that there might
saw, there was, extraordinarily, no report to servicebe other ways to deal properly with cases such as that
police within 48 hours. I would have thought that thatof Trooper Williams, other than seeking to change the
should have been reported straight away, and Iwonderlaw and going to the extent of removing that power to
why it was not—perhaps that is symptomatic.dismiss a charge.

Does theMinister have other examples, besides that
It might be that that commanding oYcer was moreof TrooperWilliams, that would justify the removal of

concerned with the image of the British military in thethe power to dismiss?What examples since the issue of
international media thanwith the cause of discipline inamendments to Queen’s regulations on 29 July 2004
a case that he clearly heard about very quickly. I do notjustify changing the status quo? The Army follows a
know. I suspect that he would have beenmuch happierperfectly acceptable and, indeed, cautious route that
if the incident had been dealt with quickly by servicehas amended Queen’s regulations to take account of
police and he had not been required to get involved. Inconcern, but which, nevertheless, retains the inherent
any event, the fact that there was no police activity inpower of the commanding oYcer to deal with
that case for some 48 hours is most unfortunate andexceptional circumstances.
not in the interests of justice.

That needs to be taken account of properly, and
without evidence that discounts Queen’s regulations, I As an impartial observer of the many regiments that
submit that new clause 16, which would uphold those pass through my constituency to train on Salisbury
regulations, should be taken on board by the Minister plain, I have gained the impression that there is a
to ensure that we not only take account of the need to diVerence in attitude and approach between diVerent
refer to higher authority any case involving dismissal parts of HerMajesty’s armed forces—indeed, between
of a charge, but that we keep the important principle diVerent parts of the Army. I might be
that the commanding oYcer has an integral role—one oversimplifying, but it seems that, on the whole, the
that is properly set out in a shootings policy—and that Guards want to retain disciplinary power for
that should be upheld throughout. commanding oYcers, but many other traditions and

regiments—in logistics and various branches ofRobert Key (Salisbury) (Con): These new clauses, technology, for instance—do not, because they feelwhich consider the duties of commanding oYcers, go that they are not well qualified to carry out thatto the heart of the reforms. If we do not get those right, function.a lot else could go wrong. It is clear to me, as someone
who has not served in the military above the rank of I also suspect—this is as true of politicians as it is of
company sergeant major with the Combined Cadet soldiers—that there is a generation thing here.
Force a long time ago, that commanding oYcers lie at Younger oYcers probably do not want a disciplinary
the heart of the entire disciplinary process. It is also role, but, in the grand order of things that is the result
true that commanding oYcers are not legally trained— of generations of tradition, a number of older senior
they are amateurs—and that soldiers, and indeed oYcers want to retain it. That is very diYcult and it
Army personnel of any rank or sex, are not legally takes me back to my suspicion that a tussle is going on
represented when they appear before a commanding behind the scenes over withstanding future challenges
oYcer. from Strasbourg, and this Committee is not going to
If I was the Minister—who knows, one day I might penetrate it.

be, but then pigs might fly—I would wish to ensure
that the legislation put in place a system that would Some commanding oYcers are probably frightened
withstand any challenge from Strasbourg. I suspect of the idea of independent service police becoming
that that is what the Ministry of Defence is seeking to involved. Some of the evidence that we took involved
achieve because, from what I have observed over the quite a lot of prejudice against service police as well as
past decade or so, the British military’s disciplinary against Ministry of Defence police, but MOD police
system is creaking. have improved out of all recognition since the Armed

Forces Act 1986 was introduced. I served on theThere is a strong feeling that commanding oYcers
have plenty to do beside dealing with either petty Standing Committee that considered it—in this very

room, I think.oVences or oVences so large that they do not have the
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The way that the service police—particularly the I hope that the Minister will now be able to tell us
Royal Military Police—have updated their that my feeling and reaction are on the right lines.
performance has been remarkable, but still there is However, what matters above all is that personnel in
resistance to the RMP. I have the impression, from the all three forces have complete confidence in the
evidence that we have taken and from my commanding oYcers who lead them and that the
observations, that the RMP is severely under strength commanding oYcers are confident that they can carry
and its services not as welcome as perhaps they should through a system of justice, whether for comparatively
be in some parts of the world where British forces are trivial oVences, such as stealing a bottle ofwater, or for
in theatre. That is a cultural as well as a practical issue serious oVences, when they would much rather radio
for the MOD to consider with the service chiefs, but it through and get the service police on the job straight
is an important observation, because it bears directly away, rather than hanging about for any reason.
on the role of the commanding oYcer at the centre of
military discipline.

11 amIt is important to note that courts martial are rarely
used in theatre. I do not have the statistics and would
be interested to see them if the Committee could ask
for them, but as far as I know there has not been a

The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State forsingle court martial in Iraq, in either the current
Defence (Mr. Don Touhig): I am grateful for theoperations or the first war. I would like to know
opportunity to debate these important issues. Iwhether that is true. I suspect that the last court
understand fully the points made by the hon. Membermartial in theatre was in the Korean war. I would be
for Aldershot and his colleagues. The Bill has the rightinterested to know whether that is the case. If it is, it
approach, and I hope that my remarks will reassureillustrates the fact that, on the whole, commanding
them about what we are doing.oYcers do not want to get bogged down in matters of

military discipline, where serious allegations could be We consulted widely on the role of a commanding
tried by the commanding oYcer but could equally be oYcer and took account, in particular, of the views of
referred to courts martial. That is significant, too, in those who are currently in command or have recently
the division of diVerent categories, which we have held command. We were struck particularly by how
before us. similar the views of the naval, Army and Air Force

commanding oYcers on these matters are. On their
I do not know how arbitrary the process is— recent visits, colleagues will have found that

whether there is an A list and a B list that the commanding oYcers deployed on operations are
commanding oYcer can use to undertake certain happy to deal with everyday discipline. Some 95 per
activities without referring to higher authority—but, cent of disciplinary business in the military criminal
again, there is probably a wish among younger and justice system is low-level discipline and crime.
more technologically minded commanding oYcers to Although by criminal law standards it is low-level, it is
invite the service police to act quickly. However, conduct that if not dealt with swiftly and fairly would
whatever happens, there must be complete faith in the undermine the cohesion and eYciency of deployed
role of the commanding oYcer. My hon. Friend the units. These matters are well within the competence of
Member for Aldershot is striving to achieve that our commanding oYcers, who will have access to
important aim with his proposals. legal advice.

It is our intention to preserve and to increase slightlyThe worst of all worlds would be commanding
the range of oVences with which commanding oYcersoYcers feeling that they were being undermined in any
will be able to deal and the punishments that they willway, or being given duties that they could not properly
be able to award. However, as hon.Members will havepursue because they were not legally trained and that
seen during their visits, commanding oYcers oftenwould leave them and the MOD open to challenge
have strikingly similar views on the handling of seriousfrom Strasbourg. These are the days in which we live.
disciplinary and criminalmatters. Their overwhelmingThe older I get, the more I look forward to the future
views are that, first, matters should be dealt withand, incidentally, the better I think it will be. I do not
swiftly and fairly in the military system, and secondly,think that there was some golden age in the past, but
they want to minimise the eVect of serious cases onthe old certainties have gone, as have the days of
those who are under investigation and on their units,deference to senior commanding oYcers. Yes, the
which is seen as important for morale and for justice.respect is there and troops will follow a good
In particular, they want to reduce delay. I visitedcommanding oYcer anywhere—even into the jaws of
Catterick recently and talked to oYcers and NCOsdeath and destruction—if they believe in and trust
who feel that the delay causes a lot of grief andthem. However, as the military is increasingly
concern. In their desire to reduce delay, they have beenchallenged in other areas by a range of human rights
supported strongly by the service police.issues in which it is not trained, we need to pursue

carefully an agenda, which I think the Bill is pursuing, Commanding oYcers want these serious matters to
to get the balance right. The balance in the military is be dealt with as quickly as possible by the competent
changing and perhaps we should stand back a little as service police and service prosecuting authorities. To
we consider the clauses and think about why they are that end, they want those authorities to engage early
in the Bill at all. and to produce an early solution in every serious case.
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[Mr. Don Touhig] ForceCOs to deal summarily with oYcers andwarrant
oYcers. The only diVerence between new clauses 16

They see this as essential to allowing them to focus on and 17 is that the latter does not even have theminimal
their wider responsibilities to the individual and to the safeguard contained in the former: the CO would not
unit while matters are under investigation. I can assure even be expected to consult higher authority before
Conservative Members that the predominant view is dismissing the charge.
that their current power to dismiss cases without a New clause 18 would have almost exactly the same
hearing is not important to them. The overriding eVects as new clauses 16 and 17. The only diVerence is
concern is that the proper competent authorities of the that it would require a CO to consult the prosecuting
military criminal justice system should deal with authority before dismissing a case. However, the CO
serious cases. This goes to the heart of the military would have the final decision on whether to dismiss
criminal justice system. even the most serious charges, without any hearing.
The proposals in the Bill and the guidance that will Importantly, it would also mean that even if the

be provided will meet the demands and needs of our prosecuting authority considered that there was
commanding oYcers. New clauses 16, 17, 18 and 19 enough evidence to go to trial, the CO could override
would have two eVects. Under new clause 16, when the that view. In my view that would be a recipe for
service police had investigated a case and a charge had problems with the International Criminal Court.
been brought—even a charge of rape, murder, child New clause 19 would reintroduce the powers of
abduction or supplying class A drugs—the higher authority under the Army Act 1955 in the
commanding oYcer would be able to dismiss the case handling of criminal and disciplinary cases. Nomatter
without a hearing. It would undo the streamlined how serious, to get to court martial a case would have
process in the Bill whereby serious cases go directly to go from the CO to higher authority, and only then
from the service police to the Director of Service to the prosecuting authority. The new clause would
Prosecutions. It would introduce a delay and also allow higher authority to direct the CO to dismiss
complexity in cases that should go to the courtmartial. a charge, however serious. A key element of the
It would require them to go from the CO to higher proposals in the Bill is that they will provide a system
authority, and only after that to theDirector of Service that is streamlined and from which unnecessary layers
Prosecutions. That would introduce a prolonged are removed. Inherently serious oVences, and other
period and continued delay. cases laid down in regulations, will have to go directly
New clause 16 says that the CO should consult from the service police to the prosecuting authority.

higher authority before dismissing a case and that the I am sure that, on their visits, hon. Members have
higher authority may—not must, but may— heard how important it is that serious and complex
“seek the views of service prosecuting authority”. cases should not be delayed by unnecessary layers of
The CO, however, would have the final decision on procedure. The prosecuting authority should be able
whether to dismiss even the most serious charges, to work closely with the service police to ensure that
without the charge being considered by either the the necessary evidence is gathered and the appropriate
prosecuting authority or a court martial. charge made. Under new clause 19, even the most

serious charges would have to go from the CO toI do not believe that that is right, and I do not believe
that it is what our commanding oYcers want. higher authority, which would then have a number of

options. One would be to refer the charge to theAlthough I am sure that it was not intended, a further
consequence of new clause 16 would be to frustrate the prosecuting authority. Furthermore, even when the

CO decided not to dismiss a matter without a hearing,Bill’s purpose of providing powers to Army and Air
Force commanding oYcers to deal summarily with higher authority would be able to direct the CO to do

that very thing. It cannot be right that if a charge isrelatively junior oYcers and warrant oYcers. Those
powers are valued by the Royal Navy and are a most made in relation to a serious oVence, higher authority

should be able to order a CO to stop a case going toeVective alternative to trial by court martial for minor
misconduct. trial, despite the CO perhaps being reluctant to do so.

The hon. Member for Aldershot quoted LordNew clause 17, like new clauses 16 and 18, would
have two main eVects. First, when the service police Boyce’s remarks about legal encirclement. However, if

I recall correctly, LordBoyce was challenged about hisinvestigate a case, and a charge is brought—even one
of the serious charges that I have already mentioned— evidence for legal encirclement of our forces, and I do

not remember him producing any such evidence to thethe CO would be able to dismiss the case without a
hearing. Secondly, it would undo the streamlined Committee at that stage. Hon. Members may recall

that he said that what we have to address is theprocess provided for by the Bill, whereby serious cases
go directly from the service police to the Director of perception rather than the reality. In oral evidence to

the Committee, he acknowledged that he and others inService Prosecutions. By requiring cases to go to the
CO, then from him to higher authority, and only after a similar position have a responsibility to servicemen

and women to weigh their words carefully so that theythat to the Director of Service Prosecutions, it would
introduce delay and complexity in cases that should go do not add to the misconceptions that we read about

so often in the media.to court martial.
I am sure that it was not intended, but the proposal As for legal encirclement, I wish to update the

Committee on matters that relate to our position inwould have the same unfortunate impact on the
Government’s proposals to empower Army and Air Iraq. Since 2003, there have been more than 100,000
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troop deployments in Iraq. During that period, there criticised. It was a grotesque cop-out. The Trooper
Williams case illustrates the point that the power tohave been 191 investigations of all types; 170 cases

have now been closed, and of the remaining 21, three dismiss is working.
have been dealt with summarily, four are still being

11.15 aminvestigated by the service police, one is being
considered by chain of command post-investigation, Mr. Touhig: If the hon. Gentleman will permit, I
four are being considered by the prosecuting shall come to those points later, because I want to say
authorities, four are awaiting trial, and five trials have more about the Trooper Williams case.
been held. I wish to take a fewmoments to explainwhywe have
Rather than legal encirclement, we have perception thought it right to remove COs’ power to dismiss

encirclement. The unhelpful suggestion that our forces serious oVences that they cannot deal with summarily.
are under legal siege is not sustained by evidence, and Colleagues have already heard directly from those
it impacts on morale. I do not attribute such action to currently in command of their units, as well as from
any hon.Member in this room—I believe that they are service chiefs, that they are not seeking to retain this
being straightforward in arguing such points—but I power. There is no logic whereby aCO, even with legal
am demonstrating that the facts do not sustain the advice, should have to make a decision in respect of
argument that there has been a legal encirclement in proceeding with, in particular, a serious criminal
the operation of our forces. conduct oVence. Removing that power in no way
The hon. Member for Aldershot says that it will no undermines the CO’s authority, and no one in

longer be the case that a CO can assess whether command today sees it that way. Rather, it leaves him
allegations against a soldier stand up. The COwill still free to concentrate on looking after the men and
have a role. If he considers it plain that an allegation women going about their normal duties and normal
is not justified, he does not need to refer to the service business.
police. That is covered under clause 113(2) and reflects As we have made clear before, we are determined to
the current shooting investigation policy. prevent a recurrence of a case such as that of Trooper
The hon. Gentleman further suggests that, if we Williams.

conclude in a case that a prosecution is unnecessary,
Mr. Burrowes: Have there been any other examplesthe ICC may seek to reopen it. The ICC has made it

since the policy of 29 July 2004 amending Queen’splain that its role is not to reinvestigate. As long as it
regulations that enable the commanding oYcer, whenis satisfied that we have looked honestly at the
he wishes to dismiss cases, to refer matters to higherallegations, it will not try to reopen. Our proposals
authority? Have there been any other cases that showincrease our ability to exercise jurisdiction eVectively,
that those regulations are broken and should be fixed?and in my view that makes it less likely that the ICC

will ever seek to become involved in such matters. All
Mr. Touhig: I shall come to that point in a moment,soldiers understand that, whatever their mission and

if the hon. Gentleman will permit me to develop myrole, they can use lethal force when there is an
argument.imminent threat to human life. It is important that we
The Attorney-General set out again in detail on 16lay to rest the fear, suspicion and perception that our

February the events that led to Trooper Williamssoldiers might be holding back in a diYcult situation
being prosecuted by the Crown Prosecution Servicefor fear of a possible court hearing or a charge further
for murder arising from the death of an Iraqi civilian.down the line. As Brigadier Lorimer said soon after
In the event, the prosecution did not proceed, and I amreturning from Basra this year, his people know that
pleased to say that Trooper Williams was formallythey can
acquitted. I do not need to repeat those details today,“take a life to save a life”
but the key factor was that the commanding oYcer inand are confident that they can act accordingly.
the case had dismissed the charge of murder and, byColleagues raised that recently with people in Iraq,
doing so, by virtue of the provisions of the Army Act,and I hope that they were reassured by what they
prevented the case from being dealt with by the Armywere told.
system. We do not want to see that happen again.The hon. Gentleman referred to the Williams case Nobody in this roomwants to see anybody go throughand worries that it could be a cause célèbre. The point what TrooperWilliams went through. It is not right, itabout the case that cannot be repeated too often is that is not just, and I think we all recognise that. We wantsenior military authorities were concerned only to ensure that it does not happen again.because the CO had dismissed the case without a
The hon. Member for Aldershot made a great dealhearing. It was the use of that power that was at the

of the sentence in the letter from the then Adjutant-root of the diYculties that occurred.
General in which he refers to
“oVering up a soldier for prosecution”.Mr. Howarth: Of course, in the event senior oYcers

were wrong. That is a fact. Having taken advice, the With respect, perhaps the hon. Gentleman makes too
much of that. I have read the letter carefully. There isjudgment of the commanding oYcer was found to be

right. The worries that were expressed by the senior no sense of sacrificing TrooperWilliams or making an
example of him, but there was a recognition, in theoYcers were found to be wrong. It seems that their

action was motivated not by a narrow look at the light of further legal advice, that in the interests of
justice there was no choice but to put the matter to theindividual case, but by a concern that, if they were not

seen to be oVering for prosecution, they would be Attorney-General, because the CO had dismissed the
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[Mr. Touhig] time. In that case, the position is the same under the
policy as under the Bill. I assure colleagues that

charge. In response to the hon. Gentleman’s earlier nothing proposed in the Bill will prevent the use of a
remarks, I make it absolutely clear that all Ministers policy such as the one already in use in Iraq or require
were completely unaware of those matters: there was a CO to bring in the service police without reasonable
no ministerial or political involvement. evidence of an oVence.

The hon. Member for Salisbury (Robert Key) had
The hon. Member for Enfield, Southgate concerns that the system of COs’ jurisdiction might

(Mr. Burrowes) spoke about the duties on and not withstand scrutiny under the European
discretion available to commanding oYcers under convention on human rights. We considered it with
clauses 113 and 115 in relation to shooting great care and concluded that with the right of appeal
investigations. Members of the Committee may find it to the summary appeal court, and the right to elect
helpful if I summarise the key provisions in those court martial trial, the overall summary discipline
clauses. system complies with the ECHR.

We are under pressure to complete the debate. As aThe provisions are designed to place clear duties on
Committee, we viewed a great deal of evidence aboutcommanding oYcers but also to avoid unnecessary
the need for service personnel to be investigated,references to the service police. They would not, for
prosecuted and tried by those who understand theexample, restrict the operation of a shooting
complex world in which they live and work and theinvestigation policy, to which the hon. Gentleman
pressures on them during operations. Thereferred. Under clause 113, where there is a possibility
Government want to achieve that while creating athat a serious oVence listed in schedule 2 has been
system that is fair, eYcient and properly independent.committed by a person under the CO’s command, the
I hope that I have assuaged the concerns and fears ofduty arises to make the service police aware. Under
Opposition Members, and that they will therefore notclause 115, a commanding oYcer will have a general
insist on their new clauses.duty to ensure that possible service oVences are

investigated appropriately. In all cases it will be
enough if he makes the service police aware of the Mr. Howarth: I understand that we are under
matter, but hewill not have to inform the service police pressure of time, so I shall curtail my response to the
in every case. Under both clauses the duties will arise Minister. I agree with my hon. Friend theMember for
when a CO becomes aware of an allegation or of Salisbury that the new clauses and our debate go to the
circumstances that indicate that a serious oVence may heart of the Bill and the new arrangements for
have been committed. In such a case, it is his duty to protecting the relationship between commanding
make the service police aware as soon as is reasonably oYcers and those under their command. The only
practicable. observation that I shall make is that it is a two-way

street: unless the squaddie is confident that he will be
The first point to note is that a commanding oYcer backed up by his commanding oYcer, he will not be an

has to inform the service police only as soon as is eYcient fighting force. That is why I want the
reasonably practicable. That allows him to take fully commanding oYcer to bemuch more in the loop. New
into account the operational demands on him in clause 16 is permissive. It would empower the
circumstances in which an oVence might have been commanding oYcer to refer to higher authority to
committed. I hope that the main point is clear: the dismiss, but would not oblige him to do so.
CO’s duty under the clauses will arise only if a

The Minister is raising more concerns than arereasonable person considers that a service oVence
genuinely warranted. He mentioned the ICC, and Imight have been committed.
have dealt with that. So that we can move on to
consider amendment No. 30 and the House can haveThe shooting investigation policy developed by the
an opportunity to explore the matters further —notservices for recent operations in Iraq gives COs
only should theCommittee discuss thembut right hon.guidance and requires a prompt consideration of the
and hon. Members should be able to contribute to theinformation immediately available, so that they can
debate in the House—I shall not press the new clausesmake early decisions about whether there are grounds
to a Division. I should like to raise the matter further,to suspect an oVence. If a commanding oYcer
rehearse some of the arguments, and perhaps adduceconsiders that there are no grounds, he may decide not
new ones, when we return on Report.to bring in the service police. That investigation is

checked by the chain of command, which takes legal
and service police advice. The requirements of the Question put and agreed to.
policy are, if anything, slightly stricter than those in
the Bill.

Clause 113 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
Under the policy, if a commanding oYcer decides

that he must make the service police aware, he should Schedule 2 agreed to.
do so as soon as is reasonably practicable. The unit’s
operational circumstances may prevent an immediate
investigation, perhaps because of the threat at that Clauses 114 and 115 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
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Clause 116 The amendment has two purposes. The first is to
ensure that the commanding oYcer is notified by theReferral of case following investigation by

service policeman that he believes that a case has beenservice or civilian police

made and that he will refer it to the Director of Service
Prosecutions—it is important for that to be stated in
the Bill. Secondly, the commanding oYcer must haveMr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 30, in
the power—not a duty, the provision is permissive—topage 56, line 45, at end insert—
submit a report to the Director of Service(a) where a service policeman refers a case to the Director of

Service Prosecutions (“the Director”) in accordance with Prosecutions.
subsection (2), he shall immediately notify the person’s
commanding oYcer, setting out the basis for his
submission to the Director.

(b) where a case has been referred to the Director by the 11.30 am
service policeman, the person’s commanding oYcer may
submit a report to the Director.’. It would be intolerable for a policeman to

The amendment and the debate thereon follow from investigate a case, not discuss it with anybody and take
the debate that we have just had on clause 113. In the it straight to the Director of Service Prosecutions. The
new clauses, we sought to revert in one way or another commanding oYcer, who has a duty of care to his
to the arrangements that currently prevail. New clause soldiers, would then have no authority to submit a
16 would eVectively have reinstated the current report setting out the prevailing military
arrangements, including the change referred to by my circumstances at the time.
hon. Friend the Member for Enfield, Southgate under

The initial caveat that I put on the debate was thatQueen’s regulations of 2004. This amendment is a
I am concerned not with the peacetimemaintenance ofproposal to work within the system that the
discipline but with high-level charges against a soldierGovernment have put in place, namely the removal of
accused, let us say, of killing a civilian on operations.the power of the commanding oYcer to dismiss a
It would be unfair to an accused soldier if hischarge.
commanding oYcer was unable to submit the military

The importance of maintaining the commanding context to the Director of Service Prosecutions. The
oYcer in the loop cannot be overestimated. As Lord amendment would ensure that that context was at the
Boyce said during a famous debate in another place forefront of the considerations at all times. It works
last year: with the grain of the Minister’s proposals, not against
“A commanding oYcer, who has total responsibility for the it, and I therefore hope that he will regard it as a

command of his ship or unit, must, in turn, be responsible for— sensible amendment within the framework that he has
and carry out—its discipline. It is impossible to achieve and proposed. It would put into the Bill the importance
maintain the necessary level of discipline unless those under his or that the Government attach to maintaining theher command are in absolutely no doubt that their commanding

relationship between the commanding oYcer andoYcer has authority over them.”—[OYcial Report, House of
those under his command.Lords, 14 July 2005; Vol. 673, c. 1235.]

The Minister can correct me if I am wrong, but as I
understand it, clause 113 provides that the
commanding oYcermust ensure that the service police

Mr. Touhig: I shall be brief. I have set out at lengthare aware of a possible serious oVence. He has made
the careful consideration that we have given to thegreat play of the importance of that being done
clauses relating to the process of how cases arequickly. I understand that. Thereafter, under clause
handled, and in particular which cases should properly116(2):
be sent directly to theDirector of Service Prosecutions.

“If . . . a service policeman considers that there is suYcient We acknowledge that in such cases a commanding
evidence to charge a person with a Schedule 2 oVence”— oYcermay have valuable information that could assist
that is, a serious oVence— the director in the tests that he must apply before

proceeding to charge individuals.“he must refer the case to the Director of Service Prosecutions”.

There is no reference to any involvement of the A commanding oYcer will have to bemade aware of
commanding oYcer following his notification of an such a case, because it will aVect one of his people and
alleged oVence. A service policeman is called in, the operational eYciency of his unit. Written guidance
investigates, and determines, in his absolute wisdom, will set out the standard operating procedures under
that there is a prima facie charge. He does not refer it which the service police will be obliged to act in that
to the commanding oYcer but goes straight to the regard. Even now, the service police send daily reports
Director of Service Prosecutions. The commanding to commanding oYcers notifying them of all cases that
oYcer is then completely out of the loop. We cannot they have begun to investigate. Notifying them of a
live with a situation in which the judgment as to case that has gone directly to the prosecuting authority
whether a charge should be preferred is transferred will be a matter of course, and we do not need to
from the commanding oYcer to the service policeman. legislate for that process. To do so would simply raise
That seems seriously to undermine the relationship legal questions of what the eVect would be if a report
between the commanding oYcer and those under his was not sent, or not sent immediately, as the

amendment would require. It is simpler and clearer toor her command.
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[Mr. Touhig] The Committee divided: Ayes 5, Noes 5.

[Division No. 1]rely on the well-established practices that we will set
out in guidance. I hope that, with those remarks, and AYES
knowing our time constraints, the hon. Gentleman

Burns, Mr. Simon Key, Robert
may feel able to withdraw the amendment. Burrowes, Mr. David Russell, Bob

Howarth, Mr. Gerald
Mr.Howarth:May I respond briefly to theMinister?

NOESI do not accept that there is a suYcient safeguard. I am
sure that he is entirely right that existing practices and Campbell, Mr. Alan Sheridan, Jim

Chapman, Ben Touhig, Mr. Donarrangements meet my concerns, but that is not stated
McCarthy-Fry, Sarahin the Bill. It is stated that if a service policeman finds

that no schedule 2 oVence—a serious oVence such as The Chairman: The vote is tied. In thesemurder or rape—has been committed, under
circumstances, in accordance with tradition, I cast mysubsection (3) he must refer the case back to the
vote with the Noes.person’s commanding oYcer for consideration and

action. I must insist that my proposal be put into the Question accordingly negatived.
Bill so that it is crystal clear to the courts, the public

Clause 116 ordered to stand part of the Bill.and our servicemen and women that we want the
commanding oYcer in the loop. If the Minister feels Further consideration adjourned.—[Mr. Alan
unable to agree to that, I will have to press the Campbell.]
amendment to a Division.

Adjourned accordingly at twenty-five minutes to
Twelve o’clock till this day at Five o’clock.Question put, That the amendment be made.
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should be excluded from sitting on the court martialSelect Committee on the panel. Amendment No. 34 therefore extends to
persons on the staV of the prosecuting authority theArmed Forces Bill exclusion from sitting on the court martial that applies
to members of the prosecuting authority.

Tuesday 28 March 2006 Amendment No. 35 substitutes the correct title of(Afternoon) “RAF Chaplains branch” for “RAF Chaplaincy
branch”. Unfortunately, the wrong title was used in

[Mr. George Howarth in the Chair] the original instructions, and the amendment simply
puts the matter right. Amendments Nos. 36 and 37
correct the same errors in clause 155 in respect of theArmed Forces Bill
court martial.

5 pm
Mr. Gerald Howarth (Aldershot) (Con): The

amendments are perfectly sensible andwe are happy toClauses 128 to 141 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
go along with them.

Clause 142 Amendment agreed to.
Officers and warrant officers qualified for

Amendment made: No. 35, in clause 142, page 69,
membership of the SAC

line 17, leave out ‘Chaplaincy’ and insert
‘Chaplains”.—[Mr. Touhig.]The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for

Defence (Mr. Don Touhig): I beg to move amendment Clause 142, as amended, ordered to stand part of
No. 34, in clause 142, page 69, line 14, after “of” insert the Bill.
‘or on the staV of’.

Clauses 143 to 154 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
TheChairman:With this it will be convenient to take

Government amendments Nos. 35 to 37.
Clause 155

Mr. Touhig: In general terms, an oYcer is qualified Officers and warrant officers qualified for

to act as a member of a court if he has held a
membership of the Court Martial

commission for at least three years, unless he was a
warrant oYcer immediately before receiving his Amendments made: No. 36, in clause 155, page 75,
commission. A warrant oYcer is qualified to act as a line 15, after “of” insert
member without a specified period of service because, ‘or on the staV of’.
having attained that rank, he will necessarily have No. 37, in clause 155, page 75, line 18, leave out
served a significant period. ‘Chaplaincy’ and insert ‘Chaplains”.—[Mr. Touhig.]
Some people are not permitted to sit as a member of

a summary appeal court, such as service policemen, Clause 155, as amended, ordered to stand part of
members of the prosecuting authority, members of the the Bill.
military court service, chaplains and other persons

Clauses 156 to 158 ordered to stand part of the Bill.subject to service law who are legally qualified. Those
exceptions are to avoid any risk of bias to the accused.

Clause 159A summary appeal court panel, like a court martial
panel, is not a jury, but in the light of changes to jury Decisions of Court Martial: finding and

membership, we considered carefully in particular
sentence

whether legal oYcers should be allowed to sit. We
came to the conclusion that, because the service legal Amendment proposed: No. 157, in clause 159, page
community is small, it would be diYcult to empanel a 76, line 20, after “majority”, insert
legal oYcer who was unaware of a case or a number of ‘of not less than 80 per cent’.—[Ben Chapman.]
cases at an assize and unknown to, or at least
unfamiliar with, the prosecution and defence teams. Mr. Touhig:The key issue is whether there should be

a simplemajority or a four-fifthsmajority for decisionsEmpanelling legal oYcers was liable to become a
disproportionate administrative burden. We therefore by the court martial on finding and on sentence. On

first glance, a qualified majority of four fifths seemsdecided to continue the prohibition on them sitting in
the summary appeal court and the court martial. A attractive, but it would create a number of diYculties.

Swiftness and certainty are regarded as vital elementssimilar argument applies to service police. Chaplains,
too, have traditionally been excluded from of the service system, so long as they are not at the

expense of fairness. A number of hon. Members havedisciplinary processes, as we believe that for them to
take part would compromise their spiritual and urged the importance of this point; courts martial are

geared to meeting the balance.pastoral role in the armed forces, distinct from the
chain of command. In a five-man court martial, the accused can be

convicted or acquitted by a three to two vote. In aI shall briefly explain the Government amendments.
We realised in hindsight that we should ensure that Crown court, a jury that does not reach the qualified

majority is a hung jury. Such a vote in favour of aneveryone connected with the prosecuting authority
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acquittal or conviction does not have force. Instead, From the arguments the Minister made, the status
quo is the right decision. If I may taunt him slightly—there will usually be a complete retrial. The problem of

successive trials has led the Crown Prosecution Service in a friendly fashion—the JudgeAdvocateGeneral has
made much of trying to harmonise military law withto adopt a policy of not seeking more than three trials

in any one case. Three trials of a single case would not civilian law. Although there is a provision in the
Crown court whereby majority verdicts can bebe acceptable in a service environment. The problems

of such an approach are obvious. reached, the Ministry of Defence is not seeking to
harmonise courts martial in this respect. As I am aOf course, my view would be diVerent if there was
strong supporter of the principle that military lawreason to think that the results of existing simple
must be diVerent, I am happy to agree with themajorities are unfair. I do not think that they are. First,
Minister on this occasion. However, we can await athe Judge Advocate General can and will advise the
pronouncement from the Judge Advocate General,service members of the court that they should try to
who is never slow to let us know his views on thesereach unanimity on the finding of guilt or innocence.
matters.Without doubt, this is good practice. Secondly, there

are many courts in which a simple majority is enough.
Ben Chapman (Wirral, South) (Lab): I have listenedMagistrates courts are the obvious example, but it

carefully to the Minister and I am content with hisapplies also to juries in Scotland.
explanations. I beg to ask leave to withdraw the

Bob Russell (Colchester) (LD): In the Minister’s amendment.
experience, how many magistrates make up a typical
bench? Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

Mr. Touhig: When I used to cover Pontypool Clause 159 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
magistrates court, there would often be three
magistrates on the bench. I hope that that answers the Clauses 160 and 161 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
hon. Gentleman’s question.

5.15 pmIn Scotland, a simple majority is enough in all
solemn courts—theHighCourt and the sheriV court—
where there is a jury. This includes juries dealing with Clause 162
the most serious oVences. In courts abroad, simple

Court Martial Rulesmajorities are commonplace.
Those are the key points, but there are usually devils

Mr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 38, inin the detail of any provision for a qualified majority.
clause 162, page 77, line 37, at end insert—For example, a figure of 80 per cent would work for a

decision in a five-man court. However, given thatmore ‘(ga) for appeals against any orders (including directions) of the
court prohibiting or restricting the publication of any matter orthan 90 per cent of courts martial take place in three-
excluding the public from any proceedings;’.men courts, a requirement for an 80 per cent majority

would either rule out three-man courts or mean that
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient toany decision in a three-man court would have to be

discuss Government amendment No. 39.unanimous. This would impose an unnecessary
burden on the services. Having heard my explanation, Mr. Touhig: Amendment No. 38 fills a lacuna
I hope that colleagues decide not to pursue the concerning court martial proceedings. In the Crown
amendment. court, the media have a right of appeal against

decisions to impose reporting or access restrictions.Mr. Howarth: I think that we are all grateful to the
That right stems from section 159 of the CriminalMinister for taking us through the arguments on this
Justice Act 1988. We did not extend that provision toamendment. Superficially, it sounds attractive to
court martial proceedings and, instead, continued tointroduce a majority limitation for a five-man board,
rely on the availability of judicial review. However,but as he rightly said, an 80 per cent majority could not
judicial review was removed under the Armed Forcesbe applied to a three-man board. There are some who
Act 2001, but not replaced with another form ofwould like to see all boards composed of a minimum
appeal.of five members, which would not be in the interests of
I am sure that the Committee will recall that mythe speedy process of adjudication to which he

oYcials, when giving evidence to this Committee,referred. It would not lead to greater eYciency in the
acknowledged that that is an unintended shortcomingdisciplinary system in our armed forces.
in the provisions governing courts martial. It wasAs the Minister knows, I attended Aldershot court
certainly not done to constrain open justice or pressmartial in my constituency recently and I counted the
freedom laws, and I am grateful to Nuala Cosgrove ofnumber of people involved in the exercise. There were
the legal department of The Guardian, who wrote to10, and that was with a three-man board. It is
me pointing out the gap in our provisions.important that we recognise what we have said so oft

in this Committee—we want to see the speedy and Hon. Members will also have seen the submissions
made to them by other media organisations. WeeYcient dispensation of justice. Tying up large

numbers of our armed forces, who are already heavily believe that there are no grounds for denying themedia
a right of appeal and the amendment will correct thecommitted in other areas, would not achieve that

objective. position for courts martial. This is a small amendment,
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[Mr. Touhig] Clause 164

Sentencing powers of Court Martial wherebut it is important and it will bring the position of
election for trial by that court instead of COcourts martial broadly in line with that of the Crown

court.
Mr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 40, in

Amendment No. 39 provides for the extension of clause 164, page 80, line 19, leave out “subsection (1)”
jurisdiction of the courts martial appeal court to and insert “this section”.consider appeals against a decision to restrict

Clause 164 limits the sentencing powers of the courtreporting of or access to a court martial. Section 49 of
martial to those available summarily to a commandingthe Courts-Martial (Appeals) Act 1968 deals with the
oYcer in cases where an oVender has elected to be triedrules of the court, which regulate the procedure and
by that court. The amendment clarifies the point thatpractice to be followed by the appeal court. The
the definition of a relevant oVence in subsection (2)amendment allows rules to bemade in relation to those
applies to all cases where the term is used in the clause,new appeals. I ask the Committee to accept it.
rather than only in subsection (1).

Amendment agreed to. Amendment agreed to.

Amendment made: No. 39, in clause 162, page 78, Clause 164, as amended, ordered to stand part of
line 25, at end insert— the Bill.
‘(8) Rules made by virtue of paragraph (ga) of subsection (3)

may confer jurisdiction on the Court Martial Appeal Court, and Clauses 165 to 168 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
rules under section 49 of the CourtMartial Appeals Act 1968 may
make provision about the powers of that court in relation to Schedule 4 agreed to.
appeals made by virtue of that paragraph.’.—[Mr. Touhig.]

Clauses 169 to 180 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
Clause 162, as amended, ordered to stand part of

Schedule 5 agreed to.the Bill.

Clause 181 ordered to stand part of the Bill.Clause 163 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

Schedule 6 agreed to.
Schedule 3

Clauses 182 to 205 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
Civilians etc: modifications of Court Martial

Schedule 7 agreed to.sentencing powers

Clauses 206 to 270 ordered to stand part of the Bill.Mr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 54, in
schedule 3, page 194, line 27, leave out “and”.

Clause 271
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to Appeals to the Court Martial Appeal Court

discuss Government amendment No. 55.

Mr.Howarth: I beg tomove amendment No. 158, inMr. Touhig: These amendments combine to add a
clause 271, page 134, line 39, at end insert—sub-paragraph to paragraph 1(2) of the schedule in
‘(3) Within 30 days of a conviction of a person by court-martialwhich a civilian oVender is defined for the purpose of

the court-martial shall transmit a record of proceeding to the
part 1. The eVect is that the table of punishments in Court Martial Appeal Court.
part 1 will apply only to a person who is a civilian at (4) Upon receipt of a record of proceedings the Court Martial
the time of the commission of the oVence and remains Appeal Court shall review the proceedings.
a civilian until sentenced by the court martial. (5) Upon review of the proceedings the Court Martial Appeal

Court may, irrespective of whether the accused has appealedIf between commission of the oVence and sentencing
against finding or sentence or both or not,for it someone was amember of the armed forces, they

(a) quash the sentence passed by the Court Martial; orwould be sentenced instead under the table in part 2.
(b) pass in substitution for it any sentence which the Court

The situation is unlikely to arise in practice, but should Martial Appeal Court thinks is appropriate and which is a
it arise it seems right that the punishments for former sentence that the Court Martial had the power to pass in

respect of the oVence; orservice personnel would be available. That is the
(c) order a new trial.’.purpose of the amendments.

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient toAmendment agreed to.
discuss the following: Amendment No. 159, in clause
272, page 135, line 4, after “if”, insertAmendment made: No. 55, in schedule 3, page 194,
‘within 30 days of sentencing’.line 28, at end insert—
New clause 20—Review of sentence byCourt Martial‘; and—

(c) he remained a civilian throughout the period between Appeal Court—
committing the oVence and being sentenced.’.—[Mr. ‘(1) Where a court martial has found the accused guilty of any
Touhig.] oVence, the accused may, on any grounds, within 30 days of

sentencing, present a petition to the Court Martial Appeal Court
against finding or sentence or both.Schedule 3, as amended, agreed to.
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(2) On a reference under subsection (1), the Court Martial (6) Where it appears to the reviewing authority that the court
martial, in sentencing the accused, exceeded or erroneouslyAppeal Court may—
exercised its powers to take other oVences into consideration, the(a) quash the sentence passed by the Court Martial; or
authority shall (whether or not substituting a diVerent sentence or(b) pass in substitution for it any sentence which the Court
remitting or commuting punishment) annul the taking intoMartial Appeal Court thinks is appropriate and which is a
consideration of the other oVence or oVences in question and anysentence that the Court Martial had the power to pass in
orders dependent thereon; and where the authority does so therespect of the oVence; or
oVence or oVences shall be treated for all purposes as not having(c) order a new trial.’.
been taken into consideration.New clause 21—Review of sentence—
(7) Any substituted finding or sentence, or sentence having‘(1) Where a court martial has found the accused guilty of any eVect after the remission or commutation of punishment—

oVence, the accused may, within 30 days of sentencing, present a (a) shall be treated for all purposes as having been made or
petition to the Defence Council against finding or sentence or passed by the court;
both. (b) shall be promulgated and shall have eVect as from the
(2) The reviewing authority shall, in accordance with date of promulgation.’.

subsections (3) and (4) below, review any finding of guilt made,
and sentence passed, by a court martial. Mr. Howarth: The new clauses and the amendment
(3) The review under this section shall (if it does not begin essentially have a probing purpose. They are designed

sooner) begin as soon as is practicable after— to reinstate the reviewing authority, which the Bill will
(a) in a case where a petition has been presented under this remove. Under the current system, all courts martial
section, the presentation of the petition;

convictions are automatically reviewed by the(b) in any other case, the end of the period within which a
reviewing authority, acting on behalf of the Defencepetition under this section may be presented.
Council. In addition, the defendant has 28 days from(4) Where an application for leave to appeal to the Courts
conviction to petition the Defence Council against theMartial Appeal Court against a finding or sentence has beenmade

before the review under this section of the finding or sentence has court’s finding, punishment or both.
been completed— The reviewing authority may quash a finding or

(a) the reviewing authority shall complete the review as soon sentence, quash a finding and authorise a retrial, quashas is practicable; but
a sentence only, substitute a finding for one that the(b) if leave to appeal is granted before the review has been
court could lawfully have made, and/or commute acompleted, the authority shall cease considering the

review. sentence to a lesser punishment or substitute an equal
or lesser sentence. It has no power to increase a(5) For the purposes of this Act the reviewing authority is—

(a) the Defence Council; or sentence.
(b) any oYcer to whom all or any of the powers of the The reviewing authority has been criticised by the
Defence Council as reviewing authority may be delegated European Court of Human Rights, which in my viewby the Defence Council.’.

does not instantly mean that it is wrong. That is inNew clause 22—Powers of reviewing authority on parenthesis. I am not sure that I am authorised to say
review under section [Review of sentence]— that, but my view is well known.
‘(1) On a review under section [Review of sentence] of this Act In 2002, in the case of Morris v. the Unitedof a finding or sentence of a court martial the reviewing authority

Kingdom, the court found that the role of thehas the following powers.
reviewing authority in relation to courts martial was in(2) Insofar as the review is of a finding of guilt, the authority
violation of article 6 of the European convention onmay—
human rights, relating to the right to a fair trail, and(a) quash that finding and, if the sentence relates only to that

finding, quash the sentence passed in consequence of that concluded that the process amounted to non-judicial
finding; interference. However, in the case of Regina v. Boyd

(b) substitute a finding mentioned in subsection (3) below if etc., the House of Lords took a diVerent view, arguing
that finding could have been validly made by the court

that because review cannot increase the sentencemartial and the authority is of the opinion that the court
imposed and the outcome is open to appeal, theremartial must have been satisfied of facts which would

justify the making of that finding; should be no infringement of article 6.
Lord Rodger of Earlsferry pointed out:and, where another finding is so substituted, the authority may

pass any such sentence (not being, in the opinion of the authority, “Its role can certainly be seen as anomalous, since ordinarily a
more severe than the sentence originally passed) open to a court binding decision of any court cannot be disturbed otherwise than
martial on making such a finding as appears proper. (exceptionally) by itself or by a superior appellate court. It is

however to be noted that the review of conviction and sentence(3) The findings referred to in subsection (2) above are—
carried out by theReviewingAuthority, whether the accused seeks(a) any finding of guilt which could have been validly made
such review or not . . . cannot work otherwise than to theby the court martial on the charge before it;
advantage of the accused. The reviewing authority cannot(b) if the court martial recorded no finding on a charge
substitute conviction of a more serious oVence, nor can italternative to a charge on which the court made the finding
substitute a sentence which is in its opinion more severe (sectionbeing reviewed, a finding of guilt on that alternative charge.
113AA(4)). This subsection does not confer a discretion, but calls(4) Insofar as the review is of a sentence, the authority may for an exercise of judgment. It is essentially the same exercise ofquash the sentence or substitute a sentence (not being, in the judgment as is required of the Court of Appeal under sections 4(3)

opinion of the authority, more severe than the sentence originally and 11(3) of the Criminal Appeal Act 1968, which has not given
passed) which was open to the court martial. rise to diYculty in practice. If the Reviewing Authority were to
(5) In reviewing a sentence, the authority may— substitute a sentence which the accused considered to be more
(a) remit in whole or part any punishment awarded by the severe than that imposed by the court-martial, it would be open to
court; the accused to challenge the substituted sentence on appeal to the

(b) commute any such punishment for one or more Courts-Martial Appeal Court, and it is important to note that the
punishments provided by this Act, being less than the intervention of the reviewing authority in no way diminishes the

rights of the accused on appeal.”punishment commuted.
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[Mr. Howarth] lordships and the ECHR have used, that we should
hand over the power to sit in judgment on how best we

In December 2003, in the case of Cooper v. the organise the conditions under which our armed forces
United Kingdom, the grand chamber of the European serve to a bunch of judges from obscure places such as
Court of Human Rights again considered the role of Latvia, Bulgaria and so on. That point is an aside.
the reviewing authority and concluded that although I must repeat what Lord Rodger of Earlsferry said,
there was no violation in the case concerned, it was which is that
none the less uneasy about the role of the reviewing “the review of conviction and sentence carried out by the
authority in the disciplinary process. Its judgment reviewing authority, whether the accused seeks such review or not

. . . cannot work otherwise than to the advantage of the accused.”stated, at paragraph 130:
“The Court further considers, as did Lords Bingham and In other words, it is a safeguard for the accused. So,

Rodger in the House of Lords, that the reviewing authority is an surely it would bemore sensible for theGovernment to
anomalous feature of the present court-martial system and it assuage the concerns of the ECHR by placing the
would express its concern about a criminal procedure which

reviewing authority on a judicial basis. Alternatively,empowers a non-judicial authority to interfere with judicial
if that is not possible, they should require the CMACfindings.”
to undertake the functions formerly undertaken by theParagraph 131 says:
reviewing authority.“Nevertheless, the court notes that the final decision in court

martial proceedings will always lie with a judicial authority, Such a change should not cause too many problems
namely the CMAC. This is the case even if a Reviewing Authority as the percentage of successful sentence appeals after
quashes a verdict and authorises a re-trial: even if the Prosecuting petition to the reviewing authority is slightly under 4
Authority were to decide to bring a fresh prosecution and even if per cent. over the past six years. That compares witha court-martial were to refuse to stay those further proceedings as

the civil average of 14.5 per cent. over the same period.an abuse of process, the final review of any new conviction and
The removal of automatic review would be a gravesentence would remain with the CMAC.”
disservice to servicemen and women, and wouldThe Ministry of Defence website states:
undoubtedly result in greater potential for“Any person convicted at Courts-martial has the
miscarriages of justice and unfairness.unqualified”—

In the absence of my hon. Friend the Member forI emphasise “unqualified”—
Salisbury (Robert Key), who is on important business“right to appeal to the Courts Martial Appeal Court . . . to appeal

against finding or sentence, or both. The CMAC consists of a in theDefenceCommittee, may I allude to the fact that
panel of civilian Judges who would normally sit in the Court of he and his assistant kindly sent me a note after they
Appeal.” visited the court martial centre at Bulford? It reported
Although that website seems to indicate that on a case that involved amarine charged with criminal
servicemen will enjoy an automatic right of appeal to damage. Apparently, he drove his car into an
the court martial appeal court, it is strange that service electricity substation and caused £10,000 of damage.
appeals are not limited on the same basis of civil Even to a layman, it seems strange that the accused
appeals, from the Crown court to the Court of Appeal. was being charged with criminal damage rather than a
In civil appeals, the defendant has 28 days in which motoring oVence. Nevertheless, the accused, on the

to appeal to the Court of Appeal against conviction or advice of his solicitor, pleaded guilty to the charge.
sentence.However, there are a number of stages before However, the Judge Advocate General pointed out
an appeal can be heard. An appeal applicationwill first that the basis of the plea was legally unsound. The
be considered by a single judge, who can grant or negligence admitted by the accused in his guilty plea
refuse leave to appeal. If an application is refused, an was insuYcient for conviction.
applicant can appeal to a full court of three judges

Had it not been for the intervention of the Judgewho, again, can grant or refuse leave to appeal.
Advocate General, the accused would have had a
conviction for criminal damage, which I am told bymy5.30 pm
hon. Friend’s assistant would have limited his post-If the process of appeal to the CMAC will be as
service employment prospects more than a motoringlengthy and costly as appeals to the Court of Appeal,
oVence would.many servicemen will simply not bother. That is
The point is that if the Judge Advocate General hadessentially the point I am seeking to clarify. Is there a

not picked up on the legal unsoundness of thelikelihood that, in this process of the removal of the
accused’s plea in court, it would have been picked upreviewing authority and the recourse to an automatic
when reviewed by the reviewing authority. Without aright of appeal to the CMAC, we will institute a
reviewing authority, the guilty plea to the charge ofprocess as lengthy as that which applies in the civil
criminal damage would have stood. It is unlikely thatsector? I have no doubt that the Minister will have an
there would have been an appeal to the Court ofanswer to that point. I assure him that I have a little
Appeal as the defence lawyer was hardly likely tomore to say to enable him to compose his thoughts.
appeal on the basis of her own negligence.The unease of the European Court of Human
There are good grounds for reinstating theRights judges is not a good enough reason for the

reviewing authority. I shall not go into great detailabolition of the reviewing authority. It is desperately
about the amendments and new clauses because theyimportant that we in the United Kingdom, and
are probably suYciently clear. I sense that themood ofparticularly this Parliament, should be responsible for
the Committee is that I have made my point and thatthe framework of law relating to our armed forces. I

have always felt it anomalous, to use a word that their it would like to hear the Minister’s reply.
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Mr. David Burrowes (Enfield, Southgate) (Con): I New clause 20 would provide a right to petition the
court martial appeal court, on any grounds, againsthave some brief comment on the concerns expressed
the finding or sentence of the courtmartial. On hearingabout the abolition of the review. The Minister’s main
such a petition, the court martial appeal court couldconcern seems to be that the review is not ECHR
quash the sentence and substitute a diVerent one orcompliant. That concern has been expressed about the
order a new trial.role of the commanding oYcer in dealing with cases

summarily, but the Government have properly taken New clause 20 is an unnecessary replication of an
the view that, as a whole, the process in respect of the existing right of appeal. Provision is made for appeals
commanding oYcer is ECHR compliant. against all decisions of the court martial in section 8 of

the Courts-Martial (Appeals) Act 1968, or the CourtSimilarly, the argument can be applied to the
Martial Appeals Act, as the Bill renames it. It isreviewing process. Although one can note the concerns
diYcult to see what the new clause would add to theabout ECHR compliance, that does not mean that
existing right of appeal.they are insurmountable. When one considers the

process as a whole, and the fact that the final arbiter New clauses 21 and 22 are essentially a reproduction
and determination will be judicial, one can counter of sections 113 and 113AA of the Army Act 1955, and
those objections. their Royal Navy and Royal Air Force equivalents.

They would provide for the post-trial review of theThe other point, as noted in the Government’s
findings and sentences of the court martial by theresponse to theDefenceCommittee, is that a reviewing
Defence Council, or by an oYcer towhom theDefenceauthority is not necessary, but:
Council had delegated its functions.“In 2004, the Reviewing Authorities reviewed 630 cases and in

nine per cent. of these changed either the finding or sentence, and Ourmain objection to review is one of principle. The
MoD has acknowledged that the process can have advantages for review procedure is based on the idea that a single
some defendants.” service oYcer acting as the reviewing oYcermight take
I would be interested to know the figures for 2005, and a better view of the appropriate finding and sentence
the number of reviewed cases in which the finding than the court martial that heard the case originally.
or sentence have been changed, to ascertain the Review is arguably not compliant with the European
advantages of such reviews. convention on human rights, because it represents
TheDefence Committee requested that theMinister non-judicial interference in the decisions of an

independent and compliant court.revisit the proposal to abolish the reviewing authority
and assess whether those convicted in future will have
the same advantages as defendants do now. If he
considered they would not, it asked him to identify Mr. Howarth: The Minister heard what my hon.
ways to ensure such advantages. In July 2005, the Friend the Member for Enfield, Southgate (Mr.
Government responded, but came up only with the Burrowes) and I had to say about the proportion of
safeguard of full rights of appeal to the court martial reviews that have found in favour of the accused—
appeal court against fines and sentences, and the although they are not great in number, it has to be said.
availability of bail, pending appeal. I entirely take the Minister’s point about one oYcer
Properly,my hon. Friend theMember forAldershot second-guessing the court, as theMinistermight put it,

(Mr. Howarth) made a point about timeliness. There but the fact is that a number of servicemen and women
is a concern that, with only those safeguards, timely who might otherwise have been convicted have had a
decisions will not be reached. The Minister may well successful review. That suggests that miscarriage of
say that the wish to abolish the reviewing authority is justice has been avoided in at least some of those cases.
based on a matter of principle rather than practice. I Apart from the ECHR-compliant business, I am not
refer him to clause 151, which confirms the review of clear why he is not keen to ensure that protection for
summary fines and punishments. servicemen and women.
The principle of the review is in the Bill, so one

cannot simply say that it is good for those subject to
summary findings but not for those who reach the Mr. Touhig: I understand the point that the hon.
court martial stage. The principle of review should be Gentleman makes. I am advised that in 2004 the
properly applied in situations for which it is found to reviewing authorities reviewed 630 cases, and in 9 per
be necessary. cent. changed either their finding or the sentence.

Let me make a point about review and how it
Mr. Touhig: Clause 271 renames the “Courts- operates. Review is conducted in private. There is no

Martial Appeal Court” the court martial appeal court. hearing and no consultation with the victim, who
That is necessary because the Bill establishes a could easily be a serviceman or woman. Nor is there
standing court martial, which means that there will no consultation with the prosecution. I look at it this way:
longer be a requirement to convene ad hoc courts how would I feel if I had been assaulted and I found
martial for each case. The clause also gives eVect to out that, although the person who assaulted me had
schedule 8, which makes amendments to the Courts- been sent to prison, his sentence had been reduced by
Martial (Appeals) Act 1968. Having clarified that an unqualified person who had not even been at the
issue, I shall deal with the new clauses and trial? The reviewing authority takes legal advice, but it

does not have to follow it.amendments.
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Mr. Burrowes: Would the Minister have similar We do not believe that it is appropriate to make it
mandatory for the courtmartial appeal court to reviewfeelings about review of summary findings and

punishments? What is the diVerence between the all convictions of the court martial. That would
require the court to analyse about 500 cases a year,situation he describes and clause 151(2), which refers

to even if there were no wish on the part of the
prosecution, the convicted person or the court martial“any oYcer appointed by the Defence Council to carry out the

review or any class of review which includes the review”? for the case to be reviewed. There is already a right of
Would there not be similar feelings to those that the appeal to the court martial appeal court, and that is to
Minister describes in relation to a review of summary be retained under the Bill. We consider that that is
findings? right. It is suYcient protection against the potential for

erroneous findings and sentences, and is similar to the
Mr. Touhig: I will respond to that point in a protections provided now to convicted persons when

moment, if the hon. Gentleman will allow me to they appear before the Crown court.
develop the point that I was making.What I am trying The eVect of amendment No. 159 would be that the
to get across is the fact that, in the case that I just Attorney-General could not refer a sentence to a court
mentioned, it seems that the advantage lies solely with martial appeal court under clause 272 more than 30
the oVender. I am sure that that is not the intention of days after the sentence was passed, eVectively—I hope
the new clauses, but that is where they would lead. that the Committee will recognise this—extending the
Review has the eVect of delaying the defendant’s whole process, unnecessarily in our view. In the

right to appeal to a higher court. Furthermore, as I civilian system, under the Criminal Justice Act 1988,
have said, review is not carried out in public and the the Attorney-General must apply for leave to refer a
independent prosecuting authority does not have the sentence within 28 days of the sentence being passed.
opportunity to make representations. That is not Clause 274 enables regulations to bemade about the
satisfactory; it is not in the wider interests of justice or referrals under clause 272, and the regulations may
the victim. include provision equivalent to the rules of the
The review procedure dates from a timewhen courts Criminal Justice Act 1988. Our intention is that the

martial could deprive the accused of their liberty— regulation should similarly require an application to
following trials at which no lawyers were present, be made within a specified period. Although it is
either as members of the court or as advocates—and possible that that period might be longer than 28
there was no right of appeal against sentences from the days—for example, to allow for communication
courts martial appeal court. Today, courts martial are problems should the court martial sit abroad—the
very diVerent and they are compliant with the reason for leaving such matters to regulations is to
European convention on human rights. provide for a degree of flexibility in adapting rules
We certainly understand the value that has been designed for the civilian context so that they work in

placed on review, which can have benefits to the the service context. The regulations will, of course,
accused, but following extensive discussion with the require parliamentary approval, so colleagues will
services, we have concluded that in a modern justice have a chance to consider them when we bring them
system such benefits will be provided more forward. In the circumstances, I hope that the hon.
appropriately by the safeguard of full rights of appeal Member for Aldershot might feel able to withdraw his
against finding and against sentence to the courts amendment.
martial appeal court and the availability of bail

Mr. Simon Burns (West Chelmsford) (Con): On apending appeal.
point of clarification, can the Minister tell us whetherFor all those reasons, we believe that the review is
that parliamentary approval will be subject to theanomalous and the justification for it cannot be
aYrmative or the negative procedure?sustained.

5.45 pm Mr. Touhig: I believe that it will be the negative
procedure.

Mr. Howarth: I am sorry to interrupt the Minister.
Mr. Burns: The Minister will then understand thatIn moving the amendments, I suggested that, in the

the generosity of his statement is not as great as itparallel civilian arrangement, a lengthy procedure has
would seem on the face of it. As a formerWhip, he willto be gone through. Is it his intention to deal with that
be aware that one has to get a debate on a negativepoint and to take us through how speedily the appeal
resolution through a prayer so, in some ways, thesystem that he proposes will work?
decision falls in the lap of the Government rather than

Mr. Touhig: I shall try to do that if the hon. under the rules of the House.
Gentleman will bear with me for a second.

Mr. Touhig: I accept that point. The hon.AmendmentNo. 158 provides that the courtmartial
Gentleman knows from his time in government thatappeal court must in all cases, within 30 days of a
that practice has been adopted by all parties. However,person’s conviction by the court martial, receive a
I emphasise that it gives Parliament an opportunity,record of the proceedings, regardless of the wishes of
however it wishes to handle it, to consider the matter.the convicted person. The court martial appeal court

must then review the conviction and sentence of the The hon. Member for Aldershot made a number of
points, and I shall try to respond to them. He said thatcourt martial andmay quash or substitute the sentence

or order a new trial. a person convicted by court martial has a qualified
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right to seek leave to appear within a time limit. If a Mr. Touhig: Yes, I can help the Committee and the
hon. Gentleman. We carefully considered including aperson is given leave to appeal to the court martial

appeal court, he will be entitled to legal aid. That is slip rule in the Bill, along lines similar to those in
section 155 of the Powers of Criminal Courtsexactly the same as the position of a civilian who

appeals on a decision of the Crown court. (Sentencing) Act 2000. However, that power presents
diYculties because it allows a judge, sitting alone, toThe hon. Gentleman also referred to a case
increase or decrease a sentence in several situations.witnessed by the hon. Member for Salisbury, but that
Perhaps themain problem, however, was the diYculty,involved a technical error by the court. Although such
on the one hand, of bringing back the service membersthings happen rarely and would be picked up on
on a court martial and, on the other, of the Judgeappeal, we recognise that a slip rule would be of value
Advocate General revising sentences without a servicein such a case. We are therefore looking at the issue, as
input. We have noted that, in his written evidence, thewitnesses appearing before the Committee were told
Judge Advocate General now estimates that the slipearlier this month.
rulemight be used up to 10 times a year. Although thatThe hon. Member for Aldershot also mentioned the
represents fewer than 1 per cent. of courts martial atCooper case. Judge Costa in the European Court said
current levels, we think that the estimate is on the highthat the review
side. Nevertheless, it might be a helpful planning“is anomalous, unfortunate and archaic, and . . . it would be
assumption of the worst case.desirable to put an end to the practice.”
We have started further work to see if we can deviseOn the point made by the hon. Member for Enfield,

an approach that would retain full service input intoSouthgate, a summary review also has regard to the
sentencing, which I think we all agree is important.fact that the accused had no legal representation. The
That work is being conducted in consultation withreviewing authority does not change the finding or
oYcials from the JudgeAdvocateGeneral’s oYce, andevidence, but simply refers the case to the ECHR-
if we can agree on an approach, we will considercompliant summary appeal court. The reduction of a
introducing an amendment in due course during thesentence does not mean that a miscarriage of justice
passage of the Bill.has been avoided, but just that the reviewing authority

would have imposed a lesser sentence. The evidence that we have had, not least from the
service chiefs, clearly indicates that service courtsI listened fully to the points made by Opposition
should have a services character, ideally from theMembers and I hope that they feel that my responses
service of the accused. We considered whetheradequately cover their concerns. I fully understand
technical matters might be corrected by a judge sittingtheir points, but we are seeking to frame theBill in such
alone, but it appears that the correction even ofa way that it will be totally workable, allow issues to
apparently technical matters might eVectively requirebe speedily addressed and remove some of the present
the defendant to be sentenced. The work is ongoing. Ifanomalies.Where amatter is appealed, it is more open
colleagues will bear with me, we will introduce furtherand transparent for it to go to the proper appeal court.
proposals later for hon. Members to consider.We will achieve a better result by taking that route

than by doing things in private in the way that I
Mr. Howarth: I am sure that the Committee isdescribed.

grateful to theMinister for that explanation.No doubt
we will revisit the issue.Mr. Howarth:We have had a useful discussion, and

I am sure that we are all grateful to the Minister for
Question put and agreed to.setting out the position. This is a complex matter, but

I hope that his comments meet the need to strike the Clause 271 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
right balance between ensuring that justice is delivered
and maintaining the operation of our armed forces at Schedule 8
maximum eYciency.

Amendment of the Courts-Martial (Appeals)I said at the outset that these are very much probing
Act 1968amendments, and I wish to reflect on the Minister’s

comments. Perhaps we can reconsider the matter on
Mr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 56, inReport. In the meantime, I shall not press the

schedule 8, page 216, line 17, at end insert—amendments further. I beg to ask leave towithdraw the
‘34A In section 33 (witnesses’ expenses) after subsection (1)amendment.

insert—
“(1A) Subsection (1) applies in relation to a registered medicalAmendment, by leave, withdrawn.

practitioner who makes a written report to the Appeal Court in
pursuance of a request made by the court as it applies in relationQuestion proposed, That the clause stand part of
to a person who is called to give evidence at the instance of thethe Bill. court.”’.

Mr. Howarth:May I just refer to something that the The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
Minister said? He said that the slip rule had a certain discuss Government amendments Nos. 60 and 61.
useful purpose, as the Committee has found, but will
he tell us where matters stand? Is the Department Mr. Touhig:TheCourts-Martial (Appeals) Act 1968

allows the appeal court to order payment out of publicpersuaded of the need to reinstate the slip rule or is it
still considering the matter? If so, how much longer is funds of such sums as appear to the court reasonably

suYcient to compensate anyone properly attending tothat consideration likely to take?
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[Mr. Touhig] The commission’s jurisdiction will not extend to
cases dealt with by summary hearing or by the

give evidence on an appeal. Amendment No. 56 summary appeal court. The commission accepts that it
replicates in simplified form a related provision in the would be inappropriate for it to have jurisdiction over
Criminal Justice Act 1967. It will enable registered such cases. The service civilian court and the court
medical practitioners to submit expert evidence to an martial may deal with more serious matters than those
appeal by way of a written report rather than having dealt with summarily, and the punishments available
to attend in person, and to allow them still to receive are greater. It is therefore not considered necessary for
payment for those services. the commission to deal with cases of that sort.
I am sure that colleagues will see the advantage of The new schedule will make a number of

the provision. Vital medical evidence will continue to amendments to the 1995 Act and the Courts-Martial
be heard at appeals. The doctors will be paid for their (Appeals) Act 1968. The amendments are necessary to
eVorts, which will no doubt please them, and not confer on the commission its new functions relating to
requiring them to attend in person will continue to the decisions of service courts and to reflect those
provide side benefits for the health service. In this case, functions. For example, the new schedule will amend
everyone is a winner. the 1968 Act by inserting a proposed new section 29A
The 1968 Act is being amended and the 1967 Act to give the court martial appeal court the power to

consequently repealed because it makes sense to group direct the commission to investigate and report on
the provision with other cost provisions of the 1968 certain matters. That power corresponds to that of the
Act. We have also taken the opportunity to simplify Court of Appeal in criminal cases.
and rationalise the rather elaborate wording of the The new schedule will also amend the 1995 Act,
original section of the Act. which sets out the commission’s powers, by inserting
I turn to amendments Nos. 60 and 61. The 1968 Act new sections 12A and 12B. Section 12Awill enable the

defines the term “Judge Advocate General”. The commission to refer cases dealt with by the court
amendments are a result of our recent arrival at the martial to the court martial appeal court, including
view that it is not necessary for the 1968 Act to define cases heard by the court martial on appeal from the
the term when schedule 8 substitutes a new definition service civilian court. If a case was heard by the service
for the old. Amendment No. 60 will add the Judge civilian court and there has not been an appeal to the
Advocate General to a list of definitions that will be court martial, under new section 12B, the commission
omitted from the 1968 Act, and amendment No. 61 will be able to refer the case to the court martial for
will remove the current amendment in schedule 8 of rehearing.
the existing definition in the 1968 Act. The 1995 Act enables the commission to require the

appointment of an investigating oYcer. He may be aAmendment agreed to.
member of the police force that originally investigated
the case, or the commission can insist that he be aMr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 57, in
member of another force. The new schedule amendsschedule 8, page 216, line 39, at end insert—
the Act so that, in a case investigated by the service‘(j) to give leave under section 14(4B) of the Criminal Appeal

Act 1995 (leave to add grounds of appeal on reference by police, the commission can require the appointment of
Criminal Cases Review Commission);”.’. an investigative oYcer from the same service police

force. Alternatively, it can say that the investigating
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to oYcer must come from one of the other service police

discuss the following: Government amendment Nos. forces or from the civilian force.
58, 59, 41 and 42.

I do not propose to go through the otherGovernment new clause 13—Powers of the Criminal amendments that the new schedule will make, but theyCases Review Commission. all reflect the commission’s new role in cases dealt with
Government new schedule 1—Powers of the by the service courts.

Criminal Cases Review Commission.

Vera Baird (Redcar) (Lab): I apologise for not6 pm
having been present for much of the sitting.
It is to be welcomed that the CCRCwill now be ableMr. Touhig: New clause 13 is required simply to

to refer cases to the court martial appeal court. Theintroduce new schedule 1, which deals with the powers
terminology used in proposed new sections 12A andof the Criminal Cases Review Commission. The
12B, with its reference to the court martial, suggestscommission has the power under the Criminal Appeal
that the power to refer a case will apply only after theAct 1995 to refer a case back to the courts where a
Bill comes into force; otherwise we would be talkingmiscarriage of justice may have occurred. That power
about “courts martial.” Is the position that if theredoes not currently extend to cases decided by service
were a miscarriage of justice in the new unified courtcourts. The new schedule will alter that by giving the
martial after the Act comes in, the Criminal Casescommission powers in relation to certain service courts
Review Commission would be able to refer the case,that correspond to the powers that it has in relation to
but that if there were a miscarriage of justice today inthe criminal courts in England and Wales. It will have
a court martial, it would not? Is the terminologythe power to refer convictions by the court martial and
intended to confine that possibility to convictions afterthe service civilian court and sentences passed on

persons convicted by those courts. the date at which the Bill comes into force?
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TheChairman: I have to say that thatwas a very long Redcar (Vera Baird) a moment ago, whichmight be of
use to the Committee while I am being provided withintervention.
answers for the hon. Member for Aldershot.

Mr. Touhig: My hon. and learned Friend’s The proposed amendments will not be retrospective.
interpretation is quite right. Consideration was given to whether the commission
Amendments Nos. 57 to 59, 41 and 42 also reflect should have jurisdiction to deal with cases that pre-

the commission’s new role. Amendment No. 57 date the new system. The dates considered were 1951
amends section 36 of the Courts-Martial (Appeals) and 1997, as they were the respective dates when
Act 1968. Section 36 sets out the powers that can be appeals against conviction and sentence at court
exercised by a single judge on behalf of the court martial were introduced. It was decided that the
martial appeal court. The eVect of the proposed commission should not have retrospective jurisdiction
amendment is that when the commission refers a case for the following reasons.
to the court martial appeal court, a single judge of that First, where a person has been convicted by court
court can grant leave for the appeal to be on a ground martial, the Secretary of State may currently refer the
that is unrelated to the reasons given by the conviction to the court martial appeal court under
commission formaking the reference. The amendment section 34 of the 1968 Act. The grounds on which he
reflects the powers that a single judge has in relation to may make such a reference are wide. He need only
references made by the commission to the Court of consider that there are matters that were not brought
Appeal. to the court’s notice that should be considered by the
Amendments Nos. 58 and 59 amend section 48A of appeal court. The Judge Advocate General also has

the Courts-Martial (Appeals) Act 1968. This section the power to refer a case on conviction to the court
allows an appeal to be brought on behalf of a person martial appeal court, but only if it raises an important
who is now deceased. Amendment No. 58 extends that point of law.
provision so that it applies when the commission refers Additionally, if he considers it desirable for any
a deceased person’s case to the court martial appeal reason, the Secretary of State may refer the sentence
court. The result is that any action that could have passed at a court martial to the Appeal Court. We
been taken by the deceased following the reference of therefore consider that there is no need to give the
his case to the court can be taken by a person approved commission retrospective powers, as there are already
by the court—for example, his next of kin. procedures by which suspected miscarriages of justice
Amendment No. 59 relates to the time limit for can be brought to the attention of the Appeal Court

asking for the court’s permission to represent the and, if necessary, corrected.
deceased in such an appeal. Such an application must Secondly, the courts over which it is proposed that
normally bemadewithin a year of the death. The eVect the commission should be given jurisdiction are new
of the amendment is that the time limit does not apply courts, created under the Bill—the standing court
if the case is referred to the court by the commission. martial mentioned by my hon. and learned Friend the
That reflects a similar rule in relation to appeals in Member for Redcar, and the service civilian court. The
criminal cases. Bill sets up a new disciplinary system, and it is
Amendments Nos. 41 and 42 amend clause 275, considered that its introduction is an appropriate place

which requires the Secretary of State, in certain to draw the line.
circumstances, to pay compensation to a person Finally, the decision to limit the commission’s
wrongly convicted by the court martial. The jurisdiction to cases dealt with under the Bill has the
amendments extend the circumstances in which agreement of the commission itself. Any retrospection
compensation must be paid, so as to include cases in inevitably would involve resourcing issues for the
which the court martial appeal court quashes the commission.
conviction following a reference to the commission.

Vera Baird:Does the Secretary of State for DefenceThat corresponds to a similar provision in the
have a support department? In the Home OYce, thereCriminal Justice Act 1988.
used to be an internal department that did the CCRC’s

Mr. Howarth: For my personal clarification—I job; it was pretty discredited, which is why the CCRC
probably missed it—I would be grateful if theMinister was introduced. However, at least that department
set out exactly the process by which the CCRC will had the power to use the police force to investigate
become involved. I presume that it will be on the cases.Does theMODhave anything similar? I ask that
application of the convicted person. It might help if he just so we can be reassured that there really is no need
could also give us some idea of where such military for any retrospection.
cases might fit in the spectrum of consideration by the

Mr. Touhig: I need to consider that point so that ICCRC, an organisation that has been subjected to a
ensure that I give my hon. and learned Friend anhuge amount of work. I do not know what its current
adequate answer. If she will permit me to do so, I willbacklog is, but when I was a member of the Home
write to her and to other Committee members inAVairs Committee, it was certainly struggling. I hope
response to that question.that he can answer those two points.
The hon. Member for Aldershot asked about who

can make an application to the CCRC. Anybody canMr. Touhig: I shall seek to do so in a moment. First,
however, I shall dwell a little further on the point write to the CCRC to start an appeal. That is not left

up to the convicted person; anyone can do that.raised by my hon. and learned Friend the Member for
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Mr. Howarth: I am grateful for that information, Vera Baird: I want to raise a question on this
schedule, which is pursuant to a power in the Bill forbut my second point was about the nature of the work

load to which the CCRC is currently subject and the Secretary of State to award compensation for
miscarriages of justice. If he intends to do that, he willwhether there might be any provision for a separate

channel for the military, or a fast track—or will that refer the quantifying of it to an assessor or a panel of
assessors. This schedule sets out who may be anjust go into the general pot of CCRC cases?
assessor for that purpose.

Mr.Touhig:Earlier, I touched on the fact that one of It is surprising that no service people are involved as
the reasons for notmaking these things retrospective is assessors; they appear to be just people who are
that that would have resource implications for the qualified as lawyers in one of the jurisdictions in the
CCRC. The hon. Gentleman’s point is well made; I United Kingdom. As it has been heavily emphasised
will pursue that matter and get some clarification on it, throughout our deliberations that, to understand the
because we clearly do not want appeals to be delayed gravity of a crime, one has to understand the military
in any way. If he will give me a little time to consider context, and that to understand the need for a grave
how we will handle this, I will write to him and other sentence, one has to understand the context of what
Committee members—therefore, there will be another happened, why is it not the case that, in compensating
letter from me, I am afraid. when sentences have been wrongly given to people,

there is not an equal need for the military context to beAmendment agreed to.
understood? This omission surprises me, and I would

Amendments made:No. 58, in schedule 8, page 217, like the Minister to comment on it.
line 40, leave out from beginning to “subsection”

6.15 pmand insert—
‘(1) Section 48A (appeals on behalf of deceased persons) is Mr. Touhig: The schedule is introduced by clause 275,

amended as follows. which allows the Secretary of State to make
(2) In subsection (1)(b) after “above” insert “or by a reference compensation payments where a person convicted by a

by the Criminal Cases Review Commission”.
courtmartial subsequently has his conviction reversed or

(3) In’. is pardoned. When the Secretary of State decides that a
No. 59, in schedule 8, page 217, line 41, at end convicted person has the right to a compensation

insert— payment, an assessor is appointed to determine the
‘(4) In subsection (4) at the beginning insert “Except in the case amount. As my hon. and learned Friend said, the

of an appeal begun by a reference by the Criminal Cases Review
schedule sets out who is qualified to be appointed as anCommission,”.’.
assessor for the purpose of clause 275. The provisionsNo. 60, in schedule 8, page 218, line 22, at end
mirror civilian provisions. The assessor needs to haveinsert—
experience of a civilian system. I should add thatwe have‘“the Judge Advocate General”;’.
not used this since it was introduced in 1991.No. 61, in schedule 8, page 218, line 34, leave out

paragraph (e).—[Mr. Touhig.] Mr. Burrowes: I support the comments of the hon.
and learned Member for Redcar. The Minister says

Schedule 8, as amended, agreed to. that these provisions are equivalent to the civilian
system, but the point being made is about theClauses 272 to 274 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
uniqueness of the system that we are dealing with here
in terms of the military context, and about the logic ofClause 275
extending the provisions of the schedule to cover

Compensation for miscarriages of justice service people. Perhaps theMinister will reflect on that
possible addition.

Amendments made: No. 41, in clause 275, page 137,
Mr. Touhig: I am extremely grateful to my hon. andline 15, leave out “or”.

learned Friend theMember for Redcar for raising thisNo. 42, in clause 275, page 137, line 17, at end insert
point. In view of comments made on both sides of the

‘; or
Committee, I will reflect on this matter and, if(c) on a reference under section 12A of the Criminal Appeal
necessary, I will come back with further informationAct 1995.’.—[Mr. Touhig.]
or further proposals.

Clause 275, as amended, ordered to stand part of
Question put and agreed to.the Bill.

Schedule 9 agreed to.
Schedule 9

Further consideration adjourned.—[Mr. Alan
Assessors of compensation for miscarriages of Campbell.]

justice

Adjourned accordingly at seventeen minutes past Six
o’clock till Wednesday 29 March at fifteen minutes toQuestion proposed, That this schedule be the Ninth

schedule to the Bill. Ten o’clock.
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clause 279, that means, in eVect, that a person wouldSelect Committee on the be tried by the service civilian court only when he and
the Judge Advocate decide that he should. I hope thatArmed Forces Bill I have been helpful to the hon. Member for Enfield,
Southgate (Mr. Burrowes).

Wednesday 29 March 2006
Mr. Burrowes: To take my point further, why are a

defendant’s previous convictions to be introduced at[Mr. George Howarth in the Chair]
that stage? I want to probe that point. If the Minister
does not have an answer now, perhaps he will add this

Armed Forces Bill to the list of notes that he is to send to us.

9.45 am Vera Baird (Redcar) (Lab): I wonder whether there
is any diVerence between the civilian jurisdiction and

Clauses 276 and 277 ordered to stand part of the Bill. the jurisdiction under the clause. Can the magistrate
still commit for sentence if, when the person isSchedule 10 agreed to.
convicted at a lower court, it is found that his previous
convictions make him too serious to be dealt with

Clause 278 there? If there is no equivalent power to commit for
sentence from that court up, it is important that theCourt must consider whether trial by Court

previous convictions be considered at the outset, soMartial more appropriate

that bad oVenders may go the court that can give them
a worse punishment. I do not know whether that is theQuestion proposed, That the clause stand part of
position; this is just an inspired guess.the Bill.

Mr. Burrowes: I am grateful to the hon. and learnedMr. David Burrowes (Enfield, Southgate) (Con):
Lady for that intervention. I thought that there was aThe clause deals with court’s consideration of whether
stage in the proceedings when, if it was considered thattrial by court martial would be appropriate to the
the powers of sentencing were insuYcient, there wouldmode of trial stage of proceedings. Why is there a
be an opportunity for thematter to go up.ClarificationdiVerence in the procedure for a court martial as
can be provided later.distinct from the civilian system? Under the civilian

system, when dealing with mode of trial in a Mr. Touhig: I am grateful for the hon. Gentleman’s
magistrates court or the equivalent, previous last point. If he will bear with me, I need to take some
convictions are not accounted for. However, under the advice, because things are a little more complex than
procedure in the clause, there will be an opportunity one anticipated. I will to write to him and ensure that
for the Director of Service Prosecutions to inform the all Committee members have a copy of the letter.
court of the defendant’s previous convictions.

Question put and agreed to.The usual procedure in respect of mode of trial is to
consider the seriousness of the oVence and the powers Clause 278 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
of sentence in relation to that oVence, not the
circumstances of the oVender. Under the civilian Clauses 279 to 287 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
system, previous convictions come into account on
conviction. The powers of sentence are particularly Clause 288
relevant when considering the defendant’s previous

Commencement of sentences of the Courtconvictions, but not when considering mode of trial.
Martial and Service Civilian CourtWill the Minister outline the diVerences and explain

them?
Question proposed, That the clause stand part of

the Bill.The Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
Defence (Mr. Don Touhig): If the Director of Service Mr. Burrowes: I want to put on the record a point
Prosecutions allocates a case for trial by the service that came up during our visits, particularly to Oman,
civilian court, the JudgeAdvocate has to decide before in speaking to members of the Royal Air Force about
arraignment—that is, before putting the charge to the the eVect of certain sentences on service. This is an
defendant, asking for a plea—whether to try the opportune time to raise the diVerent impacts of
charge. He will take into account the nature of the conviction in the three services and the concern
case, its seriousness, his powers of punishment, any expressed to me and other Committee members about
representations by the prosecution and defendant, and that, despite the fact that we aremoving to a tri-service
any other circumstances. He can then try the charge or process under the Bill.
refer it to the court martial. There was concern, given the length of service in the
That gives the Judge Advocate a similar power to RAF, that conviction and sentence could have a

magistrates in England and Wales, as provided for dramatic impact on a person’s future career prospects.
under the Criminal Justice Act 2003 in respect of
oVences that may also be tried on indictment, as they Bob Russell (Colchester) (LD): Will the hon.

Gentleman confirm that it was observed to us thatcan send such cases to theCrown court.As a defendant
has the right to elect for trial by the courtmartial under when people are on joint or tri-force deployments, how
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the day-to-day disciplinary procedures are carried out with secondary legislation from the Criminal Justice
Act 2003. We have a way to go before we bringdepends on whether the oYcer in charge is from the

RAF, the Navy or the Army? ourselves up to date.
We have an opportunity to harmonise to an

Mr. Burrowes: Yes, I am grateful for that appropriate extent matters relating to the civilian
intervention. There was a concern about consistency system.We are seeking to do so in the Bill in a number
and, as we are moving to harmonisation, there needs of ways. We have had at least 18 months to consider
to be an approach that is fair to the unique ethos and those matters so that we can properly scrutinise them
nature of the diVerent services. As I understand it, as primary legislation.
once a person in the RAF blots their copybook, there I am therefore concerned that the clause allows all
is a four-year period in which to overturn that, which criminal justice enactments from 1 January 2001 to be
would have an impact on their career. Will the delegated to secondary legislation. That seems to be a
Minister tell us how that will be properly reflected in wide provision. The Committee has expressed a
the Bill’s implementation? concern that we have not had sight of secondary

legislation, which dates back a number of years. WeMr. Touhig: The clause provides for sentences should be taking this opportunity to deal with matterspassed by the court martial or service civilian court to through primary legislation where possible.start at the beginning of the day on which they are
I seek also to make the case that the proper waypassed. Exceptions to that are suspended sentences of

forward would be to retain the annual renewalimprisonment, or service detention, or where a
procedure, so that we could deal with the raft ofsentence is passed by the court martial on appeal from
criminal justice enactments and consider anythe service civilian court. In the latter example, the
consequential provisions at that point. That would beclause provides that the sentence be treated as though
amore appropriatemechanism to deal with such issuesit began on the day that the service civilian court
than delegation to secondary legislation.passed sentence, unless the court martial directs

otherwise. The clause is subject to any other power in
Robert Key (Salisbury) (Con): I endorse entirelythe Bill directing that a sentence shall take eVect

what my hon. Friend has said. I know that I haveotherwise than mentioned in the clause.
something of a reputation in this Committee for asking

I am aware of the point made by the hon. Member about secondary legislation and statutory instruments
for Enfield, Southgate, as colleagues have spoken that we really should consider. To be fair, theMinister
about that subject and I have encountered concerns has been generous in agreeing. It is diYcult for the
over it, expressed in particular by people in the Royal Committee to do its work properly if we do not see the
Air Force. Colleagues might remember that we took statutory instruments.
evidence on this matter on 15 March, or thereabouts.

Clause 320 is pretty brash. The shadow of the
Having listened to the points that have been made, Legislative and Regulatory Reform Bill is hanging

I undertake to give the matter some thought. I hope to over the House, but it is not to be supposed that we are
be able to bring some information forward to content with subsection (2), which says:
colleagues before we finish considering the Bill in the

“An order under this sectionmaymake provision in relation to”House.
a list of people
“which is equivalent to that made by a relevant provision, subjectQuestion put and agreed to.
to such modifications as the Secretary of State considers
appropriate.”Clause 288 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
We also read in subsection (3)(c) that “a relevant
provision” includesClauses 289 to 319 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
“any subordinate legislation made under—

(i) the criminal justice enactment; or
Clause 320 (ii) any Act which is amended by the criminal justice

enactment.”
Power to make provision in consequence of

That is incredibly broad. Never during my time in
criminal justice enactments

Parliament do I recall giving Ministers that much
Question proposed, That the clause stand part of the power without even seeing the secondary legislation
Bill. that the clause proposes will bring such measures into

eVect. I hope that the Minister can convince us that it
Mr. Burrowes: The clause deals with the power to is a sensible thing to do, and that we see some statutory

make provision in consequence of criminal justice instruments before the Committee finishes its work.
enactments. TheMinister’s teammight have sympathy
with me when I express concern about the prospect of Mr. Touhig: The clause replaces provisions in the
seeking to enact in secondary legislation the many Armed Forces Act 2001. It provides the Secretary of
criminal justice enactments made since 1 January State with powers to make orders by secondary
2001. legislation respecting any criminal justice Act or

secondary legislation passed on or after 1 JanuaryPractitioners will know how many enactments have
beenmade, and howdiYcult it is in practice to straddle 2001 to amend the lawof England andWales with such

modifications as the Secretary of State considersa number of statutes to administer justice properly. I
also understand that the Ministry is seeking to deal appropriate.
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[Mr. Touhig] Mr. Burrowes: I have a similar question on the
burden of proof to the one that I asked about the

The clause also allows appropriate changes to be equalisation with the civilian system. Why is there a
made to service law following any change in the law diVerence in the burden of proof required from that in
relating to the civilian justice system. Areas such as criminal proceedings, in which a defence is raised on
police powers, prosecutions, bail, evidence and the grounds of a lawful or reasonable excuse and
procedure in criminal courts are most likely to be the considered on the balance of probabilities of whether
subject of equivalent provisions. it is more likely than not that a defendant had such an

excuse? The prosecution then needs to prove beyond
10 am reasonable doubt that there was not a lawful or

reasonable excuse.
Mr. Simon Burns (West Chelmsford) (Con): The The burden of proof set out here is that the

Minister said that the clause replaces powers in the defendant is to be treated as not having had a lawful or
2001 Act. Does it replace them with identical powers reasonable excuse
or are they changed?

“unless suYcient evidence is adduced to raise an issue as to
whether he had such an excuse.”Mr. Touhig: My understanding is that the powers
I understand that what is regarded as suYcient couldare identical to those that they are replacing.
vary, which may lead to diVerent determinations andAllowing such changes to service law to be made by inconsistency in dealingwith the burden of proof. Thatmeans of secondary legislation will avoid having to burden is dealt with properly in the civilian systemenact primary legislation whenever changes are made through the balance of probabilities. What is theto the criminal justice system as it applies to civilians. rationale for the diVerence in the military system?However, to ensure appropriate parliamentary

scrutiny, an order will be subject to the aYrmative Mr.Touhig:The clause deals with reverse burdens of
resolution procedure if it adds to, replaces or omits any proof: that is to say, the element of some oVences that
part of the text of an Act. requires the defendant to bring formal evidence to

support his contention that he had a reasonable or
Bob Russell: To follow on from the question asked lawful excuse for acting as he did. It requires an

by the hon. Member for West Chelmsford (Mr. accused to provide suYcient evidence that he had such
Burns), if there has been no change and the clause just an excuse before he can rely on that as a defence to the
rephrases what is already in law, on how many charge. As the hon. Gentleman says, what is suYcient
occasions since 2001 has the Secretary of State been evidence will vary with the circumstances, but a
required to use the current legislation? defendant cannot simply claim that he had a lawful or

reasonable excusewithout producing some evidence toMr. Touhig: I cannot really give the hon.Gentleman support that claim.an answer, but I will make inquiries and ensure that he
On the other issue that the hon. Gentleman raised,has that information.

I will look at his comments in Hansard and write to
The hon. Member for Enfield, Southgate also him and other colleagues to give a response.mentioned the annual examination of these matters.

As I have made clear, I intend to table an amendment Question put and agreed to.
tomake that provision, which I thinkwill be welcomed

Clause 322 ordered to stand part of the Bill.by all members of the Committee. It is important, as I
have said, that the Committee is given the opportunity

Clauses 323 to 325 ordered to stand part of the Bill.to scrutinise such issues. I am conscious of the point
made by the hon.Member for Salisbury (Robert Key),

Clause 326because I believe that it is important for colleagues to
have the information about how we intend to use Terms and conditions of enlistment and service

secondary legislation and how it will aVect the
provisions that we are considering. If, having Mr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 43, in
examined the comments made, I feel that I have to get clause 326, page 163, line 14, leave out paragraph (k).
something out urgently to colleagues on how we will
use the clause, I will do so as quickly as possible. The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to

discuss Government amendment No. 44
Question put and agreed to.

Mr. Touhig: A person who enlists in one of the
Clause 320 ordered to stand part of the Bill. services agrees to join for a specified period of regular

service, and perhaps for a subsequent period in the
Clause 321 ordered to stand part of the Bill. regular reserves. A person enlists in the Army on the

understanding that he will serve in a particular corps.
Clause 326 gives power to the Defence Council toClause 322

make regulations for the terms and conditions of
Burden of proof as respects excuses service, in particular, the period of regular and reserve

service, the ability of a person to seek to end or
continue his service, and restrictions on where someQuestion proposed, That the clause stand part of

the Bill. persons might be required to serve. Clause 326 largely
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(b) refer the complaint to the appropriate Commandingre-enacts the regulation-making powers for terms and
OYcers or Higher Authority; orconditions of enlistment and service provided by the

(c) dismiss the complaint.Armed Forces Act 1966.
(7) Where the Commissioner conducts a formal investigationAmendment No. 43 removes the Defence Council’s he shall—

power under clause 326(2) to make regulations about (a) inform the Secretary of State,
part-time service. Those regulations would be (b) be given access to all documents and persons as he sees fit,

(c) make a report in accordance to the appropriateapplicable only to members of the home service
Commanding OYcers or Higher Authority.battalions of the Royal Irish Regiment. As those

(8) Where a Commanding OYcer or Higher Authority receivesbattalions will be disbanded in August of next year,
a report from the Commissioner under subsection (7) he must actthat power will not be required beyond that date.
on the information in that report.Amendment No. 44 removes clause 326(4), which
(9) As soon as possible after the end of each financial year thedescribes a condition of service that might be included

Commissioner must make a report to the Secretary of State on—
in home service regulations, and so it follows that that (a) the way in which he has discharged his functions during
will no longer be required. With those explanations, I the year;

(b) what he has found in the course of exercising thathope that the Committee will accept the amendments.
function during the year; and

(c) the matters he intends to consider or research during theAmendment agreed to.
next financial year.

Amendment made: No. 44, in clause 326, page 163, (10) The Secretary of State must lay a copy of any report under
line 18, leave out subsection (4).—[Mr. Touhig.] subsection (8) before each House of Parliament.

(11) In this section, “serious complaint” means a complaint—
Clause 326, as amended, ordered to stand part of (a) alleging that the conduct complained of resulted in the

the Bill. death of, or serious injury to, some person;
(b) bullying; or

Clauses 327 to 329 ordered to stand part of the Bill. (c) of such other description as may be prescribed.

(12) In this section,
“serious injury” means a fracture, damage to an internalClause 330
organ or impairment of physical ormental bodily function.

“bullying” means actions that cause undue distress, whetherRedress of individual grievances: service

intentional or unintentional.complaints

“appropriate Commanding OYcers” means—
(a) the Commanding OYcer of the person making the

Question proposed, That the clause stand part of complaint when the Commissioner makes his report
the Bill. or referral,

(b) the CommandingOYcer of any person referred to in
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to the complaint when the Commissioner makes his

report or referral,discuss the following: New clause 6—Grievance
(c) the Commanding OYcer of the person making theprocedure—
complaint when the incident or incidents referred to in‘(1) A person subject to service law commits an oVence if he
the complaint occurred, andundermines or stifles, or seeks to undermine or stifle, any

(d) the CommandingOYcer of any person referred to inprocedure for the redress of grievance.
the complaint when the incident or incidents referred

(2) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to to in the complaint occurred.
any punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but any “Commanding OYcer” has the meaning given in section 364.
sentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence must “Higher Authority” has the meaning given in section 364.
not exceed two years.’.

(13) The Commissioner shall be appointed by Her Majesty.
New clause 24—Military Complaints

(14) The person appointed as Commissioner shall not be aCommissioner— serving member of the regular or reserve armed forces.
‘(1) There shall be a Military Complaints Commissioner (in

(15) The Commissioner may employ such persons as he thinksthis section referred to as “the Commissioner”).
fit to enable him to carry out his functions.’.

(2) The Commissioner shall exercise his powers under this Act
in such manner and to such extent as appears to him to be best Mr. Burrowes: May I deal with some introductorycalculated to secure—

remarks before speaking to new clause 6?(a) the eYciency, eVectiveness and independence of the
military complaints system; and I am sure that hon. Members wish to consider in

(b) the confidence of the public and of members of the more detail the matter before us, particularly new
Armed Forces in that system. clause 24. Concern has been expressed about the

(3) Any member of Her Majesty’s Armed Forces, or member complaint process by Daniel’s Trust, Deepcut and
of the public shall be entitled to make a complaint to the Military

Beyond, and others. Clearly, there is a need for aComplaints Commissioner.
robust independent complaints procedure, although it(4) The Commissioner shall investigate—
should be recognised that there are diVerent levels of(a) all non-combat Service deaths or serious injuries,

(b) all serious complaints, complaint and grievance. The primary concern is to
(c) any complaint made to him that he determines requires deal with the complaint or grievance at an early stage,
investigation. and the ideal scenario would be to deal with it at its

(5) If the complaint is a serious complaint, the Commissioner lowest level. That should be the aim of any new
shall formally investigate it in accordance with subsection (7). provision.
(6) In the case of any other complaint, the Commissioner may

Before a complaint gets to the proposed serviceas he thinks fit—
complaints panel, a range of methods and systems(a) formally investigate the complaint in accordance with

subsection (7); or could be put in place at a lower level that do not reach
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[Mr. Burrowes] grievance or sought to do so. A person who did so
would be guilty of an oVence and liable to any

the statute book properly. They could involve non- punishment in the table in clause 163.
statutory powers and systems and people in place to In a clear-cut way, the new clause would restore,
make the complaints and grievances system much where that was needed, confidence in the ability to
better. The aim should properly be to provide for the progress a grievance. It would provide protection to
process of redress to be quicker and more eYcient. the complainant and ensure that all were aware that

any attempt to obstruct or stifle a grievance would beCertainly during our visits and in my conversations
an oVence. It would therefore empower complainantswith those on the ground, I found that people were
and provide a check on any person seeking to obstruct.concerned about the time taken to resolve complaints
In its own way, it would provide the necessaryand the fact that those whowere subject to a complaint
confidence in the system, which could back up the non-had that hanging over their head for some time. It
statutory provision being made for a robust andcannot be in the interests of the alleged victims—the
independent complaints procedure.complainants—or of those subject to a complaint to

have that hanging over them. Some oYcers at RAF
10.15 amSeeb told me that they had had a complaint hanging

over them for some months—one talked about
Mr. Kevan Jones (North Durham) (Lab): I want toyears—and although that was the case, theywere given

speak to new clause 24. I thank my hon. Friend theonly a very short period in which to respond to the
Minister for supporting the money resolution on thecomplaint. Improvements are certainly needed in that
Floor of the House, which gave us the opportunity toprocess, but that can be dealt with without statutory
debate this important subject this morning. I amprocedures. only sorry that the hon. Member for Aldershot

We heard in evidence the concerns expressed by the (Mr. Howarth) is not here. I thought he a little
services and the recognition that personnel, especially foolishly pre-empted in the Chamber this morning’s
those who are young, vulnerable and new to the discussion by being hostile to the idea of any
services, can find it daunting to initiate a service independent oversight. I thought that the spirit of the
complaint, especially when the grievance is against new Conservative party was to embrace change—that
those above them in the chain of command. The would have been an opportunity to show that it was
perception can be that making a complaint is at odds tapping into a rich vein of concern—although clearly
with the prevailing culture of the services, with their I would not say that the hon. Gentleman was a new
emphasis on teamwork, robustness, mutual trust and Conservative by any stretch of the imagination.
overcoming obstacles. It is an accident of the parliamentary timetable that
A number of changes, which are not the subject of we are discussing the issue today on the same day as the

provisions of the Bill, have been and are due to be put publication of the Blake report into the four, sad
in place to improve the process. We heard concerns deaths at Deepcut barracks. The Deepcut deaths and
expressed by families involved with Daniel’s Trust and the associated publicity—not just round those, but
Deepcut as to whether those changes have had a other deaths and incidents of bullying in the armed
practical eVect, but there are certain processes that do forces—have done a great deal of damage to the
not need additional legislation. reputation of the armed forces, particularly to the
My other preliminary point concerns the role of the Army.

commanding oYcer, which is no doubt important. As I pay tribute to the Deepcut and Beyond families,
a complaint progresses up to the higher levels of the who came to give evidence, particularly Mr. Gray,
chain of command, there needs to be recognition of the Mrs. Farr and Mrs. Langford, with their adviser, Mr.
importance of the service ethos, which is essential, and Dickson. They came here with great dignity and gave
the eVective operation of the command function. That useful evidence to the Committee. Some members of
needs to be properly maintained. At the point before the Committee were reticent about taking evidence
one reaches the service complaint level, the from them, but their evidence has added to the
commanding oYcer should properly be involved and deliberations of the Committee.
dealing with complaints. When one considers I consider myself to be a friend and strong supporter
proposals, one has to balance the need to retain the of our armed forces. My constituency provides many
role of the commanding oYcer in the chain of youngmen andwomen to the armed forces. The north-
command with recognising the need for independence east, the area which I represent, also has many service
to provide the trust and confidence that complainants families living there. It is important to put that on the
and families would want. The issue of independence record. I reiterate the point that Deepcut and the
will no doubt be dealt with in more detail by the associated publicity—which has not just been about
proposer of new clause 24. Perhaps I can refer to Deepcut, but Catterick and other instances—has done
that later. a great deal of damage to the armed forces.
New clause 6 is designed to deal with the concerns An issue that concerns me is whether that publicity

and the perception that there might be obstacles to will have an impact on recruitment. Certainly I go into
progressing a grievance. It would do so diVerently schools and encourage the armed forces to go into my
frommeasures that we shall deal with shortly. It would local schools, because the forces oVer a good career
make it an oVence if a person subject to service law path for the young men and women in some of my

deprived communities. I know that the forces succeedundermined or stifled any procedure for the redress of
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there. I would not want that reputation to be damaged he did not even read it but just added his name to the
amendments of my hon. Friend the Member foror the confidence of the mothers and fathers

encouraging their young men and women to go into Motherwell and Wishaw and myself. Knowing the
hon. Gentleman, that is not unusual.Her Majesty’s armed forces to be undermined.

We need a mechanism to restore that reputation—
Bob Russell: I am trying to be helpful.important to that is independence from theMinistry of

Defence and the military. If the mechanism is to have Mr. Jones: The hon. Gentleman says from a
credibility and the confidence of the public, it has got sedentary position that he is trying to be helpful. So
to be independent and cannot be seen to be part of the am I.
MOD or the armed forces. The evidence of the
Deepcut and Beyond families that highlights that The Chairman: Order. No matter what the
point is on page 7 of their submission to us. The title provocation, the hon. Member for Colchester (Bob
encapsulates the point that I am trying to make: Russell) should not be making interventions from a
“Openness and Transparency”. They are the two sedentary position.
words that should run through the debate, ensuring

Mr. Jones: The Bett report recommended extendingthat everything that the armed forces are doing is seen
the terms of reference of the Parliamentaryas being open and transparent.
Commissioner for Administration to permit dealingIn the last Parliament, I had the privilege of sitting
with complaints from servicemen abouton the Defence Committee, which did a year-long
administrative matters. The recommendation was notinquiry into the duty of care for our servicemen in all
accepted, mainly on the grounds that the servicethree services. Although that report was generated
already had procedures to deal with redress. I shallfrom Deepcut, we did not just specifically look at the
come back to that, because it is a matter that keepsdeaths at Deepcut—we did not want to pre-empt what
coming up.Blake or other inquiries were doing. We took a
The report also considered whether we will bebroader look at what and how initial and other

unique in the world if we adopt the procedure. Clearly,training was carried out in the armed forces. The
we will not. Germany, Norway, Canada, Australia,experience that I came awaywith is a little like what we
Israel, Sweden and Finland all have methods forhave learned on this Committee, which is that our
reviewing the actions of their armed forces in terms ofarmed forces are all diVerent in the way that they do
complaints. They take the form of ombudsmen,things.
various types of independent commission and otherWe took extensive evidence. I cannot remember
bodies. I shall not labour the matter at length now, buthowmany visits we went on to training establishments
there are more details in the report—[Interruption.]throughout the UK. The report was well researched,
The hon.Member forWest Chelmsford says, “Phew”,well put together and is a body of evidence that anyone
but I have not finished by a long way.looking at the issue in the future can use as a definitive
The Bill gives us a great opportunity to take onpiece of work. The key recommendations were made

board the recommendations of the Select Committeeby myself and my hon. Friend the Member for
and to address concerns about how accountable ourMotherwell and Wishaw (Mr. Roy), who is now,
armed forces are.Having dealt with it over the past fiveunfortunately, in the purdah of the Whips OYce, but
years, I know that the Ministry of Defence is a greatwe felt strongly that an independent oversight of the
leviathan, which moves at a slow pace, sometimesarmed forces and complaints was needed. It was not
going in one direction and then taking 10 stepsjust the two of us who said that; there have been other
backwards. Because of public pressure on the issue andcalls for independent oversight. The Bett report, the
the Select Committee report, it has felt a little heat onindependent review of the armed forces’ manpower,
its large girth.careers and remuneration structures—
In the report, we recommend that an independent

Bob Russell: Can the hon. Gentleman advise the person should sit on the service boards. I cannot say
Committee what the outcome of his proposal was? that I accept that as a way forward in terms of
Was it agreed, and if so, was it unanimous? independence. It will be seen as a sop, and will not be

acceptable to the Deepcut families, the media or the
Mr. Jones: I am not sure whether the hon. public. However, if there is to be one independent

Gentleman is referring to the Bett report or to the person, we need to know where and why that person
Select Committee report. will sit, who he or she will be and what his or her role

will be. What expertise will be required?Bob Russell: The hon. Gentleman referred to a
The other issue that concerns me about putting therecommendation or proposal that he put forward.

service boards forward as the independent means of
redress to the great advancement of the MOD is thatMr. Jones: It was unanimously agreed by hon.

Members of all parties, which is what tends to the figures that we were given on 15 March on
complaints to the service boards for bullying andhappen in theDefence Committee. I hasten to add that

the only Liberal Democrat on the Committee at the harassment redresswere woefully small. Theymade no
reference to, and did notmatch up with, what has beentime was the hon. Member for Portsmouth, South

(Mr. Hancock) who, although he made a lot of light in the press. Neither did they reflect the good evidence
given byMrs. Farr, who provided numerous examplesand noise outside the Committee, rarely attended any

visits and when he did turn up to consider the report, of complaints that she had received from service
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[Mr. Jones] In phrasing new clause 24, I did not want to scare the
rabbits in the MOD—I know that they are sensitive

personnel. During questions from the hon. Member souls. I tried, unusually for me, to be as consensual as
for Salisbury and me, she referred to many cases at possible. New clause 24(2)(a) states that the
Catterick, which were not just high jinks or bullying. commissioner should use his or her power to deal with

complaints eYciently and eVectively. I take on boardOne concerned a young recruit who was threatened
the hon. Gentleman’s point—I do not want for oneand
minute to prolong the complaints, meaning that cases“the corporal held a machete to his throat”.
take for ever to be resolved. Trying to deal withWhen she was cross-examined by the hon. Member
complaints locally and eVectively is important. Newfor Aldershot, Mrs. Farr gave evidence that she
clause 24(7) states that once a formal investigation hasreceives regular complaints from service personnel at
been completed, the commissioner shouldplaces such as Catterick. Clearly, those complaints do “(a) inform the Secretary of State,

not appear on the list provided to the Committee. The (b) be given access to all documents and persons as he sees fit,
main reason that she came forward is that these cases (c) make a report in accordance to the appropriate

Commanding OYcers or Higher Authority.”are dealt with too far down the chain of command—
I included those words to ensure that matters do notthey never reach the service board. Therefore, having
jump outside the military but go back into the chain ofan independent person on a service board would be
command, because these things are problematical.next to useless. It might make someone in the MOD
Theywould not sit well completely outside themilitarytick a box to say that it had reacted to public concern
structure.about independence, but I disagree strongly that it

would help.
10.30 am

The main objection put forward by the hon.
The commissioner should try to reinforce publicGentleman was that an independent member of a

confidence. He would make an annual report toservice board would interfere with the chain of
Parliament, which would include the number ofcommand. Although I recognise that the chain of
complaints and how they had been dealt with, ensuringcommand is central to the culture and ethos of the
public scrutiny of his eVectiveness.armed forces, I do not agree that an independent
The Committee has already debated what type ofcommissioner would be an obstacle to it. Already, for

person should be a commissioner. I think it wouldexample, service personnel have independent redress
have to be someone who is not a serving member offor sexual and racial discrimination, and in her
HerMajesty’s armed forces, because the commissionerevidence to us, Mrs. Farr gave a great example of how
must be seen to be completely independent and notshe bypassed the chain of command by reporting
part of the chain of command.occurrences at Catterick directly to the commanding
This is a modest proposal. I shied away from theoYcer.

work done by the Select Committee on theMrs. Farr mentioned Colonel Jennings—I
ombudsman and from Mr. Blake’s report, whichcongratulate him; clearly, he is taking these matters
mentioned considering some individual casesseriously. If he is taking the matters on board and
retrospectively, because I could see the expenselistening to her concerns, it is good practice. No doubt
growing like Topsy, with a never-ending process ofhis approach will not go down well in the MOD, nor
investigation. It would be very diYcult to get to thewill it do a great deal of good for his career, but hemust bottom of cases that happened 10 or 20 years ago, forbe congratulated on addressing the real concerns.Mrs. example.

Farr is bypassing the chain of command to speak to
The MOD and the military will think that mythose at the top, which is good.

proposal is controversial. I know some people will not
like it and say that it tries to undermine the military,

Robert Key: Would the military complaints but I stress that that is not what I set out to do. I draw
commissioner be able to consider a complaint from a a parallel with what happened in the 1980s before the
member of the public against an individual serviceman Independent Police Complaints Commission was set
or woman? up, when similar arguments were made on why that

should not be done. It was said that it would hamper
Mr. Jones: That issue was raised several times in the the police and interfere with their operational

eVectiveness, but it did not.Select Committee on Defence. For example, the
complaints commissioner could legitimately be a The Select Committee took evidence from chief
former serviceman or woman. To have the constables, who said that independent scrutiny
commissioner bombarded with frivolous or vexatious enhances their role and eVectiveness in dealing with
complaints from people who have never been in or complaints. It does not hamper the police in terms of
connected to the armed forces would not work. In my how they do their job, and the new clause would not

hamper the military.opinion, the commissioner would consider only
complaints from current or former service personnel. I feel strongly that this is a matter not of whether
That would guard against the hon. Gentleman’s there should be a commissioner, but of when what is
concern that the commissioner would have a roving proposed will come into operation. I have said already
brief to respond to every Tom, Dick, Harry or Mary that I am worried about damage to the reputation of

the armed forces. The Defence Committee’swho wanted to make a complaint.
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investigations showed, unfortunately, that in some Then there is the question of the families themselves.
places this is a matter not of isolated incidents, but of In my experience, the chain of command often works
an endemic culture. That needs to be put right, which well when dealing with family disputes. Sometimes the
means independent oversight. That is the key way issue is regimental—debts, for example, and a family
forward. falling on hard times—or one of a husband serving in

Iraq and the family at home having diYculties withThe Conservative party is often seen as the defender
schooling. I often have to try to pick up the pieces inof the armed forces, protecting their integrity and the
such matters.way they operate. I consider myself someone who will

defend the armed forces—not for the same historic, I asked the hon. Gentleman whether he foresees the
possibly jingoistic, reasons put forward by people such independent military complaints commissioner
as the hon. Member for Aldershot, but because the perhaps being able to deal with complaints from a
people who serve in the armed forces are the sons and civilian. I had in mind the case, not infrequent in my
daughters of my constituents. Often, it is young men constituency, of a serviceman getting into debt with
and women from the more socially disadvantaged service providers—anything from childminders to taxi
areas of this country such as my constituency who go services—and disappearing behind the wire.
into the armed forces, and I want to ensure that they The traders involved in such cases assume that there
have the ultimate protection when they serve. is amagic wand calledMember of Parliament that they
This matter will not just go away and the Bill can wave at the Ministry of Defence to get everything

provides ample opportunity to put things right. If we sorted. They cannot, of course, because a serviceman
miss that opportunity, we will regret it in the coming has human rights like everybody else. It is not possible
years. Eventually, we will end upwith a commissioner, for the regiment, or indeed Ministers, to intervene
as I propose, or something very similar. directly in such cases and stop the pay of people who

owe money to taxi drivers. I thought that the hon.Robert Key: I share the hon. Gentleman’s motive, in
Gentlemanmight have such things inmind, but he saysthat I have in my constituency many thousands of
not. If I understand him rightly, such things would notservice families from various regiments. Some come
be a function of the commissioner. I am rather pleasedand go while some, such as the Royal Artillery, are
to hear that.permanently based there. A lot of bread-and-butter
There are other grave issues that we should perhapsissues concerning complaints about aspects of military

consider, such as Operation Antler. That relates to thelife are not handled very well in today’s terms.
occasion when a member of the public walked into aOnTuesday, I referred to the changing perception of
police station in the north-east of England to complainthe roles of commanding oYcers. It was a common
about the death of a serviceman with whom he hadexpectation 25 years ago that a commanding oYcer
served in 1953, whom he believed had died because ofwould have complete, unquestioning and unswerving
the irresponsible actions of the Ministry of Defence atloyalty and the responsibility to put right anything
Porton Down that year. I refer to the case of Ronaldthat was wrong, whether it be a serious military
Madison.complaint or a less serious matter such as a married
That led to the expenditure of millions of pounds,quarters dispute. I agree with the hon. Gentleman that

and permanently tied up about 40 policemen andtimes have moved on, and they will move on again.
women from the Wiltshire constabulary and theIt is now impossible for us to imagine life without a
Ministry of Defence police. It led to problems ofseries of ombudsmen, whether they be Parliamentary
shared bills—who would pay for that massiveCommissioners, local government, health, insurance
operation?—and brought enormous discomfort to theor legal ombudsmen, or the IPCC, to which the hon.
Ministry of Defence. Perhaps it could have beenGentleman referred.However, examples come tomind
handled by a military complaints commissioner in theof much bigger cases, and I wonder whether a military
first place.complaints commissioner, as envisaged in the new

clause, would have been helpful.
Mr. Jones: I am trying through my new clause toThe case of Colonel Pople, which arose a few years

negate what the hon. Gentleman has described, so thatago, occupied for months dozens of military personnel
frivolous and vexatious cases could be sifted out. Inwho had much better things to do than inquire into
cases such as the one he is referring to, the complaintand pass judgment on whether the behaviour of an
should be to the police with respect to their reasons forArmy oYcer with a Royal Navy oYcer was
taking the course of action that they did in the firstappropriate or inappropriate. In this day and age,
place.there might be a case for taking that sort of thing away

from the chain of command, leaving those people with
Robert Key: I am grateful to the hon. Gentleman forthings more appropriate for them to consider.

clarifying that. What I am really saying, having doneI referred earlier to the slightly misunderstood—
a bit of a tour d’horizon of very small and very largesome might say mysterious—role of chaplains in the
cases, is that there undoubtedly are cases for which theforces and to the other religions now served by men of
function of a military complaints commissionerthose particular faiths. Work must be done there: they
should be considered.We do, after all, have experienceseek to provide an independent ear for people in the
from other, not dissimilar, forces in Australia andforces, but clearly that is not working as well as it
Canada, for which the system has worked well. I hopemight. That is another example of a function that

could be pursued. that we shall not just dismiss it.
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[Robert Key] clause 6. However, if they do not want to listen, I shall
not bother, although it seems foolish to draft a new

I am sure that the Minister will not do that, but I clause and not listen to responses.
suspect that he will say that this is an idea whose time New clause 6 has something to be said for it and I
has almost come, although he might not even go that want to raise with my hon. Friend theMinister what it
far. I should say that it is an ideawhose time has almost is driving at. If there is interference in procedure, there
come and I am pretty sure that if a further should be a means of dealing with it and ways to send
quinquennial Act is envisaged, it will be on the agenda. out a signal that those who interfere in such procedure
I hope that between now and then the issue will be are likely to find themselves in trouble.
positively resolved, but we must take it seriously for As for the civil side of such procedures, the position
the sake not just of Army families, but of commanding would be that people who tried to intervene in a
oYcers, as well as the Ministry of Defence and its grievance that was likely to lead to civil or criminal
functions. proceedings would be guilty of perverting the course of
I welcome the new clause and congratulate the hon. justice. They would be subject to a penalty if their role

Member for North Durham (Mr. Jones) on tabling it was discovered.
for the Committee to consider. I suspect that we shall Although I accept that the aim of new clause 6 is
not get as far as agreeing it today, but we should take commendable, there would be no need for it if there
it seriously now, and we will have to take it seriously were the same fundamental position within military
in future. discipline, military complaints and military

procedures. If intervening in suchmatters would, as on[Sarah McCarthy-Fry in the Chair]
the civilian side, pervert the course of justice, the

Vera Baird: I support my hon. Friend the Member territory that the hon. Member for Enfield, Southgate
for North Durham, and I pay tribute to his hopes to deal with would already be covered.
perseverance and the clear arguments he has made on However, I cannot understand why such action would
this point over a long time, during the duty of care not be a perversion of the course of justice, just because
deliberations and on this occasion. I am satisfied that one sort of court as opposed to another was involved,
he is arguing his case from the point of view of a friend but if it would not be a perversion of the course of
of the military, and I want to adopt the same attitude. justice, theremight be something to be said formaking

it clear—either through criminalising an interferenceMr. Burns: Can the hon. and learned Lady help me with complaints or in another way—that complaintsa little? I assume that the Minister, and Government must be allowed to go through.policy, do not support the creation of such a body, so
I now wish to pay more glorious tribute to my hon.how can the Parliamentary Private Secretary to the

Friend the Member for North Durham. He set outHome Secretary, whom I believe is bound by collective
clearly a strong argument for why, at this stage in ourresponsibility, take a view contrary to that of the
military’s history, it should seriously be consideredGovernment?
whether there is not a need, in its interests, for external

Vera Baird: The hon. Gentleman will have to wait scrutiny, monitoring and inspection as suggested in his
and see what the Government say, but there is no bar new clause. I speak not as someone who can truly
to anyone expressing views on a matter outside their describe themselves in any way as a lifelong friend of
Department, whatever their role in that Department. the military, but my constituency in the north-east of

England resembles that of my hon. Friend, as heThe hon. Gentleman missed a treat the other day
when I introduced anAdjournment debate on attrition described it.
in rape cases, in which I said quite a bit about how There is a deep military tradition in areas that, like
policies could be improved. He is probably—this my constituency and that of my hon. Friend, have
would surprise me, because he has been a Member of suVered historical unemployment in the post-
the House of Commons for longer than me by a industrial decline from which the north-east has
considerable margin—misunderstanding the position. suVered for many years, although—happily and
Also, quite frankly, he is getting in my hair, as I want steadily under the nourishment of this excellent
to make a brief supportive contribution to a good Chancellor and his brilliant capacity to stabilise the
argument. economy—that position is declining.

We are seeing a real upsurge in the sub-regional10.45 am
economy in Teesside. None the less, I am happy that,

Mr. Burns: I am grateful to the hon. and learned notwithstanding the progress that Labour has brought
Lady for giving way, as this is more fun: has she ever to constituencies such as mine, there continues to be a
read the code of conduct for Parliamentary Private strong military tradition.
Secretaries? Undoubtedly, such roots stem from a large amount

of unemployment, as a result of which healthy, fitThe Chairman: Order. There is no need to respond.
young men with ambition look for an alternative

Vera Baird:My dear Ms McCarthy-Fry, I wrote it. career. Grandfathers, fathers and sons—and now, of
course, daughters, more frequently than before—haveBefore I speak in support of my hon. Friend the
followed that pattern. My constituency has thatMember for North Durham, I want to say a little—I
culture and tradition. It takes pride in the fact that wehope without any rubbishy and stupid interruptions—

about the issue raised by the Opposition under new have historically played a role in military service.
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Therefore, it would be a huge pity if ordinary such a system exists inAustralia andCanada. In broad
terms, I add my support to the idea proposed sofamilies from places such as Redcar were to stop
eloquently by my hon. Friend.having faith in the military and to stop believing that

they could send their children to it in the knowledge
that they would leave with better discipline and better
skills, and be developed in their interest and that of the

Mr. Burrowes: I too pay tribute to the hon. Membermilitary. People need also to know that the
forNorthDurham for hismotivation to deal with suchenvironment in which they would work as members of
concerns. I endorse also the comments of my hon.the military is safe, in the sense that it has due regard
Friend the Member for Salisbury and the hon. andto their welfare.
learnedMember for Redcar (Vera Baird). This serious
issue needs to be addressed and no party has a[Mr. George Howarth in the Chair]
monopoly of concern about the armed forces. That isThe Deepcut and Catterick issues—Catterick is
shared, and we all want a system that has theclose to the area that my hon. Friend the Member for
confidence and trust of members of the armed forcesNorth Durham and I represent—have been
and, indeed, their families.consistently and heavily reported in the local media:
The hon. Member for North Durham sought to goevery twist and turn, and every mystery, complaint,

along with compassionate conservatism and tosad parent and upset grandparent have been
embrace that approach. His proposal, which is verysubstantially covered.
much statutory and legislative, perhaps exposes aThere is a danger that parents who would with pride
distinction: one does not need to legislate forhave ushered their children into the military will now
compassion to be able to show it. Indeed, the essencethink twice, because they can envisage their perhaps
of compassion is to suVer with, and be on the side of,not hugely educated or confident young teenagers
those not necessarily statutory, but voluntary, bodiespossibly finding themselves trapped beneath a chain of
that stand alongside those making complaints.command that prevents them from complaining about
That bringsme to perhaps themain point on dealingsomething that they simply do not have the

with such problems, which we are concerned about,resources—being on their own, away from home and
and seeking to restore confidence. I respectfullywith nowhere to turn—to manage.
suggest that the answer is not to have a militaryBriefly, I shall lendmy support to my hon. Friend to
complaints commissioner, who would not deal withavoid painting such a picture, which could undermine
the problems that we have experienced and thethe pride in military service in areas such as mine. This
concerns that no doubt will be expressed later today inyear, due to my involvement with the Bill and because
the House in the statement on the Blake report.my constituency is steeped in military tradition, I
The problems at Catterick, as well as those concernsjoined the armed forces parliamentary scheme to

expressed by Deepcut and Beyond and by Daniel’sunderstand a little more about how the military
Trust, need to be addressed more fundamentally thanfunctions, coming as I do from a non-military
through a military complaints commissioner. Theybackground.
need to be addressed at the lowest level. ThoseThis week, I had the good fortune to go Shrivenham
concernedmust have access to the appropriate welfareand have many conversations with senior personnel
services and have the confidence to speak to them toabout the new types of training being made available
seek redress. That does not necessarily mean that wein the aftermath of Deepcut and Catterick. I am told
need to go down the route of a complaintsthat the military chaplaincy group now brings into commissioner. That might make take our eye oV the

play many courses for people who will be instructing, ball with regard to the main concern, which is to have
at grass-roots level, recruits of the kind about whom those services in place doing the job that we wish, and
we are concerned. Those courses will cover pastoral might not assist with the timeliness of redress, which
care, encouragement, and so on. So clearly, the can be a problem.
military, within its own confines, has learned lessons

I appreciate that hon. Members want to recognisefrom Deepcut and is rectifying its attitude to young
the role of the commanding oYcer, but, if the servicepeople. But is that enough?
ethos and eVective operation of command functions isI was impressed byMrs. Farr and the evidence given to be maintained, commanding oYcers and higher

by those families, and by her ability to get round the levels in the chain of command should be able to
chain of command to bring some welfare satisfaction correct situations that have gone wrong during the
to grievously worried young people before things got complaints process. The proposal for a military
out of hand. That is a model of what should be readily complaints commissioner suggests the investigation of
available to the young people in my constituency all serious complaints and that any complaint made to
about whom I am concerned. him requires investigation. The commanding oYcer
My brief exposure to the military through my could be leapfrogged, which could be commendable in

deliberate involvement in the armed forces scheme—in relation to what Mrs. Farr is trying to do, but I
order to examine the issue—has not made me think question whether it is ideal. The new clause would
that the chain of command would be ruptured or provide the statutory authority for that leapfrogging,
damaged in any way if such a system was put in place. which would not be warranted. We need to deal with

the issue at a much lower level.I am, of course, cheered in that view by the fact that
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Mr. Jones: What I have said about that is on the dishonest done by those in the chain of command or
by any other service person is already an oVence underrecord. I do not disagree thatminor, trivial complaints

should be dealt with at the lowest level, but we are clause 19.
dealing here with serious bullying leading to non- Myhon. and learnedFriend theMember forRedcar
combat deaths and other incidents. referred to stifling a complaint, which would be an
Under subsection (7)(c) of the new clause, one of the oVence under clause 19 and would also be an oVence

commissioner’s roles would be to of neglect of duty under clause 15 if committed by a
commanding oYcer. Clause 19 deals with actions or“make a report in accordance to the appropriate Commanding

OYcers or Higher Authority”, omissions that are
and subsection (8) says: “prejudicial to good order and service discipline.”
“Where a Commanding OYcer or Higher Authority receives a Improper conduct that “undermines or stifles” the

report from the commissioner under subsection (7) he must act on redress of a complaint is fully captured by that clause.
the information in that report.” The proposed new clause reflects the concern that
Therefore, far from bypassing the chain of command, colleagues have shown that service personnel feel
I want to tie it back to the chain of command to ensure intimidated about making formal complaints because
that action is taken. In many cases that I have of the repercussions that may occur from within the
examined in relation to the Defence Committee’s chain of command or from those who are the subject
report, that was not done. of the complaint.

The Committee has noted on several occasions thatMr. Burrowes: I am grateful for those points, but the the number of complaints of harassment or bullyingnew clause would involve the chain of command and that reach service board level is extremely low.commanding oYcers through the report from the
Introducing a new oVence would not address the issuecommissioner. There must be a process that maintains
as a serviceman can already be charged for any activitya balance between recognising commanding oYcers
that the new clause seeks to cover. In any event, theand higher levels in the chain of command when the
new clause is too vague and broadly based. It couldprocess is moved up to the service complaint panels as
make an oVence of the legitimate actions of thoseproposed, instead of automatically going to the
within the chain of command or others involved incommissioner and being referred back, and accepting
processing a complaint who need to be able to advisethe need for independence. The Bill provides for an
the complainant about it, including by advising himindependent member of a service complaint panel and
that his case might fail. If they were to advise, foran external reviewer.
example, that something could not legally be the

I want to make some brief comments on that, as the subject of a complaint, or that the redress sought could
Minister accepted that the external reviewer does not not be granted, that could be interpreted asrequire statutory powers, but will provide the “undermining or stifling” a complaint. It is legitimateindependent review that we all believe is needed, which action as the complainant needs to be given an honestwill then go direct to the Secretary of State. It is noted appraisal by those who can help him of how best tothat such a review will not have the power to reopen

prepare his complaint. We need to reassurecases. Will the Minister say whether any statutory
complainants that their complaints will not be subjectprovisions would be required to do that, if it was
to the behaviour in question, but a new oVence is notconsidered appropriate that the review should have
the way to do it. We rather need to instil in servicethat power?
personnel a culture that encourages appropriate

The other concern relates to theMinister’s proposal behaviour and does not necessarily see a complainant
for his Department to conduct such a review through as a threat. The oVence in clause 19 will be used as
defence internal audit, given that it will take some time necessary.
to appoint an external reviewer. It cannot be

Turning to new clause 24, I associatemyself with thesatisfactory to have that interim position, with the
remarks made by my hon. Friend the Member forreview being conducted under the Department’s own
North Durham about the dignity with which thedefence internal audit while we wait for the external
representatives of Deepcut came here and gavereviewer to be appointed. How long will it be before
evidence. They did so in a way that impressedthe external reviewer is in place? There are concerns
everybody, movingly and with feeling. We fullythat hewill not have the capacity and the independence
understand their concerns and what they were goingto follow through what we all want—an independent,
through. My hon. Friend proposes in the new clauseexternal review.
that there should be a military complaints
commissioner. I acknowledge the very serious11 am
background to the new clause and I have listened
carefully to his comments and those of the hon.Mr. Touhig: I acknowledge the laudable intentions
Member for Salisbury and others.behind new clause 6, which stands in the name of the
As I have said, we all want to ensure that all servicehon. Member for Enfield, Southgate and supports

personnel feel free to make a complaint and that thoseredress in relation to grievance procedures. We all
who do have it dealt with quickly and fairly. It is alsowant to ensure that service personnel feel free to make
important that the public are reassured that thea complaint and that all those who do so have it dealt
complaints system works eVectively. New clause 24with without any improper interference. I hope that I

can reassure the Committee that anything improper or proposes fundamental changes to the complaints
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system by the establishment of a military complaints me. I might have had diVerent words to say, but I am
being rather circumspect as I await the publication ofcommissioner, as my hon. Friend has outlined. In his
Mr. Blake’s report and the statement by my rightremarks he touched on redress and referred to the huge
hon. Friend.number of complaints about bullying. It is true that the

number of cases of bullying that have to go all the way
I hope that with that explanation the hon. Memberto the service boards has been very small. However,

for Enfield, Southgate and my hon. Friend theMrs. Farr’s evidence made it clear that that does not
Member for North Durham will not press the newmean that complaints of bullying are not being dealt
clauses. I have no doubt that we will return to thiswith. Commanding oYcers take such complaints
matter on Report.seriously, and it is right that they should be dealt with

by the CO or a higher authority.
Colleagues will be aware that our proposals for

redress of complaint are aimed at balancing the
Mr. Burrowes: New clause 6 was, in essence,competing needs of improving confidence in the

probing. I have noted theMinister’s response, but I amsystem by introducing independence from the chain of
not wholly convinced that the new clause is notcommand and preserving its authority. I think that all
necessary. Although it is recognised that other clausesparties have agreed to that. We suggested that that
could deal with the problem, it is also recognised thatcould be achieved by appointing an independent
there is a civilian oVence of perverting the course ofmember to the service complaints panel in cases
justice. However, from a practical point of view, I amdealing with harassment or bullying, for example, or
not aware of cases involving civilian complaintsother improper behaviour. We have suggested
procedures that have come to fruition by way of anappointing an external, independent reviewer who will
oVence of perverting the course of justice. Indeed, suchassess the complaints system by focusing on the
prosecutions are rare.eVectiveness, timeliness and fairness of the system and

report to the Secretary of State. We have also There is still value in having a clause in the Bill that
suggested various means of improving support for sends out a signal that complaints have to be properly
those making a complaint, including the provision of followed through and makes it clear that in such cases
additional civilian welfare workers for the Army, the grievance procedure is involved. However, at this
development of joint standards for welfare and greater stage, I do not wish to press the new clause.
use of mediation services.
I hope that colleagues will understand, from the few

remarks that I am about to make, that I am not able
to go much further at this stage in respect of the Mr. Jones: Clearly, politics these days is very
Committee’s consideration of the new clauses. The confusing. I still cannot get my head round where the
hon. Member for Enfield, Southgate said that the diVerent parts of the new Conservative party come
external reviewer has no powers to reopen cases, and from. The hon. Member for Salisbury is a completely
askedwhether hewould need statutory power to do so. signed-up member of the new Conservative cause,
The hon. Gentleman is right; the external reviewer is a going by his comments on the Bill, but I am saddened
non-statutory appointment and he would not be able that a new Member such as the hon. Member for
to reopen a case himself without a statutory power to Enfield, Southgate is not joining the new,
do so. compassionate conservatism. A word of advice—he

should possibly stick to his instincts rather than listenColleagues will be anxious to get into the Chamber
to the hon. Member for Aldershot.later. Theywill be aware thatNicholas Blake,QC,who

has conducted a review of the deaths of service
Also, I am saddened that in this important debate,personnel at Deepcut, will publish his report today.

which is going to get a lot of airtime later today, thereMy right hon. Friend the Minister of State will make
is not a single person on the Liberal Democrat Fronta statement on the report to the House this afternoon.
Bench. Throughout the deliberations of the lastI understand that Mr. Blake’s report may make some
Defence Committee, we had a lot of light and heatrecommendations on the issues covered by the new
from the hon. Member for Portsmouth, South. Noclause on the military complaints commissioner.
doubt, he will tell us later today what we should andClearly, theGovernment will have to examine in detail
should not be doing, but the fact that the Liberalthe recommendations contained in that report. I am
Democrats cannot even turn up to listen to the newsure that colleagues will understand that I am not in a
clause or to get involved in our debate is very sad.position to say much more about that until the report

is published and the statement is made, but I give an I have listened closely to what the Minister said. I
undertaking that we will review the proposals in the understand the diYcult position that he is in, with a
light of Mr. Blake’s report. statement on Nicholas Blake’s report being made to
I recognise that the Committee is due to end its the House in just over an hour’s time. Clearly the

deliberations on the Bill this month, but I am afraid Minister would not want to pre-empt that in the
that I do not expect to be able to return to this subject Committee. I also appreciate the sincerity of his
before it reports to the House. However, I have no contribution today. He has given a commitment to
doubt that we will need and want to return to this consider seriously what comes out of Blake and to take

on board what was said today by the members of thematter onReport. I hope that colleagues will bear with
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[Mr. Jones] At this stage, I am happy to listen to the Minister
and amnot thinking of pressing the amendments to the

Committee and the spirit in which the new clause was vote. However, it is a cause of concern that there will
put down. With that assurance from the Minister, I not be a right to have an independent person on a
will not press the new clause. panel and it would be better to put that right in the Bill.

11.15 amQuestion put and agreed to.

Clause 330 ordered to stand part of the Bill. Mr. Touhig: Clause 332 sets out the eligibility
criteria for, and the composition of, a service

Clause 331 ordered to stand part of the Bill. complaint panel. It permits the Secretary of State to
make further provision in regulations about its
composition, on which my hon. and learned Friend

Clause 332 has just spoken. In particular, the clause allows for the
appointment to a panel of an independent memberComposition and procedure of service complaint

who is not a member of the armed forces or a civilpanels

servant.
My hon. and learned Friend’s amendment wouldVera Baird: I beg to move amendment No. 160, in

require there to be an independent member on everyclause 332, page 166, line 41, leave out subsection (1).
service complaint panel. I am grateful for the
opportunity to address that matter, as the role of theThe Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
panel is such an important part of the servicediscuss amendment No. 161, in clause 332, page 167,
complaints system for which the Bill provides.line 4, at end insert—
We have proposed that an independent member be‘( ) At least one member of a service complaint panel must be

appointed to consider certain types of case. Thosean independent member.’.
include cases relating to unlawful discrimination or
harassment on racial grounds or on the grounds of sex,Vera Baird: I can put this shortly, because the
religion, belief or sexual orientation. The same wouldprinciple is analogous to the one just talked about and
apply for bullying. An independent member wouldhas been discussed in our deliberations a number of
serve on a panel wherematters of dishonesty and othertimes.
improper, unprofessional or biased behaviour mightThe statutory right of complaint exists because there
be involved. Thatmight include taking steps to preventis no employment law in the military. Because the
unauthorised activity from coming to light; behaviourarmed forces are without a contract of employment,
that is based on a predisposition or prejudice against,rights to legal remedy for matters arising from service
or in favour of, a person; and treating a person lessare limited, so an internal statutory redress system is
favourably than others on improper grounds othermassively important. At the moment, the system is
than those prohibited by anti-discriminationcumbersome. The provisions in the Bill are wisely
legislation. All those matters relate to improperintended to speed that up. The idea is that if a
behaviour of some kind.complaint is not capable of resolution by the
We considered a number of factors carefully beforecommand chain, it should go to a service board.

concluding what would be a relevant category of caseI would be grateful if theMinister would confirmmy
for which an independent member should be on thereading of the Bill that there is a power for the
panel. A principal factor must be the value that theSecretary of State to decide that there should be an
person can bring to the decision-making process. Iindependent member on a service board. According to
think that we would all agree that value is a subjectivethe explanatory notes about the relevant clauses, that
element in this context. However, for the independentwould be used when complaints are going to involve
member, I believe that we should consider whatbullying or harassment—exactly the kind of thing we
experience and knowledge would be helpful, and thehave been concerned about here.
injection of a fresh but informed perspective on a case.The issue raised by my amendment—making it
That said, a service person or a civil servant willautomatic that there is an independent member on a
contribute with specialist knowledge and experienceservice complaint panel—is a narrow one. In cases of
built up over a number of years and in a wide varietybullying and harassment that are likely to evoke the
of situations.Secretary of State’s power, would that be suYcient
We therefore analysed the types of complaintprotection? Or is not the position that the chain of

submitted by service personnel, and examined whichcommand can appear to the soldier to be his adversary
categories of case would benefit from an independentin exactly that kind of case, which involves bullying
member being on the panel. Cases break down broadlyand harassment and cannot satisfactorily be dealt with
into the following types: those involving improperthrough the chain of command? Would it not be
behaviour, to which I have referred; those involvingappropriate that a soldier in that position should have
career and employment matters, such as appraisals,a right to an independent member on the panel, rather
promotions and appointments; and those involvingthan depending on the discretion of the Secretary of
matters relating to regulations and entitlements, suchState—exercised down the line somewhere—to allow

that to happen? as pay, travel, housing and medals.
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We concluded that cases relating to career matters but could result in delay if we were not able to obtain
a suitable member for a case in a timely fashion. Weand regulations or entitlements would not, in themain,
have talked at diVerent times about delays inbenefit from the contribution of an independent
procedures across the board. We would not want tomember. Such cases would benefit much more from
fashion a new delay in this context.the knowledge and experience of service personnel or
I do not want to detain the Committee for muchperhaps civil servants. They would bring a particular

longer, because I know that colleagues want to get tovalue in listening to such a case. Indeed, an
the Chamber. I have alreadymentioned the report thatindependent member might find himself or herself
is being published today by Nicholas Blake. We mayunable to contribute without an understanding of
need to review the role of the service complaints panelregulations, career and trade structures and so on.
in relation to any recommendation that he mightIndependence from the services is not a critical factor
make, so we will have to return to the subject, and Iin cases relating to interpretation of regulations and
hope to do so on Report. I hope that, as a result of myentitlements.
remarks, my hon. and learned Friend will feel able toImproper behaviour as the ground for a complaint, withdraw her amendment.

however, is a concept that does not rely on the service
Vera Baird: I am very grateful to the Minister forcontext or specialist knowledge to anywhere near the

having displayed the depth of analysis that has gonesame extent. Therefore, an independent member
into the clause. I am satisfied that he has made a clearwould not be at a disadvantage in dealing with such a
case that there is a certain kind of panel to which nocase. In respect of improper behaviour, independence
value would be added by an independent member.from the services would be a positive measure to
Consequently, I beg to ask leave to withdraw thedemonstrate to complainants and others, both within
amendment.and outside the services, that we do not fear

transparency and openness. That will come out in the Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.
statement and discussion in the House later today.

Clause 332 ordered to stand part of the Bill.Finally, there would be a practical point to consider
in requiring an independent member to be part of each Clauses 333 and 334 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
panel. A much larger cohort of independent members

Further consideration adjourned—[Mr. Alanwould be required to deal with all the cases, because
Campbell.]people might wish to have independent members with

diVerent experience or knowledge to deal with Committee rose at twenty-two minutes past
diVerent types of case. Such an increase in their Eleven o’clock till Thursday 30 March at half-past

Ten o’clock.number would not only have financial implications,
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Amendments Nos. 45 to 49 prevent deductions andSelect Committee on the forfeiture from being provided for by relevant
instrument, but it will be possible for deductions to beArmed Forces Bill provided for by royal warrant under new clause 12.
The overall eVect is that pay and allowances and

Thursday 30 March 2006 certain deductions can be set out for all the services in
a royal warrant.

[Mr. George Howarth in the Chair]

Robert Key (Salisbury) (Con): I am grateful to the
Minister for that explanation. To save lookingArmed Forces Bill
through all the relevant papers, I hope that he can

10.30 am clarify something. I am particularly concerned about
deductions at source—for example, by the Child

The Chairman:May I say at the outset that I know Support Agency—and whether non-payment of
members of the Committee are anxious to dispatch our council tax would be included in the provision. The
final responsibility swiftly? So far in this phase of our third category, which I mentioned yesterday, is
deliberations, I have been very tolerant about lengthy personal debts of service personnel. For example,
interventions, but I will not be so tolerant about such someone may privately run up an account with a taxi
interventions today. They should be brief and, if firm. To what extent can deductions be made from
possible, restricted to a question. source?

This is a common problem. I have come across cases
in all three categories regularly over the years in myClause 335
constituency. It is a great aggravation to individual

Forfeitures and deductions: general provisions servicemen and women. The CSA example aVects not
only serving oYcers of all ranks, but their spouses,
their ex-spouses and their partners. It is an ongoingThe Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for
problem, and this might be an opportunity to addressDefence (Mr. Don Touhig): I beg to move amendment
it. I shall be grateful if the Minister can shed any lightNo. 45, in clause 335, page 168, line 26, leave out from
on it.“other Act” to end of line 27.

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to Mr. Touhig: My understanding is that the
discuss the following: Government amendments Nos. provisions do not cover personal debts. However, if a
46 to 49. firmgets a court judgment, it can be deducted by order.
Government new clause 12—Pay, bounty and Does that help the hon. Gentleman?

allowances.

Robert Key indicated assent.Mr. Touhig: I take note, Mr. Howarth, of what you
said. With the Committee’s permission, I shall move

Mr. David Burrowes (Enfield, Southgate) (Con): Isome Government amendments formally.
wish to pre-empt consideration of the amendments inClause 335 provides for forfeitures and deductions
my name and the names of my hon. Friends to clarifyfrom the pay of service personnel. Under the clause, no
a number of points. Our concern is on parliamentaryforfeiture of pay may be imposed unless authorised
scrutiny, which is the essence of our amendments,under the Bill or another Act. Deductions may be
particularly in the context of thewritten evidence givenauthorised under the Bill or another Act, including
by theDepartment to theDefenceCommittee last yearwhat are called “relevant” instruments or by royal
on regulations issued under the royal prerogative. Inwarrant. Under the clause, relevant instruments and
considering when such regulations would needroyal warrants cannot be used to impose any
parliamentary scrutiny, the Department wrote:deduction or forfeiture that amounts to a penalty. The

types of forfeiture and deduction that can be made “As part of this work in some cases where the RN, in particular,
currently make regulations under the Royal Prerogative, such asunder the Bill are set out in clause 336. They include,
in relation to Boards of Inquiry, this power will be replaced byfor example, forfeiture in respect of prescribed periods
statutory provisions made by subordinate legislation as is alreadyof absence from duty and in respect of wrongful
the case for the other two Services.”damage to public or service property.
Why will such provisions be exempt fromAmendments Nos. 45 to 49 are closely related to
parliamentary scrutiny? Will the Minister clarifynew clause 12, which provides a harmonised system for
whether it would be legal under Government newsetting service pay and allowances. At themoment, the
clause for a future Secretary of State unilaterally tolegislative documents used for that purpose are
impose a pay freeze or pay cut on the armed forcesdiVerent for each of the services. As I shall explain
without recourse to Parliament?further in relation to clause 336, the new provisions

allow all service pay and allowances to be made by
Mr. Touhig: I do not believe that that is the case, butroyal warrant. They also provide for certain

I will make further inquiries and refer back to thedeductions from pay and allowances to be made by
royal warrant. matter before the end of this sitting.
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[Mr. Touhig] to attend that the military have sustained throughout
our inquiry on the issue. The question that we should

Amendment agreed to. consider is whether the presumption is that next of kin
do not attend or that they do. In my view, the

Amendment made: No. 46, in clause 335, page 168, balancing factor to the two reservations that the
line 29, leave out from “other Act” to end of line 33.— military have expressed is the importance in the
[Mr. Touhig.] grieving process of allowing next of kin to understand

as early as possible, and in as much detail as possible,Mr. Burrowes: I beg to move amendment No. 172,
exactly what happened to the person who died.in clause 335, page 168, line 29, leave out from “Act”

to end of line 33. Sarah McCarthy-Fry (Portsmouth, North) (Lab): I
accept what my hon. and learned Friend is sayingThe Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
about the grieving process. Does she accept that thediscuss amendment No. 173, in clause 335, page 168,
purpose of a board of inquiry is to ascertain as quicklyline 34, leave out “Royal Warrant or”.
as possible what went wrong in order to prevent any

Mr. Burrowes:With the Minister’s assurance that I operational diYculties, because until that is done,
will receive a response to my earlier comments, I beg often planes are grounded and things do not happen?
to ask leave to withdraw the amendment. The purpose of a board of inquiry is diVerent from that

of an inquest.
Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

Vera Baird: I have not mentioned inquests and I
Amendments made: No. 47, in clause 335, page 168, entirely accept what my hon. Friend says. In fact, I

line 34, leave out “or relevant instrument” and insert started by saying that an inquiry has a diVerent
‘under section (Pay, bounty and allowances)’. purpose from investigating the death. If issues of delay
No. 48, in clause 335, page 169, line 13, leave out arose, they would have to be discussed with the next of

from “may” to “which” in line 14 and insert kin, but we are talking only about a presumption that
‘also be deducted from any bounty, allowance or grant’. people attend or a presumption that they do not. Let
No. 49, in clause 335, page 169, line 16, leave out us say that there is a presumption that they attend. In

subsection (7).—[Mr. Touhig.] an exigent situation in which it is impossible or wholly
impractical for them to attend, the presumption can ofClause 335, as amended, ordered to stand part of course be rebutted. The question is about which leg the

the Bill. boot is on, as it were.
In my view, the need for parents or other next of kinClause 336 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

to grieve and to understand as early as possible what
happened outweighs the two reasons given by theClause 337
military for not allowing there to be a presumption

Service inquiries that people attend. The analogy is with an inquest. The
purpose is diVerent from that of an inquiry, but

Vera Baird (Redcar) (Lab): I beg to move inevitably, if someone has died an unpleasant death,
amendment No. 162, in clause 337, page 171, line 28, the next of kin are entitled to attend the inquest, and
after “persons”, insert evidence is, so far as we know, given fully, frankly and
‘(including, in the case of an inquiry into a death, the next of kin openly by all parties. There has never been a
of the deceased)’. suggestion anywhere that I can think of that an inquest
The amendment is intended to facilitate a debate on was not a practical way to receive such evidence, or

whether the next of kin should be able to attend an that it was not of good quality, because of the presence
inquiry into a death. I appreciate that the purpose of of the next of kin.
an inquiry is not to investigate a death but to I accept that the purpose of the two things is
investigate what has gone wrong for the future use of diVerent, but the circumstances of discussing in
themilitary. However, we should consider whether the immense detail how the person died are the same. The
next of kin should be able to attend if a death is presence of next of kin at inquests is something that we
involved. just live with on a day-to-day basis. My contribution
The current presumption seems to be that the next to the debate is to suggest that it would be appropriate

of kin should not attend. The rationale for that is that to have a presumption that the next of kin should
it can impede the inquiry’s purpose because there may attend an inquiry.
be unpleasant testimony to be given about exactly
what happened to the person who was killed, and such Mr. Colin Breed (South-East Cornwall) (LD):

During the passage of the Bill, and in our visits andtestimony may be much harder to deliver, although it
is still essential that it be delivered, in the presence of discussions, this issue has cropped up from time to

time and that has enabled us to consider the balance ofthe next of kin. It is also believed that the individual
who may be responsible for causing the death or opinion on it. Whereas the presumption or the

principle must be, I believe, that next of kin shouldinjuries might be impeded from being completely
frank. That is not a criticism of the honesty of soldiers, have some right to attend an inquiry, we are aware of

the practical diYculties and other relevant matters.but recognition of the pressure that the presence of a
next of kin could put on an individual. Those are the There may be diYculties to do with where the inquiry

is taking place. It may be on board ship a long wayarguments as to why next of kin should not be entitled
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from these shores, or it may be in a conflict area and a right and proper. I should like to put it on the record
that he said he thought that the way in which thediYcult and dangerous place. There may be

restrictions on time and if there were, the lessons Ministry of Defence had handled that case was
exemplary.would not be learned as early as they could be to try to

prevent the repetition of the accident that had
The Chairman: Briefly.happened.

There is the question of classified material and Mr. Howarth: Indeed, I will be brief. That person
whether all the evidence could be produced in certain particularly mentioned how much the families
circumstances. I accept that people could be excluded appreciated being kept fully informed and being told
for certain parts of an inquiry. We have discussed the before Parliament was. I hope that adds to my hon.
question of the sensitivity of evidence. Would the Friend’s argument.
people giving evidence feel constrained in any way by
the presence of the next of kin from providing all the Mr. Burrowes: I amgrateful tomy hon. Friend. That
detail, which can be quite distressing? Generally, that is a model example of the need to inform the families
last point is a matter of subjectivity. If the next of kin and how it should be done. It can be dealt with without
were advised that some evidence might well be necessarily prescribing it as a right in the Bill. The
distressing but they still wanted to go ahead and hear involvement and attendance of the next of kin can be
it, that should be their decision. dealt with in secondary legislation.
There may be diYculties with time, place and so on,

Mr. Touhig: The purpose of the amendment is toor of course there may be no such diYculties. There is
give the next of kin a legal right to be present at thea balance to be struck, but it is diYcult to codify that
proceedings. If the next of kin were to be granted suchin a legislative process. I support the presumption that
a legal right, it would no longer be for the Secretary ofthe next of kin will attend, if at all possible. The
State to decide whether he wished to permit them to bedefining phrase is “if at all possible.” If diYculties of
present at the proceedings. If family members aretime, place and everything else make it almost
allowed to be present, other than to give evidence, itimpossible, the presumption might be overruled. If we
will be authorised on an exceptional basis under thecan somehow codify that so that the presumption is
regulations.preserved, I am prepared to support it.
As my hon. and learned Friend the Member for

10.45 am Redcar mentioned, historically there are two main
reasons why family members are not usually allowedMr. Burrowes: I am grateful to the hon. and learned
to attend service inquiries if they are not called asMember for Redcar (Vera Baird) for raising the
witnesses. The first is because we judge that it wouldimportant matter of the attendance of the next of kin.
inhibit the witness who might prefer to withhold keyIt is important to focus on the function of the service
evidence, rather than reveal distressing facts aboutinquiry, which is an internal inquiry for the purposes
himself or discuss the actions of other soldiers whichof establishing the facts of a matter or incident and
the family might misinterpret. The second reason is amaking recommendations to prevent a reoccurrence.
practical one that has been referred to by a number ofWhile the analogy with the inquest procedure has been
colleagues. The panel will not necessarily sit for a givendrawn, I do not think that it is necessarily a proper
period in the same place. It may convene and adjournanalogy given the diVerent functions. It is the
three or four times over several months. It could movefunctions that matter primarily.
from the UK to Germany, Iraq, or wherever.While recognising the importance of the next of kin
However, there is also concern that if the next of kinbeing properly informed—the presumption should be
have the right to attend, that will tend to create orthat they are involved in the proceedings—the stage of
reinforce unrealistic expectations about what anproceedings is important. Given that it is an internal
inquiry is for and what questions it will investigate.inquiry, and bearing in mind the points that were
The purpose of such inquiries is in some sensesraised on our visit to HMS Bulwark about the

narrow. They find out the causes of events and look forpractical implications of attendance, we must
lessons that the service needs to learn in order torecognise the diVerent functions and the internalised
prevent the recurrence of an incident. They are notnature of the inquiry, but nevertheless consider that at
intended to provide a far-ranging inquiry into thesome point when the inquiries have reached their
surrounding circumstances unless it is necessary to dofruition the attendance of the next of kin may well be
so in order to answer the immediate questions. Thatadvisable. I understand that the issue will be dealt with
does not mean that the next of kin will not bein more detail in secondary legislation.
disappointed if it does not deal with their concerns.
They might feel that, as they have the right to beMr. Gerald Howarth (Aldershot) (Con): My hon.

Friend referred to our visit to HMS Bulwark where present, they should also be entitled to be represented.
If represented, they would no doubt wish to raise thethese practical diYculties were explained to us. May I

also remind him that when wewere in Oman talking to questions about which they were most concerned or to
challenge the evidence. Thatwould be understandable,RAF personnel, one of the people we spoke to was the

godfather of the daughter of the commander of the C- but we are concerned that it would not be an
environment in which inquiries could do their job130 Hercules that was shot down over Iraq? He felt

very strongly that, even though he had a close personal speedily and eVectively. It even raises the possibility of
panels being pressurised to convene at times and placesinvolvement, the current arrangement was absolutely
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[Mr. Touhig] I hope that my hon. and learned Friend will feel
reassured that I have huge sympathy with her point. I

that would be convenient for the family when their have tried to point out some of the practical
purpose is to discover the facts in the most eVective diYculties. However, we recognise that the Blake

report puts a certain emphasis on the issue that weway.
must address. We will need time to do that, and I hopeI should mention also that a service inquiry into a
to be able to come back to the issue on Report.death does not replace the coroner’s inquest. Although

their functions overlap to an extent, the final word on Vera Baird: I am glad that my hon. Friend has taken
the cause of death is a matter for the coroner. The the opportunity to set out the steps that are taken to
service inquiry is not and does not purport to be a care for parents. There are counter-arguments to all
tribunal that is compliant with article 2 of the thosemade forwhy next of kin should not be admitted,
European convention on human rights. In the same and I retain my view that they should be allowed in.
way as the police, Health and Safety Executive and air However, the point of the amendment was to generate
accidents investigation branch conduct investigations debate. I therefore beg to ask leave to withdraw the
additional to, and for purposes separate from, the amendment.
coroner’s inquest, so do the services.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.The service inquiry is not and does not purport to be
a tribunal compliant with the ECHR. We intend to Clause 337 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
continue the working practices of all three services,

Clauses 338 to 345 ordered to stand part of the Bill.which require that families are contacted and given an
opportunity to put forward specific questions that they

Schedule 11 agreed to.would like the inquiry to address.
Clauses 346 to 351 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

Mr. Breed: That is a helpful explanation. Is not one
of the problems the interrelationship between the Schedule 12
inquest and the inquiry, which prolongs the inquest?

Amendments relating to reserve forcesFor a long period, the next of kin and everybody else
must wait to have their say and to contribute to the

Amendments made:No. 62, in schedule 12, page 227,inquest, because they are waiting for the inquiry to
line 12, at end insert—complete.
‘Reserve Forces Act 1980 (c. 9)
A1 In section 10 of the Reserve Forces Act 1980 (call out for

Mr. Touhig: I appreciate that point. Indeed, I have national danger) omit subsection (5).
seen some reports of an inquiry that has been quiet for A2 In section 11(2)(a) of that Act (call out for warlike
a long time and has delayed the inquest. operations), for “regular air force” substitute “Royal Air Force”.
Unfortunately, that is sometimes necessary because of A3 In section 18(2) of that Act (permanent service call out of

Army Reserve) omit paragraph (b).the circumstances or location and the need to be
A4 In section 19 of that Act (duration of Army Reservecertain of the causes of an incident.

permanent service)—We would also maintain regular contact with the (a) omit subsection (4);
family, informing them of progress in the inquiry and (b) in subsection (5) for “subsections (3) and (4) above”
investigation process. Once the inquiry is complete substitute “subsection (3)”.
and the report has been staVed by the chain of A5 In section 19A of that Act (postponement of discharge of

members of Army Reserve during call out), for subsection (7)command, it is released to the family, which was the
substitute—point made by Opposition Members. In the Army, for
“(7) In subsections (3) to (5)—example, liaison and briefing is carried out by the

“the competent military authority” means the Defence Council orArmy inquiries and aftercare support cell. The report
any oYcer of a description prescribed by regulations of theis delivered to the family by the visiting oYcer, who Defence Council; “prescribed”means prescribed by regulations of

will be able to answer questions or explain any the Defence Council.”
terminology. A6 In section 21 of that Act (duration of Air Force Reserve

permanent service)—Colleagues will know that Nicholas Blake
(a) omit subsection (4);conducted a review of the deaths of service personnel
(b) in subsection (5) for “subsections (3) and (4) above”

at Deepcut, which was published and about which a substitute “subsection (3)”.
statement was made in the House yesterday. Mr A7 In section 21A of that Act (postponement of discharge of
Blake’s report made some recommendations about members of Royal Air Force Reserve during call out), for

subsection (7) substitute—next of kin and boards of inquiry. Clearly, we will have
“(7) In subsections (3) to (5)—to examine his recommendations in detail. I am sure

“the competent air force authority”means theDefence Council orthat colleagues will understand that I will need some
any oYcer of a description prescribed by regulations of thetime to do that. Again, I give an undertaking that we
Defence Council; “prescribed”means prescribed by regulations ofwill return to the matter as soon as we can. I recognise the Defence Council.”

that it might not be possible for us to come to some A8 Omit section 24 of that Act (permanent service call out of
conclusions before the Committee reports to the Ulster Defence Regiment).
House, but I will expect the subject to come up on A9 Omit section 25 of that Act (emergency service call out of

Ulster Defence Regiment).Report, and I aim to have some responses at that stage.
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A10 In section 26(2) of that Act (call out notices), omit (c) in subsection (3)—
(i) for “Part of this Act” substitute “section”;paragraph (g).
(ii) in the words after paragraph (b) for “Part”A11 In section 30(2) of that Act (liability of naval and marine
substitute “section”.pensioners to recall), for “The enactments concerning” substitute

“Provision made under section 328 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 A20 Omit sections 141 to 144 of that Act (provisions relating
that applies in relation to”. to Ulster Defence Regiment).
A12 (1) Section 31 of that Act (liability of army and air force A21 In section 145 of that Act (reinstatement in civil

pensioners to recall) is amended as follows. employment) omit subsection (2).
(2) In subsection (6)— A22 In section 146 of that Act (protection of other civil
(a) in the definition of “service pension”— interests) omit subsection (2).

(i) for “regular forces” substitute “regular army”; A23 (1) Section 156 (interpretation) is amended as follows.
(ii) for “regular air force” substitute “Royal Air Force”;

(2) In subsection (1)—(b) for the words from “and other expressions” to the end
(a) in the definition of “prescribed” after ““prescribed””substitute—
insert “(except in subsections (3) to (5) and (7) of sections

““soldier” and “airman” include a warrant oYcer and a non- 19A and 21A and in section 140)”;
commissioned oYcer.” (b) omit the definition of “regular air force”;
(3) In subsection (7) for “those sections” substitute “this (c) for the definition of “regular army” substitute— ““the

section and section 32”. regular army” has the meaning given by section 364 of the
Armed Forces Act 2006.”A13 (1) Section 32 of that Act (occasion for and period of

recall under section 31) is amended as follows. (3) Omit subsection (2).
(2) In subsection (3)— A24 (1) Schedule 8 to that Act (saving and transitional
(a) in paragraph (a) for “regular forces or the regular air provisions) is amended as follows.
force” substitute “regular army or the Royal Air Force”; (2) Omit paragraph 5(3).

(b) in paragraph (b) for the words from “section 2 of the
(3) Omit paragraph 10.Army” to “require” substitute “regulations under section
(4) In paragraph 16—325 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”.
(a) omit sub-paragraph (2);(3) In subsection (4)(a) for “as from which a person is recalled
(b) omit sub-paragraph (5);for” substitute “the person is accepted (by virtue of section 36)
(c) in sub-paragraph (9) for “regular forces or for the regularinto”.
air force” substitute “regular army or for the Royal Air

(4) For subsection (5) substitute— Force”.
“(5) No regulation under section 326 of the Armed Forces Act (5) Omit paragraph 19.

2006 as to the term for which a person may be enlisted aVects the
Reserve Forces Act 1996 (c. 14)operation of subsections (3) and (4) of this section.”
A25 In section 2(2)(a) of the Reserve Forces Act 1996A14 In section 34(3) of that Act (liability of certain former

(membership of the reserve forces), for the words from “the Armysoldiers to recall)—
Act 1955” to the end substitute “regulations made under section(a) for “regular forces within the meaning of the Army Act
328 of the Armed Forces Act 2006;”.1955” substitute “regular army”;
A26 In section 4(1)(b) of that Act (orders and regulations(b) in paragraph (a) for “specified in the notice” substitute

concerning reserve forces), after “force” insert “(except pay,“he is accepted into service”.
bounty and allowances)”.A15 In section 39(1)(a) of that Act (application of section 38)
A27 Omit section 7 of that Act (provision with respect to pay,for “regular air force” substitute “Royal Air Force”.

bounty and allowances).A16 Omit section 44 of that Act (requirement as to training of
Ulster Defence Regiment). A28 In section 13(7) of that Act (transfer of non-oYcers

between reserve forces), for the words from “by or under” to theA17 In section 48 of that Act (void enlistment in the regular
end substitute “under the Armed Forces Act 2006.”’.forces)—

(a) in the sidenote, for “regular forces” substitute “Royal No. 63, in schedule 12, page 227, line 13, leave out
Marines or regular army”; ‘the Reserve Forces Act 1996 (c. 14)’

(b) for “Her Majesty’s regular forces” substitute “the Royal
and insert ‘that Act’.Marines or the regular army”.
No. 64, in schedule 12, page 227, line 16, at endA18 Omit section 139 of that Act (enrolment etc of members

insert—of Ulster Defence Regiment).
‘1A In section 24(2) of that Act (commitment to a period ofA19 In section 140 of that Act (orders and regulations as to

full-time service) omit paragraph (b).service in Ulster Defence Regiment)—
(a) in the sidenote, for “acceptance and service” substitute 1B In section 25(2) of that Act (additional duties
“pensions and other grants”; commitments)—

(b) for subsections (1) and (2) substitute— (a) omit paragraph (a);
(b) in paragraph (b), for “while subject to service law, shall”“(1) The conditions as to pensions and other grants in respect
substitute “shall, from any time specified in theof death or disablement arising out of service in theUlsterDefence
commitment as the time at which he is to begin that periodRegiment shall be such as may be prescribed by orders or
of duty until released from duty,”.regulations.

1C In section 27 of that Act (voluntary training and other(1A) The reference in subsection (1) to service in the Ulster
duties) omit subsection (3).Defence Regiment includes service in the regular army by a

relevant person during the relevant period. 1D In each of sections 53, 55 and 57 of that Act (maximum
duration of service on call-out), in subsection (8)—(1B) In subsection (1A)—

(a) at the end of paragraph (a) insert “or”;“regular army” has themeaning given by section 364 of theArmed
(b) omit paragraph (b).Forces Act 2006;

1E After section 53 of that Act insert—“relevant person” means a person who, immediately before 1 July
“53A Agreement to alter limits in section 531992, was a member of the Ulster Defence Regiment;

“relevant period”, in relation to a relevant person, means the (1) This section applies to a person if—
(a) he is not in service under a call-out order under sectionperiod beginningwith 1 July 1992 and ending at the end of his term

of service which was current on that date.”; 52; and
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(b) if accepted into service under such a call-out order, he (a) a superior oYcer (“B”), in pursuance of orders or
regulations under section 4, is acting in the execution ofwould be immediately entitled to release under section

53(6) or (10). his oYce;
(b) A’s behaviour towards B is threatening or disrespectful;(2) The person may agree in writing that, if he is accepted into
andservice under a call-out order under section 52, in calculatingwhen

(c) A knows or has reasonable cause to believe that B is ahe is entitled to be released by virtue of section 53(6) or (10) any
superior oYcer.service of his under this Part or Part 4, 5 or 7 that occurred before

(1B) For the purposes of subsection (1A)—he entered into the agreement is to be treated as not having
(a) “superior oYcer” has the same meaning as in the Armedoccurred.
Forces Act 2006; (b) section 11(3) of that Act (meaning of(3) An agreement under subsection (2) may also provide that,
“behaviour” and “threatening”) applies.if the person is accepted into service under a call-out order under

(1C) An oVence under this section is triable summarily by asection 52, section 53 shall apply in his case as if for the period of
civil court (as well as being triable by the Court Martial).”3 years specified in subsection (6) there were substituted a shorter

period specified in the agreement. (4) In subsection (2)—
(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “court-martial” to(4) If an order under section 53(11) applies in relation to the
the end substitute “the Court Martial—person, subsection (3) above has eVect as if the reference to the
(i) in the case of an oVence under subsection (1)(a) or (e)period of 3 years were to the period of 5 years.”
or (1A), to any punishment mentioned in rows 5 to 121F After section 55 of that Act insert—
of the Table in section 163 of the Armed Forces Act

“55A Agreement to alter limits in section 55 2006;
(1) This section applies to a person if— (ii) in the case of an oVence under subsection (1)(c) or
(a) he is not in service under a call-out order under section (d), to any punishment mentioned in that Table, but
54; and any sentence of imprisonment or service detention

(b) if accepted into service under such a call-out order, he imposed in respect of the oVence must not exceed 51
would be immediately entitled to release under section weeks;”;
55(6) or (10). (b) in paragraph (b)(i)—

(i) omit “, (b),”;(2) The person may agree in writing that, if he is accepted into
(ii) after “(e)” insert “or (1A)”.service under a call-out order under section 54, in calculatingwhen

he is entitled to be released by virtue of section 55(6) or (10) any (5) For subsection (3) substitute—
service of his under this Part or Part 4, 5 or 7 that occurred before “(2A) For the purposes of determining the Court Martial’s
he entered into the agreement is to be treated as not having powers when sentencing an oVender to whom Part 2 of Schedule
occurred. 3 to the Armed Forces Act 2006 applies (ex-servicemen etc) for an
(3) An agreement under subsection (2) may also provide that, oVence under subsection (1)(a) or (e) or (1A), subsection (2)(a)(i)

if the person is accepted into service under a call-out order under has eVect as if the reference to rows 5 to 12 were to rows 5 to 10.”
section 54, section 55 shall apply in his case as if for the period of 1K (1) Section 96 of that Act (failure to attend for service on
12 months specified in subsection (6) there were substituted a call out or recall) is amended as follows.
shorter period specified in the agreement.

(2) In subsection (1), for the words (after paragraph (c)) from
(4) If an order under section 55(11) applies in relation to the “is guilty” to the end substitute “is guilty of desertion (if section

person, subsection (3) above has eVect as if the reference to the 8(2)(a) or (b) of the Armed Forces Act 2006 applies to him) or
period of 12 months were to the period of 2 years.” absence without leave (if neither of those provisions applies to
1G After section 57 of that Act insert— him).”

(3) In subsection (3) for the words from “by court-martial” to“57A Agreement to alter limits in section 57
the end substitute “summarily by a civil court (as well as being(1) This section applies to a person if—
triable by the Court Martial).”(a) he is not in service under a call-out order under section
1L (1) Section 97 of that Act (failure to attend for duty or56; and

training) is amended as follows.(b) if accepted into service under such a call-out order, he
would be immediately entitled to release under section (2) In subsection (1), for the words (after paragraph (b)) from
57(6) or (10). “is guilty” to the end substitute “is guilty of desertion (if section

8(2)(a) or (b) of the Armed Forces Act 2006 applies to him) or(2) The person may agree in writing that, if he is accepted into
absence without leave (if neither of those provisions applies toservice under a call-out order under section 56, in calculatingwhen
him).”he is entitled to be released by virtue of section 57(6) or (10) any

service of his under this Part or Part 4, 5 or 7 that occurred before (3) In subsection (3) for the words from “by court-martial” to
he entered into the agreement is to be treated as not having the end substitute “summarily by a civil court (as well as being
occurred. triable by the Court Martial).”’.
(3) An agreement under subsection (2) may also provide that, No. 65, in schedule 12, page 227, line 17, leave out

if the person is accepted into service under a call-out order under from beginning to ‘subsection’ in line 18 and insert—
section 56, section 57 shall apply in his case as if for the period of 9

‘(1) Section 98 of that Act (trial and punishment of oVences ofmonths specified in subsection (6) there were substituted a shorter
desertion or absence without leave) is amended as follows.period specified in the agreement.”
(2) In subsection (1)—1H In section 66(2)(b) of that Act (persons who may be
(a) for the words from “section 37” to “1957” substituterecalled) for “regular air force” substitute “Royal Air Force”.
“section 8 or 9 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”;

1I In section 72 of thatAct (release and discharge from service (b) for “as well as by court-martial” substitute “(as well as
under recall order) omit subsections (5) and (6). being triable by the Court Martial)”.
1J (1) Section 95 of that Act (oVences against orders and (3) In subsection (2)—

regulations under section 4) is amended as follows. (a) for “court-martial” substitute “the Court Martial”;
(2) In subsection (1)— (b) for the words from “service law” to the end substitute
(a) omit paragraph (b); “section 8 or 9 (as the case may be) of the Armed Forces
(b) in the words after paragraph (e), omit “triable by court- Act 2006.”
martial or summarily by a civil court”. (4) In subsection (3)(b) for “service law of desertion or absence

(3) After that subsection insert— without leave” substitute “section 8 or 9 of the Armed Forces
Act 2006”.“(1A) A member of a reserve force (“A”) commits an oVence

if— (5) In subsection (4)(a)—
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(a) for “court-martial” substitute “the Court Martial”; (b) for the definition of “regular army” substitute— ““the
regular army” has the meaning given by section 364 of the(b) for “service law of absence without leave” substitute

“section 9 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”. (6) Omit Armed Forces Act 2006;”;
(c) in the definition of “regular services” for “regular airsubsection (5).
force” substitute “Royal Air Force”;(7) After’.

(d) for the definition of “service law” substitute— ““service
No. 66, in schedule 12, page 227, line 23, at end oVence” has the meaning given by section 50 of the Armed

insert— Forces Act 2006;”.
‘3A For section 100 of that Act (arrest of deserters etc) (3) After’.

substitute— No. 71, in schedule 12, page 227, line 36, at end
“100A Arrest by civilian police of deserters and absentees insert—

without leave ‘(4) Section 163(2) and (3) of the Armed Forces Act 2006 apply
(1) An oYcer of a UK police force may arrest without warrant in relation to section 95(2)(a) of, and paragraph 5(3) of Schedule

a person who is reasonably suspected of being a member of a 1 to, this Act.”’.
reserve force, or a person liable to recall, who has deserted or is No. 72, in schedule 12, page 228, line 14, leave outabsent without leave.

sub-paragraph (5) and insert—
(2) If an authorised person is satisfied by evidence given under

‘(5) In paragraph 5—oath or aYrmation that a relevant suspect is or is reasonably
(a) in sub-paragraph (1) omit “or recklessly”;suspected of being within his jurisdiction, he may issue a warrant
(b) in sub-paragraph (2) for “subject to service law”for the arrest of the relevant suspect.
substitute “a member of the reserve forces”;

(3) In subsection (2)— (c) in sub-paragraph (3) for thewords from“has since” to the
“authorised person” means a person who has authority in end substitute “becomes a member of the reserve forces is
England and Wales, Scotland or Northern Ireland to issue a liable on conviction by the Court Martial to any
warrant for the arrest of a person suspected of an oVence; punishment mentioned in rows 2 to 12 of the Table in

section 163 of the Armed Forces Act 2006.”;“relevant suspect” means a person reasonably suspected of being
(d) after that sub-paragraph add—a member of a reserve force, or a person liable to recall, who has

“(4) For the purposes of determining the Court Martial’sdeserted, is absent without leave or has committed an oVence
powers when sentencing an oVender to whom Part 2 of Scheduleunder section 95.
3 to the Armed Forces Act 2006 (ex-servicemen etc) applies for an(4) In this section “UK police force” has the meaning given by
oVence under sub-paragraph (1), sub-paragraph (3) has eVect assection 365 of the Armed Forces Act 2006.”
if the reference to rows 2 to 12 were to rows 2 to 10.

3B Omit section 102 of that Act (record of illegal absence).
(5) Where an oVence under sub-paragraph (1) is committed by

3C In section 104 of that Act, omit subsection (3). a person within sub-paragraph (3), the time for which he is for the
purposes of section 62 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (time limits3D (1) Section 105 of that Act (trial of oVences by civil court)
for charging) to be regarded as being a relevant reservist (withinis amended as follows.
the meaning of that section) includes the period from (and(2) In subsection (1) for “which is triable by court-martial is
including) the time he committed the oVence to the time he becamealso” substitute “is (aswell as being triable by theCourtMartial)”.
a member of the reserve forces.”

(3) Omit subsection (2).
(5A) In paragraph 6(1) for “a court-martial” substitute “the

(4) In subsection (3) for “an oVence under service law (other Court Martial”.’.
than an oVence of desertion or absence without leave)” substitute No. 73, in schedule 12, page 228, line 15, at end“any service oVence (other than an oVence under this Act or an

insert—oVence mentioned in section 98(1))”.
‘7 Omit Schedule 2 to that Act (deserters and absentees3E Omit section 106 of that Act.’.

without leave).No. 67, in schedule 12, page 227, line 25, after ‘(1)’
8 Omit Schedule 3 to that Act (evidence).insert ‘— (i)’.
9 Omit Schedule 7 to that Act (postponement of transfer to

No. 68, in schedule 12, page 227, line 26, at end the reserves or discharge from the reserves).
insert— 10 In Part 2 of Schedule 9 to that Act (transitional provisions)

‘(ii) for “under service law” substitute “a service omit paragraphs 22 and 23.
oVence”;’.

11 In Schedule 10 to that Act (minor and consequential
No. 69, in schedule 12, page 227, line 31, at end amendments) omit paragraphs 1 to 13 and 23.’.—[Mr. Touhig.]

insert—
Schedule 12, as amended, agreed to.‘4A In section 108 of that Act (evidence) for subsections (1)

and (2) substitute—
Clauses 352 to 354 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

“(1A) The Secretary of State may by regulations make
provision with respect to evidence, including the admissibility of

Clause 355evidence, in proceedings before a civil court for an oVence under
this Act.

Director of service prosecutions
(1B) Regulations under subsection (1A) shall be made by

statutory instrument, which shall be subject to annulment in
Mr. Howarth: I beg to move amendment No. 175, inpursuance of a resolution of either House of Parliament.”

clause 355, page 178, line 21, leave out “may” and4B Omit section 124 of that Act (exemption from tolls etc).
insert “shall”.4C Omit section 126 of that Act (amendments relating to

transfers to reserves etc).’. The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
No. 70, in schedule 12, page 227, line 32, leave out discuss the following: Amendment No. 176, in clause

from beginning to ‘subsection’ and insert— 355, page 178, line 31, at end insert—
‘(1) Section 127 of that Act (interpretation) is amended as ‘(2A) A person may not be appointed Director unless he has

follows. knowledge and experience in relation to military justice issues and
an understanding of their relevance to the role of Her Majesty’s(2) In subsection (1)—

(a) omit the definition of “regular air force”; forces.
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(4) Withdrawing a charge does not preclude it from being[The Chairman]
proceeded with at any subsequent time.

(2B) The Secretary of State shall first consult with the Attorney (5) If the Director is satisfied that a charge should not be
General before tendering his recommendation to Her Majesty.’. proceeded with by court martial, he may refer it for disposal by an

oYcer who has jurisdiction to try the accused person byNo. 174, in clause 355, page 178, line 31, at end
summary trial.insert—
(6) If the Director decides that it is in the public interest for a‘(2C) The Secretary of State shall appoint a person to be

case to be transferred from the service to the civil jurisdiction otherDeputy Director of Service Prosecutions.
than as provided by this Act he shall apply to the High Court for

(2D) A person may be appointed as the Director of Service an order for such transfer giving reasons and allowing
Prosecutions only if he— objections.’.

(a) has a five year general qualification within themeaning of New clause 33—Code for Prosecutors—section 71 of theCourts andLegal ServicesAct 1990 (c. 41);
‘(1) The Director shall prepare a code of practice for—(b) is an advocate or solicitor in Scotland of at least five
(a) prosecuting oYcers;years’ standing;
(b) barristers and solicitors to whom theDirector assigns the(c) is a member of the Bar of Northern Ireland, or a solicitor
institution or conduct of service proceedings; conduct ofof the Supreme Court of Northern Ireland, of at least five
service proceedings.years’ standing;

(d) has in a relevant territory rights and duties similar to (2) The code must include a code of ethics laying down
those of a barrister or solicitor in England and Wales, has standards of conduct and practice.
had those rights and duties for at least five years, and is

(3) The code must also give guidance on general principles tosubject to punishment or disability for breach of
be applied—professional rules;

(a) in preferring a charge or, where service proceedings have(e) is amember of the regular forces or the reserve forces who
been instituted, whether they should be discontinued, andis rendering continuous full-time service;

(b) in determining, in any case, what charges should be(f) holds a rank not lower than the rank of commander,
preferred.lieutenant-colonel or wing commander.

(4) The Director may from time to time prepare a new code or(2E) The Deputy Director has all the powers of the Director
make alterations to a code.but must exercise them subject to his direction and control.
(5) The Director shall consult with the Attorney General and(2F) A person appointed as Director holds oYce until the end

Secretary of State before issuing ormaking alterations to the code.of the year of service in which he attains the age of 65 or such later
(6) The Director must publish each code prepared by him andtime as the Secretary of State may specify.

any alterations which he makes to a code (or the code as altered).’.(2G) But the Director—
(a) may resign by notice in writing to the Secretary of New clause 34—Annual Report—
State, and ‘(1) The Director shall, as soon as practicable, after the end of

(b) may be removed from oYce in accordance with section each financial year, prepare a report (an “annual report”) on how
[Termination of appointment]. he has exercised his functions during the financial year.

(2H) If the oYce of Director is vacant or the Director is not (2) The report shall contain—
available to exercise his functions, the Deputy Director has all the (a) a copy of each direction given or guideline provided
functions of the Director. under section [Code for Prosecutors] during the year to
(2I) If the oYce of Deputy Director becomes vacant, the which the report relates;

Secretary of State may appoint a member of staV of the Service to (b) a copy of each such direction or guideline in force at the
act as DeputyDirector, on such terms as to tenure as the Secretary end of that year
of State determines, pending a new appointment. (3) The Secretary of State shall lay a copy of the report before
(2J) The Secretary of State must pay to or in respect of the the House on any of the first 15 days on which the Housing is

Director, the Deputy Director and any person appointed to act as sitting after the Secretary of State receives it.
Deputy Director any such— (4) “Financial year” means—

(a) salary, (a) the period beginning with the day on which “the
(b) allowances, or Director” is appointed and endingwith the first 31stMarch
(c) sums for the provision of pensions, which falls at least six months after that day; and

as the Secretary of State may determine.’. (b) each subsequent period of twelve months beginning with
1st April.’.No. 153, in clause 355, page 178, line 33, at end insert

Clause stand part.‘in relation to matters not covered by this Act that are determined
by the Secretary of State.’.

Mr. Howarth:May I first make a small proceduralNew clause 32—Functions of the Director—
request? I shall not talk to subsection (6) of new clause‘(1) The functions of the Director shall be exercised by him
32, which was an error onmy part. Rather than lettingindependently of any other person.
it slip by, I shall own up to my mistake.(2) It shall be the duty of the Director—

(a) to prefer all charges to be tried by court martial and We tabled the amendments because clauses 355 and
conduct all prosecutions for service oVences in proceedings 356 provide insuYcient legal basis for the service
before a court martial; prosecuting authority and leave many important(b) to represent the Crown before the Court Martial

questions unanswered. Its civilian counterpart, theAppeal Court;
Crown Prosecution Service, was established under the(c) to give, to such extent as he considers appropriate, advice

to service police forces on all matters relating to service Prosecution of OVences Act 1985; while the Northern
oVences; Ireland equivalent, was established under sections 29

(d) to discharge such other functions as may from time to to 43 of the Justice (Northern Ireland) Act 2002.time be assigned to him by the Secretary of State in
Apparently, the Ministry of Defence has managed topursuance of this paragraph.
squeeze equivalent service prosecution provisions into(3) The Director may withdraw a charge that has been
just two clauses. I have no doubt that theMinister willpreferred, but if trial by court martial has commenced, he may

only do so with the consent of the court martial. claim that to be a Gershon saving.
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I do not want to try the Committee’s patience as I There has also been concern that other factors were
involved in the decision to prosecute Colonelknow that we are short of time. I will, therefore,

confine my remarks to the most important Mendonca. Indeed, the Attorney-General was forced
to issue a statement denying that the charges had beenamendments and the new clauses. New clause 31

would establish a service prosecution authority and brought for political reasons—some may say that he
doth protest too much. I shall make no furthermake it clear that it is to be funded by the Secretary of

State. The Minister may recall that during our brief reference to the case, because it is sub judice. However,
it makes the point that, whatever the truth in that casedebate on the money resolution for the Bill, I asked

him for his estimate of the extra expenditure that or the Williams case, there is clearly a perception that
political factors are taken into account in decisions towould be required. In parentheses, I thank him for the

correction in his letter that set out that the Northern prosecute. As I am sure that the Committee will agree,
that should not be the case. Proposed new clause 32(1)Ireland equivalent costs £7 million, and not £70

million as he told the House. I am happy to publicise would ensure that decisions to prosecute in future
would be taken on an evidential basis alone. It wouldthe Minister’s correction.
make that crystal clear to the military and the public

11 am at large.
We acknowledge that there is a valid requirement

Mr. Touhig: Publish the confession. for the Attorney-General and the Secretary of State to
have a general overview of prosecution policy, so

Mr. Howarth: I have made a confession and the proposed new clause 33(5) would require the director
Minister has now made one, so we are equal. to consult with them before issuing or changing the
As commanding oYcers are going to lose some of prosecutorial guidelines.

their powers to try oVences summarily and to dismiss Amendment No. 175 would require the Secretary of
charges, there is clearly the distinct possibility of State to appoint a Director of Service Prosecutions,
increased expenditure on the prosecution of service rather than just permitting him to do so. Amendment
oVences, and on the legal assistance that will be given No. 176 would ensure that the Director of Service
to the accused. I note that clause 355 only permits, Prosecutions should have previous experience of
rather than requires, the appointment of a Director of military justice issues, and would require the Secretary
Service Prosecutions, and I should be grateful if the of State to consult with the Attorney-General before
Minister would explain why that provision is making a recommendation to Her Majesty.
permissive rather than mandatory. Amendment No. 174 would provide for the
The Minister may be interested to know that, in additional statutory appointment of a deputy director

other Commonwealth countries, the director’s who must be an oYcer either in the regular or reserve
equivalents are all servicemen. The Australian forces, with a rank of lieutenant-colonel or equivalent.
Government recognise: Proposed new sections (2H) and (2I) set out the
“It is essential that the director of military prosecutions is not arrangements for temporary exercise of the functions

just an experienced lawyer but, due to the nature of the tasks of director and deputy director should those posts fall
entrusted to the position, is also an experienced military oYcer.” vacant. If there were no director, the deputy director
We have not gone quite that far with our amendments, would exercise the functions of the post until another
although we were tempted to do so. We seek merely to director were appointed by HerMajesty. If the post of
ensure that the director shall have had the appropriate deputy director became vacant, the Secretary of State
knowledge, experience and understanding of the could appoint an acting deputy director from the
military justice system. prosecution service staV under proposed new section
As the Attorney-General has a common law duty of (2I) to cover that period. Amendment No. 153 would

general superintendence of the justice system, we feel ensure that the Secretary of State’s power to set the
that it is not unreasonable that he should be consulted director’s terms of appointment did not conflict with
by the Secretary of State before an appointment is any provisions under the Bill.
made.We propose that the deputy directorship should
be a statutory position and that the deputy director be Mr. Burrowes: I wish to make a few points about
a serviceman. amendment No. 176. The matter has been discussed in

Committee and we have taken evidence from theProposed new clause 32(1) is a crucial new provision
service chiefs who agree with the proposal underconcerning the functions of the director. It requires the
proposed new section (2A). The Minister’sdirector to exercise his functions independently. If
Department also recognises the importance of thatservicemen and women are to have confidence in the
proposition and may well agree with it. The issue ismilitary, they must be assured that decisions to
whether it should be in the Bill. The counter-argumentprosecute are made strictly on the evidence before the
is that such matters will be dealt with by theprosecuting authority, not on any other basis. The
recruitment of a candidate with all the qualifications,Committee and the wider public are familiar with the
but that that would be diYcult to outline clearly incase of Trooper Williams, and I have already referred
the Bill.to the letter that went from the Adjutant-General to

the Director of Army Legal Services, suggesting that I supportmy hon. Friend theMember for Aldershot
(Mr. Howarth) in respect of the provision because itother factors had come into play in that case. I shall

not repeat that further this morning, as it is already on sets out matters clearly. The Bill puts forward a
minimumrequirement and, in practice, wemaywish tothe record.
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[Mr. Burrowes] I wish to make a couple of points. First, I do not
accept that it would be appropriate for the Secretary of

take it further in respect of recruitment. It is important State to decide what the director should do. As a
under the Bill to recognise the important principle that prosecutor, he is independent. If he is to have wider
the director must have relevant knowledge and functions, they should be agreed with the services. I
experience of military justice issues, and an have described elsewhere how we would expect that to
understanding of their relevance in the role of Her be achieved. Secondly, clause 355(3) is not about
Majesty’s forces. It is of primary importance that such functions of the director; it is about the terms and
a proposal is outlined in the Bill. conditions of service—for example, how long he holds

oYce. I therefore hope that the hon. Gentleman will
Mr. Touhig: The clause creates the post of Director reflect on his amendment.

of Service Prosecutions. Its size is not a measure of its
I turn to amendment No. 174.When developing ourquality. To establish and retain the independence of

position on the powers of the Director of Servicethe post holder who may or may not be an oYcer in
Prosecutions, we carefully considered whetherHerMajesty’s forces, the appointment is vested in Her
particular powers or duties were personal to him suchMajesty and is held and vacated in accordancewith the
as would require a deputy to be available to act in histerms of the appointment. The Director of Service
absence. There are no such limited personal powers.Prosecutions will head the Service Prosecuting
Indeed, clause 365(4) makes it clear that unless theAuthority. It will be a joint service organisation and
DSPdirects otherwise, a prosecuting oYcer on his staVformed from the Navy, Army and Royal Air Force
may exercise any function of the director. We expectprosecuting authorities.
the DSP to delegate some of his functions to most ofLike the current single-service prosecuting
his prosecuting oYcers, and all of his functions to aauthorities, the service prosecuting authority will be
small number of his more senior staV. Such delegationunder the general superintendence of the Attorney-
would not be interrupted in the event of his demise orGeneral. Theminimum qualifications required to hold
incapacity. We are confident that there will be nothe appointment of director are prescribed. They are
power vacuum in advance of the appointment of hisminimum qualifications and do not amount to a
successor.personal specification for recruiting purposes. I am

aware that the service chiefs are keen that the Director Amendment No. 175 would provide that Her
of Service Prosecutions should be an oYcer, but we Majesty must appoint a director of service
believe that that should not be specified, given that the prosecutions. It is true that there is no question of Her
clause, as drafted, allows a retired oYcer—a civilian— Majesty failing to appoint a director. The system set up
to be appointed. under the Bill would not work if she did not do so. In
We have considered the additional request that a a sense, the amendment is logical; however, it is usual

requirement for service experience should be included to provide in legislation for what the Sovereign “may”
in the clause, but have rejected it on the grounds that do, not what she must do, even if the intention is that
it is exceptionally diYcult to define relevant experience she will certainly do it. The Bill contains many
in legal terms, without making the legislation so provisions saying what lesser mortal such as Ministers
prescriptive that it restricts our freedom to consider and myself “may” do, even though the system would
potentially suitable candidates. break down if they did not do those things.

Convention and consistency suggest that the
Mr. Howarth: I understand the need to be as clear as amendment is not necessary.

possible, but I do not accept that, in the absence of
being able narrowly to define relevant military On amendment No. 176, my right hon. Friend the
experience, there is noway to draft a phrase that would Secretary of State said on Second Reading that it is
attain what we both seek. The Minister has at his important that the Director of Service Prosecutions
disposal eminent counsel to assist him in such matters. should have relevant service experience. That, I think,

we can agree upon. It is unnecessary, however, for the
Mr. Touhig:We both seek the same outcome, but I Bill to say that no one without such experience can be

have problems in acceding to the hon. Gentleman’s appointed; in a sense, the point is academic.
point. If I can develop my argument a little, I might

The Committee has heard much evidence about thepersuade him.
importance of service experience in that position. ItI hope that the hon. Gentleman will not be oVended
could be naval, military or air force experience. Ourif I say that I am not entirely sure what he is getting at
diYculty is defining in the Bill what is meant by serviceby amendment No. 156. It might be intended to reflect
experience. Provisions in the Bill deal with the legalthe possibility envisaged under new clause 32 that the
qualifications of the holder of that post, but definingdirector will given additional functions by the
service experience could be a great deal more diYcult.Secretary of State.
Arewe talking about someonewho held a short service
commission perhaps 20 years ago—that counts asMr. Howarth: We do not have an amendment No.
service experience—or someone who has been in156.
operations on the front line? Not many lawyers are to
be found on the front line, although in recent yearsMr. Touhig: I beg the hon. Gentleman’s pardon; I
they have increasingly served in operational theatres.mean amendment No. 153.
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Rather than find ourselves in diYculty by putting a single services and the service police. I am not sure
which new clause the hon. Member for Aldershot diddefinition in the Bill, we decided instead to do it

through the recruitment process; the qualifications of not wish to pursue.
the candidates will be a much better way of narrowing

Mr. Howarth: For the assistance of the Minister, Idown the sort of experience that will be required. If the
should say that that involved only a subsection aboutrequirement is drawn up too tightly in primary
a power to transfer from a military court to a civilianlegislation, we could find ourselves excluding the
one. The Trooper Williams case illustrated that we doperson we are really looking for—the best person for
not want that.the job. Moreover, including such a strict requirement

in primary legislation would open up the possibility of
Mr. Touhig: I turn to new clause 32. The Bill clearlyconvicted persons challenging their convictions by

sets out the functions of the Director of Serviceservice courts on the ground that the director did not
Prosecutions in respect of his handling of caseshave the requisite knowledge and experience.
referred to him by the service police and commandingSimilarly, given the Attorney-General’s role as
oYcers. In 2004, the Attorney-General stated in asuperintendent of the director, it is inconceivable that
written answer in another place that the Armythe Secretary of State might recommend an
prosecuting authority is independent of the chain ofappointment without consulting the Attorney-
command. The same applies to the prosecutingGeneral. Again, it is wholly unnecessary to say so in
authorities of the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force.the Bill.
That point is not in doubt. It was not thoughtClauses 355 and 356 deal with the appointment by
necessary to state it in legislation when the prosecutingthe Director of Service Prosecutions of prosecuting
authorities were created in 1996; it is equallyoYcers. For convenience, the Bill refers to the DSP
unnecessary to state it now.and his prosecuting oYcers together, as “the Service
I turn to new clause 33. In diVerent ways, the threeProsecuting Authority”, but the authority has no

single-service prosecuting authorities already issueseparate existence. A study has been completed on the
guidance, closely modelled on the code of Crownnew SPA, focusing on the views of the current single
prosecutors issued by the Director of Publicservice prosecutors and the service police. The views of
Prosecutions. Importantly, they have now agreed thethe service discipline policy staVs have also been
new draft code, which will ensure consistentsought recently and are under consideration. The
application across the services, and we welcome that.SPA’s structure, location and relationship with other
The code deals with all the matters listed in the newservice authorities are yet to be agreed.
clause and will be publicly available. The statutory

11.15 am duty proposed would add nothing.
On new clause 34, the three single-serviceNew clause 31, which has not been selected, seems

prosecuting authorities already provide annual reportsintended to set the SPA up as a free-standing
to the Attorney-General; that is a function of hisorganisation, comparable perhaps to the Crown
superintendent role. We expect the Attorney-Prosecution Service. In our view, that approach is not
General’s relationshipwith theDSP to be similar to hiscorrect. Although independent, as its prosecution role
one with the prosecuting authorities now. We see norequires, the SPA will still have a service character. It
merit in making the reporting requirement a statutorywill be funded by theMOD. It will still be able to have
duty. I rest my case.standing orders and there will be terms of reference for

its oYcers, to make their duties clear. None of that will
Mr. Howarth: I thank the Minister for hisundermine in any way the independence of the DSP

comprehensive response. I should like to raise aand the prosecuting oYcers. It is not necessary to go
number of points.any further on that.
In amendment No. 175, we sought to make it aThere is no need to state in the Bill that prosecuting

requirement for the Director of Service ProsecutionsoYcers are subject to the direction and control of the
to be appointed, rather than it being permissive. I amdirector; standing orders will require them to comply
sure that I speak for my hon. Friends in saying that wewith the code for service prosecutors and any
are delighted to welcome ministerial deference to Herinstructions or guidelines issued by the DSP.
Majesty. Given the Minister’s explanation, how couldSubsection (7) of the new clause would give barrister
I—as a loyal subject of Her Majesty—disagree?members of the SPA a right of audience in criminal
The Minister dealt with why there is no reference toproceedings without needing to be instructed by a

the service prosecuting authority. I think it unusual tosolicitor. I amnot sure whether that is intended to refer
establish a service prosecuting authority, but have noto criminal proceedings in the strict sense—that is,
reference in the Bill to its structure. I am not sure thatproceedings in the civilian courts—or to proceedings
his explanation, although ingenious, entirely answeredin service courts. However, in neither case is it an
my question, but I shall not pursue it today. We canappropriate matter for legislation, as the
usefully pursue the matter on Report.circumstances in which barristers must be instructed

by a solicitor are a matter for the Bar Council. Under I take the Minister’s point on the independence of
the service prosecuting authority and the Director ofthe new system, prosecuting oYcers will not need to be

instructed by a solicitor any more than at present. We Service Prosecutions. We know what the Attorney-
General said in 2004, but there would nevertheless befully expect the SPA to use uniformed prosecutors and

that it will be resourced for the tasks agreed with the no harm in puttingmeasures into theBill to ensure that
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[Mr. Howarth] matter from a number of witnesses who have not all
taken the same view on the need for renewal these

not onlymilitary personnel but the public at large have days. However, I recognise that the Committee sees a
that assurance in statutory form. I am slightly clear advantage in retaining annual renewal of service
disappointed that the Minister does not feel able to law, not least as a means of scrutinising progress on
accede to that specific request. Perhaps hemight like to implementation of the Bill, including the secondary
reflect further on it, given the circumstances in which legislation made under it.
we are legislating today.We always legislate, of course, We have listened to the views and concerns
against the background of the times; we are not in expressed about the proposal to remove the annual
suspended animation. We are here to frame an Act of renewal of service law. As I said yesterday, these
Parliament that will endure. Inevitably, though, while amendments are our response to them. Together, they
we seek to ensure that what we draft will meet future provide for the Armed Forces Bill, once it is enacted,
contingencies, we must also be cognisant of the to be subject to renewal on an annual basis by draft
background at the time. Order in Council for a maximum of five years, beyond
I accept what the Minister said about military which it may be renewed only by primary legislation.

qualifications. I do not think that there is any They also provide for the existing service discipline
diVerence between us, but we could be a bit more Acts to remain subject to annual renewal in the same
explicit. He has put it on record that it is the way until they are repealed. The amendments put the
Government’s intention to ensure that the Director of Armed Forces Bill on the same basis as the current
Service Prosecutions has military knowledge and service discipline Acts, and I hope that colleagues will
understands the military context. The Committee feels welcome them.
that that is important. Perhaps we might explore that

Mr. Howarth: I welcome the Minister’s recognitionon Report. I beg to ask leave to withdraw the
that there is agreement across the Committee that weamendment.
should incorporate annual renewal of the Bill when it

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn. is enacted. I am sure that the whole House will
welcome it too, because it will enable us to have theClause 355 ordered to stand part of the Bill. opportunity to monitor annually how this substantial
new legislation aVects our armed forces.Clauses 356 to 360 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

Amendment agreed to.Schedule 13 agreed to.

Clauses 361 to 362 ordered to stand part of the Bill. Clause 363, as amended, ordered to stand part of
the Bill.

Clause 363
Clause 364Orders, regulations and rules

Definitions applying for purposes of whole Act

Mr. Touhig: I beg to move amendment No. 166, in
clause 363, page 181, line 40, leave out “section 372 or Amendment made:No. 163, in clause 364, page 183,
373” and insert line 31, after “means” insert
‘any of sections 371 to 373’. ‘the Judge Advocate General or’.—[Mr. Touhig.]

The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to
Clause 364, as amended, ordered to stand part ofdiscuss Government amendments Nos. 167 to 171.

the Bill.
Mr. Touhig:Where the Bill creates any power for the

Secretary of State to make orders, regulations or rules, Clause 365
they are to be made by statutory instrument and will

Definitions relating to police forcestherefore be subject to parliamentary scrutiny. All the
powers that the Bill will confer on the Secretary of

Amendment made: No. 50, in clause 365, page 185,State will be exercised by the Secretary of State for
line 4, leave out paragraph (b).—[Mr. Touhig.]Defence.

In certain circumstances, the statutory instruments Clause 365, as amended, ordered to stand part of
will be subject to the aYrmative resolution procedure. the Bill.
Such circumstances will involve key order-making
powers such as, for example, changes to the oVences Clauses 366 and 367 ordered to stand part of the Bill.
that may be dealt with summarily under clause 53,
procedures for reviews by a judge advocate of searches Clause 368
by service police or others under clause 89 and
amendments other than additions to schedule 2, which Minor and consequential amendments and

lists inherently serious oVences. repeals

When we embarked on consideration of the Bill, the
Government said that we would listen carefully to the Amendments made: No. 51, in clause 368, page 186,

line 36, leave out “enactments” and insertCommittee’s views on proposals for the renewal of
service law. The Committee has taken evidence on the “provisions”.
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Uniforms Act 1894 (c. 45)No. 52, in clause 368, page 186, line 36, after
A11 In section 4 of the Uniforms Act 1894 (interpretation)—“repealed” insert “or revoked”.—[Mr. Touhig.]
(a) in the definition of “Her Majesty’s Military Forces”, for
“Army Act 1955” substitute “Armed Forces Act 2006”;Clause 368, as amended, ordered to stand part of

(b) for the definition of “Her Majesty’s Naval Forces”the Bill. substitute—
““Her Majesty’s Naval Forces” does not include any

Commonwealth force.”Schedule 14
Criminal Evidence Act 1898 (c. 36)

Minor and consequential amendments
A12 (1) Section 6 of the Criminal Evidence Act 1898

(application of Act) is amended as follows.
Amendments made:No. 74, in schedule 14, page 232, (2) In subsection (1) omit the words from “including” to the

end.line 2, at end insert—
(3) After that subsection insert—‘Metropolitan Police Act 1860 (c. 135)
“(1A) This Act applies in relation to service proceedings as itA1 In section 2 of theMetropolitan Police Act 1860 (swearing

applies in relation to criminal proceedings before a court inof constables to act on military land etc), for “subject to naval or
England and Wales.marine or military or air force discipline” substitute “who are

subject to service law, or are civilians subject to service discipline, (1B) In this section “service proceedings” means proceedings
within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006”. before a court (other than a civilian court) in respect of a service

oVence; and “service oVence” and “civilian court” here have theNaval and Marine Pay and Pensions Act 1865 (c. 73)
same meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.”A2 In section 3 of theNaval andMarine Pay andPensionsAct

Air Force (Constitution) Act 1917 (c. 51)1865 (payment of naval and marine pay and pensions according
A13 In section 2(1) of the Air Force (Constitution) Act 1917to Order in Council) for the words from “pay” to “thereof”

(government, discipline and pay of the Royal Air Force)—substitute “pensions and grants”.
(a) omit “, pay, allowances,”;A3 In section 9 of that Act (Order in Council not to contain
(b) after “Air Force”, in the second place where it occurs,provision inconsistent with Naval Discipline Act), for the words
insert “(except pay and allowances)”.’.from “pay” to the end substitute “pensions contained in the

Armed Forces Act 2006.” No. 75, in schedule 14, page 232, line 4, leave out
‘4(3)’ and insert ‘4’.Naval Pensions Act 1884 (c. 44)
No. 76, in schedule 14, page 232, line 5, at endA4 In section 2 of the Naval Pensions Act 1884 (application

of certain enactments to Greenwich Hospital pensions), for “or insert—
section 128G of the Naval Discipline Act 1957” substitute “or ‘(1A) In subsection (2)(ii), for the words from the beginning to
section 349 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”. “may” substitute “may, with his consent,”.’.

Foreign Marriage Act 1892 (c. 23) No. 77, in schedule 14, page 232, line 6, at
A5 In section 22 of the ForeignMarriage Act 1892 (marriages beginning insert

abroad by members of armed forces etc)—
‘In subsection (3)— (a) ’.(a) in subsection (1A)—
No. 78, in schedule 14, page 232, line 14, leave out(i) in paragraph (a)(i) for the words from “employed” to

the end substitute “a relevant civilian who is employed ‘(3)’ and insert ‘(b)’.
in that territory; or”; No. 79, in schedule 14, page 232, line 15, at end

(ii) in paragraph (b) for “so prescribed” substitute insert—“prescribed by Order in Council”;
‘Defence (Armed Forces) Regulations 1939 (S.I. 1939/1304)(b) after that subsection insert—
1A In Regulation 6 of the Defence (Armed Forces)“(1AA) In subsection (1A)(a)(i) “relevant civilian” means a

Regulations 1939—civilian subject to service discipline (within the meaning of the
(a) for “the Naval Discipline Act, military law or air-forceArmed Forces Act 2006) of a description prescribed by Order in
law” substitute “service law within the meaning of theCouncil.”
Armed Forces Act 2006”;

Regimental Debts Act 1893 (c. 5) (b) omit the words from “within the meaning of” to the end;
A6 In the Regimental Debts Act 1893, for the words “military and the text of the Regulation set out in Part C of Schedule 2 to

law”, in each place, substitute “service law”. the Emergency Laws (Repeal) Act 1959 (c. 19) is amended
A7 In section 23 of that Act (application of Act to deserters accordingly.’.

etc), omit the words “is sentenced to death or”. No. 80, in schedule 14, page 232, line 28, at end
A8 In section 29 of that Act (definitions)— insert—
(a) in the definition of “desert” for the words from “against

‘Visiting Forces Act 1952 (c. 67)paragraph (a)” to the end substitute “under section 8 of the
3A (1) Section 13 of the Visiting Forces Act 1952Armed Forces Act 2006;”;

(apprehension etc of deserters and absentees of visiting forces) is(b) for the words after that definition substitute—
amended as follows.

““Subject to service law” has the samemeaning as in the Armed
(2) In subsection (1)—Forces Act 2006.”
(a) for the words from “sections one hundred and eighty-six”

A9 After that section insert— to “regular forces)” substitute “sections 312 to 315 of the
“29A Application of Act to members of naval, marine or air Armed Forces Act 2006 (which relate to the apprehension

forces and transfer to service custody of deserters and absentees
without leave who are subject to service law)”;(1) Regulations may provide that any provision of this Act

(b) for “from the regular forces” substitute “who are subjectdoes not apply, or applies with prescribed modifications, in
to service law”.relation to a relevant person.

(3) In subsection (2) for the words from “the said sections” to(2) In this section “relevant person” means a person subject to
“eighty-eight” substitute “sections 312 and 313 of that Act”.service lawwho is not amember of HerMajesty’smilitary forces.”
(4) For subsection (3) substitute—A10 In section 33 of that Act (short title) for “Regimental

Debts Act 1893” substitute “Debts (Deceased Servicemen etc) “(3) In sections 313 to 315 of that Act as applied by subsection
(1) above—Act 1893”.
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(a) references to the transfer of a person to service custody “(2A) The reference in subsection (2) to a person who has been
sentenced as mentioned there includes—are to be read as references to the handing over of that

person to such authority of the country to which he (a) a person on whom a custodial sentence within the
meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006 has been passedbelongs, at such place in the United Kingdom, as may be

designated by the appropriate authority of that country; (anywhere) in respect of a service oVence within the
meaning of that Act;(b) references to the taking of a person into service custody

are to be read as references to the taking of a person into (b) a person in respect of whom an order under section 213
of that Act (detention for commission of oVence duringthe custody of such authority of the country to which he

belongs as may be designated by the appropriate authority currency of order) has been made.”
of that country.” 4B In section 39 of that Act (interpretation) for subsection (2)

3B In section 14 of that Act (evidence for purposes of section substitute—
13) for “Army Act 1955” substitute “Armed Forces Act 2006”. “(2) Except as otherwise expressly provided, references in this

Registration of Births, Deaths and Marriages (Special Act to a court do not include the Court Martial, the Summary
Provisions) Act 1957 (c. 58) Appeal Court, the Service Civilian Court, the Court Martial

Appeal Court or the Supreme Court on an appeal brought from3C (1) Section 1 of the Registration of Births, Deaths and
the Court Martial Appeal Court.”Marriages (Special Provisions) Act 1957 (records of births,

marriages and deaths among armed forces etc overseas) is Parliamentary Commissioner Act 1967 (c. 13)
amended as follows. 4C In Schedule 3 to the Parliamentary Commissioner Act
(2) In subsection (1)— 1967 (matters not subject to investigation)—
(a) omit the words “, or among the families of”; (a) in paragraph 6 for the words from “proceedings at any
(b) for paragraph (b) substitute— place” to “Air Force Act 1955” substitute “service law
“(b) civilians subject to service discipline.” proceedings (as defined by section 321(5) of the Armed

Forces Act 2006) (anywhere)”;(3) In subsection (3)—
(b) in paragraph 7 for “Courts-Martial Appeal Court”(a) for the words from “, or the family” to “of this section”
substitute “Court Martial Appeal Court”.substitute “a civilian subject to service discipline”;

(b) for “more particular description” substitute “particular Criminal Justice Act 1967 (c. 80)
description of such civilians”. 4D In section 72 of the Criminal Justice Act 1967 (power to

(4) For subsection (5) substitute— issue warrant for arrest of escaped prisoners etc) after subsection
(5) add—“(6) In this section “civilian subject to service discipline” has

the same meaning as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.” “(6) References in this section to oVences include service
oVences within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006.”3D In section 2(1) of that Act (records of births and deaths in

HM ships and aircraft etc)— 4E In section 104(1) of that Act (interpretation), in the
(a) omit paragraphs (a) and (b); definition of “court” for “a court-martial” substitute “the Court
(b) in paragraph (c) for “such an aircraft” substitute “one of Martial, the Summary Appeal Court, the Service Civilian Court,
Her Majesty’s aircraft (as defined by paragraph 1(4) of the Court Martial Appeal Court or the Supreme Court on an
Schedule 13 to the Armed Forces Act 2006)”. appeal brought from the Court Martial Appeal Court”.

3E In section 4 of that Act (validation of certain entries)— Civil Evidence Act 1968 (c. 64)
(a) in subsection (1) for the words from “of any description” 4F (1) Section 11 of the Civil Evidence Act 1968 (convictions
to “section one of this Act” substitute “within subsection as evidence in civil proceedings) is amended as follows.
(1A) below”;

(2) In subsection (1) for “by a court-martial there or elsewhere”(b) after that subsection insert—
substitute “of a service oVence (anywhere)”.

“(1A) A person is within this subsection if—
(3) In subsection (2) for “by a court-martial there or elsewhere”(a) he serves HerMajesty in, or is otherwise employed in any

substitute “of a service oVence”.capacity connected with, Her Majesty’s naval, military or
air forces; or (4) In subsection (5) after paragraph (a) insert—

(b) he belongs to or is employed by any organisation “(aa) section 186 of the Armed Forces Act 2006
concerned with the welfare of members of those forces.” (which makes similar provision in respect of

service convictions);”.3F In section 5(1)(b) of that Act (registration of births of
legitimated persons), for the words from “a person of” to the end (5) For subsection (6) substitute—
substitute “a civilian subject to service discipline (within the “(7) In this section—
meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006),”.

“service oVence” has the same meaning as in the Armed Forces
Public Records Act 1958 (c. 51) Act 2006; “conviction” includes anything that under section

3G In Schedule 1 to the Public Records Act 1958 (definition 366(1) and (2) of that Act is to be treated as a conviction, and
of public records), in paragraph 4(1), after paragraph (f) insert— “convicted” is to be read accordingly.”

“(fa) records of the Court Martial, the Summary Appeal 4G In section 13 of thatAct (conclusiveness of convictions for
Court or the Service Civilian Court;”.’. purposes of defamation actions)—

No. 81, in schedule 14, page 232, line 34, leave out (a) in subsection (3) for “by a court-martial there or
elsewhere” substitute “(in the case of a service oVence) a‘(whether or not made in England and Wales)’
conviction (anywhere) of that service oVence”;and insert (b) in subsection (4) for “(6)” substitute “(7)”.

‘(except one made in Scotland or Northern Ireland)’. 4H In section 18 of that Act (general interpretation etc)—
No. 82, in schedule 14, page 232, line 37, leave out (a) in subsection (2), in the definition of “court” for “court-

martial” substitute “service court”;‘(whether or not made in England and Wales)’
(b) after that subsection insert—and insert

“(2A) In subsection (2) “service court” means the Court‘(except one made in Scotland or Northern Ireland)’.
Martial, the Summary Appeal Court, the Service Civilian Court,

No. 83, in schedule 14, page 232, line 40, at end the Court Martial Appeal Court or the Supreme Court on an
insert— appeal brought from the Court Martial Appeal Court.”

Equal Pay Act 1970 (c. 41)Criminal Justice Act 1961 (c. 39)

4A In section 22 of the Criminal Justice Act 1961 (assisting 4I (1) Section 7A of the Equal Pay Act 1970 (service pay and
conditions) is amended as follows.escaped prisoners etc), for subsection (3) substitute—
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(2) In subsection (5)— “(bb) section 186 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (which
(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a complaint” to makes similar provision in respect of service
“those procedures” substitute “a service complaint in convictions);”.
respect of the claim”; (5) For subsection (6) substitute—

(b) in paragraph (b) for “complaint” substitute “service
“(7) In this section—complaint”.

“service oVence” has the same meaning as in the Armed Forces(3) In subsection (7), for “the service redress procedures”
Act 2006;substitute “the service complaint procedures”.

(4) In subsection (12), for the definition of “the service redress “conviction” includes anything that under section 366(1) and (2)
procedures” substitute— of that Act is to be treated as a conviction, and “convicted” is to

be read accordingly.”““service complaint” means a complaint under section 330 of the
Armed Forces Act 2006; 4O In section 9 of that Act (conclusiveness of convictions for

purposes of defamation actions)—“the service complaint procedures” means the procedures
(a) in subsection (3) for “by a court-martial there orprescribed by regulations under that section.”
elsewhere” substitute “(in the case of a service oVence) a4J In section 7AB of that Act (“arrears date” for purposes of
conviction (anywhere) of that service oVence”;section 7A(9)(a) (proceedings in England and Wales))—

(b) in subsection (4) for “(6)” substitute “(7)”.(a) in subsection (2), in paragraph (b) of the definitions of
“concealment case” and “disability case”, for “complaint 4P In section 14 of that Act (general interpretation etc)—
under the service redress procedures” substitute “service (a) in subsection (2), in the definition of “court” for “court-
complaint”; martial” substitute “service court”;

(b) in subsection (3) for “complaint under the service redress (b) after that subsection insert—
procedures” substitute “service complaint”;

“(2A) In subsection (2) “service court” means the Court(c) in subsection (5) for the words from “complaint” to the
Martial, the Summary Appeal Court, the Service Civilian Court,end substitute “service complaint having been made.”;
the Court Martial Appeal Court or the Supreme Court on an(d) in subsection (6) for “complaint under the service redress
appeal brought from the Court Martial Appeal Court.”procedures” substitute “service complaint”.

Juries Act 1974 (c. 23)4K In section 7AC of that Act (determination of “period” for
purposes of section 7A(9)(b) (proceedings in Scotland))— 4Q In Schedule 1 to the Juries Act 1974 (persons disqualified

(a) in subsection (2) for “complaint under the service redress from jury service, etc)—
procedures” substitute “service complaint”; (a) in paragraph 7(c) after “Channel Islands” insert “or a

(b) in subsection (4) for the words from “complaint” to the service community order or overseas community order
end substitute “service complaint having been made.”; under the Armed Forces Act 2006”;

(c) in subsection (5) for “complaint under the service redress (b) in paragraph 8(a) for “by a court-martial” substitute
procedures” substitute “service complaint”. “(anywhere) in respect of a service oVence within the
Equal Pay Act (Northern Ireland) 1970 (c. 32) meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006”.

4L (1) Section 6A of the Equal Pay Act (Northern Ireland) Rehabilitation of OVenders Act 1974 (c. 53)
1970 (service pay and conditions) is amended as follows. 4R In section 1 of the Rehabilitation of OVenders Act 1974
(2) In subsection (5)— (rehabilitated persons and spent convictions), in subsection (4)
(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a complaint” to after “2000” insert “or section 186 of theArmedForcesAct 2006”.
“those procedures” substitute “a service complaint in

4S In section 2 of thatAct (rehabilitation of persons dealt withrespect of the claim”;
in service disciplinary proceedings)—(b) in paragraph (b) for “complaint” substitute “service

(a) in subsection (5) after “any of the following—” insert—complaint”.
“(za) any proceedings (whether or not before a court) in

(3) In subsection (7), for “the service redress procedures” respect of a service oVence within the meaning of the
substitute “the service complaint procedures”. Armed Forces Act 2006 (except proceedings before a
(4) In subsection (12), for the definition of “the service redress civilian court within the meaning of that Act);”;

procedures” substitute— (b) after that subsection add—
““service complaint” means a complaint under section 330 of the “(6) Section 366(1) to (3) of the Armed Forces Act 2006
Armed Forces Act 2006; (“conviction” and “sentence” in relation to summary hearings and
“the service complaint procedures” means the procedures the SAC) apply for the purposes of this Act as they apply for theprescribed by regulations under that section.”

purposes of that Act.”
4M In section 6AB of that Act (“arrears date” in proceedings

4T (1) Section 5 of that Act (rehabilitation periods forunder section 6A(9))—
particular sentences) is amended as follows.(a) in subsection (2), in paragraph (b) of the definitions of

“concealment case” and “disability case”, for “complaint (2) In subsection (1)—
under the service redress procedures” substitute “service (a) in paragraph (d)—
complaint”; (i) after “Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act

(b) in subsection (3) for “complaint under the service redress 2000,” insert “or under section 208 or 217 of the
procedures” substitute “service complaint”; Armed Forces Act 2006,”;

(c) in subsection (5) for the words from “complaint” to the (ii) after “said Act of 2000” insert “or section 208 of the
end substitute “service complaint having been made.”; said Act of 2006”;

(d) in subsection (6) for “complaint under the service redress (iii) omit “or a corresponding court-martial
procedures” substitute “service complaint”. punishment”;
Civil Evidence Act (Northern Ireland) 1971 (c. 36) (b) in paragraph (f), at the end insert “(including any

sentence within this paragraph passed as a result of any of4N (1) Section 7 of the Civil Evidence Act (Northern Ireland)
sections 218 to 221 of the Armed Forces Act 2006)”.1971 (convictions as evidence in civil proceedings) is amended as

follows. (3) For subsection (1A) substitute—
(2) In subsection (1) for “by a court-martial there or elsewhere” “(1A) In subsection (1)(d)—

substitute “of a service oVence (anywhere)”. (a) references to section 208 of the Armed Forces Act 2006
(3) In subsection (2) for “by a court-martial there or elsewhere” include references to section 71A(4) of the Army Act 1955

substitute “of a service oVence”. or Air Force Act 1955 or section 43A(4) of the Naval
Discipline Act 1957;(4) In subsection (5) after paragraph (b) insert—
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(b) the reference to section 217 of theArmedForcesAct 2006 (3) In subsection (9D) for “the service redress procedures”
substitute “the service complaint procedures”.includes a reference to section 71A(3) of theArmyAct 1955

or Air Force Act 1955 or section 43A(3) of the Naval (4) In subsection (10) for the definition of “the service redress
Discipline Act 1957.” procedures” substitute—““service complaint”means a complaint

(4) In subsection (2)— under section 330 of the Armed Forces Act 2006;
(a) in Table A, in the fifth entry for “Any sentence of “the service complaint procedures” means the procedures
detention” substitute “Any sentence of service detention prescribed by regulations under that section;”.
within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006, or any

Fatal Accidents and Sudden Deaths Inquiry (Scotland)sentence of detention corresponding to such a sentence,”;
Act 1976 (c. 14)(b) in Table B—

(i) in the fourth entry, after “2000” insert “or under 4AA In section 1(4) of the Fatal Accidents and Sudden
section 208 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”; Deaths Inquiry (Scotland) Act 1976 (investigation of death and

(ii) in the fifth entry, for “either of those provisions” application for public inquiry)—
substitute “any provision mentioned in the fourth (a) after paragraph (b) insert—
entry in this Table”. “(ba) he is detained in, or is subject to detention in, service

custody premises (within the meaning of section 298 of the(5) Before subsection (3) insert—
Armed Forces Act 2006);”;

“(2A) Table B applies in relation to a sentence under section (b) in paragraph (c)(i) for “and (b)” substitute “, (b) and
71A(4) of the Army Act 1955 or Air Force Act 1955 or section (ba)”.
43A(4) of the Naval Discipline Act 1957 as it applies in relation to

Bail Act 1976 (c. 63)one under section 208 of the Armed Forces Act 2006.”
4AB In section 2(2) of the Bail Act 1976 (definitions), for the(6) In subsection (4A) after “2003” insert “or a service

definition of “Courts-Martial Appeal rules” substitute—community order or overseas community order under the Armed
Forces Act 2006”. “CourtMartial Appeal Rules” means rules made under section 49

of the Court Martial Appeals Act 1968,”.(7) In subsection (6A) after “2000” insert “, or an order under
section 210 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 was made”. 4AC In section 5(10) of that Act (meaning of “prescribed” for

purposes of section 5), for “Courts-Martial Appeal rules”(8) In subsection (9)(b) after “2000” insert “or section 208 of
substitute “Court Martial Appeal Rules”.the Armed Forces Act 2006”.
4AD In section 6(9)(c)(v) of that Act (meaning of the4U In the Schedule to that Act (service disciplinary

“appropriate oYcer” of the court), for “Courts-Martial Appealconvictions referred to in section 6(6)(bb)), after paragraph 6
Court” substitute “Court Martial Appeal Court”.add—

“Provisions of the Armed Forces Act 2006 4AE In section 8(4) of that Act (persons before whom
recognizance may be entered into)—7 Any service oVencewithin themeaning of the ArmedForces

(a) in paragraph (d)—Act 2006 except one punishable in the case of an oVender aged 18
(i) for “Courts-Martial Appeal Court” substituteor over with imprisonment for more than two years.”
“Court Martial Appeal Court”;

House of Commons Disqualification Act 1975 (c. 24) (ii) for “Courts-Martial Appeal rules” substitute
4V In section 1 of the House of Commons Disqualification “Court Martial Appeal Rules”;

Act 1975 (disqualification of holders of certain oYces)— (b) in the words after paragraph (d) for “Courts-Martial
(a) in subsection (1)(c) omit “or the Ulster Defence Appeal rules” substitute “Court Martial Appeal Rules”.
Regiment”; 4AF In section 13(3) of that Act (application of Act), for

(b) in subsection (3), in the definition of “regular armed “Courts-Martial Appeal Court” substitute “Court Martial
forces of the Crown”, for the words from “the regular Appeal Court”.
forces” to the end substitute “the Royal Marines, the

4AG In Schedule 1 to that Act (persons entitled to bail:regular army (as defined by section 364 of the Armed
supplementary provisions)—Forces Act 2006) or the Royal Air Force.”

(a) in paragraph 4 of each of Parts 1 and 2, for the words4W In Part 1 of Schedule 1 to that Act (judicial oYces
from “the sentence” to the end substitute “a sentence of adisqualifying for membership), for “Judge of the Courts-Martial
court or a sentence imposed by an oYcer under the ArmedAppeal Court.” substitute “Judge of the Court Martial Appeal
Forces Act 2006.”; andCourt.”

(b) in paragraph 4 of Part 3 omit the definition of “the
Northern Ireland Assembly Disqualification Act 1975 (c. 25) Services Acts”.
4X In section 1 of the Northern Ireland Assembly Race Relations Act 1976 (c. 74)

Disqualification Act 1975 (disqualification of holders of certain
4AH In section 57(4B) of the Race Relations Act 1976 (claimsoYces)—

under Part 3), in the words after the definition of “public(a) in subsection (1)(c) omit the words from “or” to the end;
investigator functions”, for the words from “any oVence” to(b) in subsection (2), in the definition of “regular armed
“1957” substitute “any service oVence within the meaning of theforces of the Crown”, for the words from “the regular
Armed Forces Act 2006”.forces” to the end substitute “the Royal Marines, the

regular army (as defined by section 364 of the Armed 4AI (1) Section 75 of that Act (application to Crown etc) is
Forces Act 2006) or the Royal Air Force.” amended as follows.

4Y In Part 1 of Schedule 1 to that Act (judicial oYces (2) In subsection (9)—
disqualifying for membership), for “Judge of the Courts-Martial (a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a complaint” to
Appeal Court.” substitute “Judge of the Court Martial Appeal “those procedures” substitute “a service complaint in
Court.” respect of the act complained of”;

(b) in paragraph (b) for “complaint” substitute “serviceSex Discrimination Act 1975 (c. 65)
complaint”.4Z (1) Section 85 of the Sex Discrimination Act 1975

(3) In subsection (9B) for “the service redress procedures”(application to Crown etc) is amended as follows.
substitute “the service complaint procedures”.(2) In subsection (9B)—
(4) In subsection (10), for paragraph (ab) substitute—(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a complaint” to
“(ac) “service complaint” means a complaint under section“those procedures” substitute “a service complaint in
330 of the Armed Forces Act 2006;respect of the act complained of”;

(ad) “the service complaint procedures” means the(b) in paragraph (b) for “complaint” substitute “service
complaint”. procedures prescribed by regulations under that section;”.
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4AJ In section 78(1) of that Act (general interpretation No. 84, in schedule 14, page 233, leave out lines 22
provisions), for the definition of “criminal proceedings” to 24 and insert—
substitute—

‘“(2A) Section 48 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (attempts,
““criminal proceedings” includes service law proceedings (as conspiracy, incitement and aiding and abetting outside England
defined by section 321(5) of the Armed Forces Act 2006);”. and Wales) applies for the purposes of subsection (1)(c)(ii) to (iv)
SexDiscrimination (Northern Ireland)Order 1976 (S.I. 1976/1042 above as if the reference in subsection (3)(b) of that section to any

(N.I. 15)) of the following provisions of that Act were a reference to
subsection (1)(c)(ii) to (iv).”’.4AK (1) Article 82 of the Sex Discrimination (Northern

Ireland) Order 1976 (application to Crown etc) is amended as No. 85, in schedule 14, page 233, line 25, at end
follows. insert—
(2) In paragraph (9B)—

‘Representation of the People Act 1983 (c. 2)(a) in sub-paragraph (a) for thewords from “a complaint” to
5A In section 3(2)(a) of the Representation of the People Act“those procedures” substitute “a service complaint in

1983 (disenfranchisement of oVenders in prison etc), for the wordsrespect of the act complained of”;
from “court-martial” to “1976” substitute “court of a service(b) in sub-paragraph (b) for “complaint” substitute “service
oVence within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006”.complaint”.

(3) In paragraph (9D) for “the service redress procedures” 5B In section 3A of that Act (disenfranchisement of oVenders
substitute “the service complaint procedures”. detained in mental hospitals), for subsection (5) substitute—
(4) In paragraph (10) for the definition of “the service redress “(5) The reference in subsection (2)(a)(i) to an order under

procedures” substitute— section 37 or 38 of the Mental Health Act 1983 includes such an
order made by virtue of Schedule 4 to the Armed Forces Act 2006““service complaint” means a complaint under section 330 of the
(including as applied by section 16(2) of the Court MartialArmed Forces Act 2006;
Appeals Act 1968).”’.“the service complaint procedures” means the procedures

prescribed by regulations under that section;”. No. 86, in schedule 14, page 233, line 36, at end
insert—Judicature (Northern Ireland) Act 1978 (c. 23)

4AL In section 44 of the Judicature (Northern Ireland) Act ‘Repatriation of Prisoners Act 1984 (c. 47)
1978 (appeals in cases of contempt of court)— 6A In section 1 of the Repatriation of Prisoners Act 1984

(a) in subsection (2)(b) for “Courts-Martial Appeal Court” (warrants for transfer of prisoners etc into or out of UK) after
substitute “Court Martial Appeal Court”; subsection (7) insert—

(b) in subsection (5) after paragraph (c) insert—
“(7A) In subsection (7)(a) the reference to an order made by a“(d) to an order or decision of the Court Martial or the

court or tribunal in the United Kingdom in the course of theSummary Appeal Court under section 307 of the Armed
exercise of its criminal jurisdiction includes an order madeForces Act 2006;”.
(anywhere) by—Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980 (c. 43) (a) the Court Martial;

4AM In section 19(5) of the Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980 (b) the Service Civilian Court;
(decision as to allocation), for paragraph (b) substitute— (c) the Court Martial Appeal Court; or

“(b) a previous conviction of a service oVence within the (d) the Supreme Court on an appeal brought from the Court
meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (“conviction” here Martial Appeal Court.”
including anything that under section 366(1) and (2) of that

Inheritance Tax Act 1984 (c. 51)Act is to be treated as a conviction).”
6B In section 154(2) of the Inheritance Tax Act 1984 (death4AN In section 125D(3) of that Act (execution by person not

on active service etc), for thewords from“(not being amember” toin possession of warrant), for paragraph (b) substitute—
“any body of those forces” substitute “a civilian subject to service“(b) a warrant under section 311, 312 or 315 of the Armed
discipline within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006”.Forces Act 2006;”.

Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (c. 60)Public Passenger Vehicles Act 1981 (c. 14)
6C In section 63A(1B) of the Police and Criminal Evidence4AO In Schedule 3 to the Public Passenger Vehicles Act 1981

Act 1984 (fingerprints and samples: supplementary provisions)—(supplementary provisions as to qualifications for PSV operator’s
(a) in paragraph (h) for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch”licence), in paragraph 1—
substitute “Royal Navy Police”; (b) omit paragraph (k).(a) in sub-paragraph (6) after “1978” insert “or a service

community order or overseas community order under the 6D In section 67 of that Act (codes of practice:
Armed Forces Act 2006”; supplementary), for subsection (12) substitute—

(b) in sub-paragraph (7) for the words from “a civil oVence”
“(12) In subsection (11) “criminal proceedings” includesto the end substitute “an oVence under section 42 of the

service proceedings.Armed Forces Act 2006.”
(13) In this section “service proceedings” means proceedingsContempt of Court Act 1981 (c. 49)

before a court (other than a civilian court) in respect of a service
4AP In section 19 of the Contempt of Court Act 1981 oVence; and “service oVence” and “civilian court” here have the

(interpretation), for “Courts-Martial Appeal Court”, in both same meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.”
places, substitute “Court Martial Appeal Court”.

6E (1) Section 72 of that Act (provision supplementary to Part4AQ In Schedule 1 to that Act (times when proceedings are
7 (documentary evidence in criminal proceedings)) is amendedactive for purposes of section 2), after paragraph 1 insert—
as follows.

“1A In paragraph 1 the reference to an oVence includes a
(2) In subsection (1), in the definition of “proceedings”, forservice oVence within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act

paragraphs (a) to (c) substitute “service proceedings.”2006.”
(3) After that subsection insert—Senior Courts Act 1981 (c. 54)
“(1A) In subsection (1) “service proceedings” means4AR In section 29 of the Senior Courts Act 1981 (mandatory,

proceedings before a court (other than a civilian court) in respectprohibiting and quashing orders), for subsection (3A) substitute—
of a service oVence; and “service oVence” and “civilian court” here“(3A) The High Court shall have no jurisdiction to make
have the same meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.”mandatory, prohibiting or quashing orders in relation to the
6F In section 75(3) of that Act (supplementary provisionjurisdiction of the Court Martial in matters relating to—

about conviction as evidence of commission of oVence), after(a) trial by the Court Martial for an oVence; or
(b) appeals from the Service Civilian Court.”’. paragraph (a) insert—
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“(aa) section 186 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (which (b) the extent of the relevant provisions so far as they relate
to service proceedings.”makes similar provision in respect of service

convictions);”. (3) In subsection (8)—
6G (1) Section 82 of that Act (interpretation of Part 8 (a) for paragraphs (a) and (b) substitute—

(evidence in criminal proceedings: general)) is amended as follows. “(a) section 67(11) to (13);”;
(b) for paragraphs (d) and (e) substitute—(2) In subsection (1)—
“(d) section 113(8) to (10).”(a) omit the definition of “court-martial”;

(b) in the definition of “proceedings”, for paragraphs (a) to (4) For subsection (9) substitute—
(c) substitute “service proceedings;”; “(8A) In this section “service proceedings” means proceedings

(c) in the definition of “Service court” for “a court-martial or before a court (other than a civilian court) in respect of a service
a Standing Civilian Court” substitute “the Court Martial oVence; and “service oVence” and “civilian court” here have the
or the Service Civilian Court”. same meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.”

(3) After that subsection insert— (8B) Section 373 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (Channel
“(1A) In subsection (1) “service proceedings” means Islands, Isle of Man and British overseas territories) applies in

proceedings before a court (other than a civilian court) in respect relation to the provisions mentioned in subsection (6)(a) and (b)
of a service oVence; and “service oVence” and “civilian court” here above as it applies in relation to that Act.”
have the same meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.” Prosecution of OVences Act 1985 (c. 23)
(4) Omit subsection (2). 6J In section 19 of the Prosecution of OVences Act 1985
6H (1) Section 113 of that Act (application of Act to armed (provision for orders as to costs in other circumstances)—

forces) is amended as follows. (a) in subsection (3)(c)(ii) for the words from “to which” to
the end substitute “within subsection (3B) below;”;(2) For subsection (1) substitute—

(b) after subsection (3A) insert—“(1) The Secretary of State may by order make provision in
“(3B) A request is within this subsection if—relation to—
(a) it is a request to a registered medical practitioner to make(a) investigations of service oVences,
a written or oral report on the medical condition of an(b) persons arrested under a power conferred by or under the
oVender or defendant; andArmed Forces Act 2006,

(b) it is made by a court—(c) persons charged under that Act with service oVences,
(i) for the purpose of determining whether or not to(d) persons in service custody, or
include in a community order (within the meaning of(e) persons convicted of service oVences,
Part 12 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003) a mentalwhich is equivalent to that made by any provision of Part 5 of this
health treatment requirement under section 207 ofAct (or this Part of this Act so far as relating to that Part), subject
that Act or make an order under section 37 of theto such modifications as the Secretary of State considers
Mental Health Act 1983 (hospital orders andappropriate.”
guardianship orders) or otherwise for the purpose of

(3) In subsection (2) for the words from “oVences” to the end determining the most suitable method of dealing with
substitute “service oVences”. an oVender; or
(4) In subsection (3) for the words from “concerned with” to (ii) in exercise of the powers conferred by section 11 of

the end substitute “concerned with— the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing) Act 2000
(a) the exercise of powers conferred by or under Part 3 of the (remand of a defendant for medical examination).”
Armed Forces Act 2006; or Housing Act 1985 (c. 68)

(b) investigations of service oVences.”
6K In section 622(1) of the Housing Act 1985 (minor

(5) In subsection (4) for “enquiries” substitute definitions), for the definition of “regular armed forces of the
“investigations”. (6) For subsection (9) substitute— Crown” substitute—
“(9) Subsection (8) above applies to proceedings in respect of ““regular armed forces of the Crown” means the regular forces as

an oVence under a provision of Part 1 of the Armed Forces Act defined by section 364 of the Armed Forces Act 2006;”.’.
2006 other than section 42 (criminal conduct).” No. 87, in schedule 14, page 234, line 10, at end
(7) Omit subsection (11). insert—
(8) In subsection (12) for the words from “proceedings” to the ‘Criminal Justice Act 1988 (c. 33)

end of paragraph (c) substitute “service proceedings”.
9A In the Criminal Justice Act 1988, omit section 50 (suspended

(9) After that subsection insert— sentences on certain civilians in service courts).
“(12A) In this section— 9B In section 146 of that Act (evidence before service
“service oVence” has the meaning given by section 50 of the courts)—
Armed Forces Act 2006; (a) in the sidenote, for “courts-martial etc” substitute

“certain service courts”; and“criminal proceedings” includes service proceedings;
(b) for “courts-martial, the Courts-Martial Appeal Court“service proceedings” means proceedings before a court (other
and Standing Civilian Courts” substitute “certain servicethan a civilian court) in respect of a service oVence; and
courts”.

“civilian court” has themeaning given by section 364 of theArmed
9C In section 172 of that Act (extent), for subsections (7) toForces Act 2006;

(9) substitute—
and section 366(1) and (2) of that Act (meaning of “convicted” in

“(7) Nothing in subsection (1) above aVects the extent ofrelation to summary hearings and the SAC) apply for the purposes
section 146 or Schedule 13.”of subsection (1)(e) above as they apply for the purposes of that
9D (1) Schedule 13 to that Act (evidence before service courts)Act.”

is amended as follows.(10) After subsection (13) add—
(2) In the title for “courts-martial etc” substitute “service“(14) Section 363(5) and (6) of the Armed Forces Act 2006

courts”.(supplementary provisions) apply in relation to an order under
(3) In paragraph 1—this section as they apply in relation to an order under that Act.”
(a) in the definition of “procedural instruments”, for6I (1) Section 120 of that Act (extent) is amended as follows.
paragraphs (a) to (d) substitute—

(2) For subsections (6) and (7) substitute— “(a) Court Martial rules within the meaning of the Armed
Forces Act 2006;“(6) Nothing in subsection (1) aVects—

(a) the extent of section 113(1) to (7) and (12) to (14); (b) SCC rules within the meaning of that Act; and
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(c) rules under section 49 of the Court Martial Appeals Act 9H In Article 70 of that Order (interpretation of Part IX
(evidence in criminal proceedings - general))—1968;”;

(b) in the definition of “Service courts”, for paragraphs (a) to (a) in paragraph (1), in the definition of “Service court” for
“a court-martial or a Standing Civilian Court” substitute(d) substitute—

“(a) the Court Martial; “the Court Martial or the Service Civilian Court”;
(b) omit paragraph (2).(b) the Service Civilian Court; and

(c) the Court Martial Appeal Court.” 9I In Article 73(3) of that Order (supplementary provision
(4) Omit paragraphs 7, 9 and 10. about conviction as evidence of commission of oVence), before

sub-paragraph (b) insert—Road TraYc Act 1988 (c. 52)
“(aa) section 186 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (which9E In section 183 of the Road TraYc Act 1988 (application to
makes similar provision in respect of servicethe Crown), in subsection (6) for the words from “subject to” to
convictions);”.“air force law” substitute “subject to service law (within the

Courts and Legal Services Act 1990 (c. 41)meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006)”.
9J In section 119(1) of the Courts and Legal Services Act 19909F (1) Section 184 of that Act (application of sections 5 to 10

(interpretation), in the definition of “court”—to persons subject to service discipline) is amended as follows.
(a) in paragraph (a), at the end insert “and”;(2) In subsection (1)—
(b) omit paragraph (b).(a) in the words before paragraph (a) for “persons subject to

Armed Forces Act 1991 (c. 62)service discipline” substitute “persons subject to service
law and civilians subject to service discipline”; 9K In section 24 of theArmedForcesAct 1991 (extent etc) for

(b) in paragraph (a) for “the corresponding service oVence” subsections (4) and (5) substitute—
substitute “an oVence under section 42 of the Armed “(4) Section 373 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 applies in
Forces Act 2006 as respects which the corresponding relation to Part 3 of this Act as it applies in relation to that Act.”
oVence under the law of England and Wales is that

Local Government Finance Act 1992 (c. 14)oVence”;
9L (1) Schedule 1 to the Local Government Finance Act 1992(c) in paragraph (b) for “naval, military or air force

(persons disregarded for purposes of discount) is amended asauthority” substitute “oYcer”;
follows.(d) in paragraph (e)—

(i) for “persons subject to service discipline” substitute (2) In paragraph 1—
“persons subject to service law or civilians subject to (a) in sub-paragraph (1)(a) for “of a court” substitute “or
service discipline”; award”;

(ii) omit “and” at the end of the paragraph; (b) for sub-paragraph (2) substitute—
(e) in paragraph (f) for “the corresponding service oVence” “(2) This sub-paragraph applies to—
substitute “an oVence under section 42 of the Armed (a) an order of a court in the United Kingdom;
Forces Act 2006 as respects which the corresponding (b) an order or award (whether or not of a court) made
oVence under the law of England and Wales is a traYc (anywhere) in proceedings in respect of a service oVence
oVence within the meaning of section 6”; within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006.”;

(f) after that paragraph add— (c) in sub-paragraph (3), omit “or” at the end of paragraph
“(g) in section 6E the reference to any place were a (a) and after that paragraph insert—
reference to— “(aa) is temporarily released under rules under section 298 of
(i) service living accommodation (as defined by section the Armed Forces Act 2006; or”;
96 of the Armed Forces Act 2006); or (d) in sub-paragraph (6)(a) for the words from “imprisoned”

(ii) premises occupied as a residence (alone or with other to the end substitute “in service custody; and”.
persons) by a person subject to service law, a civilian

(3) In paragraph 6(2)(b) for the words from “subject to” to thesubject to service discipline, the person on whom the
end substitute “subject to service law within the meaning of therequirement is to be imposed or the person to be
Armed Forces Act 2006.”arrested.”

Sexual OVences (Amendment) Act 1992 (c. 34)(3) In subsection (2), for the words from“a person” to “without
9M In section 2 of the SexualOVences (Amendment)Act 1992warrant” substitute “without warrant a person who is subject to

(oVences to which the Act applies), for subsection (4) substitute—service law or is a civilian subject to service discipline”.
(4) For subsection (3) substitute— “(4) This Act applies to an oVence under section 42 of the

ArmedForcesAct 2006 if the corresponding oVence under the law“(3) In this section— “civilian subject to service discipline” has
of England and Wales (within the meaning given by that section)the same meaning as in the Armed Forces Act 2006;
is an oVence within a paragraph of subsection (1) above.”“corresponding oVence under the law of England and Wales”, in
9N In section 3 of that Act (power to displace restrictions inrelation to an oVence under section 42 of thatAct, has themeaning

section 1), after subsection (6A) insert—given by that section;
“(6B) Where a person is charged with an oVence to which this“member of the provost staV” means—

Act applies by virtue of section 2(4), this section applies as if—(a) anyone who is, or by reason of section 365(5) of that Act
(a) in subsections (1) and (2) for any reference to the judgeis to be treated as, a service policeman for the purposes of
there were substituted a reference to the court; andthat Act; or

(b) subsections (6) and (6A) were omitted.”(b) a person lawfully exercising authority on behalf of a
provost oYcer (within the meaning of that Act); 9O In section 4 of that Act (special rules for cases of incest or

buggery), omit subsection (9).“subject to service law” has the same meaning as in that Act.”
P (1) Section 6 of that Act (interpretation etc) is amended asPolice and Criminal Evidence (Northern Ireland) Order 1989
follows.(S.I. 1989/1341 (N.I. 12))
(2) In subsection (1) omit the definitions of “corresponding9G In Article 66 of the Police and Criminal Evidence

civil oVence” and “service oVence”.(Northern Ireland) Order 1989 (codes of practice -
supplementary), for paragraph 11 substitute— (3) After that subsection insert—
“(11) In paragraph (10) “criminal proceedings” includes “(1A) Section 48 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (attempts,

service proceedings. conspiracy, incitement and aiding and abetting outside England
and Wales) applies for the purposes of this Act as if the reference(11A) In this Article “service proceedings” means proceedings

before a court (other than a civilian court) in respect of a service in subsection (3)(b) of that section to any of the following
provisions of that Act were a reference to any provision of thisoVence; and “service oVence” and “civilian court” here have the

same meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.” Act.”
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(4) In subsection (3) for “a service oVence” substitute “an Employment Rights Act 1996 (c. 18)
oVence under section 42 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”. 9Y In section 192 of the Employment Rights Act 1996 (armed

forces)—(5) In subsection (3A) for the words from “a service oVence” to
(a) in subsection (4)—“as charged with the oVence” substitute “an oVence under section

(i) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a complaint” to42 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 if he is charged (under Part 5 of
“those procedures” substitute “a service complaint”;that Act) with the oVence”.

(ii) in paragraph (b) for “complaint” substitute “service9Q Omit section 7 of that Act (courts-martial).
complaint”;

9R In section 8 of that Act (short title, commencement and (b) in subsection (5)(b) for “the service procedures for the
extent, etc) omit subsection (7). redress of complaints” substitute “the service complaint

procedures”;Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 (c. 33)
(c) for subsection (6) substitute—9S In section 39 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act

“(6A) In subsections (4) and (5)—1994 (power to apply sections 34 to 38 to armed forces), for
subsection (2) substitute— “service complaint” means a complaint under section 330 of the

Armed Forces Act 2006;“(2) This section applies to any proceedings before an oYcer or
court in respect of a service oVence (other than proceedings before “the service complaint procedures” means the procedures
a civilian court); and prescribed by regulations under that section.”

Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996 (c. 25)“service oVence” and “civilian court” here have the same
meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.” 9Z For section 78 of the Criminal Procedure and

Investigations Act 1996 substitute—Goods Vehicles (Licensing of Operators) Act 1995 (c. 23)
“78 Application to armed forces9T In Schedule 3 to the Goods Vehicles (Licensing of

Operators) Act 1995, in paragraph 5 for sub-paragraph (1) (1) Subject to subsection (2), nothing in this Act applies in
substitute— relation to—

(a) proceedings before a court (other than a civilian court) in“(1) In paragraph 1(3)(a) the reference to an oVencementioned
respect of a service oVence; orin paragraph 5 of Schedule 2 includes an oVence under section 42

(b) any investigation conducted with a view to its beingof theArmedForcesAct 2006 as respects which the corresponding
ascertained whether a person should be charged with aoVence under the law of England and Wales (within the meaning
service oVence or whether a person charged with such angiven by that section) is an oVence mentioned in that paragraph.
oVence is guilty of it.

(1A) In paragraphs 3 and 4, references to an oVence under the
(2) The Secretary of State may by order—law of any part of the United Kingdom include an oVence under
(a) make as regards any proceedings mentioned insection 42 of that Act.
subsection (1)(a) provision equivalent to the provisions

(1B) In paragraph 3(2)(c) the reference to a community order contained in or made under Part 1, subject to such
includes a service community order or overseas community order modifications as he considers appropriate;
under that Act.” (b) make as regards any investigation mentioned in

Pensions Act 1995 (c. 26) subsection (1)(b) provision equivalent to the provisions
contained in or made under Part 2, subject to such9U In section 166(5)(a) of the Pensions Act 1995 (pensions on
modifications as he considers appropriate.divorce etc), for the words from “section 203(1) and (2) of the

Army Act 1955” to “1957” substitute “section 349 of the Armed (3) An order under this section may make provision in such
way as the Secretary of State considers appropriate, and may inForces Act 2006”.
particular apply any of the provisions concerned, with or withoutCriminal Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995 (c. 46)
modifications.

9V In section 307 of the Criminal Procedure (Scotland) Act
(4) In this section—1995 (interpretation)—
(a) “civilian court” and “service oVence” have the same(a) in subsection (2)—
meanings as in the Armed Forces Act 2006;(i) for “court-martial”, both times it occurs, substitute

(b) references to charges are to charges brought under Part 5“service court”;
of that Act.”(ii) for the words “under the” to the end substitute “for

Armed Forces Act 1996 (c. 46)an oVence under section 42 of the Armed Forces Act
2006.”; 9AA In section 6 of the Armed Forces Act 1996 (abrogation

(b) after that subsection insert— of common law corroboration rules), in subsection (3) for the
words from “for any oVence” to the end substitute “before—“(2A) In subsection (2), “service court” means—

(a) the Court Martial;(a) the Court Martial;
(b) the Summary Appeal Court;(b) the Summary Appeal Court;
(c) the Service Civilian Court;(c) the Court Martial Appeal Court; or
(d) the Court Martial Appeal Court; or(d) the Supreme Court on an appeal brought from the Court
(e) the Supreme Court on an appeal brought from the CourtMartial Appeal Court.”
Martial Appeal Court.”

Disability Discrimination Act 1995 (c. 50)
Housing Act 1996 (c. 52)

9W In section 68 of the Disability Discrimination Act 1995
9AB In section 199(4) of the Housing Act 1996 (local(interpretation)—

connection), for the words from “the Royal Navy” to the end(a) in subsection (1) for the definition of “criminal
substitute “the regular forces as defined by section 364 of theproceedings” substitute—
Armed Forces Act 2006.”

““criminal proceedings” includes service law proceedings (as
Social Security (Recovery of Benefits) Act 1997 (c. 27)defined by section 321(5) of the Armed Forces Act 2006);”;

9AC In Part 1 of Schedule 1 to the Social Security (Recovery(b) in subsection (1C), in the definition of “oVence” for the
of Benefits) Act 1997 (compensation payments), in paragraph 2words from“any oVence” to “1957” substitute “any service
after “2000” insert “or section 174 of the Armed Forces ActoVencewithin themeaning of theArmedForcesAct 2006”.
2006”.’.Pensions (Northern Ireland) Order 1995 (S.I. 1995/3213 (N.I. 22))
No. 88, in schedule 14, page 234, line 17, leave out9X In Article 162(5)(a) of the Pensions (Northern Ireland)

from beginning to end of line 18 and insert—Order 1995 (pensions on divorce etc), for the words from “section
203(1) and (2) of theArmyAct 1955” to “1957” substitute “section ‘(1) Section 34 of that Act (meaning of “life sentence” for

purposes of Chapter 2 of Part 2) is amended as follows.349 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”.
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(2) In subsection (2)—’. Landmines Act 1998 (c. 33)

12G In section 5(7) of the Landmines Act 1998 (internationalNo. 89, in schedule 14, page 234, line 27, at end
military operations), in the definition of “Her Majesty’s armedinsert—
forces” for “Army Act 1955” substitute “Armed Forces Act

‘(3) Omit subsection (3). 2006”.
11A In section 47(4) of that Act (application of section 47), at Crime and Disorder Act 1998 (c. 37)

the end of paragraph (b) insert “or” and for paragraphs (c) and (d)
12H In section 38(4)(h) of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998substitute—

(youth justice services), after “detention and training order” insert“(c) Schedule 4 to the Armed Forces Act 2006 (including as
“(including an order under section 210 of the Armed Forces Actapplied by section 16(2) of the Court Martial Appeals
2006)”.Act 1968).”
12I In section 41(5) of that Act (functions of Youth Justice11B In section 57 of that Act (extent etc), for subsection (8)

Board)—substitute—
(a) in paragraph (i), for sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii)

“(8) Nothing in subsection (4) above aVects the extent of substitute—
section 47 of this Act so far as it confers a power on the Court “(i) secure accommodation, within the meaning given
Martial or the Court Martial Appeal Court.”’. by section 107 of the Powers of Criminal Courts

(Sentencing) Act 2000, for the purpose of detainingNo. 90, in schedule 14, page 234, line 35, at end
persons subject to orders under section 100, 104(3)(a)insert—
or 105(2) of that Act or section 210 or 213 of the

‘Police Act 1997 (c. 50) Armed Forces Act 2006;
12A (1) Section 93 of the Police Act 1997 (authorisations to (ii) accommodation which is or may be used for the

purpose of detaining persons sentenced under sectioninterfere with property etc) is amended as follows.
90 or 91 of the Powers of Criminal Courts(2) In subsection (3)(aa) for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch”
(Sentencing) Act 2000 or section 208 or 217 of thesubstitute “Royal Navy Police”.
Armed Forces Act 2006;”;

(3) In subsection (5)(eb) for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch” (b) in paragraph (j), for sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii)
substitute “Royal Navy Police”. substitute—

“(i) secure accommodation, within the meaning given(4) In subsection (6A)(a) for “subject to service discipline”
by section 107 of the Powers of Criminal Courtssubstitute “who is subject to service law or is a civilian subject to
(Sentencing) Act 2000, to be used for detaining aservice discipline”.
person in accordance with a determination under

(5) For subsection (6B) substitute— section 102(1), 104(3)(a) or 105(2) of that Act or
“(6B) In subsection (6A) “subject to service law” and “civilian section 213(3) of the Armed Forces Act 2006; or

subject to service discipline” have the same meanings as in the (ii) accommodation to be used for detaining a person in
Armed Forces Act 2006.” accordance with a direction by the Secretary of State

under section 92 of the Powers of Criminal Courts12B In section 94(2)(db) of that Act (authorisations given in
(Sentencing) Act 2000 or a determination by theabsence of authorising oYcer), for “Royal Navy Regulating
Secretary of State under section 209 or 217(3) of theBranch” substitute “Royal Navy Police”.
Armed Forces Act 2006;”.

12C In section 108(1) of that Act (interpretation of Part 3), in
12J In Schedule 3 to that Act (procedure where persons sentthe definition of “criminal proceedings”, for paragraphs (a) to (c)

for trial under section 51), in paragraph 9(5) (definition ofsubstitute “proceedings (whether or not before a court) in respect
“previous conviction”) for paragraph (b) substitute—of a service oVence within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act

“(b) a previous conviction of a service oVence within the2006;”.
meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (“conviction” here

12D In section 113B(10) of that Act (enhanced criminal including anything that under section 366(1) and (2) of that
record certificates: meaning of “police force”), for paragraphs (a) Act is to be treated as a conviction).”
and (b) substitute—

Human Rights Act 1998 (c. 42)“(a) the Royal Navy Police;”.
12K In section 4(5)(c) of the Human Rights Act 1998Race Relations (Northern Ireland) Order 1997

(declaration of incompatibility), for “Courts-Martial Appeal(S.I. 1997/869 (N.I. 6))
Court” substitute “Court Martial Appeal Court”.

12E (1) Article 71 of the Race Relations (Northern Ireland)
12L In section 5(5) of that Act (right of Crown to intervene),Order 1997 (application to Crown etc) is amended as follows.

for “Courts-Martial Appeal Court” substitute “Court Martial
(2) In paragraph (8)— Appeal Court”.
(a) in sub-paragraph (a) for thewords from “a complaint” to

Youth Justice and Criminal Evidence Act 1999 (c. 23)
“those procedures” substitute “a service complaint in

12M In section 44(13)(c) of the Youth Justice and Criminalrespect of the act complained of”;
Evidence Act 1999 (reporting restrictions on alleged oVences(b) in sub-paragraph (b) for “complaint” substitute “service
involving persons under 18: meaning of “person subject to servicecomplaint”.
law”), for sub-paragraphs (i) and (ii) substitute—

(3) In paragraph (10) for “the service redress procedures” “(i) a person subject to service law within the meaning
substitute “the service complaint procedures”. of theArmedForcesAct 2006; or (ii) a civilian subject
(4) In paragraph (12), for the definition of “the service redress to service discipline within the meaning of that Act.”

procedures” substitute— ““service complaint”means a complaint 12N In section 63(1) of that Act (interpretation of Part 2), in
under section 330 of the Armed Forces Act 2006; the definition of “service court”, for paragraphs (a) to (c)
“the service complaint procedures” means the procedures substitute—
prescribed by regulations under that section;”. “(a) the Court Martial;

(b) the Service Civilian Court; orSocial Security (Recovery of Benefits) (Northern Ireland) Order
(c) the Court Martial Appeal Court.”1997 (S.I. 1997/1183 (N.I. 12))

12O In section 68 of that Act (extent etc), omit subsection12F In Part 1 of Schedule 1 to the Social Security (Recovery
(10).of Benefits) (Northern Ireland) Order 1997 (compensation

payments), in paragraph 2 after “1994” insert “or section 174 of 12P In Schedule 7 to that Act (transitional provision), in
paragraph 6(6)—the Armed Forces Act 2006”.
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(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “the prosecuting (3) For subsection (3) substitute—
authority” to the end substitute “the charge is brought “(3) In this section “service compensation order” means a
under section 121 of the Armed Forces Act 2006;”. service compensation order under the Armed Forces Act 2006.”

(b) for paragraph (b) substitute— 13C In section 163 of that Act (general definitions), in the
“(b) proceedings on appeal are to be taken to be instituted— definition of “court”, for “a court-martial” substitute “the Court

(i) in the case of an appeal under the Court Martial Martial”.
Appeals Act 1968, when the application for leave to

Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (c. 23)appeal is lodged in accordance with section 9 of that
13D In section 18(11) of the Regulation of InvestigatoryAct;

Powers Act 2000 (exceptions to section 17: meaning of “relevant(ii) in the case of an appeal under section 284 of the
judge”), for paragraph (c) substitute—Armed Forces Act 2006 (except one for which leave is

“(c) in relation to proceedings before the Court Martial, therequired), when the notice of appeal is given;
judge advocate for those proceedings; or”.(iii) in the case of an appeal under that section for which

leave is required, when the application for leave to 13E In section 32(6)(g) of that Act (senior authorising oYcers
appeal is lodged; for intrusive surveillance), for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch”

(iv) in the case of a reference under section 34 of the substitute “Royal Navy Police”.
Court Martial Appeals Act 1968 or section 12A or 13F (1) Section 33 of thatAct (rules for grant of authorisations
12B of the Criminal Appeal Act 1995, when the of surveillance etc) is amended as follows.
reference is made.”

(2) In subsection (6)(d)—
Welfare Reform and Pensions Act 1999 (c. 30) (a) for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch,” substitute “Royal

12Q In section 44(1)(a) of the Welfare Reform and Pensions Navy Police”;
Act 1999 (disapplication of restrictions on alienation), for the (b) for “person subject to service discipline” substitute
words from “section 203(1) and (2) of the Army Act 1955” to “person subject to service lawor a civilian subject to service
“1957” substitute “section 349 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”.’. discipline”.

(3) For subsection (7) substitute—No. 91, in schedule 14, page 234, line 36, at end
“(7) In subsection (6) “subject to service law” and “civilianinsert—

subject to service discipline” have the same meanings as in the‘12R (1) Section 82A of the Powers of Criminal Courts
Armed Forces Act 2006.”(Sentencing) Act 2000 (determination of tariVs for discretionary
13G In section 34(4)(g) of that Act (persons entitled to grantlife sentences) is amended as follows.

authorisation in the senior oYcer’s absence)—(2) In subsection (3)(b) for the words from “below” to
(a) for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch” substitute “Royal“custody)” substitute “(crediting periods of remand in custody) or
Navy Police”;under section 245 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (equivalent

(b) for “that Branch” substitute “that force”.provision for service courts)”.
13H In section 41(7) of that Act (Secretary of State(3) In each of subsections (7) and (8) for “a court-martial”

authorisations), for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch” substitutesubstitute “the Court Martial”.
“Royal Navy Police”.

12S In section 99 of that Act (conversion of sentence of
13I In section 56(1) of that Act (interpretation of Part 3detention to sentence of imprisonment)—

(investigation of certain electronic data)), in the definition of(a) in subsection (5) after paragraph (a) insert—
“chief oYcer of police”, in paragraph (f) for “Royal Navy“(aa) a sentence of detention under section 208 or 217 of the
Regulating Branch” substitute “Royal Navy Police”.Armed Forces Act 2006,”;
13J (1) Section 81 of that Act (general interpretation) is(b) after that subsection add—

amended as follows.“(6) References in this section to a sentence under section 226
(2) In subsection (1)—or 228 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003 include such a sentence
(a) in the definition of “Her Majesty’s forces”, for “Armypassed as a result of section 220 or 221 of the Armed Forces Act
Act 1955” substitute “Armed Forces Act 2006”;2006.”’.

(b) in the definition of “legal proceedings” after “tribunal”No. 92, in schedule 14, page 234, line 37, leave out
insert “or proceedings before an oYcer in respect of a

from first ‘of’ to ‘(which’ and insert ‘that Act’. service oVence within the meaning of the Armed Forces
No. 93, in schedule 14, page 235, line 12, at end Act 2006”;

(c) in the definition of “police force”, in paragraph (g) forinsert—
“Royal Navy Regulating Branch” substitute “Royal‘13A For section 114 of that Act substitute—
Navy Police”.

“114 OVences under service law
(3) In subsection (4), for paragraphs (a) to (c) substitute

(1) Where— “proceedings before a court in respect of a service oVence within
(a) a person has at any time been convicted of an oVence the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006,”.
under section 42 of the Armed Forces Act 2006, and

(4) In subsection (6)(b)—(b) the corresponding oVence under the law of England and
(a) for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch” substitute “RoyalWales (within the meaning given by that section) was a
Navy Police”; (b) for the words from “that Branch” to theclass A drug traYcking oVence or a domestic burglary,
end substitute “that force who is not for the time being

the relevant section of this Chapter shall have eVect as if he had at attached to or serving eitherwith that force orwith another
that time been convicted in England and Wales of that of those police forces”.
corresponding oVence.

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (c. 36)
(2) Subsection (3) of section 113 applies for the purposes of this

13K In section 30 of the Freedom of Information Act 2000section as it applies for the purposes of that section.
(investigations and proceedings conducted by public authorities),

(3) Section 48 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (attempts, for subsection (5) substitute—
conspiracy, incitement and aiding and abetting outside England

“(5) In this section—and Wales) applies for the purposes of this section as if the
“criminal proceedings” includes service law proceedings (asreference in subsection (3)(b) of that section to any of the
defined by section 321(5) of the Armed Forces Act 2006);following provisions of that Act were a reference to this section.”
“oVence” includes a service oVence (as defined by section 50 of13B (1) Section 134 of that Act (eVect of compensation order
that Act).”’.on subsequent award of damages in civil proceedings) is amended

as follows. No. 94, in schedule 14, page 235, line 13, at end
insert—(2) In subsections (1) and (2) omit “or award”.
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‘13L In section 1 of the Criminal Justice and Court Services ‘17A In section 67(3) of that Act (definition of person subject
to UK service jurisdiction), in subsection (3) for paragraphs (a) toAct 2000 (purposes of Chapter 1 of Part 1 (national probation

service)), in subsection (2)(a) after “2003)” insert “and service (c) substitute “a person subject to service law, or a civilian subject
to service discipline, within the meaning of the Armed Forcescommunity orders and overseas community orders under the

Armed Forces Act 2006”.’. Act 2006.”’.

No. 95, in schedule 14, page 235, line 14, leave out No. 99, in schedule 14, page 236, line 17, at end
from ‘of’ to ‘insert’ and insert ‘that Act’. insert—

‘Armed Forces Act 2001 (c. 19)No. 96, in schedule 14, page 235, line 31, at end
insert— 19A (1) Section 26 of the Armed Forces Act 2001 (power to

make provision for orders as to costs) is amended as follows.‘14A (1) Section 27 of that Act (armed forces oVences
equivalent to “an oVence against a child”) is amended as follows. (2) In subsection (1) for the words from “courts-martial” to

“services Acts” substitute “any of the Court Martial, the(2) In subsection (2) for “an armed forces oVence” substitute
Summary Appeal Court, the Service Civilian Court and the Court“an oVence under section 42 of the Armed Forces Act 2006”.
Martial Appeal Court, in any case where the court is satisfied that(3) For subsections (3) to (5) substitute—
one party to proceedings before that court”.

“(3) Section 48 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (attempts,
(3) In subsection (2)(d) for “a Standing Civilian Court”conspiracy, incitement and aiding and abetting outside England

substitute “the Service Civilian Court”.and Wales) applies for the purposes of subsection (2) of this
(4) In subsection (3)—section as if the reference in subsection (3)(b) of that section to any
(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a court-martial” toof the following provisions of that Act were a reference to
the end substitute “theCourtMartial under the regulationssubsection (2) of this section.”
may appeal to the Court Martial Appeal Court;”;14B (1) Section 30 of that Act (disqualification from working

(b) in paragraph (b) for “a summary appeal court or awith children: supplemental) is amended as follows.
Standing Civilian Court” substitute “the SummaryAppeal

(2) In subsection (1)— Court or the Service Civilian Court”.
(a) in the definition of “guardianship order”, omit the words

(5) Omit subsection (4).from “the Army” to “1957 or”;
19B (1) Section 27 of that Act (costs against legal(b) in the definition of “qualifying sentence”—

representatives) is amended as follows.(i) in paragraph (d) after “2000” insert “or section 208
of the Armed Forces Act 2006”; (2) In subsection (1) for the words from the beginning to “may

(ii) in paragraph (e) after “or more” insert “under disallow” substitute “In any proceedings before—
section 100 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (a) the Court Martial,
(Sentencing) Act 2000 or section 210 of the Armed (b) the Summary Appeal Court,
Forces Act 2006”; (c) the Service Civilian Court, or

(iii) omit paragraph (f); (d) the Court Martial Appeal Court,
(c) in the definition of “relevant order”, for “a court-martial

the court may disallow”.or the Courts-Martial Appeal Court” substitute “the
(3) In subsection (2)—Court Martial or the Court Martial Appeal Court”;
(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a court-martial” to(d) in the definition of “superior court”, for “a court-martial
the end substitute “the Court Martial under subsection (1)or the Courts-Martial Appeal Court” substitute “the
may appeal to the Court Martial Appeal Court;”;Court Martial or the Court Martial Appeal Court”.

(b) in paragraph (b) for “a summary appeal court or a(3) Omit subsection (2).
Standing Civilian Court” substitute “the SummaryAppeal

(4) In subsection (3), omit “, or to a sentence of detention Court or the Service Civilian Court”.
imposed by a court-martial or the Courts-Martial Appeal

(4) In subsection (3), in the definition of “legal or otherCourt,”.
representative” for paragraph (b) substitute—

14C In section 31(2) of that Act (appeals) for “a court- “(b) a person appointed under section 356 of the Armed
martial”, in both places, substitute “the Court Martial”. Forces Act 2006 (prosecuting oYcers);”.
14D In section 33 of that Act (provisions relating to 19C (1) Section 28 of that Act (provisions supplementary to

application for review of disqualification)— sections 26 and 27) is amended as follows.
(a) in subsection (7), in the definition of “order for admission

(2) In subsection (1)—to hospital”, omit paragraph (a);
(a) for “prosecuting authority of its” substitute “Director of(b) in subsection (8)(a), for “(f)” substitute “(e)”.
Service Prosecutions (“the Director”) of his”;

14E In section 42 of that Act (interpretation of Part 2 (b) for “under the services Acts” substitute “before a court
(protection of children)) omit— mentioned in section 27(1)”;

(a) in subsection (1), the definition of “armed forces oVence”; (c) for “prosecuting authority” in the second place where it
(b) subsection (2).’. occurs substitute “Director”.
No. 97, in schedule 14, page 236, line 1, at end (3) In subsection (2) for “prosecuting authority” in both places

insert— substitute “Director”.
‘16A In section 81(2) of that Act (extent)— (4) Omit subsections (3) to (5).
(a) in paragraph (a) for “courts-martial or the Courts- 19D (1) Section 30 of that Act (conditional release fromMartial Appeal Court” substitute “the Court Martial or custody) is amended as follows.the Court Martial Appeal Court”;

(2) In subsection (1) for “a court-martial, a summary appeal(b) omit paragraph (h).
court or a StandingCivilian Court” substitute “theCourtMartial,Criminal Justice and Police Act 2001 (c. 16)
the Summary Appeal Court or the Service Civilian Court”.

16B In section 88(8) of the Criminal Justice and Police Act
(3) In subsection (2)—2001 (functions of Central Police Training and Development

(a) in paragraph (a) for the words from “a court-martial” toAuthority)—
the end substitute “the CourtMartial, the determination of(a) in paragraph (g) for “Royal Navy Regulating Branch”
an appeal to the Court Martial Appeal Court,”;substitute “Royal Navy Police”;

(b) in paragraph (b) for the words from “a summary appeal(b) omit paragraph (j).’.
court” to “1957 Act” substitute “the Summary Appeal

No. 98, in schedule 14, page 236, line 5, at end Court, the determination of an appeal to the High Court
under section 148(2) of the Armed Forces Act 2006“;insert—
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(c) in paragraph (c) for the words from “a Standing Civilian 19N In section 216 of that Act (interpretative provisions)—
(a) after subsection (7) insert—Court” to the end substitute “the Service Civilian Court,

the determination of an appeal to the Court Martial or of “(7A) “Civilian subject to service discipline” has the same
an appeal from the Court Martial to the Court Martial meaning as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.”
Appeal Court.” (b) for subsections (13) and (14) substitute—

(4) In subsection (4)— “(13) “Service policeman” means anyone who is, or by reason
(a) for paragraph (d) substitute— of section 365(5) of the Armed Forces Act 2006 is to be treated as,
“(d) create service oVences punishable by any of the a service policeman for the purposes of that Act.
punishments mentioned in the Table in section 163 of the (13A) “Subject to service law” has the same meaning as in
Armed Forces Act 2006,”; that Act.”

(b) in paragraph (e) for the words from “1955 Acts” to
Sexual OVences Act 2003 (c. 42)“ArmedForcesAct 1976 (c. 52)” substitute “CourtMartial

19O In section 81(3)(b) of the Sexual OVences Act 2003Appeals Act 1968 or the Armed Forces Act 2006”.
(persons formerly subject to Part 1 of Sex OVenders Act 1997),(5) For subsections (5) and (6) substitute—
omit “or a term of service detention”.

“(5A) Where an order under this section creates an oVence
19P In section 116 of that Act (qualifying oVenders forpunishable with imprisonment, the maximum term it may

purposes of section 114)—authorise is two years.”
(a) in subsection (2)(c), after “93” insert “or 93A”;

Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security Act 2001 (c. 24) (b) after subsection (2) insert—
19E In Schedule 1 to the Anti-terrorism, Crime and Security “(2A) In subsection (2)(c) references to the corresponding civil

Act 2001 (forfeiture of terrorist cash), in paragraph 16(3)(a) (case oVence are to be read, in relation to an oVence within paragraph
where compensation order made), after “2000 (c. 6),” insert “or in 93A of Schedule 3, as references to the corresponding oVence
pursuance of a service compensation order under the Armed under the law of England and Wales.”
Forces Act 2006,”.

19Q (1) Section 131 of that Act (young oVenders: application)
Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (c. 29) is amended as follows.

19F In section 308(4)(a) of the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 (2) In paragraph (a) after “detention and training order” insert
(general exceptions), after “2000 (c. 6)” insert “or in pursuance of “(including an order under section 210 of the Armed Forces Act
a service compensation order under the Armed Forces Act 2006”. 2006)”.

Railways and Transport Safety Act 2003 (c. 20) (3) In paragraph (h) after “2000 (c. 6),” insert “section 208 or
19G In section 90(1) of the Railways and Transport Safety 217 of the Armed Forces Act 2006,”.

Act 2003 (Crown application etc), for the words from “Her (4) In paragraph (k) after “2003” insert “(including one passed
Majesty’s” to “Army Act 1955 (c. 18),” substitute “any of Her as a result of section 220 of the Armed Forces Act 2006)”.
Majesty’s forces (within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act

(5) In paragraph (l) for “that Act” substitute “the Criminal2006)”.
Justice Act 2003 (including one passed as a result of section 221 of

1 9H In section 101(1) of that Act (military application), for the Armed Forces Act 2006)”.
the words from “Her Majesty’s” to “Army Act 1955 (c. 18)”

19R (1) Section 133 (Part 2: general interpretation) is amendedsubstitute “any of HerMajesty’s forces (within the meaning of the
as follows.Armed Forces Act 2006)”.
(2) In subsection (1)—Extradition Act 2003 (c. 41)
(a) for the definition of “order for conditional discharge”

19I In section 3 of the Extradition Act 2003 (arrest under substitute—
certified Part 1 warrant)— ““order for conditional discharge” means an order under any of

(a) for subsections (3) and (4) substitute— the following provisions discharging the oVender conditionally—
“(3) The warrant may be executed by a service policeman (a) section 12 of the Powers of Criminal Courts (Sentencing)

anywhere, but only if the person is subject to service law or is a Act 2000;
civilian subject to service discipline.”; (b) Article 4 of the Criminal Justice (Northern Ireland)

(b) omit subsection (6). Order 1996;
(c) section 184 of the Armed Forces Act 2006;19J In section 5 of that Act (provisional arrest), for

subsections (3) to (5) substitute— (d) paragraph 3 of Schedule 5A to the Army Act 1955 or Air
Force Act 1955 or Schedule 4A to the Naval Discipline“(3) A service policeman may arrest a person under subsection
Act 1957;”;(1) only if the person is subject to service law or is a civilian subject

(b) in the definition of “the period of conditional discharge”to service discipline.
for paragraphs (c) to (e) substitute—(4) If a service policeman has power to arrest a person under

“(c) section 184(2) of the Armed Forces Act 2006;”;subsection (1) he may exercise the power anywhere.”
(c) after the definition of “risk of sexual harm order” insert—

19K In section 71 of that Act (arrest warrant following ““service detention” has the meaning given by section 364 of theextradition request)— Armed Forces Act 2006;”;(a) for subsection (6) substitute— (d) omit the definition of “term of service detention”.
“(6) If a warrant issued under this section— (3) In subsection (1A) after paragraph (b) insert—(a) is directed to a service policeman, and “(ba) Schedule 4 to the Armed Forces Act 2006 (including as(b) is in respect of a person subject to service law or a civilian applied by section 16(2) of the Court Martial Appealssubject to service discipline, Act 1968),”.

it may be executed anywhere.”; 19S In section 134(1) of that Act (conditional discharges and
(b) omit subsection (8). probation orders), after paragraph (c) insert—

19L In section 73 of that Act (provisional warrant)— “(ca) section 186(1) of the Armed Forces Act 2006
(a) for subsection (7) substitute— (conviction with absolute or conditional discharge deemed

not to be a conviction);”.“(7) If a warrant issued under this section—
(a) is directed to a service policeman, and 19T (1) Section 137 of that Act (service courts) is amended as
(b) is in respect of a person subject to service law or a civilian follows.
subject to service discipline, (2) In subsection (1)(d), for the words from “the oVence under

it may be executed anywhere.”; section 70” to the end substitute “an oVence under section 42 of
(b) omit subsection (9). the Armed Forces Act 2006 as respects which the corresponding

oVence under the law of England and Wales (within the meaning19M In section 155 of that Act (service personnel) for the
words from “military law” to the end substitute “service law.” given by that section) is that oVence.”
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(3) In subsection (4) for “a court-martial or Standing Civilian ‘the Criminal Justice Act 2003’
Court” substitute “the Court Martial or the Service Civilian and insert ‘that Act’.
Court”.

No. 102, in schedule 14, page 236, line 39, at end(4) After that subsection add—
insert—

“(5) In subsection (1)(a) the reference to a service court includes
‘21A For section 233 of that Act substitute—a reference to the following—

(a) the Court Martial Appeal Court; “233 OVences under service law
(b) the Supreme Court on an appeal brought from the Court

(1) Where—Martial Appeal Court;
(a) a person has at any time been convicted of an oVence(c) a court-martial; (d) a Standing Civilian Court.”
under section 42 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (criminal

19U (1) Schedule 3 to that Act (sexual oVences for purposes of conduct), and
Part 2) is amended as follows. (b) the corresponding oVence under the law of England and
(2) In paragraph 93— Wales, within the meaning given by that section, was a
(a) in sub-paragraph (2) omit “service”; relevant oVence,
(b) after that sub-paragraph add—

section 229 has eVect as if he had at that time been convicted in
“(3) In sub-paragraph (2), the reference to detention is to England and Wales of that corresponding oVence.

detention awarded under section 71(1)(e) of the ArmyAct 1955 or
(2) Section 48 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (attempts,Air Force Act 1955 or section 43(1)(e) of the Naval Discipline

conspiracy, incitement and aiding and abetting outside EnglandAct 1957.”
and Wales) applies for the purposes of this section as if the(3) After that paragraph insert—
reference in subsection (3)(b) of that section to any of the

“93A (1) An oVence under section 42 of the Armed Forces Act following provisions of that Act were a reference to this section.”’.
2006 as respects which the corresponding oVence under the law of

No. 103, in schedule 14, page 238, line 10, at endEngland and Wales (within the meaning given by that section) is
insert—an oVence listed in any of paragraphs 1 to 35.

(2) A reference in any of those paragraphs to being made the ‘30A In section 269(3)(b) of that Act (determination of
subject of a community sentence of at least 12months is to be read, minimum term in relation to mandatory life sentence), after
in relation to an oVence under that section, as a reference to— “custody)” insert “or under section 245 of the Armed Forces Act

(a) being made the subject of a service community order or 2006 (equivalent provision for service courts)”.
overseas community order under the Armed Forces Act 30B In section 272 of that Act (review of minimum term on a
2006 of at least 12 months; or reference by the Attorney General), omit subsections (2) and (3).(b) being sentenced to a term of service detention of at least

30C In section 277 of that Act (interpretation of Chapter 7 of112 days.
Part 12 (eVect of life sentence)), in the definition of “court”, for “a(3) Section 48 of thatAct (attempts, conspiracy, incitement and
court-martial” substitute “the Court Martial”.’.aiding and abetting outside England and Wales) applies for the

purposes of this paragraph as if the reference in subsection (3)(b) No. 104, in schedule 14, page 238, line 36, at end
to any of the following provisions of that Act were a reference to insert—
this paragraph.”

‘32A (1) Section 337 of thatAct (extent) is amended as follows.
19V In Schedule 5 to that Act (other oVences for purposes of

(2) In subsection (12)—Part 2), after paragraph 172 insert—
(a) in paragraph (a) for “by a court-martial” substitute “in“172A (1) An oVence under section 42 of the Armed Forces
respect of service oVences within themeaning of theArmedAct 2006 as respects which the corresponding oVence under the
Forces Act 2006”;law of England and Wales (within the meaning given by that

(b) in paragraph (b) for “courts-martial or the Courts-section) is an oVence listed in any of paragraphs 1 to 63A.
Martial Appeal Court” substitute “the Court Martial or

(2) Section 48 of thatAct (attempts, conspiracy, incitement and the Court Martial Appeal Court”.
aiding and abetting outside England and Wales) applies for the

(3) After that subsection insert—purposes of this paragraph as if the reference in subsection (3)(b)
to any of the following provisions of that Act were a reference to “(12A) Nothing in subsection (1) aVects the extent of section
this paragraph.”’. 94; and section 373 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 applies in

relation to section 94 of this Act as it applies in relation to thatNo. 100, in schedule 14, page 236, line 18, at end
Act.”insert—
(4) In subsection (13)—‘19W (1) Section 94 of the Criminal Justice Act 2003

(a) in paragraph (a)—(extension of section 31 of theArmedForcesAct 2001) is amended
(i) omit sub-paragraphs (i) to (iii), (v), (vii) and (viii);as follows.
(ii) in sub-paragraph (iv) for “Courts-Martial (Appeals)(2) For subsection (1) substitute—
Act 1968” substitute “Court Martial Appeals Act

“(1) Section 320 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (provision in 1968”, and at the end of that sub-paragraph insert
consequence of criminal justice enactments) applies in relation to “or”;
an enactment contained in this Part so far as relating to matters (b) omit paragraph (b).not specified in subsection (2) of section 321 of that Act as it

32B (1) Schedule 6 to that Act (modifications for armed forcesapplies in relation to a criminal justice enactment (within the
of provisions about evidence of bad character) is amended asmeaning given by that section).”
follows.(3) In subsection (2) for “that section” substitute “section 320

of that Act”. (2) In paragraph 3—
(a) in sub-paragraph (1) for “courts-martial” substitute “the(4) For subsection (3) substitute—
Court Martial”;“(3) In subsection (2) “service oVence” has the same meaning as

(b) in sub-paragraph (2)—in the Armed Forces Act 2006.”
(i) in paragraph (a) for “judge and jury” substitute “a

19X In section 112(1) of that Act (interpretation of Chapter 1 judge and jury”;
of Part 11 (evidence of bad character)), for the definition of (ii) also in paragraph (a) for “court-martial” substitute
“service oVence” substitute— “the Court Martial”;
““service oVence” has the same meaning as in the Armed Forces (iii) in paragraph (c) for “dissolve” substitute
Act 2006;”.’. “discharge”;

(c) in sub-paragraph (4)—No. 101, in schedule 14, page 236, line 19, leave out
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(i) in the paragraph substituted by paragraph (a), for the (d) in the subsection substituted by sub-paragraph (5), for
“dissolve” substitute “discharge”.words from “section 115B(2) of the Army” to “1957”

substitute “section 166 of the Armed Forces Act (5) Omit paragraphs 5 to 7.
2006”; (6) For paragraph 8 substitute—

(ii) in paragraph (c) for “dissolve” substitute
“8 In this Schedule, and in any provision of this Part as“discharge”;

applied by this Schedule, “service court” means—(d) in the subsection substituted by sub-paragraph (5), for
(a) the Court Martial;“dissolve” substitute “discharge”.
(b) the Summary Appeal Court;

(3) In the subsection substituted by paragraph 4 of that (c) the Service Civilian Court; or
Schedule— (d) the Court Martial Appeal Court.”

(a) in paragraph (a) for “a court-martial” substitute “the
33A In Schedule 21 to that Act (determination of minimumCourt Martial”;

term in relation to mandatory life sentence), at the end of(b) in paragraph (b) for “a Standing Civilian Court”
paragraph 12 (but not as part of sub-paragraph (c)) insert “or ofsubstitute “the Summary Appeal Court or the Service
section 237(1)(b) or (c) or 238 of the Armed Forces Act 2006.”’.Civilian Court”.
No. 107, in schedule 14, page 239, line 5, at end(4) For paragraph 6 substitute—

insert—“6 In this Schedule “service court” means—
‘Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims Act 2004 (c. 28)(a) the Court Martial;

(b) the Summary Appeal Court; 35 (1) Section 8 of the Domestic Violence, Crime and Victims
(c) the Service Civilian Court; or Act 2004 (evidence and procedure: courts-martial) is amended
(d) the Court Martial Appeal Court.”’. as follows.

(2) In the sidenote for “courts-martial” substitute “the CourtNo. 105, in schedule 14, page 238, line 37, leave out
Martial”.from beginning to ‘substitute’ in line 38 and insert—
(3) In subsection (1) for “courts-martial” substitute “the‘(1) Schedule 7 to that Act (modifications for armed forces of

Court Martial”.provisions about hearsay evidence) is amended as follows.
(4) For subsection (2) substitute—(2) In paragraph 2—
“(2) A reference to an oVence—(a) for sub-paragraph (2)’.
(a) of murder,No. 106, in schedule 14, page 239, line 2, at end
(b) of manslaughter, orinsert— (c) under section 5,

‘(b) in the subsection inserted by sub-paragraph (3), for the
is to be read as a reference to an oVence under section 42 of thewords from ““criminal proceedings”” to the end substitute
Armed Forces Act 2006 as respects which the corresponding“the reference to criminal proceedings includes
oVence under the law of England and Wales (within the meaningproceedings before an oYcer in respect of a service oVence
given by that section) is that oVence.”within the meaning of the Armed Forces Act 2006.”;
36 In section 45(1) of that Act (interpretation of sections 35 to(c) in the paragraph substituted by sub-paragraph (4), for “a

44), in the definition of “court”, for “a court-martial or theCourts-court-martial” substitute “the Court Martial”;
Martial Appeal Court” substitute “the CourtMartial or theCourt(d) for sub-paragraph (5) substitute—
Martial Appeal Court”.“(5) In section 127—
37 For section 62(4) of that Act (extent) substitute—(a) in subsection (1)(c)—

(i) for “the appropriate rules” substitute “rules made “(4) Nothing in subsection (1) aVects the extent of section 8 or
under the Armed Forces Act 2006 or the Court of any provision of section 6 as applied by section 8.”
Martial Appeals Act 1968”; Human Tissue Act 2004 (c. 30)

(ii) for “section 9 of the Criminal Justice Act 1967 (c.
38 In section 39(6)(c) of the Human Tissue Act 2004 (criminal80)” substitute “such rules”;

justice purposes), for the words from “oVences” to the end(b) omit subsection (7).”;
substitute “service oVences within the meaning of the Armed(e) in the subsection inserted by sub-paragraph (7), for
Forces Act 2006.”paragraphs (a) and (b) substitute “to proceedings before an
39 In Part 2 of Schedule 4 to that Act (use for an exceptedoYcer, the Court Martial or the Service Civilian Court in

purpose), in paragraph 5(4)(c) for the words from “oVences” torespect of a service oVence within the meaning of the
the end substitute “service oVences within the meaning of theArmed Forces Act 2006.”
Armed Forces Act 2006.”(3) In paragraph 3—

Civil Partnership Act 2004 (c. 33)(a) in sub-paragraph (1) for “courts-martial” substitute “the
Court Martial”; 40 In section 245(2) of the Civil Partnership Act 2004

(b) in sub-paragraph (2)— (interpretation), for “ArmyAct 1955 (3&4Eliz 2 c. 18)” substitute
(i) for “judge and jury” substitute “a judge and jury”; “Armed Forces Act 2006”.
(ii) for “court-martial” substitute “the Court Martial”. Constitutional Reform Act 2005 (c. 4)

(4) In paragraph 4— 41 In Part 2 of Schedule 14 to the Constitutional Reform Act
(a) in sub-paragraph (1) for “courts-martial” substitute “the 2005 (the Judicial AppointmentsCommission: relevant oYces and
Court Martial”; enactments), in the table, in the entry relating to a judge of the

(b) in sub-paragraph (2)— Courts-Martial Appeal Court—
(i) in paragraph (a) for “judge and jury” substitute “a (a) in the first column for “Courts-Martial Appeal Court”
judge and jury”; substitute “Court Martial Appeal Court”;

(ii) also in paragraph (a) for “court-martial” substitute (b) in the second column for “Courts-Martial (Appeals) Act
“the Court Martial”; 1968 (c. 20)” substitute “Court Martial Appeals Act 1968

(iii) in paragraph (c) for “dissolve” substitute (c. 20)”.
“discharge”; Gambling Act 2005 (c. 19)(c) in sub-paragraph (4)—

42 In section 354(2) of the Gambling Act 2005 (Crown(i) in the paragraph substituted by paragraph (a), for the
application), for the words from “Her Majesty’s” to the endwords from “section 115B(2) of the Army” to “1957”
substitute “any of HerMajesty’s forces (within the meaning of thesubstitute “section 166 of the Armed Forces Act
Armed Forces Act 2006).”2006”;

(ii) in paragraph (c) for “dissolve” substitute 43 In Part 1 of Schedule 7 to that Act (relevant oVences)—
(a) for paragraphs 14 to 16 substitute—“discharge”;
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“14A An oVence under section 42 of the Armed Forces Act from “within themeaning of” to
the end.2006 as respects which the corresponding oVence under the law of

England and Wales (within the meaning given by that section) is CyprusAct 1960 (c. 52) In the Schedule, paragraph 4.
an oVence listed elsewhere in this Schedule.”;

Nigeria IndependenceAct 1960 Section 3(2) and (3).(b) after paragraph 22 insert—
(c. 55)

“22A Section 48 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (attempts,
Sierra Leone IndependenceAct Section 3(2).conspiracy, incitement and aiding and abetting outside England
1961 (c. 16)and Wales) applies for the purposes of this Act as if the reference
Criminal Justice Act 1961 (c. In section 38, in subsectionin subsection (3)(b) to any of the following provisions of that Act
39) (2)(b) thewords from “awere a reference to any provision of this Act.”’.—[Mr. Touhig.]

sentence passed by a court-
martial” to “1955), and”, and inSchedule 14, as amended, agreed to.
subsection (3)(b) thewords “a
sentence passed by a court-

Schedule 15 martial for any oVence, and”.
In section 39(1), the definitionRepeals
of “courtmartial”.’.

No. 114, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 35, at endAmendments made: No. 108, in Schedule 15, page
insert—239, line 8, at end insert—
‘Tanganyika IndependenceAct Section 3(2) and (3).‘Naval Agency and Section 16.
1961 (c. 1)DistributionAct 1864 (c. 24)
Jamaica IndependenceAct Section 3(2).Naval andMarine Pay and Section 6.
1962 (c. 40)PensionsAct 1865 (c. 73)
Trinidad andTobago Section 3(2).RegimentalDebtsAct 1893 (c. In section 23, the words “is
IndependenceAct 1962 (c. 54)5) sentenced to death or”.
Uganda IndependenceAct 1962 Section 3(2) and (3).Criminal EvidenceAct 1898 (c. In section 6(1), the words from
(c. 57)36) “including” to the end.
MalaysiaAct 1963 (c. 35) In Schedule 2, paragraph 3.Air Force Constitution)Act In section 2(1), the words “,

1917 (c. 51) pay, allowances,”. Kenya IndependenceAct 1963 Section 4(2) and (3).
(c. 54)In section 3, in the sidenote the

words “and attaching”, in ZanzibarAct 1963 (c. 55) In Schedule 1, paragraph 5.
subsection (1) the words from “, Defence (Transfer of Functions In section 1—
or attached” to “four years:”, Act 1964 (c. 15) (a) in subsection (3), paragraph
and subsection (4).’. (b) and theword “or”

immediately before it;No. 109, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 11, at end
(b) subsection (4);insert—
(c) in subsection (5), the‘Visiting Forces (British Sections 6 and 7.
words “of reviewing theCommonwealth) Act 1933 (c. 6)
findings or sentences of

Defence (ArmedForces) InRegulation 6, the words from courts-martial and other
Regulations 1939 (S.I. 1939/ “within themeaning of” to the functions”.
1304) end.’.

Malawai IndependenceAct Section 4(2) and (3).
No. 110, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 16, at end 1965 (c. 46)

insert— Zambia IndependenceAct 1964 In Schedule 1, paragraphs 5 and
‘Criminal Justice Act 1948 (c. In section 80(1) , the definition (c. 65) 11.
58) of “Court”.’. Malta IndependenceAct 1964 Section 4(2) and (3).
No. 111, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 29, column 2, (c. 86)

at end insert— Gambia IndependenceAct Section 4(2) and (3).
1964 (c. 93)‘In Schedule 2, paragraphs 5

and 9.’. Murder (Abolition ofDeath Section 1(4).
Penalty) Act 1965 (c. 71)No. 112, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 31, at end

In section 3(3), the words “,insert—
except as regards courts-‘Ghana IndependenceAct 1957 Section 4(2) and (3).
martial,”.(c. 6)

Guyana IndependenceAct 1966 Section 5(2).HomicideAct 1957 (c. 11) Section 13(3).
(c. 14)In section 17(3), the words “,

except as regards courts- Botswana IndependenceAct In the Schedule, paragraphs 5
martial.”.’. 1966 (c. 23) and 10.

Lesotho IndependenceAct In the Schedule, paragraphs 5No. 113, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 33, at end
1966 (c. 24) and 11.insert—
SingaporeAct 1966 (c. 29) In the Schedule, paragraph 2.‘Registration of Births, Deaths In section 1(1), the words “, or

andMarriages (Special among the families of”. Barbados IndependenceAct Section 4(2) and (3).’.
Provisions) Act 1957 (c. 58) 1966 (c. 37)

Section 2(1)(a) and (b). No. 115, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 36, at end
Federation ofMalaya In Schedule 1, paragraph 2. insert—
IndependenceAct 1957 (c. 60) ‘Criminal LawAct 1967 (c. 58) Section 11(2)(a)(ii).’.
Emergency Laws (Repeal) Act In Part C of Schedule 2, in the No. 116, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 37, column 2,1959 (c. 19) text of Regulation 6 of the

at end insert—Defence (ArmedForces)
Regulations 1939, thewords ‘Section 32.’.
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NewHebridesAct 1980 (c. 16) In Schedule 1, paragraph 2.No. 117, in Schedule 15, page 239, line 39, at end
Magistrates’ Courts Act 1980 Setion 143(2)(g), (h) and (k).insert—
(c. 43)‘Mauritius IndependenceAct Section 4(2).’.
Contempt of Court Act 1981 (c. In Schedule 1, paragraph 8.1968 (c. 8)
49)No. 118, in Schedule 15, page 240, line 32, column 2,
BelizeAct 1981 (c. 52) In Schedule 2, paragraph 1.’.at end insert—
No. 122, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 13, column 2,‘(a) “the JudgeAdvocate

General”,’. at end insert—
No. 119, in Schedule 15, page 240, line 42, at end ‘Section 25.’.

insert— No. 123, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 17, at end
‘Swaziland IndependenceAct In the Schedule, paragraphs 5 insert—
Act 1968 (c. 56) and 11(a).

‘Criminal JusticeAct 1982 (c. Section 58.
TongaAct 1970 (c. 22) In the Schedule, paragraphs 4 48) Section 81(9) and (10).

and 9(a). Schedule 8.
Fiji IndependenceAct 1970 (c. Section 4(2).’. In Schedule 16, the entries
50) relating to theArmyAct 1955,
No. 120, in Schedule 15, page 240, line 54, at end theAir ForceAct 1955, the

NavalDisciplineAct 1957 andinsert—
theArmedForcesAct 1976.‘Criminal JusticeAct 1972 (c. In section 66(2), the words

Police andCriminal Evidence Section 51(c).71) ““court” does not include a
Act 1984 (c. 60)court-martial;”.

Bahamas IndependenceAct Section 4(2). Section 63A(1B)(k).
Act 1973 (c. 27) In section 82, in subsection (1)

the definition of “court-BangladeshAct 1973 (c. 49) In the Schedule, paragraph 1.
martial”, and subsection 92).Rehabilitation ofOVendersAct In section 5(1)(d), the words “or
Section 113(11).1974 (c. 53) a corresponding court-martial
In Schedule 2, the entriespunishment”.
relating to theArmyAct 1955,

House ofCommons In section 1(1)(c), the words “or theAir ForceAct 1955 and the
DisqualificationAct 1975 (c. 24) theUlsterDefenceRegiment”. NavalDisciplineAct 1957.

In Schedule 1, in Part 3 the In Shedule 6, paragraphs 8, 28
words “JudgeAdvocate of the and 29.
Fleet.” Brunei andMaldivesAct 1985 In the Schedule, paragraph 4.’.

Northern IrelandAssembly In section 1(1)(c), the words (c. 3)
DisqualificationAct 1975 (c. 25) “or” to the end. No. 124, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 18, at end

In Schedule 1, in Part 3 the insert—
words “JudgeAdvocate of the

‘Criminal JusticeAct 1988 (c. Section 50.Fleet.”
33) In Schedule 13, paragraphs 7, 9Seychelles Act 1976 (c. 19) In the Schedule, paragraph 2.’.

and 10.
No. 121, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 7, at end

RoadTraYcAct 1988 (c. 52) Section 144(2)(d).
insert— In section 184(1)(e), the word
‘Bail Act 1976 (c. 63) In Part 3 of Schedule 1, in “and” at the end.

paragraph 4 the definition of Police andCriminal Evidence Article 51(c).
“the Services Acts”. (Northern Ireland)Order 1989

Solomon IslandsAct 1978 (c. Section 7(2) and (3). (S.I. 1989/1341 (N.I. 12))
15) Article 70(2).’.
OathsAct 1978 (c. 19) Section 7(4) and (5). No. 125, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 20, at endSection 8(4).

insert—TuvaluAct 1978 (c. 20) Section 4(2).
‘PakistanAct 1990 (c. 14) In the Schedule, paragraph 3.Kiribati Act 1979 (c. 27) In the Schedule, paragraph 2.
Courts andLegal Services Act In section 119(1), in thePapuaNewGuinea,Western In the Schedule, paragraphs 10
1990 (c. 41) definition of “court”,Samoa andNauru to 12.

paragraph (b).(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act
1980 (c. 2) NamibiaAct 1991 (c. 4) In the Schedule, paragraph 2.
Reserve ForcesAct 1980 (c. 9) Section 10(5). Criminal JusticeAct 1991 (c. Section 71.

Section 18(2)(b). 53) In Part 1 of Schedule 4, the
Section 19(4). entry relating to theArmyAct
Section 21(4). 1955 andAir ForceAct 1955
Sections 24 and 25. and the entry relating to the
Section 26(2)(g). ArmedForcesAct 1976.
Section 44. Schedule 9.’.
Section 139. No. 126, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 22, column 2,
Sections 141 to 144. at end insert—Section 145(2).

‘In section 18, in subsection (8)Section 146(2).
the words “on him” and theIn section 156, in subsection (1)
words from “shall be liable” tothe definition of “regular air
the end, and subsection (9).force”, and subsection (2).
Section 19(7).In Schedule 8, paragraphs 5(3),

10, 16(2) and (5) and 19. Section 23(2).’.
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No. 127, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 26, at end No. 135, in Schedule 15, page 241, column 2, leave
insert— out lines 38 and 39 and insert—
‘LocalGovernment Finance In Schedule 1, in paragraph ‘Section 79(5) and (6).’.
Act 1992 (c. 14) 1(3)(a), the word “or” at the No. 136, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 40, column 2,end.

at end insert—Sexual OVences (Amendment) Section 4(9).
‘Section 6(2).’.Act 1992 (c. 34)

In section 6(1), the definitions of No. 137, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 46, column 2,
“corresponding civil oVence” at end insert—
and “service oVence”.

‘Section 36(6).’.Section 7.
Section 8(7). No. 138, inShedule 15, page 241,m line 48, column2,

ArmyAct 1992 (c. 39) ThewholeAct. leave out ‘103’ and insert ‘to 107 and 110’.
Judicial Pensions and In Schedule 1, in Part 2, the No. 139, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 51, column 2,
RetirementAct 1993 (c. 24) words “JudgeAdvocate ofHer leave out ‘13’ and insert ‘15’.

Majesty’s Fleet”.
No. 140, in Shedule 15, page241, column2, leave outIn Schedule 5, the words “Judge

lines 52 and 53 and insert—Advocate ofHerMajesty’s
Fleet”. ‘In section 34, in subsection

(2)(d) theword “and” at theCriminal Justice and Public In section 146(4), the words
end, and subsection (3).’.OrderAct 1994 (c. 33) from “or, in the case” to the

end. No. 141, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 53, at end
I section 147(3), the words from insert—
“or, in the case” to the end.

‘HumanRightsAct 1998 (c. 42) Section 21(5).
SouthAfricaAct 1995 (c. 3) In the Schedule, paragraph 3. Section 22(7).
Criminal Appeal Act 1995 (c. In section 30(2)(c), the word

Youth Justice andCriminal Section 68(10).’.35) “and” at the end.’.
EvidenceAct 1999 (c. 23)

No. 128, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 27, column 2,
No. 142, in Schedule 15, page 242, column 2, leaveat beginning insert—

out lines 2 to 5 and insert—
‘Section 7.’.

‘ThewholeAct.’.No. 129, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 27, column 2,
No. 143, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 5, at endat end insert—

insert—‘Section 24(2)(b).
Section 25(2)(a). ‘Powers of Criminal Courts In section 134, in subsdctions
Section 27(3). (Sentencing)Act 2000 (c. 6) (1) and (2) the words “or
Section 53(8)(b). award”.’.
Section 55(8)(b). No. 144, in Shedule 15, page 242, line 6, column 2, atSection 57(8)(b).

beginning insert—Section 72(5) and (6).
In section 95, in subsection (1) ‘In section 30—
paragraph (b) and in the words (a) in subsection (1), in the
after paragraph (e) the words definition of “guardianship
“triable by court-martial or order” the words from “the
summarily by a civil court”, and Army” to “1957 or”, and in
in subsection (2)(b)(i) the words the definition of “qualifying
“, (b),”. sentence” paragraph (f);
Section 98(5).’. (b) subsection (2);

(c) in subsdction (3), the wordsNo. 130, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 29, column 2,
“, or to a sentence ofafter ‘Section’insert ‘102 and’.
detention imposed by a

No. 131, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 29, column 2, court-martial or the Courts-
at end insert— Martial Appeal Court,”.

In section 33(7), in the‘Section 104(3).
definition of “order forSection 105(2).
admission to hospital”,Section 106.’.
paragraph (a).No. 132, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 32, column 2,
In section 42, in subection (1)after ‘123’ insert ‘and 124’. the definition of “armed forces

No. 133, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 32, column 2, oVence”, and subsection (2).’.
at end insert— No. 145, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 9, at end

‘Section 126. insert—
In section 127(1), the definition

‘Section 81(2)(h).of “regular air force”.’
Criminal Justice and Police Act Section 88(8)(j).No. 134, in Schedule 15, page 241, line 36, column 2, 2001 (c. 16)

at end insert— International Criminal Court Section 74.
Act 2001 (c. 17)‘Schedules 2 and 3.

Schedule 7. Section 79(5).
In Schedule 10, the entriesIn Schedule 9, in Part 2,

paragraphs 22 and 23. relating to theArmyAct 1955,
theAir ForceAct 1955 and theIn Schedule 10, paragraphs 1 to

13 and 23.’. NavalDisciplineAct 1957.’.
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SeriousOrganisedCrime and Section 170.No. 146, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 10, column 2,
PoliceAct 2005 (c. 15)

at end insert— InPart 3 of Schedule 7,
paragraph 50.’.‘Section 13(2) and (3).’.

—[ Mr. Touhig.]No. 147, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 12, column 2,
at end insert— Schedule 15, as amended, agreed to.

‘Section 26(4).
11.30 amSection 28(3) to (5).’.

No. 148, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 14, column 2,
Clause 369at end insert—

‘In section 35— Power to make further amendments and repeals

(a) in subsection (2),
paragraphs (a) and (b) and

Question proposed, That the clause stand part ofin paragraph (c) thewords
the Bill.“or 31(3)” and “or

31(6)(c)”;
(b) subsection (3)(a)(i), (ii), Mr. Howarth: I want only to raise a brief point. The
(iv) and (v) (except the “or” powers that the clause confers on the Secretary of State
at the end of (v)) and (b)(i). to make further amendments and repeals seem
Section 36(1) and (3)(a), (d) extremely wide and, indeed, to cover enactments of theand (e).’.

so-called Scottish Parliament, as well as Northern
No. 149, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 17, leave out Ireland legislation. Subsection (3), on page 187, states:

‘25’ and insert ‘27’.
“An order under subsection (1) may be made only for the

No. 150, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 17, at end purposes of—
(a) supplementing or giving full eVect to this Act; orinsert—
(b) making provision consequential on the passing of this

‘Justice (Northern Ireland)Act In Schedule 4, paragraphs 10 to Act.”
2002 (c. 26) 12.

Will there be any parliamentary scrutiny of suchCommonwealthAct 2002 (c. In Schedule 2, paragraph 1.
orders, or are we at risk of letting through a serious39)

CommunicationsAct 2003 (c. In Schedule 17, paragraphs 23, Henry VIII clause?
21) 24 and 26.
ExtraditionAct 2003 (c. 41) Section 3(6). Mr. Touhig: My understanding is that matters will

Section 71(8). be dealt with by aYrmative resolution.
Section 73(9).

Sexual OVencesAct 2003 (c. 42) In section 81(3)(b), the words Mr. Howarth: That would seem to give Parliament
“or a term of service detention”. even greater scrutiny powers than a negativeIn section 133(1), the definition

resolution, although I shall have to take theMinister’sof “term of service detention”.
word for that because the relevant provisions are notIn Schedule 3, in paragraph

93(2) the word “service”. in the Bill.
In Schedule 6, paragraphs 9, 10
and 12.’. Mr. Touhig: They are in clause 363(3).

No. 151, in Schedule 15, page 242, line 18, at end
Mr. Howarth: I am grateful to the Minister and toinsert—

those who confer advice on him.
‘Section 272(2) and (3).
In section 337(13), in paragraph Question put and agreed to.
(a) sub-paragraphs (i) to (iii),
(v), (vii) and (viii), and Clause 369 ordered to stand part of the Bill.paragraph (b).
In Schedule 1, paragraph 15.
In Schedule 3, paragraphs 37, Clause 370
38, 40 and 65.
In Schedule 7, paragraphs 5 to Power to make transitional and transitory

7. provision

In Schedule 25, paragraphs 36
to 51.

Amendments made:No. 164, in clause 370, page 187,In Schedule 32, paragraphs 19,
line 44, at end insert—140, 155 to 157 and 162.

In Schedule 36, paragraphs 81 ‘(4A) In subsection (4)(a) and (b) “enactment” includes any
to 84. provision of this Act.’.

Domestic Violence, Crime and In Schedule 3, paragraphs 1 to No. 165, in clause 370, page 188, line 11, afterVictimsAct 2004 (c.28) 5, 9, 10, 14(3) and 15.
‘provision’ insertConstitutional ReformAct In Schedule 11, in Part 2, in
‘of or made under an enactment’.2005 (c. 4) paragraph 4(3) the entries

relating to theArmyAct 1955, No. 167, in clause 370, page 188, line 14, leave out
theAir ForceAct 1955 and the “section 371(1)” and insert
NavalDisciplineAct 1957.

‘the expiry of that Act by reason of section 371’.—[Mr. Touhig.]In Schedule 14, in Part 1, in the
table the entry relating to the

Clause 370, as amended, ordered to stand part ofJudgeAdvocate ofHer
Majesty’s Fleet. the Bill.
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(b) impose conditions or restrictions on the making of suchClause 371
payments;

(c) confer a discretion on any person.Duration of SDAs and this Act

(3) Provision that may be made by virtue of subsection (2)(b)
includes in particular provision authorising the making of aAmendments made:No. 168, in clause 371, page 188,
deduction from a payment to a person—line 18, leave out from ‘of’ to end of line 20 and insert

(a) in respect of anything (including any service) supplied
‘one year beginning with the day on which this Act is passed; but to him;
this is subject to subsection (3).’. (b) in order to recover any overpayment or advance; or
No. 169, in clause 371, page 188, line 21, at end insert (c) in order to reclaim any relevant payment.

‘this Act;’. (4) For the purposes of subsection (3)(c) a payment is
“relevant” if—No. 170, in clause 371, page 188, line 25, leave out

(a) it was made on condition that it would or might besubsection (3) and insert—
repayable in specified circumstances; and

‘(3) Her Majesty may by Order in Council provide that an Act (b) any such circumstance has occurred.
listed in subsection (2) shall (instead of expiring at the time it

(5) A Royal Warrant under this section may not authorise thewould otherwise expire) expire at the end of a period of not more
forfeiture of pay.than one year from that time.
(6) A Royal Warrant under this section may not make(4) Such anOrdermay not provide for the continuation of such

provision about money distributable under theNaval Agency andan Act beyond the end of the year 2011.
Distribution Act 1864 (c. 24).(5) No recommendation may be made to Her Majesty in
(7) Section 363(5) (power to make supplementary provisionCouncil to make an Order under subsection (3) unless a draft of

etc) applies in relation to Royal Warrants under this section.the Order has been laid before, and approved by resolution of,
each House of Parliament. (8) A Royal Warrant under this section may be amended or

revoked by a further Royal Warrant under this section.(6) Nothing in this section or in any Order under subsection (3)
continues any provision of the Army Act 1955 (3&4 Eliz. 2 c. 18), (9) Nothing in this section prevents provision as to rates of
the Air Force Act 1955 (3&4 Eliz. 2 c. 19) or the Naval Discipline allowances frombeingmade otherwise than under this section.’.—
Act 1957 (c. 53) beyond the time when the repeal of that provision [Mr. Touhig.]
by this Act is brought into force.’.—[Mr. Touhig.]

Brought up, read the First and Second time, and added
Clause 371, as amended, ordered to stand part of to the Bill.

the Bill.

New Clause 13Clause 372
Powers of the Criminal Cases Review CommissionCommencement

‘Schedule (Powers of the Criminal Cases Review Commission)
(powers of theCriminal Cases ReviewCommission) has eVect.’.—Amendment made:No. 171, in clause 372, page 188,
[Mr. Touhig.]line 28, after ‘375’ insert

‘, and the repeal by this Act of section 1 of the Armed Forces Act Brought up, read the First and Second time, and added
2001 (c.19),’.—[Mr. Touhig.]

to the Bill.
Clause 372, as amended, ordered to stand part of

the Bill. New Clause 14

Protection of children of service familiesClause 373 ordered to stand part of the Bill.

‘Schedule (Protection of children of service families)
Clause 374 (amendments relating to protection of children of service families)

has eVect.’.—[Mr. Touhig.]
Extent of applied enactments

Brought up, and read the First time.
Amendment made: No. 53, in clause 374, page 189,

Mr. Touhig: I beg to move, That the clause be readline 4, at end insert—
a Second time.‘(2) The provision as so applied is to be treated for the purposes

of section 373 as if it were contained in this Act.’.—[Mr. Touhig.]
The Chairman: With this it will be convenient to

Clause 374, as amended, ordered to stand part of discuss Government new schedule 2—Protection of
the Bill. Children of Service Families..

Clause 375 ordered to stand part of the Bill. Mr. Touhig: The Ministry of Defence considers it
has a responsibility to provide, as far as is practicable

New Clause 12 and appropriate in the service environment, the same
safeguards for the protection of children in the service

Pay, bounty and allowances community overseas as children in theUKenjoy under
‘(1) Her Majesty may by warrant make provision with respect part V of the Children Act 1989.

to pay, bounty and allowances for members of the regular or Provisions for the protections of overseas service
reserve forces.

children are contained in the Armed Forces Act 1991.
(2) A Royal Warrant made under this section may in

They have worked well, but with experience we haveparticular—
identified some useful improvements that the Bill gives(a) provide for the way in which pay, bounty and allowances

are to be paid; us the opportunity to implement. The new clause and
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[Mr. Touhig] failure to take note of what was around me. I am
happy to put that on the record. If more of our citizens

new schedule serve to make the service regime more adopted that kind of attitude—
flexible and eVective and more consistent with the

The Chairman: Order. Can we turn back to newregime under the 1989 Act.
clause 3?

Question accordingly agreed to.
Mr. Howarth: There would be fewer lawyers and we

Clause read a Second time, and added to the Bill. would have a better society. I declare an interest: my
son is a lawyer.
I understand that the Secretary of State can claimNew Clause 3

exemptions from the Health and Safety at Work Act,
Dangerous conduct etc. 1974 and its subordinate regulations. How often

has that power been used? I also understand that the‘(1) A person subject to service law or a civilian subject to
service discipline commits an oVence if— Ministry of Defence is entirely exempt from

(a) without lawful excuse he does an act in relation to— prosecution, and the Health and Safety Executive can
(i) the operation, handling, servicing or storage; and issue only a Crown censure, which is
(ii) the giving of directions with respect to the operation,

“an administrative procedure, whereby HSE may summon ahandling servicing or storage—
Crown employer to be censured for a breach of the Act or a

of any of Her Majesty’s ships, Her Majesty’s aircraft or service subordinate regulation which, but for Crown immunity, would
material, have led to prosecution with a realistic prospect of conviction.”

(b) the act causes, or is likely to cause, injury to a person.
Does its immunity from prosecution cover the

(2) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to
Ministry of Defence as a body corporate, and does itany punishment mentioned in the Table in section 163, but any
extend to individuals? Even if individuals are liable forsentence of imprisonment imposed in respect of the oVence must

not exceed— prosecution under civil law, the armed forces would be
(a) where the oVender was reckless, ten years; (b) in any better served by the introduction of a specific service
other case, two years.’.—[Mr. Gerald Howarth.] oVence to cover most health and safety breaches. Any

alleged breach could be investigated and, if necessary,Brought up, and read the First time.
dealt with in the service community. A court martial is
a far better place than an outside organisation such asMr. Howarth: I beg to move, That the clause be read
the HSE in which to balance risk and realism ina Second time.
training, operational necessity and the welfare of ourThis is very much a probing new clause, but it
troops.provides the Minister with a chance to clarify the
I am also interested in the position of servicemenMinistry of Defence’s position on health and safety

and civilian contractors overseas. If there were alegislation. I must say in parentheses that one of the
breach of UK health and safety regulations in Iraq,delights of visiting HMS Illustrious last November, on
would it be prosecuted under military or civil law, orno less a date than the 200th anniversary of the battle
under local legislation if there is any?Or is theMinistryof Trafalgar—it was a huge privilege to be on Her
of Defence covered by Crown immunity in thatMajesty’s flagship on that great day—was to walk
respect? Finally, is there any diVerence between thearound on the flight deck and below deck. There were
treatment of a serviceman and the treatment of awires everywhere, all sorts of hazards in the way and,
civilian subject to service law?to my enormous delight, not one health and safety

notice. I thought that it was simply magnificent that
Mr.Touhig:The proposed new clause seeks to createpeople were expected to look after themselves. I think

a new service disciplinary oVence of dangerousthatwe have gone completely berserk about health and
conduct. The oVence would apply to both servicesafety and taken it to ludicrous extremes. I give way to
personnel and civilians subject to service discipline. Anthe hon. Member for North Durham (Mr. Jones), but
oVence would be committed if, without lawfulI am under extreme pressure for time so I hope that he
excuse, awill not provoke me.
“person subject to service law or a civilian subject to service

discipline”Mr. Kevan Jones (North Durham) (Lab): I would
did any act relating tonot like to provoke the hon. Gentleman, but what
“the operation, handling, servicing or storage; and . . . the givingwould he have done if he, or amember of his party, had
of directions with respect to the operation, handling servicing ortripped over any of those wires and broken part of
storage . . . of any of Her Majesty’s ships . . . aircraft or servicetheir anatomy? Would he have wanted to sue the material,”

MOD, or would he have said that it was just down to, and the act caused or was likely to cause personal“Events, dear boy, events.”? injury to a person.
The maximum punishment for an oVence under theThe Chairman:Order. I think that that question was

clause would be 10 years’ imprisonment if the oVenderrhetorical and I have no expectation that it will be
was reckless, or two years’ imprisonment in any otherresponded to.
case. New clause 3 is unnecessary in disciplinary terms,
because all the mischief included in it is alreadyMr. Howarth: Since my personal integrity is on the

line, Mr. Howarth, I assure the hon. Gentleman that I prohibited under service oVences set out in the Bill. In
addition to the criminal conduct oVences of murder,am a robust Tory and I would put it down to my own
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manslaughter and assault provided for by clause 42, that the Minister made are taken on board, and that
we allow our servicemen and women to operate in athere are a number of specific service disciplinary

oVences that forbid the conduct that the new clause much easier environment. We expect them to be in
harm’s way formuch of the time, so it is important thatseeks to deal with. Service disciplinary oVences that

cover such acts are included in clause 13 they can operate without too much constraint. On the
basis of the Minister’s reply, I am happy not to press“Contravention of standing orders”, clause 19

“Conduct prejudicial to good order and discipline”, new clause 3 to a Division. I beg to ask leave to
withdraw the motion.clause 31 “Hazarding of ship”, clause 32 “Giving false

air signals etc”, and clause 33 “Dangerous flying etc”.
Motion and clause, by leave, withdrawn.What is new is that the proposed clause would apply

to civilians subject to service discipline. The careless
11.45amhandling of service material by a contractor—or, for

that matter, by a member of the service family—in
such away that someonewas likely to be injuredwould New Clause 9
eVectively be made criminal.

Rules of EngagementIt is often tempting to create new oVences, but the
‘(1) Where the Armed Forces are to be engaged in an operationnew clause would be the wrong way to deal with

the Secretary of State shall draw up a document to be known asdangerous conduct by contractors, even more so for
The Rules of Engagement (“the Rules”).dangerous conduct by a civilian subject to service
(2) The Secretary of State shall cause appropriate extracts fromdiscipline. When a civilian’s conduct amounts to a

the Rules dealing with particular aspects of Rules to be made andnormal criminal oVence, it is right for him to be set out on cards (“Cards”).
prosecuted, but where it would not be a criminal

(3) When approved by the Defence Council the Rules and anyoVence, the right way to deal with a civilian is through Cards shall have the force of law under this Act.
the management of contractual arrangements that

(4) The Rules and the Cards may be revised by the Defence
cover general behaviour at work. Council at any time in the course of the operation.
The new clause is also far too wide. If a person, (5) A copy of theRules shall be distributed to theCommanding

civilian or service did virtually anything connected to OYcers of every unit engaged in the operation and to the Service
Prosecuting Authorities.service property, and even if no negligence was

involved, and that action ultimately resulted in an (6) Cards shall be distributed as appropriate by Commanding
OYcers to all members of the Armed Forces engaged in theinjury of any sort, they would be guilty of an oVence.
operation and to any attached civilians.For example, the new clause would make it an oVence
(7) It shall be an absolute defence to any charge allegingpunishable by up to two years’ imprisonment for a

misconduct to show that the conduct concerned fell within theperson, civilian or service accidentally to drop a box of
Rules.military equipment—if that is included within the
(8) The Secretary of Statemay direct that theRules be classifieddefinition of service material, which in itself has not to the degree that he considers necessary for the conduct of

been defined—on someone’s foot. The new clause is operations and shall be exempt from disclosure accordingly.
really wide. I understand the intention behind the (9) Cards shall not be classified and copies of them shall be
drafting of it, but I hope that, in view of my placed in the Libraries of the Houses of Parliament.’.—[Mr.
explanation, the hon. Member for Aldershot will feel Burrowes.]
able to withdraw his new clause.

Brought up, and read the First time.
Mr. Jones:May Imove new clause 23, which is inmy

name? I apologise formy absence fromCommittee this Mr. Burrowes: I beg tomove, That the clause be read
morning, as I had a question— a Second time.

We have heard much debate on our visits about the
The Chairman: Order. I do not think it is necessary rules of engagement. The purpose of this probing new

for the hon. Gentleman to move his new clause at this clause is to give a clear statutory foundation to the
point. We are not there yet. rules of engagement, so that they receive the proper

scrutiny and public airing that they deserve, and toMr. Howarth: We are dealing with new clause 3, I
meet our armed forces’ need for clarity, particularly onbelieve.
operations.

I repeat my opening remark, which is that my new
New clause 9(8) fully recognises that the rules inclause was verymuch a probing amendment; I was just

force for particular operations should not be disclosed,trying to find out exactly what the law is. TheMinister
lest that disclosure assist the enemy. That woulddid not actually answer my point about whether the
suggest that the yellow card extract from the rules,Ministry of Defence is subject to health and safety
which is distributed to troops on the ground as a guidelegislation. If possible, will he let me have a note
to their individual conduct, should not be made aabout that?
public document. Our troops have been assured in the
past by their commanding oYcers that they willMr. Touhig: I will make sure that the hon.
basically be all right provided they keep to the rules. InGentleman is made aware of the answer to that.
other words, their conduct will be lawful and they will
not be in peril of prosecution. Sadly, that was not theMr.Howarth: I am sorry to ask theMinister to write

me another letter, but it is important to know the case for Trooper Williams, despite his commanding
oYcer finding that he conformed to the rules.answer. It is rather important that the various points
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[Mr. Burrowes] Mr. Touhig: I am seeking to get it across to the hon.
Gentleman that if the new clause were accepted, the

The Attorney-General accepted in evidence to the rules of engagement would be an absolute defence
House of Lords Constitution Committee on 22March against criminality and that no action could be taken.
that he was consulted by the Ministry of Defence in

Mr. Howarth: Indeed, that is precisely the purposedrawing up the rules, which must be taken, in essence,
of the new clause. TheMinister has sought to assure usas having the force of law. The new clause would
that our fears are unfounded because any soldier whoensure that that was exactly the case—namely, that
acts in accordance with the rules of engagement willconformity with the rules was indeed an absolute
remain within the law. He has now said that if we weredefence against accusations of wrongdoing. The new
to put that on a statutory basis—as we areclause would replace any ambiguity with that
proposing—a soldier could indeed be prosecuted,statutory certainty, and what the situation has been
notwithstanding the fact that he complied with theclaimed to be and what troops on the ground
rules of engagement. That sends out the unclear signalunderstand it to be. We should reflect that properly
that we are trying to avoid.and on a statutory basis.

Mr. Touhig: The hon. Gentleman has perhapsMr. Touhig: I recognise that the proposed new
misunderstood what I am trying to get across. His newclause is motivated by a concern about service
clause would make it impossible to act in the case ofpersonnel unfairly facing prosecutions for actions that
a failure.they have taken in accordance with the rules of

engagement. I appreciate that that is a genuine Mr. Howarth: In that case, may I put the question
concern, but I hope to demonstrate to the hon. the other way round?Will theMinister confirm that no
Gentleman and his colleagues that, as expressed in the conviction could ensue, in the event that a soldier was
new clause, it is misplaced. charged but said, and it was accepted, that he acted
Rules of engagement are not law. They are tailored within the rules of engagement? Or is the Minister

to the specific mission and drawn up using specialist saying that, notwithstanding the fact that the soldier
military expertise. The development of rules of had complied to the letter with the rules of
engagement will at all stages take into account the engagement, the soldier could face a charge?
rights and obligations placed upon our forces by
national and international law, while also reflecting Mr. Touhig: I have made it clear that a soldier who
the extant national policy, by indicating the required acts in good faith and within the rules of engagement
force posture. Legal advice is invariably built into the and other associated guidance will not stray outside
process of developing rules of engagement. the law. The rules of engagement cover the use of force,

but not all military conduct and tasks. The new clauseAlthough rules of engagement are not the law or
would exempt a serviceman from prosecution justlegislation, a soldier who complies with his rules of
because he had not breached the rules of engagement.engagement and any associated guidance in good faith
Does that help the hon. Gentleman?will not stray outside the law. The soldier’s guidance

card will make it clear that lethal force may be used
Mr. Howarth: It is helpful, but I shall allow theonly where an imminent threat to life exists. Assessing

Minister some time to refine his arguments. I shallwhether such a threat exists in a given set of
listen further and then perhaps I or my hon. Friend thecircumstances requires a separate judgment, which the
Member for Enfield, Southgate (Mr. Burrowes) willrules cannot address. That positionwould remain even
respond.if rules of engagement had the force of law, as the new

clause proposes.
Mr. Touhig: The rules of engagement are drawn upThere is an even more fundamental problem with

with the law in mind—to reflect the law—but the newthe new clause, however. It seeks to provide through clause would reverse that and mean that whatever rulerules of engagement an absolute defence against was laid down would comply with the law. The point
criminality. That would mean that, whatever rules that I was making to the hon. Member for Aldershot
were laid down, a person who obeyed them could not was that his proposed new clause is flawed in that
be prosecuted under service or domestic law. That respect. At the moment, the relationship between the
would be the case even if the rules permitted conduct rules of engagement and the law is clear and well
that was contrary to the law of armed conflict. No understood. The proposed new clause would cut
prosecution could be brought under our law. That across that well-established doctrine and drastically
cannot be right in principle. undermine the clear legal position. That is why I am

resisting the new clause.
Mr. Howarth: I hope that the Minister will forgive

me, but he has just referred to the rules of engagement Mr. Burrowes: I am grateful for the Minister’s
conflicting with law. However, he has already said response. The new clause is a probing one which has
that, broadly speaking, somebody who complies with perhaps exposed the ambiguity with which we seek to
the rules of engagement will be inside the law. That deal. We are seeking clarity. We want the full force of
seems to be a contradiction, so we need some the law to apply, as reflected in the Attorney-General’s

consideration of the matter, by putting into statuteclarification.
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what, in essence, the Minister said in his response: if a up to our servicemen and women to pause for thought
to debate the development of domestic or indeedperson complies with the rules, they will not stray

outside of the law. international or European jurisprudence before
following an order.The essence of the new clause would give that eVect

by allowing someonewhowas prosecuted to show that
Mr. Touhig: I recognise that the proposed newthe conduct concerned fell within the rules. That was

clause reflects a genuine concern that a soldier mightthe purpose of the new clause, but it was probing by
somehow be found guilty of a crime where there is nonature and we will not press it, although we will reflect
real fault on his part. I suspect that the hon.on the matter and perhaps return to it. I beg to ask
Gentleman believes that this is the case, particularlyleave to withdraw the motion.
wheremembers of the armed forces have tomake split-
second decisions in the heat of battle. I understandMotion and clause, by leave, withdrawn
those concerns, but I do not believe that they justify the
acceptance of the new clause.New Clause 15
Proposed new paragraph (a) provides a defence

Act or omission in execution of law where a person acts
‘Before Clause 1 insert— “in execution of the law”.
“Act or omission in execution of law I confess I am not clear whether it seeks to excuse a

A person is not liable for or to be convicted of a service oVence by person who acts with a lawful excuse or one who acts
reason of an act or omission that— because he is engaged in some form of law

(a) was in execution of the law; or enforcement. I think it must mean the second of these,(b) was in obedience to—
as, if a person has a lawful excuse for his action, he is(i) a lawful order; or
not guilty of a crime, so I take it that it refers to(ii) an unlawful order that the person did not know, and

could not reasonably be expected to have known, was conduct carried out during law enforcement. I
unlawful.”.’.—[Mr. Burrowes.] recognise that law-enforcement tasks are sometimes

dangerous and require quick thinking under pressure,Brought up, and read the First time.
but even in those cases a person cannot be above the
law.Mr. Burrowes: I beg tomove, That the clause be read

a Second time. The theme of new clause 15 is similar to In such circumstances the law decides whether a
that of the previous new clause. We are seeking clarity person’s conduct was lawful on the basis of how that
when dealing with such issues. The new clause would person saw the situation. Even if he misread the
create an absolute defence against conviction for a situation, the law will not condemn someone who
service oVence in two circumstances—actions in the responds reasonably to circumstances as he sees them.
execution of the law, and obedience to a lawful order I do not really understand the second case. An order
or an order that reasonably was seen to be lawful. will not be lawful if it requires a serviceman to commit

a criminal oVence. If it does not require him to doThe Minister might recall an interesting and useful
anything illegal, but he decides to carry out the lawfuldebate with my hon. Friend the Member for Salisbury
order in a way which is unlawful, he should rightly be(Robert Key) on new clause 5 which concerned
guilty of an oVence. A soldier may be ordered tocommands and orders for a service oVence to be
capture a town: the order is lawful, but that does notcommitted. The point that was made well by my hon.
mean that he can do anything to help him capture it,Friend was that there is a need to ensure that our
such as killing prisoners or civilians.servicemen and women trust that the orders that they

are given are lawful. I am sure that the Minister The third case covered by the clause is where a
remembers assuring us that the new clause was not person is ordered to do something that is unlawful, but
necessary bymaking reference to criminal law inwhich he does not know it and could not reasonably be
it is an oVence to incite a person to commit a criminal expected to know it. It is impossible to think of any
oVence. There is a requirement that a command is serious oVence where those facts would not provide a
lawful in order to protect the serviceman from being defence. For example, a soldier is ordered to fire on a
ordered to take part in unlawful activity. target which is not a lawful target, but the soldier is not

aware that the target is unlawful and there is noThe new clause seeks to take it further by protecting
reasonable ground for expecting him to know that. Iour servicemen and women in other situations.
understand that in such a case he would haveProposed new paragraph (a) covers, for example, a
committed no oVence.case where a service policeman has broken standing

orders in respect of a speed limit in the pursuit of a Our service personnel do not and should not operate
suspect. Proposed new paragraphs (b)(i) and (ii) within a legal vacuum here or elsewhere in the world.
protect a serviceman or woman who follows a lawful Indeed, it is a hallmark of the respect in which our
order or an order that could reasonably be seen to be armed forces are held around the world that they
lawful. operate within the law. Introducing this new clause

could therefore diminish the high regard in which theyProposed new sub-paragraph (ii) does not seek to
protect someone who commits serious oVences: it does are held. The hon. Gentleman may consider that a

more appropriate method of protecting our personnelnot create a Nuremberg defence. It does, however,
protect the servicemen or women who, in good faith, is to ensure that they fully understand what they may

lawfully do and not do when carrying out their duties.follow an order that is subsequently found to be
unlawful. We would be failing in our duty if we left it That is why our personnel receive thorough training
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[Mr. Touhig] rank-and-file members of the armed forces. It is not
anathema to other armed forces around the world.

on how they may carry out their duties and this Both the United States and Australia have such
includes training on the rules of engagement that apply federations.
in diVerent theatres, a point that we touched on earlier The Australian federation is an independent voice
this morning. I know that we hope soon to watch the on pay and allowances and represents members of the
video that we have discussed which may give a better armed forces on employment issues. It gives legal
understanding of howour people are being trained and advice and financial assistance and advice and allows
give instructions on how they may operate in the also for discounts and savings schemes nationally for
circumstances. members of the Australian armed forces. The

federation is controlled and structured by its membersMr. Burrowes: I am grateful for the Minister’s
and is supported by the military establishment inresponse. I tabled the new clause in order to probe and
Australia. In a foreword to its handbook, Air ChiefI will not press the matter. I beg to ask leave to
Marshal Houston says:withdraw the motion.
“As an independent representative body for military personnel,

I welcome the Federation’s continued contribution to theMotion and clause, by leave, withdrawn.
development of personnel policies for the ADF”.

12 pm He acknowledges the federation’s “ongoing
commitment and contribution” to Australia’s armed

New Clause 23 forces.
Some members of the Committee—I cannotBritish Armed Forces Federation

imagine who—might think that the idea is advocated
‘(1) There shall be a British Armed Forces Federation (in this by foreigners and dinosaur trade union oYcials likesection referred to as “the Federation”).

me, but perhaps I can also quote TimCollins, a former(2) Membership of the Federation shall be open to all serving
colonel of the 1st Battalion, the Royal Irish Regiment,and retired members of Her Majesty’s Armed Regular and
who said:Reserve Armed Forces.

(3) The Federation’s primary purpose shall be to— “If the chain of command is failing to support servicemen in the
(a) foster and promote the professional, increasingly socio-economic issues aVecting their lives, as well as
(b) welfare, and legal issues, there is no doubt that a model based on the Police
(c) other legitimate, interests of its members.’.—[Mr. Federation is appropriate. I much regret it but there is an

Kevan Jones.] overwhelming need for it. That need reflects the fact that there is
disappointment with the chain of command who have clearly lost

Brought up, and read the First time. a button oV their cuV.”

An interesting website that I discovered the otherMr. Jones: I beg to move, That the clause be read a
day, which I am sure is closely monitored in theSecond time.
Ministry of Defence, is the Army Rumour Service,I apologise for my earlier absence. My name was on which is quite amusing in parts. I shall not bore thethe Order Paper for Treasury questions.New clause 23 Committee with a long list of the various gripes andallows for the formation of an armed forces federation, complaints to be found there, but shall mention two.which would be open to all serving and retired They come from ex-servicemen or serving servicemen.members of Her Majesty’s armed forces, both regular The first extract reads:and reserve. If the new clause is accepted, we will see
“There are . . . an increasing number of aspects that impact alarge trucks of smelling salts going up Whitehall

soldier’s life that have little to dowith themilitary . . . youwill notetowards the Ministry. Nevertheless, there is now a the problems of debt, taxes, passport issues for our soldiers
groundswell of opinion, among the public as well as recruited from the commonwealth, family assistance issues”,
the armed forces—there is certainly one among the which are now so evident that they need some form of
people whom I have spoken to in the armed forces in representation. The second extract reads:
North Durham—that there is a need for an

“The time is right and the time is now.We have the best soldiers,independent voice to represent their interests. sailors and crabs in the world when it comes to the fight. Let’s do
Operation Telic raised issues about kit on which the something to ensure that their welfare achieves the same level of
Defence Committee took evidence. Issues also arose excellence.”
earlier in the debate about bullying and matters There are clearly calls from the rank and file for an
aVecting the welfare of armed forces families. independent voice of some kind.
There is now also a need for independent legal I cannot leave the Committee without finally trying

advice for members of the armed forces. In the to annoy the hon. Member for Aldershot, so I dug out
previous Parliament, it became clear, when the a report on the human rights of members of the armed
Defence Committee produced its report on what forces, from the parliamentary assembly of the
became the Armed Forces (Pensions and Council of Europe, which mentions
Compensation) Act 2004, that there was a need for “Assembly Recommendation 1572 . . . on the right of
armed forces personnel to have a say about their terms association for members of the professional staV of the armed
and conditions of employment. forces”
What I propose is not a trade union, but a federation and states that it

along similar lines to the Police Federation. The idea “covers the following rights: the right of association, including the
has already been raised by several Members in the right to negotiate salaries and conditions of employment and the

right to belong to legal political parties.”other place, and is increasingly being mentioned by
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I amnot saying that I necessarily agree with everything independent advice. It would make a great deal of
sense to have one body that was formally organisedin the report, but it adds to the debate.
and able to build expertise. Although we are talkingI have become a realist on the Bill. I do not expect
about serving and ex-serving military personnel, wethat the new clause will be warmly welcomed by the
have to consider the families who are left behind.Minister, but it is an important issue that we need to
I represent a naval constituency with many servicedebate.

families. The lifestyle issues are being picked up in the
Mr. Breed: I rise to support much of what the hon. demands for a federation. They would not necessarily

Gentleman has said and to add a little more. I was on want to go to the chain of command with such issues;
the Committee that discussed the Armed Forces they do not think that it is necessary in an operational
(Pensions and Compensation) Act 2004. We discussed military context. However, if they could take their
how something like a federation could have views somewhere else, that would be a great
contributed. I mentioned that at a Royal British advantage. I do not think that we will reach that point
Legion meeting yesterday in the Attlee Suite. It was today, but it is important that we put the matter on the
quite clear that when that Act comes into force table and pick up on it in the future.
tomorrow, the way in which compensation claimsmay The other issue in Portsmouth is to do with theWar
be pursued might have a significant eVect on Widows Association. Its members are very frustrated;
servicemen, particularly in potential costs. That was there are three separate classifications of war widow,
taken into account by the Royal British Legion. and some fall in the gaps between them, and they do
From time to time over the past nine years or so, not know where to go. One federation that picks up

serving oYcers have come to see me, as have their such issues would be very beneficial to my
partners or spouses. One wife of a serving oYcer said constituents, and to all serving and ex-service
that her husband had been waiting for surgery for a personnel.
considerable time. It was aVecting the family and his

Mr. Howarth: First, may I say that I entirely shareservice significantly, yet he forbade her to go anywhere
the concerns expressed in respect of the need to ensurenear the service or tomake a complaint because he was
that what might broadly be called the duty of care isfrightened to death that that would aVect his service.
provided to our armed forces and to their families? IShe came to me without her husband’s knowledge
represent a garrison town, which proudly proclaimsbecause she felt that they should at least be able to go
itself to be the home of the British Army—that is stillindependently to someone to pursue the grievance
the case, notwithstanding some of the cuts made bywithout the need to go through the usual channels.
this Government—and I understand some of theThe evidence that we have heard fairly recently
points that have been made. I do not wish myfollowing Deepcut showed that although a great deal
subsequent remarks to be taken as resiling from themof work is done by WRVS, the chaplaincy and others,
in any way.for which they deserve tribute, there is a growing
When the Chief of the Defence StaV, General Sirtendency, which will arise from time to time—perhaps

Michael Walker, gave evidence to the Committeeit is not an issue for now, but the House and the Select
earlier in our proceedings, he warned that the creationCommittee may want to pursue it more formally—to
of any kind of body dedicated to fighting for the rightsfeel that a formal federation should be considered at
of service personnel would undermine militarysome stage, rather than reliance on the Royal British
eVectiveness and weaken the chain of command. HeLegion, WRVS, Daniel’s Trust and all the bodies that
argued that the chain of command would begin tohave grown up in response to need or demand.
break down if troops were able to refer to an outside

Sarah McCarthy-Fry: I shall not detain the body.
Committee, but I am glad that we have the When the hon. Member for North Durham pressed
opportunity to debate the federation.Whenwewere in the general on that, the hon. Gentleman argued that
Cyprus, I spoke to a group of service people who were the armed forces could not be treated separately from
keen that such a federation should exist. They gave me society at large. He said that they are
many reasons andmany occasions where they felt that “not a goldfish bowl which is actually separate from the rest of
a federation would be useful. society.”
To pick up on the point made by the hon. Member I understand his point, but I believe that it reflects a

for South-East Cornwall (Mr. Breed), there is common misunderstanding about the armed forces
obviously a need.Weheard fromMrs. Farr ofDaniel’s held by many in civilian life.
Trust about the number of calls it receives. I went to It is our view that the armed forces not only are
speak to the Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Families diVerent, but that they need to be diVerent. No
Association in Portsmouth about the number of calls occupation in civilian life is in any way comparable to
it receives. The association’s website links to the being in our armed forces. In how many other
Confederation of British Service and ex-Service occupations can one be locked up simply for not
Organisations and the Fleet Air Arm OYcers turning up for work in the morning?
Association. There is also the Naval Families
Federation, the Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund, Sarah McCarthy-Fry: Does the hon. Gentleman

accept that, in Australia, there is an armed forcesRoyal Air Force Community Support, Soldier
magazine, the UK forces website and the rumour federation that is working well? Does he believe that

the chain of command has broken down in Australia?website. People go to all sorts of disparate places to get
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Mr. Howarth: Comparisons are always potentially I take the hon. Lady’s point about Mrs. Farr, who
odious, and that comparison might be. However, I do was a good witness. Indeed, she has suVered a great
not know the answer to the hon. Lady’s question, as I tragedy and has sought to make a positive
do not have suYcient experience of how the contribution to improving the life of our servicemen
Australians organise themselves. and women as a result of it. In fact, she paid tribute to

the commanding oYcer at Catterick for hisWhat I do know is that there are only two major
approachability, which suggests that, providing themilitary countries who are making a serious
chain of command meets the challenge it faces, therecontribution to the pursuit of liberty and the
should be no need for a statutory armed forcesmaintenance of stability around the world. The first is
federation, of which the hon. Member for Norththe United States, and the second the United

Kingdom. To say that is not in any way to belittle the Durham has spoken.
role of the Australians who, together with others, are I am aware of similar problems in Aldershot to the
making a big contribution. Of course, we can look at ones encountered by other Committee members—my
how other countries organise and seek to learn lessons hon. Friend the Member for Salisbury is in the same
where appropriate, but I think the Australians would boat—but not one of themhas suggested tome that we
be the first to accept that they are not involved on the need an Army federation to try to resolve these
scale that we are, and therefore that diVerent matters. Sometimes the Member of Parliament can
conditions may apply. unravel things that are otherwise blocked.

I agree with the remarks onwar widowsmade by theMr. Jones: I am sorry but the United States has a
hon.Member for Portsmouth, North. Of course, if shevery good federation system—I cannot remember
had been a Member of the previous Parliament, shewhat it is called—and, among other things, legal
could have supported me in the work that my hon.assistance is provided to individuals who have the kind
Friends and I were doing on the plight of the warof problems that have been highlighted in respect of
widows, who have been treated in very diVerent ways,Iraq. I also totally disagree with what the hon.
as she rightly said. I am conscious that time isGentleman said about theAustralians. They have been
marching on. This is an important issue. It is right thatshoulder to shoulder with us in Iraq right from the
we address it, and I am sure that we will have anstart.
opportunity to do so further.

Mr. Howarth: I did not say at any point that they Committee members will recall what General
were not shoulder to shoulder with us; that is a Walker said of other nations that have trade unions of
complete misrepresentation of what I said. I paid the kind that the hon. Member for North Durham is
tribute to the Australian contribution. The proposing:
Australians have been magnificent, and not only in

“When I was commanding in Bosnia, one of the battalions of
Iraq; they have also been involved in East Timor and one of the nations, and I will not tell you which one, laid down its
other places around the world, and I salute them. I am arms because, it said, the pay deal was not right, so they put their

arms down. Do you really see British Armed Services doing that?”not convinced, however, that Australia provides us
with an easy template to adopt. I have said that where That is a powerful point. He continued:
others have something to oVer us, that is fine. “We need to recognise that the way we run our business is very
However, I understand that the system operated in the diVerent from the way other people do . . . That is the sort of
United States is not of the kind that the hon. trouble you get into when there is a representative body”.
Gentleman proposes. As Lord Boyce has rightly said, we tamper with the

chain of command at our peril. Such a body would12.15 pm
leave the centuries-old system of military discipline

I think that Committee members agree that we ask undermined. A commanding oYcer needs to have
of our armed forces some of the most diYcult tasks— complete command over his men, and a federationwe ask them to put their lives on the line more than would undermine that system.people in any other occupation. Unlike in any other

I understand, as I said at the outset, that somejob, we train them to kill. For soldiers on deployment,
serving and former servicemen and womenmight wishit is a gruelling, 24/7 occupation that places physical,
to have such a body. Certain issues—includingmental and emotional strain on those young men and
overstretch and poor accommodation,whichNicholaswomen who are serving our country. The system of
Blake QCmentioned in his report yesterday, as well asmilitary discipline and law, together with the internal
shrinking tour gaps, cuts and the possibility thatmilitary welfare arrangements, through the chain of
service personnel might find themselves hauled beforecommand, enable them so supremely eVectively to
a civilian court have undermined morale and leftmeet such challenges.
members of our armed forces feeling undervalued. IThe hon. Member for Portsmouth, North (Sarah
accept all that. However, these are matters thatMcCarthy-Fry) referred to SSAFA and various other
Ministers must and do ultimately accept responsibilityorganisations, and I am sure the Minister will join me
for. They are not the responsibility of an armed forcesin paying enormous tribute to the immense work that
federation. They are problems that are either createdthey do. However, the idea that they should, in any
by Ministers or ones that they can resolve. It issense, be a substitute for the chain of command would
ultimately for them to do so.fill themwith horror, for that is certainly not their role,
I do not think I have ever quotedGeneralWalker sonor is it regarded as such. Their role is to support the

chain of command, not to be opposed to it. extensively before, but he gave us important evidence:
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“If we had a set of Armed Services that reacted to every whim it by deductions from pay. We are not convinced that
of every influential group in it, we would get nowhere in delivering a federation is the right way to progress.We do not see
military capability for this country”. such a body as one with which we would, or could,
We must not forget that extremely important point. negotiate.
Her Majesty’s armed forces are not a job creation My hon. Friend mentioned the British Armyscheme. They are about delivering military capability Rumour Service website—I will not use its colloquialand they must be structured in the best way to do so. name. We take notice of what is on it, and I am a

regular visitor. Anyone who looks at the site willMr. Touhig: I understand the concerns of my hon.
accept that even within the forces there are diVerentFriend the Member for North Durham, who moved
views on whether there would be benefits from athe new clause. Protecting the interests of members of
federation.our armed forces is, of course, a key priority for
I do not wish to detain the Committee further. IDefence Ministers and the service chiefs. I think that

understand the point that my hon. Friend makes. Ihe and the Committee will have appreciated from the
hope that he feels I have given a reasoned response andevidence given by the service chiefs how far they are
that I have persuaded him to withdraw the new clause.prepared to go to ensure that that happens and how

important it is.
Mr. Jones: That was a good discussion to have,To that end, to monitor the welfare and well-being

because the issue is of concern to members of ourof our people, we commission regular surveys across
armed forces. I still think that a federation would beall three services. They are confidential and ask
the best way to ensure that they received the bestquestions on many things, including the state of
support possible.accommodation, allowances and specific entitlements,
I would like to pick up on a couple of points madeand they also ask for views on subjects such as

by the hon.Member for Aldershot, who prides himselfbullying, harassment and discrimination. They
on—he wears a badge of honour for it—representing aproduce information about general satisfaction or
garrison town. But when he raises such issues, I alwaysdissatisfaction with life in the services, and we use the
think he is selective about whom he supports. He justfindings to shape and develop our policy.
told the Committee that he worked hard to supportThe welfare and well-being of our people, and
warwidows, but during the previous Parliament, whensafeguarding them, are an integral part of the duty of
the Defence Committee discussed the Armed Forcesthe chain of command—a duty that I believe is taken
(Pensions and Compensation) Bill, I proposed avery seriously. When servicemen and women consider
recommendation to extend benefits to unmarriedthemselves wronged, they have a statutory right to
partners and he opposed it vehemently.complain, ultimately to the Defence Council. The
A federation would be a way forward. This matterCommittee knows how the Bill will retain and

will return, although I understand that there isstrengthen that complaints procedure.
resistance in the MOD. Unfortunately, however, theService personnel may join trade and professional
MOD is too resistant to many things that are passingassociations, as well as organisations representing
it by. It will, I hope, catch up with the rest of societytheir interests, such as the Forces Pensions Society.
some time in the near future. I shall agree with theThe forces families’ federations represent the views of
Minister. I beg to ask leave to withdraw the motion.the wider service community. Those arrangements

have evolved over time tomeet the needs of servicemen
Motion and clause, by leave, withdrawn.and women.

Myhon. Friend theMember for Portsmouth,North
Mr. Howarth: On a point of order, Mr. Howarth. Imentioned the families’ federations and the widows

had intended to speak at length on new clauses 26 andassociation. I have close contact with all those
27, but I shall not do so. For the avoidance of doubtorganisations and I am hugely impressed by the
on the matter, I shall explain.tremendous work they do. They are a point of contact
We had proposed to suggest that there should befor information when service families, and servicemen

some equivalent to Her Majesty’s inspectorate ofand women, need to get help and advice.
constabulary that could audit the Royal MilitaryIn sum, we do not consider there is a distinct role
Police and other service police. It arose from our visitsand need for another body in the shape of an armed
that that would be a good idea: I felt that it ought toforces federation. There are suYcient avenues for
be a stand-alone organisation not employing directlysoldiers, sailors and airmen to express their views on
Her Majesty’s inspectorate of constabulary.matters that aVect their service or welfare. However,

we are not complacent, and continual monitoring Yesterday, Nicholas Blake suggested in
allows us to improve and shape policy to the best recommendation 24 that the Royal Military Police
advantage of the services. should be brought within the HMIC inspection

regime. That has opened up the issue further, so itMy hon. Friend the Member for North Durham
would be better if the Minister and I, as well as hon.expressed concern about how members of the armed
and right hon. Members of the House, having had aforces can get help and advice if they need it. They can
chance to consider the very extensive report—ittake independent legal advice; there is nothing to
contains nearly 500 pages—produced by Mr. Blakeprevent them from doing so. He would confess that
and having benefited from reading it, returned to thethere are mixed views in the services about creating a

federation, and particularly about a proposal to fund matter on Report.
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New Clause 30 Territorial Army who served in Iraq are finding on
their return that, regardless of the current law, rules

Reserve Forces discrimination and regulations, their employers are refusing to
‘(1) A person commits an oVence if he discriminates against reinstate them in the jobs that they left so that they

any of his employees on the grounds that the employee wishes to could do their duty for their country. There is a legal
be or is a voluntary member of the Reserve Force. process available to those people, but I am disturbed
(2) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable on by the apparent reluctance to prosecute theconviction to a fine or imprisonment for a period not exceeding six

extraordinary employers who are not prepared tomonths.’.—[Mr. Gerald Howarth.]
reinstate the member of staV who served in Iraq.

Brought up, and read the First time. I understand that there is, finally, a court case
pending that will, in some ways, be a test case, but it isMr. Howarth: I beg to move, That the clause be read
extraordinary that the law is not strong enough to deala Second time.
with this problem so that there is no shadow of doubt.

The new clause would make it an oVence to The grossness of the experience of someone is served in
discriminate against an employee if he or she wished to Iraq returning to find that their employer is not
be a member of Her Majesty’s reserve forces. The prepared to hold their job open, as is required by law,
Reserve Forces (Safeguard of Employment) Act 1985 and will not reinstate them, and of that person then
requires employers to reinstate former employees who having to endure hardships—especially financial—
have completed called-out service. The Act also deals and to seek redress through the courts, and for that to
with the terms and conditions of reservists when be a dilatory process, is incomprehensible.
reinstated to civilian employment.

If the new clause in any way strengthened theIf an employer fails to take a reservist back into
protection oVered to those who serve in our Territorialemployment or infringes any of his or her rights under
Army and who may have to serve abroad, I wouldthe 1985 Act, the reservist may apply to a
welcome it. I hope that the Minister will look into thisreinstatement committee, which decides on thematter. issue. I am sure that he will agree that it is totallyThe committee has the power to require employment
unacceptable for employers not to observe the law andto be made available to the reservist, or may order the
reinstate people when they return from serving theiremployer to pay compensation, or both. However, the
country abroad.1985 Act does not apply to those members of the

reserve forces who have not completed called-out Mr. Breed: I support the previous comments, and I
service. The new clause is designed to close that gap. rise to draw attention to the National Audit OYce
I understand that a similar proposal was tabled by report that was published today—I do not know

Baroness Turner of Camden, who sits on the Labour whether many hon.Members have it yet—onMinistry
Benches, when that Act was being considered in the of Defence reserve forces. I have not been able to read
other place. The Government rejected it, arguing that it all, but I am a little surprised that pressure from
a co-operative approach between employees and employers was given as a reason for leaving the
employers was the best way forward. volunteer reserves in only about 23 per cent. of cases.

Apparently, in about half of cases, the reasons given12.30 pm
were that serving in the reserves was no longer fun orThe situation has changed since then, however. On
that there were family pressures. Nevertheless, the fact3 February 2004, the Minister’s predecessor, Ivor
that in 20-odd per cent. of cases, people feel the needCaplin, announced that, from 1 April 2004, new
to leave the reserve forces because of pressure from, orrecruits to the volunteer reserve force and applicants
the actions of, their employers means that we shouldfor re-engagement would be required to permit their
take this issue seriously, especially considering theunits to inform their employers about their
current diYculties with recruitment and retention. Imembership. If they change jobs, they must consent to
strongly support the aims and objectives of the newtheir new employer being informed. By requiring them
clause.to inform their employers of their status, but not

taking action to prevent bad employers from
Mr. Touhig: I am afraid that I must disappoint thediscriminating against them, the Government are

hon. Member for Aldershot. I have total admirationdoing the young men and women who want to serve
for our reserve forces, who make a tremendoustheir country a disservice. I was sure that it is not the
contribution to our ability to defend our country andMinister’s intention to treat our servicemen and
our interests around the world. I pay tribute also to thewomen any less favourably than people who are
overwhelming majority of employers, who do adiscriminated against on grounds such as race, religion
fantastic job in giving reservists support andor sexuality, and I am sure that he can accept the new
encouragement, and who recognise that a reservistclause in that spirit.
who is called up brings something back to that
employment when he or she returns.Mr. Simon Burns (West Chelmsford) (Con): I

support my hon. Friend, because we owe not a debt of The Government do not support the new clause. It
would aVect the civilian employers of reservists, and itgratitude and full support to not only our regular

forces who are serving in Afghanistan and Iraq, but to would therefore create a civilian oVence. It would be
inappropriate for a Bill that is primarily about serviceour reserves and Territorial Army members who are

doing a fantastic job there. I was deeply disturbed to discipline and related matters to do with the armed
forces to contain provisions that aVect civiliandiscover that some—although not many—of the
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employers. Furthermore, the Government do not reply now, I would be happy for him to include this
point in his letter to the hon. Member for Westbelieve that there is a need for the anti-discrimination
Chelmsford (Mr. Burns).provisions set out in the new clause. Legislation

already provides reservists with a variety of
Mr. Touhig: I shall certainly add that information tosafeguards; further measures of the type proposed are

my letter. The point that I am trying to get across isnot necessary and could be counter-productive.
that, although I might have some sympathy for whatI shall give a little background. Under section 17 of
my hon. Friend says, this is not the legislative vehiclethe Reserve Forces (Safeguard of Employment) Act
to achieve such an outcome.1985, an employer is prohibited from terminating a
The new clause is unlikely to achieve the desiredreservist’s employment without his approval at any

result. For example, what is there to stop an employertime if a termination is due solely or mainly to his
refusing to take on reservists? Discriminationreserve liability. If found guilty of such an oVence, an
legislation such as the Sex Discrimination Act 1975 isemployer is liable on summary conviction to a fine not
complex for good reason. We also have doubts aboutexceeding level 3 on the standing scale, now £1,000,
the desirability of making the oVence a criminal one toand/or compensation up to a maximum of five
be heard in amagistrates court. Such provisions wouldweeks’ pay.
need to be given careful consideration.A reservist’s right to reinstatement to his civilian
The Government’s policy is to educate andemployment on completion of a period of mobilised

encourage employers to support those of theirservice is found in section 1 of the 1985 Act. Should an
employees who have reserve obligations rather than toemployer fail to reinstate a reservist in accordancewith
rely on sanctions and litigation. To that end, we havethe provisions of the Act, that reservist may apply to
introduced regional campaign directors to providethe reinstatement committee to hear his case.
advice and guidance to employers and reservists onThe hon. Gentleman raised a number of matters. I reinstatement. The measures proposed in the newshall try to give him clarity and assurance. In 2003, clause would be counter-productive to the good

12,600 reservists were called out to support operations relationship that we have with most employers.
in Iraq. At the same time, reservists were called out in

I understand the point made by the hon. Membersupport of operations in the Balkans, Afghanistan and
for Aldershot. It was a rather technical point about theSierra Leone. Of those reservists called out, only 28
1985 Act. Whereas I do not support the new clause, Ihave applied to have their cases brought before the
shall give the matter further thought. It will be anotherreinstatement committee. Of those cases, nine were
letter. I shall make sure that he receives a furtherwithdrawn, six were settled before the hearing
response from me about it. With those comments, Icommenced, and four were won by the applicant and
hope that I have satisfied colleagues of the reasons whythree by the employer. The remainder have yet to be
I cannot accept the new clause.heard. I do not minimise the problem—one is too

many—but I want to put it in perspective, given the Mr. Howarth: I join the Minister in saluting the
tens of thousands of reservists who have been called willingness of so many employers throughout the land
out. to give their support to members of Her Majesty’s

reserve forces. He is right. The overwhelming majority
Mr. Burns: I shall be brief. Could the Minister write of employers represented by the group SaBRE do a

to me, rather than taking up time now, about how and wonderful job. Without them, the Government would
in what circumstances the three employers won their be in diYculty. He mentioned the extent to which our
cases? reserve forces have been deployed in recent years.

Some 12,600 are involved in Operation Telic in Iraq
Mr. Touhig:Yes, I can. The hon. Gentleman makes alone. As I said on the Floor of the House the other

an important point, so I shall ensure that the day, the Government are relying far too much on our
information is copied to the other members of the reserve forces to supplement what is, in my view, an
Committee. inadequate standing Army. Unless there is some
Those figures show that the overwhelming majority improvement in the recruiting of reservists, the

of employers are very supportive of our reservists. problem will become worse. There should also be
That is why the measures proposed in the new clause improvement in the retention of reservists, an issue to
are not necessary. Furthermore, it should be noted which the hon. Member for South-East Cornwall
that reservists who are dismissed because of their referred.
membership of a reserve force can use the normal If the Government are to move away from their
safeguards found in employment law. For example, desire to ensure that people are not called up within
depending on circumstances of the case, a reservist can five years and resort to the legal minimum of three
make a claim for unfair or constructive dismissal. years between engagement on operation to be called

out under reserve forces legislation, I reckon that it will
Mr. Jones:My hon. Friend spoke about recourse to be even more diYcult for some to return to their jobs

employment tribunals, but is he aware that at the end of their call-out period. Reserve forces
compensation for unfair dismissal is capped at legislation is much more demanding of a small
something over £50,000? Does he feel that is fair, given employer than a large, because the large employer can
that such people sometimes put their lives on the line, absorb people being away on operations. A small

employer finds that much more diYcult.for their compensation to be capped? If he cannot
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[Mr. Howarth] foundation for the manual of military law. Such a
document exists. It is much used in practice, probably

I take the Minister’s point about having a further much more so than the wording of the Bill will be. My
look at the issue that I have raised. I shall look forward noble Friend, Lord Astor of Hever, who speaks on
to adding another letter to my growing file of billets- defence for my party in the other place, has been told
doux from him. Indeed, even as we speak, I am in a written answer that the manual will “continue to
considering ordering a new filing cabinet to be produced” as an “index to Military Law”.
accommodate the many missives that he so delicately The heart of our proposal is that there should be a
and so courteously wishes to send me. single authoritative document, kept up to date by

modernmethods of publication—I assume that meansMr. Touhig:Perhapswemight consider having them
on disc as well as in printed form—to which those inbound and published.
command of units, those who advise them
professionally on their duties under the law and thoseMr. Howarth: Provided that I might have the

opportunity of writing back to the Minister and who advise those who find themselves in diYculties
with the law could all turn for authoritative guidance.having my billets-doux to him recorded in a book

rather than just on the pages ofHansard. It could turn Such guidance would be couched in user-friendly
language, rather than in the sometimes complexout to be a best seller. Its sale may even not be confined

to Waterstone’s or Ottakar’s; it might appear in our legalese of the statute book that we have to employ
supermarkets. when we consider legislation.

The Chairman:Order. I get a growing sense that the
12.45 pmCommittee is becoming a little demob happy.
We are all too well aware that this vast Bill is farMr. Howarth: I beg to ask leave to withdraw the

from the whole story—the body of military law,motion.
military regulation with the force of law, and
international laws of war and armed conflict—Motion and clause, by leave, withdrawn.
according to which our armed forces are required and
expected to conduct themselves. Therefore, it seems toNew Clause 36
be worth considering the possibility of a single

Manual of Military Law document to which those in command could turn for
‘(1) On the enactment of this measure the Secretary of State that body of law. The new clause would enable that.

shall cause to be prepared and published a document to be known Our commanders in the field have to cope with a hell
as the Manual of Military Law (“the Manual”).

of a lot these days. They must not just prosecute the
(2) The Manual shall include—

battle, or hone their military tactics, but do everything(a) an Index to the provisions of this Act and of the other
in the glare of television cameras and with embeddedstatutes and conventions in force as listed in accordance

with this sub-section; journalists on operations with them. Something that
(b) the terms of the Geneva Conventions; eases their task and enables them to see their way
(c) the terms of the International Criminal Court Act; through the minefield—that probably is the
(d) the terms of the Human Rights Act;

appropriate analogy—of military law must be of(e) a schedule of all other statutes in force relating to the
benefit. They need something to refer to that tells themArmed Forces of the Crown;

(f) a schedule of Statutory Instruments in eVect relating to in user-friendly language how to deal quickly and
the Armed Forces of the Crown; readily with an immediate situation, particularly if a

(g) formal guidance on the circumstance in with the Special journalist or television cameraman is looking over
Investigations units of the Service police should be

their shoulder.instructed to undertake investigations and their procedure
in such investigations;

(h) a definitive statement on the duties and powers of the
Mr. Touhig: Briefly, of course we recognise theService Prosecuting Authorities and of their supervision in

importance of having such a manual, and understandtheir exercise of their duties and powers;
(i) such other information relating to the application of this how valuable it is to our people who have to deal with
Act as the Secretary of State or the Judge Advocate may matters of service every day. I can assure the hon.
consider as calculated to assist the proper understanding of Gentleman that work is progressing on the servicethe applicable law as it relates to members of the Armed

manual. His new clause would make it ratherForces or others within the ambit of this Act and those
prescriptive, because it would have to be produced onadvising them.
a statutory basis and the content would be regulated,(3) The Manual shall be prepared and published in such form

and manner as best enables all information that it contains to be which would remove some flexibility from it. Given
up-dated as appropriate.’.—[Mr. Gerald Howarth.] that I can assure him that the manual will be ready

when the Bill comes into force, I hope he feels able toBrought up, and read the First time.
withdraw the new clause.

Mr. Howarth: I beg to move, That the clause be read
a Second time. Mr. Howarth: On the basis of that oVer from the
I wish to speak briefly to new clause 36. As you Minister, I beg to ask leave to withdraw the motion.

mentioned, Mr. Howarth, we are indeed on the lap of
honour. The new clause would put in the Bill a
requirement that there should be a clear statutory Motion and clause, by leave, withdrawn.
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(5) A reference under subsection (1) of a sentence imposed on,New Schedule 1
or in subsequent proceedings relating to, a person’s conviction
shall be treated for all purposes as an appeal by the person under‘Powers of the Criminal Cases Review

section 8 of the Court Martial Appeals Act against—Commission

(a) the sentence, and
(b) any other sentence (other than one fixed by law) imposedAmendment of the Court Martial Appeals Act 1968
by the Court Martial on, or in subsequent proceedings1 After section 29 of the Court Martial Appeals Act 1968
relating to, the conviction or any related conviction.insert—

(6) A reference under subsection (2) of a person’s sentence shall“29A Power to order investigation by Criminal Cases Review
be treated for all purposes as an appeal by the person under sectionCommission
8 of the Court Martial Appeals Act against—

(1) On an appeal against conviction or an application for leave (a) the sentence, and
to appeal against conviction, the Appeal Court may direct the (b) any other sentence imposed by the Court Martial in
Criminal Cases Review Commission to investigate and report to respect of a connected convictionwithin themeaning given
the Court on any matter if it appears to the Court that— by section 12B(6).

(a) in the case of an appeal, the matter is relevant to the (7) Where a finding of not guilty by reason of insanity has beendetermination of the appeal and ought, if possible, to be made by the Court Martial in the case of a person, theresolved before the appeal is determined; Commissionmay at any time refer the finding to theCourtMartial(b) in the case of an application for leave to appeal, the Appeal Court; and a reference under this subsection shall bematter is relevant to the determination of the application treated for all purposes as an appeal by the person under sectionand ought, if possible, to be resolved before the application 21 of the Court Martial Appeals Act against the finding.is determined;
(8) Where the Court Martial has found that a person is under(c) an investigation of thematter by the Commission is likely

a disability and that he did the act or made the omission chargedto result in the Court’s being able to resolve it; and
against him, the Commission may at any time refer either or both(d) the matter cannot be resolved by the Court without an
of those findings to the Court Martial Appeal Court; and ainvestigation by the Commission.
reference under this subsection shall be treated for all purposes as

(2) A direction under subsection (1) above may not be given by an appeal by the person under section 24 of the Court Martial
a single judge, notwithstanding that, in the case of an application Appeals Act against the finding or findings referred.
for leave to appeal, the application may be determined by a single

(9) For the purposes of this section convictions are “related” ifjudge as provided for by section 36 of this Act.
they are of the same person in the same proceedings.

(3) A direction by theAppeal Court under subsection (1) above
12B Cases dealt with by the Service Civilian Courtshall be given in writing and shall specify the matter to be
(1) Where a person has been convicted of an oVence by theinvestigated.

Service Civilian Court, the Commission—(4) Copies of such a direction shall be made available to the
(a) may at any time refer the conviction to the Courtappellant and the respondent.
Martial; and

(5) Where the Commission have reported to the Appeal Court (b) (whether or not they refer the conviction)may at any time
on any matter which they have been directed under subsection (1) refer to the Court Martial any sentence imposed by the
above to investigate, the Court— Service Civilian Court on, or in subsequent proceedings

(a) shall notify the appellant and the respondent that the relating to, the conviction.
Commission have reported; and

(2) A reference under subsection (1) of a person’s conviction(b) may make available to the appellant and the respondent
shall be treated for all purposes as an appeal by the person underthe report of theCommission and any statements, opinions section 284 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 against the convictionand reports which accompanied it. (whether or not he pleaded guilty).

(6) In this section “respondent” includes a person who will be (3) A reference under subsection (1) of a sentence imposed on,
a respondent if leave to appeal is granted.” or in subsequent proceedings relating to, a person’s conviction

Amendments of the Criminal Appeal Act 1995 shall be treated for all purposes as an appeal by the person under
section 284 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 against—2 After section 12 of the Criminal Appeal Act 1995 (c. 35)

(a) the sentence, andinsert—
(b) any other sentence imposed by the Service Civilian Court

“12A Cases dealt with by the Court Martial on, or in subsequent proceedings relating to, the conviction
(1) Where a person has been convicted by the Court Martial or any connected conviction.

(including on an appeal brought from the Service Civilian Court), (4) On a reference under subsection (1) of a person’s
the Commission— conviction, the Commission may give notice to the Court Martial

(a) may at any time refer the conviction to the CourtMartial that any connected conviction which is specified in the notice is to
Appeal Court, and be treated as referred to the Court Martial under subsection (1).

(b) (whether or not they refer the conviction)may at any time (5) On a reference under this section theCourtMartialmay notrefer to the Court Martial Appeal Court any sentence impose a sentence more severe than that imposed by the Service
(other than one fixed by law) imposed by the CourtMartial Civilian Court.
on, or in subsequent proceedings relating to, the

(6) For the purposes of this section convictions areconviction.
“connected” if they are of the same person by the same court on

(2) Where a person has been convicted by the Service Civilian the same day.”
Court and sentenced by the Court Martial on an appeal against

3 In section 13(1) of that Act (conditions for making ofsentence only, the Commission may at any time refer to the Court
references), for “12” substitute “12B”.Martial Appeal Court that sentence of the Court Martial and any
4 (1) Section 14 of that Act (further provisions aboutother sentence imposed by the Court Martial in respect of a

references) is amended as follows.connected conviction within the meaning given by section 12B(6).
(2) In subsection (1) for “12” substitute “12B”.(3) A reference under subsection (1) of a person’s conviction

shall be treated for all purposes as an appeal by the person under (3) In subsection (2) for “12” substitute “12B”.
section 8 of the CourtMartial Appeals Act against the conviction. (4) In subsection (3)—
(4) On a reference under subsection (1) of a person’s (a) for “9 or 10” substitute “9, 10 or 12A”;

conviction, the Commission may give notice to the Court Martial (b) after “Court of Appeal”, in the first place where it occurs,
Appeal Court that any related conviction specified in the notice is insert “or, as the case may be, of the Court Martial

Appeal Court”;to be treated as referred to that court under subsection (1).
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(c) for “Court of Appeal”, in the second place where it (4) After subsection (4) insert—
occurs, substitute “court to which the reference is made”.

“(4A) A requirement under this section imposed on a Provost
(5) In subsection (4) for “12” substitute “12B”. Marshal may be—
(6) In subsection (4A) for “9 or 10” substitute “9, 10 or 12A”. (a) a requirement to appoint a person serving in the service

police force in relation to which he is Provost Marshal, or(7) In subsection (4B) after “Court ofAppeal” insert “or, as the
(b) a requirement to appoint a person serving either in acase may be, the Court Martial Appeal Court”.
police force selected by the Provost Marshal or in another(8) In subsection (5) for “11 or 12” substitute “11, 12 or 12B”. service police force selected by him.”

(9) In subsection (6) for “12” substitute “12B”.
(5) In subsection (5)—5 (1) Section 15 of that Act (investigations for Court of (a) for the words from “imposed” to “may be” substituteAppeal) is amended as follows.

“imposed otherwise than on a chief oYcer of police or a
(2) In the sidenote after “Court of Appeal” insert “and Court Provost Marshal may be”;

Martial Appeal Court”. (b) in paragraph (a) after “body” insert “in relation to which
the person on whom the requirement is imposed is the(3) In subsection (1)—

(a) after “a direction” insert “(a “relevant direction”)”; appropriate person”;
(b) after “1980 Act” insert “or by the Court Martial Appeal (c) in paragraph (b) for the words from “police force” to
Court under section 29A(1) of the Court Martial Appeals “having” substitute “police force or service police force, or
Act,”. in a public body (other than such a force) having”.

(4) In subsection (2) for “Court of Appeal” substitute (6) In subsection (6)—
“relevant Court”. (a) after “police force” insert “or service police force”;
(5) In subsection (3)— (b) after “(4)” insert “, (4A)”.
(a) in paragraph (a)—

9 (1) Section 22 of that Act (meaning of “public body” etc) is(i) for “Court of Appeal” substitute “relevant Court”;
amended as follows.(ii) for the words from “direction” to “1980 Act”

substitute “relevant direction”; (2) In subsection (4) (meaning of “the appropriate person”),
(b) in paragraph (b) for “Court of Appeal” substitute after “means” insert “, subject to subsection (4B)”.
“relevant Court”.

(3) After subsection (4) add—
(6) In subsection (4)—

“(4A) Subsection (4B) applies in relation to—(a) for the words from “report to” to “1980 Act” substitute
(a) the Royal Navy, the Royal Marines, the Royal Fleet“report to the relevant Court on the investigation of any
Reserve, the Royal Naval Reserve and the Royalmatter specified in a relevant direction”;
Marines Reserve,(b) for “Court of Appeal”, in the second place where it

(b) the regular army (within the meaning of the Armedoccurs, substitute “relevant Court”.
Forces Act 2006), the Army Reserve and the Territorial(7) After subsection (7) add—
Army, and

“(8) In this section “relevant Court”, in relation to a direction, (c) theRoyalAir Force, theRoyal Air ForceReserve and the
means the court that gave the direction.” Royal Auxiliary Air Force.
6 In section 16 of that Act (assistance in connection with

(4B) In relation to a public bodymentioned in subsection (4A),prerogative of mercy), after subsection (2) add—
“the appropriate person” means—

“(3) In subsection (1) “conviction” includes a conviction by the (a) in section 17, the Secretary of State;
Court Martial or the Service Civilian Court, and in subsection (2) (b) in sections 19 and 20—“case” includes the case of such a conviction.”

(i) in the case of a body mentioned in subsection
7 (1) Section 18 of that Act (Government documents etc (4A)(a), the Provost Marshal for the Royal Navy

relating to current or old cases) is amended as follows. Police,
(2) In subsection (2) at the end of paragraph (b) add “or— (ii) in the case of a body mentioned in subsection
“(c) is considering the case, or has at any earlier time (4A)(b), the Provost Marshal for the Royal Military
considered the case, with a view to deciding whether to Police,
make a reference under section 34 of the Court Martial (iii) in the case of a body mentioned in subsection
Appeals Act or whether to recommend the exercise of Her (4A)(c), the Provost Marshal for the Royal Air
Majesty’s prerogative of mercy in relation to a conviction Force Police.
by the Court Martial or the Service Civilian Court.”

(4C) In section 19 “service police force” has the same meaning(3) After subsection (4) add—
as in the Armed Forces Act 2006.”

“(5) The Secretary of State shall, if required by theCommission
10 (1) Section 30 of that Act is amended as follows.to do so, give to the Commission any document or other

material which— (2) In subsection (1) after the definition of “the Commission”(a) contains representations made to him in relation to any
insert— ““the Court Martial Appeals Act” means the Courtcase to which this subsection applies, or
Martial Appeals Act 1968,”.(b) was received by him in connection with any such case

otherwise than from a person serving in a government (3) In subsection (2) (meaning of “sentence”), after paragraph
department, (d) add—

“(e) in section 12A has the same meaning as in the Courtand may give to the Commission any document or other material
Martial Appeals Act,which is relevant to any such case but does not fall within

(f) in section 12B has the same meaning as in section 284 ofparagraph (a) or (b).
the Armed Forces Act 2006.”(6) Subsection (5) applies to a case if the Secretary of State is

considering the case, or has at any earlier time considered the case, 11 (1) In section 33 of that Act (extent), after subsection (4)
as mentioned in subsection (2)(c).” add—
8 (1) Section 19 of that Act (power to require appointment of “(5) Nothing in this section aVects the extent of—

investigating oYcers) is amended as follows. (a) section 12A or 12B;
(2) In subsection (3) after “police” insert “or ProvostMarshal”. (b) section 14(4A) and (4B) so far as relating to the Court

Martial Appeal Court; or(3) In subsection (4)(b) for the words from “in another” to the
(c) section 14(5) so far as relating to the Service Civilianend substitute “either in another police force selected by the chief

oYcer or in a service police force selected by him.” Court.
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(6) Section 373 of the Armed Forces Act 2006 (Channel (b) intentionally fails to comply with an exclusion
requirement included in a protection order by virtue ofIslands, Isle of Man and British overseas territories) applies in
section 20A below.relation to the provisions mentioned in subsection (5) above as it

applies in relation to that Act.”’.—[Mr. Touhig.] (9A) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable to
any punishment mentioned in rows 5 to 12 of the Table in section
163 of the Armed Forces Act 2006.Brought up, read the First and Second time, and added
(9B) For the purposes of determining the Court Martial’sto the Bill.

powers when sentencing a civilian oVender (within the meaning of
Part 1 of Schedule 3 to the Armed Forces Act 2006) for an oVence
under this section, subsection (9A) has eVect as if the reference toNew Schedule 2
rows 5 to 12 were to rows 2 to 7.

‘Protection of Children of Service Families (9C) For the purposes of determining the Court Martial’s
powers when sentencing an oVender to whom Part 2 of that

1 (1) Section 17 of the Armed Forces Act 1991 (power to make Schedule applies (ex-servicemen etc) for an oVence under this
service family child assessment orders) is amended as follows. section, subsection (9A) has eVect as if the reference to rows 5 to

12 were to rows 5 to 10.”(2) In subsection (1)(a) for “civilian in a corresponding
position” substitute “civilian subject to service discipline”. 5 After that section insert—
(3) In subsection (3) for “the oYcer having jurisdiction” “20A Power to include exclusion requirement in protection order

substitute “a judge advocate”. (1) Where—
(a) a judge advocate (on being satisfied as mentioned in(4) In subsection (5)—
section 19(3)(a), (b) or (c)) makes a protection order with(a) for “the oYcer” substitute “the judge advocate”;
respect to a child, and(b) for “an oYcer” substitute “a judge advocate”.

(b) conditions A, B and C are satisfied, the judge advocate2 (1) Section 18 of that Act (content, eVect, variation and may include an exclusion requirement in the protection
discharge of assessment orders) is amended as follows. order.
(2) In subsection (2)(b) for “oYcer” substitute “judge (2) An exclusion requirement is any one or more of the

advocate”. following—
(a) a provision requiring a person who is subject to service(3) In subsection (6) for “oYcer” substitute “judge advocate”.
law or is a civilian subject to service discipline to leave(4) In subsection (8)—
relevant premises in which he is living with the child;(a) for “or a civilian in a corresponding position who”

(b) a provision prohibiting a person who is subject to servicesubstitute “, or a civilian subject to service discipline,
law or is a civilian subject to service discipline fromcommits an oVence if he”;
entering relevant premises in which the child lives;(b) omit the words “on him”;

(c) a provision excluding such a person from a defined area(c) omit the words from “shall be liable” to the end.
in which relevant premises in which the child lives are(5) After that subsection insert—
situated.

“(8A) A person guilty of an oVence under this section is liable (3) ConditionA is that there is reasonable cause to believe that,
to any punishment mentioned in rows 5 to 12 of the Table in if the person to whom the exclusion requirement would relate
section 163 of the Armed Forces Act 2006. (“the relevant person”) is excluded from relevant premises in
(8B) For the purposes of determining the Court Martial’s which the child lives—

(a) in the case of an order made on the ground mentioned inpowers when sentencing a civilian oVender (within the meaning of
section 19(3)(a) or (b), the child will not be likely to suVerPart 1 of Schedule 3 to the Armed Forces Act 2006) for an oVence
significant harm, even though not removed as mentionedunder this section, subsection (8A) has eVect as if the reference to
in section 19(3)(a) or not remaining as mentioned inrows 5 to 12 were to rows 2 to 7.
section 19(3)(b);(8C) For the purposes of determining the Court Martial’s

(b) in the case of an order made on the ground mentioned inpowers when sentencing an oVender to whom Part 2 of that
section 19(3)(c), the enquiries referred to there will cease toSchedule applies (ex-servicemen etc) for an oVence under this
be frustrated.section, subsection (8A) has eVect as if the reference to rows 5 to

(4) Condition B is that a person (other than the relevant12 were to rows 5 to 10.”
person) living in the relevant premises in which the child lives,

(6) Omit subsection (9). whether or not he is the child’s parent—
3 (1) Section 19 of that Act (power to make orders for the (a) is able and willing to give to the child the care which it

emergency protection of children of service families) is amended would be reasonable to expect a parent to give him; and
(b) consents to the inclusion of the exclusion requirement.as follows.

(5) Condition C is that the judge advocate is satisfied—(2) In subsection (1)(a) for “civilian in a corresponding
(a) that, throughout the duration of the requirement,position” substitute “civilian subject to service discipline”.
alternative accommodation which the judge advocate(3) In subsection (3) for “the oYcer having jurisdiction”
considers appropriate will be available to the relevantsubstitute “a judge advocate”. person; and (b) where the relevant person is subject to

(4) In subsection (4) for “oYcer”, in both places, substitute service law, that the relevant person’s commanding oYcer
“judge advocate”. also considers that that accommodation is appropriate.
4 (1) Section 20 of that Act (content and eVect of protection (6) If, while a protection order containing an exclusion

orders) is amended as follows. requirement is in force, the child has in pursuance of the order
been removed from the relevant premises to which the(2) In subsection (4) for “oYcer” substitute “judge advocate”.
requirement relates to other accommodation for a continuous

(3) In subsection (6)(b)(iii) for “the oYcer having jurisdiction” period of more than 24 hours, the order shall cease to have eVect
substitute “a judge advocate”. so far as it imposes the exclusion requirement.
(4) For subsections (9) and (10) substitute— (7) In this section “relevant premises” means premises

occupied as a residence by a person subject to service law or a“(9) A person subject to service law, or a civilian subject to
civilian subject to service discipline.service discipline, commits an oVence if he—

(a) intentionally obstructs any person exercising the power (8) Who is the relevant person’s “commanding oYcer” for the
under subsection (2)(b) above to remove, or prevent the purposes of subsection (5)(b) shall be determined by or under

regulations made by the Defence Council.”removal of, a child; or
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6 (1) Section 21 of that Act (duration of protection orders) is (d) take such steps as are reasonably practicable to discover
amended as follows. the wishes and feelings of the child;

(e) secure that the case is inquired into by the appropriate(2) In subsection (1) for the words from “being” to the end
service police oYcer;substitute “which must be a period of not more than 28 days

(f) secure that the child is moved to accommodationbeginning with the date of the order.”
approved for the purpose by the appropriate service police(3) In subsection (2)—
oYcer (unless that oYcer approves the child’s remaining(a) for “the oYcer having jurisdiction” substitute “a judge
where he is currently being accommodated) (g) takeadvocate”;
such steps as are reasonably practicable to inform—(b) in paragraph (a), for the words from “applicable” to
(i) the child’s parents,“that oYcer” substitute “permitted by subsection (1)
(ii) every person who is not a parent of the child but hasabove”;
parental responsibility for him, and(c) in the words after paragraph (b) for “that oYcer”

(iii) any other person with whom the child was residingsubstitute “the judge advocate”.
immediately before being taken into service police

(4) In subsection (3) for “oYcer”, in both places, substitute protection,
“judge advocate”.

of the steps that he has taken under this section with respect to the
(5) In subsection (5) for “an oYcer” substitute “a judge child, the reasons for taking them and the further steps that may

advocate”. be taken with respect to him under this Part of this Act.
7 (1) Section 22 of thatAct (review and discharge of protection (4) On completing any inquiry under subsection (3)(e) theorders) is amended as follows. oYcer conducting it shall release the child from service police
(2) In subsection (2) for “superior oYcer” substitute “judge protection unless he considers that there is still reasonable cause

advocate”. for believing that the child would be likely to suVer significant
harm if released.(3) In subsection (4)—

(a) for “superior oYcer” substitute “judge advocate”; (5) No child may be kept in service police protection for more
(b) for the words from “consider whether” to the end of than 72 hours.
paragraph (b) substitute “consider whether, if the order

(6) While a child is being kept in service police protection—were discharged and—
(a) the appropriate service police oYcer shall do what is(a) (where the power under section 20(2)(b)(i) has been
reasonable in all the circumstances of the case for theexercised) if the child were returned by the responsible
purpose of safeguarding or promoting the child’s welfareperson, or
(having regard in particular to the length of the period(b) (where the power under section 20(2)(b)(ii) has been
during which the child will be kept in service policeexercised) if the child were allowed to be removed from the
protection); butplace in which he was being accommodated immediately

(b) neither he nor the service policeman who took the childbefore the making of the order,”.
into service police protection has any parental(4) In subsection (5) for “the oYcer having jurisdiction”
responsibility for him.substitute “a judge advocate”.

(7) Where a child has been taken into service police protection,(5) After that subsection insert—
the appropriate service police oYcer shall allow—

“(5A) On the application of the person to whom an exclusion (a) the child’s parents,
requirement contained in a protection order relates, a judge (b) any person who is not a parent of the child but has
advocate may, in such circumstances and subject to such parental responsibility for him,
conditions as may be prescribed by regulations, vary the exclusion (c) any personwithwhom the child was residing immediately
requirement or discharge the order so far as it imposes the before he was taken into service police protection,
exclusion requirement.” (d) any person in whose favour a contact order is in force
(6) In subsection (7) for “oYcer” substitute “judge advocate”. with respect to the child, and

(e) any person acting on behalf of any of those persons,8 After that section insert—
to have such contact (if any) with the child as, in the opinion of“22A Removal and accommodation of children by service police
the appropriate service police oYcer, is both reasonable and in thein emergency
child’s best interests.(1) Where a service policeman has reasonable cause to believe

that a relevant child would otherwise be likely to suVer significant (8) In this section— “authorised”, in relation to a service
harm, he may, if authorised— policeman, means authorised, by an authorising service police

(a) remove the child to suitable accommodation and keep oYcer and in accordance with regulations, to exercise the power
him there; or under subsection (1) in the case in question;

(b) take such steps as are reasonable to ensure that the child’s “an authorising service police oYcer”, andremoval from any service hospital, or other place, in which
“the appropriate service police oYcer” have themeanings given byhe is then being accommodated is prevented.
regulations;(2) In this section, a child with respect to whom a service
“relevant child” means a child who falls within paragraph (a) orpoliceman has exercised the power under subsection (1) is referred
(b) of section 19(1) above;to as having been taken into service police protection.

(3) As soon as is reasonably practicable after taking a child into “service policeman” has the samemeaning as in the Armed Forces
service police protection, the service policeman concerned shall— Act 1996.”

(a) inform the appropriate service police oYcer of the steps 9 (1) Section 23 of that Act (interpretation) is amended as
that have been and are proposed to be taken under this Part follows.
of this Act with respect to the child and the reasons for

(2) In subsection (1)—taking them;
(a) in the definition of “accommodation”, for thewords from(b) give details to the appropriate service police oYcer of the
“means” to “relates,” substitute “, in relation to a child toplace at which the child is being accommodated;
whom a protection order relates, means any service(c) inform the child (if he appears capable of
hospital or other suitable place the occupier of which isunderstanding)—
willing temporarily to receive the child,”;(i) of the steps that have been taken with respect to him

(b) for the definition of “civilian in a correspondingunder this section and of the reasons for taking
position” substitute— ““civilian subject to servicethem; and
discipline” has the same meaning as in the Armed Forces(ii) of the further steps that may be taken with respect to

him under this Part of this Act; Act 2006;”;
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(c) after the definition of “contact order” insert— their families. We have a duty to them to ensure that
““exclusion requirement” has the meaning given by section 20A we have a proper and decent system of military justice,
above;”; and that is what the Bill is about—harmonising

(d) after the definition of “extension order” insert— arrangements across the three services.
““harm” and “significant harm” have the samemeanings as in the

We are doing a good job of work, and I am gratefulChildren Act 1989;”;
for the all the help and encouragement that I have had(e) for the definitions of “oYcer having jurisdiction” and

“superior oYcer” substitute— from both sides of the Committee and from oYcials.
We have made good progress, and like all members of““judge advocate” has the same meaning as in the Armed Forces

Act 2006;”; the Committee, I look forward to getting the Bill on
(f) in the definition of “regulations”, after ““regulations”” the statute book.
insert “(except in section 20A(8))”;

(g) for the definition of “service law” substitute— ““subject
Mr. Howarth: Further to that point of order, Mr.to service law” has the same meaning as in the Armed

Howarth. I join the Minister in thanking you for howForces Act 2006.”
you have conducted proceedings. I also thank your(3) After that subsection insert—
deputy, my hon. Friend the Member for Salisbury.“(1A) Section 163(2) and (3) of the Armed Forces Act 2006

apply in relation to section 18(8A) and 20(9A) of this Act.” I entirely concur with theMinister that this has been
(4) Omit subsection (2).’.—[Mr. Touhig.] an extremely valuable way of conducting

parliamentary business. Indeed, I have been so
Brought up, read the First and Second time, and added impressed that I have already recommended to one of

to the Bill. my hon. Friends, who leads for my party on another
Department, that we should consider suchThe Chairman: The Committee has now completed
proceedings much more frequently. Although thatits formal consideration of the Armed Forces Bill. The
would probably be more diYcult where there wereBill will be reported to the House after we have agreed
severe ideological diVerences, there would be immenseour special report.
benefit in Parliament using such means to scrutinise
legislation that does not present such stark diYculties.Mr. Touhig: On a point of order, Mr. Howarth.

When we discussed clause 335, the hon. Member for As I said at the outset, it is worth bearing it in mind
Enfield, Southgate asked why the pay and allowances that our predecessor Committee took two years to
are covered by royal warrant and not by statutory deliberate when the original single-service Acts were
instrument. I can give him an answer now, or does he drawn up in 1955. It is therefore nomean tribute to this
wish me to write to him? Committee that we have been able to get through the

Bill in a rather shorter time. I am aware that much of
Mr. Burrowes: The Minister can write to me. it has not been discussed in detail, but that is largely

because so much of it replicates what is already on theMr. Touhig: I shall certainly do so.
statute book. As theMinister mentioned, we have alsoOn a further point of order,Mr.Howarth.May I say
had our diVerences, although I hope that we shall beat the conclusion of our consideration that we have
able to refine the Bill even further onReport and in thegreatly benefited from your chairmanship? You have
other place, where there are some very distinguishedguided us through a diYcult period. I also pay tribute
former military personnel.to your stand-in, the hon. Member for Salisbury, who
I pay particular tribute to the members of the Billdid sterlingwork when youwere not able to be with us.

team. Although they are accountable to the Minister,It is also right that I should pay tribute to all
my initial scepticism, if not alarm, at the fact that theymembers of the Committee for their hugely
would accompany us overseas—having, I thought,constructive and helpful contributions. We have
been chargedwith ensuring that themilitary told us thedisagreed on some things, but that is right and proper
right thing—was completelywithout foundation. I canbecause that is how wemake law in this country. I also
honestly say that they have added enormously to mypay tribute to the members of the Bill team, who have
understanding and that of my hon. Friends.done a fantastic job of work. They have not only given
I am glad that the Minister has felt able to allow usme advice, but managed to engage with hon.Members

to engage in discussion with members of his Bill teamat the edge of our sittings.
and I pay them my warmest tribute. They have had aThis might seem rather dramatic, but we have made
big job to do over the past 18 months and they havehistory in how we have scrutinised the Bill. This stage
been hugely helpful to us. I am sure that they willof proceedings on previous Armed Forces Bills was
continue to assist.carried out in deliberative, private sittings. This is the

first time that they have been carried out in public, and Finally, none of us would wish to leave the last word
it is good that they have been, because they have been to anyone other than those whom we are here to
open and transparent. As a result, we will have a better serve—the members of Her Majesty’s armed forces.
Bill when we conclude. We have covered a lot of All members of the Committee have unbounded
ground in a short time, but our debates have been admiration forwhat they do for our country, and I join
very helpful. entirely with the Minister in saying that we intend to

deliver the best, most workable, most eYcient andAll colleagues, including those who recently
fairest system of military justice for them. That willtravelled to Iraq, Cyprus and so on, have been hugely
enable them to discharge the responsibility that weimpressed by our servicemen and women, their

commitment and the support that they receive from place on them and which they undertake to fulfil in
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[Mr. Howarth] a whole new meaning to the phrase “sleeping with the
enemy”. Finally, may I thank you, Mr. Howarth, for

defence of our country and our interests worldwide. the pragmatic, professional and pleasant way in
I salute them for that and hope that we have done which you have conducted our proceedings?
them the justice that they fully deserve.

The Chairman: I am grateful for all those
Mr. Breed: Further to that point of order, Mr. comments. I thank the Committee for the supportive

Howarth. This has been an excellent process for a way in which they have helped me to get through this.
complex and important Bill, which merges, where May I also, on behalf of the Committee, thank the
possible, the appropriate provisions, but which also Bill team for their support? I thank the Clerk, the
maintains the ethos and culture of the separate Committee assistant—I understand that this is her
services. I think it has succeeded in striking that first Committee, but it did not show—and the
balance. We have tried to ensure that we meet secretary to the Clerk’s team, who have all been very
modern civil practices while recognising that the supportive. I would also like to thank Hansard for
armed forces are very special and have a unique role turning our occasional ramblings into
to play. We have to respond to that. understandable English and, of course, the
May I also pay tribute to the members of the doorkeepers.

Committee and the Bill team, particularly those who
went to Iraq? I will never forget Allenby lines; it gave Committee rose at three minutes to One o’clock.
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